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Abstract
Difficult optimization problems are problems that require computationally intensive
resources to generate optimal or sub-optimal solutions. Therefore, development of effi-
cient optimization methods is essential. The contribution of stochastic methods, such as
meta-heuristics, to dealing with difficult optimization problems is widely recognized in
the operations research community. Current topics in the field of optimization address
the success of stochastic methods through empirical or theoretical study, or both.
The subject of this dissertation is the study of the Bee Colony Optimization (BCO)
meta-heuristic method. The study follows three lines of research: theoretical analysis
of convergence, implementation of parallelization strategies and empirical analysis of
performance. We deliberate our research goals from the point of the design of the BCO
algorithm.
A growing interest in the convergence properties of the BCO method has inspired
the main segment of the thesis. Theoretical analysis of BCO implies mathematical ver-
ification of the asymptotic convergence towards an optimal solution, assuming certain
conditions. We identify these conditions for constructive (BCOc) and improvement
BCO (BCOi). Based on the recently published tutorial we inspect two types of conver-
gence, the best-so-far and the sophisticated model convergence. The best-so-far conver-
gence has just to answer if the optimal solution is reachable by the considered search
method, i.e., will the desired optimum be found if the algorithm is given enough time.
The model convergence analyzes the properties of the algorithm that direct the search
process toward the subspace containing the optimal solution. Regarding the best-so-far
convergence, we prove that BCO already satisfies necessary and sufficient conditions.
To fulfil the conditions of the model convergence the BCO algorithm must incorporate
the global knowledge and the specific modification/construction rules. We prove that
BCO is well founded and provides a good basis for model convergence.
Operating with population of solutions makes BCO suitable for parallelization. The-
refore, we explore potential parallelization strategies for distributed memory multi-
processor architecture, as it allows utilization of a large number of processors. Three
parallelization strategies and five corresponding coarse-grained implementations are
considered under the Message Passing Interface (MPI) communication protocol. The
first strategy involves independent execution of various BCOc algorithms. The second
strategy is related to synchronous cooperative execution of the BCOc algorithms. The
third strategy defines a novel general approach that implements asynchronous coop-
eration between the algorithms. The strategy enables diversified search suitable for
various multiprocessor topologies. We propose two variants of asynchronous strategy:
with centralized and with non-centralized communication control. The results demon-
strate that all parallel BCO algorithms provide excellent performance compared to the
sequential implementation. The independent executions enable significant speedup
while preserving the quality of solutions. As for both of cooperative strategies, the
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quality is improved in addition to speeding up the computations. Moreover, the asyn-
chronous strategy outperforms the synchronous with respect to both solution’s quality
and running time. We observe that the best performance is achieved by engaging a
modest number of processors (up to 12). Several reasons might cause this behav-
ior: communication overhead between a larger number of processors and/or stochastic
nature of the BCO method that corrupts a systematic behavior of the parallel imple-
mentations.
We address the empirical study of BCO(c|i) by conducting experimental tests in
domains where sophisticated alternatives already exist in order to perform sensitivity
analysis of algorithm’s response to changes in problem and parameter settings. Our
objective is to contribute to the further development of the BCO algorithms. Statistical
and visual analysis are two general directions that we exploit, supported by an off-
line strategy. The design of our studies is founded on averaging response values and
comparing profile data between the factors of interest. The two studies are focused on
the influence of two actual and two novel BCO parameters on the measured outcomes.
They encompass comparisons between several heuristic algorithms and the selection
of the best candidate for construction/modification rules embedded in the BCO(c|i)
algorithm. Statistical analysis helps to establish the statistical and practical significance
between the best reported results of investigated algorithm instances. Visual analysis
is employed to provoke research questions about the performance and to extend the
information obtained by statistical analysis. Specifically, the focus is on the influence
and interactions between a subset of BCO parameters: population size (B), control
number of constructions/transformations (NC), choice of objective function (ME) and
loyalty function (Lf ). Both statistical and visual analysis are conducted for BCOc while
we employ only visual analysis for the BCOi solver.
Sažetak
1 Uvod u optimizaciju
Svako od nas cˇesto rešava probleme optimizacije kao što je pronalaženje najkrac´eg puta
od posla do kuc´e, imajuc´i u vidu uslove u saobrac´aju ili usputne zadatke koje želimo da
obavimo. Med¯utim, cˇim se pojave dodatni ogranicˇavajuc´i uslovi, na primer kompliko-
vaniji sistem prevoza ili vremenska ogranicˇenja, cˇesto nismo u moguc´nosti da odredimo
bolju (optimalnu) putanju. Može se rec´i da probleme optimizacije lako pronalazimo u
svakodnevnom životu i da njihova postavka cˇesto sadrži jednostavnu formulaciju, ali
je pronalaženje rešenje veoma teško. Imajuc´i u vidu prirodu problema koji rešavamo i
metode kojima se koristimo, pod optimizacijom podrazumevamo pronalaženje najbo-
ljeg ili dovoljno dobrog rešenja nekog postavljenog problema, ili efikasniju upotrebu
neke postojec´e metode.
Uopšteno govorec´i, problem optimizacije se sastoji od nalaženja minimalne ili mak-
simalne vrednosti neke funkcije f(x). Skup svih promenljivih x, cˇije vrednosti pripadaju
oblasti definisanosti funkcije f zovemo prostor rešenja (S). Podskup skupa S uslovljen
ogranicˇenjima (npr. sistemom nejednacˇina), nazivamo skup dopustivih tacˇaka. Reša-
vanje optimizacionog problema sastoji se u tome da se, med¯u svim dopustivim rešen-
jima, pronad¯e ono rešenje koje minimizira (maksimizira) funkciju f . Takvo rešenje
naziva se optimalno. Postoje i takvi zadaci kod kojih je dopustiv skup prazan (ne pos-
toji rešenje koje zadovoljava sva ogranicˇenja), ali oni nisu od interesa za problematiku
kojom se bavi ova disertacija. Dakle, u nastavku se uvek pretpostavlja da razmatrani
problem ima dopustiva rešenja.
Metode rešavanja zadataka optimizacije mogu se podeliti u dve glavne grupe [Dav06a,
Tal09]:
• egzaktne i
• približne.
Egzaktne metode se zasnivaju na pretrazi celog prostora rešenja. Med¯utim, sa poras-
tom dimenzije problema javlja se i potreba za inteligentnijim pristupom pretraživanju
koje c´e se usmeravati u odred¯enom pravcu i time eliminisati beskorisna ispitivanja.
Primer takvih metoda su: metode grananja i ogranicˇavanja (branch-and-bound, B&B)
i metoda grananja i odsecanja (branch-and-cut, B&C) [Sta07].
Približne metode obuhvataju klasu heuristicˇkih i metaheuristicˇkih metoda. Heuris-
ticˇke metode se primenjuju kada dimenzija problema toliko poraste da ih ne možemo
rešiti egzaktnim metodama. One predstavljaju tehnike rešavanja koje uzimaju u obzir
a priori znanje o razmatranom problemu. Pod pojmom heuristika se u nekom opštem
znacˇenju podrazumeva pronac´i ili otkriti putem pokušaja i grešaka. Koriste se za kon-
strukciju (generisanje) rešenja i samim tim donose odluke na osnovu nepotpunih in-
formacija. Njihova osnovna karakteristika je da obezbed¯uju rešenja relativno dobrog
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kvaliteta u kratkom vremenu izvršavanja. Stoga se u savremenoj literaturi mnogo
cˇešc´e, nego kao samostalne metode, koriste u kombinaciji sa drugim optimizacionim
tehnikama (egzaktnim metodama i metaheuristikama). Heuristicˇke metode uglavnom
ne mogu da garantuju kvalitet dobijenog rešenja. Med¯utim, postoje i takve prib-
ližne metode konstruisane da bi garantovale kvalitet najlošijeg konacˇnog rešenja. Ove
metode su poznate kao aproksimativni algoritmi. Za takve algoritme postoji definisan
faktor aproksimacije, α, koji se koristi da bi se utvrdila udaljenost najlošijeg rešenja
od optimalnog. Aproksimativni algoritmi su deterministicˇki algoritmi koji garantuju
da c´e dobijeno rešenje biti najviše α puta lošije od optimuma, za bilo koju instancu
problema. To ne znacˇi da se za neke primere nec´e generisati optimalno rešenje, vec´
samo da dobijeno rešenje za bilo koju instancu problema nec´e nikada biti gore od α
puta optimum. Za razliku od heuristika, koje su dizajnirane za rešavanje specificˇnih
problema, metaheuristike predstavljaju opšte (univerzalne) metode koje ne zavise od
problema. Kao takve, metaheuristike mogu da pozivaju heuristicˇke metode kako bi ih
usmeravale tokom procesa pretraživanja prostora rešenja.
Metaheuristike su originalno razvijene za rešavanje klase problema optimizacije
cˇije promenljive imaju diskretnu strukturu, odnosno za probleme kombinatorne opti-
mizacije. U teoriji optimizacije razlikujemo i klasu problema cˇija se rešenja predstavl-
jaju realnim promenljivama, odnosno, problemi neprekidne optimizacije, i klasu prob-
lema u kojima promenljive mogu biti realne ili diskretne, odnosno probleme mešovite
optimizacije [Blu03, Tal09]. Kombinatorna optimizacija je matematicˇka disciplina koja
proucˇava probleme nalaženja ekstremnih vrednosti funkcije definisane na konacˇnom ili
prebrojivo beskonacˇnom skupu [Sta07]. Odred¯ivanje najpovoljnijeg puta za pošiljke,
izrada rasporeda školskih vežbi i mnogi drugi zadaci se mogu predstaviti kao problemi
kombinatorne optimizacije. Takod¯e, predmet istraživanja kombinatorne optimizacije
su problemi koji su vec´inom centralni za discipline racˇunarskih nauka i inženjerstva.
Povec´avanjem dimenzije problema povec´ava se i vreme potrebno da se takav prob-
lem reši. Mnogi problemi optimizacije su takvi da sadrže jednostavnu formulaciju, dok
je njihovo rešavanje komplikovano. Takvi problemi pripadaju velikom skupu problema
za koje nam nije poznat algoritam polinomijalne složenosti, odnosno, kada je problem
takav da ga ne možemo rešiti u polinomijalnom vremenu, ali možemo da verifikujemo
rešenje u nekom polinomijalnom vremenu. U teoriji kompleksnosti ovakva klasa prob-
lema se naziva NP problemima, a to su svi oni problemi koji se mogu rešiti nedeter-
ministicˇkom Tjuringovom mašinom za polinomijalno vreme [Coo71, Ogn04]. Drugim
recˇima, klasa NP problema sadrži sve one probleme cˇije rešenje se može proveriti (ver-
ifikovati) za polinomijalno vreme. Unutar ove klase definisana je podklasa takozvanih
NP-kompletnih problema. Poznati primer NP-kompletnog problema je problem zado-
voljenja (eng. satisfiability problem, SAT). [Coo71] je pokazao da svi NP problemi se
mogu svesti na SAT pomoc´u, na primer, Turingove ili Karpove redukcije, u polinomi-
jalnom vremenu. U teoriji kompleksnosti je klasa NP-teških problema definisana kao
skup svih problema koji su najmanje teški kao NP-kompletni zadaci. Ovakva klasa je
omoguc´ila opis problema kod kojih se provera rešenja ne može utvrditi u polinomi-
jalnom vremenu. S obzirom da klasa NP-teških problema sadrži veliki broj znacˇajnih
primera iz prakse, u pocˇetku su za njihovo rešavanje razvijene heuristicˇke metode. U
teoriji optimizacije od posebnog interesa su oni NP-teški problemi za koje želimo da
nad¯emo dovoljno dobro (najbolje) približno rešenje, a metaheuristicˇke metode pred-
stavljaju prirodan izbor takve pretrage.
2 Metaheuristicˇke metode vii
Metaheuristicˇke metode predstavljaju moc´an alat za konstruisanje algoritama po-
moc´u kojih rešavamo optimizacione probleme [Blu03, Tal09, Roz11]. Mogu se defi-
nisati kao uopšteni skup pravila koja se prilikom implementacije prilagod¯avaju svakom
konkretnom problemu. U praksi se pokazalo da razlicˇite metaheuristicˇke metode,
za relativno kratko vreme, uspevaju da pronad¯u dopustiva suboptimalna rešenja za
složenije probleme ili probleme vec´ih dimenzija, što je uticalo na njihovu široku pri-
menu poslednjih 20 godina. Med¯utim, u pored¯enju sa egzaktnim metodama ili drugim
algoritmima optimizacije, metaheuristike (kao i ostale heuristike) ne mogu da garan-
tuju optimalnost dobijenog rešenja, niti koliko je dobijeno rešenje udaljeno od željenog
optimuma (ukoliko dobijena rešenja sama nisu optimalna). Med¯utim, i pored ovih
nedostataka, metaheuristike su danas ostale opšte prihvac´ene.
Da bi se utvrdila uspešnost metaheuristika teži se njihovoj teorijskoj verifikaciji.
Ona se sprovodi ispitivanjem asimptotske konvergencije najboljeg rešenja koje je al-
goritam trenutno generisao, ka optimalnom rešenju, u slucˇaju da dozvoljeno vreme ili
broj iteracija teži beskonacˇnosti. Med¯utim, pored sve ubrzanijeg razvoja metaheuris-
ticˇkih metoda, i dalje u velikom broju slucˇajeva nedostaje njihova teorijska analiza.
Ovo nas ne sprecˇava da poredimo performanse razlicˇitih metaheuristicˇkih metoda,
ili da ih implementiramo u cilju pronalaženja dopustivih rešenja NP teških problema,
ali ogranicˇava predvid¯anje efikasnosti i konvergencije rezultata rada implementiranih
metoda ka optimalnom rešenju.
Vec´ina metaheuristicˇkih metoda je implementirana za sekvencijalno izvršavanje. I
pored toga što njihova upotreba omoguc´uje da se znacˇajno smanji vremenska slože-
nost procesa pretrage, ona i dalje ostaje visoka za sve vec´i broj problema u oblastima
nauke i industrije. Paralelizacija zato dolazi kao prirodan nacˇin da se ne samo smanji
vreme pretrage, vec´ i poboljša kvalitet konacˇnih rešenja. Veliki broj radova u kojima
se predlažu razlicˇite strategije paralelizacije pojedinih metaheuristicˇkih metoda doveo
je do potrebe sistematizacije i klasifikacije tih strategija, o cˇemu c´e biti više recˇi u
nastavku.
2 Metaheuristicˇke metode
Danas postoji mnoštvo razlicˇitih metaheuristicˇkih metoda gde su neke inspirisane prirod-
nim procesima (npr. evolucijom vrsta, procesom kaljenja, ponašanjem kolonije in-
sekata, rojem cˇestica, jatom ptica, imunološkim sistemom itd.), dok su druge (npr. tabu
pretraživanje (eng. tabu search, TS) [Glo89] i metoda promenjivih okolina (eng. Vari-
able neighbourhood search, VNS) [Bri04, Mla97]) zasnovane na matematicˇkim princip-
ima. Zahvaljujuc´i ovakvoj raznovrsnosti, metaheuristicˇke metode se mogu klasifikovati
na više nacˇina. U radu [Tal09] je predstavljena klasifikacija u odnosu na broj rešenja
kojima se raspolaže unutar jedne iteracije, time definišuc´i metode sa jednim rešen-
jem (eng. single-solution based) i metode zasnovane na populaciji (eng. population
based). U metaheuristikama, koje raspolažu jednim rešenjem u iteraciji, primenjuje se
strategija koja podrazumeva da se kroz niz iteracija formira sekvenca rešenja, sa tež-
njom da svako naredno bude bolje od prethodnog. Primeri takvih metoda su metode
simuliranog kaljenja (eng. simulated annealing, SA) [Aar02, Kir83, Nik10], VNS, TS.
Metode zasnovane na populaciji se fokusiraju na popravljanje više potencijalnih rešenja
uglavnom koristec´i prednosti prisustva populacije agenata radi usmeravanja toka pre-
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traživanja. Primeri takvih metoda su: genetski algoritmi (eng. genetic algorithm, GA)
[Gol89, Ree10], optimizacija rojem cˇestica (eng. particle swarm optimization), PSO)
[Ken95, Jia07], kolonijom mrava (eng. ant colony optimization, ACO) [Dor99b, Stü02]
i optimizacija kolonijom pcˇela (eng. bee colony optimization, BCO) [Lucˇ01, Teo09b].
Druga vrsta klasifikacije deli sve metode na metode zasnovane na principu konstrukcije
(ukoliko se tokom izvršavanja grade nova i bolja rešenja) i principu poboljšavanja (uko-
liko se, radi postizanja boljih rezultata, rešenja transformišu). Primeri konstruktivnih
metaheuristika su pohlepno slucˇajno adaptivno pretraživanje GRASP (eng. greedy ran-
domized adaptive search procedure) [Feo95, Res10], ACO i BCO. Primeri metoda koje
se zasnivaju na principima poboljšanja postojec´ih rešenja su GA, SA, VNS, kao i novije
varijante BCO algoritma [Dav11b, Nik13b, Teo13a].
Dve glavne komponente bilo kojeg metaheuristicˇkog algoritma su: pretraživanje
i eksploatacija (eng. exploration and exploitation). Pretraživanje podrazumeva ispi-
tivanje razlicˇitih suboptimalnih rešenja u cilju pristupanja što vec´em delu prostora
rešenja, dok eksploatacija podrazumeva fokusiranje na lokalni deo prostora korišc´e-
njem stecˇenog znanja. Još jedna bitna komponenta kod metaheuristicˇkih metoda su
slucˇajni procesi. Upotreba slucˇajnosti u implementacijama metaheuristika omoguc´uje
algoritmu da iskocˇi iz lokalnog optimuma u cilju pronalaženja globalnog ekstrema.
Slucˇajni procesi se mogu koristiti i prilikom lokalnog pretraživanja. Pronalaženje pravog
odnosa izmed¯u navedenih komponenti je izuzetno važan momenat za usmeravanje per-
formansi bilo kojeg metaheuristicˇkog algoritma [Blu08, Yan11].
Specijalna pažnja je u nastavku posvec´ena algoritmima inspirisanim ponašanjem
pcˇela u prirodi. Popularnost ovakvih algoritama se zasniva na sposobnosti bioloških
sistema da se prilagode raznovrsnim promenama u svom okruženju. Oblast veštacˇke
inteligencije koja se zasniva na proucˇavanju ponašanja individue u raznim decentra-
lizovanim sistemima opisuje posebnu kategoriju algoritama zasnovanih na inteligenciji
roja (eng. swarm intelligence) [Lim09b]. Inteligencija roja je jedna od mnogih karak-
teristika raznih kolonija socijalnih insekata (pcˇela, osa, mrava, termita), a odlikuje se
autonomijom, rasporedom dužnosti i samo-organizacijom [Lim09c].
Poslednje dve decenije istraživacˇi su proucˇavali ponašanje socijalnih insekata kako
bi iskoristili koncept inteligencije roja za kreiranje raznih veštacˇkih sistema. Algoritmi
optimizacije inspirisani ponašanjem pcˇela se pojavljuju tek poslednjih petnaest god-
ina, kao na primer: Bee System [Lucˇ01, Lucˇ03b], Bee Colony Optimization (BCO)
[Teo05], Marriage in Honey-Bees Optimization (MBO) [Abb01], BeeHive [Wed04],
Honey Bees [Nak03], Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [Kar05], Bee System Optimization
(BSO) [Dri05], Bees Algorithm [Pha06], Honey Bee Marriage Optimization (HBMO)
[Afs07], Fast Marriage in Honey Bees Optimization (MHBO) [Yan07a], Virtual Bee Al-
gorithm (VBA) [Yan05]. U svim ovim varijantama više agenata (tj. pcˇela) u isto vreme
samostalno pretražuje prostor rešenja. Glavni koncept rada veštacˇkih pcˇela je kooper-
ativnost. Kooperacija omoguc´uje pcˇelama da postignu bolje rezultate od onih koje bi
inacˇe dobile individualnim radom.
Pcˇele u prirodi pretražuju deo prostora koji se nalazi u okolini košnice. Svaki put
kada se okolina pretražuje po prvi put, u potragu ide grupa pcˇela radilica, koje nazi-
vamo izvid¯acˇima (eng. scouts). Po završetku pretrage, pcˇele izvid¯acˇi se vrac´aju u
košnicu da bi regrutovale još radilica koje c´e im se pridružiti u pretraživanju novog ter-
ena. One pcˇele koje su bile uspešne, pošto se vrate u košnicu, izvode ritualni “ples” kako
bi obavestile ostale pcˇele o lokaciji, kvalitetu i kolicˇini hrane koju su pronašle, odnosno,
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pokušavaju da izreklamiraju pronad¯ene izvore nektara [The05]. Ponašanje pcˇele radil-
ice/izvid¯acˇa se može podeliti na tri slucˇaja: (1) napušta pretraživanje i postaje neopre-
deljena (eng. uncommitted); (2) nastavlja da sakuplja nektar, mada nec´e reklamirati
svoj izvor hrane; (3) pokušac´e da regrutuje ostale pcˇele da ispitaju izvor nektara koji
je ona pronašla. Kako je moguc´e da više pcˇela u istom trenutku želi da zapocˇne ritalni
ples, još uvek nije poznato na koji nacˇin neopredeljena pcˇela odlucˇuje koju pcˇelu da
prati [Dav15b].
U nastavku je opisana relativno nova metaheuristicˇka metoda koju nazivamo opti-
mizacija kolonijom pcˇela BCO [Lucˇ01, Lucˇ02b, Lucˇ03a]. Osnovne koncepte ove metode
razvili su Dušan Teorodovic´ i njegov doktorant Panta Lucˇic´ [Lucˇ01, Lucˇ03a]. Ovu
metodu su nastavili dausavršavaju i uspešno primenjuju razni autori [Dav11b, Dav12,
Teo09b], med¯utim niko se nije bavio teorijskom analizom same metode, što predstavlja
glavni rezultat ove teze. Teorijska analiza BCO metode je sprovedena ispitivanjem
asimptotske konvergencije ka globalnom optimalnom rešenju tako što se algoritam pos-
matra kao stohasticˇki proces cˇije ponašanje posmatramo unutar teorije verovatnoc´e.
Glavni motivi teorijskog ispitivanja su empirijski rezultati izvršavanja heuristicˇkih al-
goritama. U praksi se pokazalo da, u odnosu na deterministicˇke algoritme, heuristike
postižu dobre rezultate med¯utim razlog uspešnosti najcˇešc´e je teško objasniti teorijski.
Pored toga, parametari algoritama imaju veliki uticaj na kvalitet i vreme izvršavanja,
što dodatno komplikuje teorijski razvoj. Iz tog razloga se u ovoj tezi posebno obrad¯uje
empirijska analiza uticaja parametara BCO algoritma sa ciljem da se teorijska analiza
podstakne u odgavarajuc´em smeru. Kao doprinos daljem razvoju BCO metode, teza
je jednim delom posvec´ena implementaciji na distribuiranim racˇunarskim mašinama,
odnosno paralelizaciji BCO algoritma.
3 Optimizacija kolonijom pcˇela
Algoritmi optimizacije kolonijom pcˇela su se pojavili u literaturi kao paradigma zas-
novana na ponašanju pcˇela u prirodi tokom potrage za nektarom. Razlicˇiti autori su
predložili razlicˇite implementacije koncepta optimizacije kolonijom pcˇela i proverili ih
rešavanjem mnogobrojnih problema kombinatorne optimizacije [Pha06, Nak03, Kar05,
Dav15b]. U ovoj tezi je od posebnog interesa jedna od takvih implementacija, odnosno,
BCO [Dav15b].
Osnovna ideja BCO metode je konstruisanje sistema od više agenata (kolonije veš-
tacˇkih pcˇela) koji c´e tražiti dobra rešenja za razlicˇite probleme optimizacije. Kolonija
veštacˇkih pcˇela se uglavnom sastoji od manjeg broja individua, što ne narušava osnovne
koncepte modeliranja zasnovanog na ponašanju pcˇela u prirodi. Uloga veštacˇkih pcˇela
je da pretražuju prostor rešenja u cilju pronalaženja dopustivih, odnosno, optimalnih
rešenja. Da bi pronašle najbolje rešenje veštacˇke pcˇele razmenjuju informacije koje su
sakupile tokom pretrage. Koristec´i kolektivno znanje i razmenu informacija veštacˇke
pcˇele se koncentrišu na oblasti koje sadrže kvalitetnija rešenja, polako napuštajuc´i ona
slabijeg kvaliteta. Kroz niz iterativnih koraka, veštacˇke pcˇele kolektivno generišu i/ili
popravljaju svoja rešenja. Algoritam zasnovan na BCO metodi se tako izvršava kroz
iteracije dok se ne zadovolji odgovarajuc´i kriterijum zaustavljanja.
BCO metoda je pretrpela nekoliko modifikacija kroz brojne primene, zbog cˇega se
trenutno razlikuju dva osnovna pristupa prilikom kreiranja algoritama. Prvi pristup
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definiše konstruktivnu verziju BCO metode zasnovanu na konstruktivnim koracima
tokom kojih svaka pcˇela gradi svoje rešenje, oznacˇena kao BCOc [Dav12]. Drugi pristup
definiše verziju sa popravkom zasnovanu na transformaciji kompletnih rešenja u cilju
iznalaženja najboljeg konacˇnog rešenja, a oznacˇavamo je sa BCOi [Dav11b]. U nas-
tavku je izložen opšti opis BCO algoritma u koji se uklapaju oba navedena pristupa.
Više detalja za svaku verziju BCO metode je dato u delu teze izloženom na engleskom
jeziku.
3.1 Opis BCO metode
Populacija veštacˇkih pcˇela se sastoji od B individua koje udruženo traže optimalno
rešenje. Svaka veštacˇka pcˇela generiše po jedno rešenje za dati problem [Dav12].
Izvršavanje BCO algoritma se odvija kroz iteracije, a svaka iteracija kroz NC koraka.
Korak BCO algoritma deli se na dve faze: let unapred (eng. forward pass) i let unazad
(eng. backward pass). U okviru jedne iteracije ove dve faze se med¯usobno smenjuju
NC puta, tj. dok se ne izgenerišu kompletna rešenja, u konstruktivnoj verziji, ili dok
se ne izvrši odgovarajuc´i broj modifikacija pocˇetnih rešenja, u verziji sa popravkom.
Tokom leta unapred sve veštacˇke pcˇele su ukljucˇene u istraživanje prostora rešenja,
gradec´i/modifikujuc´i parcijalna/kompletna rešenja.
Posle generisanja svojih (parcijalnih) rešenja, veštacˇke pcˇele zapocˇinju drugu fazu,
let unazad. U fazi leta unazad veštacˇke pcˇele razmenjuju informacije o kvalitetu svo-
jih pronad¯enih (parcijalnih) rešenja. U prirodi, pcˇele bi se vratile u košnicu, izvele
ritualni ples tokom kojeg bi informisale ostale pcˇele o kolicˇini i kvalitetu nektara kojeg
su otkrile, kao i o približnom rastojanju mesta izvora hrane od košnice. U algoritmu
pretraživanja, pcˇele odred¯uju kvalitet svojih rešenja odred¯ivanjem vrednosti funkcije
cilja. Kada se sva rešenja procene (evaluiraju), svaka pcˇela treba da odredi verovat-
noc´u sa kojom c´e ostati lojalna svom (parcijalnom) rešenju. Odluka da li c´e pcˇela
postati lojalna se donosi stohasticˇki, odnosno, sa verovatnoc´om koja je proporcionalna
kvalitetu (parcijalnog) rešenja. Za razliku od pcˇela u prirodi, veštacˇke pcˇele koje os-
tanu lojalne svom (parcijalnom) rešenju u isto vreme postaju regruteri. Ona pcˇela koja
napusti svoje (parcijalno) rešenje postaje neopredeljena. Dakle, možemo izdvojiti dve
vrste pcˇela (slika 1): R regrutera i preostalih B − R neopredeljenih pcˇela [Dav11b].
Neopredeljena pcˇela, potom, mora da se opredeli za neko od rešenja koje reklamiraju
regruteri. Odluka za koje (parcijalno) rešenje c´e se neopredeljena pcˇela opredeliti se
donosi stohasticˇki, proporcionalno kvalitetu, kako bi rešenja boljeg kvaliteta imala vec´u
šansu da budu izabrana (slika 2).
Na slici 2 je ilustrovan proces regrutacije za odred¯eni broj pcˇela (B = 10). Pret-
postavimo da nakon pored¯enja svih generisanih (parcijalnih) rešenja pcˇela B1 odlucˇi
da napusti svoje (parcijalno) rešenje i da se pridruži pcˇeli B2. U prirodi to znacˇi da
c´e ove dve pcˇele leteti onom putanjom kojom je letela pcˇela B2. U BCO algorimu
pcˇela B1 c´e preuzeti (iskopirati) (parcijalno) rešenje pcˇele B2. Nakon toga, obe pcˇele
donose samostalnu odluku o tome na koji nacˇin c´e izvesti naredni deo konstrukcije/-
modifikacije. Pcˇela koja nije uspela da regrutuje ostale je na slici 2 oznacˇena kao B4.
Na istoj slici ilustrovana je i situacija gde pcˇele B6,B7 i B8 kopiraju (parcijalno) rešenje
pcˇele B5. Ovo najverovatnije znacˇi da je kvalitet rešenja pcˇele B5 bio znatno bolji od
kvaliteta rešenja koja su ponudili ostali regruteri.
Kao što je vec´ napomenuto, dve faze algoritma pretraživanja (faza leta unapred i
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unazad) smenjuju se NC puta, odnosno, sve dok svaka pcˇela ne završi sa generisanjem
svog rešenja ili izvrši odgovarajuc´i broj transformacija. U prvim verzijama (konstruk-
tivne) varijante BCO algoritma, parametar NC se koristio da tokom svakog leta un-
apred broji komponente koje c´e se dodati (parcijalnom) rešenju. Broj koraka u jednoj
iteraciji, u tom slucˇaju, se racˇunao kao funkcija parametra NC. Kao posledica razvoja
nove verzije BCO algoritma, originalno znacˇenje NC parametra se promenilo pa se
sada broj komponenti racˇuna kao funkcija od NC. U oba slucˇaja možemo rec´i da se
NC koristi za definisanje ucˇestanosti razmene informacija med¯u pcˇelama. Po završetku
NC koraka, odred¯uje se najbolje od svih B ponud¯enih rešenja. Ono se potom koristi za
ažuriranje najboljeg globalnog rešenja, cˇime je jedna iteracija BCO algoritma završena.
U ovom trenutku dobijena rešenja za svaku pcˇelu mogu se izbrisati kako bi u sledec´oj
iteraciji pcˇele gradile/modifikovale nova rešenja. BCO algoritam se izvršava iteraciju
po iteraciju sve dok se ne zadovolji predefinisani kriterijum zaustavljanja. Kriterijum
zaustavljanja može biti: maksimalan ukupan broj iteracija, maksimalan broj iteracija
bez poboljšanja vrednosti funkcije cilja, maksimalno dopušteno vreme rada procesora,
itd. Po zadovoljenju kriterijuma zaustavljanja, ispisuje se najbolje pronad¯eno rešenje
(tzv. trenutno najbolje globalno rešenje: xbest).
3.2 Pseudokod BCO algoritma
Jedna od glavnih prednosti BCO algoritma je mali broj parametara, a to su:
B - broj pcˇela u košnici;
NC - broj koraka (letova unapred/unazad) tokom jedne iteracije.
Pseudokod BCO algoritma je izložen na slici 3. Koraci (a) i (b) unutar leta unapred i
korak ii) unutar leta unazad su zavisni od postavke problema i potrebno je prilagoditi
ih prilikom svake implementacije BCO algoritma. Kako su ostali delovi nezavisni od
konkretnog problema koji se rešava, odnosno, predstavljaju izbor koji svaka pcˇela mora
da izvrši, to u nastavku dajemo formule na osnovu kojih se takve odluke donose.
Let unazad zapocˇinje ocenom (evaluacijom) svih (parcijalnih) rešenja generisanih
u prethodnom letu unapred. Da bi se izbegli veliki rasponi u vrednosti funkcije cilja,
Figure 1: Ilustracija dve vrste pcˇela.
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Figure 2: Ilustracija procesa regrutacije.
Inicijalizacija: Cˇitanje ulaznih podataka, postavljanje vrednosti parametara BCO-a
i kriterijuma zaustavljanja.
Do
(1) Dodeli (prazno) rešenje svakoj pcˇeli.
(2) For (i = 0; i < NC; i+ +)
//let unapred
i) For (b = 0; b < B; b+ +)
(a) Proceni moguc´e poteze;
(b) Izaberi potez pomoc´u nekog heuristicˇkog pravila;
//let unazad
ii) For (b = 0; b < B; b+ +)
Proceni (parcijalna/kompletna) rešenja pcˇele b;
iii) For (b = 0; b < B; b+ +)
Odlucˇi o lojalnosti pomoc´u ruleta za pcˇelu b;
iv) For (b = 0; b < B; b+ +)
If (b je neopredeljena), izaberi regrutera nekom od metoda selekcije.
(v) If (rešenja su kompletna)
Iskoristi najbolje za ažuriranje xbest i f(xbest).
While kriterijum zaustavljanja nije zadovoljen.
return (xbest, f(xbest))
Figure 3: Pseudokod BCO algoritma.
prilikom ocene kvaliteta rešenja radi se sa normalizovanim vrednostima. Ukoliko eval-
uaciju rešenja b-te pcˇele oznacˇimo sa Cb (b = 1, 2, ..., B) onda je Ob normalizovana
vrednost od Cb, koja se u slucˇaju minimizacije funkcije cilja racˇuna po formuli:
Ob =
{
Cmax−Cb
Cmax−Cmin ako je Cmax 6= Cmin
1 ako je Cmax = Cmin
, b = 1, 2, ..., B (1)
gde Cmin i Cmax predstavljaju najmanju i najvec´u vrednost med¯u svim trenutnim Cb
vrednostima. Verovatnoc´a da c´e b-ta pcˇela ostati lojalna svom prethodno pronad¯enom
(parcijalnom) rešenju se racˇuna na sledec´i nacˇin:
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pu+1b = e
−Omax−Ob
u , b = 1, 2, ..., B, (2)
gde sa u oznacˇavamo trenutnu vrednost brojacˇa letova unapred/unazad. Index u + 1
izraza pu+1b je najcˇešc´e korišc´ena oznaka u literaturi. Med¯utim, da bi smo ostali u
skladu sa formatom i opisom koraka BCO algoritma, indeks izraza u formuli (2) treba
da sadrži u. Kao posledica, formula (2) se može zapisati kao:
pub = e−
Omax−Ob
u , b = 1, 2, ..., B. (3)
U radu [Mak13] su predložene i analizirane neke druge formule za odred¯ivanje verovat-
noc´e lojalnosti. U ovoj disertaciji proširili smo ukupan broj ovih formula što c´e biti
detaljnije razmatrano u drugom delu disertacije. Napominjemo ovde da smo uveli kon-
cept funkcije lojalnosti uveden radi matematicˇke formalizacije formule za pub .
Svaka neopredeljena pcela bira na slucˇajan nacˇin jednog od regrutera, pri cˇemu je
verovatnoca da c´e izabrati regutrera b jednaka
pb =
Ob∑R
k=1Ok
, b = 1, 2, ..., R, (4)
gde Ok predstavlja normalizovanu vrednost funkcije cilja k-tog reklamiranog (parci-
jalnog) rešenja, a R oznacˇava broj regrutera, odnosno, broj reklamiranih rešenja.
Pomoc´u formule (4) i generatora slucˇajnih brojeva svaka neopredeljena pcˇela se
pridružuje jednom od regrutera. U tom momentu (parcijalno) rešenje regrutera se
kopira u odgovarajuc´e strukture podataka sledbenika, te regruter i njegovi sledbenici
nastavljaju da grade nova (parcijalna) rešenja sa iste (pocˇetne) pozicije prostora rešenja.
3.3 Primene BCO metode
Metoda optimizacije kolonijom pcˇela se pokazala pogodnom za rešavanje teških opti-
mizacionih problema, time što omoguc´uje ispitivanje velikog broja raznovrsnih rešenja
upotrebom generatora slucˇajnosti. BCO metoda je do sada primenjena na velikom
broju problema: rutiranja [Lucˇ01, Won10a, Won09], lociranja [Dav11b, Dim11, Lev11,
Šel08, Šel10, Soh11, Teo07], raspored¯ivanja [Dav09, Dav12, Mou11, Per11, Teo05,
Teo08], u medicini i hemiji [Sa’13, Teo13b], mreža [Nik13b], neprekidne i mešovite op-
timizacije [Nik13a, Sto15]. Detaljan pregled ovih primena je prikazan u radu [Teo15].
Iako je do sada primenjena na velikom broju optimizacionih problema, analiza
performansi BCO implementacija vršena je iskljucˇivo empirijski [Mak13, Nik13a], pri
cˇemu razlike u performansama za razlicˇite konfiguracije BCO parametara nisu detaljno
proucˇene. Stoga je bilo neophodno izvršiti kako teorijsku analizu performansi BCO
metode, tako i empirijsku analizu za razlicˇite vrednosti BCO parametera nad vec´ reša-
vanim problemima optimizacije. Teorijska analiza je i za druge metaheuristike aktuelna
tema istraživanja u oblasti operacionih istraživanja. Teorijska analiza BCO metode je
jedan od glavnih rezultata ove doktorske disertacije.
Dosta prostora je ostalo za unapred¯ivanje BCO metode ispitivanjem, na primer, ho-
mogenosti pcˇela (npr. ubacivanjem heterogenih pcˇela), istraživanjem raznih meha-
nizama razmene informacija i istraživanjem razlicˇitih mehanizama kolaboracije. Neki
rezultati vezani za uvod¯enje heterogenih pcˇela su vec´ postignuti [Nik15]. Takod¯e, kao
metoda zasnovana na populaciji rešenja, BCO deluje pogodno za primenu razlicˇitih
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strategija paralelizacije. Ispitivanje razlicˇitih mehanizama izbora u BCO algoritmu pri-
pada ciljevima istraživanja. Neki od preliminarnih rezultata vec´ postoje u [Alz15] gde
su autori poredili turnament (eng. tournament), rangiranja (eng. rank) i izbor koji
remeti (eng. disruptive selection). U nastavku teksta su detaljnije opisane postojec´e
strategije paralelizacije i analize konvergencije nekih metaheuristicˇkih metoda. Potom
dajemo kratak opis tehnika empirijske analize metaheuristika, s obzirom da je ova tema
razmatrana u doktorskoj disertaciji.
4 Teorijska analiza metaheuristicˇkih metoda
Pitanje konvergencije metoda za rešavanje problema optimizacije je staro koliko i one
same. Problem pronalaženja globalnog optimuma u racˇunarstvu se razmatrao vec´
50-tih godina prošlog veka metodom slucˇajnog pretraživanja (eng. random search).
Ovu metodu je 50-tih godina razmatrao veliki broj istraživacˇa kao zamenu za konven-
cionalne metode prilikom odred¯ivanja optimalnih vrednosti u dizajnu eksperimenta [And53,
Bro58]. Na problem kontinualne optimizacije primenili su je Rastrigin (Rastrigin)
[Ras63] i Karnop (Karnopp), 1963. godine [Kar63]. Rastrigin je u svom radu u isto
vreme razmatrao pitanja koja se i danas prirodno namec´u: da li metoda slucˇajnog
pretraživanja konvergira ka globalnom optimumu i, ako konvergira, kojom brzinom.
Ova pitanja su obrad¯ena sa više detalja u radu [Sol81] gde su za metodu slucˇajnog
pretraživanja predstavljeni uslovi konvergencije ka lokalnom i globalnom optimumu.
Vremenom se broj metaheuristicˇkih metoda, njihovih implementacija i primena na
mnogobrojne realne probleme povec´ao. Iz tog razloga je uložen veliki napor u analizu
performansi metaheuristicˇkih metoda, med¯utim najvec´im delom iskljucˇivo eksperimen-
talnim putem ili teorijskom analizom heuristicˇkih implementacija. Neki aspekti su na
ovaj nacˇin dobro objašnjeni, dok druga pitanja ostaju nerazjašnjena (npr. uticaj broja
veštacˇkih agenata na pronalaženje (sub)optimalnih rešenja). Bez obzira na upotre-
bljivost i prakticˇnost, osnovni nedostatak metaheuristicˇkih metoda je što ne pružaju
informaciju o pravom kvalitetu ponudjenog rešenja: cˇak i kada je rešenje optimalno,
ne postoji dokaz da je zaista tako. Takod¯e, nije moguc´e utvrditi koliko je dobijeno sub-
optimalno rešenje daleko od optimuma. Da bi se utvrdila uspešnost metaheuristika, teži
se njihovoj teorijskoj verifikaciji [Gut09, Yan11, Zlo04]. Ona se sprovodi ispitivanjem
asimptotske konvergencije najboljeg rešenja, koje je algoritam trenutno generisao, ka
optimalnom rešenju, u slucˇaju da dozvoljeno vreme ili broj iteracija teži beskonacˇnosti.
Teorijska verifikacija metaheuristika je tema mnogih radova koji se bave dokazom
konvergencije metaheuristicˇkih metoda: SA [Gra94], metoda uopštenog uspona/s-
pusta (eng. generalized hill-climbing, GHC) [Sul01], PSO [Tre03], metoda unakrsne
entropije (eng. cross-entropy, CE) [Mar05], GA [Rud94], ACO [Stü02] i VNS [Bri04].
Svaki od ovih radova daje razlicˇit pristup ispitivanju konvergencije. Razlika se sastoji u
tome što je polazna tacˇka specificˇan algoritam koji se ne može povezati sa algoritmom
neke druge metaheuristicˇke metode. Autor rada [Gut09] Valter Gutjar (Walter Gutjahr)
zato daje opis genericˇkog algoritma koji uspešno opisuje sve današnje metaheuristicˇke
metode.
Genericˇki algoritam se sastoji od parametara: mt i Lt, gde je t indeks (redni broj)
iteracije. U iteraciji t parametar mt opisuje stanje memorije, a Lt predstavlja listu vred-
nosti generisanih rešenja (xi ∈ S). Struktura algoritma se sastoji iz sledec´ih koraka:
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1. Inicijalizacija memorije m1 prema zadatim pravilima.
2. t← 1.
3. Do zadovoljenja kriterijuma zaustavljanja:
a) Ustanoviti listu Lt kao funkciju g(mt, ξt) stanja memorije mt i slucˇajnog uti-
caja ξt.
b) Ustanoviti vrednosti ciljne funkcije f(xi) za sve xi ∈ Lt, i generisati listu L+t
parova (xi, f(xi)).
c) Ustanoviti novo memorijsko stanjemt+1 kao funkciju h(mt, L+t , ξ′t) trenutnog
stanja memorije mt, liste parova vrednosti rešenja L+t i slucˇajnog uticaja ξ
′
t.
d) t← t+ 1.
Parametar mt cˇine dve komponente: mst , deo memorije koja sadrži rešenja (eng.
sample-generating part) i mrt , deo memorije sa izveštajima (eng. reporting part). Kom-
ponenta mst sadrži sve informacije koje funkcija g koristi za konstruisanje liste rešenja
Lt, dok komponenta mrt sadrži sve ostale relevantne informacije (npr. trenutno naj-
bolje rešenje, eng. best-so-far, xbsft ). Promenljiva x
bsf
t se u fazi inicijalizacije programa
proizvoljno bira, a potom joj se u nekoj iteraciji t dodeljuje vrednost promenljive xi uko-
liko se utvrdi da je f(xi) < f(xbsft ). Funkcija g(mt, ξt) odred¯uje raspodelu verovatnoc´a
novih elemenata liste Lt, a funkcija h(mt, L+t , ξ′t) definiše raspodelu verovatnoc´a novog
stanja memorije mt+1. Potrebno je napomenuti da bez obzira na nepominjanje instanci
problema, one takod¯e figurišu kao elementi funkcija g i h, kao i da se trenutno najbolje
rešenje koristi kao aproksimacija za optimalno rešenje u iteraciji t.
Gutjar je u svom radu primenio genericˇki algoritam da bi opisao strukturu metode
GHC, kanonskog genetskog algoritma (eng. Canonical Genetic Algorithm, CGA) i ACO
metode. Genericˇkim algoritmom možemo opisati i metodu optimizacije kolonijom
pcˇela (BCO) na sledec´i nacˇin:
1. Izvrši NC koraka i odredi listu Lt na osnovu stanja memorije mt i nekog slucˇajnog
faktora.
2. Evaluiraj sva rešenja i generiši listu L+t .
3. Odredi novo stanje memorije mt+1 zasnovano na L+t , mt i nekom slucˇajnom fak-
toru ažuriranjem vrednosti xbsfb i poteza koji c´e se izvršiti u koraku 2.i.a pseu-
dokoda 3.
U svom radu Gutjar razlikuje dva tipa konvergencije: konvergenciju trenutno naj-
boljeg rešenja (eng. best-so-far convergence) i konvergenciju po modelu (eng. model
convergence). Prvi tip konvergencije razmatra da li trenutno najbolje rešenje xbsft kon-
vergira ka nekom optimalnom rešenju x∗, kada t → ∞, odnosno pod kojim uslovima
može da se garantuje da c´e f(xbsft ) težiti ka f∗ = min{f(x) : x ∈ S}. Dokazivanje kon-
vergencije trenutno najboljeg rešenja u osnovi nije težak posao. Dovoljno je pokazati
da su verovatnoc´e generisanja optimalnog rešenja u iteraciji t i izbora bilo kojeg rešenja
x ∈ S kao promenjive xt, strogo vec´e od nule. Konvergencija po modelu se, sa druge
strane, fokusira na mst deo memorije. Efikasna metaheuristika bi trebalo da koristi
znanje stecˇeno tokom izvršavanja, što bi trebalo da pretraživanje usmerava na kvalitet-
nije delove prostora rešenja. Dokazivanje konvergencije po modelu, za razliku od kon-
vergencije trenutno najboljeg rešenja, je cˇesto komplikovano jer se mora uzeti u obzir
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kompromis izmed¯u pretraživanja i eksploatacije nameštanjem parametara algoritma
koji, da bi konvergencija uspela, moraju obezbediti odgovarajuc´i odnos izmed¯u ova
dva faktora. Van ovakvog modela moguc´e je da prekomerna eksploatacija doprinese
prevremenoj konvergenciji ka suboptimalnom rešenju, dok prekomerno pretraživanje
izaziva efekte slucˇajnog pretraživanja i onemoguc´uje konvergenciju po modelu (u tom
slucˇaju nije iskljucˇena konvergencija trenutno najboljeg rešenja).
U literaturi su ponud¯ene tehnike dokazivanja konvergencije po modelu za metode
SA [Haj88], GHC [Jac04b, Jac04a], neke verzije mravljih kolonija [Gut00, Gut02], PSO
[GG12, Jia07], GA [Sch01, Zlo04] i CE [Mar05].
Rezultati rada [Jac04b] se odnose na konvergenciju GHC algoritma i vrlo su in-
struktivni za dokazivanje konvergencije drugih metaheuristicˇkih metoda. Rukovodec´i
se uslovima teoreme konvergencije GHC algoritma [Jac04b], u radu [Gut09] je opisana
njihova primena na SA algoritam. Pokazano je da ukoliko vrednosti za parametar tem-
perature c ([Kir83]) ostanu fiksirane, algoritam proizvodi samo suboptimalna rešenja.
U slucˇaju da je c = 0, algoritam c´e prihvatati samo dobra susedna rešenja što zado-
voljava drugi uslov teoreme (jednom kada algoritam pronad¯e optimalno rešenje, ne
napušta ga), med¯utim prvi uslov je narušen buduc´i da se optimalno rešenje, u ovom
slucˇaju, uglavnom ne generiše. U radu [Haj88] Hajek je predložio analiticˇki izraz za
temperaturu, kao nerastuc´u funkciju u zavisnosti od brojacˇa iteracije t. Na primeru
mravljih kolonija zasnovanih na grafu (eng. Graph-based Ant System, GBAS), Gut-
jar je u svom radu [Gut02] identifikovao dve klase algoritama: GBAS sa vremenski
promenljivim parametrom brzine isparavanja ϕ(t) i GBAS sa vremenski promenljivim
parametrom koji predstavlja donju granicu za nivo feromona τmin(t) ([Dor99b]). Za
svaku klasu je definisao uslove pod kojima c´e odgovarajuc´i algoritmi konvergirati ka
optimalnom rešenju.
Pitanje koje se postavlja nakon dokazivanja asimptotske konvergencije je kojom
brzinom posmatrani algoritam konvergira. U literaturi, analiza brzine konvergen-
cije pojedinih metoda vršena je samo u specijalnim slucˇajevima primene na specificˇne
(uglavnom lake) probleme [Gut09].
5 Paralelizacija metaheuristicˇkih metoda
Paralelno racˇunarstvo podrazumeva simultano izvršavanje više procesa na razlicˇitim
procesorima u cilju rešavanja zadate instance problema. Stoga proizilazi da paraleliza-
cija podrazumeva dekompoziciju ukupnog racˇunarskog rada i distribuciju odgovara-
juc´ih zadataka na slobodne procesore. Dekompozicija se može realizovati na nivou
zadataka, nivou podataka (karakteriticˇno za petlje u kojima su podzadaci nezavisni),
nivou instrukcija (klasicˇno za jednoprocesorske sisteme gde se instrukcije izvršavaju
konkurentno) i nivou bitova (osnovne aritmeticˇke operacije se pregrupišu kako bi se u
procesoru izvršavale konkurentno) [Bar15, Jak10]. Potrebno je skrenuti pažnju da se
u novijoj literaturi sve više koristi izraz konkurentno programiranje kao definicija šire
klase paradigmi za rad na višeprocesorskim sistemima u odnosu na standardnu defini-
ciju paralelnog programiranja koja podrazumeva potpuno ili delimicˇno preklapanje vre-
menskih intervala tokom kojih se procesi izvršavaju. Potrebno je samo spomenuti da
se pod konkurentnošc´u izvršavanja dva zadatka može podrazumevati njihovo istovre-
meno, ili naizmenicˇno izvršavanje tokom vrlo kratkog vremenskog perioda. Za više o
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razumevanju današnje terminologije konkurentnog programiranja cˇitaoci su upuc´eni
na [Alb05, Ray12].
Osnovna ideja metaheuristicˇkih metoda je da se polazi od jednog (ili više) moguc´eg
dopustivog rešenja i pokušava njegova popravka sve dok se ne zadovolji neki izlazni
kriterijum. Ukoliko odred¯ena metaheuristicˇka metoda nije dovoljno efikasna prilikom
rešavanja teških instanci kombinatornih problema optimizacije, odnosno sekvencijalno
izvršavanje dugo traje ili nismo zadovoljni kvalitetom ponud¯enog rešenja, moguc´e je
algoritam modifikovati za izvršavanje na paralelnom racˇunaru. Prednost paralelizacije
programa je minimizacija vremena izvršavanja, a preduslov za to je maksimalna isko-
rišc´enost procesora. Med¯utim, kod paralelizacije metaheuristika je zbog njihove sto-
hasticˇke prirode moguc´e postaviti više ciljeva [Alb06, Tal09, Cra14]:
• Ubrzanje pretraživanja, odnosno, redukovanje vremena potrebnog za pretraži-
vanje.
• Popravljanje kvaliteta rešenja (pretraživanje razlicˇitih delova prostora rešenja is-
tovremeno).
• Popravljanje robustnosti (efikasno rešavanje razlicˇitih vrsta ili instanci optimiza-
cionih problema; smanjivanje osetljivosti na razlicˇite konfiguracije parametara
metode).
• Rešavanje velikih instanci problema, koje se ne mogu rešiti sekvencijalnim izvrša-
vanjem.
Moguc´a je i kombinacija navedenih ciljeva primenom efikasnog pretraživanja nad ra-
zlicˇitim delovima prostora rešenja što, u pored¯enju sa sekvencijalnim programom, rezul-
tira dobijanjem kvalitetnijeg rešenja za krac´e vreme.
Kako se metaheuristike zasnivaju na stohasticˇkim procesima bitno je jasno definisati
mere evaluacije performansi paralelnih varijanti algoritama, buduc´i da nije dovoljno
koristiti standardne mere (ubrzanje i efikasnost). Zapravo, paralelizacijom je moguc´a
znacˇajna promena originalnog algoritma, zbog cˇega je pored standardnih mera njene
evaluacije, potrebno uvesti mere koje se odnose na kvalitet dobijenih rešenja i efikas-
nost izracˇunavanja. Buduc´i da su metaheuristike nedeterministicˇke metode, razlicˇita
sekvencijalna izvršavanja takvih algoritama mogu dati razlicˇite konacˇne rezultate, što
dodatno komplikuje njihovu paralelizaciju. Zato je prilikom implementacije paralelnih
metaheuristika bitno dizajnirati takve metode koje c´e nadmašiti odgovarajuc´e sekven-
cijalne verzije u kvalitetu rešenja i/ili efikasnosti izracˇunavanja.
U literaturi postoji veliki broj radova o paralelizaciji metaheuristika. Jedan od prvih
radova o klasifikaciji strategija paralelizacije je predstavljen u [Ver95] i oslanja se na
kontrolu procesa pretraživanja. U radu [Cra05] je uvedena nova klasifikacija strategija
paralelizacije koja, pored kontrole procesa pretraživanja prostora rešenja, razmatra i
aspekte komunikacije (mogu biti sinhrona ili asinhrona) i parametre pretraživanja (iste
ili razlicˇite polazne tacˇke pretraživanja i/ili iste ili razlicˇite strategije pretrage). Klasi-
fikacija je rezultirala 3D-taksonomijom (X/Y/Z) koja je lepo sumirana u [Cra14].
Izbor strategije paralelizacije znatno zavisi i od tipa arhitekture višeprocesorskog sis-
tema na kojem c´e se problem rešavati, i nacˇina komunikacije izmed¯u komponeti racˇu-
narskog sistema. U zavisnosti od izbora višeprocesorskog sistema potrebno je pravilno
odabrati odgovarajuc´u paradigmu distribucije posla koji želimo da se izvrši. Na više-
procesorskim sistemima sa distribuiranom memorijom se najcˇešc´e koristi MPI standard.
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MPI (eng. Message Passing Interface) je specifikacija standardne biblioteke funkcija za
paralelni model prosled¯ivanja poruka. MPI poseduje visok stepen fleksibilnosti, cˇemu
ide u prilog cˇinjenica da se MPI sistem može izvršavati na mreži heterogenih racˇunara,
odnosno skupu procesora razlicˇitih arhitektura. Glavni problem je razmena informacija
izmed¯u razlicˇitih procesora. Svaki proces mora da sadrži kopiju relevantnih podataka
u svojoj lokalnoj memoriji, a prenos podataka uticˇe na performanse paralelnog izvrša-
vanja. Zato je pored pravilnog izbora kolicˇine podataka koja se razmenjuje potrebno
voditi racˇuna i o topologiji mreže povezanosti procesora.
Za rad na višeprocesorskim sistemima koji komuniciraju preko deljene (zajednicˇke)
memorije koristi se OpenMP standard. OpenMP (eng. Open Multi Processing) pred-
stavlja dodatak programskim jezicima koji definiše nacˇin komunikacije softverskih kom-
ponenti, a podrazumeva skup direktiva, funkcija i specijalnih vrsta promenljivih za
opisivanje okruženja paralelnog izvršavanja. Prilikom implementacije na sistemima sa
zajednicˇkom memorijom potrebno je voditi racˇuna o sinhronizaciji. Naime, svi proce-
sori imaju pristup zajednicˇkoj memoriji, te je važno kontrolisati redosled upisivanja i
cˇitanja podataka iz istog dela memorije.
U literaturi se mogu nac´i paralelne strategije za metaheuristike kao što su: TS
[Alb05], VNS [Cra14, Dav06a, GL02], ABC [Ban10, Nar09] i ACO [Dor10, Ped11].
BCO algoritam deluje jako pogodan za paralelizaciju te se prirodno namec´e ideja za tu
vrstu istraživanja. Preliminarni rezultati dobijeni na ovom polju veoma su ohrabrujuc´i
i objavljeni su u [Dav13].
6 Empirijska analiza BCO algoritma
Poznato je da razlicˇite vrednosti parametara metode mogu znacˇajno da uticˇu na njene
performanse. Performanse metaheuristicˇe metode se pre svega odnose na kvalitet gene-
risanih rešenja i vreme rada njenog algoritma. Med¯utim, upotreba pseudo-slucˇajnih
generatora može znacˇajno da uticˇe na varijabilnost rešenja, otežavajuc´i tako pred-
vid¯anje izlaznih vrednosti algoritma. Iz tog razloga se kod merenja performansi eksper-
iment sastoji od više nezavisnih ponavljanja algoritma (upotrebom razlicˇitih vrednosti
generatora). Takod¯e, prilikom pored¯enja dva algoritma nije dovoljno osloniti se na nu-
mericˇke vrednosti kvaliteta generisanih rešenja, vec´ je potrebno upotrebiti statisticˇke
testove kojim c´e se utvrditi statisticˇka ili prakticˇna znacˇajnost kod razlike dva rezultata.
Parametri metaheuristicˇkih metoda se mogu kategorisati kao: kvalitativne i kvanti-
tativne [Eib11]. Kod BCO metode, parametri B, NC i Nit (broj iteracija) se smatraju
kvantitativnim, dok kvalitativni parametri su najcˇešc´e oni koji umesto numericˇkih vred-
nosti uzimaju simbolicˇke vrednosti, kao na primer funkcija evaluacije ev.
Prilikom implementacije BCO algoritma na razlicˇite probleme optimizacije, pokazalo
se da je potrebno voditi racˇuna o vrednostima njenih parametara. Metode analize uti-
caja razlicˇitih konfiguracija parametara optimizacionih algoritama na rešavanje kom-
binatornih i kontinualnih problema optimizacije su se aktivno razvijale poslednjih 15
godina u oblasti matematicˇkog programiranja i operacionih istraživanja. U literaturi
se danas može pronac´i mnoštvo predloga o nacˇinima ispitivanja preformansi. Od
posebnog interesa za ovu disertaciju su statisticˇki alati pomoc´u kojih poredimo rezul-
tate razlicˇitih BCO algoritama.
Glavna ideja u ovom delu teze je pokušaj da se ispitavanje BCO parametera siste-
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matizuje radi buduc´ih istraživanja, kao i da se eventualno pokrenu novi istraživacˇki
ciljevi. Napredne tehnike konfiguracija nisu ovde primenjivane jer zaslužuju posebnu
pažnju, što bi bilo van okvira ove disertacije. Detaljnije razmatranje empirijske analize
BCO algoritma je izloženo u drugom delu teze. Ovde c´emo samo napomenuti da se
ispitivanje BCO algoritma sprovodi na dva razlicˇita problema: problemu raspored¯ivanja
nezavisnih zadataka na multiprocesorske sisteme, i problemu zadovoljivosti, tj. 3-SAT.
7 Doprinos
Metaheurstike predstavljaju efikasne metode rešavanja teških problema optimizacije,
pogotovo problema kombinatorne optimizacije. U velikom broju slucˇajeva pronalaze
rešenja dobrog kvaliteta. Najcˇešc´e su zasnovane na nekoj opštoj ideji ili analogiji sa
prirodnim procesima.
Bez obzira na upotrebljivost i prakticˇnost, metaheuristicˇke metode karakteriše ne-
dostatak adekvatne informacije o kvalitetu ponud¯enog rešenja: cˇak i kada je rešenje
optimalno, ne postoji dokaz da je zaista tako. Takod¯e, nije moguc´e utvrditi koliko
je dobijeno suboptimalno rešenje daleko od optimuma. Iz ovih razloga se u novijoj
literaturi sve više napora ulaže u teorijske analize metaheuristicˇkih metoda [Gut09,
Yan11, Zlo04]. BCO metodu su nastavili da usavršavaju i uspešno primenjuju razni
autori [Dav15b, Teo15, Dav15a], med¯utim niko se do sada nije bavio teorijskom anal-
izom same metode. Glavni rezultat rada ove teze sadrži analizu potrebnih uslova za
asimptotsku konvergenciju BCO metode, a preliminarni rezultati su izloženi u radovima
autora ove teze [JK14a, JK16b].
Performanse metaheuristika se mogu dodatno poboljšati primenom strategija para-
lelizacije. Ovakav pristup može da proizvede ubrzanje pretraživanja prostora rešenja,
popravljanje kvaliteta rešenja i robustnosti. Metoda optimizacije kolonijom pcˇela je
prikladna za primenu navedenih strategija s obzirom na to da radi sa populacijom
rešenja. Rezultati paralelizacije BCO algoritma na distribuiranim višeprocesorskim sis-
temima su, u ovoj doktorskoj tezi, zasnovni na implementaciji razlicˇitih strategija para-
lelizacije na klaster racˇunaru, a preliminarni rezultati su izloženi u radu [Dav13].
Pitanje uticaja parametara metode je jedna od tema ove doktorske disertacije. Poz-
nato je da razlicˇite vrednosti parametara metaheuristicˇkih metoda mogu znacˇajno da
uticˇu na njihove performanse. Prilikom implementacije BCO algoritma na razlicˇite
probleme optimizacije, pokazalo se da je potrebno voditi racˇuna o vrednostima njenih
parametara. U tezi pokazujemo da uticaj kvalitativnih parametara je presudan za pos-
tizanje dobrih performansi tako što ispitujemo razlicˇite funkcije lojalnosti i evaluacije.
Pored toga pokazujemo da za odgovarajuc´u kombinaciju kvalitativnih parametara BCO
metode je potrebno izvršiti i odgovarajuc´i izbor vrednosti njenih kvantitativnih param-
etara. Preliminarni rezultati empirijske analize konstruktivne varijante BCO metode su
prikazani u [JK16c], dok je varijanta sa popravkom razmatrana u [JK16a].
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1Module I
Preliminaries

CHAPTER1
Introduction
This chapter provides motivation and structure of the dissertation. It begins with an
overview of actual topics in the field of meta-heuristic methods that has inspired our
research. In Section 1.2 we elaborate on these topics and establish general research
questions of the dissertation. Finally, the structure of the thesis is given along with
associated publications.
A meta-heuristic is a high-level problem-independent algorithmic framework that
provides a set of guidelines or strategies to develop heuristic optimization algorithms
to efficiently produce solutions of high quality [Voß12, Sör13]. In practice, it is custom-
ary to use the term solution for any result that an algorithm reports, regardless of its
quality. Therefore, a high quality solution is a result that we consider to be close enough
to the true solution of a problem, usually called optimum. Moreover, in optimization a
suboptimal solution is commonly regarded as a local optimum. Population-based meta-
heuristics are methods that incorporate an idea of combining existing solutions in order
to generate new one(s). The idea has proven successful and has inspired development
of various meta-heuristic methods. The subject of this thesis is the method inspired by
principles of bee’s colony behavior and their collaboration mechanism during foraging
process in nature, namely Bee Colony Optimization method (BCO). Our work follows
two directions of research: theoretical and empirical. Theoretical analysis is exploring
convergence properties of BCO towards global optimal solution using probability anal-
ysis. The empirical part consists of two segments. The first is focused on improving
performance of the BCO algortihm by implementing parallelization strategies. The sec-
ond deals with empirical evaluation of BCO’s performance by analyzing the influence
of its parameters on the measured outcomes.
1.1 Current topics in the field of meta-heuristics
Theoretical and empirical analysis of optimization methods, as well as the develop-
ment of parallelization strategies, represent current topics in the field of operations
research (OR). The development of natural computation (such as evolutionary comput-
ing, swarm intelligence, neural networks) has established a new paradigm as to how
problems may be solved, significantly increasing the number of new meta-heuristic
methods. During the last three decades we can follow an expansion of the field of
population-based meta-heuristic methods, as they provide opportunity to compare more
solutions at the same time. Various empirical and theoretical studies have demon-
strated the advantage of meta-heuristics as methods that exhibit flexibility and robust-
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ness to structure of optimization problems, while providing high quality solutions at a
reasonable computational time. Given that meta-heuristics are characterized by their
parameters, proper configuration brings improvement in their overall performance.
BCO is a meta-heuristic method that has proved to be very efficient, being ap-
plied in a wide portfolio of optimization problems. It was proposed by Panta Lucˇic´
and Dušan Teodorovic´ at the beginning of the 21st century, and since then has been
used by researchers from all over the world. Lucˇic´ and Teodorovic´ stand among the
first who used the basic principles of collective bee intelligence to solve optimization
problems [Lucˇ01, Lucˇ02b, Lucˇ03a]. BCO is still being extensively developed and ex-
plored with numerous successful applications [Dav11a, Dav12, Eda08, Mar07, Nik13a,
Šel10, Teo05, Teo08, Teo06, Teo07, Won10b]. A recent survey of BCO can be found
in [Dav15b, Teo15]. The inspiration for creating the multi-agent system, such as BCO,
came from the analogy between the natural behaviour of bees while looking for food
and behaviour of optimization algorithm searching for an optimal solution of an opti-
mization problem.
There are several contributions that we want to present in the dissertation. The
first central topic of this thesis concerns theoretical analysis of BCO, as we provide suf-
ficient and necessary conditions under which asymptotic convergence of BCO toward
the optimal solution holds. The practical segment of this thesis examines properties of
BCO which provide a good basis for parallelization and propose several strategies for
parallelization of BCO on various levels. We aim to contribute to this topic since, to the
best of the author’s knowledge, only a few basic ideas regarding parallel execution of
BCO were reported in the literature. Empirical analysis of BCO is addressing sensitivity
analysis of BCO to changes in its parameter configurations and the structure of problem
instances. We introduce a term loyalty function as a characterization of the probabil-
ity decisions inside BCO, and demonstrate the influence of several new and existing
loyalty functions on the values of decision probabilities. New evaluation functions are
proposed for two hard combinatorial problems: simple variant of the scheduling prob-
lem and 3-SAT. The practical contributions we provide have opened a new chapter in
the study of BCO. Namely, we have increased the total number of the BCO parame-
ters that may be configured before the algorithm’s execution. We address the issue of
configuration by following two general directions: statistical and/or visual analysis.
1.2 Motivation and goals of the thesis
Many real-life problems are difficult with respect to the number of their appropriately
definable factors. A substantial part of these problems can be represented as optimiza-
tion problems. The main objective of an optimization problem is to find an optimal
solution, preferably, in some timely manner. The difficult optimization problem is the
problem that cannot be solved to optimality or no method can guarantee a bound in
reasonable time [Flo09, pg. 2309]. Classical approach in the fields of operations re-
search and mathematical programming is to employ methods, such as exact methods,
that guarantee to find an optimal solution. Their primary feature is a systematic search
of the solution-space or an intelligent way that reduces the solution-space by some pref-
erence. However, the exact methods can express inefficiency with respect to both time
and memory for various difficult optimization problems. The issue has motivated the
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researches to address the search efficiency in other ways. One way, and also the central
topic of the dissertation, is to invoke stochastic processes in the search for high quality
solutions. These methods, known as non-deterministic, are often more efficient than
the exact methods for problems that are: multimodal, non-differentiable, NP-hard, etc.
[Whi70, Smu12]. We are particularly interested in meta-heuristic methods, as a class of
general computational methods that commonly applies some non-deterministic rules.
Numerous meta-heuristic methods have been developed up to this time as they provide
solutions of high quality for a reasonable execution time.
Intensive applications of meta-heuristic methods have initiated the research on their
empirical and theoretical analysis. Despite the usefulness and practical efficiency of
meta-heuristics, there exists a serious drawback related to the actual quality of gen-
erated solution(s). Whether meta-heuristics can find an optimal solution cannot be
proved without the knowledge or without the utilization of an exact method. In par-
ticular, if the optimal solution is not reachable, it is hard to determine how far the
generated solution might be from it. We have addressed this issue by conducting the-
oretical analysis of the necessary steps required for the successful implementation of
BCO that would assure asymptotic convergence of the BCO algorithm to the desired op-
timal solution. We provide sufficient and necessary convergence condition and prove
that, when satisfied, BCO can solve an optimization problem if given enough time.
Apart from the significant advances in computer technology and progress in disci-
plines relevant for solving optimization problems, some problems are still challenging
in the sense that it is hard to solve realistically large problem instances within a reason-
able computation time. A possible approach for dealing with the issue is parallelization.
One of the goals of parallelization is to produce a linear speedup of algorithm’s exe-
cution on distributed- or shared-memory processor machines. However, parallelization
of non-deterministic algorithms is usually not as straightforward as it is for determin-
istic algorithms due to their stochastic component, therefore, are more challenging. In
the dissertation we propose parallelization strategies of BCO for distributed memory
multiprocessor systems and examine the benefits of its parallel execution.
The performance of meta-heuristics are closely connected to their particular appli-
cations and implementations, which is why their analysis is mainly conducted experi-
mentally. Meta-heuristics are characterized by their parameters, producing another op-
timization problem when searching for the most appropriate parameter configurations.
Advancement in automatic algorithm configuration (e.g., off-line parameter tuning)
has provided a helpful framework for evaluation of meta-heuristic algorithms. How-
ever, these strategies might be computationally expensive to oversee the performance
of an algorithm on the complete (or large part of) parameter space. Furthermore,
it is highly recommended to become familiar with the underlying procedures of the
tuning methods, especially when dealing with some specific requirements. Accord-
ingly, the time spent to find an appropriate tuner and to adjust its environment can
be spend to design a study that will incorporate only the necessary parts. Without
loss of generality, we conduct an empirical analysis of the BCO algorithm by means of
a comparative study between a large number of BCO’s parameter configurations. In
particular, we study the sensitivity of BCO to changes in its parameter values by incor-
porating various suggestions from the literature, while pertaining an overview on the
large part of the parameter space. The significance of our work is to provide reliable
values of the BCO parameters since the sub-optimal parameter values can lead to stag-
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nation and an extremely high variability during the execution [Hoo07, pg. 12]. We are
primarily interested in the performance of BCO while changing the maximal number
of bees and the number of constructive/improvement moves within an iteration. How-
ever, due to the increasing number of proposals for loyalty function, the research topic
has expanded towards modular BCO parameters, such as loyalty and evaluation func-
tion. Modular suggests that they are not necessary functions, but can be a subroutine
(module). Experimental analysis of BCO is conducted for two combinatorial problems
(scheduling and satisfiability) by employing off-line (static) configuration of the BCO pa-
rameters. For the scheduling problem, we revisit the choice of an underlying heuristic
to provide some empirical evidence about the most influential part of BCO that ensures
convergence towards an optimal solution. Additionally, for both considered problems
we propose new evaluation functions and study which, among the loyalty functions,
exhibits the best behavior w.r.t. the quality of response values and their influence on
the convergence speed. The motivation is to step away from the conventional BCO
parameter settings and provide rationale behind the selection of its values. In addition,
we investigate some of the properties of benchmark problem instances of scheduling
problems [Dav06b] and revisit the critical values for the 3-SAT instances. Finally, we
discuss the underlying mechanisms of BCOc exploring the recruitment process, how-
ever, for fixed configurations of the BCO parameters.
1.3 Structure of the thesis
The thesis is divided into ten chapters, organized within two modules. The first mod-
ule provides introduction to the field of optimization with the focus on meta-heuristic
methods and BCO. The second module outlines three topics of the dissertation: theo-
retical analysis, parallelization strategies and empirical study. The topics are arranged
within separate chapters. The corresponding chapters in the second module begin with
a formal background and related work. The contributions of our study are presented
in the second half of the corresponding chapters.
Chapter 1(current chapter): We elaborate the main motivation and research objec-
tives and introduce the structure of the dissertation.
Chapter 2: Optimization problems and methods. The chapter provides an in-
troduction into the optimization by reviewing the general definition of optimization
problems. Definition of the non-linear optimization problem helps establish necessary
notation used in this thesis. A short survey of different optimization problems and
methods is given next. A special class of optimization methods (heuristic methods) is
covered, as they represent an integral part of the most meta-heuristics. As an illustra-
tion, we provide description of two combinatorial problems: scheduling of independent
tasks to identical machines and the special variant of satisfiability problem, 3-SAT. For
each problem, a short survey of widely used heuristic methods is given.
Chapter 3: Meta-heuristic methods. The chapter is devoted to the topic of meta-
heuristic methods. First, we provide definitions of class of mathematically- and nature-
inspired meta-heuristic methods, with special attention to the swarm intelligence meth-
ods. Secondly, for each class we describe several most common meta-heuristics.
Chapter 4: Bee colony optimization method. The chapter is dedicated to BCO,
its development and implementations. It reviews a behavioral model of bees in nature
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used as inspiration for development of the BCO method. Two variants of the BCO
algorithm are revisited and new concept introduced – the loyalty function. We discuss
impact of 10 different loyalty functions on the performance of the BCO algorithm.
Chapter 5: Theoretical analysis of the asymptotic convergence of the BCO
method. The chapter is dedicated to the theory of BCO. It begins with the theoreti-
cal background of convergence analysis of meta-heuristics and a survey of the existing
literature on this topic. The chapter covers formal definitions of probability analysis,
used as the basic tool in study of meta-heuristics. We focus on the parts that are in-
tegral for our theoretical conclusions. The second part of the chapter presents results
of the theoretical analysis of the BCO method. Following the guidelines presented in
[Gut09] we investigate two types of convergence for both variants of BCO: BCOc and
BCOi. Sufficient and necessary conditions that establish the best-so-far and the model
convergence are presented for six different scenarios w.r.t. methods of selection. A part
of the chapter originates from [JK14a, JK14b, JK16b].
Chapter 6: Parallelization strategies for the BCO algorithm. The chapter is ded-
icated to the study of parallelization strategies for BCO. In the first half we review the
literature that deals with parallelization of meta-heuristics for distributed memory ar-
chitectures. It provides examples of successful parallel implementations on two nature-
inspired population-based meta-heuristic methods. In the second half of the chapter
we present five parallel implementations of the BCO algorithm. In the experimental
segment of the chapter we present comparison results for these implementations. The
conclusion is that invoking modest number of processors (up to 12) generates best
results. Majority of the chapter originates from [Dav13].
Chapter 5: Methodology of experimental study of BCO. In this chapter we briefly
review the literature on empirical analysis of meta-heuristic methods and discuss sev-
eral examples of measure of performance. We establish experimental conditions used
for empirical analysis of the BCO method. A brief inspection of common statistical tools
in the operations research is also given.
Chapter 8: Development and empirical analysis of BCOc. An exhaustive em-
pirical study of the BCOc algorithm for the problem of scheduling independent tasks
on identical machines is presented. In order to choose best heuristic for the BCOc
algorithm, in the first segment of the chapter we conduct several experimental compar-
isons and graphical evaluations. Next, we address the issues of tuning of both qualita-
tive and quantitative BCO parameters. The main objective is to test BCOc in domains
where sophisticated alternatives already exist in order to investigate its robustness and
performance. A part of the chapter originates from [JK16c].
Chapter 9: Development and experimental analysis of BCOi. The chapter pro-
vides results of an exhaustive empirical study of the BCOi algorithm developed for 3-
SAT. The structure of the chapter is similar to the previous one. However, we consider
only visual representation of our results. A part of the chapter originates from [JK16a].
Chapter 10: Conclusions and future work. The thesis concludes with final re-
marks and conclusions of presented material. Moreover, some ideas for future research
are provided.
Appendix A: Complementary material provides an additional information regard-
ing the two variants of the BCO algorithm. However, the majority of material is focused
on results of BCOc. We present the procedure for determining the number of construc-
tive moves (adding components to partial solution). We give results of comparison
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study between the reference case of the BCOc algorithm (BCO with only one bee) and
the underlying heuristic. We demonstrate that the two exhibit almost identical behav-
ior, and thus, performance of underlying heuristics can be replaced by results of the
reference case.
Appendix B: Tables and graphics provides figures and tables of the results of
BCOc, related to Chapter 8.
1.4 Publications and contributions
During research activities prior to the dissertation, two lines of research were followed.
The first relates to increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of BCO variants for in-
stances of a particular optimization problem, by studying the influence of BCO param-
eters on the overall performance and implementing different parallelization strategies.
The second line of the research covers the theoretical analysis of the BCO convergence
properties. The main questions of the dissertation have been elaborated within several
journal and conference papers, which are covered here. Results are specified according
to the order in which they were published.
• Tatjana Davidovic´, Tatjana Jakšic´, Dušan Ramljak, Milica Šelmic´ and Dušan
Teodorovic´. Parallelization strategies for bee colony optimization based on
message passing communication protocol. Optimization, Vol. 62, Iss. 8, 2013.
Development of the new and the efficient parallelization strategies for BCO repre-
sents the first practical contribution of the dissertation. BCO operates on a population
of solutions, therefore, presumes good basis for parallelization. Few basic ideas regard-
ing the parallel execution of the BCO algorithm have been reported in [Dav11b]. Due
to its stochastic nature, parallelization of the BCO algorithm for distributed memory
architectures was considered to be challenging. Therefore, we propose three paral-
lelization strategies for a distributed memory multiprocessor architecture under the
Message Passing Interface (MPI) communication protocol. The first strategy involves
independent execution of several BCO algorithms, and was used in the early work on
parallelization of BCO [Dav11b]. The above mentioned paper contains a synchronous
strategy implementing cooperation between various BCO algorithms and defines more
general approach. Another novelty is the development of asynchronous strategies intro-
duced to provide a more diversified search. Asynchronous strategies are implemented
in two ways: with centralized and with non-centralized communication control. The
presented experimental results, addressing the problem of static scheduling of inde-
pendent tasks on identical machines, show that the parallel BCO algorithms provide
superior performance compared against the sequential implementation. Specifically, in
the case of independent executions, a significant speedup was obtained while preserv-
ing the quality of solution. As for both of cooperative strategies, the solution quality
was improved. However, both asynchronous strategies outperform the synchronous
with respect to both solution quality and the running time. Another interesting con-
clusion is that in order to obtain better quality solutions within the same amount of
wall–clock time, only a modest number of processors should be engaged in the parallel
BCO execution. There are a couple of reasons why this is the case. Firstly, the overhead
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from communication between multiple processors prevails over benefits of paralleliza-
tion. Secondly, the stochastic component of the BCO method might influence the loss
of a systematic speedup, thus progressing as a random walk. In addition, as the time
and the quality of solutions are relatively stable, the conclusion is that adding new pro-
cessors does not improve an overall performance. This is covered in greater detail in
Chapter 6.
• Tatjana Jakšic´ Kruger. O konvergenciji metaheuristicˇke metode optimizacije
kolonijom pcˇela. Zbornik IV Simpozijuma "Matematika i primene", pp. 176–188,
2014.
• Tatjana Jakšic´ Krüger, Tatjana Davidovic´. Model convergence properties of
the constructive Bee Colony Optimization algorithm, in Proceedings of the
41th Symposium on Operations Research (SYM-OP-IS 2014), pp. 340-346, Div-
cˇibare, Serbia, Sep. 16-19, 2014.
• Tatjana Jakšic´, Tatjana Davidovic´, Dušan Teodorovic´, Milica Šelmic´. The Bee
Colony Optimization Algorithm and its Convergence. International Journal
of Bio-Inspired Computation, Volume 8, Issue 5, pp. 340–354, 2016 (accepted
2014).
The lack of theoretical understanding of BCO inspired publications of three research pa-
pers, listed above. The aim was to understand the mechanisms of probability decisions
incorporated in the BCO method and analyze its influence on the convergence toward
optimal solution. Based on the tutorial [Gut09] we consider two types of convergence,
best-so-far convergence and the model convergence. We provide necessary and suffi-
cient conditions under which BCO is converging in the best-so-far sense. In order to
assure the model convergence of BCOc we present sufficient properties. Specifically, we
conclude that BCOc converges, under certain restrictions, with probability one toward
the optimal solution. These restrictions imply that BCOc needs to implement learning
mechanism used for adaptation of probability rule for selecting a (partial) candidate
solution. We prove that BCOc is well founded and provides a good basis for model con-
vergence. Results are elaborated in Chapter 5.4 and in the above mentioned papers.
• Tatjana Jakšic´ Krüger, Tatjana Davidovic´. Empirical Analysis of the Bee Colony
Optimization Method on 3-SAT problem, Proceedings of the 43th Symposium
on Operations Research (SYM-OP-IS 2016), pp. 297–301 Tara, Serbia, Sept. 20-
23, 2016.
• Tatjana Jakšic´ Krüger, Tatjana Davidovic´. Sensitivity analysis of the Bee Colony
Optimization Algorithm, in Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on
Bioinspired Optimization Methods and their Applications (BIOMA 2016), pp. 64-
80, Bled, Slovenia, May 18-20, 2016.
Recent contribution to the thesis relates to the empirical analysis of the constructive
and the improvement version of BCO on two problems: problem of scheduling inde-
pendent tasks to identical machines and 3-SAT, respectively. The empirical analysis has
been conducted to investigate the sensitivity and robustness of BCO to changes in the
parameter configurations and problem instances. The results have been obtained by
a detailed inspection of different parameter configurations, such as number of bees,
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number of forward/backward passes, the choice of evaluation and loyalty functions.
The case studies have been conducted for the fixed interval of the parameter B and for
the fixed number of constructive/modification moves during an execution of the BCO
algorithm. Results of the experiments are presented in Chapters 8 and 9, while the part
has been published in the mentioned conference paper.
Contributions that have not been published and are for the first time elaborated in
the dissertation may be found in Chapters 4, 5 and 7–9. Material in Chapters 2 and 3
should be considered as a contribution to the curriculum in the field of optimization.
Content of these chapters is inspired by the substantial amount of valuable tutorials,
lectures and books, however, it is our understanding that their main focus is often on
the specific topics. We have tried to consider various aspects of the field of optimization
by reviewing its history, recalling the existing definitions and reorganize some of the
current classifications.
1.5 Chapter summary
In this chapter we present motivation and objectives of the thesis. More precisely, we:
• Introduce research topics of this dissertation.
• Provide general definitions of the high quality solution and meta-heuristic meth-
ods.
• Emphasize the significance of working with population of solutions at the same
time.
• Review our publications and we provide the short summaries of the contributions.
CHAPTER2
Optimization problems and methods
The chapter contains a general introduction to the field of optimization. It provides
definitions of hard optimization problems and the most common optimization methods.
To establish necessary notation, utilized throughout the dissertation, we review the
definition of (nonlinear) optimization problem. Next, we briefly survey different types
of optimization problems. Section 2.2 contains a historical synopsis on the development
of optimization methods and their classification, followed by a short survey of various
heuristic methods. Finally, we review two combinatorial optimization problems (the
problem of scheduling independent tasks to identical machines and 3-SAT) and the
corresponding heuristic methods important for our study of BCO.
2.1 Introduction to optimization
Optimization simply means to find the best solution or to operate a system in the most
effective way [Hau04, Wan09]. It can be considered as a process of adjusting the
input in order to attain the optimal (minimal or maximal) system output. Optimization
today has an essential place in the real-life and science, as optimization problems can
arise from anywhere. It became essential for the design and the analysis of complex
systems (e.g., management of the freight and passenger transportation and traffic)
which has introduced problems such as: infrastructure planning, timetable generation,
route planning, multi-modal transport optimization, etc. Other real-life problems might
be nurse scheduling problem, multiple sequence alignment problems or prediction of
protein structure and recognition, string selection and comparison problems, vehicle
routing problems, etc. The complexity of the problems grows daily with respect to the
input size and the constraints imposed on the data. Consequently, optimal solutions to
these problems are increasingly hard to obtain.
During the last decades the successful applications and implementations of various
optimization methods may be observed. A motivation behind their development is to
maximize the efficiency in terms of speed and/or memory usage while faced with the
growing needs of the modern industry. Especially if the problem exhibits a huge num-
ber of local extremes, such as a Griewank’s function, uneven distribution of extremes,
deception extremes, high-dimensional problems, etc. [Spa03][Fod12, Chapter 4]. With
the development of algorithms, such as branch-and-bound (B&B) and integer liner pro-
graming (ILP) during the 70s, the border for number of solvable optimization problems
has expended. Nevertheless, many optimization problems required innovations, why
the meta-heuristics have received the attention from the research community. We de-
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tect again a new trend of research in the field of optimization, with the rise of so called
matheuristics. They represent hybrids between meta-heuristic and exact methods.
Most of the real-life optimization problems belong to the class of NP-hard problems
[Pap98]. For this reason, the following section is dedicated to the formal definition of
hard problems from the aspect of the theory of computational complexity.
2.1.1 NP-hard problems
Typical problems encountered during bachelor studies in computations, belong to the
class of problems that are solvable in polynomial time. Even the simple real-world
optimization problems like determining the shortest path from work to home, while
taking detours to visit a couple of places before reaching the final destination, are
intuitively considered as easy. Our basic comprehension can, therefore, deceive us, es-
pecially when faced with current scientific and industry problems. To describe a hard
optimization problem, we recapitulate its definition from the the theory of computa-
tional complexity. Because the definition relies on the concept of decision problems,
the aim of this section is to point out relation between search and decision variant of
the considered optimization problem.
Decision problems are problems for which the answer for every valid input is YES
or NO. Examples of such problems are: satisfiability problem (SAT, given a Boolean
formula, is it satisfiable), graph coloring (can a graph of n vertices be colored using
k colors, such that no two adjacent vertices are colored with the same color, where
k < n), halting problem (given an algorithm and its input, will it ever complete the
computations), traveling salesperson problem (also known as traveling salesman prob-
lem, TSP, given a number of cities n, an n × n matrix of nonnegative integers [di,j ]
that represent distances between cities, is there a tour τ of length less than or equal
to given integer l, where tour τ is a cyclic permutation of cities), and many others
[Pap98]. Search problems are problems which require identification of solutions from
a countable or infinite set of possible solutions. The majority of above mentioned deci-
sion problems can be used to formulate the corresponding search problems, where in
this case we want to have more information than simple yes or no. For graph coloring,
a search problem would correspond to finding pairs of (vertex, color) which satisfy the
conditions of the problem, i.e., that two vertices are not colored with the same color
(in case these pairs exist). In similar fashion, the search problem of TSP is easy to
formulate as the objective is to find the actual tour of a length less then or equal to l.
We can also identify verification problems in which we need to demonstrate if provided
solution really is a solution of the given problem. To demonstrate, previous examples
are used. In the case of graph coloring, a verification problem would be that for a given
pair (vertex, color) we need to verify if it is a solution, or not. In the case of TSP, for
some given tour, we want to verify if it is a cyclic permutation with the length not larger
than l.
Regarding the optimization problems, we distinguish between their search and de-
cision variants. The search variant of an optimization problem corresponds to finding
a solution that optimizes a given objective function. For example, finding the shortest
tour of a TSP, or a valid coloring with minimal number of colors in the graph color-
ing problem. Decision variant of an optimization problem implies providing an answer
to a question: does the optimal (feasible) solution of the corresponding optimization
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problem exists.
A significant portion of research in computer science is dedicated to construction
of algorithms that solve problems in an efficient manner. We say that an algorithm is
useful in practice, efficient, polynomial bounded, or tractable if its running time is guar-
anteed to be bounded by a polynomial p(n) in the size n of the input of the problem. In
other words, an algorithm is known to be of polynomial-time complexity if, given any
instance as input, it generates a correct answer in at most c · nk steps, where k and c
are constants and n is the size of the instance, or the number of bits needed to specify
it. Polynomial boundedness has been shown to have both theoretical and practical sig-
nificance [Law76]. A formal definition of these types of the problems are in the theory
of computation known as class P. The class P is defined as the class of all problems
for which there exists a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm. Even if parameter
k, from definition of tractable problems, takes values such as k = 50000, is enough to
meet the requirement of this definition. The examples of the problems in class P are:
sorting, minimum cut, minimum spanning tree and shortest paths [Gar79, Gol88].
An exponential time algorithms are algorithms whose time complexity function (run-
ning time) cannot be bounded by a polynomial p(n). They are usually considered
“inefficient”, although few of them prooved to be very useful in practice (e.g. sim-
plex algorithm for linear programing, branch-and-bound for knapsack problem). The
inefficiency is revealed when considering the solution of large problem instances, as
reflected by time complexity functions provided in [Gar79, pg. 6]. For example, ob-
serving time complexity function n5, where n denotes an input length, an increment in
the size of the instance by only 10 increases the computing time by a factor 4, whereas
for 2n computing time is increased 210 times. A problem is considered to be intractable
if there is no guaranty that it can be solved in polynomial time, and therefore may take
exponential time to discover a solution [Gar79]. In the worst case, there are problems
for which no algorithm can solve them, often refered to as being non-computable or
undecidable (non-computable problem that requires a yes/no answer). One such exam-
ple is the halting problem, described by Turing in [Tur36], [Gar79, pg. 12]. One can
also consider intractability with respect to the space (memory requirements). It occurs
when solution itself cannot be described with an expression having length bounded by
a polynomial function of the input size. A good example of such problem is to generate
all possible permutations of a set of n integers. The length of the output, in this case,
cannot be a polynomial function of the length of the input, thus it cannot be computed
in polynomial time [Kam09].
The question then is, which problems have polynomial time algorithms? Unfortu-
nately, this is not an easy question. Since almost all real problems are intractable, the
main resort is to find as efficient algorithms as possible regarding to the running time
and memory usage. There are many tools one can use to approach such a problem. To
estimate complexity of the algorithm a hypothetical computer is considered: it has un-
limited random access memory, the access time to memory is constant, and unaffected
by the size of the data and the number of data stored, it is capable of executing instruc-
tions like integer arithmetic operations, numerical comparisons, branching operations,
that always require one unit of time [Law76]. An example of such a machine is widely
used Turing machine [Gar79].
Class NP is defined as a more general than class P, that is, it is a class of all prob-
lems for which some previously provided solution can be verified in polynomial time
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[Gar79]. NP refers to the nondeterministic polynomial problem, that is, problems that
are solvable in polynomial time on a nondeterministic Turing machine (Cook-Levin the-
orem [Coo71]). Various formal definition exists in the literature related to theory of
computational complexity [Gar79, Gol99, Cor01, Ogn04, Pap07]. There is an alterna-
tive theory known as probabilistically checkable proof, PCP, that have also been used to
provide analysis of computing approximate solutions to NP problems [Aro98]. It im-
plements a computational model as probabilistic Turing machine, in order to measure
and formalize the performance of probabilistic algorithms.
To define what means hard problem for NP class of problems, let us first recall the
standard definition: a problem P is hard for a class of problems C if every problem in C
can be reduced to P. Therefore, no problem in C is harder than P, since an algorithm
for P can solve any problem in C. The notion of hard problems depends on the type
of reduction being used. If problem P also belongs to the class C, then P is said to be
complete for C [Cor01].
This all leads us to the important class of NP-complete problems(1). The foundations
for the theory of NP-completeness were presented by Stephen Cook [Coo71]. He dis-
played the importance of polynomial time reducibility, which states that a polynomial
time reduction from one problem to another ensures that any polynomial time algo-
rithm for the second problem can be converted into a corresponding polynomial time
algorithm for the first problem. Another significant result Cook provided is that one
particular problem in NP, called the satisfiability problem (SAT), has the property that
every other problem in NP can be polynomially reduced to it. This means that if we
can solve SAT problem efficiently, then we can solve all other problems in NP efficiently
as well. Equivalently, if any problem in NP is intractable, then the SAT problem also is
intractable. Therefore, the satisfiability problem is the hardest problem in NP [Gar79].
Richard Karp proved that there is a great number of other NP problems that share this
property of being as hard as SAT. This equivalence class which consists of the hardest
problems in NP is called NP-complete class of problems. There are hundreds of known
NP-complete problems [Gar79].
Here, we want to demonstrate further connection between decision and search
problems. It can be shown that for all NP-complete problems if there exists efficient
procedure for solving a search problem, there also exist efficient procedure for solving
corresponding decision problem [Gol99, Lecture 1, pg. 4]. We now concentrate in the
rest of the thesis to search problems. Search problems are considered to be a general
class of problems, that is, a decision problem can be considered simply as a special
type of search problem [Gar79]. However, to classify optimization problems regarding
the theory of computational complexity, a step into generalized world of problems in
required.
Search problem is NP-hard if it is as least as hard as some NP-complete problem.
Class of NP-hard problems, therefore, introduces broader set of problems, the one for
which verification of correctness in polynomial time doesn’t have to exist. For addi-
tional formal definitions a reader is referred to literature [Gar79, Ogn04, Pap07]. The
accent here is on the conclusion from the literature about NP-hard problems: any NP-
hard problem, to which we can transform an NP-complete problem, cannot be solved
(1)The presented material on NP-complete problems follows the guidelines of the lectures, given by prof.
dr Tim Roughgarden, Algorithms: Design and Analysis, part 2,
(http://theory.stanford.edu/ tim/videos.html).
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in polynomial time unless P = NP [Gar79].
As already mentioned, a search variant of an optimization problem can be formu-
lated as a series of decision problems. To elaborate further on this correspondence, let
us observe an instance of the traveling salesperson problem that is specified by some
n vertices (cities), distances amongst all of the pairs of vertices as positive integers
and a bound l ∈ Z+ [Gar79, pg. 18]. The corresponding decision problem would
be: is there a tour that has a total length no more than l? Considering this decision
problem, possibly exponentially many times, it is possible to find the optimal solution
for related search variant of TSP. Furthermore, if the objective function of the search
problem is relatively easy to evaluate, then the decision problem can be no harder than
the the corresponding optimization problem. Therefore, if the decision variant of TSP
is NP-complete, than the search variant is at least as hard [Gar79, pg. 19]. The same
reasoning can be applied to essentially all search problems. Therefore, we may state
that an optimization problem is NP-hard if the corresponding decision problem is NP-
complete [Gar79, Pap91b][Bru07, pg. 46].
2.1.2 Optimization problems
Optimization maintains an essential place in practical and scientific world. Today,
common optimization problems are versatile, e.g.,: sequence alignment problems, a
prediction of protein structure, genome rearrangement problems, string selection and
comparison problems, vehicle routing problems, air traffic scheduling problem, etc.
Therefore, we begin with a brief survey of the development of the optimization prob-
lems, followed by their formal definitions taken from optimization theory. Next, we
provide classification of optimization problems.
2.1.2.1 History and definitions
The word optimum comes from a Latin word optimus meaning to describe the property
of being the best, ideal or perfect. The essence of the word has not changed, and today
designates a condition that produces the best result. What we consider the best in
some practical problem can be described in mathematics as an extreme of a suitable
mathematical function. Therefore, the process of searching for configurations, or states
of physical processes, that are the best among a given set of finite or infinite alternatives
is called optimization.
First historical endeavor in mathematical formalization of optimization problem can
be tracked back to the beginnings of the field of mathematical analysis called calculus
of variations, when in the 17th century a Brachistochrone problem was first proposed.
The problem was described by John Bernoulli as a requirement to find a path along
which a particle (point-like body) would move under the influence of gravity, from one
point to another in the least amount of time. But it was only until middle of 1940s
when the optimization methods, such as linear and dynamic programming, were first
used [Dut04]. Despite the fact that optimization problems have been always a major
part of our every-day lives, from the invention of wheel (to minimize the drag during
transportation) to maximizing the monetary profits, it was only in the last 60 years
when the optimization has grown as an independent field.
The fundamental elements of a mathematical model of optimization problems are:
(i) a set of objects (variables), each with an associated contribution, (ii) an objective
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function used for computing the value of a particular subset or order of objects, and
(iii) a set of constraints, i.e., the feasibility rules specifying how subsets/orderings may
be built [Cra14]. The goal of an optimization method is to assign possible values to the
variables so as to acquire the optimal value of the objective function, while satisfying
all constraints. A general definition of optimization problems is as follows [Dav06a]:
Definition 1. Let f : S → R be real function, defined on the set S, and let X ⊆ S be
some given set. Find
min f(x),
under condition (constraint)
x ∈ X . 3
To further demonstrate what each of this element means, we review the definition of
the (nonlinear) programming problem from [Pap98]. The formulation of the problem is
suitable for the introduction of basic terminology.
Definition 2. (Nonlinear) programming problem consists of finding a(all) value(s) for
the decision vector x ∈ Rn, as to
minimize f(x)
subject to gi(x) ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m
hj(x) = 0 j = 1, . . . , p.
(2.1)
3
The components xi of vector x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)T are called decision variables, while
f , gi and hj represent general functions of these variables. Function f(x) signifies the
objective function, and gi(x) and hj(x) denote constraint functions of the optimization
problem. When considering merely objective function f(x), the decision vectors x are
called possible solutions, while a set of all possible solutions is called a search space
(2), denoted here as S. Therefore, function f(x) is as a mapping f : S → R, where
S ⊆ Rn. Furthermore, the set of possible solutions x that meet all the constraints
of functions gi(x) and hj(x) is called a feasible region (X ) and its elements feasible
solutions. Based on the provided terminology, the (nonlinear) programming problem
can now be defined as finding the minimum of function f(x) on the set X . In other
words, we are searching for some x∗ that satisfies:
f(x∗) ≤ f(x), ∀x ∈ X . (2.2)
Feasible solution x∗ ∈ X that satisfies condition (2.2) is called (global) optimal solution.
In other words, the best (optimal) solution is the one satisfying feasibility rules with
the property that the corresponding value of the objective function is minimal among
all possible combinations. A feasible solution which is not optimal is called sub-optimal
[Pap98, Dav06a]. The solutions that are optimal within a subset of a feasible region
are called local optima. Formal definition of local optimum is provided in Definition 4
in the text to follow. It should be noted that a maximization of f(x) can be described
(2)Yang in his book [Yan10] has distinguished the notion of search space from so-called solution space
stating that the search space is a complete space Rn, and that solutions space represent the domain of
objective function f .
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as the problem of minimization of −f(x), and therefore it is enough to consider only
one type of optimization problems.
The essential part of the optimization problems is the objective. The objective should
be considered as an expression in form of an unambiguous (mathematical) statement
of the goals to be achieved [Mic04]. In operations research, the statements typically
concern minimization or maximization of an objective function, usually under some re-
strictions. Optimization expressions, derived from Definition 2, are standardized in the
optimization community. When it comes down to implementation of an optimization
method, a slightly different terminology may be used [Hoo05]. First of all there is a no-
tion of a candidate solution defined as a potential solution that may be encountered dur-
ing the attempt to solve given problem instance, but may not satisfy all the conditions
from the problem definition. Moreover, candidate solutions satisfying the logical con-
ditions can be called feasible or valid [Hoo05, pg. 16]. Furthermore, the search space
is defined as a set of all candidate solutions of a problem instance, and the solution
set as the set of all valid solutions. Other expressions, such as neighborhood relation,
memory states, initialisation function and step function are also used [Hoo05] [Gon07,
chapter 14]. It is worth noting that in the recent literature, the expression candidate
solution is employed with a slightly different meaning than in [Hoo05]. It is assumed
that candidate solutions are always feasible, and sometimes they belong to the sub-
space of the so-called promising solutions that should be visited first during the search.
Henceforth, we refer to the later definition in the thesis.
Another useful distinction between theory and practice is the utilization of the eval-
uation (fitness) function. The evaluation function is a function that provides guidance
on the quality of a candidate solution by comparing it to other solutions (e.g., optimal,
within population of solutions, etc.). The evaluation function can be derived from the
objective function, or it can be a set of some algorithmic (heuristic) procedures that
employ additional knowledge gathered during an execution of an algorithm. Because
of various ways to construct an evaluation function, one which maps from the space
of candidate solutions to a set of real numbers (known as numeric evaluation function,
[Mic04]) is utilized in this dissertation, and denoted as ev(x). Another useful term
used in practice is the solution quality referring to the evaluation function value of any
given candidate solution.
Global optimum can be hard to identify and even harder to locate. Special case
is convex programming, where all local solutions are also global or some nonlinear
problems where global solutions do not exist [Noc99]. Therefore, definition of the
problem provided by set of equations (2.1) may not provide enough information about
what kind of optimum we want or are able to find, i.e., local or global. The notion is
fundamentally connected with optimization methods one wants to implement, but also,
with the overall number of existing optimal solutions. Formalization of the problem of
finding local optimum is connected with the notion of the neighborhood, which needs
to be introduced.
Definition 3. Given an optimization problem with instances (X , f), a neighborhood is
a mapping
N : X → 2X (2.3)
defined for each instance [Pap98]. 3
Definition 3 is more general than the classical definition of the neighborhoods in the
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real analysis. It is letting us determine a neighborhood N (x) of some solution x ∈
X as a set of feasible solutions that are being generated in its vicinity, by applying
some elementary transformations on x. For example, in TSP, a neighboring solution
of the feasible tour x can be obtained by exchanging some two edges. In SAT, two
solutions can be neighbors if the difference is in only one bit. Therefore, the size of the
neighborhood can be determined in terms of the number of executed transformations
that have generated corresponding neighboring solutions.
Definitions of local and global optimum for general form of optimization problem
are presented in the following [Pap98, Dav06a]:
Definition 4 (Local optimum). A feasible solution x ∈ X is a local minimum (local
optimum), or locally optimal with respect to N if
f(x) ≤ f(y), ∀y ∈ N (x). (2.4)
3
Definition 5 (Global optimum). A feasible solution x ∈ X is a global minimum (global
optimum) of the objective function f(x) if
@y ∈ X , such thatf(y) < f(x). (2.5)
3
Previous definitions can be generalized to a maximization problem, i.e., observing the
function −f(x).
The aim of any optimization method is to locate global minimum, or find solution
of the best quality. However, finding multiple (global and/or local) optimal solutions
can be useful, especially in engineering, for example, when locating some hidden prop-
erties. In addition, solving optimization problem is usually simplified to finding one
optimal solution, even when the problem contains multiple optimal solutions (solu-
tions that correspond to the same minimal or maximal value of the objective function)
[Dav06a].
2.1.2.2 Classifications of optimization problems
Optimization problems can be classified in many different ways, according to the(3):
Types of variables: continuous and discrete;
Definition of the feasible space: constrained and unconstrained;
Number of optimization criteria: single-objective and multi-objective;
Number of optima: uni-modal and multi-modal;
Uncertainty: deterministic and stochastic.
(3)The classification was inspired by general guidelines provided on http://neos-guide.org/content/
optimization-taxonomy
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Classification based on the types of the variables divide optimization problems natu-
rally into three categories: problems with continuous variables, problems with discrete
variables (which are also called combinatorial) and problems involving both types of
variables which are called mixed. Combinatorial optimization is formally defined as
“the mathematical study of finding an optimal arrangement, grouping, ordering, or se-
lection of discrete objects usually finite in numbers” [Law76]. In the discrete (combi-
natorial) problems, we are looking for an object that may only take discrete values,
e.g., from a finite or, possibly, countably infinite set, typically an integer. By contrast,
in the continuous problems feasible solutions are allowed to take any value restricted
by constraints, typically real numbers, or even be a function. Discrete optimization
problem is also known as integer programming problem. If a model contains continuous
and discrete variables, it is referred to as mixed integer programming (MIP) problem
[Pap98, Noc99, Blu03, Tal09]. A very good survey related to historical development of
different combinatorial problems can be found in [Ale05].
Classifications of the optimization problems based on a definition of the feasible
space are the most diverse. Unconstrained types of optimization problems have no
limitations on values of variables other than they minimize (or maximize) a value of
an objective function. They are usually tackled by classical methods, such as the gra-
dient or Newton’s method. However, for constrained types of problems the character
of constraints is very important since they may vary widely, from simple bounds to
complex systems of (in)equalities. Therefore, based on the nature of constraints, opti-
mization problems are further classified as: convex, linear and nonlinear. For example,
when both, an objective function and all the constraints, are linear functions the prob-
lem is known as linear programming problem, whereas nonlinear programming prob-
lems have at least some of the constraints as a nonlinear function. The nature of the
objective function can also greatly influence the diversification of optimization prob-
lems. Beside already mentioned linear and nonlinear programming problems, there
are some other problems such as geometric and quadratic programming problems. In
geometric programs an objective and constraint functions take a special form, i.e., an
objective function is expressed as “posynomial” function (different from "polynomial"
as the posynomial exponents are real numbers with strictly positive coefficients) and
constraint functions as “monomials” [Boy07]. In quadratic programming an objective
function is quadratic function and constraints are affine (linear). In case the smooth-
ness of a constraint functions is considered, optimization problems can be classified as:
differentiable and non-differentiable, which are a topic of calculus of variations [Noc99].
When a number of objective functions is considered, single-objective and multi-
objective programming problems may be distinguished. Owing to the technology ad-
vances, operations research grew rapidly while exploring practical problems that need
to incorporate a number of contradictory objective functions, in which case we are
dealing with multi-objective optimization problems. A problem we can all relate to is a
purchase of an automobile car, as we try to minimize the costs while maximizing com-
fortability. The multi-objective problem can be trivial when solved with single-objective
methodologies, that is, when optimal solution of each objective function can be found.
In the case of nontrivial multi-objective problems, between two extremes can exist
many other solutions, the so called trade-off solutions. All trade-off solutions are opti-
mal solutions to a multi-objective optimization problem and are called Pareto-optimal
solutions [Deb14].
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The optimization problem is uni-modal if there is only one unique optimal solution.
Otherwise, it is a multi-modal optimization problem. Multi-modal problems contain
many optima, including at least one global optimum and a number of local ones in the
search space. A goal of the multi-modal optimization is to identify as many of these
optima as possible. There is a significant difference between the multi-modal and multi-
objective problems. In most multi-objective optimization problems, the Pareto-optimal
solutions have certain similarities in their decision variables. However, between one
local or global optimal solution and another in a multi-modal optimization problem,
such similarity may not exist [Deb14].
The uncertainty is a big part of the problems in everyday life. The absence of uncer-
tainty defines a class of optimization problems called deterministic optimization prob-
lems. However, great number of real-data can be, mainly, influenced by different kinds
of errors (e.g. measurement errors), which might notably impact the correctness of
purported results. Most often this errors cannot be removed. Furthermore, uncertainty
often happens in many economic and financial planning models while working with
some data information that cannot be specified precisely. Problems that have incorpo-
rated uncertainty belong to the class of stochastic optimization problems.
We define an instance of an optimization problem as a pair of the corresponding
feasible region and objective function, i.e., (X , f). For example, the instance of TSP
contains number of cities and the matrix of distances between them. An optimization
problem can, thus, be represented as a set of instances for which we are given some
input data and enough information to obtain a solution [Pap98].
2.2 Optimization methods
Optimization method represents a search procedure for obtaining an optimal solution
of an optimization problem, possibly subject of some set of constraints. Various types
of optimization methods have been developed over the years for dealing with hard
optimization problems. Therefore, we begin this section with a historical background
of their development. As previosly, there are different ways to distinguish optimization
methods. For example, some are constructed to find only local optima, while others try
to find a global optimum. A thorough scheme of optimization methods classification
may be found in [Hau04].
2.2.1 Background
The techniques for solving optimization problems can be traced back to the era of
Pythagoras (around 500 BC). Beside the logical interpretations within mathematics of
that age, one can identify a pursuit of scientists towards formalism in order to capture
an optimal state of some observed natural or other process. For example, Pappus of
Alexandria (300 BC) was concerned with a question of honeycomb shape, and proved
the so called honeycomb conjecture, that repeating hexagonal pattern represents an
optimal way of storing honey [Kir14]. However, to proceed with a construction of
some general optimization methods, first a language of algebra and calculus had to be
established. From the work of Al-Karaji in 11th century, who introduced the theory
of algebraic calculus, around 500 years has passed before René Descartes proposed
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mathematical principles and notation that have enabled description of the geometric
objects by using language of algebra, thus opening the doors for later concepts such
as calculus of variations. The calculus of variations is considered to be a key stone for
development of optimization, and later on, operations research, as it offers methods
that deal with finding maximum or minimum of functionals. Methods were usually
constructed as procedures of finding an extreme point of some empirical or theoretical
function. Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, maximum principle and Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman equation were among popular methods for solving optimization problems at
the beginning of the 20’s century [Gal91].
The modern optimization methods were developed mostly with a help of the Opera-
tions research (operational research), abbreviated OR. The origin of the discipline can be
traced to the work of Charles Babbage (1791-1871), who already worked on problems
of sorting, pricing and transportation operations in the postal industry at the begin-
ning of the 19’s century. His paper “On the Economy of Machinery and Manufactures”
from 1832 was an influential early work of operations research, however, operations
research officially started to exist after 1940’s and the second world war. The earliest
occurrence of the expression is from 1941, given by British scientist Patric Blackett. In
the report of the US navy office, called Methods of operations research, the meaning of
the phrase “operations research”, or British “operational”, was regarded as a study of
warfare, i.e., operations of war which were under the control of military departments
[Mor46]. Soon after the end of the second world war it was noticed how broad an
application of the operations research has became, since it was involving work from
many different aspects of science. The importance was recognized both in theoretical
and real-life problems, for example, in the field of management in terms of helping
businesses to achieve their goals.
It can be stated that the development of modern optimization methods happened
on the crossroad of operations research and mathematical programming(4). In parallel
with operations research, mathematical programming was developed. Leonid Kan-
torovich (1912-1986) was one of the founders of the linear programming, a mathemat-
ical formulation of the problem represented by linear equations and/or inequalities.
He was the first to formulate a problem of finding the best (optimal) solution under
certain restrictions, so called Problem C, and has presented a new method for solv-
ing it, today known as simplex method. The phrase was coined later by the influence
of George Dantzig, in 1948. The widely used simplex algorithm was based on the
idea of improving the value of objective function by moving from vertex to vertex of a
polytope. After 30 years of refinement, today simplex algorithm is considered as very
efficient, with hundreds of variables and thousands of constraints being solved rou-
tinely [Pap98, Ale05]. The concept of dynamic programming by Richard Bellman came
in 1940. Very thorough exploration of some aspects of the operations research devel-
opment before 1960’s is provided in book of Schrijver [Sch98] and other good books
and proceedings [Ale05, Joh06, Grö12, Kir14].
2.2.2 Classification
The choice of a method or the construction of a new one depends to a large extent on
characteristics of the problem to be solved. As stated in Chapter 1, we are primarily
(4)The expression mathematical programming is used as a synonym for optimization [Der09].
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focused on combinatorial search problems, although many of our conclusions can be
extended to continuous optimization problems.
Methods for combinatorial optimization problems are in the most general sense
divided into exact (complete) and approximate (incomplete) [Dav06a, Tal09]. The ap-
proximate methods represent method such as: (i) heuristic, (ii) approximation, and
(iii) meta-heuristic methods. In the literature one can find different classifications. In
[Hau04] six categories of optimization methods are distinguished, while [Tal09] pro-
vides a taxonomy in greater detail.
Exact methods (algorithms) are based on the search of the entire search space and
guarantee to find an optimal solution in bounded time for every finite size instance of a
combinatorial problem. The most typical example of implementation of such methods
is through exhaustive search. Exhaustive search is a technique for checking every solu-
tion in the search space, after which a best-found solution designates global optimum.
The exhaustive search methods are also known as enumerative algorithms [Mic04].
However, for combinatorial problems that are NP-hard no polynomial time algorithm
has been found. In other words, the main problem with solving combinatorial prob-
lems is that the number of feasible solutions can be extremely large or even infinite.
Often this makes exact algorithms too expensive in computational time. This invites for
other intelligent ways to guide the search towards more promising parts of the search
space in order to avoid useless examinations. Such methods are, for example: branch
and bound B&B, branch-and-cut B&C and branch-and-price B&P [Blu03, Sta07, Tal09].
Alternative approach for solving combinatorial problem would be to use other formula-
tions, such as linear programming, to describe the original problem. If problem can be
presented in a way that feasible solutions correspond to vertices of some convex poly-
tope, the linear programming methods might be employed. Efficient exact algorithms
for linear programming problems are a well known simplex method or interior point
methods [Law76, Tal09].
Heuristic methods are, for the most part, developed when utilization of the exact
methods becomes cumbersome or even impossible due to large dimensions of opti-
mization problems. Heuristics are techniques for solving complex optimization prob-
lems that employ a priori knowledge about the considered problem. The term heuristic
originates from Latin, meaning to find or to discover using trials and errors. Today it is
used in its original form, pertaining to the trial-and-error method of problem solving.
Their main characteristic is to provide solutions of relatively high quality, “close” to
the optimal or near-optimal, in reasonable amount of time. Most common used tech-
nique in heuristic methods relies on local information around some starting feasible
solution x. Such techniques are known as local search strategies, LS. The main idea be-
hind LS is that during the search for the nearest optimum a sequence of good feasible
solutions is generated by conducting exploration of N (x). Neighborhood exploration
represents a sequence of consecutive execution steps, each leading to a better solution.
The weakness of the LS strategies is that, in general, they greatly depend on the size
of the neighborhood and the selection of the starting point, leading the search usually
towards a local optimum. Nevertheless, if the size of the neighborhood is large enough
then the local technique decisions may lead the search towards the global optimum. LS
methods are typical representatives of so-called iterative heuristics.
Heuristic methods, in general, do not guarantee the quality of the obtained solution.
However, there are other approximate methods designed to make such guarantee, such
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as approximation algorithms. The methods are founded on the factor of the approxi-
mation, α, which is utilized to establish the distance of the worst generated solution
from the optimum. Approximation algorithms are deterministic algorithms that guar-
antee that the obtained solution will be at most α times worse than the optimal, for any
problem instance. The property does not imply that the algorithm will not generate an
optimal solution, rather, the obtained result will never be worse than optimum for the
specified factor α.
Contrary to the heuristics, which were designed for solving specific problems, meta-
heuristics (also known as black-box methods) are general (universal) computational
methods designed to deal with various optimization problems. They iteratively gener-
ate and/or improve solutions by applying some predefined stochastic rules. The gener-
ality implies that they do not use a priori knowledge about the problem to be optimized.
As such, meta-heuristics might invoke any heuristic method in order to guide them in
the search for the best solution of a given particular problem. The main goals of each
meta-heuristic method are: solving problems faster, solving large problems, and ob-
taining robust algorithms. They accomplish these goals by efficiently exploring suitably
selected sub-spaces of a very large solution space for each given problem. Numerous
meta-heuristic methods have been developed in the past twenty years. Most of them
are known to provide solutions of high quality for a reasonable execution time.
2.2.3 Heuristic methods
Today’s technology allows us to search for solutions despite of increasing complexity of
demands. Nevertheless, solving real-life problems may be difficult since the number of
factors that need to be accounted has been increasing in the last decades. In addition,
the restrictions under which we deal with problems in the real world may be different
from those required by the classical solution methods such as linear, nonlinear and
dynamic programming. Namely, it is quite common that the results are required in a
timely manner, i.e., the demands are mostly related to finding high quality solutions as
fast as possible. One can state that getting any solution fast is much better than having
to wait for superior one. However, obtaining high quality solutions as fast as possible
may create various mistakes. The most abundant one is changing the purpose of the
problem so it would fit the existing algorithm.
2.2.3.1 Type of solutions
During the optimization process we distinguish partial from complete solutions. A par-
tial solution may appear as [Mic04]: (i) incomplete, or (ii) a complete solution of a
reduced (simpler) problem. An incomplete solution is used when we focus our atten-
tion on a subset of a search space that has a particular property. Furthermore, a partial
solution is incomplete solution if, e.g., some of decision variables are not assigned with
fixed values. For example, an incomplete solution is the one where we have fixed the
values of some decision variables, and still are left to determine the values of the rest of
them. Good example is for TSP of n cities where an initial partial solution is presented
as a solution of some k cities (k < n), so the incomplete solution has (n− k)! different
states (Fig. 2.1). To find a complete solution we need to search the subspace of the
search space of size (n − k)!. The notion of the incomplete solution is important for
methods that use ordering as a part of their search technique [Mic04].
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Figure 2.1: Partial solution for TSP
To attain a good final solution of an optimization problem we could decompose the
problem into a set of simpler (smaller) problems. The complete solution of the smaller
problem is then considered as a partial solution of the original problem. Combining
solutions of the considered sub-problems might lead to either high quality solution or
an optimal solution of the original problem. This can be demonstrated on TSP with n
cities so that we are searching for shortest paths in smaller groups of the cities, at the
end combining the found paths into a final complete tour [Mic04].
2.2.3.2 Classification of heuristics
There are different ways to classify heuristics. We point out the classification based
on how a heuristic is treating a solution and distinguish two broad classes of heuristic
methods: (1) constructive and (2) improvement. Both classes of algorithms provide
at the end a complete solution, i.e., all the decision variables are specified [Mic04].
The constructive heuristics are building the solution either from some empty set or
an initial partial solution, peace by peace iteratively adding appropriate solution com-
ponents. These heuristics are usually the fastest methods. They cannot be interrupted
at any time since it might result with an incomplete solution, which is not valid. Typi-
cal representative of the constructive class of algorithms is the greedy method [Tal09].
In particular, a variable (component) is assigned with a value in a best possible way
regarding the current state of the search. Heuristics that implement greedy methods
are known as greedy heuristics.
On the other hand, improvement techniques start from a complete initial solution
and try to find a better solution by applying some transformations. They are evaluat-
ing only complete solutions, therefore, we are allowed to interrupt them at any time.
Improvement strategies are an essential part of a LS algorithms, which is why improve-
ment heuristics belong to the class of local search methods. Detailed classification of
heuristics is provided in [Dav06a, pg. 33].
2.3 Examples of optimization problems and their
methodologies
In this section we present two well-know combinatorial optimization problems: schedul-
ing and satisfiability problems. For each we provide a brief general overview and clas-
sifications. We then continue by focusing on their specific variants, formulations and
established heuristic methods. We are especially interested in the heuristic methods
employed in this dissertation within development phases of BCO algorithms.
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2.3.1 Scheduling problems
Various types of scheduling problems are recognized in many scientific disciplines and
everyday life. The most common scheduling problems from the real life are known as
sequencing problems such as: customers standing in a queue, programs to be executed
on a computer server, aircraft waiting for take-off clearance, etc. Generally, scheduling
problems represent a class of combinatorial optimization problems which deal with al-
location of tasks to several resources [Pap98, pg. 310]. Among the first attempts to
organize research on scheduling problems is conducted in book of Conway, Maxwell
and Miller in [Con67]. Of course, great deal of research about scheduling problems
has been conducted in already developed field of scheduling. For example, parallel
machine scheduling is studied in the late 1950s addressing the problem of scheduling
one-stage tasks on several machines to minimize the total loss, which is a sum of losses
associated with the individual tasks [McN59]. In [Bel56] Belmman addresses schedul-
ing problems in the context of a control (management) and transportation and reviews
current techniques for solving such problems.
The conducted studies lacked the general overview of the field of scheduling and,
as a result, Conway, Maxwell and Miller sought for the model under which scheduling
(sequencing) problems may be generally described, in order to encompass sequencing
problems dealt within the literature of that time. They presented their overview in
[Con67] claiming that it is not possible to generate a mathematical model over the en-
tire process of making a decision, and that proposed abstract model does not represent
a solution to any real sequencing problem. In their book they suggest that the model
might be utilized as an information along with the common sense and knowledge about
other aspects of the considered scheduling problem. A term job-shop scheduling problem
was coined. The basic unit of the job-shop process is introduced as the operation, where
the definition of a job assumes that jobs are a subset of the set of all operations that can
be disjoint, exhaustive or mutually exclusive. A machine is defined as a device capable
of performing any operation, but abstractly, should refer to a time scale with certain
intervals available. A job-shop can then be observed as a set of all the machines that
are identified with a particular set of operations. The proposed abstract model can thus
be referred to as scheduling a job-shop process which consists of the machines, the jobs
(operations) and a statement of the disciplines that restrict the manner in which oper-
ations can be assigned to specific points on the time scale of the appropriate machine.
In other words, scheduling a job-shop process is the task of assigning each operation to
a specific position on the time scale of the specified machine [Con67].
Job-shop problems do not offer complete overview of all scheduling problems that
are considered today, therefore, further elaboration about basic notation is required in
order to provide general definition. Typically, a basic unit used to model activities to be
scheduled is in the literature most often referred to as a task [Bła07, pg.57]. Moreover,
scheduling problems can be defined by three sets: set of n tasks T = {T1, T2, . . . , Tn},
set of m machines (machines) P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn} and set of s types of additional
resources R = {R1, R2, . . . , Rs} [Bła07]. In particular, a tasks Ti ∈ T can be character-
ized by [Len77, Bła07]:
• Processing time pij , i = 1, 2, . . . , n and j = 1, 2, . . .m, is a time needed to process
task Ti by machine Pj .
• Arrival time or release date ri, which is the earliest possible starting time at which
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tasks Ti is ready for processing.
• Due date di referring to time limit by which task Ti should be completed, and
deadline d˜i, specifying "hard" real time limit.
• Weight wi denoting relative urgency of task Ti.
• Resource request, when specified, is classified into different types and categories
[Bła07, pg. 425].
A job can now be defined as a one of the n subsets which tasks can shape [Bła07].
Based on this introduction it is clear that scheduling problems are versatile and their
classification can be organized by different set of assumptions, which is more clearly
elaborated in the next section.
2.3.1.1 Classification of scheduling problems
Classification upon which we distinguish different categories of scheduling problems
may be conducted in various ways. For example, scheduling problems can be distin-
guished by a different set of assumptions, of which most common are: number of tasks
to be processed, the order in which the tasks are processed on machines and the man-
ner in which tasks are arriving [Con67]. Another general classification in the literature
is based on the amount and type of information provided for tasks (jobs) before or after
a scheduling starts, where we distinguish two categories [Dav06a]. When all informa-
tion concerning the scheduling of tasks is known either a priori or gathered during the
running time, we deal with deterministic scheduling. If necessary information cannot be
provided or we need to use some presumptions regarding, for example, the number of
tasks (jobs), their due dates, or the processing times, then we are dealing with stochastic
scheduling due to the presence of the uncertainty [Pin04, Dav06a]. Another common
classification is oriented towards specific times of release of information, where two
categories are distinguished: dynamic and static scheduling [Con67, Dav06a, Sin07]. In
the static scheduling all information is always available a priori, while in the dynamic
scheduling the information is provided during running time. Often there is a need to
know when information is being collected, yielding another arrangement of scheduling
problems. The collection of information can be conducted offline and online. Hence,
in offline scheduling all information is collected before the scheduling starts and is of-
ten associated with static scheduling. In online scheduling, some or all information is
collected during running time. The later is often referred to as dynamic scheduling.
However, we can utilize dynamic scheduling without disclosing all information before
scheduling starts [Bes04].
To supplement general overview, we should note that a taxonomy based on the
four-parameter notation for identifying scheduling problems was first time offered in
[Con67]. The notation is presented with four capital letters A/B/C/D and was later
modified to n, m, l, k in [Len77]. A thorough taxonomy covers job-shop and flow-shop
problems and is too extensive to cover here. Instead, we review classifications based on
assumptions that are common in today’s literature. The forthcoming survey is inspired
by a commendable introduction provided in [Bła07, pp. 57-58]. Scheduling problems
can be classified by the specialization of the machine employed, i.e., we distinguish
parallel and dedicated machines. Parallel machines perform the same functions, whilst
dedicated machines that are often specialized. Furthermore, parallel machines can be
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identified as: (a) identical, when all machines have the same speed, (b) uniform, if
each machine has different speed that does not depend on the task, and (c) unrelated
if machines have different speeds that depend on the tasks. Unrelated machines can
also be further classified as: (a) flow shop, (b) open shop, and (c) job shop. A great
deal on job shop was already mentioned. The flow shop is a case where all jobs have
prerequisites (routes) in the order in which they will be processed [Con67]. It presumes
that all machines will process all jobs. Open shop is similar to flow shop, however, the
order of tasks comprising one job may be arbitrary [Bła07, pg. 321].
The classification of scheduling problems used in today’s literature was proposed by
Graham in [Gra79] and Błaz˙ewicz in [Bła83]. A notation α|β|γ is commonly utilized to
characterize a scheduling problem with α, β and γ denoting the machine environment,
the scheduling characteristics and restrictions, and the scheduling objective criterion,
respectively. The first parameter α refers to the type of machine, like single (α = 1)
or parallel identical machines (α = Pm). Moreover, the machines can have different
speeds, in which case α = Qm or can be unrelated (α = Rm). Index m indicates that
the number of machines is fixed, but it can also indicate fixed number of stages in
which case letter s is used. Parameter β is specifying job constraints like dependencies
between the tasks (β = prec) and the exhaustive list of all its possible scenarios is given
in [Che99] and [All08]. In order to provide few examples, another useful terminology
regarding scheduling problems is related to the interruption of the currently executed
task. If the intention is to interrupt the task in order to resume its computation later,
then the act is known as preemption. Non-preemptive scheduling doesn’t allow inter-
ruptions [Bru09]. If preemptions are allowed the field β includes pmtn. Other cases
concern specifying additional resources, processing times, deadlines, etc. Parameter γ
describes the objective to be minimized, like makespan, total completion time, max-
imum lateness, total tardiness, release dates, etc. To elaborate on one example let
completion times of tasks T1, . . . , Tn be C1, . . . , Cn. A minimization of the objective
function Cmax = maxi{Ci}, (where Cmax is known as makespan) referrers to finding
minimal completion time of the last job to leave the system. For example, P ||Cmax is a
problem of scheduling independent jobs on identical machines to minimize makespan
without preemptions. In [Dav06b, Dav06a] Multimachine Scheduling Problem with
Communications Delays (MSPCD) was considered and is classified as P ∗|prec∗|Cmax.
The term P ∗ is used to denote that machines are not completely connected, inter-
connection topology is given as an input parameter instead. In addition to preceding
relation among tasks (prec), the time required to transfer data between dependent
tasks is considered. Therefore, the value of β field is set to prec∗. The communication
time depends on the distance between machines allocated to the corresponding tasks.
The topic of the dissertation is a problem that belongs to the class of scheduling
problems known as multiprocessor scheduling problem. Its general definition is pro-
vided in [Gar79, pg. 238] as a problem of finding minimum possible time required
to schedule all n jobs to m machines. Restricting the problem with different set of
assumptions produces a vast number of multiprocessor scheduling problems. We were
interested in one particular, that is P ||Cmax, described in the forthcoming text.
2.3.1.2 P ||Cmax
In this thesis we address a problem of static scheduling of independent tasks on identi-
cal machines (homogeneous multiprocessor systems), i.e., P ||Cmax. The expression static
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indicates that the total number of tasks is known, as is the duration of each task. In ad-
dition, the multiprocessor system contains m identical machines where the solution of
the considered scheduling problem consists of the index of the associate machine and
starting time for each task. The objective of the problem is to find minimal makespan,
which is known to be NP-hard in a strong sense [Kar72, Gar79, Gla94, FP10]. Makespan
minimization on parallel machines is a fundamental and extensively studied schedul-
ing problem and is important in practice since the resourceful use of multiprocessor
systems depends highly on adequate schedule of tasks on machines [Dav09, Alb12].
The research on this problem dates back to 1960s according to [Mar73].
The interest in the study of scheduling problems on parallel machines arose as a
result of interest in the usage of computers with many processors in parallel [Gra66,
Dav06a, Fra10, Pin12]. However, scheduling problem exists everywhere. It is a part
of a great number of practical problems which are usually complex, like bandwitdh
scheduling, airport gate scheduling, machines in a workshop, repair crew scheduling,
agriculture, hospitals, transport, virtualized environments, many-core processors, DNA
sequencing [Rob09, Fra10]. In the literature many scheduling problems are addressed,
but still real world problems can use only a fraction of provided solutions when faced
with new challenges. One example of such real problem is presented in paper [Boc09]
in the context of shoe manufacturing. The problem is identified with a parallel ma-
chine scheduling problem (PMSP). The novelty in the scheduling of operations on a
multiprocessor machine in the context of shoe manufacturing is that the machines are
not independent, that is, all the processors share some data and whenever a single
processor requires a setup the entire machine should be stopped.
2.3.1.3 Complexity and problem formulation
Solving P ||Cmax to optimality, in its most general form, belongs to the class of NP-hard
problems, as proved in the book by Garey and Johnson [Gar79]. In few cases solution
can be found in polynomial time, such as when all tasks have unit length [Dav06a].
The simplest case of NP-hard is for m = 2, while for arbitrary m scheduling problem
becomes NP-hard in a strong sense [Gar79].
The first mathematical formulation of P ||Cmax was presented in 1994 by Queyranne
et al. [Que94] in the form of integer program. However, we use formulation by
[Mok04], described in the following.
Let m be the total number of identical machines engaged, and n number of non-
preemptive tasks. The considered scheduling problem consists of assigning tasks to
processors, as well determining their starting times. Let T = {1, 2, . . . , n} be a given
set of independent tasks, where each task i ∈ T has to be processed by exactly one
out of the set of identical machines P = {1, 2, . . . ,m}. Each machine can engage only
one task at a time, and once the task has started it will continue to run on the same
machine until completion. Let li be the processing time of task i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), which
is known and fixed, and yj (j = 1, 2, . . . ,m) the load of machine j calculated as the sum
of processing times of all tasks assigned to machine j. The goal is to find a schedule of
tasks on processors such that the corresponding completion time of all tasks maxj∈P yj
is minimized [Dav12].
A solution of a scheduling problem might be graphically represented by Gantt di-
agram. In Fig. 2.2 an example of the schedule for 9 tasks on 4 machines is shown
[Dav12]. The horizontal axis in Fig. 2.2 represents time, while the machines are enu-
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Figure 2.2: Gantt diagram–schedule of tasks on machines [Dav09, Dav12]
merated on the vertical axis and the rectangles represent tasks. To determine the
starting time of a task one should sum up the processing times of all tasks already
scheduled to the same machine. The total completion time for the schedule shown in
Fig. 2.2 equals 40 time units (the completion time of task 8 scheduled on machine P1).
This schedule is obtained by sorting tasks in the increasing order of task indices and
scheduling them to the least loaded machine. Any schedule that has a completion time
less than 40 time units is considered better. The goal is to discover the schedule of tasks
on machines that has the shortest completion time.
In order to present a mathematical programming formulation of the problem, let us
introduce the binary variables xij defined in the following way:
xij =
{
1, if task i is assigned to machine j,
0, otherwise.
The considered scheduling problem is formulated in the following way [Mok04]:
min y = min max
j∈P
yj (2.6)
s.t.
m∑
j=1
xij = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (2.7)
y −
n∑
i=1
lixij ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, (2.8)
xij ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, (2.9)
y ∈ R+. (2.10)
The objective function that should be minimized represents the total completion time of
all tasks - makespan y. Each task i should be scheduled to one and only one potential
machine j (constraints (2.7)). The makespan is computed as the maximum over all
machine’s completion times, and the completion time of a machine is defined as the
sum of processing times of all tasks scheduled to that machine. This is described by the
constraints (2.8). Constraints (2.9) show the binary nature of the variables xij . The
objective function value y is a positive real number as it is stated by (2.10).
2.3.2 Methods for P ||Cmax
Exact algorithms, utilized to solve to optimality small to medium size problems, repre-
sent one line of research in the theory of scheduling [Del12]. The most common enu-
merative algorithm is the branch-and-bound algorithm (B&B). The B&B aims to find
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appropriate bounding scheme and dominance rules that restrict the search by elimi-
nating partial solutions [Del95]. Dominance rules and bounding schemes are usually
based on problem-specific features [Che99]. [Mok04] successfully developes an exact
cutting plane algorithm to address the problems with up to 1000 tasks and 100 pro-
cessors. Another line of research are approximate methods designed to search for high
quality solutions for a broader class of scheduling problems and/or when enumerative
algorithms fail to produce results.
The first deterministic online algorithm for multiprocessor scheduling problems was
presented by Graham in 1966 in [Gra66]. The author has introduced a simple greedy
heuristic method, known as List scheduling (LS) which today represents a whole class of
algorithms. LS constitutes of two steps: (1) ordering of jobs by some given priority rule
(e.g., second job from the list cannot be considered for scheduling before the first from
the list), and (2) scheduling the jobs on machines following some specified criterion.
For example, current task is allocated to an idle processor or to processor that will be
the first to complete its execution. The second step is in the literature referred to as
Earliest-start strategy, ES. The worst-case performance guarantees for the LS algorithm
are presented in [Gra66]. Other variants of the first step of LS are discussed in [Gra69].
A simple rule, today known as Largest Processing Time first rule (LPT), implies sorting
the jobs in nonincreasing order of processing times before they are scheduled to the
least loaded machine [Che04, Dav09]. Implementing this simple rule in the LS algo-
rithm Graham has obtained performance guarantee through theoretical analysis and
has obtained the upper bound of 4/3 − 1/(3m) as the worst-case scenario. Numer-
ous approximate algorithms were proposed since then. Generally, the algorithms with
stronger guarantees are preferred [Che99].
Based on the fact that the P ||Cmax problem can be formulated as a bin-packing prob-
lem (BPP), Coffman, Garey and Johson proposed MultiFit algorithm [Cof78, Che04,
Dav09]. Bin-packing problem is a problem of packing a given set I = {1, 2, . . . , n}
of n items into as few bins of a fixed capacity C as possible. The principle of duality
between P ||Cmax and BPP was considered by many authors [Che04, Dav09]. Since the
development of meta-heuristics their application in solving various scheduling prob-
lem has been successful [Osm96b, The98, Che99, Leu04, Tal09]. A survey of the first
implementations of meta-heuristics dealing with parallel machines scheduling problem
may be found in [Osm96a, FP10].
2.3.3 Satisfiability problem
In this section we review definition of a satisfiability problem and give a short survey on
the most common corresponding solvers in order to locate methods used as underlying
mechanisms of BCO for 3-SAT.
A topic of our research belongs to a class of propositional satisfiability problems,
abbreviated as SAT. The historical significance of SAT originates from the proof of its
NP-completeness. Moreover, SAT is crucial in computation complexity theory as it pro-
vides basis for determining complexity of other algorithms. Aiming to solve SAT prob-
lems represents a quest for solving other problems as well. For example, SAT can be
used in bioinformatics [Lyn06], AI planning, software model checking, etc. [MS08].
It represents one of the most studied problems in the field of artificial intelligence and
operations research.
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In the field of theoretical computer science a decision problem can be viewed as a
form of posing a question, usually formulated with ’if ...’ or ’if true ...’, with only two
possible answers: YES or NO. For example, for two given numbers x and y, decision
problem within framework of computability theory can be formulated as a question
of divisibility of two numbers. An answer can be either YES or NO, dependent on the
values of x and y [Ogn04]. Moreover, a problem is decidable if the answer can always be
provided inside some formal framework. The formalism behind expressions of decision
problems is studied in the field of formal logic. Specifically, areas such as propositional
logic provide rules of syntax and semantics that help mapping these expressions to a
system of truth values [Hoo98a].
Rules of propositional logic describe construction of propositional formulas. Proposi-
tional formulas assume basic building blocks such as: propositional variables and logical
operators, for example, conjunction (∧) and disjunction (∨). Propositional formulas
are used to articulate different statements that can have unique truth value (TRUE or
FALSE) and have become essential in many fields of science such as mathematics and
philosophy. Occasionally a propositional formula might be needlessly too complex, es-
pecially if other forms of expressions are more suitable, such as normal formula. For
instance, a propositional formula ((C∧D)∨A))∧((C∧D)∨B))∧(E∨¬E) is equivalent
to the normal formula (C ∧D) ∨ (A ∧ B) [Hed04, pg. 11]. Building blocks of normal
formulas are literals which can be propositional variables or their negation. Normal
formula, represented as a conjunction over disjunctions of its literals, is known as con-
junctive normal form (CNF). The disjunctions are called clauses. In a general form, the
CNF formulas with k literals (Lij) are all the formulas F defined over set of n variables
X and m clauses (Ci), for which:
F = f(X) = C1 ∧ C2 ∧ ... ∧ Cm,
X = {x1, x2, x3, ..., xn},
Ci = Li1 ∨ Li2 ∨ . . . ∨ Lik , i = 1, 2, ...,m
Lij ∈ {xl,¬xl}, j = 1, 2, . . . , k, l = 1, 2, ..., n.
(2.11)
Normal formula that is expressed as a disjunction of clauses, where clauses represent
the conjunctions, is known as disjunctive normal form (DNF).
SAT in propositional logic is a decision-making problem in which the goal is to
determine whether formula 2.11 is satisfiable, i.e., if there exists such set of values
that, after assignment to variables, formula evaluates to true [Ogn04]. If a proper
set of values does not exist, formula F is called unsatisfiable. SAT considers Boolean
variables, whereas clauses impose certain restrictions, e.g., it might not be allowed to
simultaneously assign x1 to true, x2 to false, and x3 to false.
k-SAT represents special case of SAT problem, namely, when clauses consist of only
k literals. For example, a CNF formula of a 3-SAT with four variables can be written as:
F = (x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ ¬x3) ∧ (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x4).
Originally, SAT is formulated as a decision problem. We may distinguish two ap-
proaches to SAT: model-finding and theorem-proving [Sel92]. Model-finding problem
is a problem of finding a satisfiable assignment to a given formula. Within theorem-
proving we search for a formal proof that the formula in question is satisfiable. More
often in the literature the authors are interested in the maximum satisfiability problem
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or MAX-SAT, where the objective is to find a model that maximizes the number of satis-
fied clauses. MAX-SAT is considered as an optimization variant of SAT [Han90, Stü01].
According to [Stü01, pg. 2] the difference in the hardness of MAX-2-SAT w.r.t. the
corresponding SAT problem is that 2-SAT problem is a polynomially solvable special case
of SAT. Nevertheless, the MAX-2-SAT problem is known to be NP-hard.
2.3.4 k-SAT solvers
Algorithms for dealing with SAT are employed in different fields, from software verifi-
cation to computational biology. To illustrate practicality of SAT solvers we point out
the construction of logical circuits in the car industry. Thanks to their development SAT
solvers are able to deal with many hard satisfiability problems.
In the last decade a lot of sophisticated SAT solvers have emerged, a large number
developed as a result of the SAT competition (5). The complexity of new algorithms has
increased, along with the number of algorithms’ parameters compared to older SAT
solvers [Bal09]. Analogous to previously mentioned approaches, two general goals of
SAT solvers are identified: confirming that a formula is satisfiable and searching for
satisfiable assignment. As a result, we distinguish the Conflict Driven Clause Learning
(CDCL) from Stochastic Local Search (SLS) [Bal14b]. Namely, the general classifica-
tion of SAT solvers differs complete from incomplete algorithms [Hoo05, pg. 33]. The
complete search algorithms are know as systematic search algorithms as they inves-
tigate a search space in a systematic manner, able to determine if the solution does
not exists. The brute-force approach, where all 2n assignments are evaluated, guar-
antees that the solution will be found but disregards the effort needed to reach it.
Complete solvers are used in practice to rule out unsatisfiable instances. Majority of
complete solvers today are founded on the Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland (DPLL)
algorithm [Dav60]. Weakness of complete solvers is their inefficiency while dealing
with problem instances for which clause-to-variable ratio becomes higher (until reach-
ing a certain threshold) [Mit92]. To increase efficiency of the search, incomplete solvers
are employed.
SLS solvers, also known as model-finding algorithms, are recognized for their speed
to obtain solutions of satisfiable instances, especially the hard ones [Hoo98a, pg. 73].
The efficiency of SLS solvers was recognized early in the 1990’s when the general
problem MAX-SAT was tackled by incomplete solvers, such as SA, LS and and other
random search techniques [Han90, Sel92, Sel96]. Because most of the SLS solvers start
with a random assignment the main goal is to direct the process of guessing variable
values that would lead to a solution. The manner in which variable is chosen depicts
each heuristic. A SLS algorithm performs iterative search steps that generally modify
a value of the most one variable appearing in the formula, whereas a move is called
a variable flip [Hoo98a, pg. 73]. After the evaluation of the initial assignment, if all
clauses are satisfied solver’s work is done. Otherwise, one of the variables is selected
and flipped and all the corresponding data structures are updated in order for a new
cycle of evaluation to begin. The choice of variable that will change its value depicts
each heuristic.
Until today, hundreds of SLS solvers were developed on the top of previous versions,
improved by incorporating different data structures and other implementations tricks.
(5)www.satcompetition.org
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Among vast number of them, general algorithms can be identified that are still the
basic part of the most efficient SAT solvers. Of a particular interest for this thesis are
two representatives of families of algorithms: GSAT and WalkSAT [Sel94]. The simplest
SLS algorithms are considered to follow an uniform random walk paradigm, i.e., choose
at random some variable and then change (flip) its current value.
2.3.4.1 Random Walk
A more elaborated version of simples SLS algorithm implements what is known as
conflict-directed random walk steps [Hoo05, pg. 269]. The algorithm is based on se-
lecting uniformly at random an unsatisfied clause, followed by a random selection of a
variable from this clause. The approach is also known as Focused Random Walk (special
case of iterative repair algorithms, introduced later in [Coo97]), targeting a specific
type of clauses. Theoretical proof that the focused SLS solvers can solve 2-CNF prob-
lems in O(n2) is provided by Papadimitriou [Pap91a]. Papadimitriou described the
procedure as: start with any truth assignment; while there are unsatisfied clauses, pick
one and flip a random literal in it [Pap91a, pg. 168], and suggested that the procedure
may be used for 3-SAT problems. However, a theoretical proof that a uniform random
walk procedure finds an optimal solution of the satisfiable k-CNF (k > 2) formulas is
presented in [Sch99]. The Schönings’s algorithm requires restarts after every 3n steps,
as shown in Figure 2.3..
Input : Formula F in k-CNF with n variables.
Uniformly at random pick an initial assignment a ∈ {0, 1}n.
Repeat 3n times:
(1) If the formula F is satisfied:
stop and accept the solution.
(2) Let C be a clause (randomly picked) not satisfied by a.
(3) Randomly choose literal ≤ k in clause C and flip its
value.
Figure 2.3: Main procedure of Schöning’s algorithm.
The theoretical work done to explore the efficiency of solvers is usually presented in
simple case of random walk, and the theoretical results show that such algorithms pro-
vide good results. For that reason random walk is considered as a candidate heuristic
for the BCO model.
2.3.4.2 GSAT
The oldest SLS solver, GSAT [Sel92], implements greedy local search techniques. It
starts with an initial assignment generated randomly and then changes the value of a
variable that produces the largest decrease in the total number of unsatisfied clauses
[Sel92]. The flips are repeated until either maximum number of flips is satisfied or a
satisfying assignment is found. GSAT requires adjustment of two parameters: number
of flips the algorithm performs before it restarts (MAX-FLIPS) and number of times the
search is allowed to restart before termination (MAX-TRIES). Initial recommendations
for the adjustment of these parameters are given in [Sel92]. However, to achieve the
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high performance on different classes of SAT instances it is essential to conduct a fine-
tuning. The weakness of GSAT technique, know to be easily trapped in a local optimum,
was reported in[Sel92]. To transcend the obstacle, "sideways" moves were proposed
that occasionally allow a variable flip that does not decrease number of unsatisfiable
clauses (or, does not increase the number of satisfiable clauses) [Sel92]. If such proce-
dure gets stuck in the local optimum, a simple restart of the greedy search with a new
initial assignment is used. Two years later, the same authors proposed three strategies
to escape a local optimum: SA, mixed random walk and random noise. Incorporat-
ing random walk, focused on the unsatisfied clauses, is a more efficient way for GSAT
to avoid being trapped in the local optimum [Sel94, pg. 338]. In the same article a
new algorithm, the mixed random walk strategy (abbreviated as GWSAT) is proposed.
GWSAT mixes a focused random walk strategy with the greedy search, (pseudo-code
Fig. 2.4).
With probability p, pick a variable occuring in some
unsatisfied clause and flip its value.
With probability 1− p, repeat GSAT scheme, i.e.,
make the best possible local move.
Figure 2.4: GWSAT
The difference between the random noise and random walk strategies is that the
former is not restricted to a set of variables that appears in the unsatisfied clauses. An
interesting aspect of the SA strategy from [Sel94] is that after flipping it keeps track of
changes in the number of unsatisfied clauses for each selected variable. This change is
commonly expressed by three variables: break,make and score. Here, break represents
a number of satisfied clauses that becomes unsatisfied after flipping a value of the
selected variable x. The variablemake counts clauses that are currently unsatisfied, but
become satisfied after the flip, and score is computed as score(x) = make(x)−break(x)
[Hoo99]. Different definitions of score may be found in the literature. In [Gen93]
an increase in satisfied clauses is calculated as the difference between the number of
unsatisfied clauses obtained before and the number of unsatisfied clauses obtained after
the flip (similar to GSAT [Sel94]). Related to the previously mentioned SA approach
with GSAT, [Sel94] has introduced variable δ that, for a randomly picked variable,
counts changes in the number of unsatisfied clauses (similar score). If δ ≤ 0 the
variable is flipped. Otherwise, the probability of the flip is determined by e−δ/T , where
T is the SA parameter. [Sel95] showed that GWSAT performs significantly better than
the random noise and SA strategies.
Various GSAT variants and its improvements have been described in [Gen93]. The
HSAT solver incorporates a search history in order to pick the least recently flipped
variable. It is shown to work better then the other existing versions of GSAT. Search
history within HSAT is commonly depicted as age of the variable x, defined as the
number of steps since x was last time flipped.
2.3.4.3 WalkSAT
After the introduction of several SLS solvers in [Sel94] the authors proposed different
approach for selection of variables, the WSAT (WalkSAT). The procedure is considered
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to be a focused random walk algorithm because the first step after the initial assignment
is to choose uniformly at random an unsatisfied clause. From the selected clause a
variable is picked either randomly or by greedy rule. Greediness in WalkSAT is identical
to GSAT, i.e., variable that leads to the least number of unsatisfied clauses is favored.
This greedy property is mostly established by break(x) of a variable x. In Figure 2.5 the
pseudo-code of WalkSAT follows guidelines given in [Sel94] (originally, pseudo-code
for WalkSAT is not provided). The choice of a variable inside of a randomly picked
unsatisfied clause depends on the value of break and noise parameter p (usually set to
0.5).
Pick an unsatisfied clause C.
For each x ∈ C calculate break(x).
Calculate u := minx∈Cbreak(x).
If u = 0
variable with break(x) = 0 is flipped.
Else
With probability p, pick a variable.
With probability 1− p, repeat GSAT scheme.
Figure 2.5: WalkSAT from [Sel94].
2.3.4.4 Novelty
Most of SLS solvers represent a combination of the focused random walk and the greedy
local search. From the introduction of the local search for SAT problems in [Gu92] and
(especially) after the introduction of GSAT and WalkSAT in [Sel92], the new state-of-
the art algorithms emerged on the grounds of the two architectures [Hoo00a]. The
fusion of basic and new ideas gave birth to the Novelty algorithm [McA97]. The al-
gorithm incorporates WalkSAT architecture and variable score and exploits a search
history, i.e., variable age. Based on the value of score the best and the second best
variables are determined. If the best variable is also not the youngest one, its value is
changed. Otherwise, with probability p the second best variable is flipped, and with
probability 1− p the best variable is selected [McA97].
2.4 Chapter summary
In this chapter we review basic definitions of optimization problems, and, occasionally
discuss about the terminology from across the literature. Moreover, we refer to:
• Connection between decision and search problems. We revisit definitions of NP-
hard problems based on material in [Gar79].
• Formal definitions of optimization problems, local and global optimum of the
objective function, based on material in [Pap98].
• Development of operations research and its intersection with established mathe-
matical fields, such as mathematical programming and calculus of variations.
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• Development of various heuristic methods, as integral part of most meta-heuristics.
• Two know combinatorial optimization problems that are also a topic of the dis-
sertation.
CHAPTER3
Meta-heuristic methods
Both the classical (exact) and heuristic methods have certain limitations. Exact
methods usually require a lot of resources, while heuristics may provide sub-optimal so-
lutions of not so good quality. To eliminate these limitations general methods were de-
veloped, known as meta-heuristic methods. The generality implies that meta-heuristics
do not impose a priori knowledge about the problem to be optimized. Therefore, meta-
heuristics could be applied to a variety of optimization problems, however, they should
be tailored to each particular problem separately. Meta-heuristics iteratively construct
and/or improve solutions by applying some predefined stochastic rules. These kind of
techniques are designed to escape local optimum, balance exploration and exploitation
and/or establish search independent from the initial configuration. In order to imple-
ment some of these strategies, one can choose to start with a large number of initial
configurations. It is also often possible to use the previously obtained results to im-
prove decisions in the next trail. The implementation might involve moving to worse
solutions before reaching an optimum.
The chapter examines formal definitions of meta-heuristics and provides supple-
mentary material for the previous chapter. It covers classification of meta-heuristics
in order to help locate the BCO method in a context of other meta-heuristic methods.
Definitions of nature-inspired methods and swarm intelligence models are presented.
We give a brief overview of the development of artificial intelligence, followed by an
overview of the most known representatives of nature- and mathematically inspired
meta-heuristic methods.
3.1 Introduction to meta-heuristics
Meta-heuristic should not be considered as an algorithm, but as a set of concepts used
to serve as guidelines for tackling an optimization problem [Bir09]. Meta-heuristics
were originally developed for solving a class of optimization problems where variables
have discrete structure, that is, for problems of combinatorial optimization. The phrase
“meta-heuristic” was first coined by Glover in 1986, referring to the tabu search [Glo86].
It took at least 10 years before the name was accepted. Before that, meta-heuristics
were referred to as modern heuristics [Ree93], or new age algorithms [Pap98]. In this
thesis we have adopted the original notation meta-heuristic, although more often in
the literature they are specified as metaheuristics. In [Glo86] Glover emphasizes the
construction of the tabu search as being superimposed on another heuristic, labeling it
as “weak inhibition” search with a small number of steps. He referes to the type of im-
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posing constraints that produce incomplete search and allow revisits after a short time,
unlike branch-and-bound with a “strong inhibition” that impose more rigid constraints.
Blum and Roli define meta-heuristics as methods that try to combine basic heuristic
methods into higher level frameworks, aimed at efficiently and effectively exploring a
search space [Blu03]. They have presented other definitions of meta-heuristics from lit-
erature actual up to that time. In this thesis, we endorse one of the definitions proposed
by Voß et al. [Voß12].
Definition 6 (Meta-heuristic). A meta-heuristic is an iterative master process that guides
and modifies the operations of subordinate heuristics to efficiently produce high-quality
solutions. It may manipulate a complete (or incomplete) single solution or a collection
of solutions at each iteration. The subordinate heuristics may be high (or low) level
procedures, or a simple local search, or just a construction method. 3
We also remind on the latest definition provided in [Gas13, pg. 982] by Sörenson
and Glover, that defines meta-heuristics as general methods.
Definition 7 (Meta-heuristic). A meta-heuristic is a high-level problem-independent al-
gorithmic framework that provides a set of guidelines or strategies to develop heuristic
optimization algorithms. The term is also used to refer to a problem-specific imple-
mentation of a heuristic optimization algorithm according to the guidelines expressed
in such a framework. 3
An important concept of a meta-heuristic method is a trade-off between exploration
(diversification) and exploitation (intensification) techniques of the search. Exploration
refers to the identification of promising areas of a search space, while exploitation is
used to intensify the search inside such areas. This concept is a fundamental part of
performance of any search algorithm, although meta-heuristics are completely under
its influence with the help of its parameterization, which will be demonstrated in Chap-
ter 5. This trade-off balance was noted in many research papers, the oldest dating as
early as the 1950s [Box54, Mic04]. George Box in [Box54] presented a simulation of
the trade-off process between exploration and exploitation, using role play scenario be-
tween “statistician” and “experimenter”. Statistician is performing exploitation, while
experimenter conducts exploration. In quite an entertaining manner Box presented a
general method for maximizing a response function of some k variables (temperature,
time, pressure of reaction, etc). He concluded that the methods used for exploitation
can only contribute to the current process of exploration of the search space, but must
not influence it. In other words, the information of statistician may be considered for
the process of exploration but can also be disregarded, which depends on the experi-
ence of an experimenter from some previous work.
3.1.1 Classification of meta-heuristics
Meta-heuristics were designed to attack complex optimization problems where classical
heuristics and optimization methods have failed to be effective and efficient [Osm96b].
For that reason, numerous meta-heuristic methods have been developed in the past
forty years. There are different ways to classify meta-heuristics, i.e., according to the:
1. Origins of the algorithm,
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2. Number of solutions used during the search,
3. Randomization,
4. Manipulation over solution.
Other criteria on which basis meta-heuristics can be classified also exist, however,
are not covered here. For example, the way meta-heuristics are making use of the
objective function (some methods modify objective function during the work). Fur-
thermore, meta-heuristics can be distinguished by their use of search history, whether
they use memory or not [Blu03]. For an extensive classification the reader is referred
to a material provided by Talbi in [Tal09] and recent survey by [Bou13]. Here, we
concentrate on four mentioned classes of meta-heuristics.
• Origins. The general behavior of meta-heuristics is based on the principles taken
from nature or are based on mathematical principles. Therefore, the most instinc-
tive is to classify meta-heuristics by their origins. Natural processes that have in-
spired meta-heuristics are: evolution of species, annealing process, insect colony
behavior, particle swarms, immune systems and many others. Meta-heuristics
with such background are known to belong to the class of nature-inspired meth-
ods.
Mathematically founded meta-heuristics are, for example, Tabu Search, TS [Gen10b,
Glo97] and Variable Neighborhood Search, VNS [Han10b, Mla97]). These meth-
ods include definitions of some metric to measure the distance between solutions,
the neighborhoods to distinguish solutions that are close to each other, and local
search principles which enable efficient exploration of the solution space.
• Population. Another common classification of meta-heuristics, and often taken
in the literature as a fundamental, is based on the number of solutions used
during the search: one can distinguish methods that are either single solution-
or population-based. Single solution methods are also known as trajectory-based
methods and typical representatives of this class are: TS, VNS, Iterated Local
Search, ILS, [Lou03, Lou10], Simulated Annealing, SA [Kir83, Nik10]. Population-
based meta-heuristics incorporate an idea that a certain combination of existing
solutions can generate a new solution. Great number of popular nature inspi-
red methods are also population based. Typical examples are Genetic Algorit-
hms, GA [Gol89, Ree10], Bee Colony Optimization, BCO [Lucˇ01, Teo09b], Ant
Colony Optimization, ACO [Dor99a, Dor10], Particle Swarm Optimization, PSO
[Jam95, Pol07], Artificial Immune Systems, AIS [Ber91] and Firefly algorithm,
FA, [Yan07b].
• Randomization. Classification based on the types of rules used during the de-
cision process, defines two types of meta-heuristics: deterministic and stochastic.
In deterministic meta-heuristics an optimization problem is solved by means of
decisions that are based on deterministic set of rules. Such course for solving
is typical for TS. In case when decision process is based on randomization, a
stochastic algorithm is then generated. This situation is most common as it is
related to nearly all of the today’s meta-heuristic methods.
• Handling of solution. Moreover, meta-heuristics can be classified as constructive
(if they build new and better solutions during their execution), or based on the
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improvement principles (in the case when they transform given solutions in order
to obtain the improved ancestors). The representatives of constructive meta-
heuristics are Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure, GRASP [Feo95,
Res10], ACO and BCO, while GA, SA, Multistart Local Search (MLS), VNS, PSO
as well as some newly developed BCO variants represent methods based on the
improvement of given initial solutions. For further details on the design and
implementation of meta-heuristic methods the interested reader is referred to
[Gen10a, Tal09].
Recently, some researchers have suggested that the increased number of nature-
inspired optimization methods has diminished the role of meta-heuristics within the
operations research community [Sör13]. Arguments Sörensen has provided was to
show the vulnerability behind the misuse of all different possible metaphors one could
employ in order to develop a novel method. We agree with the author that the time
spent to develop new meta-heuristic method might be better used. In particular, a
better understanding of mechanisms behind the panel of an existing meta-heuristic
might be more valuable. With all that in mind we believe that the research, conducted
and presented within this dissertation, contributes to the field of optimization.
3.1.2 Nature- and bio-inspired methods
Many natural phenomena, such as Darwinian evolution, the functioning of the brain,
group (swarm) behavior, or the immune system, have fostered new paradigms in com-
puter science. Such interaction between Nature and Computation gave rise to the field
of research known as natural computing or nature-inspired computation [Yao99, Bal99,
Cas07]. Natural computing is a study of computational systems that gets ideas and
inspiration from natural systems. The most established nature-inspired models of com-
putation are cellular automata, neural computation, and evolutionary computation.
Specifically, a class of nature-inspired models that are inspired by biological processes
with the purpose to solve hard problems are known in the literature as bio-inspired
computing.
A rapid growth of natural computing can be explained by a number of factors, such
as the boost of a computing power and memory storage capacity, increased number of
problems that are influenced by nonlinearity or high-dimensionality [Cas07]. However,
the popularity of the bio-inspired algorithms is primarily caused by the ability of biolog-
ical systems to effectively adapt in frequently changeable environments. Evolutionary
computation, neural networks, ant colony optimization, bee colony optimization, par-
ticle swarm optimization, artificial immune systems, and bacteria foraging algorithm
are among the algorithms and concepts that were motivated by biological processes.
For optimization applications in fields such as pattern recognition, self-identity, data
analysis and machine learning, nature- and bio-inspired methods are capable of outper-
forming the classical techniques by providing better and more flexible solution choices
[Wan09].
In nature we can find many examples of animal societies, such as insect societies,
that exhibit intelligent collective behavior. Still, observing each individual of these
societies shows us that they operate without centrally organized control and in un-
predictable and dynamic environment [Teo09b]. A global intelligent behavior arises
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as a result of the interactions between these individual organisms. Insect society is
the classical example of a birth of global effects from local interactions and commu-
nication. Analysis of such behavior gave rise to the notion of the collective intelligence
that is today a basic part of research in different scientific fields, primarily in artificial
intelligence, biology and computations.
3.1.3 Swarm intelligence
Swarm Intelligence (SI) is the discipline that deals with natural and artificial systems
composed of many individuals [Dor07]. The name for SI was coined by Beni and Weng
in the 1989 in order to present Cellular Robotic Systems (CRS) as capable of being intel-
ligent [Ben93]. CRS are collections of autonomous, non-synhronized, non-intelligent
robots cooperating to achieve some given tasks [Ben93]. In area of operations research,
SI is used to represent models of simple behaviors of the individuals, their interactions
with each other and with their environment, which can be applied for coping with
difficult optimization problems. Historically, the idea to use the collection of simple
agents for solving optimization problems dates back to 1960s [But64]. Back then, the
idea of computing with a swarm of simple agents was based on using large numbers
of elementary entities (automata) with ability to randomly walk through space, graph
or network. It is considered that the Tsetlin’s work [Tse73], is the first to address col-
lections of automata as a model for collective behavior of a group with no a priori
information other than the rules of the game, and attempts to derive the structure of
systems that exhibit self-organizing behavior.
SI is considered to be an area of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that is based on studying
the actions of individuals in various decentralized systems [Bon99]. However, there is
still big discrepancy between two schools of thought in the Artificial Intelligence that
are known by the name neat and scruffy AI. Neat researchers in AI base their work on
logic and formal extensions of logic, while scruffy AI researchers use relatively simple
approach [Bro11]. SI models are typical for scruffy AI researchers.
When creating SI models and techniques, researchers apply some principles of the
natural swarm intelligence. From biology perspective, swarm behavior is based on
the biological needs of individuals to stay and work together without any central con-
trol. In such a way, it is believed that individuals increase the probability to stay alive,
since predators usually attack only isolated individuals. Colonies of various social in-
sects (bees, wasps, ants, termites) are characterized by the swarm behavior. This type
of behavior is first and foremost characterized by autonomy, distributed functioning
and self-organizing. The most important characteristic here is the self-organizing. It
requires interactions (communication) between the individual agents. There are two
types of communication among insects: the direct and indirect. Direct communication
that is typical for colonies of bees, imply food or liquid exchange and visual contact.
The indirect interactions (also known as stigmergy) imply modifications of the envi-
ronment, which in turn modifies behavior of individual agents, such as ants, at a later
time. Communication systems between individual agents contribute to the collective
intelligence pattern of SI.
In 1990s the group around Mark Millonas from Santa Fe Institute developed math-
ematical model of the dynamics of swarms and collective intelligence based on phero-
mone-sniffing, simple-minded ants [Ken01, Lim09a]. They presented five basic princi-
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ples of SI as:
• The proximity: the ability of the population to carry out simple space and time
computations;
• The quality: the ability of population to respond to environmental factors, such
as quality of the food;
• The diverse response: the population should be able to distribute resources;
• The stability: the ability of population to maintain its mode of behavior against
the environment changes.
• The adaptability: the ability of population to change the group behavior when it
leads to an advancement.
It is a general consensus today that the use of the term “swarm” refers to different
systems with a similar architecture. In [Ken01], its description was taken from the
Santa Fe Institute document about the swarm simulation system, where it states: "The
classic example of a swarm is a swarm of bees, but the metaphor of a swarm can be
extended to other systems with a similar architecture. An ant colony can be considered as
a swarm whose individual agents are ants, a flock of birds is a swarm whose agents are
birds, traffic is a swarm of cars, a crowd is a swarm of people, an immune system is a
swarm of cells and molecules, and an economy is a swarm of economic agents."
As of 2004 a new terminology was also presented, namely computational intelli-
gence, CI. The CI approaches comprise of all nature-inspired methods. The name was
coined by Bezdek [Bez92], however it was firmly established in Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)(1), by the Computational Intelligence Society (CIS)
[Mum09, pg. 5]. The scope of the CIS community, as stated on their web site, is to
deal with the theory, design, application and development of biologically and linguisti-
cally motivated computational paradigms emphasizing neural networks, connectionist
systems, genetic algorithms, evolutionary programming, fuzzy systems, and hybrid in-
telligent systems in which these paradigms are contained. Extensive informations can
be found at http://cis.ieee.org/scope.html.
Other names are also used in the research community, such as soft computing. Due
to lack of standardization in the literature we have opted for the term swarm intelli-
gence. All SI algorithms possess several common advantages such as the robustness
against the obscure mathematical descriptions and the unique mathematical properties
of optimization problems, as well as the capacity to attain global optima [Che13].
3.2 Examples of meta-heuristics
Despite not being used for the experiments in this dissertation, we review several well
known meta-heuristic methods. The majority of them belong to the class of nature-
inspired algorithms. However, the most popular meta-heuristic methods based on the
mathematical principles are also presented, namely VNS and TS. In each class the
methods are presented following a chronological order.
(1)http://cis.ieee.org/
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3.2.1 Simulated annealing
The history of meta-heuristics is connected with a couple of methods already men-
tioned until now, such as simulated annealing and Evolutionary Algorithms (EA). SA
is considered as one of the oldest nature-inspired meta-heuristics, establish on imita-
tion of physical annealing process. It emerged from independent work of two groups
of researchers: Kirkpatric, Gelatt, Vecci [Kir83] and Cˇerný [Cˇer85] who have found
the analogy in statistical thermodynamics. When first proposed, it was considered a
powerful methodology for solving combinatorial problems, since the search for high
quality solutions does not depend on the choice of the initial solution and for some im-
plementations of the algorithm it is possible to derive polynomial upper bound on the
computation time [Aar88, Osm96b]. Another important feature of the first SA was the
proof of convergence to an optimal solution, however in infinite computational time
[Aar88].
Using the concept of annealing as an inspiration dates back to 1953. In particular, it
has inspired the construction of the so-called Metropolis algorithm. The algorithm was
used for simulating energy changes exhibited during the evolution of a solid to thermal
equilibrium. The same scheme inspired SA algorithm, where a particular optimization
problem represents a physical system, a solution of the problem is equivalent to states
of the physical system, and an objective function of the problem corresponds to energy
of the state of the physical system [Aar88, Tal09].
SA is a single solution iterative stochastic algorithm that starts from some initially
generated solution, and does not use information gathered during the search [Tal09].
At each iteration two solutions, current (x) and newly selected (x′), are compared
[Nik10]. A solution that is better then the current will always be accepted, while the
probability of excepting non-improving solution is a function of SA control parameter,
the temperature. The probability to accept a newly selected solution of a minimization
problem follows, in general, the Boltzmann distribution, as can be observed in formula
(3.1) [Tal09, Nik10].
P{x′ is accepted} =
{
1 if f(x′) ≤ f(x)
e−
f(x′)−f(x)
T if f(x′) > f(x)
(3.1)
Figure 3.1 presents simplified pseudo-code of SA. At each level of the temperature
many trials can be explored until an equilibrium state is reached [Tal09]. At that point
the temperature is decreased (according to a cooling rule) in such a way that less non-
Initialization phase;
Repeat
Repeat
Generate a random neighbor;
Acceptance phase;
Until Equilibrium condition;
Temperature update;
Until (the stopping criterion is satisfied).
Figure 3.1: Pseudo-code of the SA algorithm
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improving solutions are accepted as the search approaches its end. In addition, the
stopping criterion is chosen and can include the maximum total number of iterations,
the maximum total number of iterations without improvement of the objective func-
tion, the maximum allowed CPU time or any their combination.
3.2.2 Evolutionary computation and genetic algorithm
An important class of meta-heuristic methods are evolutionary algorithms (EA). Evo-
lutionary computing, or evolutionary computation, EC, is a field of research inspired by
evolutionary biology aiming to develop optimization methods for complex optimiza-
tion problems [Cas07]. The inspiration is drawn from the capabilities of live systems to
adapt to challenging conditions in the environment, often described as natural selection
or as survival of the fittest. Development of the field of EC is considered as contribution
of many researchers starting from late 50s and early 60s, according to [Bac97, Ree10].
Their work introduced different EC paradigms, such as evolutionary programming (EP)
developed by Lawrence Fogel in 1960, evolution strategies (ES) developed by group of
three students Bienert, Rechenberg and Schwefel in Berlin during 1960s, and Genetic
Algorithms (GA) mainly developed by John Holland in the early 1960s [Bac97, Tal09].
This three main forms of evolutionary algorithms were developed independently until
1990s, when EA researchers organized an international workshop devoted to establish-
ing more cooperation in the EC field [Bac97].
Evolutionary algorithms, EA, are population based meta-heuristics that belong to
the class of iterative algorithms used for simulation of the evolution of species [Tal09].
Pseudo-code of the EA is provided in Fig. 3.2, however, it should be considered as a
broad template covering shared ideas of all the versions of today EAs. Each iteration
of an EA corresponds to a generation. An algorithm starts with the random creation of
the population, where each individual represents an encoded version of some feasible
solution. In the evaluation phase an objective function is used to assign to each mem-
ber of the population a fitness value, indicating its suitability to the problem [Tal09].
Following a selection scheme, individuals with better fitness are selected with higher
probability for the next operation. The chosen individuals are being reproduced by im-
plementing variation operators (e.g., crossover and/or mutation). In the next stage it is
determined which individuals of the population will survive by means of replacing the
parents by the offsprings in some probabilistic manner (in EP) or in total (in canonical
GA).
Initialization phase (initial population);
Repeat
Evaluate population P(t);
Select fittest individuals for reproduction (P’(t));
Reproduction of fittest;
Replacement of parents by offsprings;
Until (the stopping criterion is satisfied).
Figure 3.2: Pseudo-code of the EA algorithm.
One of the widely used class of the EAs is the class of genetic algorithms. GAs are
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considered as the original prototypes of EAs, which were popularized by Goldberg in
late 1980s, as in [Gol89], according to [Blu12]. The current model used for genetic
algorithms originated from the studies of adaptive systems conducted by Holland and
his colleagues in the 1960s [Hol92]. Holland’s GA introduced the idea of recombination
(crossover) [Ree10]. GAs are mostly used for discrete optimization problems and are
associated with the use of binary representation [Tal09]. However, there are many
variations of GA according to the representation of solution, selection strategy, type of
crossover and mutation operators, etc., [Bou13].
3.2.3 Ant Colony Optimization
Ant Colony Optimization, ACO, [Dor99a, Dor10] is a population-based meta-heuristic
inspired by the foraging behavior of ants in nature. The first version of ACO was pro-
posed by Dorigo as an Ant System method (AS) in 1992 for solving TSP [Dor92, Dor10].
As AS didn’t manage to be competitive with up to that time specific oriented algorithms
designed for dealing with TSP, next years were devoted to development of better ver-
sion, known today as ACO. This method uses artificial ants to construct solutions by
incrementally adding new components [Dor10]. In the analogy to the biological ex-
ample, the communication between artificial ants is indirect and uses pheromones as
a communication medium. The pheromone trails in ACO serve as a distributed, nu-
merical information, which the ants use to probabilistically construct solutions to the
problem being solved. Moreover, the ants adapt this information during the algorithms
execution to reflect their search experience.
A general outline of the ACO meta-heuristic according to [Dor10] is given in Fig. 3.3.
After initializing parameters and pheromone trails, the main loop is performed. It con-
sists of three main steps. In the first step each ant from the colony constructs a solution
by selecting its components using a probabilistic rule. This rule takes into account the
experience acquired during the search, through the trace of pheromone deposited. The
heuristic information of the considered components may also be exploited.
Once the ants have completed their solutions, these may be improved in an optional
local search phase. As it was shown in [Dor04, pg. 93], ACO algorithms reach best
performance when coupled with local search algorithms. These are used to implement
problem specific or centralized actions that cannot be performed by individual ants.
In the third stage, the pheromone trails are updated with an intention to make so-
lution components belonging to high quality solutions more desirable for the following
iterations. The pheromone update is performed in two steps. In the first step, the
values of the pheromone trails on all the components are decreased by a small factor,
Initialization;
Do
ContructAntSolutions;
ApplyLocalSearch; //optional
UpdatePheromones.
While (termination condition not met).
Figure 3.3: Pseudo-code of the ACO algorithm.
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called the evaporation rate. From a practical point of view, pheromone evaporation is
needed to avoid premature convergence towards a sub-optimal region. It implements
a useful form of forgetting, favoring the exploration of new areas of the search space.
In the second step, the values of the pheromone trails on the components belonging to
the determined set of high quality solutions are increased depending on the selected
evaluation criterion. ACO algorithms usually differ in the way the set of high qual-
ity solutions is specified (e.g., current global best solution and/or set of all solutions
constructed in the current iteration). When the termination condition is fulfilled, ACO
returns the best-so-far (current global best) solution.
3.2.4 Particle swarm optimization
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a population-based meta-heuristics introduced
for a continuous nonlinear optimization problem in 1995 [Jam95]. It emerged from
the work of psychologist, J. Kennedy, and electrical engineer, R. Eberhart with an aim
to contribute to the field of artificial intelligence [Pol07]. The basic idea is the mimick-
ing of social behavior of bird flocks and fish schools searching for food. This method
belongs to the class of SI algorithms as it was inspired by dynamics of population inter-
actions without central coordination.
PSO is an iterative stochastic algorithm that simulates swarm of particles, each rep-
resenting some candidate solution of the particular optimization problem. It might be
viewed as a cellular automata, as the new solution of each particle depends on its old
value and the solutions in its neighborhood [Tal09]. Pseudo-code for PSO is provided
in Figure 3.4. In the initialization phase, each particle starts from randomly generated
solution, after which the iteration begins with the evaluation of the solutions. Since a
particle is defined in terms of its position and velocity, an update phase consists of cal-
culating the new position of each particle with an objective to move the search toward
the global optimum. This is done by calculating new velocity values as a function of
the old one, the position of the particle’s best-so-far solution (~pi), and the position of
the best-so-far solution of the entire swarm (~pg), described by (3.2). After calculating
velocity, particle’s position is updated [Tal09].
vi(t) = vi(t− 1) + ρ1C1 × (pi − xi(t− 1)) + ρ2C2 × (pg − xi(t− 1)) (3.2)
Initialization phase;
Repeat
Evaluation phase;
Update phase:
Update velocities;
Update solution;
Until (the stopping criterion is satisfied).
Figure 3.4: Pseudo-code of the PSO algorithm.
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3.2.5 Artificial Bee Colony
The Artificial Bee Colony [Kar05, Kar07] is a population-based meta-heuristic intro-
duced by Karaboga in 2005 as a method inspired by the foraging habits of honeybees.
The colony of artificial bees in ABC contains three groups of bees: employed bees asso-
ciated with specific food sources, onlooker bees watching the dance of employed bees
within the hive to choose a food source, and scout bees searching for food sources
randomly. Both onlookers and scouts are also called un-employed bees. In ABC, the
position of a food source represents a possible solution to the problem and the nectar
amount of a food source corresponds to the quality (fitness) of the associated solution.
In the basic form of the ABC algorithm, the number of employed bees is equal to the
number of solutions since each employed bee is associated with exactly one solution.
The general algorithmic structure of the ABC optimization approach is given in Fig. 3.5.
In the initialization phase, the population of solutions is initialized by scout bees
and control parameters are set. In the employed bees phase, the neighborhood of each
solution is examined in an attempt to find the new solution with a higher quality. In
particular, a random solution from the neighborhood is generated, its fitness is calcu-
lated and a greedy selection is applied between this and the original solution.
In the next (onlooker bees) phase employed bees share the information about the
quality of their solutions with the onlooker bees. Onlooker bees probabilistically choose
their solutions, depending on the information provided by the employed bees. For this
purpose, a fitness based selection technique can be used, such as the roulette wheel
selection method. After a solution for an onlooker bee is chosen, a neighborhood so-
lution is determined randomly, and its fitness value is computed. As in the employed
bees phase, a greedy selection is applied between these two solutions.
In the scout bees phase, employed bees whose solutions cannot be improved through
a predetermined number of trials (called limit) become scouts and their solutions
are abandoned. Subsequently, the scouts start to randomly search for new solutions.
Hence, those solutions which are initially poor or have been made poor by exploitation
are abandoned in order to avoid suboptimal solutions.
Initialization phase;
Repeat
Employed bees phase;
Onlooker bees phase;
Scout bees phase;
Memorize the best solution achieved so far;
Until (the stopping criterion is satisfied).
Figure 3.5: Pseudo-code of the ABC algorithm.
3.2.6 Tabu search
Tabu Search (TS) was introduced by Glover in 1986 [Glo86] and it is a single solution
meta-heuristic based on the utilization of its search history. However, 10 years earlier,
most of the basic elements of TS were suggested by Glover as a part of specific oriented
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heuristic for solving nonlinear covering problem [Glo77, Osm96b]. TS is commonly
applied to combinatorial optimization problems. It can be viewed as an extension of a
classical steepest local search method presented in [Han86], including various types of
memory structures (classical being short-term memory) in order to overcome local op-
tima [Gen10b]. It shares similarity with the SA algorithm as a method that guides the
local search to avoid bad local optima by accepting non-improving solutions. It uses,
however, a deterministic rather than stochastic acceptance criterion [Osm96b, Tal09].
The basic functionality behind TS is a dual relationship between imposed restrictions
and aspiration criteria on the TS moves [Glo89]. The restrictions are imposed by con-
straints which label certain TS moves as forbidden, tabu. On the other hand, a search
can be released by means of a short-term memory functions. This is achieved by incor-
poration of an aspiration level function A(s, x) used to provide flexibility by overriding
the tabu status of a move if the aspiration level is attained [Glo89].
The basic version of TS is presented by pseudo-code in Fig. 3.6. The algorithm starts
with generation of an initial solution. At each iteration a complete neighborhood of the
current solution is searched in a deterministic manner [Tal09]. When a new solution
leads to improvement, TS replaces the current solution with the new. If all examined
neighboring solutions do not lead to an improvement (TS reached local optima), TS
moves to the best admissible neighbor, even if this causes an objective function to
deteriorate. This kind of admission criterion may lead to cycling, that is, returning
to already visited solutions [Osm96b]. To avoid cycles, TS memorizes attributes(2) of
previously visited solutions, proclaimed as tabu, by storing them in a so called tabu list.
The tabu status of a solution is valid for a number of iterations, and this is the reason
for referring to tabu list as a short-term memory.
Initialization phase;
Repeat
Find best non-tabu neighbor, or satisfy aspiration criteria;
Update current solution;
Update tabu list;
Update aspiration conditions;
Until (the stopping criterion is satisfied).
Figure 3.6: Pseudo-code of the TS algorithm.
Sophisticated TS algorithm can hold more information, saved in terms of a medium-
term and a long-term memory. Both types of memories represented advanced mecha-
nisms used to deal with an intensification and diversification of a search. Intensification
process concerns storing of best (elite) solutions found during the search in order to
guide the search towards promising areas of the search space. Diversification relates to
storing of information that diversify the search by discouraging the attributes of some
elite solutions. It is important to notice that the diversification of the search is not
always useful, as the search is closely connected to a solution landscape of an opti-
mization problem. For example, when all high quality solutions are grouped within a
(2)In order to decrease memory used for storing already visited solutions, a subset of information can
be used for determining the position/configuration of the solution. The elements of the subset are
referred to as attributes of the solution.
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small distance, diversification can be found useless [Tal09, Gen10b].
3.2.7 Variable neighborhood search
Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) is a single solution meta-heuristic, proposed by
Hansen and Mladenovic´ in 1995 [Mla95, Mla97]. It is a simple and an effective opti-
mization method which has been widely used for dealing with combinatorial and global
optimization problems [Han10b]. The VNS search is based on a systematic changing
of neighborhoods within a descent phase in order to find a local optimum, as well as
within a perturbation phase to get out of the corresponding valley [Han10b, Cra14]. It
uses multiple neighborhoods in order to increase an efficiency of a search, and is based
on three simple properties [Han03]:
1. A local optimum w.r.t. one neighborhood structure is not necessarily a local min-
imum for another;
2. A global optimum is a local optimum w.r.t. all possible neighborhood structures;
3. For many problems, local optimum w.r.t. one or several neighborhoods are rela-
tively close to each other.
A basic building block of VNS is LS procedure. In order to describe VNS, an in-
troduction into particular notation is first required. For an arbitrary solution x ∈X a
neighborhood of x (N (x)) is a set of all solutions obtained from x by an application
of some predefined elementary transformation. Let Nk, (k=1, . . . , kmax) be a finite set
of pre-selected neighborhood structures. Then, Nk(x) is a set of solutions in the kth
neighborhood of x, i.e., the set of solutions obtained from x by the application of k
elementary transformations [Cra14]. A general outline of the VNS is presented in the
form of pseudo-code in Fig. 3.7.
In the initialization phase an initial solution is usually determined by some construc-
tive heuristic and improved by LS before the beginning of the actual VNS procedure.
In a shake procedure a random point x′ is generated in a kth neighborhood of x,
(x′ ∈ Nk(x)). The role of the shake procedure is to prevent trapping in a local opti-
mum. Intensification of a search is realized by the improvement step which involves
the selected LS procedure with an aim to improve a current solution x′ in order to
obtain a local optimum x′′. In the move step, if this local optimum is better than the
current best-so-far solution, the search moves there (x = x′′), and continues within N1
(k = 1). More precisely, the entire VNS procedure is concentrated around the current
global best solution, and therefore, move step has to ensure that this solution is always
updated, as early as possible. If local optimum is not better than the current global best
solution, algorithm moves to the next neighborhood (k = k + 1). Once the stopping
criterion is met, the global best solution is reported [Tal09, Han10b, Cra14].
Basic VNS has a unique parameter kmax – the maximum number of neighborhoods.
Sometimes, but not necessarily, successive neighborhoods are nested. There are sev-
eral variations and modifications of this basic VNS scheme, as well as many successful
applications. The readers are referred to [Han10b, Han14] for more details.
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Initialization phase;
Repeat
Set k = 1.
Repeat
Shake;
Improve;
Move;
Until k > kmax;
Until (the stopping criterion is satisfied).
Figure 3.7: Pseudo-code of the VNS algorithm.
3.2.8 Final remarks
A detailed classification of various types of meta-heuristic is given in a recent survey by
Boussaïd et al. [Bou13]. Beside development of mathematically-based meta-heuristics,
during the last decades behavior of social insects became an inspiration for design of
new SI artificial systems. Here, we name a few algorithms that have appeared in the last
15 years and are based on a behavior of bees: Bee System [Lucˇ01, Lucˇ03b], Bee Colony
Optimization (BCO) [Teo05], Marriage in Honey-Bees Optimization (MBO) [Abb01],
BeeHive [Wed04], Honey Bees [Nak03], Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [Kar05], Bee Sys-
tem Optimization (BSO) [Dri05], the Bees Algorithm [Pha06], Honey Bee Marriage
Optimization (HBMO) [Afs07], Fast Marriage in Honey Bees Optimization (MHBO)
[Yan07a], Virtual Bee Algorithm (VBA) [Yan05]. In all these variants numerous agents
(i.e., artificial bees) investigate search space at the same time. However, a central
concept behind their work is the cooperation, allowing them to achieve better results
from those that would otherwise be generated by the independent work. In this dis-
sertation, special consideration is given to the Bee Colony Optimization method. The
primary goal is to provide detailed description behind its development and underlying
mechanisms by employing tools of theoretical and empirical analysis.
3.3 Chapter summary
In this chapter we review different schools of meta-heuristic design. Meta-heuristics
have proven their power in obtaining high quality solutions to many complex real
world problems. The structure of this chapter can be reviewed by following the list
of presented topics:
• Definition of meta-heuristics and elaboration on different types of meta-heuristic
classifications according to the: origins of the algorithm, number of solutions
used during the search, randomization and manipulation of solutions.
• A brief interpretation of the bio-inspired methods and swarm intelligence.
• Overview of the couple of most representative nature-inspired methods, as well
as two methods based on mathematical principles.
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Topics that were not covered are, e.g., hybrid meta-heuristics that try to combine
best features of different methods in order to derive more powerful new algorithms.
There are two main classes of hybrid methods: the first one obtained when combining
two or more meta-heuristics (e.g., GA with SA or TS, SA with TS), while the second
class covers combinations of meta-heuristics with exact methods (e.g., TS with B&B,
VNS with MIP) [Blu08, Man09]. It is an ongoing topic that is attracting the atten-
tion of an increasing number of researchers, however, it is beyond the scope of this
dissertation.

CHAPTER4
Bee colony optimization method
This chapter is devoted to the Bee Colony Optimization (BCO) method. We start
with a short historical exposé about the discovery of certain behavioral pattern of bee
swarms in the early 1940s. The goal is to remind of first steps within the development
of BCO, inspired by previous research on foraging of bees. In section 4.1.2 we describe
mathematical model of BCO. Then, we review two BCO variants and describe steps
that led to the current versions of the BCO method. Both variants of the BCO algorithm
are reviewed in great detail in section 4.2. Part of our contributions in this thesis
is the introduction of loyalty functions in section 4.2.3.1, as a characterization of the
probability decisions inside of BCO. Finally, we list various applications of the BCO
method and provide a short overview of future research topics.
4.1 The development of BCO
Bee colony optimization is a population-based meta-heuristic method that was first
proposed by Lucˇic´ and Teodorovic´ in 2001 [Lucˇ01]. In the early stages of its devel-
opment BCO showed promising results in application to combinatorial optimization
problems, drawing attention of many researchers around the world [Lucˇ01, Lucˇ02b,
Lucˇ03a, Teo05]. BCO belongs to the class of SI algorithms and is first of its kind where
basic principles of collective bee intelligence were used in dealing with combinatorial
and continuous optimization problems. The inspiration for creating new multi-agent
system, such as BCO, originates from the foraging behavior of honey bees. This behav-
ior is suitable for modeling as the practice of collecting and processing nectar is highly
organized [Teo09b]. The first version of the BCO algorithm was developed as a con-
structive procedure, where each artificial bee is building a solution from scratch. Later
variant of BCO, known as improvement BCO, used a modification of complete solutions
[Dav15b]. To provide better understanding of the BCO structure, the introduction into
the behavior of bees in nature is being presented.
4.1.1 Bees in nature
In nature, honey bees succeed to find nectar among limited resources in quite efficient
manner, without control of any central management and within unpredictable and
dynamic environment. The reason for such success is the capacity for communication
using skills that most resemble to symbolic language, a property known only for bees to
share [Gou75]. Observations of the bees behavior dates back to ancient times. The first
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documented observations about the bees behavior can be found in the Aristotle book
“History of Animals” from 350 b.c. However, it took a long time until true research
was conducted. Before 1940, researchers recognized that some of the bees that have
returned to the hive perform a certain dancing ritual [Hai10]. However, it was Karl
von Frisch that in the mid-1940s first realized functionality of what was considered
almost unimportant - the waggle dance (Fig. 4.1) [VF74]. He earned the Nobel Prize in
1973 for this discovery. As it seems, he has inspired a great number of researches who
thereafter decided to deepen understanding of the bees behavior [See85, Cam91]. von
Frisch discovered that bees notify their fellow bees about the food sources, i.e., that
they communicate. In the survey of von Frisch’s life [Hai10] Tania Munz recognized
that such discoveries, together with discoveries of other animal communication, have
influenced self-image of humans. Until then, it was thought that homo sapiens was
clearly characterized by the skills of communication, seen as a boundary that divides
us from other living organisms on Earth.
Figure 4.1: Waggle dance of forager bees in nature.
The waggle dance (also known as wag-tail or figure-eight dance), together with the
odor, defines a dancing language. Several other forms of the dance were recognized,
such as a round dance [Sam98]. Round dance is the simplest and doesn’t provide
much information, except that the food is somewhere close to the hive. The bees use
waggle dance to learn about different properties of a food source, such as a position
(defined by the direction and distance) [Com11]. The direction is specified with the
angle α between food source and the Sun (Fig.4.1). The distance is represented by
the bees’ shaking of hindquarters (“waggle”). The odor is used to help other foragers
to determine the quality of the food source. In the rest of this thesis both parts of the
dancing language will be referenced as only a dance or a waggle dance.
Understanding the mechanism behind the foraging of honey bees colonies was al-
ready proposed in the middle of 80s, from which here we distinguish work of Seeley
[See85]. Seeley was inspired by progress made in models of bumble bees. He recog-
nized that even substantial work has been done to understand the inner working of
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honey bees colonies, a lot still remained to be discovered [See95]. The initial study,
he conducted together with his colleague Kirk Visscher, reviled a great deal of new
insights, like those that bees make individual assessments of a food source’s absolute
quality, or that honey bees can cover more than 100 square kilometers around the hive
during foraging. In joint work with Camazine and Sneyd, Seeley showed that waggle
dance of worker bees is changing with regard to an absolute quality of a food source
[See91]. When the quality of nectar is high, the foraging bees dance longer and more
vigorously [See00]. It can be noted that to conclude a mathematical model of foraging
mechanism is quite an ambitious task. Main problem is that much of the nectar collec-
tion process of honey bees may not be correctly described [See95]. However, a pursuit
towards simplification of the living processes can also lead to interesting discoveries
and tools that can be used for solving hard real-world problems.
The first mathematical model of how information of food sources are stored within
a honey bee colony was introduced by Camazine and Sneyd [Cam91]. They postulated
that the collective memory is shared via the dance language and presented a model that
describes the colony’s decision-making process using system of non-linear differential
equations that have most effect on the total foraging success. This model, however,
disregarded some aspects of honey bees foraging process, like individual behavior. In
the literature this problem has been addressed, leaving an open question about how
important is the dance language for communicating memory. In [Gra12] experimental
results have shown that the drop in total foraging success, when the use of dance lan-
guage was removed, was not as drastic as proposed in models of Seeley. Furthermore,
another interesting question is the imprecision of information being shared, which can
influence on fertility of new food sources of high quality.
The complexity of an insect behavior still today cannot be replicated with mathe-
matical models. Nonetheless, the imitation of only a small part of some observed be-
havior in animals can, with its natural ingenuity, contribute greatly to the science. The
particularity of such knowledge is that otherwise it could not be invented by classical
approaches of mathematics or physics.
4.1.2 BCO model
Basically, a mathematical model of the foraging behavior of honey bees can be de-
scribed as follows [Dav15b]. Bees that are searching and collecting the nectar are
known as worker bees. They collect and accumulate food for later use by other bees.
The worker bees that are exploring the area are called scout bees. Typically, scout bees
in nature look for food by exploring the fields in the neighborhood of their hive. After
completing the exploration, scout bees return to the hive and inform their hive-mates
about the locations, quantity and quality of the available food sources in the areas they
have examined. In the case they have discovered nectar in the previously investigated
locations, scout bees dance in the so-called dance floor area of the hive using a ritual
called waggle dance, in an attempt to attract the remaining members of the colony to
follow their lead. If a bee decides to leave the hive and collect the nectar, it follows one
of the dancing scout bees to the previously discovered patch of flowers. After taking a
load of nectar, the foraging bee returns to the hive, leaving the nectar at a food store.
The foraging bee then decides for one of the several scenarios: (1) it can try to recruit
its hive-mates with the dance ritual before returning to the food location; (2) it can
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continue with the foraging behavior at the discovered nectar source, without recruiting
the rest of the colony; (3) it can abandon the food source and become uncommitted
follower [Cam91, Bon99]. As several bees may be attempting to recruit their hive-
mates on the dance floor area at the same time, it is unclear how an uncommitted bee
decides which recruiter to follow. The only obvious fact is, quote: the loyalty and re-
cruitment among bees are always a function of the quantity and quality of the food source
[Teo09b, Dav15b].
The described model has served as a basis for BCO algorithm. Here, the artificial
bees are considered to be homogeneous, that is, all bees can be considered as being
analogous to foragers that can do the work of a scout bee. A general structure of the
BCO algorithm, that combines both constructive and improvement version, is as fol-
lows. The population of artificial bees (B individuals) searches for an optimal solution.
Every artificial bee generates one solution to the problem. Each algorithm step consists
of two alternating phases: forward pass and backward pass. During each forward pass,
every bee is exploring a search space. It applies a predefined number of moves to ei-
ther construct the part of a solution [Teo05] or modify an existing complete solution
[Dav11b]. During backward pass, bees exchange information about the found solu-
tions after which each bee can decide for one of the two scenarios, mentioned earlier
(first or third).
4.1.3 The evolution of BCO
It all started as a Bee System, by a joint work of Lucˇic´ and Teodorovic´ in 2001 [Lucˇ01].
The development of this algorithm was also a building block for future development of
smart algorithms that use basic principles of collective bee intelligence for solving op-
timization problems [Teo05]. A Bee System, presented in 1997 by Sato and Hagiwara
in [Sat97], was introduced as a modified genetic algorithm where communication and
dancing was utilized to replace steps of GA, such as mutation and crossover operators.
Namely, each bee corresponds to a chromosome of GA that tries to find a high qual-
ity solution independently from others. When best solution is found, other bees try
to improve it in the local search step of the algorithm. The Bee System of Lucˇic´ and
Teodorovic´ was constructed having in mind only the behavior of bees in nature and
incorporating principles of foraging [Lucˇ01, Lucˇ02b, Lucˇ03a]. It was first used on in-
stances of the TSP, where, process of searching for shortest tour greatly depended on
the location of the hive (starting position of artificial bees) and the probability model by
which bees are choosing the next node. The starting position was randomly selected.
The probability model incorporated: distance between the current node (hive at the
beginning) and node-candidate to be visited; the total number of performed iterations
in a search process; and the total number of bees that have visited the considered link
in the past [Teo15]. Results in paper [Lucˇ01] showed that the Bee System method
can produce optimal solutions in reasonable time. Besides transportation problems
[Lucˇ02b, Lucˇ03a], Bee System was also used on a routing problems. More precisely,
Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) with stochastic demands [Lucˇ02a]. VRP is a problem
of finding a set of routes that would minimize transport costs. The uncertainty in de-
mands arises when the real value of demand becomes known only after the vehicle has
reached the node. In a thesis of Lucˇic´ [Lucˇ02a], a goal was to generate an intelligent
vehicle routing system capable of providing decisions that would lead to a set of high
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quality routes. The approach to solve stochastic VRP problem was dealt by using two
steps in order to combine advantages of solving TSP with newly developed Bee System
and fuzzy rules. In the first step, Bee System was used for solving the VRP problem, as a
TSP, in order to create a Giant route. The second step consists of decisions when to fin-
ish one’s vehicle route and when to start with the next, while walking along the created
giant route. The task of deciding whether the vehicle should serve the next node or not
was conducted using fuzzy rules. In a similar fashion, on the same problem Lucˇic´ and
Teodorovic´ in [Lucˇ03b] presented results for combination of Bee System and fuzzy logic
where decisions were made in real-time with regard to the route shape.
Version of BCO, commonly used today, was proposed in 2005 by Teodorovic´ and
Dell’Orco in [Teo05], as an improved and more general version of the Bee System. To
illustrate the performance of the newly proposed BCO, authors used Ride-matching
problem. Ride-matching is a problem of finding the best combination between the ve-
hicle and the passengers who will share the ride, taking into account: vehicle capacity,
days in a week when person is ready to have a ride, trip origin, trip destination, desired
departure and/or arrival time. In their article, Teodorivic´ and Dell’Orco assumed that
the arrival and departure times are fixed. On a relatively small example of 97 passen-
gers, and a constraint of 4 persons per vehicle, 6 feasible solutions were presented.
These preliminary results showed that the development of bee inspired methods could
significantly contribute to the solution of complex problems [Teo05].
Bee System had more similarities with the behavior of bees in nature, compared to
the BCO method. The main difference between them is that the location of a hive had
a bigger role in the Bee System model. During the search process, the location of a hive
could be changed. Another big difference was that Bee System incorporated Logit-based
model for the probability of choosing next node, while BCO method is using roulette
wheel [Dav15b, Š11].
4.2 The BCO Algorithm
The BCO method is based on engaging a group of artificial bees (B individuals) in
search for an optimal solution of a considered optimization problem. All artificial bees
are engaged in a search process in such a way that each bees generates one solution for
a considered problem. For the sake of further analogy, we introduce a foraging cycle.
One foraging cycle corresponds to a work done by foragers between two adjacent visits
to the hive. Namely, after leaving the hive forager bees search for a food source after
which they return to the hive to advertise found locations. The process of repetition
of the foraging cycle in nature is terminated when the night falls. Similarly, the search
process of artificial bees is conducted through iterations, during which bees also com-
municate in order to compare the quality of obtained solutions, until some predefined
stopping criterion is satisfied. In regard to this clear distribution of tasks of artificial
bees, each iteration of a BCO algorithm can be represented as a composition of alter-
nating phases (steps): a forward pass and a backward pass. Therefore, one alternation
corresponds to one foraging cycle.
During the forward pass, all artificial bees explore a search space. The method of ex-
ploration highly depends on concrete implementation of the BCO algorithm. Namely,
the exploration is performed through a certain (predefined) number of moves to ei-
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ther construct a part of a solution [Teo05] or modify an existing complete solution
[Dav11b]. These moves may be implemented in various ways, for example, by employ-
ing some well-known problem-specific heuristic procedure. Furthermore, in the for-
ward pass all artificial bees perform an exploration independently from each other, and
therefore, no information is being exchanged in this phase. A number of moves within
one forward pass can be represented as a function of a second BCO parameter, namely,
NC . Parameter NC is used to determine a frequency of information exchange between
artificial bees, therefore, influencing an exploitation of the search. In early (construc-
tive) implementations, NC was employed to count the number of components to be
added to partial solution within a forward pass [Dav15b, pg. 41]. To enable a unique
description for both BCO variants, in recent implementations of the constructive BCO
the definition of NC has changed to represent a number of forward/backward alter-
nations during an iteration. At the end of a forward pass, a new (partial or complete)
solution is generated for each bee [Dav15b].
During the backward pass of the BCO algorithm all artificial bees share the informa-
tion about quality of discovered solutions. In nature, sharing of information is made
by performing a dancing ritual where bees notify others about the amount and quality
of food, and its proximity to the hive. The information being exchanged in the BCO
algorithm contains a quality of each (partial) solution, with respect to the best and
the worst solution. After the evaluation of all (partial) solutions, each artificial bee
decides, with a probability depending on the solution quality, whether it stays loyal to
its solution or not. The bees that remain loyal to its solution become recruiters, while
the rest become uncommitted. Consequently, within each backward pass all bees are
divided into two groups: R recruiters, and the remaining B − R uncommitted bees
[Dav11b]. Values for R and B − R fluctuate from one backward pass to another. In
Fig. 4.2 recruiters are marked with a style of von Frisch experiments, who has distin-
guished recruiters from other foragers with different colors. Next, the uncommitted
bees have to select among solutions advertised by the recruiters. A selection process
for one of the advertised solutions is stochastic, in such a way that better solutions are
given higher probabilities to be chosen for further exploitation (Fig. 4.3).
An illustration of the recruiting process for B = 10 is demonstrated in Fig. 4.3. The
recruiters are marked with a style of von Frisch experiments, who has distinguished re-
cruiters from other foragers with different colors. After evaluating (partial) solutions,
Figure 4.2: Recruiters and uncommitted bees.
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bee B1 decides to abandon its own and join bee B2. This scenario corresponds to one
in nature when second bee has performed waggle dance, in order to advertise a supe-
rior food location, after which both bees fly out to discovered location. Within BCO,
artificial bee B1 associates (copies) a (partial) solution of the bee B2. We demonstrate
in Fig. 4.3 possible scenarios for other artificial bees. For example, bees B6, B7 and
B8 decided to copy a (partial) solution of bee B5. Therefore, the quality of a (partial)
solution of the bee B5 was probably much better then of other recruiters.
Figure 4.3: Illustration of the process of recruitment.
In nature, bees start their exploration by leaving the hive. However, the hive as
an artificial object is not commonly used in BCO and does not influence algorithm
execution. It is used only to mark synchronization points at which bees are exchanging
information about the current state of the search. To summarize, two phases of the
BCO algorithm, the forward and backward pass, alternate in order to generate new
and better solutions (one for each bee). Among all complete solutions the best is
identified and used to update a global best solution. The BCO algorithm runs iteration
by iteration until a stopping criterion is met. A possible stopping criterion can imply,
for example, a maximum total number of iterations, a maximum number of iterations
without improvement of a current global best solution, a maximum allowed CPU time,
maximal number of objective function evaluations, etc. [Teo09a, Dav15b].
4.2.1 Pseudo-code for BCO
One among various advantages of the BCO algorithm is the small number of parame-
ters:
• B - number of artificial bees involved in search;
• NC - number of forward/backward passes during one iteration.
A pseudo-code of the BCO algorithm is provided in Figure 4.4. Steps (a) i (b) in
forward pass and step (ii) in backward pass are problem dependent and should be
resolved in each implementation of the BCO algorithm. On the contrary, other steps
of BCO are problem independent. These steps specify loyalty decision (step (iii)), re-
cruiting process (step (iv)), and update of the global best solution (step (v)), and are
therefore described in more detail in the following.
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Initialization: Read problem data, parameter values (B and NC), and stopping criterion.
Do
(1) Initialize a solution for each bee.
(2) For (u = 0;u < NC ;u+ +)
//forward pass
(i) For (b = 0; b < B; b+ +)
(a) Evaluate possible moves;
(b) Choose a move using a heuristic rule;
//backward pass
(ii) For (b = 0; b < B; b+ +)
Evaluate the (partial/complete) solution of bee b;
(iii) For (b = 0; b < B; b+ +)
Loyalty decision for bee b;
(iv) For (b = 0; b < B; b+ +)
If (b is uncommitted), choose a recruiter by a selection rule .
(v) If (solutions are completed)
Use the best one to update xbest and f(xbest).
While stopping criterion is not satisfied.
return (xbest, f(xbest))
Figure 4.4: Pseudo-code for BCO
4.2.2 Variants of the BCO algorithm
The BCO algorithm was evolving during the last 15 years. Throughout the evolution
two of its variants have developed, constructive BCO (BCOc) and improvement-based
BCO (BCOi) [Dav15b]. The first approach is based on constructive steps in which bees
build solutions piece by piece. BCOi, more often used today, is based on transformations
of complete solutions in order to obtain the best possible final solution. The main
differences between these two are within forward pass implementations, whereas the
backward pass of both algorithms follows the same set of steps. In the text to follow
we give a general description for both variants of the BCO algorithm.
4.2.2.1 Constructive BCO
The BCOc method was developed first. It was originally proposed by Lucˇic´ and Teodor-
ovic´ [Lucˇ01, Lucˇ02b, Lucˇ03a] and later on used in [Dav09, Lucˇ03b, Mar07, Šel10,
Won10a, Won09]. In the BCOc algorithm a construction procedure starts from an
empty solution. A number of forward/backward passes depends on a number of com-
ponents constituting a complete solution. Moreover, the number of constructive moves
in a single forward pass is mostly determined as a function f(NC ), being restricted
by parameter NC . For example, if a complete solution consists of n components, ap-
proximately n/NC of them are added to a current partial solution during each forward
pass. An iteration of BCOc is finalized once each bee generates a complete solution to
a given problem. Then, the best solution is determined and is used to update a global
best solution. At this point, all B solutions are deleted and an initialization of a new
iteration is performed.
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The construction approach usually implies a constructive heuristic procedure that is
building a solution step by step, applying some stochastic, problem specific rules, thus
generating a (partial) solution. Suppose we have B bees (Bee 1, Bee 2, . . . , Bee B)
which participate in a decision-making process on n entities. A possible situation that
may arise after a first forward pass, where three components are added, is illustrated
in Fig. 4.5.
Figure 4.5: An example of partial solutions after the first forward pass.
Upon constructing new partial solutions for each bee, the algorithm starts the back-
ward pass. Based on the probability that depends on solution quality, every bee makes
the decision whether it will stay loyal to its solution or not. Let us assume that after
comparing all generated partial solutions, Bee 2 from example in Fig. 4.5 decided to
abandon its solution and join Bee B. In practice, this implies that the partial solution
generated by Bee B is copied to Bee 2. Let us also assume that the Bee 1 decided to
stay loyal to its partial solution and, without being chosen by any forager, it performs a
new constructive step independently. A possible situation resulting after the first move
(decision process) of the second forward pass is illustrated in Fig. 4.6.
Figure 4.6: An example of partial solutions after the first move in the second forward
pass.
Different values of parameter NC can greatly influence the quality of a reported
solution. If NC is large, the search process is intensified and each bee generates similar
results. On the other hand, if NC is small, each bee adds more components to its partial
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solution, thus introducing variety among different solutions.
4.2.2.2 Improvement BCO
BCOi was first proposed by Davidovic´ et al. in 2011 [Dav11a]. Some indications of
combining constructive with improvement approach were suggested by [Teo09b], how-
ever, were not published until 2013 in [Tod13]. BCOi was developed with an aim to
overcome unsatisfactory results obtained for a few combinatorial problems dealt with
BCOc [Dav15b]. Unlike BCOc, the BCOi algorithm always works on the complete
solutions. At the initialization stage, one complete solution (for example, generated
randomly) is assigned to each bee. During each forward pass all bees modify several
components of their complete solutions in order to enhance them. The role of param-
eter NC in BCOi is to define maximum number of forward/backward passes in the
single iteration. The number of transformations in a single forward pass is usually de-
termined randomly [Dav11a], or as a function of problem size [Sto15]. In particular, it
is up to an implementation to ensure that distinct bees perform different modifications.
This property is important in order to have different treatment of the same solutions as-
signed to a recruiter and its follower(s) after the backward pass. The possible situation
after s-th forward pass is illustrated in Fig. 4.7.
Figure 4.7: An illustration of the s-th forward pass
Rectangles in Fig. 4.7 represent complete solutions associated with bees. Distinct pat-
terns are to denote that each bee is associated with a different solution. Suppose that
after comparing all generated (complete) solutions, Bee 1, from Fig. 4.7 decide to
abandon its own solution and joins Bee B. Similarly, Bee 4 was recruited by Bee 2 (see
Fig. 4.8). Bee 3 decides to stay loyal to its solution.
Figure 4.8: The possible result of a recruiting process within s-th backward pass
Next, they are free to make individual decisions about the next step to be made, i.e., to
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perform transformations that change each solution in a different way. This is illustrated
in Fig. 4.9.
Figure 4.9: An example of complete solutions after (s+1)-th forward pass
Considering that the transformations are to be executed for each of the B bees
during one forward pass, the reasonable requirement is that the modification must be
efficient. Obviously, local search is not an option. A less computationally extensive
stochastic transformation may be employed, such as: select a component randomly,
change its value or replace it with another component.
Contrary to the BCOc, in BCOi the best solution is used to update a global best solu-
tion after each transformation. An iteration of BCOi completes after each bee performs
NC solution modifications (NC · f(NC ) transformations). The initial solutions for new
iteration can be generated in some random manner [Dav11a, Nik13b] or an existing
solutions is used [Nik13a, Sto15].
4.2.3 Backward pass and loyalty functions
As mentioned in previous paragraphs, backward pass is a phase where artificial bees
share information about the quality of discovered (partial) solutions by following three
steps: 1. Evaluation; 2. Decision on loyalty; 3. Recruitment. Before bees can share
information the quality of (partial) solutions, obtained in the forward pass, needs to be
evaluated. Next, the obtained values are utilized within the decision-making process
on loyalty. Once determined, loyal bees become recruiters which in the last step of the
backward pass try to recruit uncommitted bees.
Evaluation. If Cb (b = 1, 2, ..., B) denotes a quality (value of an evaluation function)
of the b-th bee (partial) solution then, in a case of minimization, a normalized value of
the Cb is calculated as follows:
Ob =
{
Cmax−Cb
Cmax−Cmin if Cmax 6= Cmin
1 if Cmax = Cmin
, b = 1, 2, ..., B, (4.1)
where Cmin and Cmax represent minimal (the best) and maximal (the worst among
all bees) value of the evaluation (objective) function among all engaged bees. The
normalization in the case of maximization, whereby minimal value (Cmin) corresponds
to a worst and maximal (Cmax) to the best value, is calculated as follows:
Ob =
{
Cb−Cmin
Cmax−Cmin if Cmax 6= Cmin
1 if Cmax = Cmin
, b = 1, 2, ..., B. (4.2)
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The normalized value Ob reflects the quality of a reported solution with regard to ob-
jective of the optimization problem. Moreover, it is essential for the next phase of
backward pass, i.e., decision-making on loyalty.
Loyalty. In most of BCO implementations, a probability that b-th bee (at the beginning
of the new forward pass) will stay loyal to its previously generated partial solution is
expressed as:
pu+1b = e
−Omax−Ob
u , b = 1, 2, . . . , B, (4.3)
where Omax represents maximum over all normalized values of (partial) solutions to be
compared, and u is a forward pass counter (e.g., u = 1 for the first forward pass, u = 2
for the second forward pass, etc.). To remind, parameter NC in the BCO algorithm
implies the number of times the probability function should be invoked. Furthermore,
normalized value Omax is, generally, equal to 1. Index u + 1 in expression pu+1b is
typically used term in the literature on BCO algorithms. However, after careful consid-
eration the index notation should instead hold u in order to keep consistency in both
the format and the description of the algorithm steps. Consequently, formula (4.3) can
be rewritten as follows:
pub = e−
1−Ob
u , b = 1, 2, . . . , B. (4.4)
For a better understanding of the connection between the evaluation and the loyalty
decision process, we offer couple of remarks. Let us consider a problem of minimiza-
tion of an objective function. When a quality of b-th bee (partial) solution is equal to
maximal value Cmax, its normalized value Ob (Formula (4.1)) takes value 0. However,
when the quality is close to Cmin the normalized value Ob approaches 1. Moreover,
if the bee b found the best (partial) solution, its Ob = 1. Utilizing equation (4.4) for
each artificial bee it is decided whether to become uncommitted follower or to continue
exploring already known solution. In its form equation (4.3) assures that the bee b will
stay loyal with a higher probability to discovered (partial) solutions of a good quality
(the ones with higher Ob value). It is thus obvious that a larger value of Ob (closer
to 1) corresponds to a (partial) solution of good quality, inducing higher probability
of a bee to remain loyal. As the search process advances (u increases) the influence
of already discovered (partial) solution increases, i.e., the probability that the bee will
keep and advertise its current solution takes larger values. The influence is expressed
by counter u in the denominator of the exponent of expression (4.3). Increasing index
u is increasing the influence of already discovered (partial) solution at the beginning
of the search. This, again, agrees with the behavior of bees in nature where valuable
food locations are well exploited. In addition, increased effort that a bee invests in a
current (partial) solution decreases its willingness to abandon it.
Formula by which probability pub is calculated is similar to the one for SA algorithm.
In SA it is used to decrease the probability of selecting a solution that is worse. Within
the BCO algorithm, the case is to some extant reversed: as the solution is being con-
structed (u increases), the probability to accept better result is decreasing as bee is
more likely to stay loyal to its solution.
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Recruitment. The probability that any uncommitted bee chooses (partial) solution of
a recruiter r equals to:
pr =
Ob
R∑
k=1
Ok
, r = 1, 2, . . . , R, (4.5)
where Ok represents normalized value of the k-th advertised (partial) solution quality
and R denotes the current number of recruiters. Using equation (4.5) and a random
number generator through the roulette wheel, each follower selects one recruiter to
join.
4.2.3.1 Loyalty functions
In the literature the most used decision probability is pub determined by formula (4.4).
From an analytical perspective it can be reasoned that pub should be utilized when
we want to avoid often interruptions during the backward pass. Different perspective
on loyalty decision-making needs to be considered when we want to avoid behavior
of the pub . In recent articles [Nik13a, Nik13b] authors report that for some variants
of the BCOi algorithm, a better performance might be achieved if the forward pass
index (u) is omitted. Other formulas are examined in [Mak13] indicating alternative
ways to decide on loyalty. New results suggest that, when dealing with combinatorial
problems, introduced formulas by which probabilities are obtained are able to assist
the algorithm to faster obtain optimal or near-optimal solutions. The novel formulas
are: (1) pub = e−Omax−Ob; (2) pub = e(−Omax−Ob)/
√
u; and (3) pub = Ob .
In view of a increasing number of proposals for pub we introduce new term loyalty
function, denoted by pα,β. It enables to review different formulas by which the values
of pub are determined. Particularly, it provides analytical formulation of the decision-
making process that helps distinguish among different decision-making strategies. The
inscription incorporates p as the function symbol in order to stay close to the common
notation of the decision probability. In the superscript, variable α designates an index
of the loyalty function (α ∈ Z+). The second parameter β, know as a class indicator,
is used to assign the function to some predefined class. Its values may be: ∅, u, niter .
For example, loyalty function that describes probability pub = e−
Omax−Ob
u is denoted as
p0,u, where value u indicates that it belongs to a specific class of functions that employ
counter u. We believe that the proposed notation helps to avoid any ambiguity while
addressing other probabilities within the text. Occasionally, we address the loyalty
function by its index, as is the case in graphics provided in Chapters 8 and 9. It is
worth noting that the loyalty function corresponds to the loyalty criterion introduced
by Maksimovic´ et al. in [Mak13].
This part of the section is exploring ten different loyalty functions employed as an
integral part of an empirical study of BCO and an integral part of our research [JK16c,
JK16a]. In addition to existing formulas we propose six new loyalty functions. Re-
sults of the conducted empirical study on BCO show that different loyalty functions
have different impact on the performance of the BCO algorithm. Therefore, we employ
graphical assessment of functions’ analytical expression in order to contribute towards
understanding of underlying mechanisms behind influence of loyalty decision. In par-
ticular, out goal is to elaborate in detail about the impact of functions arguments on
values of probability pub .
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We distinguish two classes of loyalty functions:
• Class I: class of all functions that have one argument, a normalized value of an
evaluation function, Ob.
• Class II: class of all functions that have two arguments, Ob and forward pass
counter u or iteration counter niter .
The second class of loyalty functions is also more versatile than the first, as it may hold
various combinations of two variables, while preserving values in the range between
zero and one.
4.2.3.2 Loyalty function p0,u = e−(1−Ob)/u
The probability function p0,u is a class II function, often employed in the literature
within BCO implementations while dealing with various combinatorial and continuous
optimization problems. The main goal is to elevate the values of loyalty decision prob-
abilities as the counter of forward/backward passes (u) increases during an execution
of a BCO iteration. In order to observe an impact of its two arguments Ob and u on
the probability pub , the function was plotted for u = 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 and complete
domain of Ob (i.e., [0, 1]). The graphics are presented in Fig. 4.10. To distinguish be-
tween different cases of u, each plot is referred to as the level of loyalty function. In
Figure 4.10, each colored plot corresponds to the different level.
Figure 4.10: Influence of forward pass counter u and normalized value Ob on the loy-
alty function p0,ub = e−(1−Ob)/u.
In Fig. 4.10 the propagation of probability values within an iteration can be nicely
followed. In particular, it is interesting to contemplate the range of values for pub of
the worst (partial) solution. In the first foward pass, the lowest probability by which
a bee decides to stay with its (partial) solution, is close to 0.36. Another interesting
observation concerns plots for larger u. As the pass counter is reaching value 5, loyalty
function helps establish probabilities larger than 0.8. In fact, as soon u = 20 it becomes
almost certain that the bee will decide not to follow any of the recruiters and stay with
its own solution. Bees that obtain (partial) solutions of poor quality will have a high
chance to remain loyal and, consequently, transfer the solution into the next forward
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pass/iteration. Namely, when pub is large bees do not share the knowledge and the BCO
algorithm resembles to multi-start iterative search.
4.2.3.3 Loyalty function p1 = e−(1−Ob)
Loyalty function p1 = e−(1−Ob) was proposed by independent work of [Mak13] and
[Nik13a]. It is a class I function, as it relies solely on the Ob values, therefore, charac-
terized by only one level. Its graphical presentation is provided in Fig. 4.11. Authors of
[Nik13a] were not explicit about the reason behind omission of the variable u, whereas
in [Mak13] different concepts of the loyalty probability pub were investigated. Without
levels, the function coincides with the probability function p0,1, ∀Ob ∈ [0, 1]. Conse-
quently, the lowest probability by which bees decide to remain loyal is not changing for
different u, yielding values of pub in the range [0.36, 1] within each backward pass of the
BCO algorithm. Contrary to p0,u that produces high number of loyal bees, the loyalty
functions p1 results in more uncommitted bees that will continue to exploit promising
areas. In addition, the worst solution will be transferred into the next forward pass
with probability close to 0.36, which is significantly smaller than values of p0,u≥2.
Figure 4.11: Influence of Ob on the loyalty function p1b = e−(1−Ob).
4.2.3.4 Loyalty function p2 = Ob
Loyalty function p2 is proposed in [Mak13] as a part of investigation of various princi-
ples behind the probability decision. The function follows the expression represented
as a linear function of the Ob. Graphical representation is provided in Fig. 4.11. From
the graphic it is clear that the worst (partial) solution will not be transferred into the
next foraging cycle, since the corresponding probability pub is always equal to 0. As the
values of Ob change each time after the evaluation, yielding different values of proba-
bility pub , it is hard to predict their influence on the BCO performance. It seems that the
function p2 provides higher amount of intensification within the population compared
against the rest of loyalty functions.
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4.2.3.5 Loyalty function p3,niter = e−(1−Ob)/niter
Inspired by p0,u and p1, we propose new function p3,niter = e−(1−Ob)/niter . The objective
is to generate probabilities that will remain within the same interval during an execu-
tion of one iteration, however, throughout the iterations the lower bound changes. We
accomplished that by replacing the u with iteration counter niter . It is a Class II func-
tion, as it depends on two arguments: Ob and niter . Its graphical presentation coincides
with levels in Fig. 4.10, where instead of variable u all the levels of function p3,niter are
defined by value of variable niter . The function is most suitable for implementations of
BCO when parameter NC is not utilized, or when we want to disregard the impact of
the variable u. However, as was the case for p0,u, after niter reaches 20, probabilities
pub increase drastically. Therefore, another variant of the expression might be consid-
ered in the future work, such as reinitialization of the counter after it reaches some
predefined threshold.
4.2.3.6 Loyalty function p4,u = e−(1−Ob)/
√
u
As suggested in paper [Mak13], in order to weaken the impact of variable u on loyalty
probabilities, one can use the square root of u thus obtaining new loyalty function,
here marked as p4,u. Its graphical assessment is provided in Fig. 4.12. When u = 1
the graphic resembles that of other loyalty functions presented until now. Namely, the
lowest point in the graphic is equal to 0.36. Unlike p0,u, within an iteration of BCO the
highest level of the p4,u will not converge towards 1 as fast as p0,u. Moreover, all levels
are shifted towards lower regions of the probability space indicating higher recruitment
dynamics. This actually increases diversity of (partial) solutions with respect to p1 and
p2, and increases exploitation compared to p0,u and p3,niter . Assessing the plots we can
conclude that, compared to p0,u, the function provides much better balance between
diversification and intensification of the search space as the number of uncommitted
bees is higher for p4,u>20. Concerning the performance of the BCO algorithm, we expect
that it exhibits different results then of previous loyalty functions.
Figure 4.12: Influence of u and Ob for the loyalty function p4,u = e−(1−Ob)/
√
u.
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4.2.3.7 Loyalty function p5,u = e−(1−Ob)
√
u/
√
u+1
Up to this point, all loyalty functions of argument u increase monotonically for u ≥ 1.
To reverse the idea by letting probabilities pub become smaller for larger u, we propose
function p5,u. Its graphic is presented in Fig. 4.13. Its first level provides highest
probability during the search for the worst (partial) solution to be transferred into next
forward pass. For u→∞ levels converge towards values of p1b , i.e., levels are bounded
by loyalty function p1. The function p5,u is generated in order to avoid fast convergence
towards lower regions of the probability space, however, the range within the minimal
and maximal values of the worst case scenario is not as wide as first believed. The
function should be used to inspire new expressions, that would allow larger range of
function values.
Figure 4.13: Influence of u and Ob for the loyalty function p5,u = e−(1−Ob)
√
u/
√
u+1.
4.2.3.8 Loyalty function p6,u = e−(1−Ob)/ ln (u+1)
Similar to the idea that has inspired construction of the p4,u, instead using square root,
a logarithmic function may be employed. We were able to provide new expression of
loyalty function, here denoted as p6,u (Fig. 4.14). In this case, the influence of the
variable u is even more suppressed. It is worth noting that natural logarithm is used.
The graphical representation on the same domains of u and Ob is provided in Fig. 4.14.
Compared to loyalty function p4,u, levels of probabilities have decreased and the lower
and upper bounds on all possible values of the loyalty function are shifted toward lower
region of the probability space. The lowest point of the graphic is 0.236. Compared to
p4,u, probabilities p6,u are lower within each level of u.
4.2.3.9 Loyalty function p7,u = e−(1−Ob)/(u ln (u+1))
To expand the bounds of the loyalty functions, we used p7,u = e−(1−Ob)/(u ln (u+1)).
Level graphics are provided in Fig. 4.15. By comparing Figure 4.15 with 4.14 we no-
tice matching between the level p7,1b and level p
6,1
b . This serves as an indicator that
expanding toward lower regions was successful. The function p7,u however skips entire
segments of the probability space, converging fast to high values. Namely, the prob-
ability pub of the worst (partial) solution when u = 1, has tripled in the next level.
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Figure 4.14: Influence of u and Ob on the loyalty function p6,u = e−(1−Ob)/ ln (u+1).
Moreover, considering solely levels u ≥ 2 , function p7,u generates values larger than
values of function p0,ub , thus causing bees to remain loyal to their (partial) solution
early within an iteration.
Figure 4.15: Influence of u and Ob on the loyalty function p7,u = e−(1−Ob)/(u ln (u+1)).
4.2.3.10 Loyalty function p8 = e−2∗(1−Ob)
Loyalty function p8 is similar to p1 regarding the omission of the variable u. The an-
alytical expression of p8 was designed in order to investigate a possible influence of
coefficient in the numerator of the exponent. The graphical representation is provided
in Fig. 4.16. As can be observed, the probabilities that are used in all iterations of BCO
will be, for the most part, lower than the average case of pub = Ob. Beside p2, the func-
tion also provides the lowest point in the probability space. An additional increase in
the negative power of the exponential would further expand the reaches of the loyalty
functions towards the lower regions of the probability space. The coefficient should
not, however, be much higher than 2.
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Figure 4.16: Influence of forward pass counter on the loyalty function p8 = e−2∗(1−Ob).
4.2.3.11 Loyalty function p9,u = e−(1−Ob) ln (u+1)/ ln (u+2)
Similar to p6,u, the idea is to investigate the influence of the logarithmic function on
the probability space. For that reason we propose new probability function p9,u =
e−(1−Ob) ln (u+1)/ ln (u+2). Its graphical representation is provided in Fig. 4.17. The func-
tion resembles p5,ub , however, when the ranges between the lowest and highest proba-
bilities for Ob = 0 are compared between these two functions, p9,ub shows nicer prop-
erties. Namely, the initial probabilities are higher then of p5,1. All possible values of
the loyalty functions for u ≥ 2 are shifted toward lower regions beneath the level p9,1.
Similar to p5,u, as u converges to higher values, the function converges towards p1. The
span between probabilities obtained when Ob = 0 and u = 1, . . . 100 is broader then of
p5.
Figure 4.17: Levels of loyalty function p9,u = e−(1−Ob) ln (u+1)/ ln (u+2).
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4.2.3.12 Models of choice
So far the concept of choice has been used in more than one occasion, which deserves
more consideration. Within the BCO model two types of choices are used: those based
on probabilities and the roulette wheel. To elaborate on the first type, let us observe
formula (4.3). After the probability that the bee will stay loyal to its (partial) solution
is determined, a number is chosen by uniform distribution U(0, 1] and compared to pub .
If the chosen random number is smaller than the value of pub , the bee remains loyal to
its solution. Otherwise, the bee becomes uncommitted, as shown in Fig. 4.18.
Figure 4.18: Probability based choice.
Roulette wheel represents another method of selection and it is a technique that is
exploited in many domains of the theory of games. When utilizing roulette wheel all
(partial) solutions are assigned with a value proportional to their quality. Therefore,
the principle of the roulette wheel is to randomly select candidate solutions based
of their objective (evaluation) value. Solution with better quality will have a higher
chance to be selected. Equivalently, we leave the possibility that the good solution may
be eliminated from the further search process as well as the possibility that the low
quality solutions will be further explored.
Figure 4.19: Roulette wheel.
The illustration of the roulette wheel is presented in Fig. 4.19 as the surface subdivided
into wedges. The wedge represents probability associated to the corresponding (par-
tial) candidate solution. The size of the wedge, in practice, is determined by the ratio of
the corresponding normalized objective function value and the sum of the normalized
objective function values for all solutions advertised by recruiters [Dav15b]. Recently,
some new selection methods in BCO have been tested [Alz15]. Among roulette, tour-
nament, rank and disruptive selection, the later one performed the best.
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4.2.4 Comparing ABC, ACO and BCO
The differences between three meta-heuristics are provided in the following text. It
should be noted that ABC and BCOi share most of features, whereas ABC and BCOc
are different. We point out the differences between both variants of BCO and ABC as
follows:
• Initial solutions are generated in various ways: randomly in ABC and in some
constructive probability based manner in BCOc and or randomly in BCOi;
• Bees have different role (e.g. scouts, employed bees and onlookers) in ABC, while
in BCO all bees perform the same algorithm steps;
• In ABC and BCOi the whole solutions are propagated, while in BCOc partial so-
lutions influence the decision making process;
• In ABC the dance duration (i.e. the number of iterations a solution is propagated)
is changing, contrary to BCO where only the solutions from the current iteration
are propagated;
• ABC involves solution improvement, which is opposite to purely constructive ba-
sic BCO approach.
The major differences between ACO and BCO are as follows:
• The communication between ants is indirect and based on the solution compo-
nents (pheromone trials), on the contrary to synchronous direct communication
between bees which uses (partial) solutions;
• In the majority of the cases, ants use the local search to improve generated solu-
tions, while the improvement is not employed concept for BCOc;
• During the solution generation process bees communicate the information from
the current partial/complete solutions, while ants use the previous search expe-
rience;
• Unlike BCO, the ACO algorithms sometimes use re-initialization (of pheromone
trails) to escape from local optima.
Next, we emphasize the similarities between these three methods (ABC, ACO, BCO).
They are:
• The initial inspiration is coming from the foraging habits of social insects;
• All of them are population based methods;
• Artificial individuals exchange knowledge and experience during the search;
• A large number of new solutions is generated from the scratch.
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4.2.5 Final remarks
The BCO method has been proved useful in dealing with hard optimization prob-
lems, mainly due to its potential to explore different solutions and by harnessing
stochastic processes. The BCO methods has been successfully applied to various com-
binatorial and continuous optimization problems [Teo15]: routing [Lucˇ01, Lucˇ03a,
Lucˇ03b, Mar07, Won09, Won10a], location [Teo07, Šel08, Šel10, Dav11b, Dim11,
Lev11, Soh11, Dav11b], scheduling [Dav09, Dav12, Kov13, Mou11, Ned09, Per11,
Teo05, Teo08], medicine with chemistry [Sa’13, Teo13b], network design [Nik13b],
numeric functions optimization and mixed optimization problems [Nik13a, Sto13]. A
survey on various applications of the BCO algorithm is depicted in [Teo15, Dav15a].
Beside the fact that BCO has been successfully applied to various optimization prob-
lems, enough space is left for its advancement by examining, for example, various
information sharing mechanisms and different mechanisms of collaborations, or fur-
ther exploring homogeneity of bees (e.g. exploiting heterogeneous bees). Preliminary
results concerning heterogeneity are presented in [Nik15]. As previously discussed,
different types of probability choices might be further explored, such as roulette, tour-
nament, rank or disruptive selection. For example, the tournament selection is known
as a standard for nearly all GAs [Hau04].
Theoretical analysis of the BCO was the first time tackled in [JK14a, JK14b, JK16b].
In [JK14a] the BCO algorithm convergence is analyzed in the best-so-far sense. In
particular, we have determined the necessary and sufficient conditions that guarantee
the convergence in probability of BCO towards an optimal solution. It is concluded that
the algorithm should propagate the best-so-far solution during the search and that all
feasible solutions must be reachable. In [JK14b, JK16b] the BCO method is analyzed by
means of model convergence, implying a specific type of probabilistic rules that need
to be implemented in order to guarantee a more efficient search. We have concluded
that the important feature of the BCO algorithm is to include a learning component
about the quality of previously visited solutions. As a contribution to the performance
enchantment, future work might involve implementation of the theoretical results for
BCO.
As a method based on the population of solutions, the BCO is suitable for application
of different parallelization strategies. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, prior to
[Dav13] the parallel execution of BCO is treated only in [Dav11b] where independent
multiple execution of different BCO algorithms is proposed and a significant speedup,
while preserving solution quality, is reported. The contribution of this thesis is to in-
vestigate other various types of parallelization strategies on the BCO algorithm. The
topic is to some extent covered in [Dav13] where the constructive version of BCO is
implemented for the scheduling problem and tailored for distributed systems.
During the past decades an extensive work has been conducted to improve the met-
hodological empirical analysis of meta-heuristics. The first results concerning empirical
analysis of the BCO algorithm are given in [Mak13, Nik13a]. Some questions remained
open, e.g., the interaction between different BCO parameters or the connection be-
tween properties of the considered problem and the BCO algorithm performance. In
[JK16c, JK16a] we have addressed the question of parameter interrelation. Moreover,
the topic of parameter configuration of the BCO algorithm is treated in the Chapters 7–
9 of this dissertation. Future work needs to concern choice/development of tools for
efficient parameter tuning based on appropriate statistical methods.
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4.3 Chapter summary
This chapter provides information about the past and current development of the BCO
method. We review the bees’ behavioral model to help present similarities with the
current BCO framework. Furthermore, we have distinguished the work of von Frish
and Camazine and Sneyd that pioneered in the field of modeling of bees’ foraging
behavior.
In this chapter we give:
• Overview of early work towards understanding and modeling bees’ behavior dur-
ing foraging and the review of the first steps of the BCO model development.
• Pseudo-code of the BCO method and detailed description of the constructive and
improvement variants of BCO.
• New concept of deciding on loyalty as we define loyalty functions and conduct a
graphical assessment of dependence.
• Final remarks Brief survey of the BCO application for solving different optimiza-
tion problems.
• Commentary on future development and research on BCO algorithms and appli-
cations.
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Module II
Methodology and contributions

CHAPTER5
Theoretical analysis of the asymptotic
convergence of the BCO method
Theoretical analysis of a meta-heuristic algorithm may be conducted in different
ways. One can observe the algorithm as Markov chains, where the algorithm’s behav-
ior is controlled by its solution steps and transition moves. Another approach is to
study about the balance between diversification (exploration) and intensification (ex-
ploitation) components of the algorithm. The subject of this chapter is the theoretical
analysis of the BCO algorithm properties that lead towards generation of a global opti-
mum. In this chapter we cover formal definitions of two types of stochastic convergence
used as the basic tool for theoretical analysis of various meta-heuristics. Moreover, al-
ready existing contributions to the topic are presented, while focusing on parts that
are relevant for our study. We do not discuss the effectiveness of the BCO algorithm
or provide improvements that would enhance the performance on any optimization
problem. Rather, we provide necessary convergence conditions and prove that, when
satisfied, the BCO algorithm can generate optimal solution of a considered problem if
given enough time.
5.1 Motivation for theoretical analysis
Assuming that the considered optimization problem has a solution, convergence anal-
ysis is related to the question: will the desired optimum be found if the algorithm is
given enough time. A serious drawback of meta-heuristic methods is the lack of in-
formation necessary to determine the actual quality of the reported solution: even if
solution is optimal, no proof could be derived. Consequently, when suboptimal solution
is reported we cannot estimate how far it is from some desired optimum. In the litera-
ture we can find a growing body of tutorials on theoretical analysis of convergence of
meta-heuristic methods [Pin84, Liu09, Gut09, Yan11, Che13]. Nevertheless, majority
of practitioners are largely focused on demonstrating, instead of analyzing method’s
performance. Moreover, meta-heuristics are primarily investigated experimentally, for
the most part associated with their concrete engagement and implementations.
The difficulty in theoretical analysis of meta-heuristic methods is generally a conse-
quence of highly nonlinear, complex, and stochastic interactions between their various
components [Yan11]. There are different approaches to theoretical analysis of stochas-
tic algorithms, such as observing the processes as dynamical systems and Markov chains
and using tools of computational complexity theory and probability theory [Yan14]. For
example, finite state Markov chains is a common approach to model EA algorithms to
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compute the optimal convergence probability with finite search sets [Ras11]. [Rud94]
investigate convergence properties of the canonical GA by means of Markov model, and
shown that only variants of CGA with an elite reserve policy converge to a global opti-
mum. [Rud96] provides conditions under which EA algorithms with an elitist selection
rules converge to the global optimum. Among mentioned methodologies, probability
theory is the most common approach for analysis of non-deterministic algorithms. A
good review of this subject is given in [Che13].
Intensive applications of meta-heuristics and their remarkable success in solving var-
ious optimization problems has initiated the development of a mathematical methodol-
ogy for explaining and predicting a performance of meta-heuristic algorithms [Pap98].
The methodology depicts formal aspects, e.g., convergence and scalability analysis,
the design of novel operators, universal computation and approximation capabilities,
hybridization with other methodologies and approaches, the automatic parameter tun-
ing, etc. [Cas07]. Some aspects of an algorithm’s behavior are in theory well explained
(e.g., convergence analysis and scalability of ACO and PSO), while others remained
unanswered (e.g., connection between convergence speed and properties of a prob-
lem) [Cas07, Gut11]. It can be argued that the lack of theory can influence a number
of meta-heuristic prospects, such as the development of more effective meta-heuristic
algorithms, identification of the meta-heuristic the most appropriate for a given prob-
lem, more thorough investigations into the benefits and/or drawbacks of particular
meta-heuristic, etc. [Glo86, Hoo95, Pap98, Wat10].
Theoretical analysis of meta-heuristics is commonly addressing a question of conver-
gence: will a given meta-heuristic method find an (global) optimal solution when given
enough resources [Dor05]. The question about the asymptotic convergence dates back
to the beginnings of the random search method and analysis of its properties. Random
search method was first considered in the design of experiments for the purpose of seek-
ing maxima. According to [Whi70] the pure random search is mentioned in [And53]
and later elaborated in [Bro58]. The method is based on selecting n random points
and taking the one with the largest value of an optimal function f . In order to study
the convergence of a random search method, Rastrigin in [Ras63] observes creeping
random search. The method is based on improving the current solution by conducting
step moves. In the same paper the author considers convergence rate and compares
the algorithm with the steepest decent method. Other researchers, such as Karnopp
in [Kar63], have stressed the importance of the random search methods for general op-
timization problems. However, the general convergence proofs were presented by Solis
and Wets [Sol81], almost 20 years later, for two versions of the conceptual (generic)
random search algorithm. Namely, the authors distinguished local and global versions.
Opposed to local search, the algorithm is considered as a global search method if, for
any A ⊂ S, the probability of repeatedly missing the set A must be zero [Sol81].
Theoretical verification of meta-heuristic convergence is a topic of many research
papers: SA [Haj88, Gra94, Ste00], GHC (generalized hill-climbing) [Sul01, Joh02a,
Jac04b, Jac04a], PSO [Tre03, Zen04, VDB06, Jia07, GG12], CE (cross-entropy) [Mar05],
GA [Har90, Rud94, Sch01], ACO [Gut00, Stü02, Gut02, Zlo04, Gut11, Köt12], TS
[Han01] and VNS [Bri04]. Various approaches can be distinguished. Difference be-
tween them is that, for the most part, the starting point is a specific algorithm not
related to some other meta-heuristic method. For this reason authors of [Zlo04] and
[Gut09, Gut10] provided a general framework to encompass most (or all) known meta-
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heuristics.
5.2 Instance- and model-based algorithms
An alternative framework, one that would enable improving the performance of major-
ity of meta-heuristic algorithms, were proposed in [Zlo04, Gut09]. These frameworks
are based on analyzing the parameters of the corresponding meta-heuristic method.
The authors discuss two main approaches to constructing meta-heuristic methods.
In particular, borrowing a notation from the machine learning field, Zlochin et al.
[Zlo04] proposed two types of heuristic algorithms: instance-based and model-based.
An instance-based algorithm is one that uses only current solution or a set of current so-
lutions, in order to generate new candidate solutions. Model-based algorithms (MBS)
are algorithms that generate candidate solutions using a parameterized probabilistic
model. The authors of [Zlo04, Gut09] agree that, in order to generate high-quality
solutions, the considered meta-heuristic has to utilize previously attained knowledge.
This actually means that the meta-heuristic method has to learn from previously vis-
ited solutions how to concentrate its search on the more promising areas of the solution
space, i.e., the regions containing solutions of higher quality.
According to [Zlo04], a meta-heuristic method satisfies the model-based search prop-
erties if it attempts to solve the optimization problem by repeating the following two
steps:
• Candidate solutions are constructed using some parameterized probabilistic model.
• The candidate solutions are used to modify the model in such a way to concen-
trate the search toward more promising regions (containing solutions of better
quality).
For that type of meta-heuristics the model-based parameter scheme was adopted as an as-
surance for model convergence by Gutjahr [Gut09]. Then, the considered meta-heuristic
can be analyzed with respect to its parameters.
Important component of the model requires an update rule for the method’s parame-
ters and/or structure [Zlo02, Zlo04]. A role of the update rule is to define a probability
vector that will explicitly keep gathered knowledge (statistics). On the contrary, in the
classical algorithm designs, to implicitly maintain statistics about a search space (about
information that is carried into the next iteration) according to [Bal95] a population of
solutions is commonly used. To combine the best from both worlds, in [Bal95] the au-
thors proposed an abstract genetic algorithm, so called population-based incremental
learning (PBIL), where the classical GA operators were replaced by three parameters:
(a) a number of samples, (b) a learning rate, and (c) a number of probability vectors.
Authors have compared PBIL and GA and showed that PBIL outperforms GA on a four
peaks problem, which they also introduced in the same paper. Incorporating update
rules inspired a new design of algorithms (with good grounds for theoretical studies)
and development of more sophisticated algorithms [Ras11]. In particular, the early
work on PBIL motivated the model-based approach in [Zlo02, Zlo04].
To assure model convergence of the meta-heuristic Gutjahr presented generic algo-
rithm, which we briefly review here. First, let us consider an optimization problem
that requires minimization of a real-valued function f on a search space S. Generic
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algorithm is an iterative algorithm that uses two structures: mt and Lt, where t is an it-
eration index. In iteration t structure mt defines a state of memory, while Lt represents
a list of solutions (xi ∈ S) employed as sample points in iteration t. The description of
the algorithm consists of following steps:
1. Initialization of memory m1 by specified rules;
2. t← 1;
3. Until stopping criterion is satisfied:
a) Determine the list Lt as a function g(mt, ξt) of memory state mt and a ran-
dom influence ξt;
b) Determine a value of objective function f(xi) for all xi ∈ Lt, and generate
a list L+t of pairs (xi, f(xi));
c) Determine new memory state mt+1 as a function h(mt, L+t , ξ′t) of current
memory state mt, list of solution-value pairs L+t and random influence ξ
′
t;
d) t← t+ 1.
Structuremt consists of two components: mst , part of memory that contains all solution-
values (sample-generating part) andmrt , part of memory that contains reports (reporting
part). The component mst holds all the information required by function g to gener-
ate the list Lt of sample points. The component mrt accommodates all other relevant
information, for example, solution of the highest quality found so far, namely best-so-
far, xbsf . In the initialization phase, a value of variable xbsf is set arbitrary until, in
some iteration t, it copies a value from xˆt, the best among xi solutions that satisfies the
condition f(xˆt) < f(xbsf ). Furthermore, function g(mt, ξt) specifies a probability dis-
tribution for new elements of list Lt, whereas function h(mt, L+t , ξ′t) denotes probability
distribution of the new state of memory mt+1. It is important to note that information
about the problem instance can also be used as an argument of functions g and h. In
addition, we want to emphasize that the best-so-far solution in iteration t is used as a
current approximation of a global optimal solution [Gut09].
Gutjahr [Gut09] provided several examples for generic algorithms of meta-heuris-
tic method, e.g., the GHC method, canonical GA (CGA) and ACO. Here, we review a
procedure for ACO. Generic ACO uses procedure structures: a sample part mst , con-
taining a matrix of real-valued pheromones, and mrt containing x
bsf , possibly also an
iteration-best xˆt. Furthermore, the list Lt contains k solutions. The procedure steps for
ACO are: (1) let k agents construct k random solutions, where the moves are governed
by the pheromone values stored in mst and thus obtain Lt; (2) update mt to mt+1 by:
(a) update xbsf based on k new solutions in L+t , and (b) apply specific pheromone up-
date rule to obtain new pheromone values from the current values by reinforcing the
components of the solutions contained in xbsf . Similarly, generic algorithm for BCO
method can be deduced, which we present in section 5.4.
5.3 Theoretical background
The main theoretical contribution of this thesis (Section 5.4) concerns the proof of
convergence of the BCO method towards an optimal solution. Therefore, we recall
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some of the basic tools of probability theory and establish the notation necessary to
present our results.
Most of the meta-heuristics are stochastic search algorithms, and therefore, in order
to obtain formal definitions of algorithm convergence, tools of probability theory are
used while we consider the series of random variables with a common distribution.
Generally, the random variables are not independent. For meta-heuristics the inde-
pendence holds only in case of pure random-walk search techniques. Two important
definitions of stochastic convergence are provided in the following [Bil86, Pap91c].
From mathematical definition, an expression convergence is defined to answer a
question whether or not a series of elements (x1,x2, . . . ,xt, . . .), xt ∈ X , converges to
a fixed value x∗. We also define some distance function d between these elements. The
sequence (xt)∞t=1 converges to a fixed value x∗, if for each ε > 0, there is an integer t0
such that d(xt,x∗) < ε for all t ≥ t0, where d(·) is a convenient metric function (for
vector it is usually a vector norm || · ||). If the space X is finite, the simplified version of
the definition is applicable: xt converges to x∗ if and only if there is some t0 such that
xt = x∗ for all t ≥ t0.
Let (X1, X2, . . .) be a series of random variables with the common distribution.
Definition 8 (convergence in probability). A sequence of random variables (X1, X2, . . .)
converges in probability to a random variable X∗, if for all ε > 0,
lim
t→∞Pr({d(Xt, X
∗) ≥ ε}) = 0
where d is the distance function on the space X from which the random variables Xt
take their values. 3
Definition 9 (convergence with probability one). A sequence of random variables
(X1, X2, . . .) converges with probability one (short: w. pr. 1) or almost surely to a
random variable X∗, if
Pr({ lim
t→∞Xt = X
∗}) = Pr({Xt → X∗}) = 1,
i.e., if with probability one the realization (x1,x2, . . .) of the sequence {Xt}∞t=1 con-
verges to the realization x∗ of X∗. 3
For random variables that satisfy condition of Def. 8 it is said that the weak law of
large numbers holds uniformly on X [Sha96]. Usually the definitions are specialized
to the case where X∗ takes a constant element x∗. In this case, if X is a finite set,
convergence of Xt to x∗ w. pr. 1 holds exactly if
Pr({∃u ≥ 1 : Xt = x∗ ∀t ≥ u}) = 1,
and convergence of Xt in probability holds exactly if
lim
t→∞Pr({Xt = x
∗}) = 1.
However, the definition of the convergence in probability can be generalized by saying
that if set of limit solutions, denoted as X ∗, is the subset of X then
lim
t→∞Pr({Xt ∈ X
∗}) = 1.
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Moreover, it is important to provide the most often used elaboration of the convergence
in probability in the literature: "The basic idea behind the convergence in probability is
that the probability of an unusal outcome becomes smaller and smaller as the sequence
progresses". What is referred by an "unusal" event is that d(Xt, X∗) exceeds any pre-
scribed, positive value ε [Kar93].
Considering meta-heuristics, convergence is defined to answer a question whether
or not current solution, proposed by a meta-heuristic method, converge to an optimal
solution and, if yes, how fast this happens [Gut09]. In particular, the sequence of ran-
dom variables corresponds to iterations of a meta-heuristic algorithm. At the end of
each iteration, the algorithm reports a solution. To establish analogy with previous
definitions, we denote any solution found in iteration t as xt = (x1t , x2t , . . . , xnt ), where
xit ∈ R is the element (component) of the solution. In case of population-based al-
gorithms, at the end of a iteration t the algorithm reports the iteration-best solution
xˆ. Let us presume that the algorithm incorporates global knowledge. Thus, we ob-
tain "best-so-far" solution in iteration t, denoted by xbsft . Therefore, analyzed sequence
( x1,x2, . . . ,xt, . . . ), where xt ∈ X , denotes a sequence of "best-so-far" solutions xbsft
generated by the meta-heuristic method after t iterations. Let global optimum be de-
noted as x∗. The distance function d is defined as d(xi,xj) = |f(xi) − f(xj)|, i.e., as
the absolute difference between the corresponding values of the objective function. For
most of the meta-heuristic methods it holds that once an optimal solution is reached, it
is propagated across the forthcoming iterations. Consecutively, our sequence becomes
(xbsf1 ,x
bsf
2 , . . . ,x
bsf
t , . . . ,x
∗,x∗, . . .).
Dorigo and Blum recognized two types of convergence [Dor05]: convergence in value
and convergence in solution. Goal of convergence in value is to evaluate the probability
of finding an optimal solution at least once. However, when investigating the conver-
gence in solution, the aim is to evaluate the probability that the algorithm reaches a
state in which it generates optimal solution. [Gut09] identifies the two types of conver-
gence as the best-so-far convergence and more sophisticated model convergence. Unlike
best-so-far, the model convergence is more complicated to prove since the compro-
mise between exploration and exploitation of the search space needs to be balanced by
properly adjusting algorithm’s parameters. In addition, proof of model convergence is
focused on the mst part of the memory.
Slightly different framework for algorithm analysis in terms of Markov chain Monte
Carlo was formulated in [Yan11]. The convergence analysis of SA and PSO was ex-
amined in this context as well as the analysis of a newly proposed method, the firefly
algorithm. In this thesis, however, we endorse the approach proposed in [Gut09].
5.3.1 Best-so-far convergence
The first type of convergence refers to a question whether or not the best-so-far solution
xbsft converges to some optimal solution x
∗, as t → ∞. Considering meta-heuristics,
this question actually refers to the convergence of the objective function values f(xbsft ),
(t = 1, 2, . . .) to the optimal function value f(x∗). Thus, we may ask under which
conditions it can be guaranteed that f(xbsft ) converges ("w. pr. 1" or "in probability") to
f∗ = min{f(x) : x ∈ X}.
Proving the best-so-far convergence is generally simple. The concept originates from
theoretical work of random search method, e.g., in [Sol81]. [Sol81] derive general
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convergence conditions for global and local search versions of the conceptual random
search algorithm, for problem of minimization of function f on S ⊂ R. The conceptual
algorithm is based on step xt+1 = D(xt, ξt), i.e., mapping of solution xt and random
samples ξt onto a new solution. This means that xt+1 is generated according to some
conditional probability measure, denoted by µt. We focus on the global search variant
and the two provided conditions. The first one is that for map D with domain S ×
Rn the condition f(D(x, ξ)) ≤ f(x) must hold. The second condition is that for any
(Borel) set A ⊂ S with positive Lebesque measure v(A) > 0, following must hold:∏∞
t=0 [1− µt(A)] = 0. The later means that the probability to repeatedly miss set A,
over all iterations, must be zero [Sol81]. By means of Markov chain theory [Rud96]
concludes similarly for EA algorithms, i.e., regardless of the starting point, a nonzero
probability to visit any subset of X needs to be enabled. The both requirements from
[Sol81] can be substituted by only one condition, that the probability (p∗) of hitting
an optimal solution in a single iteration of the search procedure is strictly greater than
zero [Gut09]. The conceptual algorithm differs from the pure random search method as
it incorporates some view of knowledge. Namely, generic algorithm of the pure random
search relies on the reporting part of the memory mrt that consists only of x
bsf
t , while
the sample-generating partmst is empty. Becausem
s
t does not hold any information, the
choice of a new solution is performed independently from previous iterations [Gut09],
whereas conceptual random search algorithm uses mst when choosing µt.
Best-so-far convergence has been proven in [Har90, Rud94] for certain variants of
GA, transferring "elite" solutions from generation to generation (elitist selection implies
that the best individuals survive with probability one). Rudolph [Rud94] proved that
even though original CGA never converges to the global optimum for any selection
of the initial population, crossover operator, and objective function, while modified
versions, like elitist GA, do. In [Har90] the author concluded that global convergence
of simple GA can be achieved not only if the best individuals survive, but also (in a
spirit of simulated annealing) in the cases when some randomly selected individuals
are transferred to the next generation. The various stochastic convergence properties
for EA were summarized recently in [Rud12]. The best-so-far convergence has also
been proven for some variants of ACO [Stü02] and PSO [Zen04].
Among the single solution based methods, the best-so-far convergence was first
proven for SA [Haj88]. This and the later convergence results for SA [Gra94, Ste00]
serve as the initial point in analyzing the convergence of many other methods, both
population and single solution based. In [Han01] the author proposed a Convergent
TS (CTS) algorithm with the special rules to deal with the situations where cycling is
unavoidable. The best-so-far convergence of VNS and MLS was considered in [Bri04].
In the case of MLS, it was concluded that the probability of obtaining a local solution
in any iteration depends on the volume of the number of points in the so called en-
trapment zone, which leads to exponentially increasing the time for finding a global
solution. The necessary condition for the convergence of VNS was expressed with re-
spect to the parameter kmax defining the largest neighborhood visited: it has to be
sufficiently large to cover the entire search space S.
The convergence concept described above may look nice. However, this concept is
too "generous" since it turns out that even very inefficient search algorithms converge
to the optimum. The standard example of this observation is the random search. Fur-
thermore, it turns out that the expected value of the first hitting time E(T1), is usually
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very large which makes this convergence concept unhelpful for the practice. The first
hitting time is given as T1 = inf{t : f(xbsft ) = f(x∗)}. The measure is typically used
in the runtime analysis of stochastic algorithms that deals with questions regarding
computational effort needed to obtain an optimal solution for the first time [Gut10].
5.3.2 Model convergence
To ensure that provable convergence properties correspond also to a good runtime
behavior, the best-so-far convergence is not enough. In addition, we need to address
the issue of a poor performance as the search sharply decreases in the neighborhood
of the optimal solution [Pin84]. In [Gut09, Zlo04] it was stated that an efficient meta-
heuristic method should concentrate the search more and more on the most promising
areas of the search space S exploiting the previous search experience. The current set
of solutions was referred to as the current model for the search distribution [Gut09].
In the model-based view, the generation of new search points depends on the current
model. The newly obtained objective function values are evaluated, and the obtained
information is then fed back for a modification of the model.
By the argumentation above, a runtime behavior superior to that of random search
can be expected if it can be shown that the model (the set of current solutions) con-
verges, as t→∞, to some state that supports only the generation of optimal or at least
high quality solutions. This type of convergence is actually model convergence [Gut09].
Contrary to the proofs of best-so-far convergence which are quite easy, model con-
vergence proofs have to take the exploration/exploitation tradeoff explicitly into ac-
count and only succeed under parameter assumptions ensuring a proper balance be-
tween these two factors. The main conclusion in [Gut09, Zlo04] is that parameter val-
ues have to change during the search. Typically, the convergence results lead to rather
narrow conditions for parameter schemes within which model convergence holds; out-
side the balanced regime, either a surplus of exploitation yields premature convergence
to a suboptimal solution, or a surplus of exploration produces random-search-type be-
havior without model convergence (although best-so-far convergence may hold).
Historically, the first model convergence results have been found in the SA field
[Haj88]. In order to implement convergent SA one has to change the cooling temper-
ature rate T (t) as a non-increasing function of the iteration number t that approaches
zero as t→∞. Hajek [Haj88] suggested the following function for T (t):
T (t) = clog(t+ 1)
for suitably selected constant c. Furthermore, model convergence results have been
provided for GHC algorithms [Joh02a, Jac04b, Jac04a]. The authors work already on
a general level and present rules applicable to wide range of meta-heuristic methods.
Results for model convergence exist also for some ACO variants [Gut00, Gut02].
For a Graph-based Ant System (GBAS), two cases were identified [Gut02]:
1. For GBAS with time-dependent evaporation rate ρ(t) the convergence conditions
are as follows
ρ(t) ≤ 1− log tlog(t+ 1) , (t ≥ t0) for some t0 ≥ 1,
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and
+∞∑
t=1
ρ(t) = +∞.
2. GBAS with time-dependent pheromone lower bound τmin(t) converges if the fol-
lowing condition is satisfied
τmin(t) =
c(t)
log(t+ 1) for t ≥ 1 with limt→+∞ c(t) > 0.
In order to design GA as a model-based search, various authors proposed either
to use time-dependent mutation and/or crossover probabilities or to substitute classi-
cal GA operators by some other, ACO-based probabilistic transformations. The brief
overview of these ideas can be found in [Sch01, Zlo04]. The model convergence has
also been considered for a variant of Cross Entropy Optimization [Mar05].
Detailed analysis of the principles incorporated in the PSO algorithm described in
[GG12, Jia07] adopted completely different approach to the definition of convergence
properties for this meta-heuristic method. Starting with the rules for updating positions
and velocities of each particle in each iteration, the authors identified three influencing
parameters (the inertia weight, global and local accelerations). Since their update rules
represent the motion equations involving differentiation, the values for the influential
parameters have to be chosen in such a way as to guarantee the stability of the resulting
equations. This stability is, however, closely related to the convergence properties of
the PSO meta-heuristic. In [GG12] the authors presented a taxonomy of various PSO-
based algorithms and pointed out the appropriate values of the influential parameters
for some of them.
5.4 Convergence analysis of the BCO method
Each implementation of the BCO algorithm is tailored for a particular optimization
problem that one wants to solve. This involves the solution representation, the rules for
constructing/modifying current solutions, as well as the evaluation and the comparison
of these solutions. Once the program is completed, it is executed on each of the given
instances until the stopping criterion is satisfied.
The final solution of the BCO execution is identified as the best solution found before
the stopping criterion is fulfilled (xbsf ). If the optimal solution for a particular problem
instance is not known, we cannot discuss the quality of the final BCO solution. Is it
the optimal one or, if not, how far is it from the desired optimum? The only thing we
can do is to increase the maximum number of iterations and, possibly, obtain a better
final solution. A numerous successful applications of the BCO method illustrated its
efficiency in an experimental way. Moreover, there are some recent papers dealing with
the empirical evaluation and parameter calibration of BCO [Nik13a, Mak13, JK16c,
JK16a]. The main goal of this thesis is to provide some results towards theoretical
analysis of BCO.
For the considerations to follow, we assume that the optimization problem involves
minimization of some objective function f(x) on the feasible space X . Additionally, the
stopping criterion is defined as the maximum number of iterations. For the course of
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our analysis we borrow the notation from [Jac04b, Gut09] and define the following
events.
Definition 10. Let x be any feasible solution of the considered problem. For each
iteration t ≥ 1:
• C(t) represents the event that xt = x, i.e., the considered solution was generated
in iteration t. The complementary event is denoted by Cc(t).
• B(t) denotes the event Cc(1) ∩ Cc(2) ∩ · · · ∩ Cc(t), i.e., the algorithm does not
visit x over first t iterations. Bc(t) is the complementary event to B(t).
• B = ⋂∞t=1B(t) describes the event that x cannot be generated by the algorithm,
i.e., no iteration at all produces the consdidered solution x.
• r(t) = Pr(Bc(t)|B(t − 1)) = Pr(C(t)|B(t − 1)) is the probability that in the iter-
ation t, solution x is produced, although it has not yet been produced in any of
the previous iterations. 3
The events in Def. 10 might specify different outcomes regarding the type of the
solution. In particular, we utilize the same notation for events related to the optimal
solution. Thus, before utilization of Def. 10 in the thesis we always specify which type
of solution is being observed.
An important feature of the event B(t) is the type of the sequence it produces. Let
x = x∗ and B(1) denote the outcome that the algorithm did not produce an optimal
solution in the first iteration. If Ω denotes the space of all possible outcomes, then
B(1) = Ω\C(1). Consequently, the {B(t)}∞t=1 is a non-increasing sequence of events(1),
i.e.,:
B(1) ⊇ B(2) ⊇ · · · ⊇ B(t) ⊇ B(t+ 1) ⊇ · · · .
5.4.1 Approximation of an optimal solution
To establish solid grounds for convergence proof of population-based method, we need
to consider more carefully how the sequence (xt)t∈N, introduced in Section 5.3, is being
constructed.
Let {x1t ,x2t , . . . ,xbt , . . . ,xBt } denote a collection of solutions generated in iteration t,
where each solution consists of n elements. The best solution in iteration t with regard
to some objective function f(x) of the minimization problem, is denoted as xˆt such
that f(xˆt) = minb∈{1,...,B} f(xbt). The BCO algorithm can start with some initial value
for xbsf1 , after which it is being calculated as:
xbsft+1 =
{
xˆt if f(xˆt) < f(xbsft );
xbsft otherwise
(5.1)
for t = 1, 2, . . .. In other words, the best-so-far solution is updated only if better so-
lution is produced. Therefore, the update rule (5.1) does not forbid generation of
other solutions from X . Practicality of this approach is in observation of one instead
(1)In [Gut09] the author mistakenly reported that the sequence {B(t)}∞t=1 is non-decreasing.
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of population of solutions. Moreover, the rule can be easily defined for a maximization
problem.
A good approximation of the optimal solution would be a solution that is not far
away from the optimum and/or an optimum are reachable from any current best-so-
far solution. Therefore, the best-so-far solution is used as a current approximation of
the global optimal solution in iteration t [Gut09]. In order to analyze the convergence
of BCO we observe the sequence of best-so-far solutions, i.e., (xbsf1 ,x
bsf
2 , . . . ,x
bsf
t , . . .),
i.e., their corresponding objective function values, where one solution can be prop-
agated through more then one iteration. To assure global convergence of BCO it is
important that either all solutions can be reached from any initial point or restart proce-
dures are used to avoid being trapped in a local minimum (from which optimal solution
cannot be generated).
5.4.2 Generic BCO algorithm
To apply general set of rules that helps establish convergence properties of a BCO
method we need to assure that it belongs to a collection of meta-heuristic methods that
can be depicted under a single framework proposed by Gutjahr [Gut09]. The generic
procedure for the BCO method contains the following steps:
1. Perform NC forward/backward passes and obtain the list Lt as a function of mem-
ory state mt and a random influence.
2. Evaluate all solutions and generate L+t .
3. Determine new memory state mt+1 based on L+t , mt and some random influence
by updating xbsft and evaluation model of possible moves (to be used in step
(2)(i)(a) of the pseudo-code presented in Fig. 4.4, pg. 60).
The above steps describe only one iteration of the BCO algorithm to avoid stating ob-
vious parts of the initialization and the stopping criteria condition. The generic BCO
algorithm implies both BCOc and BCOi algorithms. However, it does not specifies their
differences, which may influence convergence properties.
5.4.3 Various cases of the BCO algorithms
To summarize the differences between constructive and improvement BCO we point out
that BCOc operates on partial solutions, adds components(2) to them and makes loyalty
and recruitment decisions that depend on the incomplete knowledge. For example, the
current (partial) value of the objective function or the lower/upper bound for the final
solution quality guide the search process. On the other hand, BCOi uses the complete
solutions all the time, tries to improve them during the execution of each forward pass
and decides on loyalty and recruitment based on the complete information related to
the quality of current solutions.
(2)To avoid any ambiguity, in this chapter we single out the term component to refer to a component of the
problem, e.g., a city in TSP.
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In addition to the described two classes of the BCO algorithm, from the mathe-
matical verification point of view we need to introduce two more classes: The vari-
ants composed of mutually independent iterations (either constructive [Teo05, Teo06,
Teo07, Mar07, Teo08, Eda08, Šel10] or improvement [Dav11a]) and the variants in-
volving the transmission of some global knowledge through the iterations (again either
in constructive [Dav12] or improvement [Nik13a, Nik13b] case). The main differences
between these two will be pointed out later in this section.
5.5 Best-so-far convergence of BCO
We first identify the sufficient condition assuring that an optimal solution can be gener-
ated by any bee when the number of iterations is large enough. Then, we show that the
current best solution generated by BCO converges to one of the optimal solutions, as
the number of iterations increases, with the probability one. More precisely, we prove
the best-so-far convergence of the BCO algorithm.
As we already mentioned, two types of the BCO implementations should be dis-
tinguished: The one consisting of independent iterations and the other with global
knowledge exchanged between iterations. In order to make our BCO able to gener-
ate an optimal solution we need to assure that the whole search space is accessible,
i.e., that any solution can be generated by at least one bee with the strictly positive
probability (p > 0). If the iterations are independent, then the above mentioned prob-
ability does not change during the algorithm execution. Even in this case the current
best solution xbsft is kept and always included in the sequence of the "best-so-far" so-
lutions, defining the final result of BCO at the termination condition. Essentially, this
reflects the assumption that the Markovian chain described by the search process is
irreducible [Har90]. The iteration independency means that xbsft does not influence
the search process during the next iteration. In this case BCO acts more or less as a
population based search of "random walk" type. However, as it was stated in [Gut09],
the best-so-far convergence holds and we prove it for the BCO algorithm here.
Theorem 5.1. (Independent case). Let P ∗(t) be the probability that the BCO algorithm
generates an optimal solution x∗ at least once within the first t iterations. Let p∗ be the
probability that any bee generates the optimal solution. Then for an arbitrary ε > 0 and
for a sufficiently large t, p∗ > 0 implies P ∗(t) ≥ 1− ε. Asymptotically, this yields
lim
t→+∞P
∗(t) = 1.
Proof: (⇒)
By Def. 10 and assuming that x represents x∗, we have
P ∗(t) = 1− Pr({x∗ is not found in any of t iterations})
= 1− Pr(B(t))
= 1− Pr(Cc(1) ∩ Cc(2) ∩ · · · ∩ Cc(t)).
(5.2)
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If the iterations are independent then
P ∗(t) = 1− Pr(Cc(1)) · Pr(Cc(2)) · . . . · Pr(Cc(t))
= 1−
t∏
i=1
(1− p∗) = 1− (1− p∗)t. (5.3)
Asymptotically, this yields
1 ≥ lim
t→+∞P
∗(t) = 1− lim
t→+∞ (1− p
∗)t = 1.
(⇐) Suppose that x∗ is found by BCO. This implies p∗ > 0.
When the combinatorial optimization problem is considered the search space is dis-
crete (usually also finite), and therefore convergence means that starting with some t0
it holds that xbsft = x∗ for all t ≥ t0. Consecutively, we can easily prove the converse of
Theorem 5.1, i.e., that the best-so-far convergence of BCO implies p∗ > 0. Indeed, once
the optimal solution is found by BCO, it is obvious that the probability of its generation
must be strictly positive.
Therefore, in combinatorial optimization case the necessary and sufficient condition
for an implementation of the BCO algorithm to be convergent is that selected solution
representation and construction/modification rules allow the generation of an optimal
solution with the probability strictly larger than 0. For example, in solving TSP if the
solution is represented as a permutation of cities, than the probability to generate an
optimal tour equals at least 1/n! > 0. In solving the p-median or p-center problem,
to obtain the optimal solution a bee has to select appropriate p among n locations.
The number of all selections of p elements out of the given n is
(n
p
)
, and therefore,
p∗ ≥ 1/(np) > 0.
In the case when iterations are not independent, the probability that any bee gener-
ates the optimal solution is not constant anymore. It depends on the iteration number
and the collected knowledge, i.e., we can denote p∗ = p∗(t). The necessary condition
for best-so-far convergence is the existence of strictly positive lower bound pmin for
p∗(t). This is expressed in the next theorem. The proof is inspired by proof of Lemma 1
in [Jac04b].
Theorem 5.2. (Global knowledge exchange case). Let P ∗(t) be the probability that
the BCO algorithm generates an optimal solution x∗ at least once within the first t itera-
tions. Let p∗(t) be the probability that in the t-th iteration any bee generates the optimal
solution although it has not yet been produced. Then for an arbitrary ε > 0 and for a
sufficiently large t, p∗(t) ≥ pmin > 0 implies P ∗(t) ≥ 1− ε. Asymptotically, this yields
lim
t→+∞P
∗(t) = 1.
Proof: (⇒)
By Def. 10 and assuming x represents x∗, we get the same as expression 5.2.
P ∗(t) = 1− Pr({x∗ is not found in any of t iterations})
= 1− Pr(B(t)). (5.4)
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To obtain expression for Pr(B(t)) we use definition of p∗(t). Consequently, probability
1− p∗(t) designates probability of an event B(t)|B(t− 1), that is
1− p∗(t) = Pr(B(t)|B(t− 1)) = Pr(B(t) ∩B(t− 1))Pr(B(t− 1)) =
Pr(B(t))
Pr(B(t− 1)) . (5.5)
Multiplying above expression for all t ≥ 1, we obtain:
t∏
i=1
(1− p∗(i)) =
t∏
i=1
Pr(B(i))
Pr(B(i− 1)) =
Pr(B(t))
Pr(B(0)) . (5.6)
The event B(0) = Ω, and therefore, Pr(B(0)) = 1. Hence
Pr(B(t)) =
t∏
i=1
(1− p∗(i)). (5.7)
By substituting expression (5.7) into (5.4), asymptotically we get
1 ≥ lim
t→+∞P
∗(t) = 1− lim
t→+∞
t∏
i=1
(1− p∗(i)) ≥ 1− lim
t→+∞ (1− pmin)
t = 1.
(⇐) Suppose that x∗ is found by BCO. This implies existence of strictly positive bound
pmin > 0.
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 guarantee convergence w. pr. 1. of f(xbsf ) to f∗. Note
that for a given optimization problem there may exist more than one optimal solution.
In that case, from theoretical point of view, we consider X ∗ ⊆ X and state that the
problem is solved to optimality if at least one optimal solution x∗ ∈ X ∗ is found.
5.6 Model convergence of BCO
In this section we concentrate our consideration to the analysis of the BCO meta-
heuristic in order to prove that both constructive and improvement variants satisfy
model-based search properties. Obviously, we need to consider only the variants of
BCO that use global knowledge exchange. The meta-heuristic method can have the
model convergence property only if it learns from the previously visited solutions
[Gut09, Zlo04] and adjusts parameter values according to that knowledge. Moreover,
the model-based BCO algorithm should represent a highly structured search procedure
which exploits the historical record of performance reflected at each stage of its ex-
ecution. All these requirements could be fulfilled if the forward pass includes some
learning properties. More precisely, the evaluation of possible moves (step (2)(i)(a) in
the BCO pseudo-code given in Fig. 4.4, pg. 60) should depend on the moves already
explored in previous iterations.
In order to assure the generation of high quality solutions, we should increase the se-
lection probability for the components previously used to obtain good solutions. There-
fore, our selection probability involves two components: the problem specific and the
learned one.
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5.6.1 Preliminary conditions for model convergence
Some asymptotic properties of GHC algorithms were analyzed in [Jac04b]. The au-
thors, seemingly, refine the results of [Pin84, Pin86] and present necessary conditions
for the model convergence of GHC algorithm. However, the methodology is described
on a more general level such that it become method-independent. In particular, it is
used in [Gut02, Gut09] for analyzing ACO convergence properties. Therefore, we use
the same methodology in analyzing the parametric properties of the BCO algorithm.
Assuming that x represents an optimal solution x∗ of the considered problem and
according to Def. 8 and Def. 10 the convergence of xt in probability to the set X ∗ can
be expressed as Pr(C(t))→ 1 as t→∞.
By the definition of B(t), and [Jac04b] it follows
Pr(B(t))→ P (B) = Pr
({+∞⋂
t=1
B(t)
})
as t→ +∞.
We now reproduce the main theorem for the convergence of GHC algorithm from
[Jac04b].
Theorem 5.3. A GHC algorithm converges in probability to X ∗ if and only if the following
two conditions are satisfied:
(i)
+∞∑
t=1
r(t) = +∞,
(ii) Pr({Cc(t)|Bc(t− 1)})→ 0 as t→∞.
The detailed proof can be found in [Jac04b]. For our analysis of BCO only a part,
formulated as the following Lemma, is relevant.
Lemma 1. Pr(B) = 0⇔
+∞∑
t=1
r(t) = +∞.
Proof: ([Gut09]) Since B =
+∞⋂
t=1
B(t) its probability can be calculated as follows:
Pr(B) = Pr(B(1)) · Pr(B(2)|B(1)) · Pr(B(3)|B(2)) · · ·
= (1− r(1)) · (1− r(2)) · (1− r(3)) · · ·
Therefore
Pr(B) = 0 (5.8)
⇔
+∞∏
t=1
(1− r(t)) = 0 (5.9)
⇔
+∞∑
t=1
log(1− r(t)) = −∞ (5.10)
⇔
+∞∑
t=1
r(t) = +∞. (5.11)
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where the equivalence between (5.9) and (5.10) is obtained applying logarithm to both
sides, while the equivalence between (5.10) and (5.11) follows from the fact that for
r(t) ∈ [0, 1) it holds log(1− r(t)) ≤ −r(t).
Using Lemma 1 and defined convergence conditions for two variants of GBAS al-
gorithms, Gutjahr was able to prove that conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 5.3 are
satisfied [Gut02]. In [Gut11] the author provides slightly different conditions of the
global convergence. Instead of considering an event of visiting an optimal solution,
in the first part of the proof he considers probabilities to visit any feasible solutions.
This actually means that Lemma 1 holds for any given feasible solution x. The above
consideration is also applicable to the variant of the BCO algorithm which is defined in
such a way to satisfy the model-based search properties formulated in [Zlo04], i.e. the
variants of BCO that can fit into the generic framework presented on pg. 89.
In connection with the model convergence, we identify classification of selection
schemes regarding the properties of a optimization problem, i.e., when: all components
are not included in the solution representation (problem of p-centers) and all are (TSP,
VRP, scheduling problem). Thus, both variants of the BCO algorithm, BCOc and BCOi,
may be implemented by adjusting to this classification. In particular, the process of
building a complete feasible solution should imply different sets of rules, which is why
we present theoretical proofs for four different scenarios of the BCO implementation.
5.6.2 Model convergence of BCOc
5.6.2.1 Model convergence of BCOc when all components are not included
We propose the following modification scheme for the selection probability of compo-
nent i in the iteration t:
pi(t+ 1) =

1−λt · (1−pi(t)) if i ∈ xbsft ;
λt · pi(t) if i /∈ xbsft ;
pi(0) if i was not choosen.
(5.12)
where pi(0) denotes the initial (problem specific) probability of choosing component
i and λt represents the time dependent learning rate. The idea is to learn from the
previous experience how each component influences the quality of generated solution.
If component i was a part of the best (best-so-far) solution, the probability that it
will be selected in the next iteration is increased. If this component is included in
some low quality solutions, we decrease the probability of its selection in the next
iteration. Obviously, if component i is not included in any solution, we cannot evaluate
its influence. In that case, we keep its selection probability at the initial value. As the
number of iterations increases, the selection probability for components not included
in the search will become larger than the probability for components belonging to the
low quality solutions. Therefore, for these new components, chances to be included in
some future solutions will increase. Consequently, as the number of iterations t tends
to infinity only the first two modification cases will remain.
Now we can present the sufficient conditions that the BCOc algorithm, with the
above defined probability modification scheme, converges in probability to an optimal
solution.
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Theorem 5.4. Assume that
1 ≥ λt ≥ log tlog(t+ 1) for all t ≥ t0, (t0 ≥ 2) (5.13)
and
+∞∑
t=1
(1− λt) = +∞. (5.14)
Then the corresponding BCOc algorithm converges in probability to one of the optimal
solutions from X ∗.
Proof: We have to prove that conditions (i) and (ii) from Theorem 5.3 are satisfied.
(i) We will actually prove the equivalent condition (according to Lemma 1), i.e.,
that Pr(B) = 0. Let us remind that C(t) denotes the event that iteration t is the first in
which some solution x (including optimal) is found by some bee. In other words, first
we show that for each solution x there exists with probability one an iteration t such
that this solution will be generated by any bee. Such property is sufficient to establish
best-so-far convergence, since xbsf holds best found solution that is only updated under
rigorous improvements.
Consider a fixed solution x. Then it holds
B = Cc(1) ∩ Cc(2) ∩ · · · ⇒ x is never found
and hence
Pr(B) = Pr({Cc(1) ∩ Cc(2) ∩ · · · }) ≤ Pr({x is never found})
=
+∞∏
t=1
Pr({x is not found in iteration t | x is not found in iteration k < t})
= Pr (Cc(1)) ·
+∞∏
t=2
Pr
(
Cc(t) |
t−1⋂
k=1
Cc(k)
)
.
(5.15)
Next, the lower bound for the probability rule of a fixed component is derived. In the
worst case, probability to choose component i is decreasing over iterations (becomes
lower then the initial probabilities).
Since x can be any feasible solution we use worst case scenario (the one that is
decreasing probability of its generation) which is modeled by selecting components
that don’t belong to xbsf in the probability update rule (5.12). Therefore, for any
component i it holds:
pi(t) =
[
t−1∏
k=1
λk
]
· pi(0),
which can be easily verified by induction. Let t0 ≥ 2. Then from the condition (5.13)
and for t > t0 it holds
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[
t−1∏
k=1
λk
]
· pi(0) ≥
[
t0−1∏
k=1
λk
]
·
 t−1∏
j=t0
log j
log(j + 1)
 · pi(0)
=
[
t0−1∏
k=1
λk
]
· log t0log t · pi(0) =
C
log t .
where C =
[∏t0−1
k=1 λk
]
· log t0 · pi(0) = const. The above inequality provides lower
bound on the probability pi(t) that in iteration t > t0 a bee will choose component i.
Consecutively, for the probability to find the solution x by any bee it holds:
∏
i∈x
pi(t) ≥
(
const
log t
)#x
,
and in the case of optimal solution:
∏
i∈x∗
pi(t) ≥
(
const
log t
)#x∗
,
where #x (#x∗) denotes the number of components constituting the solution x (x∗).
Considering the complementary event (the solution x is never found by any bee in
t > t0) we obtain the upper bound on the right hand side of the relation (5.15) as:
+∞∏
t=t0
[
1−
(
const
log t
)#x]
.
Applying a logarithm to this expression and using the convexity of the exponential
function expressed by (1− a) ≤ e−a,∀a ∈ (0, 1) (i.e., log(1− a) ≤ −a) gives us:
+∞∑
t=t0
log
(
1−
(
const
log t
)#x)
≤ −
+∞∑
t=t0
(
const
log t
)#x
= −∞.
From this we can conclude
+∞∏
t=t0
[
1−
(
const
log t
)#x]
= 0,
i.e., in (5.15) we have Pr(B) ≤ 0. Since Pr(B) ≥ 0 always holds, we can conclude
Pr(B) = 0.
First part of the proof concludes the best-so-far convergence, i.e., with probability
one there is an iteration t > t0 where solution x is found. It implies that with the
proposed selection rule any feasible solution (optimal included) is reachable. This
also coincides with the claim (i) of the Theorem 5.3, i.e., probability that the optimal
solution will never be generated tends to zero for large enough t. Second part of the
proof concerns model convergence. The goal is to provide proof that after reaching the
optimal solution the BCO model will support only the generation of optimal solutions
by initiating update rule (5.12). In other words, pi(t) converges to p∗i defined as
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indicator function:
p∗i =
{
1 if i ∈ x∗;
0 if i /∈ x∗.
(ii) To begin our consideration, let us verify that the probability modification rule
(5.12) increases the selection probability for components i ∈ x∗ to the maximum. Let
m denote the index of the iteration when x∗ is generated for the first time. Then in
all iterations t > m, the selection probability for components included in the optimal
solution converge to unity as the number of iterations tends to infinity. Indeed, these
probabilities are updated in some iteration m+ r, r = 1, 2, ... according to the formula:
pi(t) = 1−
m+r∏
k=m+1
λk · (1− pi(m)).
This can be easily justified by induction. Due to the condition (5.14) we have
+∞∑
t=1
(1− λt) = +∞, which is equivalent to,
+∞∏
k=1
λk = 0.
Therefore, once the optimal solution is found for the probability that the component
i ∈ x∗ will be used again it holds:
lim
t→+∞ pi(t) = 1− limt→+∞
 t−1∏
k=m+1
λk
 · (1− pi(m)) = 1.
Consider the component i /∈ x∗. According to (5.12), its selection probability after
iteration m, i.e., in some iteration m+ r, r = 1, 2, ... is modified as follows:
pi(m+ r) =
 m+r∏
k=m+1
λk
 · pi(m).
After generating the optimal solution x∗, for the probability that the component i /∈ x∗
will be used again the condition (5.14) yields:
lim
t→+∞ pi(t) = limt→+∞
 t−1∏
k=m+1
λk
 · pi(m) = 0,
which completes the proof of the theorem.
5.6.2.2 Model convergence of BCOc when all components are included
The above consideration was focused on the convergence properties of the constructive
variant of the BCO algorithm in the case where not all the components are included
in the solution. Next, we prove model convergence of the BCOc algorithm when all
the components are included in the solution. This scenario occurs while dealing with
traveling salesman problem, vehicle routing problems or scheduling problems. As in
previous section, in order to assure the generation of high quality solutions, we should
change the selection probability for the components based on previously obtained good
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solutions.
Let us consider TSP and denote by (i, j) a pair of components that are directly
connected. We propose the following modification scheme for the selection probability
of component j in the iteration t after we have chosen component i:
p(i,j)(t+ 1) =
{
1−λt · (1−p(i,j)(t)) if (i, j) ∈ xbsft ;
λt · p(i,j)(t) if (i, j) /∈ xbsft ;
(5.16)
where λt represents the time dependent learning rate. The idea is to learn from the
previous experience how each component influences the quality of generated solution.
If the pair of components (i, j) was a part of the current best (best-so-far) solution,
the probability that it will be selected in the next iteration is increased. If this pair of
components is included in some low quality solutions, we decrease the probability of
its selection for the next iteration. Now we can present the sufficient conditions that
the BCOc algorithm, with the above defined selection probability modification scheme,
converges in probability to an optimal solution.
Theorem 5.5. Assume that
1 ≥ λt ≥ log tlog(t+ 1) for all t ≥ t0, (t0 ≥ 2), (5.17)
and
+∞∑
t=1
(1− λt) = +∞, (5.18)
Additionally, p(i,j)(0) represents initial set of probabilities. Then the corresponding BCO
algorithm converges in probability to one of the optimal solutions from X ∗.
Proof: The proof is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 5.4. The difference resides
within the number of components, which is why we present all the necessary steps. We
start by proving that conditions (i) and (ii) from Theorem 5.3 are satisfied.
(i) We prove the equivalent condition (according to Lemma 1), i.e., that Pr(B) = 0.
Consider a fixed solution x. C(t) denotes the event that iteration t is the first in which
a solution x is found by some bee. Then it holds
B = Cc(1) ∩ Cc(2) ∩ · · · ⇒ x is never found
and hence
Pr(B) = Pr({Cc(1) ∩ Cc(2) ∩ · · · }) ≤ Pr({x is never found})
=
+∞∏
t=1
Pr({x is not found in iteration t|x is not found in iteration k < t}).
(5.19)
Let us now return to the components and assume that the pair (i, j) was not estab-
lished in iterations 1, . . . , t. In the worst case and according to the cumulative proba-
bility update rule (5.16), for all pairs of components (i, j) it holds:
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p(i,j)(t) =
[
t−1∏
k=1
λk
]
· p(i,j)(0),
which can be easily verified by induction. From the condition (5.17) it holds
[
t−1∏
k=1
λk
]
· p(i,j)(0) ≥
[
t0−1∏
k=1
λk
]
·
 t−1∏
j=t0
log j
log(j + 1)
 · p(i,j)(0)
=
[
t0−1∏
k=1
λk
]
· log t0log t · p(i,j)(0) =
const
log t .
Therefore, the above derived is a lower bound of the worst case selection scenario for
any component (i, j). Consecutively, for the probability to find the solution x by any
bee it holds:
∏
(i,j)∈x
p(i,j)(t) ≥
(
const
log t
)n
,
where n denotes the total number of components (number of cities in the TSP).
Considering the complementary event (the solution x was not found by any bee) we
obtain the upper bound on the right hand side of the relation (5.19) as:
+∞∏
t=t0
[
1−
(
const
log t
)n]
.
Applying a logarithm to this expression gives us:
+∞∑
t=t0
log
(
1−
(
const
log t
)n)
≤ −
+∞∑
t=t0
(
const
log t
)n
= −∞.
From this we can conclude
+∞∏
t=t0
[
1−
(
const
log t
)n]
= 0,
i.e., in (5.19) we have Pr(B) ≤ 0. Since Pr(B) ≥ 0 always holds, we can conclude
Pr(B) = 0.
(ii) (Model convergence) This condition means that if m is the index of the iteration
when x∗ is generated for the first time, then xbsft = x∗ for all t ≥ m. Moreover, in all
iterations t > m the selection probability for pairs of components, not included in the
optimal solution, converge to zero as the number of iterations tends to infinity.
Consider the pair of components (i, j) /∈ x∗. According to (5.16), its selection
probability after iteration m, i.e., in some iteration m + r, r = 1, 2, ... is modified as
follows:
p(i,j)(m+ r) =
 m+r∏
k=m+1
λk
 · p(i,j)(m).
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Due to the condition (5.18) we have
+∞∑
t=1
(1− λt) = +∞, which is equivalent to,
+∞∏
k=1
λk = 0.
Therefore, after generating the optimal solution x∗, for the probability that the pair of
components (i, j) /∈ x∗ will be again used it holds:
lim
t→+∞ p(i,j)(t) = limt→+∞
 t−1∏
k=m+1
λk
 · p(i,j)(m) = 0,
which completes the proof of the theorem.
Considering the problem of scheduling independent tasks on identical processors,
where the pair of components (i, j) describes the situation that task i is allocated to pro-
cessor j, we can apply the selection probability modification scheme defined by (5.16).
Therefore, the above described reasoning holds, and the resulting BCO algorithm sat-
isfies model convergence properties.
5.6.3 Model convergence of BCOi
The above consideration was mainly related to the BCOc algorithm. However, it can be
easily generalized to BCOi, as we distinguish two cases w.r.t. number of components
constituting a final solution. Main difference between the two modification schemes is
the ordering. For the problems like TSP, where feasible solutions contain all compo-
nents, the probability update rules should be modify in such a way to consider ordering
of components. In the other case, modifications of solutions only need to consider com-
ponents’ affiliation within the xbsf .
We present model convergence for BCO for the first time. There are no previous
publications of presented material. We first propose modification scheme (5.20) in-
spired by the update rules, similar to the one provided for BCOc when all components
are not included in the complete solutions. The cumulative probability update rule de-
pends on the components that will be taken out of the current solution, as well as on
the components identified for the inclusion in the current solution. It is presumed that
the best-so-far reinforcement is used as provided in Formula (5.1).
The following modification scheme for the selection probability that component i
should replace component j in the iteration t is as follows:
p(i,j)(t+ 1) =
{
1−λt · (1−p(i,j)(t)) if i ∈ xbsf and j /∈ xbsf ;
λt · p(i,j)(t) otherwise. (5.20)
Next, let us consider the case of optimization problems where all components of the
problem constitute a solution. We start with problems such as TSP, where an ordering
of solution’s components needs to be accounted. Moreover, let there be an ordering
such that city j is not behind city i. The probability to move city j behind i should be
determined as follows:
p(i,j)(t+ 1) =
{
1−λt · (1−p(i,j)(t)) if (i, j) ∈ xbsf ;
λt · p(i,j)(t) otherwise. (5.21)
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Furthermore, when considering problems such as scheduling or VRP, we can denote
the pair (i, j) as indicator that a task i should be allocated on the processor j, i.e.,
location i is associated to vehicle j. Therefore, the modification scheme (5.21) can be
applied for this kind of problems.
Finally, the theorem identifying the conditions under which the BCOi algorithm,
with the above defined selection probability modification schemes (5.20) and (5.21),
converges in probability towards optimal solution is identical for all considered cases
of optimization problems.
Theorem 5.6. Assume that
1 ≥ λt ≥ log tlog(t+ 1) for all t ≥ t0, (t0 ≥ 2), (5.22)
and
+∞∑
t=1
(1− λt) = +∞, (5.23)
Additionally, p(i,j)(0) represents initial set of probabilities. Then the corresponding BCOi
algorithm converges in probability to one of the optimal solutions from X ∗.
Proof: The proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 5.5.
In addition, let us elaborate the existence of the proposed probability modification
scheme. For example, if learning rate λt = 1− c/(t log t) for a given constant 0 < c < 1,
the conditions of Theorems 5.4–5.6 are valid.
5.7 Final remarks
Based on the existing methodology, we distinguish two types of convergence, a weaker
best-so-far convergence, and a stronger model convergence. In this chapter we prove
best-so-far convergence of general BCO algorithm for arbitrary optimization problem
by providing sufficient and necessary conditions that satisfy the requirement p∗ > 0. In
both cases of BCO, with independent as well as dependent iterations, we conclude that
it is enough if the BCO algorithm assures that any feasible solution may be generated
during the search process. However, the assumption is weak in order to reason about
the consistency of the BCO algorithm, which is: after providing an optimal solution the
algorithm needs to support production of this optimal solution in the next iterations.
Therefore, we establish the conditions that are sufficient for the model convergence of
the BCOc and BCOi by following the guidelines presented in section 5.3.2. The con-
ditions of the model convergence are: 1. convergence in the best-so-far sense, i.e., all
feasible solutions are reachable from any position in the search space; 2. the generation
of an optimal solution is favored once it is found. We have fulfilled the requirements by
providing rules of construction/modification that exploit historical record of the BCO
algorithm performance. We provide four modification schemes w.r.t. type of considered
optimization problem and variant of the BCO algorithm. In order to analyze the algo-
rithm’s efficiency, the next step is to examine the speed of the model convergence, i.e.,
to investigate the estimation of E(T1), the expected time of the first hit for an optimal
solution (pg. 86).
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5.8 Chapter summary
The chapter was devoted to the topic of theoretical analysis of the BCO meta-heuristic
method. We begin by providing a survey of the most recent developments in this field of
optimization that helps to establish conditions under which a meta-heuristic converges
towards an optimal solution.
BCO has been extensively developed and explored in the last decade [Dav11a,
Dav12, Eda08, Mar07, Nik13a, Teo05, Teo08, Teo06, Teo07, Šel10, Won10b] and has
numerous successful applications. However, the theoretical verification (convergence
analysis) of BCO was missing and therefore, our aim is to contribute to this topic. The
main goal of this dissertation is to provide mathematical verification of the BCO meta-
heuristic by examining the conditions of its convergence. We analyze both types of
convergence, best-so-far and model-convergence, and provide the hints for construct-
ing the BCO method that converges to optimal solutions.
In this chapter we analyze convergence properties of BCO by providing theoretical
proof of asymptotic convergence for two variants of the BCO algorithm: BCOc and
BCOi. The topics are arranged in the following manner:
• We begin with the description of BCO within the generic framework [Gut09] and
introduce notation as an extension of the material introduced in Chapter 5 or
incorporated from the literature.
• We prove that the BCO method is well founded and converges in the best-so-far
sense.
• We prove model convergence of BCO. We conclude that the conditions, under
which BCO will converge, need to uphold the probabilistic rules that assure algo-
rithm’s convergence in the best-so-far sense and that the generation of the optimal
solution is favored once it is found. We show that the conditions are fulfilled if
the BCO algorithm exploits its historical record of performance by incorporating
modification scheme presented in this chapter.
CHAPTER6
Parallelization strategies for the BCO
algorithm
Parallel computing implies simultaneous execution of several tasks (processes) on
different processors with the goal to solve faster a given problem instance. Paralleliza-
tion signifies decomposition of total computational work and the distribution of corre-
sponding tasks (workload) among free processors. The decomposition can be realized
at the task level, data level, instruction level or bit level [Bar15]. One of the challenges
of parallel computation are balancing the workload and minimizing the communica-
tion. It should be noted that in recent literature an expression concurrent computing has
been used, but should not be confused with parallel computing. Two tasks are concur-
rent if they can run in overlapping time periods. Readers are referred to [Alb05, Ray12]
on the topic of concurrent computing.
The BCO method appears to be suitable for parallelization as it operates on a pop-
ulation of solutions. In this chapter we study this proposition and investigate differ-
ent parallelization strategies for the BCO method. We address the questions about
properties relevant for efficient implementation on distributed memory systems. The
chapter begins pointing out the main goals of the parallelization. Next, we review
parallelization strategies proposed for meta-heuristic methods. We enclose the survey
with description of parallel implementation of two swarm intelligence algorithms, ABC
and ACO. Section 6.3 is devoted to description and implementation of parallelization
strategies for the BCOc algorithm. In Section 6.4 we provide results of the comparison
study between five parallel implementation of BCOc for P ||Cmax.
6.1 Motivation for parallelization of
meta-heuristics
The advancement of exact solution methods has led to a more efficient generation of
optimal solutions. However, for a large number of situations that arise in practice
there are still many challenges one has to deal with because optimal (or high quality)
solutions can be hard to obtain in a reasonable amount of time. As a result, solv-
ing optimization problems requires constant development of fast solution methods. To
construct faster algorithmic solutions is to use parallel implementations of (existing)
sequential algorithms, for shared-memory or distributed-memory systems. An easier
access to commodity and high-performance computers has greatly facilitated the de-
velopment of parallel implementations that help enhance efficiency of generating high
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quality solutions.
Majority of well-known meta-heuristic methods have been parallelized for vari-
ous optimization problems [Alb05]. This greatly contributed to the standardization
within the new field of computation that deals with parallelization strategies for meta-
heuristics. The population-based meta-heuristics seem to be the most suitable for par-
allelization. The nature of these methods is to work with multitude of solutions, either
by utilizing greedy or a local search method. In the both cases, it is straightforward
to make an assumption of an independent workload during the constructions or mod-
ifications of solutions, that could be executed on different processors. This scenario
corresponds to one of the ways we can implement a parallelization strategy.
The main goal of parallelization is to speedup the computations needed to solve
a particular problem by engaging several processors and dividing the total amount of
work between them. For stochastic algorithms (meta-heuristics, in particular), several
goals may be achieved, such as [Alb06, Tal09, Cra14]:
• speeding up the search (i.e., reducing the search time);
• improving the quality of the obtained solutions (by enabling searching of different
parts of the solution space);
• improving the robustness (in terms of solving different optimization problems
and different instances of a given problem, in an effective manner, robustness
may also be measured in terms of the sensitivity of the meta-heuristic to its pa-
rameters);
• solving large-scale problems (i.e., solving very large instances that cannot be
solved by a sequential machine).
A combination of gains may also be obtained: parallel execution can enable an efficient
search through different regions of the solution space, yielding an improvement of the
quality of the final solution within a smaller amount of execution time.
A significant amount of work concerning the parallelization of meta-heuristics al-
ready exists. The approach can be twofold, considering theoretical aspects of paral-
lelization [Ste02], or developing practical applications of parallel meta-heuristics for
different optimization problems. The survey papers [Ver95, Cun02, Cra05, Cra07,
Cra10, Cra14] summarize these works and propose an adequate taxonomy.
6.2 Parallelization strategies of meta-heuristics
According to [Cra05], parallelization strategies can be conducted in different ways.
The first classification of parallelization strategies for meta-heuristic methods is given
in [Ver95]. Based on the control of the search process, this classification resulted in two
main groups of parallelization strategies: single walk and multiple walks parallelism. To
refine the classification of parallelization strategies, besides the control of the search
process, one has to consider communication aspects (synchronous or asynchronous)
and search parameters (same or different initial point and/or same or different search
strategies). The resulting classification is described in details in [Cra05] and is briefly
recalled here in order to enable adequate classification of parallelization strategies for
ABC, ACO and BCO.
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The classification from [Cra05, Cra07] takes into account three main aspects of
parallel execution: search control, communication control, and search differentiation.
Such an approach resulted in the 3D-Taxonomy X/Y/Z. Here, X is used to denote
search control cardinality, which could take centralized (1C) or distributed (pC) val-
ues. Y deals with two aspects of communication control, synchronization and type of
data to be exchanged. The four possibilities for Y are Rigid Synchronous (RS), Knowl-
edge Synchronous (KS), Collegial Asynchronous (C) and Knowledge Collegial (KC).
The RS classification is customary for independent executions and synchronous strate-
gies where there is no need to apply local changes to the distributed information. The
KS classification depicts strategies where a certain knowledge is utilized on the dis-
tributed data [Cra05, Cra14]. Collegial classification refers to asynchronous strategies
with the same properties described previously. Search differentiation Z specifies the
part of the search executed by each of the parallel processes. The difference is char-
acterized by the initial point and by the search strategy. Each process can start from
the same or different initial point, and it can perform the same or different search
procedure. Therefore, there exist four combinations for Z: Same initial Point-Same
search Strategy (SPSS), Same initial Point-Different search Strategies (SPDS), Multi-
ple initial Points-Same search Strategy (MPSS), Multiple initial Points-Different search
Strategies (MPDS). The particular implementation of each of the described strategies
may vary, depending on the given multiprocessor architecture and the characteristics
of the problem at hand.
BCO is closely related to some other swarm intelligence meta-heuristic methods,
especially ABC [Kar05, Kar07] and ACO [Dor99a, Dor10]. ABC and ACO are more
extensively exploited in the recent literature, in both sequential and parallel variants.
Therefore, we review the papers dealing with the parallelization of these two meta-
heuristics and exploit their methodologies here. However, some new strategies are also
proposed.
6.2.1 Parallelization of ABC
There are several papers in the recent literature describing parallelization techniques
for ABC. A parallel version of the ABC algorithm for shared memory architectures was
presented in [Nar09]. It was shown that the proposed parallelization strategy did not
degrade the quality of obtained solutions, and achieved substantial speedup. There,
the entire colony of bees was divided equally among the available processors. A set
of solutions was placed in the local memory of each processor, while a copy of each
solution was maintained in the global shared memory. During each cycle the set of
bees associated with each processor, improved the solutions in its local memory. At the
end of the cycle, the solutions were copied into the corresponding slots in the shared
memory and made available to all other bees. A similar approach was proposed in
[Ban10], and was implemented on a distributed memory multiprocessor system. The
authors decomposed the entire bee colony into several subgroups, and each subgroup
performed a local search concurrently on each processing node. The local best solu-
tions were exchanged between the nodes. The algorithm implementation utilized the
message passing technique as the communication paradigm. The experimental results
showed improvement in both solution quality and computing time, when compared
to the sequential ABC algorithm. We would classify both aforementioned strategies as
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pC/RS/MPDS.
The authors of [Par11] presented three parallel models for the ABC algorithm: a
master-slave approach that divides the processing load into several processors; a multi-
hive approach that promotes periodic migrations between independent sub-populations;
and a hierarchical approach that hybridizes the two former models. The MPI commu-
nication library, different variants of the ABC algorithm, and a large number of bees
(over 1000) were used. The Master-Slave ABC (MS-ABC) model was a global single-
population system where a master process divided the computational effort into several
slave processes, each one running on a different processor. After completing their as-
signed jobs, slaves would send the results to the master process. According to the
adopted classification, this model falls into the 1C/RS/SPSS category. A Parallel Multi-
Hive model (MH–ABC) was a multiple-population coarse-grained system that used two
or more hives initialized at the same time, with different random seeds. Therefore, this
model belongs to the pC/RS/MPDS category. The combination of these two methods
was also given as the Parallel Hybrid Hierarchical Model (HH–ABC), which had two
levels: multiple-population coarse-grained islands were executed at the upper level,
while single-population master-slaves were invoked at the lower level. The authors
showed that MH–ABC was able to outperform the sequential ABC algorithm.
Three different approaches to the parallelization of ABC were proposed in [Sub11]:
parallel independent runs; multiple swarms – one best solution; and multiple swarms
– best solutions from all swarms. Increasing performance was the main focus of the
parallel independent runs approach, while the multiple swarm approaches aimed at
obtaining better results. In the parallel independent runs approach, every thread ran
the same sequential ABC algorithm, with different random seeds. The final solution
was the best one from all the independent runs. The speedup was almost linear. This
strategy can be classified as pC/RS/SPDS. The other two approaches were based on
multiple swarm tactics, and the idea was to use more than one swarm on the same
search space. These swarms were able to communicate with each other in order to ex-
change their best-so-far solutions. The number of cycles between two communications
was determined as the ratio between the total number of cycles and the number of
swarms. In the "multiple swarms – one best solution" approach only the best among all
"best-so-far solutions" was accepted by all other swarms, and therefore, we classify this
approach as pC/KS/SPDS. In the "multiple swarms – best solutions from all swarms"
approach "best-so-far solutions" from all swarms were exchanged and influence the
further execution of the parallel ABC algorithm. Therefore, this approach should be
classified as pC/KS/MPDS. On a set of eleven well-known benchmark functions, the
authors reported significant speedup of the independent run, as well as an improve-
ment in the quality and consistency of the final solutions obtained by multiple swarm
parallelization strategies.
6.2.2 Parallelization of ACO
Parallel ACO algorithms exist in the literature for more than twenty years, starting with
a very fine-grained parallelization on the Connection Machine proposed by [Bol93].
Two parallelization strategies for ACO applied to the Travelling Salesman Problem
(TSP) were proposed in [Stü98]. The first involved independent executions of a sin-
gle ACO with different seeds, classified as pC/RS/MPSS. The second strategy aimed
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at speeding up the local search procedure, computationally the most intensive part of
the ACO algorithm. It falls into medium grained parallelization strategies and can be
classified as 1C/KS/MPSS. The reported experimental results showed that for the in-
dependent execution almost linear speedup could be obtained, if a small number of
processors was used (up to 6). The second strategy did not prove efficient for TSP due
to the fact that sequential local search was fast enough. Two parallel implementations
of ACO for Set Covering Problem were proposed in [Rah02]. Independent execution on
up to 40 processors showed the improvement of the solutions found by the sequential
algorithm. In addition, the average speedup 37.17 and the average efficiency 92.93%
was obtained. The second implementation involved a very fine-grained parallelization
(1C/KS/MPSS) with each ant considered as a separate search process. The average
speedup of 10.95 was obtained on 20 processors. In addition to the independent ex-
ecution, various coarse grained cooperative parallel implementations of ACO for TSP
were proposed in [Man06]. The authors tested both synchronous (pC/KS/MPSS) and
asynchronous (pC/C/MPSS) communication concepts realized on four interconnection
topologies: fully connected, replace worst, hypercube, and ring. Artificial colonies from
different processors exchanged only the best-so-far solution. The presented experimen-
tal evaluation indicated that independent execution was the best performing approach
under the tested conditions. Similar approach was used in [Jov09] to tackle Minimum
Weighted Vertex Cover Problem. Four topologies (fully connected, replace worst, and
two rings) executing synchronous multi colony ACO approach were tested and com-
pared against the independent and sequential executions. Contrary to [Man06], the
authors of [Jov09] concluded that the ring topology performed the best.
A cooperative multi colony approach applied to TSP and Quadratic Assignment
problem was proposed in [Mid02]. Synchronous communication involved one or sev-
eral best solutions and therefore this approach can be classified as pC/KS/MPSS. The
authors investigated different ways of exchanging solutions among ant colonies. They
considered an exchange of the global best solutions among all colonies and local ex-
changes based on a virtual neighborhood between two colonies which corresponds to
a directed ring. Their main observation was that the best results, with respect to com-
puting time and solution quality, were obtained by limiting the information exchange
to a local neighborhood of two colonies.
The synchronous multi colony ACO approach using an unidirectional ring topology
of 8 processors was used in [Yan07c, Yu11]. Each colony performed an independent
search for a given number of iterations called an epoch. Then, a specified number of
high quality solutions were propagated through the processor ring and used for the
pheromone trial updates. The described approach can be classified as pC/KS/MPSS.
The reported experimental evaluation showed that both the solution quality and the
execution time were improved in the parallel ACO when compared to a single colony
model.
For a more extensive survey of parallel ACO implementation, the readers are re-
ferred to [Dor10, Ped11].
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6.3 Parallelization strategies of the BCO algorithm
The BCO algorithm is created as a multi-agent system which inherently provides a good
basis for parallelization on different levels. High-level parallelization assumes a coarse
granulation of tasks, and can be applied to the iterations of BCO. Smaller parts of the
BCO algorithm (the forward and backward passes within a single iteration) occur on
the agent level. They are suitable for low-level parallelization because they contain a
lot of independent executions. In this dissertation, we consider a coarse granulation
strategy, since we are using distributed memory multiprocessor systems. Fine-grained
parallelization is not suitable for these multiprocessor systems, as it was verified in
[Dav11b]. On shared-memory multiprocessor systems, however, our preliminary ex-
periments showed that we can benefit from the fine-grained strategy by employing
OpenMP extension [Dag98]. Usefulness of the OpenMP directives rises from the care-
ful implementation of the synchronization points and utilization of private data struc-
tures. If we do not take care of the CPU time needed for creating threads and their
synchronization, the conclusion is that fine-grained parallelization does not provide
any benefits, as stated in [Sub11].
The first approach to parallelization of BCOc was proposed in [Dav11b]. The au-
thors considered coarse-grained parallelization obtained by dividing the total amount
of computations in a single BCOc instance(1) among the available processors. We pro-
pose three different strategies for parallelization of BCOc, one independent and two
cooperative. Independent strategy is generalization of the approach from [Dav11b],
as it involves an independent execution of various BCO instances, for which the to-
tal amount of computation is (equally) distributed among available processors. The
cooperative strategies involve knowledge exchange between various BCOc instances
executed on different processors. The main difference between them is in the way
the communication is performed (synchronous or asynchronous). Asynchronous strat-
egy of BCOc is the most general parallelization concept as it provides more diversified
search. The asynchronous strategy is implemented in two ways, with centralized and
non-centralized information exchange. More details about all the implementations are
provided in the remainder of this section.
6.3.1 Independent execution of the BCO algorithms
The simplest form of coarse-grained parallelization of BCO represents the indepen-
dent executions of necessary computations on different processors, as it is illustrated
in Fig. 6.1. More precisely, we distribute all the calculations among the available pro-
cessors denoted by BCOi, i = 1, . . . , q, where q is total number of engaged processors.
This distribution could be obtained e.g., by the division of the stopping criterion (SC)
among the processors. For example, if the stopping criterion is maximum allowed CPU
time (given as a runtime value in seconds), we could run BCO in parallel on q pro-
cessors for runtime/q seconds. A similar rule could be introduced in the case when
the stopping criterion is the allowed number of iterations. In both cases, each proces-
sor independently performs a sequential variant of BCO, with a different seed, same
configuration of the BCO parameters (Bi = B, NCi = NC , i = 1, . . . , q) and with a
reduced value of the stopping criterion. The main aim of this approach is to speed up
(1)An instance of BCO is obtained by specifying all parameters’ values.
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the execution of BCO by dividing the total workload among several processors, and
therefore it could be classified as pC/RS/MPSS. In [Dav11b], this variant of distributed
BCO is applied to BCOc for P ||Cmax problem and named DBCO. DBCO is similar to the
second approach proposed in [Par11] for the ABC algorithm.
START
INIT
BCO1
(B1,NC1 )
BCO2
(B2,NC2 )
BCOq
(Bq,NCq)
best.
sol.
EXIT
. . .
Figure 6.1: Independent execution of several BCO algorithms.
Another way to implement the independent execution of the BCO algorithms could
involve dividing the population of bees instead of the stopping criterion. On each
processor a sequential BCO is executed with a different seed, equal number of for-
ward/backward passes and with a smaller number of bees. Therefore, if the sequential
execution uses B bees for the search, our parallel variant, running on q processors, is
using only Bi = B/q. This approach was also considered in [Dav11b] and it was re-
ferred to as BBCO. BBCO is similar to the first approach proposed for ABC in [Sub11].
In [Dav11b] it is assumed that the BCOc parameters (the number of bees B and the
number of forward/backward passes NC) are the same for all BCOc processes execut-
ing on different processors, in order to assure load balancing between all processors.
Therefore, we classified the BBCO approach also as pC/RS/MPSS.
Combining these two approaches, we can vary the values of the BCO parameters
and change the stopping criterion at the same time. We refer to this approach as MBCO
(Multiple BCO), classify it as pC/RS/MPDS, and expect it to introduce more diversifi-
cation into the search process (Fig. 6.1). The changes required to realize distributed
execution should be adjusted in such a way as to balance the resulting workload. That
could be efficiently implemented if the allowed CPU time is adopted as the stopping
criterion, and is reduced q times for parallel execution on q processors.
In such a way, we obtain three variants of independent parallel execution for our
BCO, but all of them fit in the block-diagram given in Fig. 6.1. The initialization phase
(denoted by INIT on this block-diagram) involves the reading of input parameters and
the problem instance, as well as the recalculation of the parameter values according
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to the rules defined by the corresponding parallelization variant. After the initializa-
tion is completed, each process performs an independent sequential variant of BCO, in
the sense that processor k is executing BCOk (k = 1, 2, . . . , q), which is illustrated by
the branching part of the block-diagram. At the end, the best obtained solutions are
collected from all processes (processors), and the best among them is reported to the
user.
6.3.2 Synchronous cooperation of the BCO algorithms
The more sophisticated way to achieve coarse-grained parallelization is through coop-
erative execution of several BCO processes. At certain predefined execution points, all
processes exchange the relevant data (usually current best solutions). These data are
used to guide further searches. This approach, named CBCO, is synchronous and can
be classified as pC/KS/MPSS if all BCO processes have the same values of the parame-
ters B and NC. Otherwise, it will belong to the pC/KS/MPDS class. The block-diagram
illustrating this strategy would be similar to the one presented in Fig. 6.1, where the
branching part should be concatenated several times (depending on the allowed com-
munication frequency). Similar approaches were used for the parallelization of the
ABC meta-heuristic [Ban10, Nar09, Sub11].
In order to examine the benefit of the information exchange during the cooperative
execution, we do not make a reduction of the stopping criterion, and thus allow all
processors to work until the original stopping criterion is satisfied (SC = const). The
cooperative execution of different BCO algorithms should increase the quality of the
search. Therefore, if we do not reduce the allowed CPU time, we expect to obtain an
improvement of the quality of the final solution. Of course, the total running time is
then increased q times and we have to ensure fair comparison between the sequential
and cooperative BCO. We elaborate on this point in the experimental evaluation section.
The communication points can be determined in two different ways [Dav13]: fixed
and processor-dependent. The fixed communication means that the best solution is
exchanged nCOM times during the parallel BCO execution, regardless of the number
of processors engaged. In such a way, the processors are given more freedom to per-
form the associated part of the search. Actually, increasing the number of engaged
processors (q) yields an increase in the total number of iterations performed before the
communication is initiated. For example, let the stopping criterion be maximal number
of iterations, fixed to 1000 (meaning that each processor will perform 1000 iterations
and in total q · 1000 iterations will be performed). In addition, let nCOM = 10, i.e.,
communications are performed when each processor completes 100 iterations. This
means that 200 iterations will be performed before the communication is initiated, in
the case when q = 2. In the case when q = 5, the communication occurs after 500
iterations.
The processor-dependent communication frequency provides that the information
about the improvement of the current global best solution is passed to all processors
more often. For the definition of communication points in this case we used the follow-
ing rule [Dav13]: the current global best solution is exchanged each nit/(10 · q) itera-
tions where nit represents the maximum allowed number of iterations. This means that
in the case when nit = 1000 and q = 5, the communication will be initiated 50 times
during the search, i.e., each time all processors complete 5 · 20 = 100 iterations. In the
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case when q = 10, we will have 100 communications, again after 10·10 = 100 iterations
in total are completed. Since the stopping criterion is not reduced, each processor will
always perform nit iterations, which yields q ·1000 in total. In the case when the values
of BCO parameters vary from processor to processor, the communication points should
be defined with respect to the allowed CPU time, rather than using the number of it-
erations as the reference value. Increasing the communication frequency may increase
the time required for communication and synchronization between processors, which
could degrade the performance of the parallel search. The solution of this problem is
certainly the asynchronous parallelization of BCO, which we describe next.
6.3.3 Asynchronous cooperation of the BCO algorithms
To decrease the communication and synchronization overhead during the cooperative
execution of different BCO algorithms, a more general (GBCO) approach, the asyn-
chronous execution strategy, is proposed [Dav13]. We implement this strategy in two
different ways. The first implementation involves a centrally coordinated knowledge
exchange, while the second one utilizes non-centralized parallelism. Each processor
executes a particular sequential variant of BCO until some predefined communication
condition is satisfied. It than informs others about its search status, collects the current
global best, and continues its execution. However, this strategy does not require all of
the processors to participate in the communication at the same time. Each processor
sends its results, and looks for the ones from the others when it is ready.
The first approach assumes the existence of a central blackboard (a kind of global
memory) [Cra10] to which each processor has access to. The communication condition
is defined as the improvement of the current best solution or the execution of 5 iterations
without improvement. More precisely, each processor performs sequential BCO steps
until one of the aforementioned conditions is satisfied. If it manages to improve the
current best solution, it informs other processors of that improvement (putting the
information on the blackboard) and continues its own execution.
On the other hand, if no improvement occurs after 5 iterations, the correspond-
ing processor checks if there are improvements generated by the other processors. If
some other processor reported an improved solution, that new solution is used as the
reference point for further search. In the case when an improvement has not been
announced by others, the execution continues with the previous best solution as the
reference point. The improvement checking frequency (the number of iterations be-
tween two consecutive blackboard accesses) is selected in such a way to ensure both
individual search on each processor and high information exchange rate.
The stopping criterion is not reduced, and it is set to maximum allowed CPU time, in
order to ensure better load balancing, i.e., that all processors complete their execution
at approximately the same time. This strategy is classified as pC/C/MPSS in the case
when the BCO parameters are the same on all processors (only the seed differs), or as
pC/C/MPDS otherwise.
Non-centralized asynchronous parallel BCO execution assumes the existence of sev-
eral blackboards, and that only a subset of (adjacent) processors may post and access
information on the corresponding blackboard. In this case, we allow each processor to
perform a single iteration of the corresponding BCO before addressing its associated
blackboard. In the case that it manages to improve the current global best solution,
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it posts that information on the blackboard and checks if there are better solutions al-
ready posted there. The best posted solution is adopted as the new reference point.
If the improvement did not occur in the current iteration, the corresponding processor
simply checks for a better solution on its associated blackboard. If there is a better solu-
tion posted, it serves as a new reference point, otherwise, the execution continues with
the previous best as the reference point. This strategy is also classified as pC/C/MPSS
or pC/C/MPDS, depending on the search parameters. To the best of our knowledge,
asynchronous strategies for bee-inspired were not considered in the recent literature,
and therefore, they represent the major contribution in this dissertation.
In Fig. 6.2 we summarize all the strategies and their implementations and provide
details that distinguish them. Since some implementations have been already pro-
posed in [Dav11b], here we develop several new parallel implementations (shaded in
Fig. 6.2). More details about their experimental evaluation are presented in the next
section.
Parallel
strategies of
BCO
cooperative
asynchronous
(GBCO)
SC = const.
pC/C/MPDS
(Bq, NCq)
non-centralized:
COM after 1it.
centralized:
COM after 5it.
pC/C/MPSS
(B,NC)
synchronous
(CBCO)
SC = const.
pC/KS/MPDS
(Bq, NCq)
nCOM = SC(c·q)
nCOM = const.
pC/KS/MPSS
(B,NC)
nCOM = f(q)
nCOM = const.
independent
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(Bq, NCq)
(MBCO)
Bq,NC q, SC/q
pC/RS/MPSS
(B,NC)
(DBCO, BBCO) B/q,NC ,
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Figure 6.2: Classification of parallelization strategies for BCO. The colored fields indi-
cate settings of our implementations.
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6.4 Comparison of the results for parallel BCOc
executions
In order to set up the framework for the experimental validation of our approaches to
the parallelization of the BCO algorithm, we first describe how the available hardware
and software resources influence our implementation. In the rest of this section, we
present experimental evaluation of the proposed parallel BCOc implementations for
the P ||Cmax problem. The test problem has been introduced in section 2.3.2 and the
corresponding sequential BCOc implementation in [Dav12], which is the starting point
for the parallelization. Finally, we present the results of a comparison between the
sequential and each of the proposed parallel BCO implementations. To ensure fairness
of the obtained results, we always compare parallel execution with the best sequential
one, executed on a single processor of our parallel architecture (instead of a parallel
version executed for q = 1).
As we already mentioned, BCOc is the stochastic meta-heuristic method, which
means that different executions can produce different results, even in the sequential
case. Therefore, we cannot use the standard performance measures (speedup and
efficiency) for the evaluation of its parallel execution. Moreover, the parallelization
changes the original algorithm, and consequently, we need to evaluate both the exe-
cution time and the quality of the final solution. Those become the new performance
measures.
6.4.1 Experimental environment
All parallelization strategies are implemented on a distributed memory IBM HPC Linux
Cluster: IBM eServer IBM x3650 2 x Dual Xeon 5140 2.0GHz, 4GB RAM, 196GB, and
16 Working Nodes – 2 x Dual Core Intel Xeon 5141 2.33GHz with 4GB memory and
36GB scratch space. Our implementations are coded in the C programming language,
using the MPI communication library.
Our target architecture for parallelized BCOc is a homogeneous distributed memory
multiprocessor system, containing q processors. For synchronous parallelization, we
use a completely connected network of q processors, and distinguish the processor
(master) that communicates with the user, usually marked as processor 0. The other
q−1 processors are called working processors (slaves), indexed from processor 1, up to
processor q−1. A completely connected topology containing q=5 processors is shown
in Fig. 6.3(a). The synchronous parallel versions of BCO execute on all q processors,
i.e., the computations are assigned to the master as well. In our experiments, we use a
different number of processors, ranging from 2 to 20.
In the first variant of GBCO (with centralized information exchange) we require a
central blackboard, i.e., global memory. Under the MPI implementation we need to sim-
ulate it in such a way that each processor would be able to put its current best solution
into global memory, and to read the actual global best from it, without disturbing the
others. This situation is realized on the master-slave architecture (Fig. 6.3(b)). Each
slave is connected only to the master and communicates with it. The master serves as
the global memory, which means that it does not perform any calculations connected
to the execution of BCO. The primary role of the master is to manage the global best
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(c) Unidirectional processor ring.
Figure 6.3: Network Topology.
solution. It collects improved solutions coming from the slaves one by one, compares
them with the current global best, and performs updates if necessary. If no improve-
ment is reported, but a request for a new best solution arrives from a slave, the master
sends the current global best solution to that slave. On the other hand, the slaves do
not require the current global best as long as they are able to improve their own best
solution. They simply report their improvement to the master and continue searching.
In the recent literature [Jov09, Man06, Sev07, Yu11] a non-centralized approach to
the parallelization of meta-heuristic methods was proposed. It was implemented via a
processor ring architecture. The authors tested uni- and bi-directional cases, and con-
cluded that a unidirectional ring architecture (Fig. 6.3(c)) performs better. Therefore,
we also adopted this architecture for the implementation of our non-centralized GBCO.
Each processor performs a single iteration of the BCO algorithm and, in the case of an
improvement, sends its current global best solution to its predecessor. It also collects
potentially improved solution from its successor, compares it with its own current best
solution, and adopts the better one as the new reference point. At the end of the execu-
tion (when the stopping criterion is met), all current global best solutions are collected
and the best among them is reported to the user. In this case, no physical spaces for
the blackboards are needed; they are simulated by the messages used for transferring
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data between two adjacent processors.
6.4.2 Test instances
For the experimental evaluation, we have chosen a representative subset of test ex-
amples from [Dav12], containing two hard instances. The first instance consisting of
100 tasks to be scheduled on 12 machines, Iogra100_12 from [Dav06b] with an a pri-
ori known optimal solution. This instance can be found at http://www.mi.sanu.ac.
rs/~tanjad/IndepExamples.htm. The optimal schedule length for the Iogra100_12
instance is 800.
Due to a lack of official benchmark examples for the scheduling problem and the
similarities between this problem and the bin packing problem (BPP), the second
instance that we use is u250_04 from the bin packing library [Fal96] available at
http://people.brunel.ac.uk/~mastjjb/jeb/orlib/binpackinfo.html.
BPP is defined in section 2.3.2 (pg. 29) as the problem of packing a given set
I = {1, 2, . . . , n} of n items into minimum number of bins of a fixed capacity C. For
each item i its size (li) is given. If the items are viewed as tasks and the bins as
machines, then the scheduling problem can be seen as equivalent to a BPP with the
goal of finding a solution such that the number of bins equals the number of available
machines m and the makespan does not increase the bin capacity C. In [Dav12] it was
shown that the BCO best solution required two more machines (bins) than the best
known BPP solution from literature. In our experiments, we simply report the values
of makespan obtained in the best BCO solution for the BPP. Therefore, for the BPP
instance u250_04 we assume scheduling 250 tasks to 103 machines.
6.4.3 Comparison of independent BCOc executions
Since it was shown that the first two variants of independent runs of several BCOc
algorithms with different seeds provide an excellent speedup, with only a small degra-
dation in the quality of the final solution [Dav11b], we do not reproduce these results
here. Instead, we first test our coarse-grained parallelization strategy, named multiple
BCOc (MBCO). In order to select the appropriate values for the BCOc parameters (B
and NC), we performed numerous sequential executions on the Iogra100_12 example
and identified the following best performing combinations:
B = 5, NC = 10; B = 10, NC = 5; B = 10, NC = 10;
B = 15, NC = 10; B = 15, NC = 15; B = 20, NC = 10.
We order all the variants by their performance and assign them in a cyclic manner
to the processors engaged in the parallel execution of MBCO. As the best performing
sequential execution, we take B = 10, NC = 10, and its results serve as baseline
values. Table 6.1 contains the scheduling results for both test instances Iogra100_12
and u250_04. For all examples, the stopping criterion is set to 60 seconds of CPU time.
In the first column of Table 6.1 the number of parallel processors q, executing MBCO,
is given. The second column contains the minimum value of the objective function
(schedule length), out of 10 repetitions. The corresponding maximum value is pre-
sented in the third column of the table. The average schedule length (rounded to the
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Table 6.1: MBCO Scheduling results – test problems Iogra100_12 and u250_4.
Iogra100_12 u250_4
min. max. av. av. min. max. av. av.
q MBCO MBCO MBCO CPU time MBCO MBCO MBCO CPU time
1 809 813 811 60.00 149 150 149.7 60.00
2 808 812 811 30.03 149 150 149.8 30.04
3 810 813 811 20.03 149 150 149.7 20.05
4 809 813 811 15.02 150 150 150.0 15.06
5 810 814 812 12.02 150 150 150.0 12.05
6 811 813 812 10.03 149 150 149.8 10.06
7 811 814 813 8.59 149 150 149.9 8.62
8 811 814 813 7.52 150 150 150.0 7.56
9 812 814 813 6.68 150 150 150.0 6.71
10 809 815 813 6.02 150 150 150.0 6.05
11 811 815 814 5.48 150 150 150.0 5.50
12 811 816 814 5.03 150 191 154.1 5.06
13 811 816 814 4.65 150 197 163.6 4.67
14 812 815 814 4.31 150 193 164.0 4.35
15 810 816 814 4.02 150 208 174.2 4.05
16 810 817 815 3.77 150 234 179.6 3.83
17 813 818 815 3.56 150 239 181.9 3.60
18 812 816 814 3.35 169 225 199.4 3.41
19 814 817 816 3.19 181 261 215.0 3.25
20 814 817 816 3.03 181 260 221.9 3.08
av. 811 815 813.42 8.23 154.05 184.63 165.94 8.26
nearest integer value for Iogra100_12) represents the content of column four, while the
average maximum over q MBCOs’ running (CPU) times are placed in the fifth column.
Namely, it is important to note that the CPU time, required by MBCO to complete the
necessary computations, is actually the CPU time of the processor which is the last to
finish its work. Accordingly, it is equal to the maximum overall running time of the
processors. The only difference between two groups of the results is that for u250_4
the average schedule lengths are not rounded to the nearest integer value.
From the results presented in Table 6.1 we can conclude that by engaging different
variants of the BCO algorithm the quality of the solution for Iogra100_12 is preserved
up to the q = 5 within a proportionally smaller wall-clock time. For the second test
example (u250_4), the solution quality is preserved for q < 12, but later deviations
are quite large, going to almost 50% for q = 20. As the number of engaged processors
increases, the benefit of parameter variations is nullified by the reduction of the CPU
time allowed to each BCO. According to the results from Table 6.1, we conclude that,
when MBCO is executed, the linear speedup pertains the (best) solution quality for
both test instances if q ≤ 5.
6.4.4 Comparison of cooperative executions
6.4.4.1 Comparison of CBCOs
For synchronous cooperation, we select the same six instances of the BCOc algorithm,
and assign them to the processors in the same cyclic manner. We allow our parallel
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BCO, regardless of the number of engaged processors, to run for the same amount
of CPU time as the sequential BCOc, and check for an improvement in the quality of
the final solution. During the cooperative execution, different instances of the BCOc
algorithm exchange their best solutions at predefined communication points, and the
best among these solutions is used to guide further search for all BCOc variants. We
implement two versions of CBCO, one with a fixed (10 in our case) number of com-
munications, and the other with processor-dependent number of communications. The
obtained results are presented in Tables 6.2 and 6.3.
Table 6.2: CBCO Scheduling results – test problem Iogra100_12.
Variable number of communications Fixed number of communications
min. max. av. av. min. max. av. av.
q CBCO CBCO CBCO min time CBCO CBCO CBCO min time
1 809 813 811.5 37.90 809 813 811.5 37.90
2 809 812 810.5 45.57 809 812 810.6 30.45
3 809 812 810.6 27.71 809 812 810.1 28.70
4 811 813 811.9 30.78 809 811 810.4 33.51
5 810 813 811.3 31.74 808 811 810.0 39.68
6 809 813 811.2 28.12 809 811 810.4 36.00
7 809 812 810.6 31.43 808 811 809.7 31.38
8 810 813 811.2 33.45 809 811 810.2 26.68
9 807 812 809.9 38.02 809 811 810.5 37.73
10 807 813 810.1 31.79 809 812 810.7 22.96
11 807 812 810.0 30.52 809 812 810.5 26.62
12 809 812 810.9 32.13 810 812 811.1 22.38
13 808 812 810.6 40.28 810 812 811.3 21.40
14 808 813 810.8 34.69 808 813 810.8 21.42
15 810 815 812.2 30.29 810 812 810.8 30.41
16 810 814 812.1 39.69 811 813 811.6 25.91
17 810 813 811.6 45.89 809 812 810.5 31.88
18 810 814 811.8 39.99 809 812 810.6 27.86
19 807 814 810.8 32.78 806 813 811.0 25.37
20 811 815 812.8 30.53 810 813 811.5 34.39
av. 809.00 813.00 811.10 34.49 809.00 811.89 810.65 29.20
Table 6.2 is divided into two parts: the left part is designated as the variant of
CBCO in which the number of communications increases with the number of engaged
processors, while analogous results, in the case of the fixed number of communications,
are given in the right part of the table. We perform 10 repetitions of both variants of
CBCO, and in Table 6.2 present the minimum, maximum, and average obtained objec-
tive function values, as well as the average (over ten executions) CPU time required
to obtain the best solution. As in previous case, the average values are rounded to the
nearest integer. As can be seen in Table 6.2, in both cases the quality of the obtained
final solution is either improved or at least preserved for q ≤ 12, with respect to the
sequential execution of the best performing BCOc. At the same time, in the majority of
cases, the CPU time is reduced. We cannot expect complete scalability because of the
highly stochastic nature of the BCO algorithm. Another interesting conclusion is that
the time required for communication and synchronization between processors can be
neglected, as the largest value is less than 1s (comparing to the total allowed CPU time
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of 60s). As Table 6.2 shows, the CBCO variant with less frequent communications gives
a slightly better performance with respect to both solution quality and minimum CPU
time.
To illustrate the benefits of using CBCO, in Fig. 6.4 we present the improvement
of the solution quality obtained for q ≤ 5 over time. The results of a single run for
the variant with a fixed number of communications are shown. The vertical lines in
Fig. 6.4 are to indicate a proportionally smaller execution time. As can be seen from
Fig. 6.4 parallel executions significantly outperform the best sequential BCOc within
a proportionally shorter execution time. Moreover, at the end of parallel executions
better final solutions are obtained, indicating that within the same wall-clock time we
are able to gain in the solution quality. However, the graphics intersect due to the
stochastic nature of BCOc. Comparing different parallel executions, we can conclude
that all parallel executions exhibit rapid improvements at the beginning of execution.
Later on, some of the executions (for q = 4, 5) are continually making small progress
during the entire scanned period, while others (for q = 2, 3) show a stagnation.
Figure 6.4: Improvement in time of the current best solution, during CBCO with a fixed
number of communications
The similar graphic for CBCO with a processor-dependent number of communica-
tions is provided in Fig. 6.5. As can be seen, for each q, the solution obtained in 40/q s
is better than the corresponding solution obtained by the best sequential BCO. More-
over, the solution quality stays better, or at least equal to the sequentially obtained one,
until the end of the execution. This completely coincides with the results presented
in Table 6.2. Comparing different parallel executions, we can conclude that some of
the executions (for q = 3, 4) are continually making small progress during the entire
scanned period. On the other hand, for q = 2, 5 we identify a rapid improvement in the
quality of the solution at the beginning of the execution, which is later outperformed
by the executions on q = 3, 4 processors. Other possibilities (degradation of the final
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Figure 6.5: Improvement in time of the current best solution, during CBCO with a vari-
able number of communications
solution, improvements over the sequential execution within more than t/q s, etc.) did
not occur in these examples.
The results of CBCO applied to the u250_04 example are presented in Table 6.3.
This table has the same structure as Table 6.2. It shows that CBCO with the fixed
number of communications performs better: the quality of the solutions or minimum
running time are improved.
6.4.4.2 Comparison of GBCOs
The results of asynchronous parallel BCOc executions are presented in Tables 6.4 and
6.5. These tables have the same structure as the previous ones. As can be seen
from these tables, for the Iogra100_12 example on average the processor ring shows a
slightly better performance regarding the quality of the solution, while the master-slave
architecture appears to be a little bit faster.
With respect to the synchronous execution, when comparing the results from Ta-
bles 6.2 and 6.4 we can conclude that for smaller values of q, CBCO performs better
regarding the solution quality and starting with q = 14 GBCO shows better perfor-
mance. However, considering the average execution time CBCO with fixed number of
communications outperforms all other cooperative executions. The presented results
for the u250_4 example show that non-centralized asynchronous execution (GBCO ex-
ecuted on a processor ring) outperforms on average all the other parallel variants with
respect to the solution quality, while CBCO with variable number of communications is
the fastest variant.
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Table 6.3: CBCO Scheduling results – test problem u250_04.
Variable number of communications Fixed number of communications
min. max. av. av. min. max. av. av.
q CBCO CBCO CBCO min time CBCO CBCO CBCO min time
1 149 150 149.7 16.20 149 150 149.7 16.20
2 149 150 149.9 6.59 149 150 149.8 8.39
3 149 150 149.7 13.59 149 150 149.5 19.32
4 149 150 149.7 13.53 149 150 149.5 19.63
5 149 150 149.8 7.12 149 150 149.5 18.75
6 149 150 149.6 16.95 149 150 149.8 8.8
7 149 150 149.7 12.17 149 150 149.6 14.86
8 149 150 149.8 9.85 149 150 149.4 20.04
9 149 150 149.7 11.38 149 150 149.3 22.43
10 149 150 149.8 12.43 149 150 149.2 23.6
11 149 150 149.9 8.21 149 150 149.3 25.12
12 149 150 149.8 8.79 149 150 149.4 22.62
13 149 150 149.9 8.96 149 150 149.8 11.14
14 149 150 149.9 11.09 149 150 149.9 6.29
15 149 150 149.7 18.97 149 150 149.7 12.06
16 149 150 149.9 10.74 149 150 149.4 25.21
17 149 150 149.9 10.69 149 150 149.7 18.3
18 149 150 149.9 10.06 149 150 149.9 5.15
19 150 150 150.0 12.68 150 150 150.0 5.81
20 149 150 149.9 15.81 149 150 149.8 10.53
av. 149.05 150.00 149.82 11.56 149.05 150.00 149.61 15.69
6.4.4.3 Comparison of sequential and cooperative BCOs
To analyze the resource utilization we perform an additional experiment. Instead of
using the best performing sequential BCOc algorithm, we implement the version that
cyclically changes values of BCOc parameters (B and NC) using the same six com-
binations as the parallel BCOc versions. We let this sequential algorithm to run for
proportionally longer time and compare it with the best performing parallel variants
running 60 seconds on the corresponding number of processors. In such a way we
equalize the total CPU time of parallel and the corresponding sequential execution.
The obtained results are summarized in Table 6.6.
The first column of Table 6.6 contains the total CPU time (the multiple of 60sec)
allowed for the sequential BCOc. Average (over 10 executions) of schedule lengths
obtained within the given time limit and the corresponding average minimum times
for sequential BCOc are given in columns two and three, respectively. Column four
contains the number of processors for parallel executions lasting 60sec of wall-clock
time. The next two columns contain average schedule lengths and average minimum
time for better among cooperative BCOc algorithms, while the remaining two columns
are devoted to non-centralized GBCO. As it is expected, the sequential results improve
systematically with the increasing in the allowed running time. On the other hand, the
minimum time required to realize these improvements also increases. The summary
results in the last row of Table 6.6 show that in order to improve the average schedule
lengths for only 0.2% by the sequential BCOc we would have to wait more than 10
times longer. Therefore, our conclusion is that the application of parallel BCOc is more
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than justified for the considered problem.
6.5 Final remarks
The BCO method is suitable for parallelization as it operates on a population of so-
lutions by utilizing stochastic, either constructive or improvement, heuristic methods.
The main concept was introduction of Multiple BCO (MBCO), where we vary the val-
ues of the BCO parameters and change the stopping criterion at the same time. We
consider three strategies for parallelization of BCOc and propose five coarse-grained
parallel implementations under the Message Passing Interface (MPI). The first strat-
egy assumes independent execution of various BCO algorithms. Sequential versions of
BCOc are executed on different processors and the best solution is collected at the end.
Applying independent parallelization of MBCO to P ||Cmax we obtained almost linear
speedup for a modest number of engaged processors (≤ 12). At the same time quality
of the solution is not degraded significantly (below 3% with respect to the sequential
result).
The second strategy is related to synchronous cooperative execution of various BCOc
instances. We implemented two synchronous cooperative variants on a completely
connected homogeneous multiprocessor system, in which processors communicate by
exchanging messages. The one involving a less frequent knowledge exchange resulted
in better performance for the considered MBCO.
Table 6.4: GBCO Scheduling results – test problem Iogra100_12.
Master-slave architecture Processor ring architecture
min. max. av. av. min. max. av. av.
q GBCO GBCO GBCO min time GBCO GBCO GBCO min time
1 809 813 811.5 37.90 809 813 811.5 37.90
2 809 812 811.1 37.46 808 813 811.0 19.14
3 809 812 810.5 35.88 809 812 810.8 24.45
4 808 812 810.8 30.00 810 813 811.1 35.52
5 809 812 810.9 34.37 808 812 811.0 36.01
6 809 812 810.5 37.14 809 812 810.8 29.09
7 810 812 810.8 26.32 810 812 811.1 39.14
8 810 813 811.4 25.88 809 812 810.7 36.01
9 809 812 810.4 34.80 809 812 810.8 36.95
10 808 813 810.9 34.10 808 811 809.8 42.61
11 807 813 811.1 25.32 809 812 810.4 38.10
12 809 813 811.3 35.15 809 812 810.5 36.88
13 810 813 811.3 33.18 809 812 810.9 36.10
14 807 812 810.9 25.08 809 812 810.4 42.53
15 809 812 810.7 30.81 809 812 810.7 30.14
16 810 812 811.0 31.40 808 812 810.5 32.47
17 807 812 810.8 22.60 810 812 810.8 32.76
18 809 812 810.8 33.42 810 812 810.6 35.75
19 810 813 811.1 28.32 809 813 811.0 35.29
20 809 813 811.3 16.58 809 812 810.7 31.61
av. 808.84 812.37 810.93 30.41 809.00 812.11 810.72 34.24
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Table 6.5: GBCO Scheduling results – test problem u250_04.
Master-slave architecture Processor ring architecture
min. max. av. av. min. max. av. av.
q GBCO GBCO GBCO min time GBCO GBCO GBCO min time
1 149 150 149.7 16.20 149 150 149.7 16.20
2 149 150 149.8 9.93 149 150 149.8 14.42
3 149 150 149.7 12.33 149 150 149.5 16.25
4 149 150 149.6 14.01 149 150 149.5 20.65
5 149 150 149.8 6.40 149 150 149.7 15.49
6 149 150 149.5 9.50 149 150 149.6 17.32
7 149 150 149.4 21.17 149 150 149.6 12.08
8 149 150 149.3 16.86 149 150 149.4 15.49
9 149 150 149.4 23.75 149 150 149.7 14.49
10 149 150 149.3 25.54 149 150 149.5 17.11
11 149 150 149.2 27.00 149 150 149.5 20.9
12 149 150 149.2 19.93 149 150 149.2 29.87
13 149 150 149.4 17.17 149 150 149.3 27.42
14 149 150 149.6 12.42 149 150 149.3 27.98
15 149 150 149.4 20.89 149 150 149.2 31.25
16 149 150 149.4 16.92 149 150 149.3 34.96
17 149 150 149.5 21.56 149 150 149.1 32.26
18 149 150 149.6 11.65 149 150 149.2 31.36
19 149 150 149.5 17.09 149 150 149.5 20.98
20 149 150 149.3 32.17 149 150 149.3 32.42
av. 149.00 150.00 149.47 17.70 149 150 149.43 22.77
Finally, related to the third strategy, we implemented two variants of asynchronous
BCO parallelization. The first of them includes a global memory concept, and it is im-
plemented on master-slave multiprocessor architecture. The second, a non-centralized
asynchronous execution, is realized on a unidirectional processor ring. To the best
of our knowledge, these are the first implementations of asynchronous parallel bee-
inspired meta-heuristic methods.
On two hard test examples we showed that, while both the synchronous and asyn-
chronous concepts perform well on a modest number of processors, the asynchronous
concept outperforms the synchronous one as the number of engaged processors in-
creases. Therefore, our main contribution is the successful development of new and
efficient distributed memory parallelization strategies for BCO.
6.6 Chapter summary
The chapter begins with an overview of parallelization strategies, where we discuss
about the goals of parallelization of meta-heuristic. Then, we provide detailed de-
scriptions of parallel implementation of two nature-inspired meta-heuristics (ABC and
ACO). The survey shows that their parallel implementations exhibit good performance,
which was the inspiration to conduct similar approaches on BCO.
In the second part of this chapter we propose parallelization strategies for BCO and
have tested them on BCOc implementation for P ||Cmax. We conclude that cooperative
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Table 6.6: Comparison between sequential and parallel BCOc within the same CPU time
– test problem Iogra100_12.
Total Sequential BCO CBCO-Fixed comm. GBCO-Processor ring
CPU time av. av. av.
(q ∗ 60sec) av. SL min time q av. SL min time av. SL min time
120 810.7 60.27 2 810.6 30.45 811.0 19.14
180 810.3 86.69 3 810.1 28.70 810.8 24.45
240 809.8 126.50 4 810.4 33.51 811.1 35.52
300 809.8 126.50 5 810.0 39.68 811.0 36.01
360 809.6 176.61 6 810.4 36.00 810.8 29.09
420 809.6 176.61 7 809.7 31.38 811.1 39.14
480 809.4 231.51 8 810.2 26.68 810.7 36.01
540 809.2 283.49 9 810.5 37.73 810.8 36.95
600 809.0 320.66 10 810.7 22.96 809.8 42.61
660 808.8 332.44 11 810.5 26.62 810.4 38.1
720 808.7 357.47 12 811.1 22.38 810.5 36.88
780 808.5 417.83 13 811.3 21.40 810.9 36.10
840 808.5 417.83 14 810.8 21.42 810.4 42.53
900 808.3 496.91 15 810.8 30.41 810.7 30.14
960 808.3 496.91 16 811.6 25.91 810.5 32.47
1020 808.3 496.91 17 810.5 31.88 810.8 32.76
1080 808.2 517.00 18 810.6 27.86 810.6 35.75
1140 808.2 517.00 19 811.0 25.37 811.0 35.29
1200 808.2 517.00 20 811.5 34.39 810.7 31.61
av. 809.02 324.01 810.65 29.20 810.72 34.24
approach is more powerful than independent executions, as it was expected. Among
cooperative strategies, we compared synchronous and asynchronous and confirmed
that increasing number of processors over some threshold makes it difficult to synchro-
nize processors. In these cases asynchronous parallelization strategy manifests better
performance.

CHAPTER7
Methodology of experimental study of
BCO
In the last decade the BCO community has encouraged systematic experimental re-
search either as an integral part of the BCO development and/or during experimental
evaluation of particular implementations. In this chapter we aim to contribute to fur-
ther development of methodological study of BCO and explore different combinations
of the BCO parameters’ configurations by addressing the question of parameter control
(influence of parameter values). Numerous strategies to experimental study of meta-
heuristics have been proposed in the literature. For the most part, the strategies are
efficient as they try to minimize the overall computational coast. However, the choice
of an appropriate automatic tuner can often be time consuming. In addition, integrated
statistical and visual tests might not address the goals of a particular study. We opt for
statistical and visual tests that help establish conclusions after collection of measured
outcomes.
The chapter is organized as follows. We first review tutorials regrading experimen-
tal analysis of meta-heuristics. Various aspects of the experimental methodology are
described, along with discussions and literature surveys. The objective is to show how
a research goal might influence the selection of a performance measure and configura-
tion method. To distinguish it from the definition in the field of statistics, we review
definition of sensitivity analysis applied in optimization. In this chapter we emphasize
the importance of reproducibility as a contributor to every unbiased study. Due to their
broad utilization, we identify and describe the most frequently employed statistical
tests in OR. In the last section we focus on the subject of the BCO parameters and
their interdependence. We introduce new concepts regarding different components of
the BCO algorithm and reference them as new BCO’s parameters. The parameters are
categorized and their interdependence described by a hierarchy diagram.
7.1 Motivation for empirical analysis
Empirical analysis is a study based on data collected by observations or experiments. Ex-
perimental analysis of meta-heuristic methods is occasionally employed as a synonym
[Kao08, pg. 290], therefore, we make no distinction and we use them interchange-
ably throughout the dissertation. Empirical analysis of meta-heuristics in many cases
requires great effort due to the stochastic nature of the method and/or parameter in-
teractions.
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The aim of this dissertation is to provide insights into the performance of BCO by
following the guidelines of Hooker [Hoo94, Hoo95], Barr [Bar95], Rardin [Rar01] and
Johnson [Joh02b], who together with many other researchers [McG96, BB06], were
concerned with methodical analysis of heuristic and meta-heuristic methods. Meta-
heuristics are characterized by their parameters and/or different algorithmic compo-
nents [Bir09]. Once implemented, the algorithm can exhibit different performance as
parameter values change. The awareness of how to conduct a comprehensive empirical
study of meta-heuristics has increased over the last decade in the operations research
community [Stü09]. There are various recommendations in the literature, however,
identifying the best one is an ongoing topic of interdisciplinary research.
In [Hoo95] Hooker emphasizes the importance of thorough experimental analysis,
as opposed to competitive testing focused solely on the design of heuristic algorithms for
a specific instance or a class of problems for the purpose of outperforming a state-of-
the-art method. Utilization of the so-called controlled experimentation might be the only
way to find out why some heuristic procedure has demonstrated a good performance.
Therefore, embracing the terminology of Hooker, the subject of the thesis is scientific
testing of the BCO method. By scientific testing we assume that we plan to discover the
method’s properties by learning, for example, how the algorithmic components and/or
properties of problem instances effect algorithm’s behavior. The most widespread va-
riety of empirical study in OR and computer science concerns configuration (tuning)
of the algorithm. It is clear that obtaining the best configuration is an optimization
problem itself because of a large number of algorithm’s parameters, or merely due to
the size of the parameters’ domain. Several other proposals of well-planned and ex-
tensive testing of heuristics have been given by Barr et.al [Bar95], McGeoch [McG96],
Bartz-Beielstein [BB06], Birattari [Bir09], just to mention a few.
7.2 Experimental study of meta-heuristics
7.2.1 What is an experiment?
An experiment represents a collection of independent runs of an investigated algorithm.
A run of the algorithm corresponds to a single execution, occurring through iterations,
until a stopping criterion is satisfied. In particular, an experiment consists of nrun dif-
ferent runs of the algorithm’s instance (each specified by the fixed value of the random
number generator, seed) conducted under the same conditions. The conditions are
determined by the algorithm’s components, such as heuristic rules for construction/-
modification of a solution, population size or an operator. The number of independent
runs of one experiment is often, in the literature, appointed to 100 in order to assure
statistical significance when comparing different data samples [Hoo07, Blu08].
7.2.2 Measure of performance
A stochastic nature of meta-heuristics requires executions of the algorithm several times
in order to capture a central tendencies of its response values. A response value com-
monly refers to the quality of a solution (sometimes referred to as usefulness or utility),
or the computational effort (e.g., running time). There are different ways to define
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measure of the algorithm’s performance, depending on the goal of the research. For
instance, if the idea is to capture performance of an algorithm under limited amount
of time (or number of evaluations) then classical tools, such as mean and standard
deviation, are good representatives of the performance measures. This kind of esti-
mates provide what is known as effectiveness of the algorithm [Bar95, BB06, Bar11].
However, measures of effectiveness can be restricted, especially when a distribution of
the response variable does not follow any bell or symmetric shape (e.g., Gaussian). If
the idea is to estimate an effort to reach a solution of a predetermined quality, the per-
foramnce measure describes what is known as efficiency of the algorithm. In addition, a
mixed measure of these two is possible [Bar11]. The intention of our study is to inspect
the effectiveness of proposed BCO algorithms. We believe that the gathered knowledge
might be used to determine the efficiency of the BCO algorithm for different test in-
stances. A thorough review of different performance measures is provided in [BB06,
pg. 110] and in [Bar11, pg. 40].
Here, we shortly describe several types of performance measures suggested in the
literature in order to discuss various aspects of the study. For example, organized com-
petitions between stochastic algorithms imply restrictions on the total running times.
Conversely, strict limitations are usually not imposed as researchers aim to understand
the mechanisms that lead to a certain outcome.
We begin with 2010’s competition "Real-Parameter Black-Box Optimization Bench-
marking" (BBOB-2010), between various heuristic algorithms for continuous optimiza-
tion problems [Han10a]. The requirement of the competition was a small value for
nrun (set to 15). The explanation is: if the number is set even a little bit higher, then
the irrelevant performance differences become statistically significant [Han10a]. The
second requirement was the target value ftarget = fopt + 10−8. The advocated mea-
sure of performance was expected running time, ERT, introduced in [Hoo98b]. ERT
represents the expected number of function evaluations until reaching ftarget for the
first time. It is determined as a ratio of the number of unsuccessful evaluations (1) (in
all runs of one experiment) and the number of successful runs [Han10a, BB13]. More
precisely,
ERT (ftarget) =
#FEs(fbest(FE) ≥ ftarget)
#succ .
The authors of [Han10a] advice to employ ERT because it is ideal for wide variations
and ratio scales, simple and easy to interpret.
Another performance measure, commonly used for stochastic algorithms with high
variability, is presented by Hoose and Stützle [Hoo98b]. It is known as run-time dis-
tribution (RTD), or more generally, run-length distribution (RLD). The authors have
demonstrated its usefulness on the Las Vegas algorithm. To attain RLD the algorithm is
executed nrun times for a longer period of time, i.e., until reaching an optimal or some
other target solution. During the experiment the time to obtain the target solution is
measured and reported. If rl(j) is a number of steps that leads to a successful run for
jth execution of the algorithm, then the cumulative empirical distribution of the RLD
is defined as
P (rl ≤ i) = #j|rl(j) ≤ i
nrun
.
(1)Unsuccessful evaluation is considered to be the one where the observed objective function is worse then
a given target [BB13].
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According to the literature, selection of a performance measure may depend on the
problem to be solved. In fact, the criteria by which one is favored over the other is
not yet clear [Bar11, pg. 38]. Furthermore, if the problem is too hard for a stochastic
algorithm to find an optimum, or if there is no previous knowledge about the qual-
ity of a solution, then utilization of descriptive statistics (such as mean or median) is
appropriate [Eib02].
The performance measures featured by central tendencies are employed in this the-
sis, i.e., average value of a solution quality (or relative error) and average value of
running times (number of evaluations). We have opted for this approach to establish
optimal parameter configurations (as they are problem dependent). In addition, our
study is focused on observations and conclusions about the variability of outcomes that
the BCO algorithm exhibits over different settings of its parameters/modules.
7.2.3 Configuration methods
Tuning of an algorithm is a process of configuring meta-heuristics in order to discover
configuration of the method’s parameters which enables the best possible performance
for a particular problem instance [Bir09]. Numerous doctoral thesis, especially pub-
lished in the recent years, are devoted to the topic of configuration (tuning and sam-
pling) of meta-heuristic methods [DJ75, Bes04, Rid07, She11, Bar11, Smi12, EO13,
Lai14]. Various research papers pursue the same questions [Gre86, Bir06, Eib11,
Hoo11, Les11, Hut11, BB13, LI14], proposing and/or inspecting different tools for
experimental analysis. The tools are designed to avoid analysis of algorithms’ perfor-
mance on the complete parameter space. Among the first is F-Race as a representative
of racing algorithms [Mar97, Bir09]. The procedure is based on re-sampling techniques
such as bootstrap in order to avoid multiple runs while pertaining statistical significance
of conclusions [Bir09, pg. 5]. F-Race relies on the non-parametric Friedman’s two-way
analysis to compare different parameter configurations. Another racing method is it-
erated PARAMILS [Hut07, LI14]. Both approaches are known as model-free algorithm
configuration methods because no assumption about the response surface landscape
is made. On the contrary, model-based methods are iterative procedures founded on
model fitting of the response surface in order to attain a good set of parameters’ val-
ues for the next iteration [Hut10b]. Design of Experiments (DOE) [Win62, Mon01]
represents an integral part of the model-based methods. A thorough introduction to
DOE, adjusted for performance analysis of stochastic algorithms, is given in [BB06]
and in [Rid07] it was successfully applied to tuning of ACO parameters for TSP. An-
other novel method for analyzing and tuning parametrized stochastic algorithms is
Sequential Parameter Optimization (SPO) toolbox [BB13]. SPO is based on succes-
sive improvements by estimating relationships between parameters of a method and
the corresponding response values. The machine-learning aspect of the tuning process
is covered in [Bat08], whereas [Les11] presents procedures inspired by data mining.
[Hut10b, Hut11] propose SMAC to overcome the limitations of sequential model-based
optimization methods focused on configuration of deterministic algorithms. SMAC is
based on empirical hardness models (EHMs) that estimate the runtime of an algorithm,
and thus it selects the promising configurations explored in the next iteration [LB14].
The majority of today’s tuners are model-based and employ linear or nonlinear models
or other sophisticated approaches, such as quadratic ridge regression, neural networks,
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regression trees, random forests, etc [LB14]. In general, majority of parameter tuners
follow three basic principles: screening, experimentation and exploitation. The liter-
ature on the subject of tunning is overwhelming, therefore, the correct choice of the
configuration method for BCO remains one of the future challenges. A comprehensive
classification of the state-of-the-art automatic tuners has been provided in [Eib11].
We distinguish two broad classes of tuning: off-line and on-line. Off-line implies
that assigning values to all the algorithm’s parameters is conducted at the beginning
of an experiment. The idea behind on-line tuning is obtaining the feedback, which is
used to modify the parameters while the search itself is still in progress [Bir09]. For
both classes it is suggested that two independent sets of problem instances should be
treated: tuning instances and test instances [Bir09]. Tuning instances are applied to find
the best-performing configuration of the algorithm parameters. Once the parameters
are found, the algorithm can be evaluated on a different set of instances, indicated as
test instances. In this way an unbiased estimate of the algorithm’s performance can be
conducted.
7.2.4 Types of parameters
From the field of statistics we define a factor or parameter as any controllable variable
which could affect the outcome or the result of an experiment. Two types of parameters
are distinguished [Win62, Eib11]: qualitative and quantitative. Quantitative parame-
ters are mostly numerical values with sensible ordering. Qualitative parameters rep-
resent symbolical values that are difficult to measure, e.g., evaluation functions. The
specifications are similar to those introduced in [Bir10, pg. 338] where two types of
parameters are distinguished: numerical and categorical(2). Categorical parameters are
defined as: "different procedures or discrete choices that can be taken by an algorithm"
[Bir10]. Therefore, qualitative factors are variables used to represent categorical data,
taking values that are names or labels used to substitute expressions or formulas. A
different terminology concerning the types of parameters exists, elegantly reflecting a
difference between two types of algorithm tuning [Bir09, Eib11]. Structural tuning is
conceived as an analysis of influence of qualitative factors on the performance measure,
while the parameter tuning is associated with influence of quantitative factors.
7.2.5 Sensitivity analysis
A complete scientific study of the BCO method is overwhelming, and therefore our fo-
cus is on the investigation of parameters’ influence with the tools of sensitivity analysis.
Sensitivity analysis in OR and computer science may be considered as a part of the
broader field of scientific testing. It is a term used in relation to studies of variance in
algorithm’s response values while changing the parameter configurations or problem
instances [Hoo07]. Research in sensitivity dates back to the development of linear pro-
gramming, according to [Gal97, Chapter 1]. For general definition of the sensitivity
analysis we refer to Definition 11, found in [Nak13, pg. 5]. The author implies that
with the lower variability of the obtained solutions we obtain the better sensitivity. A
consistency of parameter configurations is also an important aspect of sensitivity analy-
sis, i.e., establishing to which degree an impact of parameter configurations is similar
(2)Categorical data is one which can have two or more categories, but there is no intrinsic ordering [Cal]
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across the benchmark set of problem instances [Hoo07]. We are particularly interested
in parameter sensitivity analysis(3), as provided in Definition 12. In the study of BCO,
we do not conduct exhaustive analysis of interactions between the parameters, and
concentrate on the main effects.
Definition 11 (sensitivity analysis, [Nak13] ). Sensitivity analysis of a optimization
algorithm corresponds to insensitivity against small deviations in either problem in-
stances or the parameters of the algorithm. 3
Definition 12 (parameter sensitivity analysis, [Hoo07]). Sensitivity analysis of a
optimization algorithm corresponds to analyzing variation of an algorithm’s outcome
in response to changes in its parameter settings. 3
In order to explore hidden properties of an analyzed data the tools of exploratory
data analysis, such as boxplots and histograms, are typically utilized together with other
techniques of visual analysis [Tuk77, Rar01, Joh02b, Cza04, BB04, BB06, Rid07, Bir09,
Eib11].
7.2.6 Reproducibility
An important feature of any research presentation needs to consider the factor of re-
producibility [Bar95, Hoo95]. Namely, the utilization of the random number generator
causes systematic variability in the response values. The reason can be found in the
methods employed to produce stochastic behavior of the algorithm, thus, influencing
all the executions across the study. By reproducibility we imply that when repeating the
study with the same settings, we generate the same outcome. Therefore, we distinguish
parameter seed from others as nuisance factor since it is not the subject of the experi-
mentation [Mon01]. It should be controlled during the experimentation and fixed to
values that assure reproducibility under the same experimentation conditions [Cza04].
Value of seed might be reported with other descriptive data. Another contribution
to the reproducibility of the empirical analysis is to provide as much information on
results as possible. Moreover, employing identical random seeds may contribute to-
wards adequate choice of statistical tests focused on exploring an influence of main
effects [Hut10a].
7.2.7 Statistical methods
Many research questions can be formulated in form of a statistical hypothesis. Usually,
a hypothesis is defined as a statement where we compare means or medians of two data
sets or one set with a specified value. A null hypothesis is usually defined to propose
no difference between compared values. An alternative hypothesis would correspond
to a statement that proposed values (or data sets) are statistically different. At the
beginning of a hypothesis testing it is required to determine a critical or rejection region.
Critical region represents a set of values that helps establish the rejection of the null
hypothesis. It is worth noting that statistical tests are not absolute and can produce
certain types of error. For example, if a result of a hypothesis test is that we should
(3)The expression parametric analysis is commonly employed for the parameters of a optimization problem,
also know as parameter optimization [FB07].
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reject a null hypothesis while in fact it is true, then type I error has occurred. This
is why at the beginning of an experiment we need to assure to which degree we are
ready to cause the type I error, i.e., with which probability we expect the error to
happen. Such probability is known as significance level of a test, often denoted by α.
Significance level of statistical tests represents an extreme value for so-called p-value
that denotes a result of the statistical test. Normally, if p-value is less than α, we reject
the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis. Otherwise, we fail to reject
the null hypothesis. This describes a critical value approach to conduct a hypothesis
test [Mon01, Leh06, Ric06, Kir07, How10].
The correct choice of a statistical test relies on more factors, such as: sample size
(ne), distribution of data sample under review, dependency between data, etc. A sam-
ple can be: original data and/or difference between two data samples. There are
two types of hypothesis testing procedures [Cro12]: (a) parametric; and (b) non-
parametric. Parametric tests are employed on samples with interval or ratio (4) data
which satisfy the condition of normal (Gaussian) distribution or when departures from
normality are not substantial. These condition need to be satisfied for different groups
of data, like: distribution of an original data or variances of data from the group mean.
Each statistical test comes with its own set of conditions. In the case that normality
condition is not satisfied, or we are not concerned with the underlying distributions,
non-parametric tests may be used [Hol99]. However, the literature recommends the
use of parametric tests if the normality condition is satisfied, seeing that non-parametric
tests have weak (or non) assumptions about sample distributions.
For data sets with normal distributions, measure of central tendency can be based
on the mean and standard deviation of the sample. Otherwise, if the data sample is
not normally distributed, then using median and range is advised [BB13]. In the lit-
erature, the most common statistical test used to investigate a difference between two
algorithms is the t-test [Box05, pg. 39]. There are two types of t-test. If data samples
are mutually dependent, paired t-test is commonly used. Otherwise, two independent
sample t-test is employed. Both tests evaluate statistical differences between means of
two samples. Comparing multiple samples requires investigating homogeneity of vari-
ance. If homogeneity of variance is satisfied, most common utilized statistical test is
ANOVA test (Analysis of Variance, [Mon01, She04]). It is recommended to conduct
post-hoc analysis in order to determine pairs of samples that exhibit statistical differ-
ence. ANOVA test is used to establish statistical differences between means of two or
more samples. Therefore, ANOVA assumes that a sample follows normal distribution
and satisfies a condition of homoscedasticity(5). Moreover, parametric tests, such as
ANOVA, can be robust to moderate departures from normality, and some general ad-
vices are proposed in [Wes95, Kim13]. To make assessment for normality of medium-
sized samples (50 < ne < 300), the authors of [Kim13] suggest using z-test (based on
skewness and kurtosis) instead formal normality tests, such as Shapiro-Wilk. We follow
the first approach during examination of ANOVA conditions.
As ANOVA requires a certain level of homoscedasticity on an independent set of sam-
ples, parametric Leven’s test is often used [Tal09]. In case we are testing the difference
between a variance for paired data, it is recommended to use Spearman correlation
(4)[Ste46] provides a classification of scales of measurements where he introduced four levels: nominal,
ordinal, interval and ratio.
(5)Equality of variance.
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or less robust Pitman-Morgan test [McC87]. If the p-value of Leven’s test is greater
than 0.05, we accept a null hypothesis that always assumes an equality of variance. If
p-values is smaller than 0.05, there is no proof of homogeneity. It is often the case that
the homogeneity test of variance is not needed prior to the choice of analysis method
since even conservative test, such as paired t-test and ANOVA, can hold for differences
in variances up to four times, or if the largest standard deviation is less than double the
smallest standard deviation [Cof00, How10].
Repeated-measures ANOVA, or single-factor within-subjects analysis of variance, is
used in case of two or more dependent samples with interval/ratio data for which we
want to obtain information concerning individual patters of change [Dav02, She04].
For example, when studying effects of a medical treatment over time on the same pa-
tients. Furthermore, instead of time change, we can observe the effects of different
conditions. Such scenario corresponds to the empirical study, conducted in this the-
sis, of the BCOc algorithm for the particular scheduling problem. Repeated-measures
ANOVA (RMANOVA) presumes normal distribution of data, as well as condition of
sphericity, analog to the homogeneity of variance for one-way ANOVA test. In R pack-
age language(6) sphericity condition is tested as a part of ez package [Law15].
Stochastic nature of meta-heuristic algorithms can often cause a distribution of re-
sults to obey some non-Gaussian function. This is why non-parametric tests are com-
mon during experimental analysis of meta-heuristics. If two samples of equal size need
to be compared, we can choose between [Cof00]: (a) Wilcox signed rank-sum test as the
analog to the paired t-test; (b) Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney U test as analog to the 2-sample
independent t-test; or (c) Kolmogorov-Smirnov. When comparing more than two algo-
rithms we can use: (1) Friedman’s non-parametric test which represents analog to an
ANOVA with repeated measures; (2) Kruskal-Wallis test, analog to the one way ANOVA.
A clearer overview of commonly used statistical tests in the empirical analysis of heuris-
tics is provided in Table 7.1. When data are not normally distributed, or not of equal
size, then the non-parametric Levene’s test can be used to inspect the homoscedasticity.
Table 7.1: Statistical tests.
# Parametric Non-parametric
Dependent samples
2 Paired t-test Wilcoxon signed rank test
> 2 One way ANOVA with Friedman’s test
repeated measures
Independent samples
2 Independent sample t-test Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney U test
> 2 One way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis
Friedman’s test is used for multiple comparison between different samples when
we want to investigate a null hypothesis of equivalence of medians. It is based on
ranking between samples, and is, therefore, commonly employed to test for differences
in samples with ordinal data. However, it can also be utilized for continuous data that
has violated assumptions of RANOVA.
(6)https://www.r-project.org/
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Kruskal-Wallis (KW) test is based on the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney (WMW) test for
more than two samples. Although Kruskal-Wallis does not assume normality of sam-
ples distribution, it does work best when it assumes that the populations have same
distributions [Fag09]. A common misunderstanding about a null hypothesis of the
Kruskal-Wallis test is that it is often used to examine an equivalence of groups mean or
median. Instead, it should be used to test the difference between mean ranks [Fag09].
Kruskal-Wallis can also be described as ANOVA applied to ranks, where ranks are calcu-
lated on the overall dataset [Mon01]. However, using a rank transformation can have
severe consequences on a test result, especially when two samples do not have identical
distributions and equal size [Fag09]. In that case, the rank transformation can change
mean, standard deviation and skewness of two samples and therefore should be used
when distributions of the two samples are identical and of equal size [Fag09].
Following the test for equivalence of means (or medians) between multiple samples,
it is recommended to conduct a post-hoc test [Der11]. The choice of a post-hoc test de-
pends on statistical test that was used beforehand. For example, after ANOVA we can
employ t-test for pairwise comparison. After a non-parametric tests, we can utilize one
of the non-parametric two-sample tests showed in Table 7.1. For example, after Fried-
man’s test, a post-hoc test may employ Wilcox test for multiple pairwise comparison.
It is important to note that a multiple pairwise comparison demands a correction for
p-value [Cal].
To determine a level of influence of algorithm’s parameters, we used additional
measure often recommended when conducting parametric test, known as effect size.
Namely, the measure can quantify a size of an effect of one parameter on the reported
outcomes. There are different procedures on how to calculate the effect size, according
to [She04]. It is important to point out that a secure way to describe reported values
of the effect sizes is usually conducted by comparing them across the study.
7.3 Experimental analysis of BCO
7.3.1 Motivation of the BCO study
Designing a BCO method in principle implies a selection of constructive/improvement
moves, an evaluation function and setting BCO parameters to suitable values that are
usually determined by pilot studies, previously published work or even intuition. Rigor-
ous considerations of different loyalty probabilities is lacking in the existing literature,
despite being an integral component of the generic section of the method and, gener-
ally, is not problem specific. In Chapter 4 we have addressed the issue by introducing
loyalty functions and argued about their influence on the diversification and exploita-
tion of (partial) solutions. The experimental study conducted in the thesis demonstrate
how this properties are influencing the quality of response values. Furthermore, to
achieve a good alternative to reported solutions, new evaluation functions are pre-
sented and analyzed for two combinatorial problems described in Chapter 2.
In this dissertation we try to address several different goals. One is to accommo-
date restrictions coming from the real world, such as dealing with a short amount of
computer resources in contrast to remaining longer in the working process due to the
importance of the quality of a solution. Another objective is to focus on the empirical
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analysis of BCO by allowing larger number of repetitions to establish statistical sig-
nificance. We address this issues by careful consideration of stopping criteria. As the
stopping criterion may manifest a large impact on the results of an empirical analysis,
two different types are considered for constructive BCO: maximal number of iterations
and maximal CPU time. Empirical analysis of the BCOi is conducted by setting a max-
imal number of objective function evaluations (MAXFLIPS). Therefore, we extend the
set of BCO parameters by incorporating stopping criteria as a factor. Stopping criterion
represents a central parameter in the literature since, if set too low, it can restrain the
heuristic from finding high quality solutions, and if set to high it can waste computa-
tional resources. Special care needs to be taken to avoid the possible ceiling effect where
two algorithms can achieve the maximum level of performance, therefore, should not
be compared [Coh95, BB13].
7.3.2 Structure of the BCO study
As previously mentioned, empirical analysis of BCOc and BCOi is conducted by means
of an off-line systematic adjustments of the parameter values. The approach allows
to test robustness of the BCO algorithm to changes in both parameter values and test
instances by allocating values before the algorithm execution [DJ75]. Tools of sta-
tistical analysis, such as measures of central tendency and (non)parametric statistical
tests, are implemented in order to verify the significance of difference between the
measured outcomes. To complement or, occasionally, substitute statistical results sen-
sitivity analysis is conducted by visual representation of descriptive statistical data.
Total number of independent runs within one experiment (nrun) is based on prior
work on the problem of scheduling ([Dav12]) and recommendations from the liter-
ature [Hoo05, Tal09, Nak13].
In order to conduct practical studies of BCO we consider two well known optimiza-
tion problems: static scheduling of independent tasks on identical machines, annotated as
P ||Cmax, and the special variant of Boolean Satisfiability problem (SAT), called 3-SAT.
In Section 2.3 we briefly described and reviewed some of optimization methods com-
monly used to deal with these two problems. In the following chapter we investigate
the structure of the test instances. For scheduling problem instances we have presented
box-plots to demonstrate relation between the problem size and the average value of
the tasks’ computational times. In the chapter devoted to 3-SAT we review the struc-
ture of the corresponding test instances invoking clause-to-variable index. However,
the knowledge about test instances is not build into algorithms since their influence
is not a subject of our research. The focus is on the algorithmic parts that have the
potential to influence positively or negatively the performance of BCO.
Prior to the main experimental studies we had observed that high quality solutions
could be obtained if we "reverse" the objective of the problem. Namely, we recognized
that instigating maximization of the objective function for the P ||Cmax problem could
also lead towards reporting of high quality solutions. This initiated questions about
how to depict the corresponding evaluation process. In case of 3-SAT we departure
from common analytical definition and introduce an evaluation function as a proce-
dure. This has inspired to establish method of evaluation to distinguish between new
evaluation strategies. Method of evaluation within the BCOc algorithm is employed
to indicate mixture of different objectives. In particular, the objective of the P ||Cmax
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problem is to minimize the schedule length (makespan, i.e., the minimal maximal load
of the processor), which we refer to as minimization principle. However, under cer-
tain restrictions, we can employ maximization principle, i.e. , where quality of partial
solutions is measured by the maximal value of the makespan. Appointing higher qual-
ity to solutions that originally have the worst quality, may provide positive flexibility
during the construction of interesting results. The approach, however unconventional,
might lead the search towards high quality or acceptable solutions. When necessary,
the new parameter replaces the evaluation function. The set of all possible methods of
evaluation is denoted asM, and its cardinality is problem specific.
7.3.3 Categorizations of BCO parameters
Parameter search space (configuration space) of BCO can be, for the most part, de-
scribed as a product of sets {L, E/M,B,NC}. L denotes a collection of loyalty func-
tions. E and M are collections of all possible evaluation functions and methods of
evaluations which might be used interchangeably (their cardinality is problem specific).
B ⊆ N is a set of countably many elements each indicating a size of a bee population,
and NC ⊂ N is a countable set that contains all possible values of parameter NC . The
cardinality of NC may be bounded, e.g., by the number of constructive moves during
generation of a complete solutions, while the size of B is usually determined arbitrary.
BCO parameters can be categorized under the classification from [Eib11] and sec-
tion 7.2.4 (pg. 129) as qualitative and quantitative. Because of their numerical nature,
B and NC represent quantitative parameters. The set of evaluation functions (E) and
of loyalty functions (L) may be considered as sets of categorical values. Consecutively,
we can establish a distinction between BCOs and the BCO instances. Two BCOs differ if
they vary in one of the qualitative parameters. For example, if they implement different
loyalty or evaluation functions. When all parameters are specified, an instance of BCO
is obtained. The quality of the set of parameters of a BCO instance is denoted as utility.
For a given instance of a problem, the quality of the reported solution is determined by
its evaluation function value and is referred to as a solution quality.
7.3.4 Hierarchy diagram of BCO parameters
For the purpose of conducting an empirical study through some meaningful steps, a
certain hierarchy of BCO components is established in terms of the design of the algo-
rithm. Hierarchy diagram of the BCO components (modules of the algorithm and/or
its parameters) is provided in Fig. 7.1. Diagram reflects importance of particular BCO
parameters and therefore helps establish a course of empirical study, particularly sta-
tistical analysis. The diagram does not encompass all possibilities of the algorithm
design, however, it reflects the most frequent situations. The top node of the diagram
represents the most significant component of the BCO algorithm regarding the design
because it reflects the choice of a procedure (deterministic or heuristic) for construc-
tion/modification of solutions. In [JK16b, JK14b] the authors show that constructive
steps within forward pass determine the main convergence properties of the BCOc.
Most often, analysis of the performance of different underlying heuristics is not cus-
tomary part of a tuning procedure, however, such scenario is not exclusive. To establish
best set of heuristic rules we conduct independent series of experiments where we com-
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heuristic rule to
construct/modify a solution
loyalty function
• Lp
evaluation function
(method of evaluation)
• Ev (ME)
stopping criterion
• SC
quantitative
parameters
• B
• NC
Figure 7.1: Hierarchy of parameters in the BCO algorithm design.
pare performances of several heuristic procedures to accompany development strategy
of the BCO algorithm. After we determine the best constructive/modification rules, the
evaluation function is considered as the most important among qualitative parameters
with respect to design, as it reflects the objective of the problem.
The relation between BCO components is also illustrated in diagram 7.1. The po-
sition of a component is defined by its dependency from other parameters higher in
the hierarchy. For example, selection of evaluation function depends on the choice of
heuristic rules, however, it is independent from quantitative parameters B and NC .
For the majority of the BCO implementations loyalty function would stand alone in the
hierarchy diagram (or would not appear at all) as only a particular formula for proba-
bility decision (depicted by p0,u, pg. 66) is utilized. To occasionally simplify notation
while referring to the collection of loyalty functions, we introduce qualitative parame-
ter Lp. Similarly, parameter Ev represents different possibilities of evaluation function,
and ME indicates different methods of evaluations. New parameters Lp, Ev and ME
take categorical values from the sets L, E andM, respectively. Another potential BCO
parameter is stopping criterion, marked in Figure 7.1 as SC . This categorical parame-
ter designates a type of stopping criterion, such as maximal number of iterations (Nit)
or maximal CPU time (T ). We do not utilize SC in our statistical tests and we draw our
conclusion separately for each Nit and T . In particular, selection of the stopping crite-
rion for a BCO algorithm is conducted carefully during the analysis of the best heuristic
procedure and independently of other BCO parameters. It is worth noting that the
experimental study of BCO conducted in this thesis imposes new questions concerning
interactions between the loyalty and the evaluation function parameters, indicated by
dotted line in Fig. 7.1. There are indications that the choice of loyalty function might
depend on the values of the parameter Ev or ME . The most common interconnection
is between numerical value of the stopping criterion and BCO quantitative parameters,
B and NC . The interconnection originates from restricting maximal number of func-
tion evaluations or maximal CPU time. Both issues are to some extent addressed in this
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dissertation.
The BCO parameters may be further classified on the basis of their dependency on
the structure of a problem instance, thus, we differentiate: problem-independent and
problem-dependent. Problem-independent components are: stopping criterion, size of
population B, control number of forward/backward passes NC and loyalty paramater
Lp. The second category includes parameters such as Ev or ME and the choice of
heuristic rules in the forward pass. The border between the two categories is, occasion-
ally, not obvious as it is usual to inspect each of the BCO parameters before recommen-
dation, leaving an impression that each parameter is problem specific. We may find
that strict limitations are imposed on the parameter NC , especially in the case of the
constructive BCO algorithm. Therefore, it is important to understand the properties of
each of the BCO’s components that contribute to the robustness and flexibility while
dealing with various optimization problems.
Stochastic nature of the BCO algorithm is induced by random number generator,
defined by parameter seed. It represents a nuisance factor, however, is not included into
the list of BCO parameters since it is independent from all others and is not problem
specific.
7.3.5 Experimental setup for BCO analysis
Here, we refer to important specifics of our experimental study. The same computer
system was used for empirical analysis of the BCO and its description is indicated bel-
low. In the study seed is controlled by associating its value with an index of a run within
an experiment.
7.3.5.1 Controlling experimental evaluation
Experiments are conducted by engaging one of the following stopping criterion: max-
imal number of iterations (Nit), maximal number of transformations (MAXFLIP) or
maximal CPU time (T ). Specifically for BCOc we employ Nit and T to investigate the
performance. The study of BCOi is conducted using MAXFLIP or maximal CPU time
T as a stopping criterion. A performance measure is different between the two variants
of BCO, and it depends on the considered optimization problem. Stopping criteria em-
ployed in the study of BCOc has enabled utilization of measures of central tendencies
of data samples and helped provide reliable answers to our research questions. In par-
ticular, the study incorporates average value of solutions’ qualities and/or their relative
errors w.r.t. the known optimal solutions. In the study of BCOi a total number of trans-
formations (flips) necessary to solve a given problem instance (i.e., until 3-CNF formula
is satisfied) or to reach a stopping criteria is used. Furthermore, we utilize measures of
central tendencies, generated over the set of 3-SAT problem instances (i.e., the average
response values of each experiment is averaged over all problem instances).
7.3.5.2 Experimental environment
All experiments were conducted on Blade cluster with processors Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPU E5649 @ 2.53GHz and 24GB RAM, under Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release
6.4 (Santiago) operating system, Kernel 2.6.32-358.11.1.el6.x86_64, gcc version 4.4.7.
Implementation was done in C programming language. Compiler used is g + +, with
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optimization flag O3. It was noticed that the O1 flag generates slower executable
compared to O2, and that O3 was actually the fastest. Statistical tests are implemented
with R package language, version 3.2.5-1precise0 under Ubuntu 12.04.5 LTS operating
system, Kernel 3.8.0-44-generic.
7.3.6 Final remarks
It is obvious that experimental tests provide a certain amount of freedom regrading the
factors described in the first half of this chapter. A vast number of tuners for parametric
stochastic algorithms are available in the recent literature. However, as stated at the
beginning, the whole process from choosing the tuner to understanding how it works
requires time. Some of the main issues with using the existing tuners is to identify if
statistical tests are correctly implemented or if they consider all aspects of the appro-
priate design of experiments. For example, majority of the tuners are supported by
non-parametric tests, not necessarily the choice we would make. The question of a cor-
rect choice of a statistical test in OR might originate from discrepancy of opinions found
in the field of statistics. Namely, utilization of parametric tests is often disregard as it
is considered to be too conventional. In addition, researchers tend to disregard check-
ing for conditions that assist towards correct selection of a statistical test. Therefore,
employing a tuner does not relieve us from the obligation to understand the require-
ments of the properer statistical analysis. According to [Bar95] experiments should use
standard experimental techniques, designed to reduce variability of the measured out-
comes by, e.g., producing more data points. Another recommendation is to use many
instances of the corresponding problem class and provide comprehensive report of the
results of computational testing summarized by measures of central tendency and vari-
ability. Due to all these issues, the application of automatic tuners remains the subject
of future work.
We want to address here an issue of performance measure. A correct performance
measure and stopping criteria are the most important part of each study, therefore,
should be handled with caution. In the literature we can find various suggestions of
correct choice of performance measure. [McG96] describes different aspects of com-
putational experimental study of algorithms’ properties and offers some general guide-
lines for choosing a good performance measure. The author points out the relevance
of using a measure that exhibits small variability and recommends variance reduction
techniques to provide reliable results. If data samples exhibit an unusual or bimodal
distribution, it is recommended to observe the complete data (and not just estimators
such as sample means). [Bar95] distinguish three categories of performance measure:
solution quality, computational effort and robustness. Concerning the solution quality,
the authors suggest that obtained solutions should always be compared to an optimal
or a lower (upper) bound. They point out that best solution must be clearly identified
as such.
In view of all this, we decided to use our own methodology and employ statistical
tests and visual analysis that are standard in the field of statistics. We divide our study
into small steps to contribute to reproducibility of our empirical conclusions. We justify
utilization of each invoked statistical test and use large number of instances of the
corresponding benchmark set. We summarize our results by either mean and standard
deviation, in case of BCOc, or the average number of transformations averaged over the
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problem instances, in case of BCOi. Since many researches advocate reporting of the
running time [Bar95, Cof00, Joh02b], it is included in our resulting data. We provide
graphical representations of the results as often as possible.
7.4 Chapter summary
In this chapter we emphasized the importance of conducting a thorough empirical anal-
ysis of a meta-heuristic algorithm. The chapter consists of three parts. In the first part
we provide motivation of empirical study of a meta-heuristic method. We emphasize
the importance of conducting systematic investigation in order to understand and pre-
dict behavior of the considered algorithm. In the second part we provide methodology
of the experiments, gathered throughout the literature. In the third part we introduce
hierarchy diagram of the BCO algorithm as an initial step to describe possible parameter
interconnections. The diagram is also used to establish a course of empirical study.
Moreover, we provided:
• A short survey of experimental techniques for analyzing performance of meta-
heuristics.
• Different interpretations of the measure of performance.
• Typical representatives of statistical methods when comparing performance of
different (non)deterministic algorithms.
• Methodology behind the study of the BCO algorithms.
The empirical analysis represents important part of any algorithm’s design, and
therefore, in the next two chapters we concentrate on this topic. We conduct statistical
and visual analysis of the BCO algorithm implemented for dealing with two different
combinatorial problems, i.e., problem of scheduling and 3-SAT. Unexpectedly, conduct-
ing experiments and analyses of gathered results required a large amount of work in
this dissertation.

CHAPTER8
Development and empirical analysis of
BCOc
The chapter is dedicated to the development, implementation and empirical analysis
of the BCOc algorithm and, as such, is soliciting questions of design and tuning of
BCOc. Inspired by work presented in Chapter 6, where the impact of quantitative
parameters on the speedup is demonstrated, we conduct experimental analysis of the
BCOc algorithm performance. In particular, we investigate an influence of method’s
parameters along different development stages of the algorithm. For the purpose of
this chapter the empirical study is conducted on a set of randomly generated instances
of P ||Cmax (see Chapter 4). The results show that each of BCOc parameters can affect
the algorithm’s performance in different ways, leading towards outcomes that are a
priori not known or are hard to predict for the given problem set. We demonstrate that
the BCOc method exhibits good performance with respect to the solution quality and
reliability.
The chapter is organized as follows. We first state the research goals of our study.
Then, we investigate the structure of problem instances by graphical representation
of their processing times distributions. Any information about the structure is not in-
cluded in the BCOc algorithm, as it is commonly not available in real life. Before the
comprehensive study of the BCOc algorithm, we conduct a comparative analysis be-
tween four heuristic algorithms. The selection and an experimental analysis of the best
heuristic represents an important stage of the BCOc development. It helps to establish
minimal value for the stopping criterion that avoids ceiling and floor effects. The study
of BCOc proposes new evaluation function for P ||Cmax to achieve good alternatives
for reported solutions. Consequently, the empirical analysis of BCOc is extended from
the basic parameters (B and NC) to the algorithmic components, i.e., loyalty functions
and methods of evaluation. We follow two general guidelines during analysis of the
results, statistical and visual, supported by an off-line algorithm configuration strategy.
The strategy implies systematic adjustments of the BCOc parameters before the execu-
tion starts. Lastly, we use the opportunity to address important questions regarding the
dynamics of the recruitment process within the backward pass.
8.1 Sensitivity analysis of the BCOc algorithm
Empirical study of BCOc considers a static scheduling of independent tasks on identical
machines, P ||Cmax (see section 2.3.2, pg. 29). BCOc is tested on the same benchmark
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set as in [Dav12], thus, providing information that we can compare to. The main objec-
tive of this thesis is to capture features of the BCOc algorithm that lead towards general
knowledge of its performance. We are motivated to prove that BCOc can produce bet-
ter results if carefully tuned. Therefore, we conduct sensitivity analysis and compare
all the loyalty functions from the literature and propose new evaluation function to ex-
amine if further improvements might be achieved. Sensitivity analysis consists of series
of tests to detect behavior of the algorithm under different conditions. The conditions
are related to problem structure, parameter values and the stopping criterion.
8.1.1 Research goals
Designed to assist the course of the research, the hierarchy diagram (Fig. 7.1, pg. 136)
demonstrates the relations between the BCOc algorithmic components. We postulate
that the optimal performance of BCOc depends on a priori selection of its qualitative
parameters. The central point of the study is, therefore, founded in search for the best
structural configuration of the BCOc parameters. However, as pointed in diagram 7.1,
the qualitative factors Lp and ME might exhibit interactions. The question is to certain
degree addressed in this chapter as we compare the results reported by various BCOcs
defined by three methods of evaluation and ten different loyalty functions operating
on configuration sub-space B × NC. Along the main study, the experiments reveal
influence of different problem instances and expose significant interactions between
quantitative BCO parameters. The purpose of this chapter is summarized in the list of
research goals.
Q1 Identify the most influential BCOc parameter.
Q2 Compare new evaluation function ev2(1) against ev1.
Q3 Investigate robustness of BCOc parameters to structure of problem instances.
Q4 Identify the most successful loyalty functions and the reasons behind their suc-
cess.
Q5 Examine differences between results within two stopping criteria: maximal num-
ber of iterations and maximal allowed time.
Q6 Does the selected experiment provide information about the BCO performance in
general: can results of the experiment, obtained for case Nit, predict the perfor-
mance of the algorithm for longer runs?
Q7 Can we determine the maximal number of the bees? The question relates to
cases where the improvement in solution quality is noticed with an increase in
the number of bees. Therefore, we ask if the study helps to determine if there
exists a maximal number of bees after which the quality deteriorates.
Collected answers to the above research questions might help to improve the design
of the BCOc algorithm for other similar combinatorial problems.
(1)To distinguish from the notation that is commonly used for objective function, an evaluation function is
denoted as ev.
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8.1.2 Test instances
Instances used to test BCOs and candidate heuristics are introduced in [Dav06b] for
MSPCD (see Section 2.3.1.1, pg. 27). They represent randomly generated instances de-
fined w.r.t. three different factors: number of tasks, task graph density, and number of
identical machines. The problem instances are specified as Iogra< n >_< ρ >_< m >,
where n designates number of tasks, ρ the graph density and m denotes number of
machines. Because the P ||Cmax problem does not deal with task dependencies, the
graph density is not important for presented work (is set to zero). In addition, for
independent tasks the connection between machines is irrelevant.
The structure of a problem instance can be investigated by observing distributions
of its tasks computational times. Bar charts of task processing times (task lengths) for
each m and n are provided in Figs. B.8–B.16 (Appendix B, pg. 304). By observing bar
charts we may conclude that the occurrences of tasks’ processing times evidently exhibit
extremely skewed (spread) distributions and do not follow any known distribution.
Therefore, we employ descriptive statistical tools, i.e., box-and-whiskers plot [Tuk77]
(see section A.1.2, pg. 245). Box-plots are suitable for comparisons between different
groups of data with skewed distributions. Fig. 8.1 shows box-plots for two classes of
instances (m = 12 and m = 16) and different problem-size (ranging from 100 to 500).
Figure 8.1: Box-plot for m = 12, 16 and 9 instances in relation to the n, where possible
outliers are marked with red crosses.
The box-plots in Fig. 8.1 indicate that instances for m = 16 have longer computing
times. This implies that class m = 16 is more versatile, i.e., tasks lengths range from 20
to 180 time units, whereas range of tasks’ lengths in class m = 12 goes from 30 to 130.
Another observation is that distribution of tasks’ lengths for n = 100 does not show
outliers. Namely, the processing times are nicely grouped compared to distributions of
tasks’ lengths when n > 100. Comparing between instances shows while n is growing
the number of shorter tasks is increasing at the expense of longer. In Fig. 8.1 this is
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indicated by the decrease in median of the tasks’ lengths. According to [Dav06b] the
property is deliberate.
8.1.3 The first BCOc for P ||Cmax
The first implementation of the BCOc for P ||Cmax is presented in [Dav09]. The authors
use the stochastic version of the LPT rule for selecting tasks (Section 2.3.2, pg.30):
tasks with a longer processing time have a higher chance to be chosen. The machine
selection strategy is based on concepts of ES, where machines with shorter execution
times have higher probability to be selected. In [Dav12] the machine selection strat-
egy has been inspired by BPP and authors incorporate best-fit heuristic into the BCOc
model. Because implementation of the heuristic requires setting the capacity of the ma-
chines loads (C), the authors suggest an adaptive strategy. Namely, at the beginning
of an iteration variable C is equal to the theoretical lower bound of tasks’ computing
times. After the new best solution is found, C takes the value of its makespan. We
elaborate on different settings of variable C later in this chapter.
It is worth noting that, to obtain fair comparison among stochastic and a determinis-
tic algorithm on the considered benchmark set, an order in which tasks are picked and
in which they are scheduled should not, respectively, exploit original task enumeration
and the deterministic ES strategy. The reason arises from the way Iogra instances are
reported in [Dav09]. If tasks are selected in order of their appearance in the input
file and are scheduled by ES rule, the optimal solution is obtained as a first feasible
solution in matters of microseconds on any new-age CPU architecture. Therefore, their
order should be rearranged before any run.
8.2 Candidate heuristics for P ||Cmax
Development of meta-heuristics methods for the particular optimization problem re-
quires selection of a heuristic rule specifically designed to tackle the problem. For
P ||Cmax we review/develop several stochastic greedy procedures for selection of tasks
to be scheduled and the machine on which the tasks should be allocated. The results
of these rules are denoted as task-machine pairs. Selection of a task-machine pair can
be conducted in numerous ways, yielding various heuristic algorithms for P ||Cmax. We
consider algorithms implemented as stochastic iterative heuristic procedures that in-
corporate greedy rules for task-machine selection. We compare four different heuristic
procedures to determine the best one. The choice of heuristics is based on reports
about their success from the literature. The algorithms generate a complete solution at
the end of each iteration and stop upon reaching a maximal number of iterations. The
algorithms are designed to be robust to changes in the structure of the problem. At the
beginning of a single iteration most or all decisions made in previous one are forgotten,
failing to systematically explore the search space.
Our first scheduling procedure is the adaptation of the well known greedy method,
the LS algorithm, which incorporates the LPT rule. New scheduling procedure is de-
noted as sLPT+ES and consists of two parts: stochastic LPT (sLPT) and ES strategy. The
sLPT procedure deals with the task selection and is implemented in a way that tasks
with longer processing time have a higher probability to be picked from the list L. In the
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second step, sLPT+ES allocates the task to the least loaded machine. The second pro-
cedure we investigate replaces the deterministic scheduling with the stochastic, basing
both decision rules on probabilities. The new procedure is denoted as sLPT+sES where
the scheduler utilizes a stochastic earliest start strategy (sES): the probability to sched-
ule on a machine with minimal load is the largest. The last two heuristic procedures,
sLPT+FF and sLPT+BF, are inspired by the techniques employed for BPP. Essentially,
they consist of two steps: i) tasks are sorted following sLPT rule, and ii) each task is
assigned to a machine by utilizing either first-fit or best-fit technique. All the corre-
sponding heuristic algorithms are denoted in the same manner, and their description
(including pseudo-codes and the solution representation) is presented in Appendix A
(pg. 246).
8.2.1 Experimental evaluation of candidate heuristics
Here, we compare four heuristic algorithms with an objective to select the best can-
didate for the BCOc method. The experimental study was conducted on 12 different
problem instances, following the recommendations from Section 7.3.5 (pg. 137): an
experiment consists of 100 independent runs of a particular algorithm with the con-
trolled value of seed. Two instances are chosen (n = {100, 250}) from each class
m = {2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16}. The corresponding results are presented in Table 8.1. The
first column identifies the type of a problem instance. The second, sixth, tenth and
fourteenth column provide the average solution’s quality (y) and the corresponding
standard deviations (s.d.) in the row bellow. Columns t¯ show average times of the
“first hit” and the corresponding s.d.. Time of the first hit represents the first time the
best solution was obtained during a single run of the algorithm. All running times are
measured in milliseconds. Columns nit show the average number of iterations to ob-
tain the best solution. The quality of the best solution found during one experiment is
reported in the last column.
Table 8.1 shows significant differences between the average quality of solutions
reported by the heuristics. If the number of machines is fixed to a small number, all test
instances are easily solved either to optimality (for m = 2) or very close to optimal (for
m = {4, 6, 8}). The same conclusion is reported in [Dav12] for both CPLEX and BCOc.
By comparing columnsywe conclude several results. For m = 12 and n = 100, sLPT+ES
generates higher quality solutions compared against the others. However, for n = 250,
the algorithm is worse than the fit-heuristics, which have performed significantly better.
For class m = 16 the sLPT+ES algorithm generates the best results w.r.t. y. sLPT+sES
can be considered as the worst heuristic in this study. Finally, when we consider the
best found solution, in majority of the cases the fit-heuristics outperform ES-strategies.
The reason why solution quality for m ≥ 12 degrades for fit-heuristics might be
due to a “slow start“. Namely, best-fit and first-fit schedulers require more iterations
than the ES-strategies to obtain the best value for the capacity (Fig. A.1, pg. 247).
The ES-strategies show stagnation in the solution quality after the initial improvement
phase. In particular, the sLPT+sES algorithm exhibits the worst performance on all the
problem instances w.r.t. the best found solution and the average performance, thus is
eliminated from the further analysis.
To compare the remaining three heuristic algorithms sLPT+BF, sLPT+FF and sLPT+ES
we conduct another study according to recommendations in [Yan13]. The experiment
Table 8.1: Scheduling results for test problems with known optimal solutions appropriated from [Dav06b] with n = {100, 250}, nrun =
100, Nit = 100 and different number of machines.
Problem
sLPT+BF sLPT+FF sLPT+ES sLPT+sES
y t nit best y t nit best y t nit best y t nit best
(s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.)
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
Iogra100_2 800.00 0.86 6.26 800 800.21 0.47 7.68 800 800.00 0.96 13.52 800 800.00 1.08 15.22 800
± 0.00 ± 0.24 ± 5.37 ± 2.07 ± 0.50 ± 10.47 ± 0.00 ± 0.28 ± 14.74 ± 0.00 ± 0.26 ± 12.28
4 800.91 1.36 41.52 800 800.95 0.74 41.04 800 802.51 1.33 41.72 801 803.83 1.82 55.57 801
± 0.45 ± 0.36 ± 25.93 ± 0.38 ± 0.54 ± 23.55 ± 0.92 ± 0.37 ± 27.09 ± 1.36 ± 0.53 ± 28.34
6 803.04 1.66 59.70 801 803.10 1.03 56.83 801 805.36 1.28 37.88 802 810.60 1.85 56.43 805
± 0.80 ± 0.40 ± 25.10 ± 0.77 ± 0.65 ± 24.24 ± 1.24 ± 0.35 ± 25.04 ± 2.85 ± 0.58 ± 28.93
8 805.11 1.94 72.92 803 805.25 1.23 68.62 801 811.57 1.42 44.72 807 824.25 1.97 59.83 809
± 1.13 ± 0.33 ± 18.04 ± 1.21 ± 0.60 ± 18.81 ± 1.97 ± 0.47 ± 30.42 ± 5.30 ± 0.61 ± 28.00
12 833.75 2.51 94.87 818 832.85 1.80 93.83 819 826.93 1.58 49.79 816 853.75 1.78 45.33 831
± 22.30 ± 0.25 ± 7.72 ± 18.83 ± 0.57 ± 8.58 ± 3.22 ± 0.48 ± 27.36 ± 7.79 ± 0.74 ± 33.28
16 903.47 2.79 99.07 811 899.83 1.86 98.87 811 834.07 1.65 46.21 820 884.17 1.61 36.33 849
± 67.58 ± 0.21 ± 3.74 ± 67.20 ± 0.51 ± 3.14 ± 4.04 ± 0.54 ± 29.67 ± 14.20 ± 0.75 ± 33.78
Iogra250_2 1400.00 1.35 4.98 1400 1400.00 0.49 5.11 1400 1400.00 1.57 9.44 1400 1400.00 1.84 11.71 1400
± 0.00 ± 0.31 ± 4.20 ± 0.00 ± 0.54 ± 3.83 ± 0.00 ± 0.52 ± 10.28 ± 0.00 ± 0.70 ± 11.62
4 1400.84 3.34 44.78 1400 1400.85 1.73 42.09 1400 1401.74 3.10 41.22 1401 1402.64 3.99 46.13 1400
± 0.46 ± 1.32 ± 26.27 ± 0.52 ± 1.15 ± 25.72 ± 0.72 ± 1.49 ± 31.21 ± 1.25 ± 1.72 ± 27.97
6 1402.24 4.14 56.92 1401 1402.21 2.59 61.11 1400 1404.58 3.09 39.40 1401 1407.89 4.56 53.21 1402
± 0.67 ± 1.05 ± 19.51 ± 0.71 ± 1.11 ± 20.83 ± 1.00 ± 1.47 ± 28.55 ± 2.01 ± 1.72 ± 26.67
8 1404.75 5.30 73.70 1403 1404.73 3.23 72.68 1402 1407.98 3.33 41.73 1405 1417.12 4.60 51.49 1409
± 0.91 ± 1.02 ± 17.28 ± 1.04 ± 1.16 ± 17.93 ± 1.51 ± 1.46 ± 27.15 ± 3.86 ± 2.00 ± 30.19
12 1408.46 6.63 88.03 1405 1408.39 3.80 86.18 1404 1412.40 3.70 45.22 1407 1435.53 4.47 47.54 1420
± 4.33 ± 0.73 ± 11.27 ± 3.38 ± 1.04 ± 11.47 ± 1.97 ± 1.68 ± 29.50 ± 7.06 ± 2.15 ± 31.02
16 1494.73 7.84 99.35 1408 1474.32 4.07 98.06 1409 1424.38 3.85 44.86 1417 1460.48 3.52 32.35 1434
± 56.54 ± 0.28 ± 2.62 ± 57.67 ± 0.75 ± 5.52 ± 2.99 ± 1.77 ± 29.15 ± 9.64 ± 2.45 ± 33.40
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is conducted on one problem instance and each algorithm runs until a stopping crite-
rion is met. We define the stopping criterion as the condition determined by a given
value of tolerance δ, such that |ygmin − y∗| ≤ δ, where ygmin is the makespan of the
best overall solution of a particular experiment and y∗ is the makespan of the optimal
solution. The number of iterations needed to satisfy the condition, nit(δ), is reported
at the end of each run. The experimental methodology is same as previously (see
also pg. 137).
The comparison of the three heuristics is based on the identification of the minimum
number of iterations needed to reach the target value for Iogra100_12 as the represen-
tative of hard instances with known optimal value (y∗ = 800). For further comparison
with BCOc, the tolerance value is set to δ = 11 and results are presented in Table 8.2.
The tolerance value corresponds to the best solution reported for BCOc and B = 5 and
NC = 10 [Dav12]. The table contains three sections, one for each reviewed heuristic
algorithms. The first column provides an average value of the number of iterations
to reach the target value (nit(δ)) and the corresponding standard deviation in the row
bellow. The second column shows an average time (t¯) and the third column an aver-
age quality of the solutions generated during the experiment (y). The average solution
quality is used because, in the most cases, the algorithms have not reached the target
value and, instead, have generated a better solution.
According to Table 8.2 sLPT+ES generate significantly differentnit(δ) than the other
two algorithms and has exhibited the worst performance. Both fit-heuristics produce
better results and in average similar outcomes for the given problem instance, reaching
the target solution in nearly the same time (≈ 0.09s). Compared to Table 8.1, reaching
the target value requires more time and larger number of iterations in each run of the
experiment. sLPT+FF requires larger number of iterations than sLPT+BF, indicated by
vales in columns nit(δ). To decide between the two algorithms, we compare standard
deviations in each column. sLPT+BF shows lower variability and therefore is used as an
underlying constructive procedure in BCOc.
Table 8.2: Minimal number of iterations needed to obtain value 811 for test instance
Iogra100_12 and nrun = 100. Time is reported in seconds.
sLPT+BF sLPT+FF sLPT+ES
nit(δ) t¯(δ) y(δ) nit(δ) t¯(δ) y(δ) nit(δ) t¯(δ) y(δ)
8001.66 0.090 810.86 8878.86 0.088 810.79 2806941.65 27.85 810.43
±5423.97 ±0.060 ±0.42 ±5639.58 ±0.055 ±0.50 ±3591269.91 ±35.60 ±0.91
8.2.2 Conclusions regarding the best heuristic
Results of previous sections motivated us to conduct an additional experimental study
of sLPT+BF. In particular, we have been interested in the complexity of problem in-
stances w.r.t. m and n. Preliminary results, reported in [Dav12] suggest that m in-
creases the complexity of the problem. Extensive analysis of sLP+BF (Section A.1.5,
pg. 251) indicate other conclusion. The second research question concerns the analysis
of the stagnation phase, i.e., the minimal value of Nit after which the algorithm does
not improve the quality of the solution. Therefore, to avoid ceiling effects during the
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empirical analysis of BCOc we are concerned with producing the most suitable value of
the maximal number of iterations.
The first result of sLPT+BF study in Section A.1.5 is that algorithm generates high
quality results for all test instances and, therefore, is a robust and powerful algorithm
for dealing with P ||Cmax. To avoid ceiling effects when comparing different BCOc
instances the maximal number of iterations should be set to 100. Namely, an examina-
tion of the descriptive statistics in Tables A.1 and A.2 illustrate that the increase in the
number of iterations does not have a significant impact on performance for problem
instances n ≥ 150. Influence of different values of Nit on the solution quality is also
represented by graphics in Fig. A.5. The maximal value of iterations is 10000 and for
the majority of considered problem instances the outcomes after a 200 iterations do not
seem to be practically different.
8.3 Development of the BCOc algorithm for P ||Cmax
Based on the study from the previous section, we confirm that the selection of sLPT+BF
procedure for constructing partial solutions within the forward pass in [Dav12] is ap-
propriate. Therefore, we re-implement the BCOc algorithm with an adaptation that
assures the acceptance of all the values from the extended domain of NC . We use
the same benchmark set as in [Dav12]. The authors report the best configuration for
quantitative parameters for loyalty function p0,u, i.e., B = 5 and NC = 10. In this chap-
ter we show that, by extending configuration space, the performance of BCOc could be
improved within the same Nit. In section 8.2 we have elaborated why Nit = 100 is suit-
able for our empirical study. Moreover, we revealed that underlying heuristic of BCOc
is powerful as a standalone procedure to procure high quality sub-optimal solutions.
The objective is, therefore, to demonstrate that well tuned BCOc can produce higher-
quality results. In addition to loyalty functions described in Section 4.2.3.1, we propose
a new evaluation function (ev2) and investigate its impact on the results of BCOc. Uti-
lization of function ev2 has suggested a new line of study. In particular, inducing the
maximization strategy of an evaluation function might guide the search towards the
high-quality sub-optima. The evaluation strategies are defined as the new BCOc pa-
rameter ME , introduced previously in Section 7.3 (pg. 134). Therefore, influence of
evaluation function is studied by exploring different values of parameter ME .
Regarding the stopping criteria we propose two independent studies. The experi-
ments are developed under the maximal number of iterations (Nit) and maximal al-
lowed CPU time (T ). Motivation to impose maximal allowed CPU time proceeds from
the literature. Namely, it is common to restrict the maximal number of evaluations
(Nev) while comparing two meta-heuristic methods. Parameter Nev estimates the com-
putational effort independently from the computer architecture and its environment.
However, imposing its values disregards values for one of the BCOc quantitative param-
eters. Therefore, to stay within the common framework of the BCOc design, the closest
to achieve the same results is to employ T . It is worth noting that algorithm instances
might execute several iterations more or less then the others until stopping criterion
T is satisfied. The discrepancy is a result of time functions utilization (getrusage and
gettimeofday) influenced by background processes of the computer operating system.
In addition to parameter/structural tuning, the central point of our empirical study is
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to learn about the mechanisms that guide the BCOc algorithm towards the high quality
solutions.
8.3.1 Experimental methodology
8.3.1.1 Solution representation
Following the conventions from [Dav12], the solution is represented as a (dynamic)
matrix Sm×n, where the element sji represents the index of the i-th task scheduled to
the j-th processor. The list of all task lengths (processing time of each task) is kept in
the vector L = (l1, . . . , ln). After allocating k < n tasks, the auxiliary list of lengths of
n − k non-scheduled tasks is saved in the vector L′. Concerning the processor loads,
two vectors are used: O = (o1, . . . , om) where element oj denotes the number of tasks
allocated to j-th processor and Y = (y1, . . . , ym) with elements yj that represent the
sum of processing times of all tasks allocated to processor j.
A solution of each bee b ∈ 1, . . . , B is, at the end of iteration, saved in the data
structure (Sb, Ob, Yb, ybmax), where ybmax indicates makespan of b-th bee solution. At
the end of each iteration, all solutions are compared and the best-so-far saved within
a global structure gbest consisting of (Sgmin, Ogmin, Ygmin, ygmin). Furthermore, data of
the best found solution xbest may be presented as (Sgmin, Ogmin, Ygmin), while ygmin
refers to its objective value. Therefore, the result generated by the BCOc instance,
corresponds to the evaluation value of the best solution, i.e., to its makespan (ygmin).
8.3.1.2 Performance measure
The study of BCOc is founded on the solution quality. Other measures, such as success
rate, could also be used, however, only when knowing what constitutes an acceptable
target result and is, therefore, disregarded. To compare BCOc instances, we use statis-
tics of central tendency of the acquired samples of data. Because highly discrete nature
of the response values, median of each experiment does not help decide on the best
results. Therefore, mean value, together with its standard deviation, is used to decide
about configurations of parameters that maximize algorithm’s performance. Moreover,
to evaluate improvements, the BCOc algorithm is compared against the underlying
heuristic sLPT+BF. Because optimal solutions are known, we frequently employ abso-
lute and relative errors(2) to generate graphics.
8.3.1.3 Stopping criteria
Specifying stopping criterion belongs to the type of BCO’s components that produces
different outcomes in performance. Therefore, we establish two independent studies
w.r.t: (1) maximal number of iterations; (2) maximal allowed CPU time.
The first study implies that Nit = 100 for several reasons. Firstly, to initiate a
fair comparison between BCOc instances we avoid potential ceiling effects. Secondly,
results in Fig. A.5 and Table A.1 demonstrate that the heuristic algorithm sLPT+BF
requires at least 100 iterations until it starts to generate high quality solutions. In
particular, we observe that after 200 iterations the algorithm’s performance reaches a
(2)Relative errors are mostly reported as percent errors, i.e., p.err = r.err×100. In order to avoid ambiguity
with the percentage errors of the standard deviation, instead percentage relative error is kept.
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ceiling effect. Employing large number of bees induces an increase in the number of
evaluations, thus, yields a ceiling effect earlier then 200 iterations. Finally, restrict-
ing execution with Nit helps minimize an influence of background system process that
are running concurrently with our tests. In addition, we can explore algorithm’s per-
formance when a small amount of computational cost is provided. It is worth noting
that the BCOc algorithm requires different running times for quantitative parameter
configurations. For example, average running time for 20 bees approximately doubles
compared to B = 10. For NC the predictions are not as clear. Nevertheless, a general
trend exists as time to perform NC steps increases along the values of the parameter.
Values of Nit may be used to estimate Nev, which we demonstrate on a simple case.
Let parameters B = 10, NC = 15 and Nit = 100. Then, the evaluation function is
called B ∗ (NC − 1) ∗Nit = 10 ∗ 14 ∗ 100 = 14000 times. Moreover, limiting the number
of evaluations (operations counts) requires reporting an average time per count due to
stochastic nature of BCOc, which is another reason why we do not employ Nev.
In case of maximal allowed CPU time, values for T are determined as a function of
the problem size (n), i.e., T = n/100 [s]. Compared to Nit = 100, for each n values of T
coincide with the estimated running times of BCOc instances with the maximal values
for quantitative parameters. Therefore, in the second independent study almost all
BCOc instances acquire larger number of iterations (Nit ≥ 100), which might be used
for empirical study of BCO’s convergence properties. Furthermore, setting T procures
unbiased comparison in terms of computational effort between different BCOcs w.r.t.
B and NC .
8.3.1.4 Quantitative parameters
To collect necessary data, we cover large part of the configuration space. Elaboration
for qualitative parameters is presented in the following Section 8.3.3, while here we
focus on the quantitative parameters.
The values of quantitative parameters are restricted either subjectively or influenced
by greedy rules. To encompass parameter values from the literature the domain of pa-
rameter B is set to the interval [1, 20]. It is large enough to enable identifying an
increase/decrease in the solution quality. Values for the parameter NC are not care-
fully elaborated in [Dav12], therefore, we define its domain with regard to limitations
imposed by the dimension of the problem instance and the acceptable computational
time. Namely, problem instances with n tasks impose study of domain [1, n] of param-
eter NC . As a result, exploration of the domain for n ≥ 150 requires large amount of
computational resources. Therefore, our study is confined to NC ∈ [1, 100]. This re-
striction is best suited for test instance n = 100, as it covers the complete configuration
space.
8.3.2 Design of BCOc forward pass
The BCOc algorithm for P ||Cmax generates solutions by invoking rules of the sLPT+BF
heuristics. Iteration of the BCOc begins with an empty solution assigned to each bee.
The first task-machine pair is determined randomly. The rest of the task-machines pairs
are established following the sLPT+BF rule. The number of constructive moves in BCOc
is determined as a function of parameter NC . Specifically, for P ||Cmax approximately
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n/NC components are added to the current partial solution during each forward pass.
Procedure that describes the implementation of this calculation is presented in Ap-
pendix A.2.1 (Fig. 1, pg. 256). In fact, the description of the BCOc algorithm is closely
related to specifications of the sLPT+BF algorithm (see pseudo-code A.1, pg. 247).
8.3.3 Design of BCOc backward pass: qualitative parameters
Backward pass implies evaluation of partial solutions with formula (4.1) (Chapter 4,
pg. 63). In particular, probabilities to remain loyal to a found (partial) solution are
determined by one of the expressions in Sections 4.2.3.2–4.2.3.11. After resolving
on loyalty, bees enter the recruiting process as the last phase of the backward pass.
The recruiters are those bees that remain loyal to its solution. As mentioned earlier,
the remaining (uncommitted) bees are followers that must determine which recruiter’s
partial solution they will continue to construct (Sections 4.2.2.1). Commonly, to make
this decision we use roulette wheel and formula (4.5)(pg. 64). The chosen solution,
described by the structure (Sb, Ob, Yb, ybmax), is copied from the recruiter to the fol-
lower.
Important segment of our study is the structural tuning, i.e., influence of qualitative
factors Lp and ME (Ev) on the measured outcomes. Lp is the method specific and
ME is the problem specific parameter. All loyalty functions collected throughout the
literature are also considered: p0,u, p1, p2, p3,niter , p4,u, p5,u, p6,u, p7,u, p8b and p
9,u.
Unlike the standalone heuristic algorithm, where only the complete solutions are as-
sessed, in BCOc we also need to evaluate partial solutions. In this study, we considered
two evaluation functions:
(1) ev1 = ybmax (2) ev2 =
ybmax
S′b
.
Evaluation function ev1, introduced in [Dav12], relies on the value of makespan of each
(partial) solution (ybmax) and is, therefore, more receptive due to lower computational
costs related to its utilization. Evaluation function ev2 depends on two parameters:
ybmax and S′. Function ev2 associates the better quality to partial solutions with larger
values of the function. Analysis of two evaluation functions initiates introduction of the
parameter ME (pg. 134).
Consequently, we distinguish four different methods of evaluations, among which
three are investigated, as it is elaborated in the remainder of this section. In case of
ev1, both maximization and minimization principles are used, therefore, producing two
methods of evaluations. Maximization principle evaluates a partial solution with the
largest makespan (the worst case w.r.t. the objective of the problem) as the best among
B partial solutions, i.e., the normalized value of the function ev1 equals 1. Normalized
value of ev1 of the partial solution with the lowest makespan is then appointed to 0. This
method of evaluation is denoted as max(ev1). In the case of minimization principle,
the lowest makespan among B partial solutions, (i.e., the best case w.r.t. the objective
of the problem), is marked as the best and the corresponding value of ev1 is normalized
to 1. The value of ev1 of the partial solution with the largest makespan is normalized to
0. This method of evaluation is denoted as min(ev1). Justification to incorporate ME
can be explained by characteristic of the underlying heuristic sLPT+BF.
Evaluation function ev2 is introduced to determine whether performance of BCOc
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can be improved by incorporating knowledge about the computational time of non-
scheduled tasks. Namely, a partial solution that already contains longer tasks is set
as the better one. We follow the reasoning of LPT heuristics stating that it is easier
to schedule shorter tasks within current partial solution. We quantify this behavior as
the ratio between the current makespan of the solution an the corresponding sum of
the non-scheduled tasks S′b. Incorporation of max(ev2) might help to generate better
solutions compared against min(ev1). To test this hypothesis, in the following text we
analyze different scenarios during a scheduling process.
Let us observe two partial solutions (B = 2) and let S′b, b = 1, 2, be corresponding
sums of the processing times of non-scheduled tasks. We distinguish two scenarios:
(1) corresponding partial solutions have the same makespan ybmax = ymax and differ-
ent S′b; (2) partial solutions have the same sum of non-scheduled tasks S
′
b = S′. We
observe evaluation function ev2 as a function of two parameters, defined for each bee
as ev2 : Z× Z→ R for a problem of minimization of function f .
Scenario (1) describes the case of two bees with equal ybmax and different sums of
non-scheduled tasks lengths. Let partial solution of Bee1 contain shorter tasks relative
to Bee2. Therefore, the sum of non-scheduled tasks of Bee1 is larger than of Bee2, i.e.,
S′1 ≥ S′2. It holds that
S′1 ≥ S′2 ⇐⇒
1
S′1
≤ 1
S′2
⇐⇒ ymax
S′1
≤ ymax
S′2
⇐⇒ ev2(Bee1) ≤ ev2(Bee2),
i.e. , the value of ev2 of Bee2 (that has to schedule tasks with shorter sum S′b) is greater
than of Bee1. Obviously, we want that Bee2 achieves higher probability to remain loyal.
In particular, we allow partial solutions with smaller sum of non-scheduled tasks to
propagate within the population since it is easier to allocate shorter tasks after the
allocation of longer ones. However, we are not taking into account the distribution of
the tasks lengths, which might influence results in practice. In scenario (2) sums of non-
scheduled tasks lengths S′b are the same for each bee. Accordingly, sums of scheduled
tasks of each bee are also equal, while ybmax might differ. With regard to the objective
function, the previous discussion about function ev1 and the underlying heuristic, both
maximization and minimization of evaluation function may be employed.
By a group of preliminary experiments we conclude that max(ev2) strategy yields
better results than min(ev2). Therefore, we define set of methods of evaluation to be
M = {min(ev1),max(ev1),max(ev2)}.
8.3.4 Collection of results
The region of interest, on which we conduct the empirical study of BCOc for P ||Cmax,
has been established in the previous section and all the values of parameter configura-
tions are summarized in Table 8.3.
The subject of this section is to describe the first step of the empirical study of BCOc:
the collection of results. Namely, a product of each experiment is a set of data. The
data set contains a collection of measured outcomes (response values) generated by
the corresponding BCOc instance. At the end of a single run the BCOc instance reports
three different values:
y – the evaluation value of the best-found solution xbest ,
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t – time to obtain xbest for the first time,
nit – number of iterations needed to obtain xbest for the first time.
Moreover, the BCOc algorithm reports complement of the stopping criterion, i.e.,
maximal CPU time (T ) if Nit is the stopping criterion, and total number of iterations
(Nit) if T is the stopping criterion. The response variables are summarized in Table 8.4.
Table 8.3: Parameter space for experimental analysis of BCOc.
Parameter Domain
ME {min(ev1), max(ev1), max(ev2)}
loyalty function {pα,β : α = 1, 20}
B {1, . . . , 20}
NC {1, . . . , 100}
nrun {100}
seed {1, . . . , nrun}
Table 8.4: Response values after a run of the BCOc instance.
Stopping
criterion
Best
solution
Min.
time
Min.
iter.
Total
time
Total
iter.
y t nit T Nit
Nit X X X X
T X X X X
The measured outcomes of the experiments are employed in computing descrip-
tive statistics, i.e., mean, range, minimal value, maximal value, coefficient of variation
and the corresponding standard deviations. In statistics, these values represent central
tendencies and variation for each unique configuration of the BCOc parameters and
are common in operations research community. The total number of statistics of one
experiment amounts to 24 different values. Additionally, the total number of exper-
iments is large as for the single instance we need to perform |M| · |L| · |B| · |NC| =
3 · 10 · 20 · 100 = 60000 experiments. The focus of the BCOc study is on the quality
of a solution, therefore, we mostly utilize average response value y. Nevertheless, we
document other characteristics of the BCOc performance which we address during the
course of the study. We concentrate on four average outcomes and their corresponding
variability, as shown in Table 8.5.
The average response values of the experiments are reported in Tables 8.6–8.9 and
Tables B.2–B.33, organized in the following fashion. Each table corresponds to one
problem instance and consists of three groups of data, distinguished by method of eval-
uation. Columns are arranged to show descriptive statistics of the best and the worst
experiment. The first column indicates the loyalty function. The second column indi-
cates the quality of the data, i.e., results of the best (b) and the worst (w) experiment.
Remaining three groups of seven columns provide statistics for the most successful (up-
per row) and the worst (bottom row) among B · NC experiments conducted for the
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Table 8.5: Overview of the response values and the corresponding descriptive statistics
of the experiment.
Mean of y Range of
y
Mean nit
± st. dev.
Mean t ±
st. dev.
Mean T ±
st. dev.
Mean Nit
± st. dev
Stop. crit. y ∆y nit± s t¯± s T ± s Nit± s
Nit X X X X X
T X X X X X
same combination of qualitative parameters. In particular, column y shows the best
(the worst) mean value for solution quality, followed by column ∆y containing the
range, i.e., difference between minimal and maximal value of the data sample for y. To
describe variation in y we opted for range instead of standard deviation to emphasize
the span of solutions’ quality under the influence of seed. Columns B and NC show
configurations of the corresponding BCOc parameters that generate the best (worst) y.
Additionally, provided are: average value of computational effort such as number of
iterations and running time until generating the best solution for the first time, mean
of required CPU time (if stopping criterion is Nit) or mean of maximal number of it-
erations (if stopping criterion is T ). The reported values of CPU time are expressed in
miliseconds.
The best experiment according to reported values in the Tables 8.6–8.9 and Ta-
bles B.2–B.33, is considered to be the one that, on average, generated the lowest value.
For each value of ME the best y is colored in orange in such a way that the most in-
tensive colored field signifies the overall best. The overall best is also marked with the
asterisks (∗). The average outcome y might be hard to identify outside the specified
tables, and its suitable indexation is as follows.
yi,j,k,l =
1
nrun
nrun∑
s=1
ys where i ∈M, j ∈ L, k ∈ B, l ∈ NC, s = seed. (8.1)
where ys refers to the final solution of the s-th run within the corresponding experi-
ment. Tables 8.6–8.9 and Tables B.2–B.33 show the best mean, i.e.,:
yi,j = min{yi,j,k,l : 1 ≤ k ≤ B, 1 ≤ l ≤ NC}. (8.2)
Since the collected data is too extensive for cross comparison among all BCOc fac-
tors, in our study we mostly rely on yi,j . Therefore, close consideration needs to be
taken when reporting average values of solution quality. In particular, the values of
means yi,j,k,l are often numerically close, which rises a suspicion in statistical and prac-
tical difference in the performance of the corresponding BCOc instances. According
to statistical results, reported in the following sections, for P ||Cmax the practical dif-
ference between two values is anywhere between 0.3 and half of unit time(3) w.r.t.
dimension of the problem instance.
(3)A unit of time is taken as a measure of tasks lengths
Table 8.6: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOc algorithms for problem instance Iogra100_12 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, Nit = 100.
min, ev1 max, ev1 max, ev2
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 813.35 7 20 1 68.47 ±20.76 14.50 ±4.35 21.00 ±0.68 812.58 7 20 96 68.18 ±19.02 35.90 ±9.99 52.70 ±0.84 812.39 7 20 81 70.90 ±18.88 35.60 ±9.51 50.50 ±0.89
w 831.21 117 1 1 94.56 ±6.94 0.93 ±0.35 1.06 ± 0.37 834.02 142 2 77 94.82 ±6.88 3.38 ±0.53 3.59 ± 0.49 831.21 117 1 1 94.56 ±6.94 1.04 ±0.28 1.14 ± 0.38
p1b b 813.35 7 20 1 68.47 ±20.76 14.50 ±4.39 21.00 ±0.84 812.88 5 20 5 76.55 ±16.05 17.80 ±3.67 23.20 ±0.70 812.43 7 20 8 77.96 ±14.01 19.70 ±3.49 25.30 ±0.75
w 831.21 117 1 1 94.56 ±6.94 1.01 ±0.26 1.07 ± 0.32 1081.97 435 18 77 99.91 ±0.90 30.90 ±0.84 30.90 ± 0.86 958.53 300 19 98 99.65 ±2.57 60.80 ±1.99 61.00 ± 1.31
p2b b 811.80 25 20 97 76.15 ±18.51 43.00 ±10.70 56.90 ±1.42 813.13 7 20 2 69.66 ±18.52 15.20 ±4.04 21.70 ±0.61 812.52 7 20 6 81.11 ±13.96 19.40 ±3.38 23.90 ±0.72
w 831.21 117 1 1 94.56 ±6.94 1.01 ±0.33 1.07 ± 0.38 1117.42 435 20 77 100.00 ±0.00 32.30 ±0.82 32.30 ± 0.82 985.78 296 18 97 100.00 ±0.00 58.20 ±1.11 58.20 ± 1.11
p3b b 813.35 7 20 1 68.47 ±20.76 14.50 ±4.41 21.10 ±0.71 813.35 7 20 1 68.47 ±20.76 14.60 ±4.49 21.20 ±0.66 813.33 7 20 20 70.88 ±19.68 20.40 ±5.68 28.70 ±0.78
w 831.21 117 1 1 94.56 ±6.94 1.01 ±0.26 1.11 ± 0.31 848.18 143 2 96 98.00 ±4.10 3.97 ±0.43 4.05 ± 0.38 831.21 117 1 1 94.56 ±6.94 1.01 ±0.41 1.09 ± 0.40
p4b b 813.35 7 20 1 68.47 ±20.76 14.60 ±4.41 21.30 ±0.66 812.66 5 20 12 77.96 ±13.53 20.50 ±3.68 26.30 ±0.67 812.07 8 20 47 82.21 ±14.00 33.70 ±5.87 41.00 ±0.83
w 831.21 117 1 1 94.56 ±6.94 1.02 ±0.20 1.07 ± 0.29 939.29 300 7 70 99.99 ±0.10 12.80 ±0.48 12.80 ± 0.48 857.82 173 4 83 97.59 ±4.33 9.70 ±0.57 9.92 ± 0.37
p5b b 813.35 7 20 1 68.47 ±20.76 14.50 ±4.42 21.10 ±0.68 813.07 5 20 6 79.00 ±16.02 18.90 ±3.82 23.90 ±0.67 812.57 8 20 8 73.26 ±16.68 18.70 ±4.20 25.40 ±0.62
w 831.21 117 1 1 94.56 ±6.94 1.01 ±0.26 1.09 ± 0.32 1078.52 451 16 54 100.00 ±0.00 26.30 ±0.77 26.30 ± 0.77 953.88 315 17 97 99.47 ±2.83 59.30 ±1.99 59.60 ± 1.05
p6b b 813.35 7 20 1 68.47 ±20.76 14.50 ±4.37 21.10 ±0.62 812.73 7 20 8 76.36 ±13.71 19.40 ±3.48 25.20 ±0.67 812.13 7 20 9 76.21 ±16.03 20.30 ±4.20 26.50 ±0.67
w 831.21 117 1 1 94.56 ±6.94 0.97 ±0.30 1.04 ± 0.28 956.55 393 5 100 100.00 ±0.00 10.50 ±0.61 10.50 ± 0.61 879.90 258 7 98 99.29 ±2.20 22.30 ±0.80 22.40 ± 0.65
p7b b 813.35 7 20 1 68.47 ±20.76 14.50 ±4.46 21.10 ±0.60 812.64 5 20 10 70.67 ±17.23 18.40 ±4.47 25.90 ±0.67 812.54 6 20 10 72.80 ±18.73 19.20 ±4.99 26.40 ±0.74
w 831.21 117 1 1 94.56 ±6.94 1.00 ±0.24 1.06 ± 0.24 831.21 117 1 1 94.56 ±6.94 0.99 ±0.26 1.06 ± 0.31 831.21 117 1 1 94.56 ±6.94 0.93 ±0.29 0.99 ± 0.22
p8b b *810.29 19 20 97 74.64 ±20.06 45.10 ±12.00 61.00 ±1.49 813.05 7 18 3 77.27 ±15.81 15.60 ±3.20 20.10 ±0.63 812.46 6 20 4 73.86 ±16.78 17.10 ±4.01 23.20 ±0.74
w 831.21 117 1 1 94.56 ±6.94 1.02 ±0.24 1.06 ± 0.24 1114.98 400 20 60 100.00 ±0.00 31.90 ±0.83 31.90 ± 0.83 988.93 296 19 91 100.00 ±0.00 67.30 ±1.35 67.30 ± 1.35
p9b b 813.35 7 20 1 68.47 ±20.76 14.60 ±4.42 21.20 ±0.61 813.00 6 20 4 76.52 ±17.77 18.00 ±4.08 23.40 ±0.69 812.49 7 20 8 75.95 ±17.48 20.40 ±4.71 26.90 ±0.70
w 831.21 117 1 1 94.56 ±6.94 1.03 ±0.30 1.06 ± 0.31 1080.91 444 20 65 99.99 ±0.10 37.90 ±0.97 37.90 ± 0.97 954.09 298 18 96 99.83 ±1.07 76.60 ±1.31 76.70 ± 1.10
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table 8.7: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOc algorithms for problem instance Iogra100_16 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, Nit = 100.
min, ev1 max, ev1 max, ev2
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 809.55 4 20 1 64.74 ±20.64 16.40 ±5.24 25.30 ±1.03 808.77 4 19 90 68.09 ±19.85 37.90 ±11.20 55.90 ±0.98 808.74 5 19 60 65.70 ±20.02 31.60 ±9.56 48.10 ±1.00
w 903.25 298 1 1 99.64 ±1.69 1.19 ±0.42 1.19 ± 0.42 903.25 298 1 1 99.64 ±1.69 1.21 ±0.41 1.21 ± 0.41 903.25 298 1 1 99.64 ±1.69 1.17 ±0.42 1.18 ± 0.41
p1b b 805.78 6 20 96 63.86 ±21.68 47.60 ±15.90 74.80 ±1.39 809.09 5 20 3 72.10 ±16.91 19.50 ±4.65 27.00 ±1.07 808.88 4 19 6 73.33 ±15.30 20.00 ±4.22 27.20 ±0.93
w 903.25 298 1 1 99.64 ±1.69 1.12 ±0.41 1.12 ± 0.41 988.51 446 5 80 99.97 ±0.30 9.57 ±0.64 9.57 ± 0.64 903.25 298 1 1 99.64 ±1.69 1.13 ±0.48 1.13 ± 0.48
p2b b *805.55 7 20 92 60.94 ±22.46 43.70 ±16.10 72.00 ±1.19 809.13 6 19 3 77.09 ±15.69 19.10 ±4.02 24.70 ±0.93 808.89 4 20 5 71.64 ±17.22 20.20 ±4.91 28.20 ±1.04
w 903.25 298 1 1 99.64 ±1.69 1.16 ±0.44 1.17 ± 0.45 1001.00 496 10 61 99.94 ±0.60 17.40 ±0.65 17.40 ± 0.65 911.74 417 6 98 98.45 ±5.01 21.10 ±1.18 21.40 ± 0.63
p3b b 809.21 5 19 2 66.27 ±17.77 16.10 ±4.40 24.20 ±0.96 809.21 5 19 4 69.67 ±16.94 17.70 ±4.39 25.40 ±0.86 809.00 5 20 35 68.38 ±20.75 28.10 ±8.47 41.10 ±1.07
w 903.25 298 1 1 99.64 ±1.69 1.11 ±0.37 1.12 ± 0.38 909.13 324 2 92 98.99 ±4.14 4.39 ±0.68 4.46 ± 0.62 903.25 298 1 1 99.64 ±1.69 1.12 ±0.41 1.12 ± 0.41
p4b b 809.55 4 20 1 64.74 ±20.64 16.70 ±5.22 25.70 ±1.05 809.06 4 20 11 77.26 ±13.43 23.90 ±4.24 30.90 ±1.20 808.68 5 20 94 75.74 ±15.31 49.80 ±10.00 65.80 ±1.25
w 903.25 298 1 1 99.64 ±1.69 1.23 ±0.51 1.23 ± 0.51 920.59 298 2 60 99.24 ±2.82 3.73 ±0.47 3.78 ± 0.44 903.25 298 1 1 99.64 ±1.69 1.13 ±0.42 1.14 ± 0.42
p5b b 805.57 7 20 97 60.06 ±23.21 48.50 ±18.80 80.90 ±1.41 809.15 4 20 5 75.12 ±16.47 21.20 ±4.61 28.30 ±1.17 808.98 5 20 7 74.20 ±16.98 22.40 ±5.10 30.10 ±0.91
w 903.25 298 1 1 99.64 ±1.69 1.15 ±0.38 1.15 ± 0.38 985.59 443 5 80 99.66 ±1.72 9.80 ±0.53 9.83 ± 0.53 904.98 282 2 86 98.43 ±5.09 6.58 ±0.59 6.68 ± 0.49
p6b b 808.68 25 20 96 70.99 ±20.23 55.00 ±15.70 77.50 ±1.17 809.01 6 20 6 74.64 ±14.61 21.90 ±4.24 29.20 ±1.11 808.81 4 20 8 73.95 ±17.79 23.20 ±5.57 31.30 ±0.96
w 903.25 298 1 1 99.64 ±1.69 1.25 ±0.46 1.25 ± 0.46 942.51 349 2 60 99.73 ±1.29 3.89 ±0.34 3.90 ± 0.33 909.65 278 2 99 98.62 ±4.18 6.80 ±0.55 6.90 ± 0.44
p7b b 809.18 4 20 56 64.04 ±20.22 35.30 ±11.10 55.10 ±1.01 808.83 5 19 85 63.18 ±21.98 40.50 ±14.20 64.20 ±1.10 808.89 5 20 69 63.81 ±20.04 40.10 ±12.50 62.80 ±1.21
w 903.25 298 1 1 99.64 ±1.69 1.18 ±0.41 1.18 ± 0.41 903.25 298 1 1 99.64 ±1.69 1.16 ±0.39 1.16 ± 0.39 903.25 298 1 1 99.64 ±1.69 1.15 ±0.43 1.15 ± 0.43
p8b b 805.82 7 19 94 61.56 ±21.94 44.10 ±15.70 72.30 ±1.44 809.16 5 19 3 74.69 ±16.72 18.70 ±4.14 25.10 ±1.04 808.88 5 20 3 73.11 ±17.85 20.20 ±4.87 27.50 ±0.92
w 903.25 298 1 1 99.64 ±1.69 1.22 ±0.44 1.23 ± 0.44 1005.06 404 8 72 99.91 ±0.90 14.90 ±0.64 14.90 ± 0.64 907.09 308 11 98 98.64 ±4.45 43.30 ±1.88 43.90 ± 0.99
p9b b 805.69 6 20 97 63.35 ±22.95 59.40 ±21.70 94.00 ±1.61 809.18 4 19 5 74.23 ±14.39 20.20 ±3.95 27.10 ±1.09 808.91 4 20 4 69.49 ±16.64 19.80 ±4.65 28.50 ±0.93
w 903.25 298 1 1 99.64 ±1.69 1.21 ±0.41 1.21 ± 0.41 984.40 408 5 77 99.83 ±1.23 10.30 ±0.60 10.30 ± 0.60 903.25 298 1 1 99.64 ±1.69 1.12 ±0.43 1.13 ± 0.44
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table 8.8: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOc algorithms for problem instance Iogra100_12 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, T = 0.1[s].
min, ev1 max, ev1 max, ev2
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 810.99 5 1 1 5008.44 ±2482.99 52.50 ±26.00 9589.42 ±177.95 809.87 6 5 7 1051.46 ±408.15 61.90 ±23.90 1706.47 ±20.36 809.93 5 5 6 960.04 ±438.50 56.10 ±25.60 1718.40 ±19.13
w 815.69 6 19 91 127.82 ±53.15 62.10 ±25.80 206.89 ± 2.80 811.73 5 19 81 129.90 ±47.87 60.40 ±22.40 216.88 ± 2.67 811.86 4 18 100 125.07 ±43.55 63.10 ±22.00 199.16 ± 2.53
p1b b 810.03 12 10 98 235.70 ±93.17 62.60 ±24.90 377.53 ±5.15 809.01 5 5 25 1029.44 ±303.42 69.10 ±20.20 1492.62 ±18.03 809.13 6 7 12 660.77 ±238.21 62.00 ±22.40 1071.04 ±14.87
w 826.18 17 18 22 143.32 ±117.10 40.20 ±32.70 358.35 ± 5.12 905.93 287 20 95 270.38 ±11.82 99.40 ±3.50 274.23 ± 5.34 879.28 198 20 97 151.53 ±11.95 99.30 ±7.56 154.10 ± 2.35
p2b b 808.17 11 15 97 160.51 ±52.44 66.10 ±22.10 241.68 ±4.00 808.47 3 7 25 804.91 ±207.95 72.50 ±18.80 1114.09 ±15.49 808.85 5 11 9 460.73 ±162.89 63.70 ±22.60 725.46 ±8.92
w 826.81 23 20 15 98.56 ±113.08 27.80 ±31.90 357.54 ± 5.68 918.74 242 20 93 295.31 ±9.39 100.00 ±2.24 296.71 ± 5.07 904.07 211 20 99 150.43 ±5.57 101.00 ±3.50 151.02 ± 2.17
p3b b 810.68 6 14 2 400.89 ±157.91 59.50 ±23.50 675.54 ±8.69 810.69 5 13 2 437.92 ±168.24 61.40 ±23.70 716.28 ±8.85 810.71 7 16 2 367.76 ±125.70 63.80 ±22.00 579.26 ±6.61
w 813.65 5 19 96 140.03 ±36.58 70.80 ±18.60 199.42 ± 3.03 812.78 5 20 95 133.08 ±34.53 70.00 ±18.60 190.53 ± 2.43 812.78 6 19 90 124.42 ±38.61 63.60 ±19.90 196.96 ± 2.20
p4b b 810.98 5 11 1 469.11 ±231.01 53.90 ±26.40 875.36 ±10.11 809.54 6 5 25 905.02 ±313.71 64.00 ±22.10 1419.52 ±17.27 809.38 4 6 45 564.31 ±187.99 65.10 ±21.80 872.10 ±11.76
w 825.67 16 19 89 96.97 ±62.55 48.90 ±31.50 200.33 ± 2.92 819.29 89 20 100 189.68 ±19.38 92.50 ±9.16 206.46 ± 3.15 811.46 6 1 95 3382.17 ±1558.79 55.40 ±25.50 6148.05 ± 98.55
p5b b 810.60 10 9 100 232.57 ±95.11 59.50 ±24.40 392.25 ±5.30 809.01 4 6 25 829.64 ±234.13 68.60 ±19.40 1213.55 ±13.91 809.19 6 13 20 344.69 ±101.17 71.00 ±21.00 487.90 ±5.69
w 827.05 22 19 40 116.12 ±86.72 44.80 ±33.40 262.94 ± 4.10 911.23 312 20 99 250.28 ±16.71 98.80 ±5.92 255.56 ± 4.44 894.43 256 20 100 136.78 ±4.56 100.00 ±2.66 138.10 ± 2.11
p6b b 810.99 5 5 1 1020.19 ±499.55 53.00 ±26.00 1930.43 ±22.64 809.44 5 7 9 771.97 ±255.43 68.40 ±22.60 1133.40 ±12.76 809.18 6 10 24 405.38 ±117.85 68.10 ±19.80 598.41 ±7.34
w 826.55 25 20 81 71.22 ±54.87 41.20 ±31.80 174.85 ± 2.69 837.64 156 20 99 202.07 ±15.82 97.20 ±7.25 209.56 ± 3.31 814.41 105 20 100 133.10 ±13.82 90.90 ±9.20 147.52 ± 2.84
p7b b 810.99 5 1 1 4991.86 ±2488.48 52.30 ±26.10 9580.42 ±156.67 809.93 5 4 8 1256.01 ±492.88 61.90 ±24.40 2037.92 ±24.77 809.95 5 6 9 818.78 ±331.21 62.60 ±25.40 1311.05 ±14.29
w 813.82 6 20 84 98.07 ±38.92 58.20 ±23.20 169.54 ± 2.30 812.63 6 20 99 99.17 ±33.29 65.50 ±22.10 152.65 ± 2.12 812.74 5 17 100 108.72 ±38.70 62.50 ±22.30 175.23 ± 2.23
p8b b *807.61 12 16 97 139.83 ±45.10 64.40 ±21.30 216.10 ±4.04 808.63 5 7 25 738.67 ±182.88 68.10 ±16.90 1089.86 ±14.62 808.85 4 12 9 415.30 ±138.42 64.60 ±21.40 645.62 ±7.85
w 824.26 23 20 15 154.06 ±109.88 45.00 ±32.20 343.49 ± 5.45 934.90 312 20 99 269.70 ±13.12 99.90 ±4.30 272.62 ± 4.27 926.40 275 20 94 136.43 ±2.64 101.00 ±0.87 136.67 ± 2.27
p9b b 811.00 5 1 1 4912.53 ±2465.86 51.40 ±25.80 9586.96 ±173.79 809.20 4 5 32 872.01 ±256.69 66.30 ±19.60 1318.98 ±17.43 809.38 6 6 10 722.33 ±288.90 60.20 ±24.00 1204.38 ±14.12
w 826.87 30 20 43 96.16 ±69.36 47.00 ±33.80 207.41 ± 3.31 934.36 265 20 87 245.71 ±8.28 100.00 ±2.88 247.57 ± 3.58 928.34 240 20 97 115.30 ±2.73 101.00 ±1.85 115.72 ± 1.68
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table 8.9: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOc algorithms for problem instance Iogra100_16 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, T = 0.1[s].
min, ev1 max, ev1 max, ev2
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 807.73 4 2 1 2161.31 ±1093.29 50.40 ±25.50 4305.81 ±53.99 807.14 4 4 9 1101.85 ±496.42 59.10 ±26.60 1871.01 ±23.56 807.20 4 9 3 477.65 ±216.13 53.40 ±24.10 899.12 ±10.71
w 809.78 5 20 79 98.45 ±43.54 55.80 ±24.80 178.14 ± 3.70 808.49 4 19 100 100.95 ±38.74 59.30 ±22.90 171.47 ± 4.00 808.58 3 19 100 89.45 ±36.05 55.80 ±22.50 161.66 ± 2.63
p1b b 805.15 6 20 99 78.45 ±32.26 59.00 ±24.20 133.69 ±2.59 806.92 2 5 20 861.16 ±278.22 63.70 ±20.70 1358.10 ±19.35 806.96 3 5 8 774.78 ±320.70 53.70 ±22.30 1448.15 ±14.57
w 812.18 8 20 13 160.16 ±76.44 52.60 ±24.80 307.66 ± 10.59 846.91 305 17 81 242.38 ±38.17 88.80 ±13.30 274.06 ± 7.94 829.19 267 20 99 117.62 ±15.45 90.60 ±11.60 130.96 ± 2.29
p2b b *804.97 5 14 96 113.43 ±47.27 54.50 ±22.80 208.55 ±3.27 806.83 3 6 6 861.73 ±292.45 66.20 ±22.40 1306.18 ±15.27 806.64 3 2 82 992.72 ±371.61 60.60 ±22.90 1645.54 ±17.73
w 811.86 7 20 6 163.03 ±85.72 46.10 ±24.00 355.27 ± 14.34 876.32 358 20 81 230.11 ±22.72 95.00 ±8.21 243.96 ± 6.87 851.57 215 20 99 124.94 ±12.49 95.30 ±9.16 132.28 ± 2.11
p3b b 807.49 3 4 3 1107.24 ±533.88 53.30 ±25.80 2086.37 ±23.80 807.46 3 6 9 670.11 ±307.68 53.70 ±24.70 1252.33 ±14.89 807.46 3 9 3 472.30 ±209.33 51.90 ±23.00 913.63 ±12.85
w 809.51 4 20 93 104.12 ±34.26 63.30 ±20.50 165.99 ± 3.50 808.97 3 16 86 136.16 ±45.21 61.60 ±20.90 220.83 ± 3.24 808.87 5 20 95 102.74 ±29.48 66.50 ±19.00 155.31 ± 2.93
p4b b 807.72 4 3 1 1475.97 ±737.21 51.10 ±25.30 2897.49 ±38.81 807.06 4 4 23 969.51 ±369.87 60.10 ±23.10 1616.79 ±17.17 807.02 3 7 9 560.22 ±248.19 54.70 ±24.30 1026.91 ±13.73
w 812.06 11 20 75 103.61 ±41.74 60.30 ±24.40 173.27 ± 3.76 811.69 148 18 97 163.68 ±28.76 79.70 ±14.20 206.24 ± 4.26 808.31 4 20 72 118.72 ±35.55 70.20 ±20.90 170.24 ± 3.07
p5b b 805.26 6 20 97 69.02 ±28.45 54.90 ±22.60 126.31 ±2.63 806.89 4 4 20 1030.72 ±409.66 61.50 ±24.40 1682.03 ±22.16 807.00 4 8 8 533.48 ±216.91 60.30 ±24.60 889.41 ±10.50
w 812.51 8 20 15 146.65 ±70.26 50.50 ±24.20 292.05 ± 9.17 856.75 364 20 88 198.88 ±23.67 92.70 ±10.30 215.75 ± 5.80 832.59 173 18 99 121.93 ±17.07 90.10 ±12.30 136.32 ± 2.10
p6b b 807.72 4 3 1 1470.95 ±742.09 51.00 ±25.80 2894.18 ±37.14 807.03 4 6 9 689.96 ±265.81 57.90 ±22.40 1197.49 ±14.52 807.03 4 6 4 761.41 ±337.79 59.10 ±26.10 1295.69 ±16.19
w 811.86 7 19 40 118.54 ±53.78 54.50 ±24.80 219.70 ± 5.65 814.12 129 18 98 168.62 ±30.78 83.30 ±15.10 203.37 ± 4.23 811.54 137 20 93 105.25 ±23.97 79.30 ±18.10 133.74 ± 2.48
p7b b 807.73 4 3 1 1461.36 ±729.35 50.70 ±25.20 2896.70 ±42.36 807.17 4 6 5 667.31 ±311.51 51.70 ±24.20 1292.36 ±16.48 807.22 4 14 3 304.10 ±137.58 54.40 ±24.70 561.44 ±7.22
w 809.20 4 17 90 98.34 ±41.62 57.50 ±24.20 172.46 ± 2.73 808.96 5 12 98 127.77 ±56.86 54.10 ±24.00 237.42 ± 2.67 808.93 4 15 99 101.47 ±39.00 57.30 ±22.00 178.19 ± 2.02
p8b b 805.12 6 18 93 77.39 ±35.66 51.90 ±24.00 150.11 ±2.87 806.85 3 5 6 911.13 ±333.84 58.80 ±21.50 1556.32 ±18.72 806.82 4 8 8 547.26 ±212.06 61.80 ±24.10 887.77 ±10.80
w 811.52 8 20 7 173.71 ±91.30 50.80 ±26.50 342.70 ± 12.04 874.77 317 18 100 233.80 ±26.89 93.60 ±9.84 251.32 ± 7.14 871.47 261 19 100 118.03 ±11.32 96.10 ±8.82 123.99 ± 1.99
p9b b 805.59 6 20 97 65.34 ±24.49 61.70 ±23.30 106.87 ±1.99 807.08 2 5 20 796.84 ±270.75 63.20 ±21.60 1266.73 ±16.18 807.07 4 5 8 814.03 ±331.63 59.90 ±24.50 1366.67 ±16.06
w 812.62 7 20 12 152.94 ±70.93 52.40 ±24.10 292.67 ± 8.96 858.43 374 20 100 177.92 ±20.95 93.20 ±10.40 191.96 ± 4.97 844.04 215 20 100 94.85 ±9.06 94.80 ±8.84 101.03 ± 1.55
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
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8.4 Screening BCOc parameters: basic plots
Results in Tables 8.6–8.9 and Tables B.2–B.33 (referred to as the basic tables in the re-
mainder of this thesis) show that none of the BCOc instances is able to reach the optimal
solution, regardless of the stopping criterion. Instead, a set of solution’s quality values
(hereafter referred to as a sample or {ys : s = 1, nrun}) produced by a single experiment
exhibits a bell-shaped distribution resembling the most to the normal (Gaussian) distri-
bution. We address this subject rigorously in Section A.3.2 (see Fig. A.7). We find that
statistics of central tendency for solution quality samples provide a satisfactory mea-
sure to address questions of sensitivity analysis of BCOc. In addition, the basic tables
have already estimated the best parameter configurations of BCOc for each considered
problem instance.
According to [Rid07, pg. 23] at this stage of the empirical study it is common to
perform screening of BCOc parameters. Screening represents a method to determine
which parameters affect BCOc performance. The approach we present here is based on
3-D and 2-D basic plots established on the solution quality means, i.e, values of yi,j,k,l
for each i ∈ L and j ∈M.
8.4.1 3-D plots: qualitative parameters
We assess and compare response surface plots of parameters B and NC for different
values of qualitative factors Lp and ME (4) (Figs. 8.2, B.5 and B.6). The response surface
plots are able to demonstrate any tendencies towards local optimum of the parameter
configuration sub-space and help to make a more informed decision about the future
course of the empirical study. Namely, the valleys in the landscape mark the area of
parameter space that yield the best results. However, effect of parameter ME is hard to
identify from these figures. One way to address this issue is demonstrated in Fig. 8.3.
All graphics in the figure are generated w.r.t. problem instance and the levels of param-
eters Lp and ME . The graphics plot percentage relative errors (in remainder referred
to as simply relative errors) of the best means, i.e., of yi,j . The profile lines, especially
for problem instances n = {100, 150, 200, 250}, suggest interactions between BCOc pa-
rameters ME and Lp (see [How10, pg. 421] for definition of interactions). What we
consider under interaction is the intersection of profile lines for one problem instance
along levels of Lp. It is worth noting that utilized design points in our experimental
study do not follow a common methodology, e.g., marginal means or a random design
technique. Consequently, by using yi,j points we believe that observable effect of ME is
smaller against employing other experimental designs from the literature. The method
min(ev1) exhibits satisfying performance for two instances of class m = 16, depending
on the level of parameter Lp. Additionally, max(ev2) shows to be better than max(ev1)
for problem instance Iogra100_12. Nevertheless, we are not certain about the statisti-
cal difference between the corresponding results yi,j , especially for the rest of problem
instances.
Beside the established best configurations of B and NC in the basic tables, from
Figs. 8.2, B.5 and B.6 we may conclude several results. Namely, from 3-D basic plots
(Figs. 8.2, B.5 and B.6) the improvement in the solution quality is established for larger
(4)We refer to each value of parameter ME or Lp, as its level. A set of data samples of one parameter,
generated at a level of the other, is referred to as a group (see pg. 259).
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Figure 8.2: Response landscape of 10 BCOc with min(ev1) for Iogra100_12, Nit = 100.
B, however, either for smaller values of NC or the complete domain NC and the par-
ticular loyalty function. For example, a linear improvement of solution quality is rec-
ognized in case of p0b ,min(ev1) on the restricted domain of NC, while for the p1,2,8 the
solution quality degrades significantly when NC ≤ 50, as the population of bees is
growing. Therefore, the increase in the population of bees doesn’t necessarily lead to
increase in the solution quality. Such behavior indicates high nonlinearity and complex
interaction between algorithm’s parameters, observed in Fig. 8.3. In addition, high
nonlinearity observed in surface plots on the B×NC space is detected for loyalty func-
tions of Class II. Regarding the general conclusions, method max(ev1) (i.e., ME2) has
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Figure 8.3: Effects of parameters ME , Lp and the problem instance characteristics. Pro-
file lines with squares denote problem instances in the class m = 12 and
with triangles the class m = 16. Different colors refer to value of n. Stop-
ping criterion is Nit = 100.
produced the largest span among yi,j,k,l values, indicated by the shape of the response
landscape in Fig. B.5. Method max(ev2) (i.e. ME3) induces less variability, however,
lacking the practical improvement (Fig. B.6). Method min(ev1) (i.e., ME1) generates
the smallest variability (Fig. 8.2) and produces improvements in the solution quality
for specific values of B and NC .
Unlike Figs. 8.2, B.5 and B.6, the relations between qualitative factors are more dis-
tinct if we compare surface plots on one graphic. We address this in Section B.1.3,
(pg. 265). In Fig. B.7 results for p0,u, p1,2,8, at the level of ME corresponding to
min(ev1), are compared. Plots are generated for relative errors. The comparison of
the loyalty functions indicate that average performance of BCOc, while utilizing p8b ,
for B ≥ 15 and 95 ≤ NC ≤ 98, is better against other three loyalty functions. We
are motivated to visualize experimental results, however, comparing all the values of
the parameter Lp on a single figure is obviously unmanageable. Therefore, graphical
representation are in the remainder of the chaper founded on 2-D plots.
At this point we may address a couple of research question, e.g., Q1 and Q3. Re-
garding the former, parameters Lp and ME exibit the highest influence and possible
interconnection. The finding is based on two observations: (a) difference between y of
the best and y of the worst experiment is the largest under their influence; (b) success
of several loyalty functions is related to values of ME . Regarding the question of ro-
bustness (Q3) Fig. 8.3 illustrates that the problem structure exhibits high impact on the
BCOc performance. The success of the particular combination of qualitative parameters
cannot be easily identified in Fig. 8.3 since none was able to consistently outperform
the other on the complete problem set. The only direction is to observe effect of one
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parameter at the level of the other.
8.4.2 2-D plots: quantitative parameters
Here, we further exploit graphical analysis of the BCOc parameters. The results are pre-
sented in Fig. 8.4. The figure illustrates influence of BCOc parameters on the reported
average solutions quality (relative error), for two problem instances. In particular, to
maintain an overview on the influence of problem instances, we eleminated one param-
eter to generate 2-D graphics. According to basic tables we omit parameter B because
the most experimental runs reported similar values for its best configurations. There-
fore, each graphic consists of set of plots that reveal the influence of loyalty function
with regard to method of evaluation, for a fixed value B and different values of NC .
The main objective of this presentation is to visually inspect improvements in the
solution quality when parameter NC changes its value w.r.t. the structural parameters
of BCOc. Graphics are arranged to distinguish influence of ME and loyalty functions
when NC ∈ [1, 100]. Each profile line in Fig. 8.4 corresponds to the value of B that has
produced the best results. Namely, B takes values from [18, 20] among the profile lines.
For example, for Iogra100_12 and min(ev1), the profiles of the best results correspond
to B = 20. On the same instance, in the case of configuration max(ev1), p9,u, the best
average result is achieved when B = 18. The color of the plot corresponds to a single
loyalty function, whereas dashed black line signifies BCOc reference case. Reference
case is used to simulate the behaviour of an underlying heuristic, i.e., instead of ex-
ecuting sLPT+BF outside the BCOc frame, the results are obtained by running BCOc
algorithm for NC = 1, B = 20. The difference between the corresponding configura-
tion of BCOc and the standalone heuristic might be exhibited forB > 1 due to overhead
caused by evaluation phase of backward pass. However, a time difference is practically
insignificant for the case of Nit = 100. Detailed elaboration about this approximation
of the reference case is given in Section (A.2.2) (pg. 256).
We draw a few compelling conclusions from Fig. 8.4. Firstly, for some cases of loy-
alty functions an impact of ME is not easy to categorize as it is the case for p0,3,7.
Namely, the three functions exhibit similar properties regardless of values of ME . Be-
side their exploratory nature, the functions converge fast toward parts of the search
space in which they dwell until end of an iteration. Therefore, it is most likely that
the search gets fast stranded in one of the local minima. The lack of perturbations in
solution quality as NC changes thus becomes obvious.
Unlike previous group of loyalty functions, others demonstrate a large variability
of the solution quality. The variation depends on the utilization of evaluation func-
tion (or method of evaluation) and structure of the problem instance. Although show
significant fluctuations, these loyalty functions are able to bring improvements in the
solution’s quality for at least one value of ME . Among them, loyalty functions p2b and
p8b perform the best in respect to the reference case. In addition, graphics also reveal
that inside of these set of loyalty functions certain groups exhibit similar behaviour.
Such groups are: p1,5,9b , p
2,8
b and p
4,6
b . To distinguish the influence of loyalty functions
within a group, further analysis needs to be conducted on the properties of recruitment
process. We investigate this in Section 8.8.
Because the results are sensitive to the choice of problem instance, it is obvious
that the corresponding visual analysis on the entire problem set should be undertaken
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Figure 8.4: Representative graphic of influence of three BCO parameters (ME, LF, NC)
on solution quality for Nit = 100. Graphic represents changing of average
solutions over values of NC for each loyalty function, on problem instance
Iogra100_12. For easiness of comparing, relative error is used.
(Fig 8.5). As previously, the value for B varies in interval [18, 20] when generating
good quality solutions, with one exception where B = 15 is reported by function p8 on
problem instance Iogra400_12. The series of graphics in Fig. 8.5 consists of Fig. 8.4
and eight more, in regard to the dimension of a problem instance. Once more it should
be noted that NC values do not cover complete parameter space for problems of di-
mension n > 100 because of high computational cost. However, we can still notice
similarities between the graphics from different groups, and draw similar conclusions
as for n = 100. The first paramount result is related to Class II type of loyalty functions,
such as pk, k ∈ {0, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9}. The loyalty functions p0,u, p3,it and p7,u are the most
conservative due to small changes in the reported average solutions over the complete
interval NC ∈ [1, 100], regardless of method of evaluation. Remaining Class II loyalty
functions show high sensitivity to utilization of method of evaluation and problem in-
stance. No pattern is able to be identified in respect to NC that generates high quality
solutions. Actually, only p5 and p9 succeed to be better than the reference case for
Iogra100_12/16, Iogra150_16, Iogra200_12, Iogra250_16 and Iogra300_12/16. Fur-
thermore, these two loyalty functions exhibit similar behavior throughout the search.
Loyalty functions p1, p2, p8, show large sensitivity to changes of quantitative parame-
ters B and NC and the choice of the problem instance. Between these three, the most
unsuccessful is p1 that has generated solutions resembling to solutions of p5,9. Loyalty
functions p2 and p8 are the only one that demonstrate a certain pattern on the inspected
domain of NC which brings improvements w.r.t. the reference case.
Until this point we have dealt with the Nit = 100 case study. The new set of graph-
ics additionally covers results determined for CPU case study, i.e., when the maximal
allowed time is restricted with T = n/100[s] (Fig. 8.6). The reference case w.r.t. BCOc
parameters is here different. Namely, the performance of the sLPT+BF heuristic imply
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values NC = 1 or B = 1. According to the results of the experiments the solution
quality of the heuristic does not change for different NC at B = 1. Reference case is
therefore determined as the best result obtained by BCOc when NC = 1, B ∈ [1, 20].
Consequently, parameters Lp and ME have no impact (the backward pass does not
occur for the reference case).
To explain properties of plots in Fig. 8.6, we examine results on a case to case
basis. Namely, the graphics report lower variability of the response values for structural
parameters. For problem instances m = {12, 16} : n = {350, 450} and m = 12 :
n = 400 the method min(ev1) demonstrates the smallest variability. The reason is
that the best results for the particular problem instances is, except for p3,u, reported
by the reference case (see basic tables). This has not happen for other parameter
configurations, however, we detect that BCOc algorithms reached the ceiling effect and
reported solutions of a similar quality. Disadvantage of the particular set of results in
Fig. 8.6 is the range of parameter B for which graphics are generated. For example, in
case of m = 12 : n = 150 and min(ev1) the corresponding profile lines are produced
for large range of values of B. Contrary, instances n = {300, 400, 500} seem to be easy
because sLPT+BF produced high quality results. However, we remind that NC domain
is restricted and BCOc configurations for larger NC might produce better results.
The rest of our study is focused on investigation of simple effects with help of sta-
tistical tests. To conclude on the overall success of each method of evaluation (on the
complete problem set), we present results of Friedman’s rank and Kruskal-Wallis test in
the following section. The tests contribute to our goal to investigate general behavior
of the BCOc algorithm.
8.5 Statistical analysis: hypothesis testing
In previous sections, we emphasized the importance of establishing statistical and prac-
tical differences between the results on which we base our conclusions. There are sev-
eral other reasons that direct the study towards methodological statistical analysis. We
summarize them as follows.
• Increasing the number of figures that show solution quality response landscapes
in general does not help to address our research goals. In addition, along already
demanding basic tables, graphics require great deal of space.
• An Mk1(5) test does not reveal to which degree we consider two BCOcs different.
To establish a clear difference between the best among three BCOc algorithms,
the result of comparing values 1603.51, 1603.15 and 1603.52 from Table B.8 (for
problem instance Iogra300_12, pg. 278), commonly depends on the practitioner
making a observation.
• A number of pairwise comparisons between all BCOc instances, for a particular
problem instance, is too large to be conducted without increasing familywise error
rate [How10, pg. 151]. The error rate defines the probability of making Type I
error (making false discoveries by rejecting null hypothesis when it should not be
rejected) at least once during the pairwise comparison.
(5)Mk1 is abbreviation of Mark One Eyeball used in a military as a slang for visual inspection [Bus].
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• Another issue concerns interactions between BCOc parameters. According to
[How10], difference between any two means might originate from: different
levels of a parameter or their interactions. From 8.2, B.5 and B.6 we can already
detect significant interactions between parameters B and NC .
Therefore, we perform multiple comparison statistical tests that help to establish
a clear difference in the performance of the BCOc instances. Due to the existence
of interactions we examine simple effects ([How10, 416]) and separate the statistical
analysis of BCOc performance among two case studies. We define the null hypothe-
sis as the statement that all means are equal (in case of parametric test) or samples
are from the same population (in case of non-parametric tests), however, we do not
explore the complete configuration sub-space. Instead, we use carefully determined
samples of data (addressed for formula 8.2, pg. 154). The first case study explores an
effect of parameter Lp for outcomes achieved at one level of the parameter ME . It is
based on multiple comparison of data samples (Section A.3.1.2, pg. 257) between the
values of the parameter Lp. We employ fixed-model ANOVA with repeated measures
(RMANOVA) for within-subject evaluation. The justification for using this paramet-
ric test is carefully elaborated in section A.3.2 (pg. 259). Moreover, to accommodate
RMANOVA we utilize post-hoc tests to conclude which loyalty function has exhibited
the greatest impact on the BCOc performance. The post-hoc test is conducted as a
two-sided Dunnett’s test with Hommel’s correction. The main advantage of parametric
test is the estimation of effects (Sec. 7.2.7, pg. 130). We compare the obtained size of
effects against the Cohen’s table (provided in Section A.3.2.4, pg. 262) and across the
study. The second case study compares three methods of evaluation for the complete
problem set using Friedman’s rank and Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric tests. The goal
is to determine the best combination of qualitative parameters and contribute to struc-
tural tuning of BCOc. In Appendix A.3.1.5 we address subject of the data samples for
the non-parametric tests in greater detail (pg. 258).
The two case studies are conducted separately for two stopping criteria. Therefore,
we distinguish four case studies in total.
8.6 Stopping criterion: Nit
In this section we continue to examine the general behavior of BCOc under the max-
imum number of the iterations. We follow two lines of questioning and define the
corresponding hypothesis of our research goals. The first study investigates if the best
means reported at different levels of factor Lp (yi,j,k,l, ∀j ∈ L and fixed i, k, l), are sig-
nificantly different for a particular problem instance. We address this question at each
level of parameter ME and define our null hypothesis as follows.
H0: Loyalty functions produce the same average quality of solutions.
H1: Loyalty functions produce different average quality of solutions.
We employ the parametric RMANOVA to determine if the null hypothesis holds and
non-parametric Friedman’s test to validate the results of the parametric test. The sam-
ples contain outliers (see Section A.3.1.2, pg 257). Moreover, data samples are paired
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(Section A.3.1.3, pg. 258). The condition of sphericity, essential for RMANOVA, is in-
vestigated as an integral part of ez R package [Law15]. However, before employing
RMANOVA we examine the conditions of normality following the procedure described
in Section A.3.2.1.
The second study of this section is founded on the comparison between methods of
evaluation. The null hypothesis is:
H0: Methods of evaluation have no significant effect on the best average solution
quality of the BCOc algorithm.
H1: Methods of evaluation have significant effect on the best average solution quality
of the BCOc algorithm.
Non-parametric statical tests are employed on samples that produced response val-
ues yi,j . In other words, the effect of parameter ME is inspected on the complete
problem set and in the design points marked with orange color in the basic tables. Be-
cause performance of the BCOc algorithm varies w.r.t. problem specifications, we use
ranking procedure. This is addressed in Section A.3.3 (pg. 262).
8.6.1 Case study: the best loyalty function
Graphics of the best mean values from basic tables in Fig. 8.3 demonstrate influence
of three factors: Lp, ME and the problem size (n). However, observing the figure the
dominance of one algorithm against the other is not obvious. To constitute a fair com-
parison and distinguish the best performing BCOc instance from other the dominance
is established by observing the statistical difference and size of effects (η2g). The topic
of dominance utilized in thesis is elaborated in Section A.3.1.4 (pg. 258). The test
of significant differences between the means is conducted at the level of significance
α = 0.05 and for the sample size n = nrun = 100.
The results of two RMANOVA and Friedman’s tests are presented in Table 8.10.
The p-values determine if we reject the null hypothesis of equivalence of means. Ta-
ble 8.10 is organized along main groups defined by parameter ME . The p-values of
the RMANOVA test are shown under column p and of Friedman’s test under column
p[f ]. The size of effect of each test is provided in column η2g . The first observation is
that groups differ, i.e., p-values indicate significant impact of ME . We summarize our
observations in Table 8.11.
Firstly, in Table 8.11 we emphasize problem instances for which we fail to reject
the null hypothesis for the equivalence of means. We denote with an asterix cases for
which the corresponding η2g is the smallest and with double asterix cases for which
η2g is the largest. Compared against Cohen’s table the largest effect sizes (η
2
g) are ex-
hibited for min(ev1), which encompass values from the interval [0.13, 0.58]. The large
effect size indicates a practical difference, which we address in the following section.
Despite significant difference (small p-values), the parameter Lp exhibits small effects
(η2g ∈ [0.02, 0.05]) in groups max(ev1) and max(ev2). This indicates a weak practical dif-
ference considering that the differences are less then half of unit of time. In particular
for max(ev2), statistical differences are found in a small set of problem instances.
Results of the RMANOVA and Friedman’s tests produce similar p-values and, there-
fore, similar conclusions regarding influence of parameter Lp. The results of the tests
Table 8.10: Repeated-measure ANOVA and Friedman’s test results for equivalence of means between loyalty functions of specific method
of evaluation for α = .05 and maximum number of iterations.
min(ev1) max(ev1) max(ev2)
Problem p[sph] ˆ F p η2p η2g p[f ] p[sph] ˆ F p η2p η2g p[f ] p[sph] ˆ F p η2p η2g p[f ]
Iogra100_12 0.000 0.842 24.00 0.0002 0.20 0.14 0.000 0.297 0.90 3.96 0.000 0.04 0.03 0.000 0.433 0.91 5.82 0.000 0.06 0.05 0.000
16 0.000 0.591 146.28 0.0001 0.60 0.58 0.000 0.605 0.91 2.36 0.012 0.02 0.02 0.007 0.859 0.93 1.06 0.393 0.01 0.01 0.383
Iogra150_12 0.000 0.701 34.62 0.0001 0.26 0.19 0.000 0.649 0.92 2.01 0.036 0.02 0.02 0.014 0.139 0.89 1.23 0.273 0.01 0.01 0.254
16 0.000 0.691 52.02 0.0001 0.34 0.32 0.000 0.516 0.92 2.34 0.013 0.02 0.02 0.0775 0.631 0.92 1.20 0.288 0.01 0.01 0.104
Iogra200_12 0.029 0.972 126.03 0.0002 0.56 0.52 0.000 0.783 0.93 1.97 0.039 0.02 0.02 0.033 0.610 0.91 1.15 0.328 0.01 0.01 0.312
16 - 1.003 0.44 0.5083 0.00 0.00 0.439 0.845 0.93 2.78 0.003 0.03 0.02 0.009 0.694 0.92 1.48 0.152 0.01 0.01 0.239
Iogra250_12 - 1.003 1.18 0.2813 0.01 0.01 0.297 0.062 0.88 2.73 0.004 0.03 0.02 0.003 0.668 0.93 0.46 0.904 0.00 0.00 0.852
16 0.000 0.932 44.08 0.0002 0.31 0.27 0.000 0.289 0.90 1.80 0.065 0.02 0.02 0.068 0.254 0.90 1.67 0.093 0.02 0.01 0.242
Iogra300_12 0.008 0.952 0.51 0.7202 0.01 0.00 0.599 0.499 0.91 6.23 0.000 0.06 0.05 0.000 0.846 0.93 0.51 0.866 0.01 0.00 0.872
16 0.000 0.912 17.10 0.0002 0.15 0.13 0.000 0.553 0.91 1.63 0.103 0.02 0.01 0.131 0.020 0.962 1.24 0.2712 0.01 0.01 0.230
Iogra350_12 - 1.003 0.69 0.4073 0.01 0.00 0.453 0.895 0.93 6.27 0.000 0.06 0.05 0.000 0.066 0.88 3.69 0.000 0.04 0.03 0.001
16 - 1.003 1.91 0.1703 0.02 0.01 0.138 0.996 0.95 1.72 0.081 0.02 0.02 0.102 0.551 0.91 1.84 0.058 0.02 0.02 0.0406
Iogra400_12 — 0.687 0.92 3.29 0.001 0.03 0.03 0.001 0.722 0.92 1.03 0.416 0.01 0.01 0.567
16 0.000 0.621 1.09 0.3131 0.01 0.01 0.0016 0.620 0.92 2.09 0.028 0.02 0.02 0.0685 0.884 0.95 2.92 0.005 0.03 0.02 0.005
Iogra450_12 - 1.003 0.34 0.5613 0.00 0.00 0.686 0.169 0.90 4.67 0.000 0.05 0.04 0.000 0.931 0.93 2.19 0.021 0.02 0.02 0.042
16 - 1.003 0.15 0.7023 0.00 0.00 0.714 0.114 0.88 5.89 0.000 0.06 0.05 0.000 0.913 0.93 6.09 0.000 0.06 0.05 0.000
Iogra500_12 0.000 0.802 86.62 0.0002 0.47 0.37 0.000 0.137 0.90 2.54 0.007 0.02 0.02 0.005 0.019 0.952 1.56 0.1372 0.02 0.01 0.192
16 — 0.043 0.952 2.96 0.0052 0.03 0.03 0.002 0.836 0.97 2.69 0.031 0.03 0.02 0.043
p[sph] - significance (p-value) of Mauchly’s statistic test of sphericity;
ˆ - Greenhouse-Geisser estimator of sphericity;
p[f ] - significance (p-value) of Friedman’s test;
1 When sphericity condition is violated (p[sph] < 0.05) proposed Greenhouse-Geisser estimator is used for correcting p-value of repeated-measures ANOVA test [Dav02];
2 When sphericity condition is violated (p[sph] < 0.05) and ˆ > 0.75, Huynh and Feldt estimator ˜ is used for correcting p-value of repeated-measures ANOVA test [Dav02], p. 111.
3 ’-’ When only two data groups differ sphericity condition is always satisfied.
4 ’—’ signifies that all outcomes were identical.
5 Friedman’s test failed to reject null hypothesis of equal means for α = 0.05. However, repeated-measures ANOVA reported significant effect of Lp on solution quality.
6 Repeated-measures ANOVA failed to reject null hypothesis of equality of means for α = 0.05. Friedman’s test reported significant effect of Lp on solution quality.
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Table 8.11: Results of RMANOVA and Friedman’s test for Nit.
ME class Significant effect of Lp Range of
p < 0.05 η2g
min(ev1) m = 12 n ∈ {100∗, 150, 200∗∗, 500}. 0.14∗–0.52∗∗
m = 16 n ∈ {100∗∗, 150, 250, 300∗, 400(6)}. 0.13∗–0.58∗∗
max(ev1) m = 12 n ∈ {100, . . . , 500} 0.02–0.05
m = 16 n ∈ {100, 150(5), 200, 400(5), 450, 500}. 0.02–0.05
max(ev2) m = 12 n ∈ {100, 350, 450}. 0.02–0.05
m = 16 n ∈ {350(6), 400, 450, 500}. 0.02
5 Friedman’s test failed to reject null hypothesis of equal means for α = 0.05.
However, repeated-measures ANOVA reported significant effect of Lp on so-
lution quality.
6 Repeated-measures ANOVA failed to reject null hypothesis of equality of
means for α = 0.05. Friedman’s test reported significant effect of Lp on
solution quality.
oppose on two problem instance within group max(ev1) (marked with (5)). Namely,
the Friedman’s test did not find enough evidence to distinguish selection of loyalty
function based on the best reported values, while RMANOVA did. In cases marked
with (6) RMANOVA failed to reject null hypothesis of equivalence of means. Further
analysis was conducted by Mk1 test of sample distributions (e.g. A.7) and we confirm
RMANOVA results.
8.6.1.1 Post-hoc test for RMANOVA
In previous section we have confirmed that RMANOVA provides valid results for our
hypothesis testing. The test determines if there was significant effect of the parameter
Lp, however, we still do not know which loyalty function caused this. Therefore, we
conduct a pairwise test to identify loyalty functions that caused the significant effects
reported in Table 8.10. Contrary to previous analysis, where only samples at levels of
Lp were compared, the post-hoc test includes a sample generated by the BCOc refer-
ence case (B=20,NC=1).
Because we conduct a controlled study, the multiple comparison procedure is based
on the Dunnett’s test [Dun55]. The test requires setting a control group, which in our
study, corresponds to the sample that produced the smallest response value (mean
of solutions’ quality). Dunnett’s test is suitable for reducing the number of pairwise
comparisons and avoids an increase of the Type I error. In addition, the test allows
comparison between the group with the smallest mean against other groups(6). The re-
sults of the pairwise comparison are presented in Table 8.12 for each class of problem
instances. The expression p ≥ 0.05 implies that BCOc parameters have achieved nu-
merical improvements, however, we fail to reject the null hypothesis of Dunnett’s test
at α = 0.05. The most adverse scenario is the one where all the samples are identical.
It suggests that performance of all configurations of BCOc parameters are worse than
of the sLPT+BF heuristic.
(6)Most appropriate would be Hsu’s multiple comparison test [Hsu96], however, it was not a part of R
package.
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Table 8.12: Results of pairwise comparison test (Nit = 100): list of loyalty functions
that are not significantly different from the control group.
Problem
m=12, n min(ev1) max(ev1) max(ev2)
100 8 {0, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} {0, 1, 2,4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}
150 8 {0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} {0, 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}
200 {2, 8, 9} {0, 1,4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}
250 p ≥ 0.05 {0, 1,2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} p ≥ 0.05
300 p ≥ 0.05 {1, 2, 4, 5,8, 9} p ≥ 0.05
350 p ≥ 0.05 {0, 1, 4, 6,7} {0, 4, 6,7}
400 — {0, 1, 4, 5,6, 7, 8, 9} p ≥ 0.05
450 p ≥ 0.05 {0, 1, 4, 5,6, 7, 9} {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}
500 8 {0, 1,2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} p ≥ 0.05
Problem
m=16, n min(ev1) max(ev1) max(ev2)
100 {1,2, 5, 8, 9} {0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 7} p ≥ 0.05
150 8 {0, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} p ≥ 0.05
200 p ≥ 0.05 {0, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7} p ≥ 0.05
250 {2,8} p ≥ 0.05 p ≥ 0.05
300 {1,2, 5, 8, 9} p ≥ 0.05 p ≥ 0.05
350 p ≥ 0.05 p ≥ 0.05 p ≥ 0.05
400 p ≥ 0.05 {0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6,7, 9} {0, 6, 7, 9}
450 p ≥ 0.05 {0, 6, 7} {0, 3, 4, 7}
500 — {0, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} {0, 3,7}
(1.) p ≥ 0.05 - Fail to reject Dunnett’s test null hypothesis of equivalence of
means at α = 0.05.
(2.) — All samples are equal and identical with the reference case (B = 20,
NC = 1).
In Table 8.10 at the level min (ev1) parameter Lp shows significant effect for problem
instances m = 12 : n ∈ {100, 150, 500} and m = 16 : n = 150. The pairwise comparison
test determines that p8 is the reason. In addition, for Iogra250_16 the Dunnett’s test
fails to distinguish its effect from p2. For the other two problem instances p2 appears as
the control group, however, the test fails to differentiate its success from several others
(see Table 8.12).
Within group max (ev1) Table 8.12 shows that BCOc achieved better performance
than the heuristic at different levels of Lp. However, statistical difference between the
corresponding response values, indicated by Table 8.10, are small. Therefore, it is hard
to distinguish one loyalty function as the most successful on the complete problem set.
For all problem instances mostly the Class II loyalty functions appear as a control group.
Compared to others the p0,u function is the most frequent. The p3b function generates
the worst overall results since in Table 8.12 appears only two times.
Under influence of the max (ev2) evaluation method, other configurations of BCOc
parameters essentially do not generate improvements against the heuristic. In particu-
lar, both extreme cases are present: p ≥ 0.05 in Table 8.12 and small size of the effect
in Table 8.10. When summarized, the results demonstrate negligible practical effects
of Lp. It is worth noting that values of Lp, that have exhibit good results, belong to
Class II.
The statistical tests show that the Lp parameter exhibits different effects on the
generation of best means. For Nit = 100 the loyalty functions of class I (especially
p2 and p8) are the most successful at the level min(ev1) w.r.t the heuristic and class II
loyalty functions. Both demonstrate good performance w.r.t. quality of the solution and
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the running time. Contrary, functions of class II are more successful at levels max(ev1)
and max(ev2). In particular, p0b and p7b yield high quality results compared to the rest
Class II functions. When we include results of running times, provided in basic tables,
the function p0b demonstrates better performance against p
7
b . However, it exhibits small
effects and results of low practical value.
8.6.2 Case study: the effect of ME
In this section we compare three BCOc on the complete benchmark set of problem
instances. To determine statistical difference between values of the ME parameter, we
use ranking. Since only three methods of evaluation were compared ranks from [1, 3]
are used. Computation of ranks for each problem instance is done by procedures of
multiple comparison using RMANOVA to test the hypothesis of equivalence of means,
and pairwise t-test with Hommel’s correction as a post-hoc test to resolve ties. We
address this in Section A.3.3 with detailed description of the implementation with R
(pg. 262). Results of these tests are in great part omitted because of overwhelming
number of comparisons. However, we try to provide as much information as possible
in tables of ranks.
Friedman’s and Kruska-Wallis non-parametric tests are utilized on the ranks. The
null hypothesis of the Friedman’s and Kruskal-Wallis tests is that samples come from the
same population(7). When no significant difference is detected, groups of ME are eval-
uated by average values of the corresponding relative errors and ranks. To distinguish
contributions of BCOc configurations, preliminary analysis showed that non-parametric
tests should be employed independently on two classes of problem instances. The re-
sults are organized in Tables 8.13 and 8.14.
The structure of Tables 8.13 and 8.14 is as follows. Column r.err. designates relative
errors of the corresponding best means. Column r represents ranks determined at
each level of problem class. Column y shows the overall best result and its deviation
of the corresponding method of evaluation. The average running times are given in
column t. The best configuration of quantitative BCOc parameters together with the
corresponding loyalty function are provided under columns B, NC and pb. Average
values of relative errors and ranks are placed at the bottom of a table. They provide the
first insight about the overall performance of the considered BCOc evaluation methods.
To avoid ambiguity we use symbol (1) when ever statistical tests, failed to reject null
hypothesis of equivalence of means at the 5% level of significance.
The results of two non-parametric tests conducted on ranks in Tables 8.13 and 8.14
are as follows.
Table 8.13: (a) With Friedman’s test we fail to reveal significant effect of ME on re-
porting of the best solution quality (χ2 = 2.25, p = 0.325). (b) With Kruskal-
Wallis test we fail to reveal significant effect of ME on reporting of the best solu-
tion quality (χ2 = 2.99, p = 0.224).
Table 8.14: (a) With Friedman’s test we fail to reveal significant effect of ME on re-
porting of the best solution quality (χ2 = 0.143, p = 0.71). (b) With Kruskal-
(7)The null hypothesis may also include testing equivalence of medians. However, when using Kruskal-
Wallis to test equivalence of medians, samples should come from a same distribution [McD14, pp.
157-164].
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Table 8.13: Table of best results and its corresponding parameter configurations for
class of m = 12 of problem instances. Stopping criterion, Nit = 100.
min(ev1) max(ev1) max(ev2)
y r.err. t B NC pb r y r.err. t B NC pb r y r.err. t B NC pb r
Probl. (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.)
inst. [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
100 810.29 1.29 45.10 20 97 p8b 1 812.58 1.57 35.90 20 96 p
0
b 3 812.07 1.51 33.70 20 47 p
4
b 2
± 3.54 ± 12.00 ± 1.34 ± 9.99 ± 1.63 ± 5.87
150 1003.54 0.35 58.30 20 74 p8b 1 1004.85 0.49 42.30 20 71 p
0
b 2.5 1004.99 0.50 29.50 20 7 p
4
b 2.5
± 1.25 ± 16.50 ± 0.70 ± 13.80 ± 0.82 ± 9.09
200 1202.75 0.23 59.80 19 91 p2b 1 1204.32 0.36 50.50 20 22 p
4
b 2 1204.51 0.38 45.60 20 39 p
0
b
(1) 3
± 0.92 ± 22.30 ± 0.61 ± 11.30 ± 0.62 ± 16.60
250 1404.07 0.29 46.10 20 2 p3b
(1) 2.5 1403.65 0.26 71.80 19 41 p2b 1 1403.91 0.28 50.90 20 12 p
0
b
(1) 2.5
± 0.57 ± 21.50 ± 0.55 ± 12.90 ± 0.55 ± 20.60
300 1603.51 0.22 83.00 19 85 p2b
(1) 2.5 1603.15 0.20 90.70 20 40 p8b 1 1603.52 0.22 59.70 20 5 p
0
b
(1) 2.5
± 0.95 ± 39.20 ± 0.55 ± 17.80 ± 0.57 ± 26.30
350 1807.14 0.40 90.00 20 2 p3b
(1) 3 1806.50 0.36 96.00 20 7 p7b 1.5 1806.67 0.37 89.80 20 7 p
7
b 1.5
± 0.80 ± 29.80 ± 0.82 ± 28.90 ± 0.81 ± 31.70
400 2004.28 0.21 103.00 20 1 p0b
(1) 3 2003.85 0.19 132.00 20 12 p6b 1 2004.05 0.20 109.00 20 7 p
7
b
(1) 2
± 0.69 ± 34.00 ± 0.62 ± 29.60 ± 0.61 ± 33.20
450 2205.02 0.23 143.00 20 9 p3b
(1) 3 2204.48 0.20 149.00 20 7 p6b 1 2204.69 0.21 159.00 20 83 p
0
b
(1) 2
± 0.62 ± 39.70 ± 0.64 ± 39.30 ± 0.70 ± 50.60
500 2402.58 0.11 239.00 20 96 p8b 1 2403.36 0.14 203.00 19 63 p
2
b 2 2403.62 0.15 138.00 20 9 p
7
b
(1) 3
± 0.99 ± 58.00 ± 0.71 ± 30.60 ± 0.54 ± 52.80
Av. 1604.80 0.37 1605.19 0.42 1605.34 0.42
(1) Differences between best results reported by loyalty fuctions pi, i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} on this instance are statistically insignificant.
Parameters configuration that generated the best numerical value is provided.
Table 8.14: Table of best results and its corresponding parameter configurations for
class of m = 16 of problem instances. Stopping criterion, Nit = 100.
min(ev1) max(ev1) max(ev2)
y r.err. t B NC pb r y r.err. t B NC pb r y r.err. t B NC pb r
Probl. (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.)
inst. [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
100 805.55 0.69 43.70 20 92 p2b 1 808.77 1.10 37.90 19 90 p
0
b 2.5 808.68 1.08 49.80 20 94 p
4
b 2.5
± 1.41 ± 16.10 ± 0.87 ± 11.20 ± 1.04 ± 10.00
150 1005.69 0.57 66.20 20 76 p8b 1 1008.49 0.85 42.00 20 10 p
0
b 2.5 1008.42 0.84 57.40 20 95 p
0
b 2.5
± 1.30 ± 19.60 ± 0.91 ± 8.09 ± 0.91 ± 17.00
200 1208.26 0.69 54.00 20 2 p3b
(1) 3 1207.91 0.66 68.80 19 67 p0b 1.5 1207.86 0.65 68.80 19 67 p
0
b 1.5
± 0.88 ± 12.30 ± 0.83 ± 16.90 ± 0.89 ± 17.10
250 1404.19 0.30 97.00 20 90 p8b 1 1405.83 0.42 87.10 20 72 p
0
b
(1) 2.5 1405.90 0.42 88.90 19 84 p0b 2.5
± 1.15 ± 33.40 ± 0.68 ± 23.00 ± 0.71 ± 27.00
300 1605.06 0.32 114.00 19 91 p2b 1 1605.81 0.36 111.00 19 90 p
0
b
(1) 2.5 1605.86 0.37 81.00 19 5 p7b 2.5
± 1.13 ± 33.50 ± 0.59 ± 28.30 ± 0.60 ± 23.80
350 1805.72 0.32 104.00 20 2 p3b 2 1805.53 0.31 137.00 20 97 p
0
b
(1) 2 1805.60 0.31 130.00 20 88 p0b
(1) 2
± 0.53 ± 29.20 ± 0.62 ± 39.60 ± 0.69 ± 37.30
400 2005.78 0.29 156.00 15 99 p8b
(1) 2 2005.75 0.29 136.00 20 12 p7b 2 2005.70 0.29 148.00 20 40 p
0
b
(1) 2
± 2.33 ± 32.40 ± 0.65 ± 34.00 ± 0.69 ± 34.20
450 2207.76 0.35 173.00 20 2 p3b
(1) 3 2207.23 0.33 204.00 19 97 p0b 1.5 2207.18 0.33 200.00 20 92 p
0
b 1.5
± 0.74 ± 37.40 ± 0.76 ± 34.60 ± 0.79 ± 41.40
500 2407.35 0.31 191.00 20 1 p0b
(1) 3 2407.03 0.29 229.00 20 45 p0b 1.5 2407.09 0.30 200.00 20 11 p
7
b
(1) 1.5
± 0.70 ± 41.70 ± 0.70 ± 37.90 ± 0.75 ± 41.50
Av. 1606.15 0.43 1606.93 0.51 1606.92 0.51
(1) Differences between best results reported by loyalty fuctions pi, i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} on this instance are statistically insignificant.
Parameters configuration that generated the best numerical value is provided.
Wallis test we fail to reveal significant effect of ME on reporting of the best solu-
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tion quality (χ2 = 0.25, p = 0.62).
The tests do not suggest significant difference among the considered methods of evalu-
ation for both problem classes m = {12, 16}. The reason why tests have failed to reject
the null hypothesis arises from the restrictions of the NC domain. The ties among val-
ues of ME are resolved by comparing average values of the relative errors and ranks
over all test instances. We conclude that min(ev1) for this particular problem set is the
best performing method of evaluation. Methods max(ev1) and max(ev2) exhibit similar
performance comparing across the problem set. When we restrict the observations on
the implementation of evaluation function ev2, no improvements are detected. More-
over, evaluation function ev2 has degraded the performance most often compared to
ev1.
8.6.2.1 Quantitative parameters, B and NC
We devote this part of the section to investigate values of the quantitative parameters B
and NC that contributed to previous conclusions. We observe Tables 8.13 and 8.14. For
problem instances m = 12 in 95% (of totally 27) the maximal population size (B = 20)
generates the best results. The rest 5% corresponds to B = 19. For class m = 16 68%
of the time the best results were generated for B = 20. In the rest of the cases the
population size is B = 19, with an exception of B = 15 for n = 400.
Regarding the influence of NC on the outcome, different response values are re-
ported. Tables 8.13 and 8.14 show that NC should be somewhere between [74, 99] for
parameter configuration min(ev1) : p2,8b . For Class II loyalty functions a strong conclu-
sion can be drawn only for p7b , since the best reported outcomes are when NC ∈ [5, 12].
Function p0b is influenced by the size of the problem instance as there is no distinctive
pattern within values of NC , therefore, ranging between [1, 97].
8.6.2.2 Graphics of comparison between levels of ME
After evaluation of all configurations and their statistical difference we employ graph-
ical representation of the best response values reported in Tables 8.13 and 8.14. The
choice of parameters’ configuration was extensively elaborated in previous case stud-
ies and more information about the best representatives can be found in (Tables 8.13
and 8.14). As the performance measure we use the relative error. In Fig. 8.7 four profile
lines are shown for each problem class. Dotted line signifies the reference quality deter-
mined by solutions of the standalone heuristics sLPT+BF. The colored lines correspond
to solutions’ mean produced by best BCOcs, as indicated in Tables 8.13 and 8.14.
The graphics illustrate improvements of min(ev1) against other three methods. Al-
though not distinguishable, for m = 12 : n ≥ 200, n 6= 500 the method max(ev1)
provides solutions that are significantly different from results of other two methods of
evaluation. The conclusions is founded on ranks in Table 8.13. Contrary, for m = 16
the method min(ev1) is dominant in n = {100, 150, 250, 300}, while both maximiza-
tion evaluation methods generated slightly better results for the rest of problem in-
stances. The graphic also illustrates the size of difference achieved at different levels of
ME . Namely, min(ev1) improves the performance of the underlying heuristic sLPT+BF
much more than the maximization strategy. Additionally, the BCOc algorithm with the
min(ev1) succeeds to find parameter configuration in which the quality is not worse
against the sLPT+BF.
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Figure 8.7: Graphic of propagation of best results generated by each method of eval-
uation when maximal number of iterations is provided. Dotted line corre-
sponds to performance of sLPT+BF.
8.7 Stopping criterion: CPU time
Providing time as a stopping criterion may change the conclusions made previously.
However, we restrict CPU time to establish objective environment inside which less
care may be taken about the fairness regrading the total running time (thus number of
evaluations). It is expected that allowing more time differentiates clearly between im-
pacts of loyalty functions on the solution quality. The results of this study are presented
in the similar manner as previously. We skip some of the steps, such as RMANOVA and
Friedman’s test results for equivalence of means between loyalty functions (Table B.1,
pg. 271) and directly provide the conclusions regarding performance of parameter Lp
and ME .
8.7.1 Case study: the best loyalty function
Results in Table B.1 reveal significant effect of the parameter Lp on the response values.
Observations regarding results of RMANOVA test are summarized in Table 8.15. The
table shows that an impact of the max(ev1) has increased compared to results of Nit,
indicating improvements against the standalone heuristic. In particular, Tables 8.15
and B.1 reveal that max(ev1) has produced small p-values for each problem instance,
contrary to other two methods of evaluation. Occasionally, the RMANOVA and Fried-
man’s test disagree in the same manner as reported in Table 8.11.
Regrading the results of the Dunnett’s test (Table 8.16), in group min (ev1) the p2
improved results for problem instance m = 16 :n ∈ {150, 250}. The p8 generates high
quality results for Iogra400_16, contrary to Nit where neither value of Lp improved
results against sLPT+BF. More interesting is appearance of p3b as the control group for
the test instances m = 12 :n = 350 and m = 16 :n ∈ {350, 450}. It achieved better
results than the standalone heuristic for cases where no significant difference was de-
tected under Nit. However, the corresponding effect size (ηg) reported in Table B.1 is
small, indicating small significance in difference between generated samples.
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Table 8.15: Results of RMANOVA and Friedman’s test for T .
ME class Significant effect of Lp Range of
p < 0.05 η2g
min(ev1) m = 12 n ∈ {100, 150, 200∗∗, 300(6), 350∗, 500}. 0.03∗–0.53∗∗
m = 16 n ∈ {100∗∗, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450∗}. 0.02∗–0.57∗∗
max(ev1) m = 12 n ∈ [100, . . . , 500]. 0.15–0.36
m = 16 n ∈ [100, . . . , 500]. 0.06–0.24
max(ev2) m = 12 n ∈ {100, 150(5), 350}. 0.02–0.20
m = 16 n ∈ {100, 150, 200, 250, 300(5), 450}. 0.02–0.07
5 Friedman’s test failed to reject null hypothesis of equal means for α = 0.05. How-
ever, repeated-measures ANOVA reported significant effect of Lp on solution quality.
6 Repeated-measures ANOVA failed to reject null hypothesis of equality of means for
α = 0.05. Friedman’s test reported significant effect of Lp on solution quality.
In group max (ev1) we observe that p2b appears frequently as the control group. Cou-
pled with the corresponding results in Table B.1, we may conclude that the statistical
difference between the dominant collection of loyalty functions and the non-dominant
is significant.
In group max (ev2), the results indicate that Iogra100_12 is the only instance for
which parameter Lp demonstrates any significant impact. For the rest of problem in-
stances, difference in the performance is practically important. This concludes that
max (ev2) should not be employed within the BCOc algorithm.
Table 8.16: Results of pairwise comparison test (T = n/100[s]): list of loyalty functions
that are not significantly different from the control group.
Problem
m=12, n min(ev1) max(ev1) max(ev2)
100 {2,8} {2, 8} {1,2, 5, 6, 8}
150 8 {1,2, 5, 8, 9} {0, 1,2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}
200 {1,2, 5, 8} {1,2, 5, 8, 9} p > 0.05
250 p > 0.05 {1,2, 5, 8, 9} p > 0.05
300 p > 0.05 {1, 2, 5, 6,8, 9} p > 0.05
350 3 {1,2, 5, 8, 9} {0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}
400 p > 0.05 {1,2, 5, 6, 8, 9} p > 0.05
450 p > 0.05 {1,2, 5, 8, 9} p > 0.05
500 8 {1, 2, 5, 6,8, 9} p > 0.05
Problem
m=16, n min(ev1) max(ev1) max(ev2)
100 {1,2, 5, 8} {1,2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9} {2, 8}
150 {2, 8} {1,2, 5, 8, 9} {2, 5, 8}
200 8 {1,2, 5, 8} {0, 1,2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}
250 {2, 8} {1, 2, 5, 6,8, 9} {1,2, 5, 8}
300 {1,2, 5, 8} {1,2, 5, 6, 8, 9} {0, 1,2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}
350 3 {1,2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9} p > 0.05
400 8 {1,2, 5, 6, 8, 9} p > 0.05
450 3 {1,2, 5, 8, 9} {0, 1, 2, 4, 5,6, 7, 8, 9}
500 p > 0.05 {1,2, 5, 8, 9} p > 0.05
1. p > 0.05 - With one-way repeated measures ANOVA we failed to
find significant effect of loyalty function on the solution quality.
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8.7.2 Case study: the effect of ME
The results found in basic tables are grouped in Tables 8.17 and 8.18. All ranks are
marked as bold, determined at each level of a problem instance (Section 8.6.2). The
results of two non-parametric tests conducted on ranks in Tables 8.17 and 8.18 are as
follows.
Table 8.13: (a) With Friedman’s test we fail to reveal significant effect of ME on re-
porting of the best solution quality (χ2 = 5.88, p = 0.053). (b) Kruskal-Wallis
test reveals significant effect of ME on reporting of the best solution quality
(χ2 = 0.62, p = 0.013).
Table 8.14: (a) Friedman’s test reveals significant effect of ME on reporting of the best
solution quality (χ2 = 6.2, p = 0.045). (b) Kruskal-Wallis test reveals significant
effect of ME on reporting of the best solution quality (χ2 = 8.77, p = 0.001).
The tests suggest significant effect of the parameter ME . The Friedman’s test for
m = 12 produced p-value close to 0.05 while the Kruskal-Wallis produced small p-
value. For m = 16 both tests demonstrate significance of difference in performance
of BCOcs. Contrary to the previous case study, the dominance of a particular loyalty
function is here clearer established. For m = 12 most successful is p2b with occurring
∼37% (10 times) in Table 8.17. Another successful functions is p8b with 8 times, p3b with
4 times, p7b with 2 times, p
0
b with 1 time. For m = 16 and in regard to loyalty functions,
most successful is p2b with occurring ∼63% (17 times) in Table 8.17. Another successful
functions were p8b with 4 times, p
3
b with 2 times, p
7
b with 2 times, p
6
b with 2 times.
8.7.2.1 Quantitative parameters, B and NC
The large (maximal) population size is considered to be all values of B ≥ 14, the
medium size when 7 ≤ B ≤ 13, and small size when B ≤ 6. For m = 12 the maximal
population size generates the best results in only 18.5% (5 cases of totally 27). The
majority of high quality results is reported for both small and medium populations, i.e.,
each appear ∼ 40.7% (11 times).
For m = 16 in 6 cases the maximal population size generates the best results in ∼
26% (7 times), all within min(ev1). The medium population size is mostly detected for
max(ev2), that is in ∼70% within the group and 22% totally. Most frequent is the small
population size with ∼48% occurrences, and 100% within the group max(ev2).
The evaluation of the NC parameter is deduced by observing results of BCOs with
ranks 1. Therefore, only results of two methods of evaluation were considered: min(ev1)
and max(ev1). For min(ev1) the values appeared in interval [72, 96]. For max(ev1) the
NC values appeared in interval [45, 78].
8.7.2.2 Graphics of comparison between levels of ME
In Fig. 8.8 when m = 12 all algorithms show similar similar tendencies in average.
For example, when n > 200, max(ev1) is dominant over the two BCOs, min(ev1)
and max(ev2) which exibit similar performances. However, for n ≤ 200 the method
min(ev1) performs much better than the other two. A more straightforward conclu-
sion can be drawn if m = 16, as min(ev1) performed the best on majority of the test
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Table 8.17: Table of best results and its corresponding parameter configurations for
class of m = 12 of problem instances. Stopping criterion: CPU time.
min(ev1) max(ev1) max(ev2)
y r.err. t B NC pb r y r.err. t B NC pb r y r.err. t B NC pb r
Probl. (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.)
inst. [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
100 807.61 0.95 64.40 16 97 p8b 1 808.47 1.06 72.50 7 25 p
2
b 2 808.85 1.11 63.70 11 9 p
2
b 3
± 2.50 ± 21.30 ± 0.68 ± 18.80 ± 1.06 ± 22.60
150 1002.38 0.24 90.50 20 72 p8b 1 1003.12 0.31 91.00 10 37 p
2
b 2 1003.71 0.37 78.70 2 4 p
2
b 3
± 0.82 ± 36.30 ± 0.52 ± 37.50 ± 0.60 ± 37.70
200 1202.27 0.19 86.60 20 91 p2b 1 1202.93 0.24 97.30 8 34 p
2
b 2 1203.54 0.29 88.30 6 5 p
8
b
(1) 3
± 0.73 ± 45.90 ± 0.43 ± 50.40 ± 0.56 ± 52.10
250 1403.28 0.23 99.30 3 11 p3b
(1) 2.5 1402.59 0.18 104.00 11 50 p2b 1 1403.15 0.23 103.00 4 6 p
6
b
(1) 2.5
± 0.49 ± 65.90 ± 0.49 ± 55.50 ± 0.52 ± 66.40
300 1602.81 0.18 141.00 16 70 p8b
(1) 2.5 1602.39 0.15 142.00 11 45 p8b 1 1602.91 0.18 131.00 12 7 p
4
b
(1) 2.5
± 0.80 ± 84.40 ± 0.49 ± 71.20 ± 0.51 ± 77.30
350 1805.86 0.33 209.00 6 4 p3b 3 1804.27 0.24 216.00 10 55 p
2
b 1 1805.53 0.31 181.00 5 8 p
0
b 2
± 0.76 ± 80.00 ± 0.60 ± 69.90 ± 0.68 ± 86.60
400 2003.47 0.17 178.00 2 6 p3b
(1) 3 2002.62 0.13 198.00 11 51 p2b 1 2003.18 0.16 203.00 3 5 p
8
b
(1) 2
± 0.61 ± 103.00 ± 0.54 ± 83.60 ± 0.54 ± 93.40
450 2204.10 0.19 245.00 3 2 p3b 3 2203.00 0.14 265.00 12 78 p
2
b 1 2203.81 0.17 227.00 6 7 p
7
b
(1) 2
± 0.64 ± 115.00 ± 0.55 ± 97.10 ± 0.58 ± 105.00
500 2401.71 0.07 339.00 20 96 p8b 1 2402.43 0.10 264.00 12 67 p
8
b 2 2403.05 0.13 216.00 3 8 p
7
b
(1) 3
± 0.62 ± 110.00 ± 0.50 ± 113.00 ± 0.50 ± 135.00
Av. 1603.72 0.28 1603.54 0.28 1604.19 0.33
(1) Differences between best results reported by loyalty fuctions pi, i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} on this instance are statistically insignificant.
Parameters configuration that generated the best numerical value is provided.
Table 8.18: Table of best results for m = 16.
min(ev1) max(ev1) max(ev2)
y r.err. t B NC pb r y r.err. t B NC pb r y r.err. t B NC pb r
Probl. (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.)
inst. [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
100 804.97 0.62 54.50 14 96 p2b 1 806.83 0.85 66.20 6 6 p
2
b 3 806.64 0.83 60.60 2 82 p
2
b 2
± 1.23 ± 22.80 ± 0.63 ± 22.40 ± 0.71 ± 22.90
150 1004.86 0.49 86.70 19 77 p2b 1 1006.40 0.64 89.00 5 37 p
2
b 2.5 1006.35 0.64 99.10 3 67 p
2
b 2.5
± 1.17 ± 28.70 ± 0.63 ± 32.00 ± 0.86 ± 30.00
200 1205.02 0.42 147.00 19 100 p8b 1 1205.72 0.48 132.00 7 38 p
2
b 2 1206.27 0.52 112.00 4 5 p
2
b 3
± 1.57 ± 36.70 ± 0.63 ± 39.40 ± 0.65 ± 47.10
250 1403.61 0.26 136.00 19 98 p2b 1 1404.42 0.32 142.00 7 25 p
8
b 2.5 1404.54 0.32 145.00 4 75 p
2
b 2.5
± 1.02 ± 57.40 ± 0.57 ± 52.60 ± 0.57 ± 53.90
300 1604.31 0.27 163.00 18 92 p2b 1.5 1604.44 0.28 167.00 8 44 p
2
b 1.5 1604.84 0.30 175.00 4 98 p
2
b 3
± 0.86 ± 70.60 ± 0.54 ± 69.90 ± 0.63 ± 66.80
350 1804.91 0.27 167.00 3 3 p3b 2.5 1804.29 0.24 195.00 7 51 p
2
b 1 1804.83 0.27 167.00 3 9 p
7
b
(1) 2.5
± 0.58 ± 94.40 ± 0.48 ± 76.00 ± 0.47 ± 86.80
400 2003.22 0.16 265.00 20 100 p8b 1 2004.33 0.22 246.00 8 67 p
2
b 2 2004.90 0.25 213.00 6 9 p
6
b
(1) 3
± 1.02 ± 77.80 ± 0.53 ± 82.50 ± 0.56 ± 92.90
450 2206.31 0.29 265.00 2 33 p3b
(1) 3 2205.10 0.23 290.00 6 71 p2b 1 2205.90 0.27 267.00 3 10 p
6
b 2
± 0.76 ± 105.00 ± 0.57 ± 92.40 ± 0.78 ± 100.00
500 2406.11 0.25 375.00 15 98 p8b
(1) 2.5 2405.25 0.22 345.00 7 56 p2b 1 2406.00 0.25 276.00 3 10 p
7
b
(1) 2.5
± 1.58 ± 86.60 ± 0.57 ± 95.40 ± 0.73 ± 124.00
Av. 1604.81 0.34 1605.20 0.39 1605.59 0.41
(1) Differences between best results reported by loyalty fuctions pi, i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} on this instance are statistically insignificant.
Parameters configuration that generated the best numerical value is provided.
instances, while performances of max(ev1) and max(ev2) coincide. The general im-
provement over sLPT+BF heuristic is statistically and practically significant for instances
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m = 12 : n = {100, 150, 200} and m = 16 : n = {100, 150, 200, 250, 400}
Figure 8.8: Graphic of propagation of best results generated by each method of eval-
uation when maximal CPU time is provided. Dotted line corresponds to
performance of sLPT+BF.
8.8 Recruitment dynamics
Before concluding the results of statistical and graphical analysis, the influence of dif-
ferent qualitative parameters of BCOc algorithm may be further analyzed by the dy-
namics behind the recruitment process. The recruitment dynamics is a process that
depends on the number of recruiters, generated during the execution of the BCOc algo-
rithm. We need to consider that the number of recruiters is different in each backward
pass and to capture all the necessary outcomes, (for each considered configuration of
parameters) is often computationally expensive. To decrease computational cost and
to examine the recruitment dynamics all the case studies were carried out for the fixed
value of parameter B. In addition, all case studies that concern recruitment process of
BCOc utilize the data generated for the stopping criterion controlled by the maximal
number of iterations. In order to capture the recruitment dynamics for different con-
figurations of BCO parameters and different seeds, we employ a new variable Re. It
represents an average number of recruiters generated over all runs of an experiment,
that is, for different values of seed. Specifically, values of Re were generated during se-
ries of experiments, each experiment defined by different value of NC , loyalty function
and method of evaluation. The experiments reveal enough information about exist-
ing tendencies or patterns behind the recruitment process. Before providing results,
it should be noted that Re does not depend on the properties of the test instance but
rather on analytical expression of objective and loyalty function. This is confirmed by
running tests on more then one problem instance. Therefore, we have conducted the
experiments for m = 12 and n = 100.
To generate values of Re, we introduce new variables, Ri and R. The procedure
of calculating these variables is as follows. Variable R is usually used to control the
backward pass (described in Section 4.2.3), therefore initialized at the beginning of
each iteration. As it changes within each backward pass, R can be presented as a
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function of forward/backward pass counter, u. Since in each iteration backward pass
is called at most NC times, the average number of recruiters within iteration i of BCO
is determined as Ri:
Ri =
1
NC
NC∑
u=1
R(u), where 1 ≤ i ≤ Nit.
To further simplify examination of the recruitment process, Ri is averaged over all
iterations thus yieldingR calculated as:
R= 1
Nit
Nit∑
i=1
Ri.
We expected the influence of seed on values ofR, for the particular problem instance,
to show large variability. Nevertheless, the experiment is conducted by repeating BCOc
algorithm for different values of seed (nrun = 100 independent runs), thus generating
parameter Re as:
Re =
1
nrun
nrun∑
i=1
R.
The results of the first case study, presented in Fig. 8.9, are grouped by loyalty func-
tions, while within each group we can distinguish values provided by three methods of
evaluation. From Fig. 8.9 we observe the following. Firstly, the influence of methods
of evaluation on Re for some cases of loyalty functions is not distinguishable, such as
p0,3,7b . In other words, these loyalty functions are robust to utilization of different evalu-
Figure 8.9: Propagation of variable Re (average number of recruiters per experiment)
over NC ∈ [1, 100] for B = 10 and instance Iogra100_12.
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ation functions. Possible explanation is that that these three loyalty functions converge
fast towards the probability space where is most likely for the partial solution to re-
main in the population set used in the next forward step. Similarly, functions p4,6b show
tendency to be insensitive to evaluation process. In addition, the two loyalty functions
had exhibit similar behavior when min(ev1) and max(ev2) are used. Secondly, conclu-
sions are made for each case of method of evaluation. It seems that utilizing max(ev1)
always provides the highest number of recruiters, regardless of the loyalty function.
Methods min(ev1) and max(ev2), however, are sensitive to the choice of loyalty func-
tion. Furthermore, as the NC is increasing, it seems that method max(ev2) reaches a
certain threshold for Re after which it remains constant. This behavior is very clear for
pib, i ∈ 1, 2, 5, 8, 9. For example, case {p2b ,max(ev2)} shows that after NC reaches 4, the
variable Re remains almost constant (doesn’t exceed 5). This does not reflect situation
where only 4 recruiters are generated in each step of the iteration, but more that the
dynamics of recruitment remains similar on the considered domain of NC . We observe
min(ev1) for pib, i ∈ 1, 2, 5, 8, 9. It seems that this method generates more recruiters per
each forward/backward step, however, variable Re mostly doesn’t exceed 7.5. Further-
more, the tests show that the number of recruiters within iteration can range from the
smallest (0) to the largest (10).
The conclusions based solely on results in Fig. 8.9 obviously don’t provide enough
information about what is causing max(ev1) to generate such high profiles. In order
to gather new insights, a new set of tests is conducted. To provide clearer distribution
of the number of recruiters during each forward/backward phase, one needs to con-
sider two possible extreme scenarios that can lead to an increase in the recruitment
population of bees: (1) satisfiability of condition Cmin = Cmax, (2) R = B. Both cases
cause R = B, however, if the first condition is satisfied the BCO algorithm skips back-
ward pass completely, whereas the second condition is determined after second phase
of the backward pass. The first condition is named miss of the forward/backward pass.
Therefore, within BCOc algorithm three parameters were followed: Re, Rmiss, Rmax.
Specifically, to generate values ofRmiss andRmax reported at the end of an experiment,
a counter is set in the BCO instance that increased each time condition Cmin = Cmax
is satisfied before the start of backward pass, or R = B within the backward pass, re-
spectively. The results of two studies, performed in similar fashion as previously, are
presented in Fig. 8.10 and 8.11. Both figures provide more understanding of the perfor-
mance of Lp and its interaction with parameter ME . For example, inspecting Fig.8.10
becomes clear that utilizing max(ev1) coupled with p1,2,5,6,8,9b and for NC > 10 will
most often completely skip the backward pass. Such behavior disregards the collective
exchange of information, and converges to the performance most similar to standalone
underlying heuristic. On the other hand, when coupled with p0,3,7b , method max(ev1)
does not have the same influence. Contrary, the condition (1) will most likely never be
satisfied. In this case Fig. 8.11 provides information on mechanism that generates large
number of recruiters for p0,3,7b . With even larger confidence, condition (2) is satisfied for
these three loyalty functions. The most revealing are profiles that almost coincide on
both figures (for p0, p3, p7), indicating negligible interaction of these loyalty functions
and the evaluation process.
Another conclusion concerns method max(ev2). When we exclude p0,3,7 the method
satisfies least likely any of the aforementioned extreme conditions. In Fig. 8.9 we ob-
serve that the average number of recruiters per iteration is lower compared to other two
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Figure 8.10: Propagation of variable Rmiss (average number of misses per experiment)
reported for B = 10, NC ∈ [1, 100] and test instance Iogra100_12.
Figure 8.11: Propagation of variable Rmax (average number of times condition R =
B has occurred in backward pass per experiment) reported for B = 10,
NC ∈ [1, 100] and test instance Iogra100_12.
evaluation methods and that is sensitive to choice of loyalty function. From the same
figure, min(ev1) represents a sort of in-between case: this method exhibits balance be-
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tween number of recruiters and uncommitted bees, and both extreme conditions occur,
however, depending on the choice of loyalty function. In Fig. 8.10 functions p2,8b sat-
isfy the extreme condition (1) more often then the other loyalty functions, whereas in
Fig. 8.11 we see that the two will almost never reach the maximal number of recruiters.
Functions p4,6b exhibit very similar behavior in the three reviewed figures. Concretely,
from Fig. 8.10 min(ev1) does not lead towards misses of the backward pass, whereas
from Fig. 8.11 we detect a small increase in the maximal number of recruiters per iter-
ation as NC is growing. In addition, the later trend is more prominent for p4,6b than for
p1,2,5,8,9.
We refer to questions posed about max(ev1): there are two different mechanisms
that made this method robust to the choice of loyalty function, both indicating large
number of recruiters per iteration, however, completely separated. For example, in
case of p0b method max(ev1) doesn’t induce values that would lead towards misses of
backward pass. However, the loyalty function is very conservative and therefore causes
very often for variable R to reach maximal size of population. The same conclusion
holds for p3b and p
7
b .
To conclude, the influence of loyalty functions on the solution quality of BCOc algo-
rithm can be categorized by observing similarities of graphics in Figs. 8.9–8.11. Regard-
less of method of evaluation, the loyalty functions can be grouped into four categories
as illustrated in Fig. 8.12. It is also expected that loyalty functions within each of these
categories should exhibit similar tendencies in relation to their performance on other
optimization problems.
pα,β
p2, p8p(4,u), p(6,u)p(0,u), p(3,nit), p(7,u)p1, p(5,u), p(9,u)
Figure 8.12: Grouping of loyalty functions regarding the similarities exhibited during
the recruitment process.
8.9 Final remarks
Beside the parameter ME , as the most prominent parameter of any meta-heuristics,
we may state that in case of BCOc the most important and influential parameter is
Lp. We base our conclusion on the following: (a) loyalty functions p0,3,7 generate
similar outcomes regardless of the method of evaluation, indicated by values in basic
tables and the shape of surface plots in Figs. 8.2, B.5 and B.6; (b) a correct choice
of loyalty function, coupled with parameter tuning, produces the best outcome. The
results hold in case of study founded on the average solution quality. To obtain the best
possible quality of solutions, the quantitative BCOc parameters B and NC are equally
important. With regard to the sensitivity of the response, the two parameters also
demonstrated equal importance. The conclusions is based on existence of interactions
between them, as shown in Figs. 8.2, B.5 and B.6. In particular, in Figs. B.5 and B.6
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we detect deterioration of average solution quality along values of B or NC or both. In
Fig. 8.2 min(ev1) we may also observe high non-linearity of response landscapes.
There are several reasons to conduct experimental analysis for the two stopping
criteria: Nit and T . Appointing these categories of the stopping criterion to the ex-
perimental tests has primarily effected an influence of the quantitative parameters to
the BCOc performance. For example, an increase in the values of B degenerates the
quality of solutions at certain levels of Lp. The conclusion is easier to deduce when
the maximal allowed CPU time is imposed. Another advantage of our approach is the
assessment of the reliability of the parameter Lp at different levels of the parameter SC
and at ME . For min(ev1) the relation between the performances of the BCOi instances
at different levels of SC does not change, i.e., a loyalty function that performed well
under Nit also demonstrates a good performance under T . In particular in Tables 8.13,
8.14, 8.17 and 8.18 it is shown that for both stopping criteria the method of evaluation
min(ev1) influences loyalty functions p2 and p8 to report the best results for large B and
large NC . However, the conclusion changes for max(ev1|2). Here, p2 and p8 reported
best responses for different values of NC and B w.r.t. SC. Moreover, for max(ev1|2)
the best performance is recorded for class II loyalty functions. Therefore, an important
conclusion of the studies is the relation between all components of the BCOi algorithm,
especially Lp and the parameters B and NC . Considering the question of robustness,
the BCOi algorithm is quite sensitive to the properties of problem instances, however,
certain rules are possible to establish (e.g. for p2 and p8). Therefore, the robustness of
BCOc is possible to achieve after careful structural tuning.
We address the research question Q5: if setting stopping criterion as Nit = 100 do
we obtain enough information about the performances for allowed maximal CPU. The
result of our study show that the best configuration (min(ev1), p8, B ≥ 15,NC ≥ 90)
found in Nit study also applies in T study. There are other cases for which the best
configuration found under Nit was generated under T . For Iogra100_16 function p5
found the best configuration pair (B,NC ) = (20, 97) under both types of stopping
criteria. However, it is expected that providing more iterations would yield better result
of other configuration pairs.
The notion of practical difference can be set arbitrary as it depends on the observer.
As the measure is mean value of the set of solutions, we have concluded that the half of
a unit time provides good practical difference (pg. 125). To capture such differences,
an effect size of RANOVA test may be used.
8.10 Chapter summary
This chapter is devoted to comprehensive experimental study of BCOc, implemented
for P ||Cmax. It presented many new results concerning the general behavior of the
BCOc algorithm. List of conclusions emphasize the importance of careful structural and
parameter tuning. In the chapter, two statistical tests were utilized for within-subject
comparison of data in order to test the hypothesis of equivalence of means between
loyalty functions. Selection of best performing loyalty function within each group is
conducted using post-hoc test in R via two-sided Dunnett’s test or pairwise test. A
number of conclusions have been reached based on the results of multiple comparison,
i.e., post-hoc tests. More precisely:
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• We investigate several known heuristic methods dealing with the corresponding
problem.
• We provide information about the structure of problem instances with box-plots
of processing times distributions.
• We conduct experimental tests in order to compare several heuristic algorithms
and determine the best candidate to be used within the implementation of the
BCOc algorithm.
• Results of statistical and visual analysis are given for two independent studies
w.r.t. the type of stopping criterion.
• We introduce different case studies regarding qualitative BCOc parameters. We
are interested in relations between parameters Lp and ME .
• We presented a series of statistical tests, where we examine effects of qualitative
BCOc parameters. The tests are accompanied with a couple of graphics.
• Our conclusion is that regarding parameter Lp for the P ||Cmax problem we rec-
ommend Class I loyalty functions.

CHAPTER9
Development and experimental analysis of
BCOi
This chapter is devoted to design and experimental analysis of BCOi for 3-SAT. We
explore different stages of the development of the BCOi algorithm through analysis
of experimental results generated by different BCOi’s parameter configurations. The
importance of selecting suitable modification rules in the forward pass of BCOi is ad-
dressed. We propose a simple algorithm design for 3-SAT with familiar procedures of
transformations of complete solutions. In particular, three elementary 3-SAT solvers
are explored: WalkSAT and two random walk techniques. The advantage of the BCO
model over a standalone solver is its exploitation of population of solutions and the
utilization of reasoning when comparing different solutions. Moreover, the population
serves to maintain knowledge that guides the search towards promising areas of the
search space. Results show that carefully designed method of evaluation can improve
an overall success of the BCOi algorithm.
At the beginning of the chapter we describe the properties of the problem instances
with clause-to-variable parameter. We then compare three 3-SAT solvers to determine
the order of magnitude a sophisticated 3-SAT solver, such as WalkSAT, outperforms the
random walk techniques. The second half of the chapter provides description of two
BCOi algorithm implementations: BCOi with random walk (randBCOi) and BCOi with
walksat modifications (WalkBCOi). Each algorithm is analyzed in a separate section
and the main conclusions are drawn from graphics of response values. Unlike the pre-
vious chapter, we have not addressed questions related to the dynamics of recruitment.
Majority of the results are for the first time presented in this thesis.
9.1 Sensitivity analysis of the BCOi algorithm
Our main research question is if BCOi framework can improve performance of the cor-
responding underlying solvers. We have tackled this problem the first time in [JK16a],
and, here, we extend the analysis by exhausting the list of the BCOi parameters. In
addition, we utilize different performance measure.
Sensitivity analysis of BCOi is not as comprehensive as for BCOc. Firstly, we do
not employ statistical analysis. Secondly, we investigate the algorithm’s behavior on a
problem-set, as opposed to investigations conducted for each problem instance seper-
ately. Contrary to the common approach to 3-SAT, we search for an assignment (model)
that satisfies a given 3-CNF formula for which we a priori know that is satisfiable. Ac-
cordingly, we deal with a problem that coincides to some extent with the well-known
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MAX-3-SAT (Section 2.3.3). Problem instances that are originally designed for 3-SAT
are utilized. In particular, we exploit the well-known SATLIB library of 3-SAT instances
[Hoo00b, Stü01]. Graphics of the results are based on the two most common response
values: average number of flips and average number of unsatisfied clauses. Conclusions
of the visual analysis shows that the BCOi algorithm is influenced by different algorithm
components, especially by modification rules in the forward pass. Before demonstra-
tion of the main conclusions, we test two focused random walk and walksat algorithms
(see Section 2.3.4). Another objective is to identify parameter properties, such as type
and value of the stopping criterion, required by instructions in Section 7.3.5. Here,
we also distinguish two cases regarding the type of stopping criterion. Comparison be-
tween three 3-SAT solvers was conducted under a maximal allowed CPU time (cutoff
time, T ). The cutoff time serves as a constraint to avoid the consequences of ceiling
and floor affects in the study of BCOi. However, results of investigation of the BCOi
instances were generated by setting the maximal number of flips (MAXFLIPS), similar
to maximal number of evaluations discussed in previous chapters. Statistical tests are
not employed since response values are numerically far, thus, easy to distinguish in
practical terms.
9.1.1 Research goals
Here, we briefly list research questions and goals of the dissertation. Our focus is pri-
marily to address the question if the BCOi framework contributes to the improvements
over standalone heuristics. A choice of the best parameter configuration represents
another line of the research. In particular, we postulate that the optimal performance
of BCOi depends on the correct selection of two qualitative BCO parameters: loyalty
and evaluation function. In contrast to study in Chapter 8, we do not conduct a scaling
analysis [Hoo09], i.e, emphasize influence of problem instances. The purpose of this
research is summarized as follows:
Q1 Identify the most influential BCOi paramater.
Q2 Compare two evaluation functions ev1 and ev2 for WalkBCOi.
Q3 Identify the most successful loyalty function(s) and the reasons behind its(their)
success.
Q4 Compare conclusions among randBCOi and WalkBCOi.
Q5 Investigate behavior of the BCOi algorithm w.r.t. underlying heuristic rules.
We believe that the answers to these research questions might help in design of the
BCOi algorithm for other similar combinatorial problems.
9.1.2 Swarm intelligence for SAT
Meta-heuristics are in the literature recognized as incomplete SLS solvers. As a re-
sult, they are suitable for model-finding problems because the stochastic algorithms
can not be utilized alone to prove unsatisfiability. Population-based meta-heuristic al-
gorithms have already been employed to deal with MAX-SAT [Fra94, Ran98, Abb01,
Stü01, Vil07]. In some of the articles it has been shown that the meta-heuristic al-
gorithm does not represent the best choice for MAX-SAT. For example, analysis of a
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simple genetic algorithm (SGA) for MAX-3-SAT problems reveals that SGA does not
exhibit good results [Fra94, Ran98]. [Fra94] implemented parallel SGA and reported
that parallelism does not enhance the performance of SGA. The conclusions motivated
further investigation to find a potential reason. [Ran98] tries to identify a property
of a problem instance that leads away from the global optimum, known as deceptive-
ness of MAX-SAT problems. The authors conducted several experimental tests on the
problem set containing three randomly generated 100-variable MAX-3-SAT problems of
different hardness (α = {3, 4.3, 6}). The conclusion is that, beside being deceptive, the
problem instances contain equally good regions which direct SGA to converge towards
different regions of the search space. Poor performance of GA for MAX-SAT problems
has been reported throughout the literature which inspired [Got02] to employ addi-
tional techniques in EA. Authors of [Got02] proposed ASAP and the utilization of local
search and adaptive mechanisms. They emphasize the importance of an appropriate
evaluation function and employ refining functions that help to distinguish between so-
lutions of the same quality. Other reports of poor performance was reported for ACO. In
[Vil07] the authors implemented a novel ACO algorithm, utilizing an adaptive fitness
function (commonly used in GA) to escape local optima and show that the efficiency
of population-based meta-heuristics might be improved [Vil07, pg. 352]. [Mor12]
demonstrated that ACO with adaptive fitness function outperforms the GA implemen-
tation. Beside the TS algorithm for MAX-SAT, a single-solution meta-heuristics have
shown to be efficient for probabilistic satisfiability problems (PSAT). For example, the
VNS performed well on PSAT compared against the GA [Jov05].
Regrading the bee-inspired algorithms in [Abb01] authors show that MBO performs
better than WalkSAT. A committee of heuristics is incorporated in the MBO algorithm:
WalkSAT, random walk, randomflip, random new and 1-point crossover and compared
against the standalone implementation of WalkSAT. A similar investigation of an im-
proved MBO (employing variation of the annealing function) was tested against differ-
ent 3-SAT solvers, such as GSAT and random walk, and results presented in [Teo01].
The authors concluded that MBCO outperforms other standalone heuristics. However,
it can be easily demonstrated that different implementations of WalkSAT (as well as
other solvers) exhibit different performances, being sensitive to the type of data struc-
tures and other implementation tricks. This knowledge has motivated us to discover a
code for WalkSAT developed by Henry Kautz(1). The implementation may be executed
either as a standalone algorithm or within other state-of-the-art implementations.
9.1.3 Problem instances
As previously mentioned, experimental analysis of the BCOi algorithm is conducted on
uniform random 3-SAT family of problem instances which consist of randomly gener-
ated 3-CNF formulas [Hoo00a, Hoo00b]. The instances belong to the SATLIB library(2)
and represent a well-established problem-set of unweighted uniform k-SAT problem in-
stances to test new algorithms. SATLIB library was constructed to deal with the decision
variant of k-SAT, however, according to [Stü01] is utilized for MAX-k-SAT. We refer to
Section A.4.1 (pg. 263) for information about the motivation behind the creation of
SATLIB and to Section A.4.1.1 for classifications of k-SAT problem instances w.r.t. their
(1)http://www.cs.rochester.edu/u/kautz/walksat/
(2)http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~hoos/SATLIB/benchm.html
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hardness. Hardness of a particular problem instance can be measured as a function of
the expected number of steps needed to find a solution (an assignment is found so that
formula F is true) [Hoo98b, pg. 94].
9.1.3.1 Clause-to-variable ratio
Analysis of clause-to-variable ratio of random k-SAT problems (α) was important for
discovery of the phase transition phenomenon [Coo97]. The phenomenon reveals the
existence of a threshold for α, critical value αc, so that really difficult instances from
an algorithmic perspective are those close to αc [Mer06]. The most important aspect
of this phenomenon is the transition from formulas that are satisfiable to unsatisfiable
formulas. According to [Méz02a], regardless of the number of clauses and variables,
random k-SAT problems are generally satisfiable for small α and generally unsatisfiable
for large α. The value of αc has been reported throughout the literature [Méz02a,
Méz02b, Mer06]. The latest reported value for k = 3 is αc = 4.267 [Mer06]. The
additional information about the α and its critical values might be found in [Hoo98b,
Hoo98b, Brg03, Hoo05, Gen10a].
Creators of SATLIB focus on maximizing the hardness of solvability of problems,
thus, propose instances with the corresponding phase transition region [Hoo00b, pg.
4]. It seems they have succeeded since, according to [Mit92, pg. 3], the transition
region for n = 20 (small) occurs at αc = 4.55, for n = 50 αc = 4.31 and for n = 140 the
transition happens when αc = 4.3.
9.1.3.2 Procedure for generation of hard 3-SAT instances
The procedure to randomly generate 3-CNF formulas is elaborated in [Hoo00b] and
follows steps from [Mit92]: m times (the number of clauses) 3 variables are selected
(from the set of n available) and then each is negated with the probability of 1/2.
The procedure assures that clauses, containing multiple copies of the same literal (or
multiple copies of a variable and its negation), are discarded. Values of the parameters
n and m induce different distribution of random 3-SAT instance, thus, different values
of clause-to-variable ratio. We consider only satisfiable problem instances that have
been successfully solved by various SLS algorithms. Based on the critical value, in
Table 9.1 we review ten problem sets from SATLIB. The problem instances are arranged
w.r.t. n and m (columns 3 and 4). As shown in Table 9.1, α decreases as n increases
and does not drastically change for different n, m. Secondly, it is easy to distinguish
between the set of easy and hard problem instances. Among the reported instances,
class uf20-91 contains 3-CNF formulas with 20 variables and 91 clauses (α = 4.55),
is considered the easiest and originally contains 1000 different test instances. Class
uf250-1065 contains 100 randomly generated instances with 250 variables and 1065
instances. Due to time constraints, we chose the top three problem-sets from Table 9.1
to conduct a comparison study between the candidate 3-SAT solvers.
9.1.3.3 Properties of SATLIB 3-SAT instances
A high variability in response values (i.e, the hardness of the corresponding problems)
of 6 or more orders of magnitude of various SLS algorithms dealing with randomly gen-
erated 3-SAT instances with the same critical value, has been reported in the literature
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Table 9.1: SATLIB 3-SAT satisfiable instaces.
class setsize n m α
uf20-91∗ 1000 20 91 4.55
uf50-218∗ 1000 50 218 4.36
uf75-325∗ 100 75 325 4.33
uf100-430∗∗ 1000 100 430 4.30
uf125-538 100 125 538 4.31
uf150-645 100 150 645 4.30
uf175-753 100 175 753 4.30
uf200-860 100 200 860 4.30
uf225-960 100 225 960 4.27
uf250-1065 100 250 1065 4.26
∗ Test-instances in the experimental study of
standalone solversf.
∗∗ Test-instances in the experimental study of
BCOi.
[Gen10a, pg. 617]. The variability caused by SATLIB 3-SAT instances is elaborated
in [Hoo98b, Hoo05] [Hoo98a, pg. 108]. [Hoo05, pg. 214] shows that the inter-
instance variability of hardness of uniformly generated 3-SAT instances (i.e., inside
the same phase transition region) can be categorized. Namely, three sub-classes are
distinguished as easy, medium and hard. [Hoo05] explain that the classification is a
consequence of the landscape of the search space. How hard it is to solve a given in-
stance can be further identified with the distribution of solutions. A logical explanation
may also be found in the intrinsic property of the solver. To overcome the problems and
increase the experimental reliability, performance analysis can be conducted for special
problem instances, e.g., representatives of an equivalence class within a benchmark
problem-set [Brg03].
We note that the question of SAT problems hardness remains an open topic due to
heterogeneous and richly structured distribution of problem instances. Recently, un-
satisfied with complexity-theoretic analysis [LB14] have presented empirical hardness
models (EHM). The model estimates a running time of an algorithm and describes sim-
ple relationships between instance properties and the algorithm runtime. The model is
not considered in this thesis and is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
9.1.4 Experimental methodology
To ensure fair comparison among investigated algorithms and reproducibility of the
experiments we follow rules specified in Section 7.3.5 (pg. 137). For the most part we
repeat experimental steps from Chapter 8: blocking of seed and number of repetitions
nrun is appointed to large values to secure stable measure of the performance (seed
coincides with experiment indices). The first case study deals with an empirical analysis
of the candidate solvers. The runs in the experiments are repeated 1000 times due to
large variability in the response values and to establish the number of repetitions for
study of BCOi. The result showed that the nrun for evaluation of the BCOi algorithm
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can be set to 100 as it avoids over-usage of computational resources.
Because the performance of the considered 3-SAT solvers is well established in the
literature, extensive analysis of random walk and walksat heuristics was not conducted
as was done for P ||Cmax in Chapter 8. Namely, the objective is to to emphasize the
magnitude of success of walksat algorithm against the random walk technique. Another
objective of our experiment is to test theoretical results regrading number of restarts
(reinitialization) of the random walk (3n) proposed by [Sch99]. The empirical analysis
is conducted under the same computer environment as for BCOc (see Section 7.3.5.2,
pg. 137).
9.1.4.1 Performance measure
Total number of flips (nflip) necessary for a solver to find a model of a given problem in-
stance or reach a stopping criterion, together with the corresponding descriptive statis-
tics over multiple runs, represents a typical measure in the literature when dealing with
MAX-3-SAT problems. As mentioned previously, nflip exhibits high variability in case of
uniform random problem instances [Hoo98a]. Therefore, to evaluate the performance
of our solvers we opted for average value of nflip computed as nflip =
∑nrun
s=1 nflip. The
response value assures an objective comparison between reported results from different
computer architectures. If for a value of seed solver did not find a satisfiable model, we
employ a number of unsatisfied clauses variable nuns and, consequently, average value
of unsatisfied clauses nuns = 1/nrun
∑nrun
s=1 nuns.. In [JK16a] maximal number of flips
Mflip is applied as a measure of performance, computed as Mflip = maxseed∈[1,nrun ] nflip.
9.1.4.2 Stopping criterion
Two types of stopping criteria are considered: maximal allowed CPU time (T ) and
maximal number of flips (MAXFLIPS) . From the literature we were not able to retrieve
running times of a simple random walk solver for instances in Table 9.1. Therefore,
we restricted maximal allowed CPU time arbitrary and set it to 5s. In the case of the
walksat solver our results showed that it finds satisfactory assignments for the majority
of the considered problem instances in a very short time (e.g. less then 0.01 seconds
for n ≤ 75). The random walk requires large amount of a running time until it finds
a model. However, increasing T is not required as it will be shown in the Section 9.2.
The cutoff time T was not imposed in the case study regarding the BCOi algorithm.
Namely, utilized time procedure gettimeofday is not able to distinguish work of com-
puter system background processes, thus, we focused on minimization of systematic
errors during the evaluation. We employ MAXFLIPS, appointed to 106 and elaborate in
greater detail in Section 9.2.
9.1.4.3 Size and choice of the problem-set
The number of problem instances for BCOi is larger than for the consider scheduling
problem of previous chapter. Moreover, comparison between the solvers is conducted
on the entire problem-set. The problem-sets can be distinguished by the number of
variables (n) and number of clauses (k), as presented in Table 9.1. There are several
reasons to expend the problem-set. Firstly, uniform random 3-SAT SATLIB instances are
commonly employed in the literature and there exist a number of research articles and
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dissertation thesis offering different perspectives about efficient solvers. The reason we
test BCOi on the entire problem-set is to ignore particularities of a problem structure.
In addition, walksat solver exhibits robustness while dealing with the SATLIB problem
instances and the same is therefore expected for WalkBCOi.
In this thesis we distinguish three problem instances of the same size as represen-
tatives of easy, medium and hard ones, in the same manner as reported in [Hoo98a].
Selection of the instances is, to some extent, founded on results of the walksat algo-
rithm (wsat) reported in [Hoo98a, pg. 93], summarized in Table 9.2.
Table 9.2: Results of wsat for uf100-430 [Hoo98a].
hardness mean (nflip) stddev median Q75 Q90
easy 177.86 135.78 139 206 336
medium 1,877.78 1,776.33 1,333 2,510 4,133
hard 86,773.44 90,538.08 56,666 120,583 198,109
Tables of cumulative distributions are employed in the first case study to graphically
demonstrate difference between the candidate heuristics. The graphics present cumu-
lative distributions of Nflip over the problem-set. In case of BCOi we utilize a set of
instances with 100 variables and 430 clauses, provided in SATLIB library as uf100-430.
The set originally consists of 1000 instances, therefore, to decrease the total running
time of the experiment and contribute do the reproducibility, we have opted for the
first 100 instances (uf100-01.cnf – uf100-0100.cnf)
9.1.4.4 Solution representation
We briefly describe structure of the solution, and the corresponding auxiliary variables
utilized in the implementations of all candidate solvers and BCOi instances. The so-
lution is represented as a vector A = (a1, . . . , an), where the element ai contains the
value of the i-th variable. Considering the unsatisfied clauses, two vectors are ap-
plied: F = (f1, . . . , fm), a binary vector that indicates if clauses are (not) satisfied, and
dynamic vector W = (w1, . . . , wm) containing indices of all the clauses that are unsat-
isfied. Considering the break condition of the WalkSAT, after flipping i-th variable, the
number of clauses that become unsatisfied is saved in the vector C = (c1, . . . , cn).
At the end of an iteration data structure (A,C) contains the obtained solution and
the information about the unsatisfied clauses (if satisfying assignment is not obtained).
9.2 Candidate heuristics for 3-SAT
In this section we compare three 3-SAT solvers. The focused random walk belongs to
the most fundamental approaches dealing with satisfiability problems. Therefore, we
consider pure random walk elaborated in Sec. 2.3.4.1. Another version of a random
walk technique is the Schöning’s algorithm (Fig. 2.3, pg. 33), selected in order to test
results in [Pre04, Bal14a] stating that Schöning’s procedure does not perform well
in practice, despite of theoretical proof of its convergence [Sch99]. We denote our
implementations of the two random walk techniques for 3-SAT as: Rand and SchRand.
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In the dissertation we utilize a code of the walksat algorithm developed by Selman
and Kautz [Sel95]. The choice is supported by the fact that the code is being regularly
maintained in order to increase the performance by involving better parameter struc-
tures and some other implementation tricks. Therefore, it contains good properties
regarding a performance and robustness for various satisfiability problems. The code
is also used as the basis for development of more sofisticated SAT solvers [Bal14a].
The latest version (51) is provided freely online (3). In addition, the authors report
that the version 51 incorporates optimization fixes suggested by Donald Knuth(4) mak-
ing it 20% faster than the previous version. Originally, the code by Selman and Kautz
contains implementations of 7 different k-SAT solvers: random, walksat, tabu, novelty,
rnovelty, novelty+ and rnovelty+. Heuristics such as random, walksat and novelty are
considered as simple solvers, commonly employed as a building stone for other heuris-
tic algorithms. As the standalone heuristics they perform well and novelty is considered
among the best for 3-SAT SATLIB instances since it utilizes more knowledge than the
other two. However, novelty was not considered in our study because it requires more
memory then the other two and, therefore, we believe it is not suitable for BCOi.
9.2.1 Experimental evaluation of candidate solvers
The main reason behind comparison of Rand, SchRand and WalkSAT is to illustrate the
size of the extent by which walksat outperforms two random walk procedures. Fol-
lowing recommendations in Section 7.3.5 (pg. 137) an experiment consists of 1000
independent runs of a particular solver and seed is controlled. We distinguish two case
studies: on a particular instances and on complete problem sets. In the first study three
types of instances are chosen, easy, medium and hard from uf50-218. An easy instance
requires the least amount of the computational resources, measured by nflip. A hard
instance represents the hardest within the experimental setup. Medium instance is the
hardest to select and represents an in-between case. The results of single comparisons
are given in Tables 9.3. Under the provided stopping criteria all three solvers manage
to find solutions under given conditions, thus, we provide descriptive statistics for re-
sponse value nflip in Table 9.3. We conclude on several observations. The span of nflip
values, required for random walk techniques to solve easy and hard instance, is large.
This illustrates the inefficiency to deal with small problem instances and already pro-
vides information about the performance for larger problem-size instances. In addition,
WalkSAT required small amount of computational resources, thus, represents the best
performing solver on the class uf50-218.
Experiments in the second study were conducted for three problem-sets of different
size: uf20-91, uf50-218 and uf75-325. The problem sets are described in the literature
as small- to medium-sized since satisfiable assignments are fast reachable by majority
of 3-SAT solvers on modern computer systems. Performance measure in this case study
is nflip. To highlight the range of the results during an experiment and for various
problem sets, we utilize RLDs for nflip (see Section 7.2.2) and we compare them in
Fig.9.1. According to long tails in Fig. 9.1 the class uf75-325 of problem instances
exhibits high variability in case of random walk solvers. The WalkSAT exhibits lower
(3)https://www.cs.rochester.edu/u/kautz/walksat/ Version 51
(4)Information about the improvement of last version is taken from the comment section of Walksat source
code.
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Table 9.3: Descriptive statistics for nflip reported by three candidate solvers for three
problem instances in class uf50-218, T = 5[s].
Solver hardness mean stddev median Q75 Q90
Rand easy (uf50-0635.cnf) 368.18 309.55 276 481.00 740.20
medium (uf50-0105.cnf) 16,061.19 15,125.39 11,225 22,693.00 37,733.10
hard (uf50-0690.cnf) 884,505.20 951,193.63 574,474 1,231,330.50 2,046,741.50
SchRand easy (uf50-0635.cnf) 617.84 591.88 422 862.25 1336.20
medium (uf50-0105.cnf) 38702.16 38672.04 27,776 53603.25 88766.70
hard (uf50-0745.cnf) 1,597,364.01 1,611,398.93 1,117,166 2,228,060.25 3,613,145.70
WalkSAT easy (uf50-0543.cnf) 64.17 43.87 52 83.00 120.00
medium (uf50-0105.cnf) 596.03 640.47 399 770.50 1376.80
hard (uf50-0197.cnf) 4995.69 5617.69 3256 6978.00 12025.00
variability, however, according to [Hoo98a, pg. 86], the solver demonstrates large
variability for harder problem instances. A summary of descriptive statistics for nflip, is
presented in Table 9.4. The table is arranged in the following way. We group results
by rows for each instance-set. The first column corresponds to the size of the 3-SAT
problem-set. The second column refers to the algorithm, and the third presents average
number of unsatisfied clauses for all instances within the test-set (Nuns). The next five
columns contain data regarding the descriptive statistics of the number of flips needed
to either reach optimal solution or satisfy the stopping criterion. Variables Q75 and Q90
denote the corresponding percentiles of the data. Column t¯ shows the average CPU
time needed to either solve all problem instances or to reach the predefined stopping
criterion, whereas the last column holds standard deviation for t¯.
The results in Table 9.4 show that WalkSAT is able to solve all three test-sets of
problem instances in a very short time (≤ 0.01s). Among random techniques, it can
be concluded that Rand outperforms SchRand according to the number of flips (mean,
median, Q75, Q90) required to either reach a solution (uf20-91 and uf50-218), or satisfy
stopping criterion (uf75-325). Therefore, we confirm results from the literature [Pre04,
Figure 9.1: Semi-log plots of cumulative distribution ofnflip for three 3-SAT solvers and
three problem sets. The x-axis showsnflip based on 1000 runs/instance and
stopping criterion T = 5s.
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Table 9.4: Results for Rand, SchRand and WalkSAT for SATLIB problem-sets. Optimality
criterion is an average number of flips.
Problem descriptive statistics for Nflips
class solver Nuns mean stddev median Q75 Q90 t¯[s] s.d.
uf20-91 Rand 0.00 434.52 353.84 324.01 585.76 919.88 0.00 0.00
SchRand 0.00 574.37 460.62 428.30 790.83 1229.77 0.00 0.00
WalkSAT 0.00 78.00 57.45 61.73 98.66 154.82 0.00 0.00
uf50-218 Rand 0.00 44864.50 76822.37 16765.03 50222.59 116259.68 0.01 0.02
SchRand 0.00 104496.10 159881.57 42396.87 127105.71 275474.68 0.03 0.04
WalkSAT 0.00 653.32 711.56 421.93 806.02 1347.98 0.00 0.00
uf75-325 Rand 0.22 1678433.80 2887571.68 511304.80 1844154.11 4578383.66 0.35 0.61
SchRand 1.74 3842645.64 4760262.65 1731620.82 5911339.67 11311854.43 0.91 1.13
WalkSAT 0.00 1850.35 2222.88 1177.91 2086.47 3700.32 0.00 0.00
Bal14a]. Although being theoretically verified and analyzed, SchRand seems not to be
of practical use. Coupled with Table 9.4, the results presented in Fig.9.1 show that
WalkSAT exhibits a clear dominance over random walk procedures by a couple of orders
of magnitude.
9.2.2 Final remarks and conclusions for candidate heuristics
Comparison and evaluation of three 3-SAT solvers was conducted within two case
studies. The first case study follows the line of research from the previous chapter
and considers individual problem instances: easy, medium and hard. It turns out that
the medium-size problem instance is the representative of the majority of problem in-
stances. As a preparation for experimental evaluation of the BCOi configurations, the
second study was conducted on the complete problem sets. Results of the both studies
have confirmed two observations reported in the literature about the random prob-
lem instances. Namely, the existence of long tails in cumulative distributions (Fig. 9.1)
demonstrates variability in hardness of problem instances of the same class (same num-
ber of variables). Furthermore, we show that shows that the WalkSAT solver outper-
forms the Rand algorithm.
Results of the conducted experiments demonstrate that appointing MAXFLIPS=106
is sufficient for empirical analysis of the BCOi algorithm for harder class, uf100-430.
The WalkSAT solver is able to find model for different values of seed, therefore, we ex-
pected that WalkBCOi exhibits equivalent or better performance. Contrary, we have de-
tected an inefficiency of random walk for problem instances of class uf50-218, thus, the
stopping criterion would not not be enough for randBCOi to solve uf100-430 problems.
Therefore, we chose to conduct the experimental evaluation of the randBCOi on two
classes of problem instances uf50-218 and uf100-430. Furthermore, we analyze if the
conclusions about the BCOi parameter configurations will change w.r.t. the problem-
size. The selection of the problem sets was also inspired by reports in [Hoo98a].
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9.3 Development of BCOi for 3-SAT
In this section the objective is to analyze conditions under which working with the pop-
ulation of solutions demonstrates an advantage over a standalone heuristic. A simple
approach would be to start a solver from different positions of the solution space and
restart the execution after a predefined restarting criterion is satisfied. In this case the
search would be highly dependent on the quality of initialization points. To make it
robust, we focus on design of the BCOi algorithm for the 3-SAT problem that benefits
from certain reasoning when comparing different solutions. Furthermore, we employ
the main steps of two considered heuristic rules, examined in previous section, and test
two version of the BCOi algorithm: randBCOi nad WalkBCOi. Success is measured by
the average number of flips until reaching satisfactory assignment or stopping criterion.
Occasionally, average number of (un)satisfied clauses is utilized if the solver required
a maximal number of flips to satisfy the stopping criterion and because of large num-
ber of problem instances and the variability that BCOi algorithm exhibits across the
problem set.
9.3.1 Design of the BCOi algorithm
Contrary to other implementations, the BCOi algorithm for 3-SAT disregards initializa-
tion of solutions at the beginning of each iteration. Instead, an initial assignment is
appointed to each bee once before the start of the search. Consequently, all solutions
reported at the end of an iteration become the initial solutions for the next iteration.
Psuedo-code of BCOi for 3-SAT is presented in Fig. 9.2. Total number of transforma-
tions within a forward pass of BCOi is not restricted for 3-SAT as it is, e.g., for p-center
problem [Dav11a]. According to [Dav11a] the restrictions originate from the number
of centers. However, restrictions for 3-SAT are not as obvious. In particular, we control
transformations during the forward pass of BCOi, with new parameter NCT . An iter-
ation of BCOi completes if a solution is found or if each bee performs NCT solution
transformations.
Without the typical initialization phase at the beginning of an iteration, the number
of successive forward/backward moves during one iteration, and controlled by param-
eter NC , does not directly influence the search trajectory. Namely, class I loyalty func-
tions do not rely on values of NC . However, we utilize NC to control the upper limit
of the counter u, being important for Class II loyalty functions. As a result, parameter
NC does not inflict the total number of evaluations.
Parameter space of BCOi is summarized in Table. 9.5, where n denotes the number
of Boolean variables. All the values of the BCOi quantitative parameters are integers.
Because of the expected overhead during the exchange of information in a recruitment
phase of BCOi, we investigate small number of the artificial bees. Values of quantitative
BCO parameters NC and NCT have been adjusted to accommodate a requirement in
which the running time should not be longer than a week. However, our objective
is to cover diversified regions of the parameter space. Therefore, NC takes discrete
steps and its upper limit has been determined with the help of analytical expression
of loyalty functions in Section 4.2.3.1. In Figs. 4.10–4.17, after NC reaches 60 the
loyalty probability pub approaches 1, resulting with behavior that might produce similar
results. Namely, it becomes almost certain that a bee remains loyal to its generated
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Initialization: Read input data, formula F , number of variables x, number of clasues.
Provide random assignments to each each bee.
Do
// forward pass
(1) For (b = 0; b < B; b+ +)
(a) For (i = 0; i < NCT ; i+ +)
(a.i) Flip the variable using a heuristic.
(a.ii) if (F (x) = TRUE) stop.
// backward pass
(2) For (b = 0; b < B; b+ +)
Evaluate the solution of bee b;
(3) For (b = 0; b < B; b+ +)
Loyalty decision for bee b;
(4) For (b = 0; b < B; b+ +)
If (b not loyal), choose a recruiter by roulette wheel.
Update xbest and f(xbest)
While stopping criterion is not satisfied or solution is found.
return (xbest, f(xbest))
Figure 9.2: Pseudo-code for BCOi for satisfiability problem.
solution. According to results in Section 8.8, to avoid disregarding the main principles
of recruitment and to support exploitation, the upper limit on NC domain is set to 60.
Because the maximal value may be exceedingly large, we limited the upper value of
NCT with the n of the corresponding 3-SAT instance. For example, for 3-SAT problem
with 100 variables the BCOi solver performs 100 transformations within one iteration.
We wanted to avoid situations in which a solution is found in the first forward pass of
BCOi and before backward pass has even begun.
Table 9.5: Parameter space for experimental analysis of BCOi on 3-SAT.
Parameter Domain
evaluation numfalse, breakcount
loyalty function pi, i ∈ {0, .., 9},
B [1, 5]
NC 10 · r, r ∈ [1, 6]
NCT [1, n]
9.3.2 Backward pass of randBCOi and WalkBCOi
According to pseudo-code 9.2, numerous implementations of the BCOi algorithm for
3-SAT might be considered: it is sufficient to replace step (a.i) with any transformation
of our choice. In the dissertation we chose a simple design of BCOi that implements
either focused random walks (randBCOi) or walksat (WalkBCOi).
The randBCOi algorithm incorporates evaluation function that exploits only the
number of unsatisfied clauses. We define the evaluation function as ev1 = numfalse(b),
where variable numfalse(b) denotes the number of unsatisfied clauses for each bee b.
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In case of WalkBCOi, beside ev1, we investigate peformance of new evaluation function
ev2 = breakcount(b). The function ev2 is inspired by walksat and exploits the first deci-
sion step of its procedure, i.e., utilizes variable break to obtain a different perspective
to quality measure. The goal is to support the efforts of walksat heuristic, contrary to
qualifying the goodness of the search space solely on a current number of unsatisfied
clauses. The evaluation function ev2 is described in Figure 9.3.
For (b = 0; b < B; b+ +)
Pick an unsatisfied clause C
For each variable x in clause C
breakcount(b) := minx∈C break(x)
Figure 9.3: Algorithmic structure of the evaluation function ev2 within BCOi.
Figure 9.3 shows that in order to utilize variable break one first needs to pick a clause.
Namely, WalkSAT concentrates the search towards variables that belong to unsatisfied
clauses. After the clause is chosen uniformly at random, the procedure determines a
minimal value of break(x) for each of the three variables from the clause. The quality
of the reported solution of each bee is evaluated with minx∈C break(x). Consequently,
a bee with the minimal value of breakcount is marked as the best one. If all the bees
have reached the solution of the same quality, each bee remains loyal to its solution.
It is worth noting that within the evaluation process we may also consider other
parameters such asmake or score or their combination. Because of time constraints, we
have not investigated other evaluation functions. In addition, possible hybrids remain
the topic of the future challenges.
9.4 Empirical study of randBCOi
The experimental study of randBCOi has been conducted for two problem-size sets:
uf50-218 and uf100-430. We begin with observations for the hard problem set (uf100-
430) and utilize an average number of unsatisfied clauses nuns as the performance
measure. The goal is to gather knowledge about the success of the BCO framework
giving the same stopping criteria as in Section 9.2.1 (MAXFLIPS=106). The results
of randBCOi for uf100-430 show that the algorithm requires large amount of elemen-
tary transformations (flips), and consequently nflip to find a satisfactory assignment of
a formula. Due to large amount of comparisons we present graphics for (nuns) aver-
aged over set of 100 instances from uf100-430, i.e., for Nuns =
∑100
i=1nunsi. Study of
randBCOi for uf50-218 considers a performance measure Nflip =
∑100
j=1nflipj .
9.4.1 Case study: randBCOi for uf100-430
The graphics of results in Figs. 9.4 and 9.5 demonstrate levels of success of the corre-
sponding BCOi instances. The graphics were generated in form of matrix-plots. The
legend separates intervals of results produced by different configurations of the BCOi
instances. The color fields indicate half-open intervals. The blue colour denotes the
best configurations of quantitative BCOi parameters B and NC, i.e., configurations that
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have produced the lowest Nuns. For example, the best results fall into the interval [0, 1).
Some implementations were quite unsuccessful, such as p3 in Fig. 9.4. Here, the legend
shows where the minimal value of Nuns belongs to (the interval [13, 14)). Therefore,
for the particular parameter’s configuration only results that were generated during the
experiments are indicated.
In Fig. 9.4 we compare class I loyalty functions. The matrix-plots show that p3,nit
exhibits the worst performance. Moreover, the visual inspection of the matrix-plots
reveals that loyalty functions p2 and p8 have similar influence on the performance of
the BCOi solver and exhibit the best performance in its class. They produce Nuns ∈ [0, 1)
on complete domain of the parameter B, and different values of NCT . In particular, if
B = 2 then the best results are achieved if NCT = 1. As population-size is growing, so
does the values of NCT that generate good quality solutions. Namely, for B = 5 the
best set of configuration is NCT ∈ {1, . . . , 10} . The p1 exhibits a similar behavior, only
that if B = 5, then NCT ∈ {1, . . . , 8}. Regrading the worst case, it is shown that the
standalone heuristic Rand (if B = 1) generates the worst quality solutions, as Nuns ∈
[19, 20]. Loyalty function p1 produces the worst quality of solutions (Nuns ∈ [15, 16]) for
B > 1,NCT > 60 , while p2 and p8 generate Nuns ∈ [14, 15] if B > 1 and for particular
values of NCT > 75. All tests reported the maximal number of flips.
The results of class II functions are presented in Fig. 9.5. Due to large similarities
between p5,u and p9,u we provide matrix-plots for p5,u. Similarly, we omit matrix-
plots for p4,u because the graphic matches to results of p6,u. From the figure we may
conclude that the impact of parameter NC was not significant in case of p5,u (p9,u
Figure 9.4: Matrix-plots of average number of unsatisfied clauses generated by BCO
with the Class I functions: p1,2,8 and p3,niter .
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correspondingly). The largest impact of NC is for p0,u, where the quality decreases as
the values of NC increase. Thus, smaller values of NC generate high quality results.
The same conclusion might be drawn for p7,u. Founded on interval coloring, we have
observed that the randBCOi solver performs well for small NCT . However, the legends’
fields do not indicate concrete values of Nuns or indicate differences in computational
coast that would split the ties when two BCOi instances generated similar response
values. To distinguish between the colored fields we need to consider other information
presented in Table 9.6. The results of experiments, not shown in the graphics of results,
are elaborated in the rest of this section.
Table 9.6 represents the best randBCOi configurations under the given conditions of
the experiments. The average running time and the average number of flips to solve
the corresponding problem instances are also presented. The quality of solution has
been determined by the smallest Nuns. Based on information in Table 9.6 we confirm
that the majority of loyalty functions exhibit the best performance for NCT = 1. The
randBCOi solver improves the workings of an underlying heuristic Rand if we employ
backward pass after only one transformation (flip). In particular and according to the
quality of solutions, p2 and p8 report the best result, i.e., Nuns = 0.08. In the text to
follow we describe other results not illustrated in the figures.
Loyalty function p5,u shows similar behavior for values of NC = {10, 20, . . . , 60}.
Moreover, for NC = 30 the best performance (Nuns = 0.11) is reported for B = 4 and
NCT = 2. For the rest the best performance (Nuns = {0.10, 0.11}) is reported for B = 3
and NCT = 1. In Table 9.6 we show the configuration that has produced Nuns = 0.10.
Loyalty functions p6,u and p5,u have exhibited a high robustness to changes of pa-
rameter NC . However, the differences between reported Nuns of the two functions are
distinguishable. Namely, the best result of p6,u has the same quality as the result of p2
and p8. Therefore, the three loyatly functions have performed equally well.
Loyalty function p7,u shows poor performance compared to the rest class II loyalty
functions excluding p3,nit . Namely, it performs the best for small NC and the quality
deteriorates significantly as NC increases. In particular, for NC = 20 it reports Nuns =
1.39.
Table 9.6: Results of comparison between Rand and the best configurations of randBCOi
for SATLIB problem-set uf100-430. Optimality criterion is Nuns.
Lp B NC NCT Av.Time[s] Nflip Nuns
Rand - - - 0.01728 98771.18 19.80
p0,u 5 10 1 0.02742 57515.50 0.18
p1 3 - 1 0.04825 60496.26 0.11
p2 2 - 1 0.03696 40604.00 0.08
p3,nit 5 - 27 0.01767 98910.40 13.84
p4,u 3 10 1 0.02780 48246.57 0.10
p5,u 3 20 1 0.04595 58746.78 0.10
p6,u 3 10 1 0.03244 48957.84 0.08
p7,u 5 10 1 0.02717 59549.20 0.25
p8 3 - 2 0.03241 50413.77 0.08
p9,u 3 10 1 0.04432 56057.73 0.10
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Figure 9.5: Matrix-plots of average number of unsatisfied clauses generated by different
BCOi instances and Class II loyalty functions for uf100 problem-set.
Influence of NC for p9,u is similar to influence of p5,u. Namely, the quality of the
response values is Nuns = 0.11 and repeats for NC = {20, 30, 40, 50, 60}. In the table of
results we report parameter configuration that reported Nuns = 0.10.
The study has produced a large number of results, which we were not able to present
in this thesis. Imperfection of the previous presentation is the lack of information that
allows comparison of computational resources between different BCOi configurations.
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Therefore, we have repeated the experimentation for the smaller size of the problem.
In addition, utilizing the same stopping criteria sa previously, the BCOi solver was able
to find satisfiable assignments in the majority of the cases. This allowed us to eliminate
repotting on Nuns and, instead, focus on one performance measure Nflip.
9.4.2 Case study: randBCOi for uf50-218
The second study of this section deals with the experimental analysis of the RandBOCi
for small-size problem set. The comparison among BCOi parameter’s configurations is
based on the variable Nflip. Stopping criteria is set as in previous studies and according
to Section 9.2.1 where we have established MAXFLIPS=106. We controlled the seed,
appointing it to indices of experimental runs.
Results are presented in form of line graphics in Fig. 9.6 and a summary of the best
results is given in Table 9.7. For class II, we present graphics for three discrete steps
NC ∈ {10, 30, 60}. Our observations are, as previously, divided among classes of loyalty
functions. Between the loyalty functions of class I, the best results have been reported
for NCT = 1 and B = 2. The most efficient w.r.t. Nflip is p8 that required 1836.62 flips,
followed by p1 with Nflip = 1859.91 who needed less time in average then p8. Loyalty
function p2 reported very similar result w.r.t. Nflip. Among the results not reported in
the graphics we distinguish two cases: NCT = 1 and NCT > 1. When NCT = 1
only B = {2, 3} find models of all 100 problem instances for all 100 seeds. Compared
against Nflip of B = 2, larger B reports smaller number of flips only when NCT ≥ 3 in
case of p1 and when NCT ≥ 5 for p2,8. However, the quality of solution demerits w.r.t.
to Nuns for NCT > 40, regrades of B.
Table 9.7: Results for randBCOi for problem-set uf50-218. Optimality criterion is Nflip.
Lp B NC NCT Av.Time Nflip Nuns
Rand - - - 0.01279 40047.64 0.0074
p0,u 3 10 1 0.00551 2760.27 0
p1 2 - 1 0.00568 1859.91 0
p2 2 - 1 0.00805 1904.79 0
p3,nit 5 - 5 0.01304 39008.69 0
p4,u 3 10 1 0.00680 2485.43 0
p5,u 2 30 1 0.00633 1887.52 0
p6,u 2 10 1 0.00499 2227.55 0
p7,u 3 10 1 0.00505 3069.17 0
p8 2 - 1 0.00634 1836.62 0
p9,u 2 40 1 0.00535 1893.41 0
Concerning class II, p0,u and p7,u exhibit the weakest performance. Based on com-
parisons among the best configurations in their class, the two functions require the
largest amount of the computational resources. Furthermore, as NC increases the over-
all efficiency decreases. Similar observation about the influence of the NC parameter
is established for other class II loyalty functions. For p5,u and p9,u the parameter has
exhibited the smallest impact . Regrading quantitative BCOi parameters, from graphics
we can conclude that configuration NCT = 1 generates the best results.
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Figure 9.6: Evolution of average number of flips for different randBCOi instances. Problem instances belong to class uf50-218. Stopping
criteria is MAXFLIPS=106
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9.4.3 Conclusions for randBCOi
We conclude that the BCOi algorithm improves the performance of the underlying
solver Rand by couple of orders of magnitude w.r.t. computational resources needed
to obtain a satisfactory assignment of the corresponding 3-CNF formulas. For uf100-
430 the randBCOi solver has produced Nuns that is 257.5 times smaller than the result
of Rand. In case of uf50-218, the randBCOi solver reports the 21 times smaller Nflip
until model is found, compared against the underlying solver Rand. The best BCOi
parameter’s configurations are B = {2, 3} and NCT = 1. The best configurations are
reported for class I loyalty functions, however, for some configurations that include
class II functions we also observe high quality performance. The most successful for
uf100-430 are p2 and p8 for uf50-218.
9.5 Experimental study of WalkBCOi
The section is devoted to discussion and presentation of the results reported by the
walkBCOi solver. The study of analysis of walkBCOi was conducted under the same con-
ditions of previous Section 9.4. We conducted the analysis on the uf100-430 problem-
set. The results regrading the performance walkBCOi are presented in Fig. 9.7 and 9.8
and Tables 9.8. The figures are based on Nflip generated on all problem instances and
for different BCOi parameter configurations. The goal is to inspect the improvement
of quality of solutions by changing the evaluation function. In particular, we test two
evaluation functions ev1 and ev2, described in Section 9.3.2 with the same set of pa-
rameter’s domains indicated in Table 9.5. Therefore, we distinguish two case studies
with regrade to the type of evaluation function.
9.5.1 Case study: Evaluation function ev1
The Figure 9.7 provides information about the success of evaluation function ev1 and
ten loyalty functions. The reference case, marked with blue, depicts the performance
of WalkSAT, shown as B = 1. First conclusion is that walkBCOi is more efficient than
randBCOi for each configuration of the BCOi parameters. However, the reference case
reported the smallest Nflip. Therefore, walkBCOi with ev1 does not perform better than
the WalkSAT. To demonstrate the influence of BCOi parametes in Table 9.8 we give a
summary of results. We include descriptive statistics for the response value Nflip that
has produced the best results and the corresponding supplement information such as
running time (Av. Time) and Nuns. In the table the first row provides response values
for the reference case. To understand the influence of parameter B the best results are
determined among the parameter configurations for which B ≥ 2. As in the previous
study, the best results w.r.t. Nflip are generated for the population-size B = 2.
Contrary to the previous study, the overall best loyalty functions are of Class II: p0,um
p7,u and p3,nit . As shown in Table 9.8 for all B ≥ 2 configurations, they required the
least amount of computation’s resource to find a solution of all 3-CNF formulas from the
family uf100-430. In particular, from Fig. 9.7 we see that p0.u and p7.u show similar line
profiles, thus, efficiency for different values of B and NCT . The figure also shows that
the parameter NC demonstrated a significant influence on the overall behavior. For
larger NC both p0.u and p7.u require smaller number of transformations until finding a
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Table 9.8: Descriptive statistics for walkBCOi with ev1 for problem-set uf100-430. Op-
timality criterion is Nflip.
Lp B NC NCT Av.Time Nflip Nuns
WalkSAT - - - 0.001479 3671.46 ± 3548.48 0
p0,u 2 60 91 0.001848 3874.64 ± 3687.65 0
p1 2 - 98 0.002558 5550.34 ± 6169.28 0
p2 2 - 100 0.002278 6848.57 ± 8366.21 0
p3,nit 2 - 91 0.001834 3860.89 ± 3699.45 0
p4,u 2 50 94 0.002061 4353.94 ± 4374.07 0
p5,u 2 10 99 0.002467 5286.15 ± 5794.69 0
p6,u 2 60 100 0.002145 4582.22 ± 4702.06 0
p7,u 2 60 76 0.001830 3816.29 ± 3625.77 0
p8 2 - 0.002558 6305.75 ± 7198.17 0
p9,u 2 10 99 0.002472 5334.06 ± 6019.27 0
model. However, p3.nit was quite unresponsive to changes in quantitative parameters’
values. Namely, the results are not practically different. Another conclusion regards
efficiency of other loyalty functions. The function p1 generated better results compared
to results reported by p2 and p8. However, according to Fig. 9.7 the class I loyalty
functions are not as efficient as class II. We conclude that an increase in the number
of bees does not improve the performance of the walkBCOi solver that calls the ev1
function.
9.5.2 Case study: Evaluation function ev2
Figure 9.8 provides information of the success of the evaluation function ev2. The
summary of descriptive data for the best configurations is given Table 9.9. Our first
conclusion has been motivated by the research question Q2 at the beginning of the
chapter. Due to considerably smaller number of flips (required until finding a model)
and based on the Fig. 9.8 and Table 9.9, the ev2 function contributes to an increase
in the performance of the BCOi algorithm compared to ev1. Among all loyalty func-
tions p0.u, p7.u and p3,nit are the most successful as they solved 3-CNF formulas for
small Nflip. Furthermore, the corresponding running times in Table 9.9 are similar
to the running time of the standalone WalkSAT algorithm. In particular, the WalkSAT
algorithm solved all 3-CNF instances in 0.0015 seconds in average. Significance of
the result is found in the potential to implement parallelization strategies. As for the
other loyalty functions we have observed that all the configurations required smaller
amount of computational resources than in the previous study. The function p1 shows
an improvement in solution quality compared against p2 and p8. However, the loyalty
functions of class I demonstrated the worst performance.
9.5.3 Conclusions for walkBCOi
Total running time of the two considered case studies of walkBCOi were close to a
week on the cluster specified in Section 7.3.5.2. We emphasize that the runs of ex-
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Table 9.9: Descriptive statistics for walkBCOi with ev2 for problem-set uf100-430. Op-
timality criterion is Nflip.
Lp B NC NCT Av.Time Nflip Nuns
WalkSAT - - - 0.001479 3671.46 ± 3548.48 0
p0,u 2 40 100 0.001784 3769.59 ± 3512.48 0
p1 2 - 96 0.001764 4184.83 ± 4136.13 0
p2 2 - 100 0.001635 4496.78 ± 4380.62 0
p3,nit 2 - 12 0.001488 3781.24 ± 3500.07 0
p4,u 2 60 85 0.001883 3944.57 ± 3713.19 0
p5,u 2 10 90 0.002017 4216.18 ± 4056.97 0
p6,u 2 30 99 0.001680 3990.59 ± 3777.84 0
p7,u 2 60 56 0.001445 3728.48 ± 3487.10 0
p8 2 - 100 0.001500 4380.88 ± 4356.37 0
p9,u 2 10 96 0.001798 4226.60 ± 4103.61 0
periments were distributed in the following way: each node of the cluster executes
series of experiments that correspond to a pair of qualitative parameters. The fastest
results were obtained for class I loyalty functions for the both case studies. The slowest
BCOi instance in the class II were the p5,u and p9,u loyalty functions. Our conclusion
is that the BCOi algorithm improves workings of the random walk technique by hun-
dreds of orders of magnitude. However, implementing more sophisticate modification
rules of WalkSAT in the BCOi algorithm can produce solutions of a similar quality as
the standalone solver. The results of two studies for walkBCOi demonstrate that the
improvement in the evaluation phase of the algorithm also improves the quality of the
overall results.
9.6 Final remarks
Among first empirical results reported about the Schöning’s algorithm might be found
in [Pre04]. [Bal14a, pg. 26] demonstrate that the implementation of the Schöning’s al-
gorithm exhibits weak performance. The result coincides with our observations. Specif-
ically, the reinitialization step in Schöning’s algorithm degrades efficiency of the pure
random walk procedure and the conclusion is that restarts may be avoided. Another
result of our study is that the walksat procedure is efficient for uniform random 3-SAT
instances from SATLIB. We suspect that the reason is in the utilization of variable break
that exploits knowledge about the consequences of performing a particular step during
the search. Moreover, compared to the novelty paradigm, walksat does not require the
same amount of auxiliary data, therefore, is suitable as set of rules within a population-
based meta-heuristics.
BCOi framework improves workings of the random walk solver (Rand) by couple of
orders of magnitude. In particular, the results indicate that increasing population size
leads towards high quality solutions. However, the best results were obtained when
population size is small (B = 2). Considering qualitative parameters, loyalty decision
in randBCOi computed by p2 or p8 is the most efficient on the considered problem sets.
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Figure 9.7: Evolution of average number of flips for different walkBCOi instances and the evaluation function ev1 = numfalse . Problem
instances belong to class uf100–430. Stopping criteria is MAXFLIPS=106.
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Figure 9.8: Evolution of average number of flips for different walkBCOi instances and the evaluation function ev2 . Problem instances
belong to class uf100–430. Stopping criteria is MAXFLIPS=106.
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In case of walkBCOi the best performing loyalty function is p3. However, based on
results reported by other configurations of the BCOi parameters the proposed design of
the BCOi algorithm did not improve performance of the underlying solver. Analysis of
evaluation function indicates that there is space for improvement of walkBCOi utilizing
more information during the evaluation process.
9.7 Chapter summary
The chapter is devoted to the development of the BCOi algorithm for 3-SAT. More
precisely:
• We investigate the known solvers for 3-SAT.
• We provide information about the structure of problem instances based on the
known properties reported in the literature (e.g., clause-to-variable ratio for 3-
SAT).
• We conduct experimental tests to compare several heuristic algorithms for 3-SAT
(solvers) and to determine the best candidate for modification rules within the
the BCOi algorithm.
• We conduct an extensive analysis of two BCOi algorithms, randBCOi and walkBCOi.
The first has been shown successful compared to Rand algorithm. The walkBCOi
solver has not shown better performance against the standalone solver, however,
it produced promising results that might inspire a future work. In particular,
we have demonstrated that a change of the evaluation function significantly im-
proves an overall results for all BCOi parameter configurations.
CHAPTER10
Conclusions and future work
10.1 Concluding remarks
The main goal of this dissertation is the study of the bee colony optimization method
and analysis of its characteristics from two perspectives: theoretical and experimental.
The research is divided into three directions: theoretical analysis related to asymptotic
convergence of the BCO algorithm, implementation of parallelization strategies and
empirical analysis of its performance.
Convergence analysis. The central contribution of this thesis is the theoretical veri-
fication of BCO convergence towards global optimal solution. Based on recently pub-
lished tutorials (Section 7.2) we have demonstrated that BCO is well founded and
provides a good basis for asymptotic convergence. Assuming that the considered opti-
mization problem has a solution, convergence analysis is related to the question: will
the desired optimum be found if the algorithm is given enough time. In particular, we
considered two types of convergence, best-so-far convergence and the model conver-
gence. The first refers to a question whether or not the best-so-far solution converges
to some optimal solution, as the number of iterations tends to infinity. The best-so-far
convergence is simple to prove for cases with independent iterations. Indeed, the pure
random search satisfies its necessary conditions. In case of global knowledge exchange
we established necessary notation and conditions that lead BCO towards global opti-
mum. From the tutorials we discovered that efficient meta-heuristic method should
concentrate the search more and more towards the most promising areas of the search
space exploiting the previous search experience. Therefore, the model convergence
analyzes the properties of the algorithm that direct the search process toward the sub-
spaces containing the optimal solution. The proof of the model convergence considers
exploration/exploitation tradeoff explicitly into account and only succeeds under pa-
rameter assumptions ensuring a proper balance between these two factors. We propose
four modification schemes that support establishing such balance. The modification
schemes differ by the type of the BCO algorithm and structure of the solution with re-
gard to problem characteristics. As far as further research is concerned with respect to
model convergence, convergence speed might be investigated.
Experimental study. Experimental aspect of the thesis contains two approaches: pro-
posing and investigating parallelization strategies for distributed memory processors
and experimental study of the BCO algorithm performance. The first approach exam-
ines if it is possible to improve the performance of BCOc by exploiting parallelization
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concepts. The second approach undertakes various steps in order to explain influence
of the BCO algorithmic components on measured outcomes.
Parallelization of BCOc. The BCO method is suitable for parallelization as it operates
on a population of solutions by utilizing stochastic, either constructive or improvement,
heuristic methods. In particular, we focused on the high-level (coarse-grained) paral-
lelization strategies. The main concept was introduction of Multiple BCO (MBCO),
where we vary the values of the BCO parameters and change the stopping criterion
at the same time. We consider three strategies for parallelization of MBCO and pro-
pose five coarse-grained parallel implementations under the Message Passing Interface
(MPI). The first strategy assumes independent execution of various BCO algorithms.
Sequential versions of BCOc are executed on different processors and the best solu-
tion is collected at the end. Applied to BCOc for P ||Cmax, we obtained almost linear
speedup for a modest number of engaged processors (≤ 12). At the same time quality
of the solution is not degraded significantly (below 3% with respect to the sequen-
tial result). The second strategy is related to synchronous cooperative execution of
various BCOc instances. We implemented two synchronous cooperative variants on a
completely connected homogeneous multiprocessor system, in which processors com-
municate by exchanging messages. The one involving a less frequent knowledge ex-
change resulted in better performance for the considered BCOc. Finally, related to the
third strategy, we implemented two variants of asynchronous BCO parallelization. The
first of them includes a global memory concept, and it is implemented on master-slave
multiprocessor architecture. The second, a non-centralized asynchronous execution,
is realized on a unidirectional processor ring. On two hard test examples we showed
that, while both the synchronous and asynchronous concepts perform well on a modest
number of processors, the asynchronous concept outperforms the synchronous one as
the number of engaged processors increases. The first contribution of this thesis re-
lated to this topic is the successful development of new and efficient distributed mem-
ory parallelization strategies for BCO. To the best of our knowledge, we developed the
first asynchronous strategies for bee-inspired algorithms, and therefore, they represent
the major contribution of this thesis. Future work should focus on exploring OpenMP
benefits and designing hybrid implementations.
Empirical study of BCO. The second line of the experimental study in this disser-
tation is related to sensitivity analysis of BCOc and BCOi algorithms. We studied the
behaviour of BCOc by the means of statistical and graphical tools. We established hier-
archy diagram 7.1, which led to various research questions and case studies concerning
the BCOc performance analysis. Our main contribution concerns structural tuning of
the BCOc algorithm for the P ||Cmax scheduling problem. Four candidate heuristics
are compared and the best is used in the remainder of the study. In total four BCO
parameters were analyzed: B, NC , method of evaluation and loyalty function. The
maximal number of bees (population size) is set arbitrary, however, large enough in or-
der to detect any improvements in the solution quality. Values for NC were limited by
problem dimension (n). Established statistical results facilitated efforts to detect best
structural parameter configuration. Data for each of the configurations are compared
for the equivalence of means. Both classical stopping criteria are used, maximal num-
ber of iterations and maximum allowed time. The question of suitable value for Nit
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is thoroughly examined in the first part of Chapter 8. Values for the maxiaml allowed
CPU time follows the established line for Nit and, furtermore, are defined as function
of problem size (n). By means of visual analysis we have conduct parameter tuning.
The surface plots help to establish size of effect of method of evaluation. We generate
interaction plot, where influence of problem properties, Lp and of ME is observable
and their interaction seem significant. Along the study of BCOc we recognized that for
some configurations of qualitative BCO parameters, an average solution quality for dif-
ferent pairs (B,NC) does not improve as B increases. Moreover, the response values
indicate non-linear surface defined on the configuration space B×NC. This suggests in-
teraction between parameters B and NC . However, the interactions were investigated
only visually. When setting Nit = 100 the choice of loyalty function within method
min(ev1) is the most significant and can greatly influence the performance of BCO. Our
study showed that on the provided set of problem instances in 50% of the cases the best
results were obtained for minimization of ev1. The results showed that p2b and p
8
b out-
performed other functions. When setting maximal CPU time (changed w.r.t. dimension
of the problem) the same conclusion manifested: method min(ev1) coupled with func-
tions p2,8b will provide best quality solutions. The main conclusions is the dominance
of two loyalty functions p2b and p
8
b as they were clearly more successful compared to
the rest of loyalty functions. High quality solutions were obtained for larger population
of bees, that is B ∈ [18, 20], and when NC ≥ 90. Combining results of statistical and
visual analysis we conclude that configurations {min, ev1, p2,8b , B ∈ [18, 20], NC ≥ 90}
were the most successful. Some additional tests indicate that successful values of NC
can be restricted to [0.9n, n], which has yet to be confirmed.
Empirical study of BCOi. We studied the behavior of BCOi on the 3-SAT by uti-
liznig graphical tools. The study showed that RandBCOi improves performance of the
Rand algorithm on the considered problem set of 3-SAT instances. However, restricted
by the maximal number of flips the BCOi algorithm did not succeed to satisfy any of
100 3-CNF formulas. Contrary, WalkBCOi that utilizes walksat heuristic showed better
performance. Furthermore, we conducted two set of tests in order to compare two
evaluation functions. The conclusion is that the performance of WalkBCOi is improved
once we incorporate knowledge that assists the efforts of the underlying walksat rules.
However, the overall success of the BCOi algorithm is not practically better than of
WalkSAT. The conclusion is that presented BCOi is not suitable as 3-SAT solver and
should employ more sophisticated method of evaluation.
10.2 Future work
Besides the fact that BCO method was successfully applied to various combinatorial
problems, still enough space is left for further advancement by exploring various infor-
mation sharing mechanisms and different mechanisms of collaborations. Preliminary
work has been reported in [Alz15] where roulette, tournament, rank and disruptive
selection have been compared. In dissertation by [Nik15] heterogeneity of bee popu-
lation was implemented and showed promising results. There is more to contribute to
the theoretical aspect of the research, namely, to investigate convergence speed of the
BCO algorithm for various optimization problems. Moreover, the empirical verification
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of proposed selection schemes in the model convergence section should be conducted
and compared against the common implementations.
Regarding experimental analysis of the performance, an imperative directions for
future work with BCO algorithms is utilization of the tuning methods reviewed in
[Eib11]. Development of exact solutions in the optimization has raised questions about
usefulness of heuristic algorithms. Each day new exact algorithms generate optimal
solutions for problems that were considered solvable only by use of randomized pro-
cedures. The future of heuristic algorithms might lay in the mixture with exact ones.
As always John Hooker has provided first insights into this new world in his paper
[Hoo13]. A compelling topic for future research is hybridization of BCO with exact
methods, MIP based in particular. Furthermore, BCO framework may harness more of
techniques of ranking different heuristics with goal to increase the robustness of the
BCO algorithm.
Practical aspects of the future work certainly refer to the application of BCO to
new and challenging optimization problems: multi-objective optimization, stochastic
optimization, problems that require multiple solutions of the equal quality and many
others.
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APPENDIXA
Complementary material
A.1 Empirical study of BCOc
A.1.1 Time measurement
For measure of time getrusage function was used as it represents mot reliable way to
measure CPU time on UNIX-style operating systems (http://nadeausoftware.com/
articles/2012/03/c_c_tip_how_measure_cpu_time_benchmarking#times).
A.1.2 Box-plots
Box-plots are employed to graphically represent “five number summary” of the data in
order to identify the minimum value, first quartile Q1 (25%), median, third quartile
Q3 (75%) and the maximum. To generate box-plots, the data needs to be sorted in
increasing order. The lowest value of the box-plot indicates the first value of this sorted
list, which is also a minimum value of the complete dataset. It is straightforward to
determine first 25% elements of the sorted list, the largest among them specifying the
first quartile. In other words, first 25% of the sorted data resides in the range between
the minimum and the first quartile. The median symbolizes the second quartile, i.e.,
the upper value of first 50% of the sorted data. The third quartile is determined by
extracting elements of the sorted task list that are in the first 75%, and the value with
highest index element represents the third quartile.
The box within box-plot represents the range between the first and the third quartile.
In Figure 8.1 it indicates the range of processing times for at least 50% of all tasks of
a particular instance. This value is also known in descriptive statistics as IQR (inner
quartile range). For skewed data it is recommended to define outliers, i.e., data that is
further away (far out) from a centralized grouping of the tasks lengths. The outliers are
marked as red crosses and are positioned outside the interval [Q1−1.5IQR, Q3+1.5IQR].
The heights of the whiskers on box-plots indicate the first and the last data that are not
outliers.
A.1.3 Candidate heuristics for P ||Cmax
In this section we provide description of four heuristic procedures that deal with the
P ||Cmax problem, modified from original versions found in the literature.
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A.1.3.1 Solution representation
Following the conventions from [Dav12], the solution is represented as a (dynamic)
matrix Sm×n, where the element sji represents the index of the i-th task scheduled to
the j-th machine. The list of all task lengths (processing time of each task) is kept in
the vector L = (l1, . . . , ln). After allocating k < n tasks, the auxiliary list of lengths
of n − k non-scheduled tasks is saved in the vector L′. Concerning the machine loads,
two vectors are used: O = (o1, . . . , om), where element oj denotes the number of tasks
allocated to j-th machine and Y = (y1, . . . , ym) with elements yj that represent the
sum of processing times of all tasks allocated to machine j.
At the end of iteration, data structure (S,O, Y, ymax) contains the obtained solu-
tion. Variable ymax indicates makespan of the solution. This solution is then com-
pared with the the best-so-far (xbest), saved within a global structure gbest consisting of
(Sgmin, Ogmin, Ygmin, ygmin), where ygmin refers to its objective value.
In the forthcoming subsections, we give detailed description of four heuristics in-
troduced previously. Common characteristic of all heuristics is the initialization phase,
where the incorporated structure for solution representation is reinitialized at the be-
ginning of each iteration (arrays S, O, Y contain all zeros, while L′ = L).
A.1.3.2 Description of sLPT+BF heuristic
The heuristic algorithm sLPT+BF was inspired by well known best-fit algorithm, origi-
nally used for dealing with BPP. Best-fit algorithm dates back to the early 70s when it
was applied to one-dimensional packing problems [Joh74]. Before implementing mod-
ified best-fit algorithm for the scheduling problem, it was necessary to define capacity
of the machine loads (C). The lower bound on the makespan of tasks was used to ini-
tialize C, defined as the average of the sum of all tasks divided by the total number of
machines. The makespan of the best found solution, reported at the competition of the
iteration, is saved in the global variable ygmin, while variable y contains running loads
of all machines. In the first step of sLPT+BF the task i is chosen by stochastic LPT rule.
The second step of sLPT+BF allocates task i onto the machine on which it leaves the
least empty space, or in other words, is searching for the machine j with the smallest
gap between the capacity C and the machine load after allocation of the task i. This is
equivalent to searching for the biggest makespan of the partial solution after the allo-
cation of task i. Another important feature of this algorithm is that C is changing every
time best-so-far solution is found, i.e., C is set to be equal to the makespan (ygmin)
of the corresponding solution. This algorithm was used in the paper of Davidovic´ et
al. [Dav12]. Pseudo-code for sLPT+BF is provided in Fig. A.1. In each iteration the
algorithm starts with an empty solution and constructs complete solutions. To select
task-machine pairs the algorithm uses sLPT+BF rule. The iterations are repeated until
a given stopping criterion is satisfied.
Some other scenarios for setting values of C were also studied and compared. For
example, if in the initialization phase the variable C wasn’t assigned a lower bound of
the tasks lengths and was, instead, assigned a value larger than the lower bound, the
algorithm generates solutions of lower quality. Moreover, if C is kept constant through-
out the execution, the quality of the reported solution is not reaching the quality of the
recommended procedure presented in Fig. A.1. The experimental tests, conducted on
different instances of the scheduling problem, indicate that the variable C needs to be
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Initialization: Read problem data and stopping criterion.
C ← (∑ni=1 li)/m;
ygmin = MAX_INT;
Do
Assign an empty solution;
for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
(1) Choosing task i using the roulette wheel of size
∑k
i=1 li;
(2) if (i == 0)
Allocate first task i to random machine jj;
else
mingap ← MAX_INT;
for (j = 0; j < m; j++)
gap← C − (yj + li);
if ( gap > 0 && gap < mingap )
jj ← j;
mingap ← gap;
Allocate task i to machine jj;
(3) // Find makespan
ymax ← 0;
for (j = 0; j < m; j++);
if (ymax < yj)
ymax ← yj ;
(4) If best-so-far solution is found update necessary data:
if (ymax < ygmin);
ygmin ← ymax
C ← ygmin;
Update gbest;
while stopping criterion is not satisfied.
return (xbest, f(xbest)).
Figure A.1: Pseudo-code for sLPT+BF
set as suggested in Fig. A.1.
A.1.3.3 Description of sLPT+FF heuristic
Heuristic sLPT+FF represents a randomized iterative procedure that in each iteration
starts with an empty solution, and similarly to the sLPT+BF algorithm, constructs com-
plete solutions (Fig.A.2).
During the construction of the solution the algorithm goes through two steps, each
incorporating some decision-making rules concerning the partial solution. In the first
step, the decision about which tasks are to be scheduled is made by the rules of sLPT.
Second step consists of decisions referring to the location of a task, by employing first-
fit scheduler as suggested in [Joh74]. The machine selection procedure is implemented
similarly to the second step of sLPT+BF, i.e., as a loop that visits all machines, however,
placing the task onto the first machine on which it can be allocated. At the completion
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of each iteration, all global structures are updated. The best solution is reported at the
end of the execution of the algorithm.
Initialization: Read problem data and stopping criterion.
C ← (∑ni=1 li)/m;
ygmin = MAX_INT;
Do
Assign an empty solution;
for (i = 0; i < n; i+ +)
(1) Choosing task i using the roulette wheel of size
∑k
i=1 li;
(2) if (i == 0)
Allocate first task i to random machine jj;
else
for (j = 0; j < m; j + +)
gap← C − (yj + li);
if ( gap > 0 )
jj ← j;
Allocate task i to machine jj;
(3) Find current makespan ymax
(4) If best-so-far solution is found update necessary data:
if (ymax < ygmin);
ygmin ← ymax
C ← ygmin;
Update gbest;
while stopping criterion is not satisfied.
return (xbest, f(xbest)).
Figure A.2: Pseudo-code for sLPT+FF
A.1.3.4 Description of sLPT+ES
sLPT+ES heuristic is a simple algorithm that begins with an empty solution and until
the end of one iteration constructs the solution following two steps. First step is based
on the stochastic procedure inspired by the sLPT rule, where the probability of choosing
a task is proportional to its processing time. The selection of tasks was implemented
using concepts of roulette wheel (Section 4.2, pg. 72). Second step incorporates simple
earliest start scheduler. It is implemented as a loop that goes through all machines, and
once the machine with minimum load is found, second phase ends. At the end of each
iteration, global variable ygmin is updated. Pseudo-code of the algorithm is provided in
Fig. A.3.
A.1.3.5 Description of sLPT+sES algorithm
Another algorithm is studied in order to examine more variations of the scheduling
rules. This algorithm consists of two steps, stochastic LPT and the stochastic ES.
Pseudo-code is provided in Fig. A.4. The step (2) implements sES such that the ma-
chines with smallest load have higher probabilities to be chosen. This was conducted
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Initialization: Read problem data and stopping criterion.
ygmin = MAX_INT;
Do
Assign an empty solution;
for (i = 0; i < n; i+ +)
(1) Choosing task i by roulette wheel of size
∑k
i=1 li;
min← MAX_INT;
(2) if (i == 0)
Allocate first task i to random machine jj;
else
if (min > yj)
min = yj ;
jj = j;
Allocate task i to machine jj;
(3) Find current makespan ymax
(4) If best-so-far solution is found update necessary data:
if (ymax < ygmin);
ygmin ← ymax
Update gbest;
while stopping criterion is not satisfied.
return (xbest, f(xbest))
Figure A.3: Pseudo-code for sLPT+ES
by using roulette wheel with wedges being proportional to the difference between a
predefined maximal load and a current load of a machine. For that reason, capacity
C is used (introduced in sLPT+BF) and updated each time new best-so-far solution is
found.
A.1.4 Comparative study of candidate heuristics
To single out best performing heuristic procedure for the considered scheduling prob-
lem, we compare four candidate algorithms presented above. To assure systematic
experimental evaluation for the comparison between different algorithms, some of the
rules from the literature have been followed. First of all, the tests are based on com-
paring average performance of algorithm instances over a class of problem instances
[Dav06b, Dav06a].
The solution’s quality of the results generated by the BCO algorithm, corresponds to
the best found makespan value (ygmin) for each problem instance. We employ number
of iterations (Nit) as a stopping criterion.
A.1.4.1 Discussion for variable C
As mentioned in Section 8.1.3, the first implementation of BCO for the scheduling prob-
lem was presented in [Dav09]. Authors based heuristic rules on the stochastic version
of the LPT procedure, and it showed promising results. Better solutions were obtained
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Initialization: Read problem data and stopping criterion.
C ← (∑ni=1 li)/m;
ygmin = MAX_INT;
Do
Assign an empty solution;
for (i = 0; i < n; i+ +)
(1) Choosing task i using the roulette wheel of size
∑k
i=1 li;
(2) Scheduling i on machine j using the roulette wheel
of size
∑m
j=1(C − yj);
(3) Find current makespan ymax
(4) If best-so-far solution is found update necessary data:
if (ymax < ygmin);
ygmin ← ymax
C ← ygmin;
Update gbest;
while stopping criterion is not satisfied.
return (xbest, f(xbest))
Figure A.4: Pseudo-code for sLPT+sES algorithm.
in [Dav12], where authors incorporated best-fit heuristic for selection of processors.
They used adaptive strategy in order to change values of capacity C and direct the
search towards promising areas of the search space. Prior to implementation of best-fit
technique, we tested several possibilities of setting the value of C in order to investi-
gate its influence on the performance of the heuristic and its robustness with respect
to changes in the problem specifications. The pilot studies concerning the influence
of parameter C on the constructive moves during the execution show that it should
not be set as a constant. If C is close to known optimum, low quality solutions will
be generated since tasks that don’t pass the scheduling criterion will be allocated to
the last visited machine. Next, we appointed C with values larger than the theoreti-
cal lower bound of the processor loads at the beginning of the search. This generated
less variability in response values, however, degraded the quality of solution. Results
indicate the sLPT+BF heuristic requries well defined threshold (capacity) in order to
produce high quality results. Parameter C cannot be set provisory as the minimum
capacity corresponds to the makespan of the optimal solution. Straightforward way is
to define C in each iteration as the makespan of the best-so-far solution. Changing C
gradually might direct the search towards more prominent areas of the search space.
This way we can favor the generation of solutions that are not worse than the previous
one. Our proposal is that in first iteration parameter C is set to the theoretical lower
bound. Then, in the next iteration C is set to makespan of the best-so-far solution in
order to allow generation of solutions that might be worse then the current. Presented
mixed procedure has provided the best results. Therefore, we confirm that strategy of
[Dav12] provides best results.
In [Dav12] it was concluded that n does not influence the complexity of the prob-
lem. The studies in this thesis confirm the same conclusion. We show that the influence
of the varying number of processors on the complexity of the problem is not so straight-
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forward. This problem is referred to in greater detail in the forthcoming section.
A.1.5 Experimental evaluation of the best heuristic: sLPT+BF
In the previous part of this section we demonstrated that sLPT+BF dominates other can-
didate heuristics on the hardest test instance from [Dav12]. Experimental evaluation
of sLPT+BF on benchmark instances of [Dav06b, Dav06a] was not reported previously
in the literature. Therefore, to understand performance of BCO, it was justifiable to
conduct independent analysis of sLPT+BF for the scheduling problem. In the following,
we report results of the experimental study of the sLPT+BF. We address several objec-
tives while investigation performance of a standalone sLPT+BF. Firstly, we investigate
stagnation of the solution by increasing maximal number of iterations. Stagnation of
the solution occurs when, after reaching a certain number of iterations, heuristic does
not generate solutions of significantly better quality. This is a common property of
stochastic optimization methods. Furthermore, it is our goal to avoid so-called ceiling
effect, where two algorithms are not distinguishable when provided enough time or it-
erations to reach a sub-optimal state [Coh95, BB13]. Therefore, we use new results on
sLPT+BF to investigate a suitable value of maximal number of iterations for BCO. Lastly,
we investigate robustness of sLPT+BF to changes in instances characteristics, such as
dimension of a problem (number of tasks).
To analyze robustness of sLPT+BF a set of independent experiments was conducted
on all 18 test instances from two different problem classes, m = 12 and m = 16. In-
stances of a class differ in number of tasks that can vary from 100 to 500. The choice of
instances was based on the results from previous subsection, where it was concluded
that if the number of machines is less then 12 (m < 12), problems are being solved to
near optimality. In order to observe the influence of number of iterations on the qual-
ity of a solution, parameter Nit was set to different values within interval [100, 10000].
Therefore, one experiment corresponds to nrun = 100 independent runs of sLPT+BF
(each with different seed) for appointed number of iterations (Nit). The results of this
set of experiments are presented in Tables A.1 and A.2. Tables are organized in six
sections, grouped by value of the stopping criterion. Rows are arranged by the type
of instance, i.e., the number of tasks to be scheduled. Each row section consist of
two rows, where the first one reports the means (average values), while the second
row holds standard deviations and the number of occurrences of the best found solu-
tion. In the column sections, the first column (y) represents a mean value of the best
found solutions’ quality, averaged over nrun independent runs. Second column (t¯) rep-
resents mean value of running times needed to obtain best found solutions, reported
in miliseconds. Third column (nit) represents mean of the number of iterations needed
to generate best found solution and the forth column (best) reports the best found so-
lutions of an experiment. Additional to the reported best, in both tables we provide
percentage of its occurrence during the experiment.
A.1.5.1 Results
The analysis of responses, reported in Tables A.1 and A.2 and measured for differ-
ent values of stopping criterion, is suggesting that the sLPT+BF heuristic needs some
minimum number of iterations to reach position in the search space that increases its
Table A.1: Scheduling results - test problems with known optimal solutions adopted from [Dav06b] with m = 12, 16, nrun = 100 and a
different number of iterations (Nit = 100, . . . , 1000).
Probl. inst.
Nit=100 Nit=200 Nit=300 Nit=400 Nit=500 Nit=1000
y t¯ nit best y t¯ nit best y t¯ nit best y t¯ nit best y t¯ nit best y t¯ nit best
(s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (%) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (%) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (%) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (%) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (%) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (%)
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
Iogra100_12 831.21 1.11 94.56 817 819.16 2.24 161.41 812 817.60 3.32 220.48 812 816.73 4.25 283.01 812 816.14 5.35 353.25 811 814.61 8.04 605.81 811
± 17.10 ± 0.55 ± 6.94 (1%) ± 2.00 ± 0.79 ± 26.76 (1%) ± 1.76 ± 1.20 ± 53.00 (1%) ± 1.68 ± 1.61 ± 81.78 (1%) ± 1.71 ± 2.01 ± 104.19 (1%) ± 1.46 ± 3.37 ± 223.59 (5%)
16 903.25 1.54 99.64 816 815.16 3.03 174.85 811 812.43 4.21 240.67 810 811.66 5.19 293.70 809 811.19 5.79 354.26 809 810.00 8.36 597.71 807
± 62.26 ± 0.62 ± 1.69 (4%) ± 5.99 ± 0.74 ± 18.19 (5%) ± 1.34 ± 1.05 ± 41.91 (8%) ± 1.12 ± 1.22 ± 57.12 (4%) ± 1.10 ± 2.08 ± 85.33 (7%) ± 0.94 ± 3.69 ± 203.72 (1%)
Iogra150_12 1022.35 2.28 94.46 1008 1008.64 4.15 157.23 1006 1007.53 5.46 217.08 1005 1007.13 6.04 264.33 1004 1006.76 7.93 322.64 1004 1005.91 12.06 578.31 1004
± 23.72 ± 0.71 ± 9.04 (2%) ± 1.12 ± 1.19 ± 32.34 (3%) ± 1.04 ± 1.90 ± 52.62 (2%) ± 0.98 ± 2.28 ± 72.06 (1%) ± 0.90 ± 3.15 ± 104.24 (1%) ± 0.78 ± 4.96 ± 231.48 (3%)
16 1106.23 2.83 99.60 1014 1015.81 5.50 180.05 1011 1011.89 7.13 238.52 1008 1010.98 8.12 300.51 1008 1010.57 9.29 346.36 1008 1009.35 15.34 649.32 1007
± 65.90 ± 0.65 ± 1.57 (1%) ± 10.34 ± 1.03 ± 18.32 (3%) ± 1.17 ± 1.63 ± 39.84 (1%) ± 1.08 ± 2.38 ± 67.71 (2%) ± 1.09 ± 3.15 ± 85.22 (4%) ± 1.03 ± 4.94 ± 222.67 (1%)
Iogra200_12 1212.94 3.43 89.09 1206 1207.20 5.37 142.22 1205 1206.60 6.90 193.26 1204 1206.17 8.59 256.12 1204 1205.91 10.00 306.37 1204 1205.29 15.36 506.29 1204
± 10.07 ± 0.90 ± 12.29 (3%) ± 0.92 ± 1.68 ± 34.76 (3%) ± 0.95 ± 2.65 ± 60.34 (3%) ± 0.86 ± 3.63 ± 91.71 (5%) ± 0.83 ± 3.64 ± 107.05 (6%) ± 0.67 ± 6.68 ± 224.53 (12%)
16 1335.63 4.45 99.74 1215 1226.18 8.05 185.23 1210 1211.61 10.40 251.74 1209 1210.74 10.98 302.08 1208 1210.17 13.09 371.36 1208 1208.80 22.85 676.39 1207
± 77.85 ± 0.73 ± 1.38 (1%) ± 30.55 ± 1.69 ± 19.30 (1%) ± 1.30 ± 2.42 ± 36.30 (4%) ± 1.05 ± 2.52 ± 61.17 (3%) ± 0.97 ± 3.33 ± 89.13 (5%) ± 0.91 ± 6.51 ± 206.55 (8%)
Iogra250_12 1408.33 4.80 86.46 1405 1405.89 6.73 137.76 1404 1405.40 8.58 186.67 1404 1405.19 9.85 223.00 1404 1405.01 11.49 265.00 1403 1404.47 20.38 484.26 1403
± 6.17 ± 1.08 ± 10.81 (3%) ± 0.75 ± 2.19 ± 33.78 (1%) ± 0.63 ± 3.47 ± 61.49 (5%) ± 0.59 ± 3.99 ± 82.77 (9%) ± 0.64 ± 4.88 ± 109.67 (1%) ± 0.64 ± 9.55 ± 235.74 (5%)
16 1499.30 6.26 99.16 1410 1416.86 10.34 182.83 1407 1408.66 12.25 242.92 1406 1407.83 14.69 301.42 1406 1407.41 17.34 360.57 1405 1406.66 26.69 583.92 1405
± 62.22 ± 0.97 ± 3.83 (4%) ± 18.31 ± 1.75 ± 20.34 (1%) ± 1.11 ± 2.16 ± 42.73 (2%) ± 0.91 ± 3.54 ± 65.75 (9%) ± 0.79 ± 4.07 ± 86.95 (1%) ± 0.70 ± 9.37 ± 216.17 (7%)
Iogra300_12 1607.53 6.74 86.32 1605 1605.37 9.77 143.95 1603 1604.92 11.84 188.98 1603 1604.65 14.38 231.84 1603 1604.40 17.02 280.79 1602 1603.98 26.90 452.81 1602
± 1.99 ± 1.50 ± 11.58 (5%) ± 0.77 ± 3.08 ± 37.08 (1%) ± 0.70 ± 3.56 ± 53.56 (2%) ± 0.67 ± 5.26 ± 82.97 (3%) ± 0.62 ± 6.84 ± 114.77 (1%) ± 0.65 ± 14.18 ± 248.74 (2%)
16 1664.35 8.71 99.27 1609 1609.24 12.51 170.99 1606 1607.75 15.52 218.19 1606 1607.29 18.63 272.14 1606 1606.97 22.58 332.69 1605 1606.44 34.44 524.69 1605
± 42.56 ± 1.60 ± 2.48 (2%) ± 2.72 ± 1.99 ± 24.33 (3%) ± 0.80 ± 3.16 ± 43.60 (7%) ± 0.75 ± 5.17 ± 77.63 (13%) ± 0.67 ± 6.42 ± 98.55 (2%) ± 0.67 ± 14.26 ± 227.76 (7%)
Iogra350_12 1826.67 8.83 95.63 1811 1810.79 13.09 158.33 1808 1809.87 17.07 213.80 1807 1809.34 21.04 273.74 1806 1808.83 26.02 341.95 1806 1807.96 40.70 552.69 1806
± 22.13 ± 1.70 ± 7.13 (7%) ± 1.25 ± 2.52 ± 26.51 (4%) ± 1.00 ± 4.20 ± 52.10 (2%) ± 1.07 ± 5.86 ± 78.97 (1%) ± 1.09 ± 7.69 ± 105.16 (2%) ± 0.89 ± 15.29 ± 216.89 (4%)
16 1850.14 10.42 99.14 1809 1808.19 14.80 163.60 1805 1807.31 18.34 215.68 1805 1806.89 22.50 265.21 1805 1806.68 25.35 303.11 1805 1806.14 40.38 495.94 1804
± 33.85 ± 1.70 ± 2.83 (2%) ± 0.89 ± 2.31 ± 25.56 (1%) ± 0.78 ± 4.19 ± 48.08 (1%) ± 0.68 ± 5.68 ± 71.69 (2%) ± 0.69 ± 7.78 ± 97.84 (3%) ± 0.66 ± 18.08 ± 232.72 (1%)
Iogra400_12 2025.39 10.99 95.59 2005 2007.14 15.29 158.58 2005 2006.37 19.36 203.27 2005 2005.87 24.70 263.50 2004 2005.54 29.86 323.77 2004 2004.75 51.06 572.16 2003
± 23.65 ± 1.81 ± 8.50 (1%) ± 0.98 ± 2.80 ± 27.89 (5%) ± 0.76 ± 4.77 ± 50.44 (12%) ± 0.69 ± 7.34 ± 84.26 (1%) ± 0.70 ± 9.14 ± 105.22 (5%) ± 0.73 ± 18.80 ± 218.31 (5%)
16 2085.98 12.91 99.49 2010 2011.56 18.81 177.10 2006 2008.19 23.99 235.45 2006 2007.67 29.02 283.54 2006 2007.20 35.26 351.08 2006 2006.37 58.56 594.30 2005
± 50.56 ± 2.06 ± 2.50 (2%) ± 7.86 ± 2.38 ± 22.48 (1%) ± 0.89 ± 4.24 ± 42.88 (2%) ± 0.85 ± 6.64 ± 65.49 (7%) ± 0.68 ± 8.71 ± 90.65 (12%) ± 0.61 ± 20.66 ± 216.57 (7%)
Iogra450_12 2235.32 12.76 96.15 2206 2208.35 18.80 161.48 2205 2207.38 24.44 217.99 2205 2206.59 31.28 283.31 2205 2206.28 36.95 337.58 2205 2205.50 62.74 582.80 2204
± 34.41 ± 2.05 ± 7.70 (1%) ± 1.24 ± 3.32 ± 28.25 (1%) ± 0.89 ± 5.54 ± 51.60 (2%) ± 0.85 ± 8.07 ± 78.08 (11%) ± 0.75 ± 9.93 ± 95.55 (12%) ± 0.69 ± 23.31 ± 224.54 (5%)
16 2349.58 13.58 99.69 2212 2239.97 23.53 191.14 2209 2211.84 31.26 258.29 2208 2210.18 37.76 316.26 2208 2209.50 44.70 377.78 2207 2208.22 78.43 670.94 2206
± 79.44 ± 1.26 ± 1.47 (1%) ± 41.99 ± 2.25 ± 14.82 (3%) ± 3.00 ± 4.40 ± 37.96 (1%) ± 1.19 ± 7.07 ± 61.27 (7%) ± 0.94 ± 9.74 ± 84.63 (2%) ± 0.81 ± 20.84 ± 184.04 (1%)
Iogra500_12 2412.72 12.78 89.11 2406 2406.04 19.82 147.04 2404 2405.43 26.30 198.24 2403 2405.09 33.52 257.51 2403 2404.85 38.12 294.43 2403 2404.31 63.80 504.30 2403
± 11.07 ± 2.24 ± 12.13 (7%) ± 0.92 ± 4.29 ± 33.07 (6%) ± 0.75 ± 6.86 ± 56.08 (1%) ± 0.66 ± 9.99 ± 80.43 (1%) ± 0.64 ± 13.40 ± 107.23 (2%) ± 0.66 ± 29.35 ± 240.83 (10%)
16 2515.92 15.59 99.71 2414 2416.10 26.70 186.12 2409 2409.92 34.57 244.89 2407 2409.21 41.95 300.99 2407 2408.77 49.73 359.18 2406 2407.86 82.42 603.14 2406
± 52.60 ± 1.27 ± 2.59 (2%) ± 11.78 ± 2.38 ± 14.48 (2%) ± 0.96 ± 5.12 ± 36.30 (1%) ± 0.79 ± 7.86 ± 58.23 (1%) ± 0.76 ± 11.14 ± 82.92 (1%) ± 0.75 ± 27.78 ± 209.96 (4%)
Table A.2: Scheduling results - test problems with known optimal solutions adopted from [Dav06b] with m = 12, 16, nrun = 100 and
different number of iterations (Nit = 2000, . . . , 10000) (cont).
Probl. inst.
Nit=2000 Nit=4000 Nit=5000 Nit=6000 Nit=8000 Nit=10000
y t¯ nit best y t¯ nit best y t¯ nit best y t¯ nit best y t¯ nit best y t¯ nit best
(s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (%) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (%) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (%) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (%) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (%) (s.d.) (s.d.) (s.d.) (%)
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
Iogra100_12 813.09 15.35 1222.34 809 812.01 27.46 2344.87 808 811.74 32.87 2799.97 808 811.50 37.59 3251.44 808 811.17 49.63 4352.36 808 810.96 58.58 5171.31 808
± 1.27 ± 5.70 ± 474.27 (1%) ± 1.23 ± 10.71 ± 952.01 (1%) ± 1.14 ± 13.66 ± 1221.15 (1%) ± 1.10 ± 16.87 ± 1517.09 (1%) ± 1.05 ± 23.00 ± 2103.30 (1%) ± 1.01 ± 28.72 ± 2612.75 (1%)
16 809.26 14.67 1043.68 807 808.45 29.69 2228.49 806 808.17 36.56 2779.86 805 807.98 42.76 3256.97 805 807.77 52.98 4092.97 805 807.60 65.09 5083.61 805
± 0.86 ± 6.74 ± 490.78 (4%) ± 0.84 ± 12.77 ± 1015.61 (1%) ± 0.87 ± 16.36 ± 1313.63 (1%) ± 0.86 ± 19.21 ± 1554.93 (1%) ± 0.81 ± 25.50 ± 2040.68 (1%) ± 0.72 ± 31.08 ± 2508.24 (1%)
Iogra150_12 1005.22 22.36 1094.62 1004 1004.74 36.12 1850.28 1003 1004.55 47.71 2470.96 1003 1004.42 53.68 2794.38 1003 1004.18 72.09 3797.58 1003 1004.04 87.45 4643.54 1003
± 0.69 ± 9.30 ± 482.26 (12%) ± 0.61 ± 18.61 ± 991.57 (2%) ± 0.61 ± 25.26 ± 1376.09 (4%) ± 0.62 ± 29.50 ± 1606.20 (7%) ± 0.61 ± 39.42 ± 2146.98 (11%) ± 0.60 ± 47.66 ± 2602.35 (16%)
16 1008.59 26.10 1124.66 1006 1007.95 46.12 2086.50 1006 1007.67 57.89 2656.31 1005 1007.49 69.32 3198.37 1005 1007.23 85.64 3986.68 1005 1007.02 111.05 5190.11 1005
± 0.84 ± 9.36 ± 447.46 (1%) ± 0.79 ± 22.21 ± 1058.68 (3%) ± 0.80 ± 27.58 ± 1320.45 (1%) ± 0.77 ± 32.95 ± 1584.25 (1%) ± 0.79 ± 42.68 ± 2038.43 (2%) ± 0.71 ± 52.95 ± 2525.87 (2%)
Iogra200_12 1204.81 28.42 953.68 1204 1204.34 53.36 1867.51 1203 1204.14 70.03 2461.02 1203 1204.02 80.81 2871.53 1203 1203.86 100.13 3572.32 1203 1203.79 113.01 4041.43 1203
± 0.54 ± 14.86 ± 529.24 (26%) ± 0.51 ± 29.92 ± 1084.00 (1%) ± 0.49 ± 36.67 ± 1322.93 (6%) ± 0.45 ± 41.64 ± 1516.61 (9%) ± 0.51 ± 56.39 ± 2060.46 (21%) ± 0.50 ± 66.01 ± 2412.35 (25%)
16 1207.93 39.24 1189.79 1206 1207.23 68.21 2131.10 1206 1207.04 81.41 2553.25 1206 1206.92 94.51 2981.28 1205 1206.67 126.07 4010.52 1205 1206.54 145.93 4653.37 1205
± 0.85 ± 12.85 ± 417.88 (4%) ± 0.68 ± 30.71 ± 994.29 (12%) ± 0.69 ± 38.63 ± 1234.25 (20%) ± 0.67 ± 45.89 ± 1490.64 (1%) ± 0.66 ± 63.94 ± 2073.81 (2%) ± 0.64 ± 77.02 ± 2496.41 (2%)
Iogra250_12 1404.10 34.68 840.79 1403 1403.64 71.79 1799.26 1403 1403.50 88.48 2239.78 1403 1403.46 95.75 2423.02 1402 1403.32 128.02 3260.74 1402 1403.25 149.11 3796.38 1402
± 0.54 ± 18.93 ± 488.53 (10%) ± 0.54 ± 42.66 ± 1101.81 (39%) ± 0.50 ± 50.71 ± 1314.66 (50%) ± 0.52 ± 56.25 ± 1458.55 (1%) ± 0.49 ± 78.03 ± 2028.61 (1%) ± 0.46 ± 95.75 ± 2467.69 (1%)
16 1406.06 45.17 1007.26 1404 1405.66 75.28 1717.19 1404 1405.49 96.19 2209.54 1404 1405.33 121.15 2801.73 1404 1405.04 182.38 4217.18 1404 1404.89 216.12 4983.94 1404
± 0.65 ± 19.03 ± 444.93 (1%) ± 0.65 ± 41.34 ± 971.42 (2%) ± 0.67 ± 56.92 ± 1332.61 (6%) ± 0.62 ± 73.85 ± 1733.98 (7%) ± 0.55 ± 97.43 ± 2282.39 (13%) ± 0.55 ± 114.58 ± 2657.18 (21%)
Iogra300_12 1603.60 50.41 860.12 1602 1603.31 84.49 1472.88 1602 1603.22 103.05 1805.70 1602 1603.07 141.88 2501.95 1602 1602.97 173.07 3041.29 1602 1602.93 188.66 3334.45 1602
± 0.58 ± 28.69 ± 515.53 (3%) ± 0.59 ± 59.01 ± 1056.65 (7%) ± 0.58 ± 74.27 ± 1329.59 (8%) ± 0.50 ± 99.88 ± 1792.14 (9%) ± 0.43 ± 120.80 ± 2156.47 (11%) ± 0.41 ± 134.58 ± 2406.08 (12%)
16 1605.92 61.34 950.69 1605 1605.44 111.04 1749.94 1604 1605.35 131.66 2079.59 1604 1605.27 149.18 2361.02 1604 1605.08 215.82 3435.39 1604 1604.96 264.82 4222.53 1604
± 0.63 ± 29.52 ± 477.47 (24%) ± 0.55 ± 63.57 ± 1021.67 (2%) ± 0.57 ± 79.22 ± 1274.48 (4%) ± 0.56 ± 93.92 ± 1507.85 (6%) ± 0.52 ± 136.84 ± 2204.03 (10%) ± 0.53 ± 168.84 ± 2721.23 (16%)
Iogra350_12 1807.06 81.75 1130.74 1805 1806.51 145.78 2038.92 1805 1806.36 169.61 2378.59 1805 1806.17 214.84 3025.31 1805 1805.88 286.72 4041.36 1804 1805.69 368.83 5205.18 1804
± 0.81 ± 36.90 ± 527.53 (2%) ± 0.71 ± 71.15 ± 1013.19 (6%) ± 0.76 ± 87.04 ± 1237.96 (13%) ± 0.71 ± 115.74 ± 1650.78 (17%) ± 0.71 ± 155.19 ± 2207.03 (3%) ± 0.74 ± 188.65 ± 2678.75 (4%)
16 1805.70 70.58 876.78 1804 1805.31 128.84 1630.24 1804 1805.21 154.55 1963.10 1804 1805.06 202.06 2574.04 1804 1804.93 244.81 3121.67 1804 1804.87 280.67 3587.77 1804
± 0.61 ± 39.75 ± 512.26 (2%) ± 0.56 ± 83.42 ± 1074.44 (5%) ± 0.53 ± 103.32 ± 1332.54 (6%) ± 0.49 ± 131.72 ± 1698.65 (9%) ± 0.50 ± 160.94 ± 2072.66 (16%) ± 0.46 ± 186.64 ± 2406.07 (18%)
Iogra400_12 2004.17 91.72 1043.40 2003 2003.71 160.81 1843.63 2003 2003.59 189.04 2169.46 2003 2003.51 214.20 2464.17 2002 2003.27 320.20 3701.25 2002 2003.18 368.10 4245.00 2002
± 0.65 ± 40.25 ± 466.54 (12%) ± 0.55 ± 83.82 ± 975.76 (34%) ± 0.49 ± 106.66 ± 1239.58 (41%) ± 0.52 ± 130.65 ± 1521.51 (1%) ± 0.51 ± 196.50 ± 2286.21 (3%) ± 0.48 ± 222.19 ± 2575.38 (4%)
16 2005.79 106.70 1101.39 2004 2005.40 172.35 1796.18 2004 2005.23 219.70 2292.77 2004 2005.14 254.03 2656.12 2004 2005.00 314.39 3297.08 2004 2004.81 429.73 4519.61 2003
± 0.57 ± 46.73 ± 495.54 (1%) ± 0.57 ± 92.96 ± 984.48 (4%) ± 0.56 ± 129.30 ± 1364.50 (7%) ± 0.53 ± 148.66 ± 1570.78 (8%) ± 0.55 ± 193.59 ± 2043.34 (15%) ± 0.50 ± 258.14 ± 2734.82 (1%)
Iogra450_12 2204.89 111.55 1056.49 2204 2204.37 207.81 1988.19 2203 2204.19 262.27 2515.77 2203 2204.09 298.45 2865.62 2203 2203.95 359.66 3459.60 2203 2203.81 442.77 4262.83 2203
± 0.61 ± 50.71 ± 491.80 (25%) ± 0.58 ± 101.64 ± 983.44 (4%) ± 0.56 ± 131.03 ± 1267.36 (8%) ± 0.55 ± 149.87 ± 1450.84 (11%) ± 0.55 ± 199.66 ± 1934.31 (18%) ± 0.50 ± 263.58 ± 2553.43 (24%)
16 2207.33 134.72 1168.50 2205 2206.60 251.24 2199.24 2205 2206.48 286.60 2515.75 2204 2206.37 328.69 2887.83 2204 2205.99 510.40 4485.24 2204 2205.88 576.34 5078.53 2204
± 0.75 ± 50.90 ± 448.08 (1%) ± 0.63 ± 111.82 ± 987.44 (5%) ± 0.69 ± 127.72 ± 1129.55 (1%) ± 0.70 ± 158.97 ± 1407.11 (1%) ± 0.61 ± 239.51 ± 2114.13 (1%) ± 0.60 ± 271.73 ± 2407.62 (1%)
Iogra500_12 2403.76 126.42 1012.87 2403 2403.34 219.27 1778.37 2402 2403.22 269.27 2183.85 2402 2403.13 313.73 2551.13 2402 2403.03 380.55 3097.69 2402 2402.98 423.45 3446.24 2402
± 0.55 ± 65.09 ± 529.74 (30%) ± 0.55 ± 123.73 ± 1013.13 (4%) ± 0.52 ± 156.40 ± 1283.20 (5%) ± 0.50 ± 188.61 ± 1545.29 (7%) ± 0.48 ± 240.19 ± 1969.81 (10%) ± 0.45 ± 280.60 ± 2295.93 (11%)
16 2407.03 156.91 1163.73 2405 2406.37 280.29 2092.59 2405 2406.22 333.76 2497.30 2404 2406.09 394.91 2957.00 2404 2405.86 533.88 3995.28 2404 2405.75 608.58 4567.99 2404
± 0.68 ± 59.62 ± 449.23 (2%) ± 0.72 ± 133.52 ± 1007.71 (8%) ± 0.70 ± 160.94 ± 1213.04 (1%) ± 0.66 ± 196.88 ± 1486.75 (1%) ± 0.63 ± 269.81 ± 2029.76 (2%) ± 0.62 ± 325.71 ± 2453.74 (2%)
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chances to find high quality solutions. Furthermore, the algorithm is robust to changes
in the structure of problem instances, since the deviation of generated solutions from
the optimal one is less then 3% in all experiments when Nit ≥ 200. Moreover, as the
number of iterations Nit is increasing, the quality of solutions increases for all prob-
lem instance. The biggest change in the quality of reported solution occurs between
Nit = 100 and Nit = 200. Another influence of stopping criterion concerns the vari-
ability of the reported solutions’ quality. Deviations of y in Tables A.1 and A.2 indicate
that the higher value of the Nit is decreasing the variability of the response value. The
conclusion becomes more evident while observing difference between standard devi-
ations of y, obtained for Nit = 100 and Nit = 200. More specifically, let Iogra100_12
be the case study. The standard deviation has decreased 9 times while solution quality
increased around 1.5%. Similary, the stabilization of variability can be detected for the
rest of problem instances within this case study.
In Fig. A.5 the dependency of solution’s quality on the value of stopping criterion is
more obvious. Each graphic represents propagation of a mean of solutions’ quality over
different values of Nit for two instances with the same number of tasks and different
m (Table A.1). It should be noted that the graphics are not scaled evenly. For each
problem instance, a slow improvement of the solution’s quality can be observed after
Nit reaches 200. Another interesting conclusion drawn from these graphics concerns
the impact of the number of machines on the hardness of instances of the corresponding
scheduling problem. It seems that the impact is not the same for all problem instances
and it depends on the maximal number of iterations. Two cases can be distinguished,
when Nit < 200 and Nit ≥ 200. In the first case, on all instances of the class m = 16,
y obtains lower quality compared to quality of solutions reported for instances of class
m = 12. However, when n = 100 and n = 350, even when Nit ≥ 200, sLPT+BF
heuristic generates better solutions on instances of class m = 16. This indicates that
the two instances are easier to solve if more machines are included in the scheduling
problem and if some minimum computational effort (number of iterations) is provided.
However, the number of machines has a large impact on a running time. Reported
values from Tables A.1 and A.2 show that, in average, more time is needed to generate
complete solution for class m = 16. Moreover, in majority of the cases, problem class
m = 16 is still more difficult to solve w.r.t. the quality of a solution.
In addition to mean values reported in Tables A.1 and A.2, in Appendix B we provide
graphics containing frequency of occurrences of all objective function values within a
single experiment of the sLPT+BF. We are interested in results when Nit ≥ 1000. The
graphics provide better perspective into the expected value of quality of the solution
later used for analysis of BCO. Results are divided between two problem classes, and
graphically presented for m = 12 in Figures B.1 and B.3, and for class m = 16 in
Figures B.2 and B.4. From these charts we can conclude that the reported estimates
in form of average values from Table A.1 are agreeing with the distribution of the fre-
quencies of reported solutions. The reported mean values and their standard deviations
represent a good statistics to describe the overall success of the sLPT+BF heuristic.
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Figure A.5: Propagation of solutions for different instances generated by sLPT+BF after
100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 1000 iterations. Solid line corresponds to
class of instances when number of machines is 12, and dashed line to 16
machines.
A.2 The BCO algorithm
A.2.1 BCOc for P ||Cmax: calculate constructive moves
Parameter NC was used to determine number of alternations between forward and
backward passes. Avoiding to define new parameter, the number of components that
should be scheduled in one run of forward pass was controlled by variable n_task_all.
The values of the variable are integer, determined for number ot tasks n following the
rule:
n_task_all = b nNC c.
However, when two numbers are not divisible the reminder is then greater than
zero. For that reason the variable rest is used to hold the values of the reminder of the
division, i.e.,:
rest = n%NC .
The counter n_task_all is utilized to control the number of tasks scheduled during
each forward pass. Variable iii_count is initialized to n_task_all. If rest > 0 then
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iii_count is incremented by 1 for the first rest forward passes. The procedure states
that tasks are being scheduled one by one until iii_count is reached. Pseudo-code of
procedure in the BCO algorithm is presented in Fig. 1.
Algorithm 1 Procedure to calculate number of components for each forward pass in an
iteration of BCOc.
Precondition: Read problem data and stopping criterion.
...
i← 0;
n_task_last ← rest;
for (u = 0;u < NC ;u++) do
iii_count ← (u+ 1) · n_task_last;
if (n_task_last > 0) then
iii_task_last ++;
n_task_last −−;
end if
. forward pass
...
. backward pass
...
end for
A.2.2 Choice of reference case: heuristic vs. NC = 1
We prove that the standalone heuristic can be represented by the reference case of BCOc
algorithm (i.e., NC = 1, B = 20). To address this question we compare two sets
of data: the first generated by sLPT+bestfit, and the second by the BCO algorithm
with configuration (NC = 1, B = 20, p0b ,min(f1b )). We chose this configuration during
the experimental study of BCOc, soon as we noticed that all BCOc algorithms perform
equally well for NC = 1 and B ∈ [1, 20]. This is also easy to establish without ex-
periments since for NC = 1 backward pass is not employed. Therefore, qualitative
parameters of BCOc are not able to impose their influence. Additionally, for maximal
number of iterations and NC = 1 the best BCOc algorithm is acquired for the maximal
population size (B = 20).
We had reasons to expect that the standalone heuristics might achieve better perfor-
mance than the corresponding BCOc as the heuristic attains higher number of iterations
that allows frequent update of the global best solution. Thus, it learns about the appro-
priate value for ymax that would lead towards high quality solutions. In particular, we
set Nit = 2000 for sLPT+bestfit and Nit = 100 for the corresponding BCOc algorithm
for which B = 20. We do not disregard the advantage coming from the population of
solutions as the exploration component allows the search to start from different posi-
tions of the search space and, therefore, explore multiple of solutions before the start
of new iteration.
The results of comparison are represented in Fig. A.6 as a graphic of propagation of
the average best reported solution’s quality, expressed as relative error, over problem
size n. We conduct the comparison for all problem instances. From Fig. A.6 we observe
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Figure A.6: Graphic of propagation of the average quality of solution generated by stan-
dalone heuristic and of BCO algorithm when NC = 1, B = 20. Stopping
criteria is Nit.
that results do not differ significantly. We conclude that all comparisons between differ-
ent parameter configurations also show performance against the standalone heuristic.
A.3 Statistical analysis of BCOc
Statistical tests are founded on one performance measure, i.e., solution quality. Fur-
thermore, by controlling termination of BCOc by maximal number of iterations we do
not account running times. Therefore, T does not influence the conclusions of the
tests. We extend our study of parameter effects by restricting maximal allowed CPU
time. New results are compared against results of Nit to capture any changes in our
conclusions. Consequently, statistical analysis of BCOc is centralized in framework of
structural tunning.
A.3.1 Preliminaries
A.3.1.1 The best mean
The best mean of a particular BCOc (for fixed qualitative parameters) refers to the
smallest average quality of solutions among totally B · NC. This value is reported in
the basic table. In Section 8.3.4 we discuss about how to calculate the best mean in
(Formula (8.2), pg. 154). We remark about its corresponding data sample. A data
sample of the best mean is a set of solution quality values ys produced by the BCOc
instance w.r.t. seed.
A.3.1.2 Data sample for (non)parametric test
Parametric tests employed on the best means are based on the corresponding data
samples, where a data sample represents a product of a single experiment. In partic-
ular, in the thesis the data sample consists of nrun measured outcomes generated by
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the corresponding BCOc instance for different values of parameter seed (Section 7.2).
Because values of seed are fixed by associating them with an index of a run within
an experiment (execution counter), the data samples in our (non)parametric tests are
paired (dependent). All the samples used in this thesis contain outliers. In particular,
when the condition of normality is not satisfied we do not eliminate the outcomes that
produce the skewness.
A.3.1.3 Statistical tests for paired data
Data samples that generate the best means are paired and the null hypothesis is the
equivalence of means. During the statistical tests we are not interested in between-
subject differences, caused by values of seed as nuisance factor. Consequently, the
choice of statistical test is narrow, i.e., we may employ repeated measures ANOVA
and/or Friedman’s test(1). The parametric test represents good alternative, under con-
ditions of a normal distribution of a sample. Its advantage against the non-parametric
test, such as Friedman’s, is simplicity of obtaining size of effect.
A.3.1.4 Dominance of algorithm
Difference in the performance between two loyalty functions must satisfy condition
that one has to show clear dominance for at least one configuration pair that belongs
to B × NC. Here, by dominance we imply that there exists at least one pair (i, j),
i ∈ B, j ∈ NC for which some loyalty function performed the best compared to others.
Furthermore, compared against the best result of other loyalty function, there needs to
be clear statistical difference between two purported results. Otherwise, statistical dif-
ference in the performance between a group of loyalty functions cannot be established.
However, the dominance does not take into account sensitivity of loyalty functions to
all values of parameters B and NC . Therefore, we are not interested for which i and j
the best performance is established.
A.3.1.5 Effect of ME across the study
Here, we describe comparison between methods of evaluation on the complete problem
set for P ||Cmax. According to solution quality landscapes, presented in Section 8.4
different levels of the parameter ME may occasionally produce high quality solutions.
According to Fig. 8.3 the influence of the problem structure is evident. We will base
our study on the best configurations of (Lp, B,NC ). We conduct Friedman’s rank test
to compare three methods of evaluation. It is based on ranking the best representative
among Lp · B · NC reported solutions. The first line of the study is, therefore, to
determine influence of parameter Lp, i.e., which loyalty function exhibits similarities
across the group (within the level of ME).
For Friedman’s rank test the dependent variable is method of evaluation, and prob-
lem instances an independent variables. To determine the ranks we utilize RMANOVA
with fixed set of configurations as dependent variable and seed as independent. Ordi-
narily, two-way ANOVA should be employed, however, normality assumptions are not
satisfied for all levels of dependent variable. Calculation of ranks for each problem
(1)The utilization of permutation test has increased over the years, which is the motivation to include it in
the future work.
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instance is conducted by procedures of multiple comparison using RMANOVA to test
the hypothesis of equivalence of means, and pairwise t-test with Hommel’s correction
as a post-hoc test. The procedure in R is shown in Section A.3.3.
A.3.2 Repeated measures ANOVA
The one-way repeated measures ANOVA is used to compare mean values for ordered
type of results across multiple related (dependent) groups. The independent variable
has categories called levels, which will be referred here as “groups”. The results, or
dependent variable, are compared between the categories of the grouping, or inde-
pendent variable, which is referred to as the within-subject factor. Typical studies that
involve RMANOVA consider changes of mean values over different time points, or when
we want to establish differences between mean values under different conditions. The
later approach was of interest in this dissertation. It is presumed that the data of
the population to which statistical inference is to be made, follow normal distribution
within each group. For k related groups the null hypothesis (H0) is that the population
mean µ of the measured results are the same for all of the related groups:
H0 : µ1 = µ2 = . . . = µk.
The alternative hypothesis (Ha) states that k related populations means are not
equal, i.e., that there is at least one mean that is different from others (there are least
two samples with different mean values). The test does not reflect where the differ-
ences between groups occurred, as it represents an omnibus statistical test. Therefore,
to investigate where exactly differences occurred, a post-hoc test has to be conducted.
A.3.2.1 RMANOVA in the BCOc study
To employ RMANOVA in our study we need to satisfy basic conditions: 1. dependency
between samples; 2. the number of data in the sample is large enough for parametric
test; 3. symmetric distributions; 4. sphericity condition. The first condition is known
as paired data samples and describes the relationship among response values gener-
ated by different BCO instances. Since the solutions are discrete, usually, during an
experiment, same solution can be generated by different seed. This causes generation
of binned data, which in this case corresponds to grouping of data of the same value.
The frequency distribution of the data is a good representative when the mean of the
frequency distribution of the sample coincides with the average value of the original
sample.
A.3.2.2 RMANOVA of Lp groups
In this section only the main effects of the statistical tests are being presented. Reason
why RMANOVA is utilized is because there is no interest in the variance cause by param-
eter seed, i.e., between-subject difference. RMANOVA test separates the effect caused
by the subject (seed) from the errors which we want to investigate. The distribution of
the response values in groups is presumed to be normally distributed, based on graphi-
cal assessment as presented in Fig. A.7. The RMANOVA tests the within-subjects effects,
i.e., if significant difference between the means generated by loyalty functions exists.
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After concluding an overall (in)significant difference in means, a series of post-hoc tests
is conducted in order to find out which of the loyalty functions caused difference.
A.3.2.3 Distribution of samples: normality test
To examine condition before applying RMANOVA test, normality tests is used. In or-
der to provide meaningful model of the sample, frequency distribution (histogram) is
chosen. Such representation is suitable to represent discrete data, as is here the case.
Moreover, one may recognize if the data sample holds some central tendency or follows
some known distribution, as detect gaps and outliers. First test of normality is con-
ducted by graphical representation of samples distribution, provided in Fig. A.7. The
graphics represent relative frequencies(2) of results for one case. The chosen collection
of results is generated when BCO parameters are set to min(ev1), pib, i ∈ [0, 9], i ∈ Z,
Nit = 100 and problem instance to Iogra100_16. In other words, each graphic denotes
a case of comparison between two samples of data generated during an experiment
by two different loyalty functions within same method of evaluation and on same test
instance. To remind, a sample of data describes a set of ymax solutions generated by
mentioned parameter configurations and the best reported configurations of B and
NC during an experiment. Histograms in Fig. A.7 are produced with R package lan-
guage, function hist, adjusted in order to show right-closed intervals (right=TRUE)
and manually setting break points on x-axes in order to provide suitable interval for
both graphics. Due to overwhelming number that would take place when comparing
all pairs of loyalty functions, the best performing pb (blue), is compared to the rest from
the group colored with green. For each histogram, a mean of a sample is provided as
ymax. The source of variability of each sample is caused by parameter seed.
The Mk1 Eyeball test(3) revealed a good fit to normal distribution in the histograms
made in R. Furthermore, the skeweness of the groups are in the acceptable range. In
addition, homogeneity of variances was analyzed by calculating ratios of largest to
smallest variation. Therefore, in Fig. A.7 all samples are model by normal probability
curve defined by the average value of the sample and its standard deviation, and col-
ored in respect to color of the sample histogram. The visual assessment is that data
distribution resemble the normal distribution.
To complement the graphical assessment of the normality, a goodness of fit with
normal distribution was tested with Shapiro-Wilk test. The null hypothesis of Shapiro
test is that a sample is normally distributed. Measured p values on all samples failed
to verify normal distribution. However, that might be since the standard Shapiro-Wilk
test for normality is not suitable for binned data [Roy82]. Another important feature of
parametric tests is the test of equality of variance between the data samples. Because
of that Leven’s non-parametric test was used, however didn’t always verify the equiv-
alence of variance between considered samples. When it failed, differences between
variance of each of the sample was compared and it was shown not to be larger than
4 ([How10, pg. 334]) in majority of cases. Where the difference in variance is larger
in shown in Fig. A.7 for p6b . This sample has an outlier, which causes large skewness in
the data set. However, the number of outliers is very small, and the data shows clear
grouping around the mean.
(2)Relative frequencies may be generated when normal frequencies are normalized.
(3)Mk1 is abbreviation of Mark One Eyeball used in a military as a slang for visual inspection [Bus].
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Figure A.7: Pairwise comparison between results of the best performing loyalty func-
tion (here p2b), and the rest of loyalty functions within the same group, on
test instance Iogra100_16.
Fig. A.7 presents, beside the assessment of normality, p-values of two different sta-
tistical tests, i.e., pt for parameteric t-test and pw for non-parametric Wilcoxon test. Tests
are conducted on the given pairs of samples with R package(4). By comparing p-values
between the tests we confirm that parametric tests are suitable to conduct empirical
evaluation of the BCOc algorithm.
Furthermore, results in Fig. A.7 show that employing RMANOVA provides reliable
conclusions of our hypothesis testing. To conduct RMANOVA test we use ezANOVA
package [Law15]. The condition of sphericity is integrated inside of the calculation of
p-value. Sphericity condition can be expressed in various ways [Dav02, pg. 109]. In
general, sphericity refers to condition where the variances of the differences between
data groups are equal [Dav02]. When conditions are not satisfied, corresponding cor-
rections are made inside of ezANOVA function. All this indications are reported in our
study, especially if sphericity condition is not satisfied, as we mark it with the reference
to the type of corrections.
(4)Default setting of t-test assumes unequal variance and applies the Welsh modifications.
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A.3.2.4 Cohen’s table
Cohen’s table for different effects for within-subjects comparison is: small (η2 = 0.0099),
medium (η2 = 0.0588), and large (η2 = 0.1379) effects [Coh88, pg. 285]. When
η2 = 0.009 about 1% of the total superpopulation variance accounted for by group
membership. This values are used only as guidance of estimating the size of effect.
Usually, the Cohen’s table is used as a last resort, and the advice is to compare calcu-
lated effect size against other effects from the literature or along the study.
A.3.3 Ranking R procedure for ME
We conduct multiple comparison using RMANOVA and generate p-value and distin-
guished three p-values: p1, p2, p3. Value p1 describes comparison of a pair min (ev1) −
max (ev1), p2 of a pair min (ev1) − max (ev2), and p3 of a pair max (ev1) − max (ev2).
If the result of RMANOVA is p >= 0.05, all three ranks are appointed to value of 2. If
p < 0.05 pairwise t-test with Hommel’s correction is used in order to capture statistical
difference between pairs of methods.
The ranking procedure is based on three samples (one sample includes nrun re-
sponse values). A mean value of each sample coincides with the best result produced
on configuration sub-space L × B × NC at each level of ME . To prepare values for
the ranking procedure, we presume three input files, each for different levels of ME .
One file contains at most 10 columns, each column representing solution quality data
sample generated at one level of Lp (we presume that columns are organized in an
increasing order along indicies of Lp). The first step is to extract from each file the col-
umn with the smallest mean value. The three new columns form matrix M . We call R
function stack on M to prepare for call of ezANOVA function that conducts RMANOVA
test. The procedure bco-stack is described in pseudo-code Alg. 2. The ranks are cal-
culated following the procedure of Alg. 3. Firstly, simple ranks are determined with
the R function rank. In case of ties (two means report similar values) established by
RMANOVA test, we average the ranks. In our study the ties occur in different occasions
w.r.t. result of RMANOVA test. The first, and the most evident is for p ≥ 0.05 at the
significance level α = 0.05. The ranks ri, i ∈ {1, 2, 3} are equal to 2. In case p ≤ 0.05 we
conduct pairwise test with Hommel’s correction and observe three reported p-values.
The ties may occur if two p-values have not detect significant differences. Here, we
Algorithm 2 Transform data available as separate columns in a data frame.
Precondition: Input file with values of matrix M
function BCO-STACK(M)
ncol ← length(M);
M .aux ← cbind(as.data.frame(1:length(M [, 1])), M);
colnames(M .aux)← c("first");
M .stack ← stack(M);
subject ← rep(M .aux$first, ncol);
M .stack[3]← subject;
colnames(M .stack)← c("values","main","subject");
return M .stack
end function
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Algorithm 3 Calculating Friedman’s ranks.
Precondition: Three input files mei ∈ME, library(ez)
function POST-HOC(me1,me2,me3)
M ← matrix with three columns representing the best from each mei;
M.s← BCO-STACK(as.data.frame(M));
a.mean ← apply(M .s, 2, mean);
a.rank ← rank(a.mean);
Meza ← ezANOVA(M .s,dv=.(values),wid=.(subject),within=.(main) ,detailed=TRUE);
ef ← unlist(Meza);
p.value ← as.numeric(ef [14]);
if p.value < 0.05 then
p.a← with(M .s,pairwise.t.test(values,main, p.adjust.method ="hommel",paired=T))
p.u ← unlist(p.a);
if (as.numeric (p.u["p.value1"]) ≥ 0.05) then
a.rank[1]← (a.rank[1] + a.rank[2]) / 2;
a.rank[2]← a.rank[1];
end if
if (as.numeric (p.u["p.value2"]) ≥ 0.05) then
a.rank[1]← (a.rank[1] + a.rank[3]) / 2;
a.rank[2]← a.rank[1];
end if
if (as.numeric (p.u["p.value4"]) ≥ 0.05) then
a.rank[1]← (a.rank[2] + a.rank[3]) / 2;
a.rank[2]← a.rank[2];
end if
end if
end function
average the ranks among the two mean values that have reported the largest p-value.
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A.4.1 SATLIB
The initiative to create SATLIB library started in 1998 as a co-joint work of Hoos and
Stützle [Hoo00b]. According to [Hoo00b] a motive to create SATLIB library originates
from an increased interest in the experimental studies of SAT solvers. The goal is
to help assessment of new algorithmic approaches. Furthermore, SATLIB is created to
support the constant flow of new benchmark problem instances and to serve as dynamic
environment of generating intrinsically hard SAT problems.
A.4.1.1 Categorization
Among the first to propose procedures that would distinguish randomly generated hard
problems from easy ones are Mitchell, Delman and Levesque [Mit92]. Their work has
been inspired by researchers who claimed that SAT problem can be solved in average
in O)(n2) steps (see Introduction, pg. 1). The authors discuss significance of prob-
lem categorization and suggest procedures that generate hard instances. Difficulty of
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a particular problem instance was measured with Davis Putnam (DP) procedure. Two
models of instance distributions are distinguished: 1. fixed clause-length model, and
2. constant-probability model. [Mit92] conclude that fixed clause-length model gen-
erates harder instances if the number of clauses is roughly 4.3 times larger than the
number of variables, whereas formulas with either more or fewer clauses are easy.
Consequently, generating larger formulas does not necessarily lead to harder formu-
las. Prior to their work [Che91] categorizes SAT instances as under-constrained and
over-constrained, which respectively describes formulas that have fewer clauses and
formulas with many clauses. [Mit92] conjecture that formulas, known as critically-
constrained, are much harder as they have much less satisfying assignments. They
conclude that the probability that a random SAT problem instance is satisfiable is re-
lated to the ratio of number of clauses to number of variables (clause-to-variable ratio,
α).
A.4.2 Number of transformations
The auxiliary information, omitted in the main material about BCOi does not uphold
as much text as for BCOc. Here, we give description for BCOi of computing values
of u (forward/backward pass counter) and of NCT in the last iteration while dealing
with SATLIB 3-SAT problem instances. The input data for each problem instance is
MAXFLIPS, NCT and a threshold value of parameter NC .
Since NC is not utilized as a control parameter that directs the search in the forward
pass, to control values of variable u we first determine the values of iteration counter
niter . Then,
u = mod(niter , NC).
We appoint u = NC, when u reaches value 0.
Moreover, we implemented BCOi so that the stopping criterion is defined as either
solving the 3-CNF formula, or reaching MAXFLIPS/(NCT ∗ B) iterations. The value
of NCT in the last iteration needs to be calculated for all the bees, in case that NCT ∗B
does not divide MAXFLIPS. If/when the algorithm satisfies the last condition, we check
if MAXFLIPS/(NCT ∗B) = 0. If satisfied, the algorithm finalizes. Otherwise, the rest
of transformations NCT rest as determined by:
NCT rest = (MAXFLIPS%(NCT ∗B))/B.
The procedure allows equal distribution of workload between the bees, however, per-
mits the BCOi algorithm to obtain more/less transformations than MAXFLIPS, which
we refer to as missed transformations. Because in the study we employ small number
of bees, the number of missed transformation is of practical significance.
APPENDIXB
Tables and graphics
B.1 Empirical study of BCOc
B.1.1 Analysis of the bestfit heuristic
Here, we provide additional graphics to complement conclusions from section A.1.5.1.
The graphics in Figure Fig. B.3 and B.4 represent occurrence of best found solutions
within 100 repetitions generated by sLPT+BF heuristic for nine problem instances of
the same class (same number of machines). To observe distributions of the solutions
for larger number of iterations, we used Nit = 1000 and Nit = 10000.
B.1.2 BCOc: response landscape for two methods of
evaluation
In this section we provide response landscapes of BCOcs generated over domains of
parameters B and NC for problem instance Iogra100_12. In Fig. B.5 The figure shows
influence of Lp within group max(ev1). In figure we detect a large range in solu-
tion quality generated by particular values of parameter Lp over complete domains of
quantitative BCOc factors. However, the algorithms generate high quality solutions for
small NC and, the most often, for larger values of B. In Fig. B.6 the range between the
smallest and the largest response value is smaller than in previous case. However, the
method of evaluation produces high quality solutions for same NC as earlier, i.e., when
it takes smaller values. Additionally, B should also be larger when the corresponding
method of evaluation is coupled with the loyalty function which produce highly non-
linear surfaces. Coupled with Fig. 8.2 we may state that the method of evaluation is
the most influential parameter as it generates the largest discrepancy between the best
and the worst response value over the rest of the BCOc parameters.
B.1.3 Comparison of 3-D surface plots
In Fig. B.7 the four differently colored response surfaces correspond to solution land-
scape generated by four BCOcs for problem instance Iogra100_12. In particular, method
of evaluation min(ev1) with loyalty functions p0,u, p1,2,8.
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Figure B.1: Occurence of best found solution of each run generated with sLPT+BF for
different instances, when Nit = 1000, m = 12.
Figure B.2: Occurrence of best found solutions of each run generated with sLPT+bestfit
for different instances, when Nit = 1000, m = 16.
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Figure B.3: Occurence of best found solution of each run generated with sLPT+BF for
different instances, when Nit = 10000, m = 12.
Figure B.4: Occurrence of best found solutions of each run generated with sLPT+bestfit
for different instances, when Nit = 10000, m = 16.
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Figure B.5: Response landscape of 10 BCOc with max(ev1) for Iogra100_12, Nit = 100.
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Figure B.6: Response landscape of 10 BCOc with max(ev2) for Iogra100_12, Nit = 100.
B.1.4 Case study: Maximal allowed CPU time
The results of the RMANOVA test for equivalence of means between loyalty functions,
conducted for each level of method of evaluation, are presented in Table B.1. Con-
clusions regarding results of the table are given in the main section of the dissertation
(pg. 175). Table is organized as follows. The first column identifies the type of a prob-
lem instance. The table is split between three main groups identified with parameter
ME . Result of a test is p-value, thus, we distinguish the results of RMANOVA and
Friedman’s test. A size of effect is given under η2g .
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Figure B.7: Landscape of measured outcomes for four different loyalty functions, when
Nit = 100, min(ev1) and problem instance Iogra100_12.
B.2 Tables and Figures
In this section we give auxiliary graphics and tables that were omitted in the main
sections of this thesis. All the presented tables concern results of experimental study
conducted for BCOc on P ||Cmax. We distinguish two broad groups of this results by
the type of stopping criteria, i.e., Nit and T . The graphics at the end of this section
represent bar chars of the problem instances tasks P ||Cmax. Therefore, we can observe
the frequency of occurrences of tasks with the same running times.
B.2.1 Performance table
In this section we present results of experimental study of BCOc on problem P ||Cmax.
The tables are described in Chapter 8. Two groups of results are distinguished w.r.t.
stopping criteria. Each table holds results for specific problem instance.
B.2.1.1 Iterations as a stopping criteria
We provide table of results when stopping criteria is maximal number of iterations. We
start wtih Iogra150_12, followed by Iogra150_16. Therefor, we provide first form = 12
and next for m = 16, interchanging for different problem size.
B.2.1.2 Time as a stopping criteria
The maximal allowed running time, as the stopping criteria, may provide a more fair
comparison between different BCO instances. The running time was set to different
values, depending on the number of tasks to be scheduled. Namely, instances with
greater number n get more time. For example, for n = 100 and m = 12, 16, the
stopping criteria was set to 0.1[s]. In case n = 150 the running time was set to 0.15[s].
The largest value of the stopping criteria w.r.t. to the time of a execution was required
for n = 500, where T = 0.5[s].
Table B.1: Repeated-measure ANOVA and Friedman’s test results for equivalence of means between loyalty functions of specific method
of evaluation for α = .05 and maximum CPU time.
min(ev1) max(ev1) max(ev2)
Problem p[sph] ˆ F p η2p η2g p[f ] p[sph] ˆ F p η2p η2g p[f ] p[sph] ˆ F p η2p η2g p[f ]
Iogra100_12 0.000 0.471 65.71 0.0001 0.40 0.35 0.000 0.357 0.91 45.69 0.000 0.32 0.30 0.000 0.101 0.89 26.95 0.000 0.21 0.20 0.000
16 0.000 0.681 156.59 0.0001 0.61 0.57 0.000 0.262 0.90 6.97 0.000 0.07 0.06 0.000 0.449 0.91 8.24 0.000 0.08 0.07 0.000
Iogra150_12 0.000 0.681 52.58 0.0001 0.35 0.31 0.000 0.456 0.91 24.90 0.000 0.20 0.18 0.000 0.953 0.94 2.09 0.028 0.02 0.02 0.0835
16 0.000 0.661 88.16 0.0001 0.47 0.42 0.000 0.572 0.92 10.43 0.000 0.10 0.09 0.000 0.923 0.93 8.10 0.000 0.08 0.07 0.000
Iogra200_12 0.000 0.721 128.73 0.0001 0.57 0.53 0.000 0.010 0.952 25.61 0.0002 0.21 0.19 0.000 0.127 0.89 0.95 0.482 0.01 0.01 0.368
16 0.000 0.772 40.36 0.0002 0.29 0.23 0.000 0.518 0.91 22.27 0.000 0.18 0.17 0.000 0.244 0.90 2.75 0.004 0.03 0.02 0.004
Iogra250_12 0.000 0.521 2.82 0.0951 0.03 0.01 0.063 0.468 0.91 20.41 0.000 0.17 0.16 0.000 0.453 0.91 0.50 0.878 0.00 0.00 0.833
16 0.000 0.932 52.02 0.0002 0.34 0.31 0.000 0.439 0.91 14.41 0.000 0.13 0.12 0.000 0.667 0.92 6.31 0.000 0.06 0.05 0.000
Iogra300_12 0.000 0.701 2.36 0.0611 0.02 0.02 0.0306 0.025 0.972 19.08 0.0002 0.16 0.15 0.000 0.328 0.90 0.48 0.890 0.00 0.00 0.901
16 0.000 0.932 15.78 0.0002 0.14 0.12 0.000 0.432 0.92 20.09 0.000 0.17 0.15 0.000 0.496 0.91 2.20 0.020 0.02 0.02 0.0515
Iogra350_12 0.000 0.181 10.47 0.0011 0.10 0.03 0.000 0.608 0.92 62.36 0.000 0.39 0.36 0.000 0.059 0.89 2.11 0.027 0.02 0.02 0.005
16 0.000 0.511 5.52 0.0201 0.05 0.03 0.003 0.781 0.92 15.93 0.000 0.14 0.13 0.000 0.050 0.962 0.59 0.7972 0.01 0.01 0.756
Iogra400_12 - 1.003 0.82 0.3683 0.01 0.01 0.325 0.332 0.91 27.23 0.000 0.22 0.20 0.000 0.798 0.93 1.83 0.060 0.02 0.02 0.051
16 0.000 0.701 67.76 0.0001 0.41 0.36 0.000 0.552 0.91 17.22 0.000 0.15 0.14 0.000 0.031 0.972 0.62 0.7782 0.01 0.01 0.664
Iogra450_12 - 1.003 0.63 0.4283 0.01 0.00 0.696 0.690 0.92 43.28 0.000 0.30 0.28 0.000 0.901 0.93 1.65 0.098 0.02 0.01 0.131
16 0.000 0.541 4.48 0.0341 0.04 0.02 0.015 0.120 0.89 34.54 0.000 0.26 0.24 0.000 0.717 0.92 2.64 0.005 0.03 0.02 0.013
Iogra500_12 0.000 0.711 46.79 0.0001 0.32 0.29 0.000 0.376 0.90 22.63 0.000 0.19 0.17 0.000 0.227 0.90 0.59 0.804 0.01 0.01 0.802
16 0.000 0.741 0.53 0.5371 0.01 0.00 0.309 0.192 0.88 26.01 0.000 0.21 0.18 0.000 0.394 0.91 1.15 0.325 0.01 0.01 0.603
p[sph] - significance (p-value) of Mauchly’s statistic test of sphericity;
ˆ - Greenhouse-Geisser estimator of sphericity;
p[f ] - significance (p-value) of Friedman’s test;
1 When sphericity condition is violated (p[sph] < 0.05) proposed Greenhouse-Geisser estimator is used for correcting p-value of repeated-measures ANOVA test [Dav02];
2 When sphericity condition is violated (p[sph] < 0.05) and ˆ > 0.75, Huynh and Feldt estimator ˜ is used for correcting p-value of repeated-measures ANOVA test [Dav02], p. 111.
3 ’-’ When only two data groups differ sphericity condition is always satisfied.
4 ’—’ signifies that all outcomes were identical.
5 Friedman’s test failed to reject null hypothesis of equal means for α = 0.05. However, repeated-measures ANOVA reported significant effect of Lp on solution quality.
6 Repeated-measures ANOVA failed to reject null hypothesis of equality of means for α = 0.05. Friedman’s test reported significant effect of Lp on solution quality.
Table B.2: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra150_12 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, Nit = 100.
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 1005.32 3 20 1 61.97 ±21.39 25.20 ±8.72 40.50 ±1.23 1004.85 4 20 71 63.46 ±20.36 42.30 ±13.80 66.80 ±1.14 1005.01 3 20 50 60.67 ±21.32 37.00 ±13.10 60.90 ±1.06
w 1022.35 127 1 1 94.46 ±9.04 1.68 ±0.49 1.77 ± 0.42 1022.35 127 1 1 94.46 ±9.04 1.61 ±0.53 1.71 ± 0.47 1022.35 127 1 1 94.46 ±9.04 1.78 ±0.44 1.80 ± 0.42
p1b b 1005.32 3 20 1 61.97 ±21.39 25.10 ±8.58 40.40 ±1.19 1005.03 3 20 5 65.79 ±17.55 28.30 ±7.44 43.10 ±1.10 1005.11 4 20 7 62.67 ±19.14 28.20 ±8.55 45.00 ±1.12
w 1022.35 127 1 1 94.46 ±9.04 1.74 ±0.46 1.80 ± 0.45 1082.71 206 5 88 98.15 ±5.34 12.50 ±0.94 12.70 ± 0.55 1029.52 128 2 70 93.36 ±10.13 6.36 ±0.81 6.81 ± 0.42
p2b b 1005.22 17 20 74 78.98 ±17.46 62.20 ±13.80 78.60 ±1.25 1005.09 3 20 4 68.21 ±16.51 28.80 ±6.98 42.20 ±1.05 1005.05 4 19 4 66.80 ±19.02 26.90 ±7.56 40.10 ±0.83
w 1022.35 127 1 1 94.46 ±9.04 1.64 ±0.48 1.73 ± 0.44 1111.86 252 15 89 99.27 ±2.36 39.10 ±1.28 39.40 ± 0.98 1029.52 138 2 19 94.10 ±9.45 4.25 ±0.64 4.55 ± 0.52
p3b b 1005.32 3 20 1 61.97 ±21.39 25.00 ±8.54 40.20 ±1.21 1005.20 4 20 42 68.90 ±18.68 38.70 ±10.50 56.20 ±1.02 1005.24 4 20 4 60.21 ±21.44 25.60 ±9.22 42.40 ±1.13
w 1022.35 127 1 1 94.46 ±9.04 1.74 ±0.46 1.80 ± 0.42 1036.17 133 2 99 97.38 ±5.71 5.52 ±0.68 5.69 ± 0.52 1022.35 127 1 1 94.46 ±9.04 1.75 ±0.46 1.83 ± 0.40
p4b b 1005.32 3 20 1 61.97 ±21.39 25.20 ±8.62 40.40 ±1.23 1004.92 2 20 8 67.38 ±18.78 30.10 ±8.29 44.70 ±1.12 1004.99 4 20 7 65.78 ±20.30 29.50 ±9.09 44.80 ±1.13
w 1022.35 127 1 1 94.46 ±9.04 1.66 ±0.51 1.76 ± 0.45 1036.72 113 3 86 95.32 ±9.54 7.69 ±0.91 8.04 ± 0.51 1027.41 91 2 89 94.28 ±9.92 6.37 ±0.81 6.74 ± 0.50
p5b b 1005.32 3 20 1 61.97 ±21.39 24.90 ±8.64 40.10 ±1.23 1004.98 4 20 8 76.40 ±16.24 34.20 ±7.34 44.80 ±1.09 1005.18 4 20 6 64.80 ±22.40 28.80 ±9.82 44.10 ±1.30
w 1022.35 127 1 1 94.46 ±9.04 1.70 ±0.48 1.82 ± 0.38 1079.10 243 10 95 98.04 ±4.72 26.50 ±1.41 27.00 ± 0.84 1028.38 119 4 60 92.02 ±13.20 12.70 ±1.92 13.80 ± 0.61
p6b b 1005.32 3 20 1 61.97 ±21.39 24.90 ±8.45 40.20 ±1.26 1004.92 3 20 5 64.80 ±19.92 28.50 ±8.64 44.00 ±1.04 1005.01 3 20 8 64.02 ±19.22 29.90 ±8.91 46.50 ±1.00
w 1022.35 127 1 1 94.46 ±9.04 1.73 ±0.47 1.82 ± 0.41 1046.63 159 3 96 96.74 ±7.03 8.14 ±0.81 8.42 ± 0.59 1027.55 105 2 80 95.50 ±8.39 7.19 ±0.85 7.52 ± 0.52
p7b b 1005.32 3 20 1 61.97 ±21.39 25.00 ±8.59 40.30 ±1.35 1005.02 3 20 10 60.99 ±19.23 28.10 ±8.79 45.90 ±1.21 1005.01 4 19 8 64.20 ±21.81 27.30 ±9.10 42.40 ±1.22
w 1022.35 127 1 1 94.46 ±9.04 1.72 ±0.45 1.78 ± 0.41 1022.35 127 1 1 94.46 ±9.04 1.72 ±0.47 1.81 ± 0.42 1022.35 127 1 1 94.46 ±9.04 1.77 ±0.42 1.84 ± 0.37
p8b b *1003.54 5 20 74 70.32 ±19.70 58.30 ±16.50 83.00 ±1.27 1005.05 3 19 4 69.46 ±17.98 27.80 ±7.09 39.90 ±0.90 1005.14 3 20 4 66.59 ±18.73 28.70 ±8.01 43.20 ±1.28
w 1022.35 127 1 1 94.46 ±9.04 1.65 ±0.48 1.75 ± 0.43 1108.25 249 10 100 98.73 ±3.72 25.90 ±1.26 26.20 ± 0.85 1032.65 112 9 90 90.28 ±15.11 36.60 ±6.14 40.50 ± 0.74
p9b b 1005.32 3 20 1 61.97 ±21.39 25.00 ±8.62 40.30 ±1.11 1005.03 4 20 6 69.05 ±17.05 30.70 ±7.52 44.60 ±1.22 1005.10 4 20 7 69.34 ±16.95 32.30 ±7.95 46.50 ±1.16
w 1022.35 127 1 1 94.46 ±9.04 1.68 ±0.47 1.78 ± 0.41 1086.51 232 7 100 98.79 ±4.17 19.60 ±1.02 19.90 ± 0.68 1029.12 124 3 28 93.84 ±10.09 7.92 ±0.96 8.42 ± 0.53
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.3: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra150_16 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, Nit = 100.
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 1008.95 5 20 1 66.74 ±17.77 33.20 ±8.49 49.70 ±1.82 1008.49 4 20 10 76.87 ±14.37 42.00 ±8.09 54.70 ±1.48 1008.42 5 20 95 64.07 ±18.88 57.40 ±17.00 89.90 ±1.57
w 1106.23 315 1 1 99.60 ±1.57 1.92 ±0.27 1.94 ± 0.24 1106.23 315 1 1 99.60 ±1.57 1.92 ±0.27 1.92 ± 0.27 1106.23 315 1 1 99.60 ±1.57 1.95 ±0.26 1.96 ± 0.24
p1b b 1007.31 10 19 75 76.41 ±16.50 68.50 ±14.90 89.70 ±1.65 1008.77 4 20 2 71.86 ±18.16 36.30 ±9.08 50.60 ±1.41 1008.56 4 20 3 69.77 ±18.37 36.30 ±9.50 52.10 ±1.14
w 1106.23 315 1 1 99.60 ±1.57 1.84 ±0.39 1.84 ± 0.39 1218.04 381 6 90 100.00 ±0.00 17.30 ±0.67 17.30 ± 0.67 1144.36 292 3 79 99.97 ±0.30 12.20 ±0.66 12.20 ± 0.66
p2b b 1006.29 19 20 74 70.00 ±20.26 67.50 ±19.30 96.90 ±1.38 1008.87 5 20 2 71.41 ±16.49 35.90 ±8.51 50.30 ±1.65 1008.64 4 20 3 71.63 ±17.35 37.20 ±9.30 52.00 ±1.24
w 1106.23 315 1 1 99.60 ±1.57 1.90 ±0.36 1.90 ± 0.36 1258.64 435 16 91 100.00 ±0.00 51.00 ±1.32 51.00 ± 1.32 1162.89 314 7 98 99.85 ±1.40 33.60 ±1.01 33.60 ± 0.90
p3b b 1008.91 4 20 3 65.61 ±15.56 33.60 ±8.04 51.30 ±1.29 1008.85 5 20 15 72.02 ±18.68 40.70 ±10.50 56.50 ±1.37 1008.79 5 20 4 68.58 ±18.61 36.00 ±9.74 52.40 ±1.17
w 1106.23 315 1 1 99.60 ±1.57 1.90 ±0.30 1.91 ± 0.29 1127.81 277 2 100 99.67 ±1.36 6.35 ±0.55 6.37 ± 0.54 1106.23 315 1 1 99.60 ±1.57 1.93 ±0.32 1.94 ± 0.31
p4b b 1008.95 5 20 1 66.74 ±17.77 33.60 ±9.02 50.40 ±1.30 1008.60 4 20 6 76.04 ±13.58 40.60 ±7.31 53.30 ±1.49 1008.51 5 20 11 73.51 ±14.24 41.60 ±8.21 56.60 ±1.35
w 1106.23 315 1 1 99.60 ±1.57 1.98 ±0.24 1.98 ± 0.24 1143.58 337 2 92 99.97 ±0.30 5.94 ±0.42 5.94 ± 0.42 1109.61 277 2 91 99.37 ±2.38 7.46 ±0.62 7.53 ± 0.56
p5b b 1007.65 12 20 81 75.71 ±19.55 76.80 ±19.80 101.00 ±1.89 1008.76 4 20 2 71.07 ±17.39 36.30 ±8.91 51.10 ±1.45 1008.64 4 20 4 72.64 ±17.96 38.40 ±9.73 52.70 ±1.37
w 1106.23 315 1 1 99.60 ±1.57 1.93 ±0.29 1.94 ± 0.28 1217.30 380 16 97 100.00 ±0.00 55.30 ±1.38 55.30 ± 1.38 1145.43 369 7 92 99.68 ±2.61 33.50 ±1.28 33.60 ± 0.96
p6b b 1008.95 5 20 1 66.74 ±17.77 33.50 ±8.86 50.20 ±1.35 1008.69 5 20 3 77.04 ±15.63 40.00 ±8.14 52.00 ±1.68 1008.55 5 20 10 75.96 ±15.65 43.50 ±9.14 57.30 ±1.19
w 1106.23 315 1 1 99.60 ±1.57 1.95 ±0.33 1.96 ± 0.31 1153.28 341 2 93 99.56 ±2.44 6.09 ±0.55 6.12 ± 0.53 1127.40 255 3 95 99.76 ±1.63 13.30 ±0.70 13.30 ± 0.68
p7b b 1008.83 5 20 82 65.69 ±19.51 60.80 ±18.10 92.70 ±1.96 1008.52 3 20 8 73.44 ±16.47 40.50 ±9.17 55.00 ±1.23 1008.55 4 20 70 66.95 ±19.73 58.90 ±17.50 88.00 ±1.79
w 1106.23 315 1 1 99.60 ±1.57 1.89 ±0.34 1.92 ± 0.31 1106.23 315 1 1 99.60 ±1.57 1.93 ±0.29 1.94 ± 0.28 1106.23 315 1 1 99.60 ±1.57 1.94 ±0.28 1.96 ± 0.24
p8b b *1005.69 7 20 76 66.36 ±19.68 66.20 ±19.60 100.00 ±1.64 1008.75 4 20 2 73.15 ±15.11 37.00 ±7.79 50.50 ±1.69 1008.62 4 19 3 73.18 ±16.58 35.70 ±8.23 48.80 ±1.19
w 1106.23 315 1 1 99.60 ±1.57 1.95 ±0.30 1.95 ± 0.30 1255.52 398 10 95 99.99 ±0.10 30.00 ±0.89 30.00 ± 0.90 1166.23 293 10 97 99.87 ±0.70 52.70 ±1.15 52.80 ± 1.14
p9b b 1007.49 11 18 100 75.48 ±17.63 77.30 ±18.20 102.00 ±1.17 1008.75 4 19 3 75.34 ±16.46 37.00 ±7.92 49.10 ±1.21 1008.60 6 20 6 76.41 ±14.45 42.30 ±8.06 55.40 ±1.31
w 1106.23 315 1 1 99.60 ±1.57 1.96 ±0.31 1.97 ± 0.30 1219.71 427 13 95 99.98 ±0.20 44.60 ±1.04 44.70 ± 1.05 1142.26 345 17 85 99.60 ±1.67 97.40 ±2.21 97.80 ± 1.77
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.4: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra200_12 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, Nit = 100.
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 1204.92 2 20 1 55.33 ±23.40 34.50 ±14.80 62.50 ±1.71 1204.43 3 20 64 57.33 ±18.64 49.30 ±16.00 86.20 ±1.44 1204.51 3 20 39 57.94 ±20.90 45.60 ±16.60 78.80 ±1.78
w 1212.94 50 1 1 89.09 ±12.29 2.30 ±0.61 2.56 ± 0.52 1212.94 50 1 1 89.09 ±12.29 2.41 ±0.55 2.67 ± 0.49 1212.94 50 1 1 89.09 ±12.29 2.35 ±0.57 2.69 ± 0.46
p1b b 1203.11 5 20 100 55.77 ±21.59 64.90 ±25.10 117.00 ±1.84 1204.44 3 20 7 69.88 ±16.22 45.70 ±11.00 65.50 ±1.74 1204.63 3 20 3 57.94 ±21.92 37.30 ±14.20 64.30 ±1.76
w 1212.94 50 1 1 89.09 ±12.29 2.36 ±0.57 2.64 ± 0.50 1240.38 141 3 72 98.67 ±3.68 9.82 ±0.61 9.95 ± 0.50 1231.56 123 7 99 96.31 ±6.36 35.60 ±2.54 37.00 ± 0.78
p2b b *1202.75 4 19 91 56.05 ±20.59 59.80 ±22.30 107.00 ±1.63 1204.58 4 18 4 69.43 ±16.79 39.30 ±9.65 56.60 ±1.45 1204.61 3 20 5 63.12 ±20.08 41.10 ±13.20 65.20 ±1.77
w 1212.94 50 1 1 89.09 ±12.29 2.41 ±0.55 2.70 ± 0.46 1286.11 167 20 66 98.51 ±6.64 74.10 ±5.22 75.20 ± 1.57 1236.97 128 8 90 96.79 ±6.81 40.60 ±2.96 41.90 ± 0.91
p3b b 1204.70 3 20 2 56.53 ±23.64 35.70 ±15.10 63.20 ±1.68 1204.63 3 20 39 64.01 ±20.39 49.40 ±15.90 77.20 ±1.72 1204.65 3 19 2 54.79 ±22.89 32.80 ±13.90 59.50 ±1.71
w 1212.94 50 1 1 89.09 ±12.29 2.37 ±0.63 2.71 ± 0.52 1215.77 97 2 83 91.65 ±10.92 6.61 ±0.89 7.24 ± 0.51 1212.94 50 1 1 89.09 ±12.29 2.33 ±0.58 2.61 ± 0.51
p4b b 1204.92 2 20 1 55.33 ±23.40 34.70 ±14.80 62.90 ±1.61 1204.32 3 20 22 70.82 ±15.79 50.50 ±11.30 71.40 ±1.70 1204.51 3 20 7 60.09 ±24.46 40.20 ±16.40 66.90 ±1.77
w 1212.94 50 1 1 89.09 ±12.29 2.32 ±0.60 2.62 ± 0.51 1223.39 89 3 63 95.70 ±9.14 9.48 ±1.02 9.86 ± 0.47 1214.48 117 2 70 91.30 ±9.97 7.16 ±0.91 7.83 ± 0.55
p5b b 1203.16 5 20 93 62.19 ±20.69 74.10 ±24.80 119.00 ±1.95 1204.50 3 20 5 58.39 ±18.36 38.20 ±12.20 65.60 ±1.81 1204.66 3 20 3 58.97 ±21.74 37.90 ±14.00 64.30 ±2.00
w 1212.94 50 1 1 89.09 ±12.29 2.40 ±0.58 2.71 ± 0.47 1241.04 168 4 72 98.54 ±5.00 13.10 ±0.94 13.30 ± 0.65 1230.37 116 11 91 96.55 ±6.07 58.50 ±3.92 60.50 ± 1.01
p6b b 1204.92 2 20 1 55.33 ±23.40 34.60 ±14.80 62.40 ±1.57 1204.39 3 19 10 65.01 ±17.73 41.40 ±11.40 63.80 ±1.70 1204.57 3 20 8 61.05 ±19.70 41.60 ±13.50 68.30 ±1.95
w 1212.94 50 1 1 89.09 ±12.29 2.34 ±0.64 2.63 ± 0.56 1225.90 112 3 82 95.35 ±7.93 10.20 ±0.95 10.60 ± 0.55 1217.90 105 2 90 92.29 ±9.98 9.09 ±1.11 9.82 ± 0.50
p7b b 1204.90 5 20 94 55.07 ±23.49 59.20 ±25.20 108.00 ±1.91 1204.45 3 20 8 63.06 ±21.22 42.00 ±14.00 66.60 ±1.93 1204.53 3 19 6 58.07 ±21.31 36.10 ±13.30 62.10 ±1.73
w 1212.94 50 1 1 89.09 ±12.29 2.40 ±0.60 2.63 ± 0.52 1212.94 50 1 1 89.09 ±12.29 2.28 ±0.58 2.55 ± 0.55 1212.94 50 1 1 89.09 ±12.29 2.33 ±0.57 2.61 ± 0.51
p8b b 1202.84 4 20 87 54.88 ±22.54 63.50 ±26.10 116.00 ±1.79 1204.53 3 20 4 68.36 ±17.63 43.80 ±11.40 64.20 ±1.65 1204.57 3 20 3 61.32 ±22.03 39.50 ±14.20 64.40 ±1.81
w 1212.94 50 1 1 89.09 ±12.29 2.34 ±0.65 2.65 ± 0.57 1256.35 166 6 100 98.28 ±4.56 21.00 ±1.22 21.30 ± 0.80 1239.36 121 17 91 97.69 ±6.52 102.00 ±6.97 104.00 ± 1.26
p9b b 1203.02 4 20 99 50.97 ±20.49 70.20 ±28.50 138.00 ±1.86 1204.49 3 20 6 67.50 ±20.06 45.10 ±13.40 66.70 ±1.60 1204.71 3 19 2 56.64 ±23.08 33.90 ±13.90 60.10 ±1.50
w 1212.94 50 1 1 89.09 ±12.29 2.40 ±0.58 2.67 ± 0.47 1240.49 119 3 100 98.00 ±5.65 11.00 ±0.86 11.20 ± 0.54 1229.92 107 10 95 95.86 ±8.09 61.40 ±5.32 64.10 ± 0.96
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.5: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra200_16 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, Nit = 100.
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 1208.34 4 20 1 70.30 ±16.84 50.60 ±12.20 72.30 ±2.96 1207.91 4 19 67 71.85 ±17.55 68.80 ±16.90 95.90 ±2.05 *1207.86 5 19 67 70.69 ±17.39 68.80 ±17.10 97.50 ±2.05
w 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.85 ±0.43 2.85 ± 0.43 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.81 ±0.39 2.82 ± 0.38 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.84 ±0.42 2.85 ± 0.41
p1b b 1208.34 4 20 1 70.30 ±16.84 51.20 ±12.30 73.00 ±2.31 1208.18 4 20 3 78.05 ±16.10 58.90 ±12.40 75.70 ±1.96 1208.09 4 20 6 80.08 ±14.82 62.20 ±11.80 77.80 ±2.09
w 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.84 ±0.42 2.84 ± 0.42 1377.57 329 2 84 100.00 ±0.00 7.52 ±0.56 7.52 ± 0.56 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.85 ±0.41 2.86 ± 0.40
p2b b 1208.34 4 20 1 70.30 ±16.84 52.00 ±12.60 74.00 ±2.07 1208.34 4 20 1 70.30 ±16.84 51.60 ±12.60 73.40 ±2.84 1207.99 5 20 4 78.96 ±14.76 60.90 ±11.80 77.00 ±1.90
w 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.84 ±0.37 2.84 ± 0.37 1411.49 423 10 96 99.60 ±2.01 41.00 ±1.37 41.10 ± 1.15 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.85 ±0.38 2.85 ± 0.38
p3b b 1208.26 5 20 2 72.71 ±16.33 54.00 ±12.30 74.30 ±2.02 1208.25 5 20 3 70.63 ±16.99 52.50 ±12.60 74.50 ±2.28 1208.17 4 20 33 73.15 ±17.24 65.00 ±15.40 88.80 ±2.21
w 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.80 ±0.53 2.80 ± 0.53 1343.70 295 2 84 99.94 ±0.51 7.98 ±0.49 7.98 ± 0.49 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.83 ±0.40 2.84 ± 0.39
p4b b 1208.34 4 20 1 70.30 ±16.84 51.70 ±12.50 73.70 ±1.98 1208.18 4 19 5 78.14 ±14.12 56.30 ±10.40 72.20 ±2.00 1208.10 4 20 12 75.94 ±15.58 61.20 ±13.00 80.70 ±1.92
w 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.81 ±0.42 2.82 ± 0.41 1338.04 291 2 88 99.85 ±1.20 7.62 ±0.61 7.63 ± 0.61 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.89 ±0.42 2.89 ± 0.42
p5b b 1208.34 4 20 1 70.30 ±16.84 52.30 ±12.70 74.40 ±1.91 1208.17 4 20 4 77.35 ±12.59 59.30 ±9.99 76.70 ±1.96 1208.15 4 20 4 72.54 ±15.91 55.30 ±12.30 76.20 ±2.10
w 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.85 ±0.46 2.86 ± 0.45 1372.66 390 2 83 99.90 ±0.99 7.54 ±0.56 7.55 ± 0.55 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.76 ±0.47 2.77 ± 0.47
p6b b 1208.34 4 20 1 70.30 ±16.84 52.20 ±12.60 74.40 ±2.07 1208.10 4 20 6 79.66 ±11.98 62.00 ±9.41 77.90 ±1.70 1208.02 4 20 7 77.89 ±16.04 61.60 ±13.00 79.10 ±2.26
w 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.92 ±0.34 2.93 ± 0.32 1347.83 297 2 88 99.63 ±2.08 7.82 ±0.46 7.85 ± 0.41 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.88 ±0.38 2.88 ± 0.38
p7b b 1208.34 4 20 1 70.30 ±16.84 52.10 ±12.80 74.30 ±1.84 1207.96 5 19 10 74.52 ±15.31 55.90 ±11.80 75.10 ±2.06 1207.94 4 20 12 74.18 ±15.75 60.50 ±13.00 81.50 ±1.87
w 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.79 ±0.45 2.79 ± 0.45 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.79 ±0.41 2.79 ± 0.41 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.85 ±0.38 2.85 ± 0.38
p8b b 1208.34 4 20 1 70.30 ±16.84 52.40 ±12.50 74.70 ±1.93 1208.33 3 20 2 75.96 ±14.78 56.40 ±11.10 74.50 ±2.40 1208.12 4 19 2 74.31 ±16.09 52.80 ±11.50 71.20 ±2.14
w 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.88 ±0.35 2.88 ± 0.35 1396.84 416 5 89 99.80 ±1.53 18.90 ±0.81 18.90 ± 0.79 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.78 ±0.46 2.80 ± 0.45
p9b b 1208.34 4 20 1 70.30 ±16.84 52.00 ±12.20 74.50 ±1.97 1208.26 4 19 2 74.34 ±17.81 52.70 ±12.80 70.80 ±1.97 1208.19 4 19 3 71.58 ±17.28 51.40 ±12.70 71.80 ±2.03
w 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.80 ±0.40 2.81 ± 0.39 1374.00 343 2 84 99.85 ±1.49 7.74 ±0.52 7.75 ± 0.52 1335.63 342 1 1 99.74 ±1.38 2.83 ±0.38 2.83 ± 0.38
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.6: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra250_12 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, Nit = 100.
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 1404.16 2 20 1 47.68 ±22.28 41.10 ±19.10 86.10 ±2.70 1403.67 3 19 42 59.11 ±19.93 57.30 ±19.60 96.80 ±2.67 1403.91 2 20 12 55.32 ±22.13 50.90 ±20.60 91.90 ±3.01
w 1408.33 62 1 1 86.46 ±10.81 3.15 ±0.70 3.62 ± 0.56 1408.33 62 1 1 86.46 ±10.81 3.08 ±0.63 3.57 ± 0.53 1408.33 62 1 1 86.46 ±10.81 3.18 ±0.71 3.67 ± 0.47
p1b b 1404.16 2 20 1 47.68 ±22.28 41.20 ±19.20 86.60 ±2.73 1403.76 2 19 8 68.10 ±17.96 57.90 ±15.30 85.30 ±2.42 1403.96 2 20 5 57.66 ±21.95 52.00 ±20.20 90.20 ±3.36
w 1408.33 62 1 1 86.46 ±10.81 3.11 ±0.66 3.63 ± 0.59 1421.90 82 4 88 95.02 ±9.03 16.90 ±1.77 17.80 ± 0.63 1410.74 65 8 89 90.15 ±12.45 45.80 ±6.30 50.70 ± 0.99
p2b b 1404.16 2 20 1 47.68 ±22.28 41.20 ±19.00 86.40 ±2.52 *1403.65 3 19 41 78.89 ±13.68 71.80 ±12.90 91.10 ±2.39 1403.97 2 20 2 55.81 ±22.50 48.80 ±19.70 87.20 ±3.23
w 1408.33 62 1 1 86.46 ±10.81 3.17 ±0.57 3.63 ± 0.52 1447.84 104 18 86 97.54 ±9.03 90.00 ±8.67 92.20 ± 2.42 1411.72 64 13 97 90.29 ±11.94 84.20 ±11.30 93.20 ± 1.79
p3b b 1404.07 2 20 2 53.60 ±24.75 46.10 ±21.50 86.10 ±2.93 1403.96 3 20 33 58.57 ±22.01 58.20 ±22.20 99.20 ±2.72 1403.98 2 20 11 51.71 ±19.91 47.00 ±18.30 90.60 ±2.81
w 1408.33 62 1 1 86.46 ±10.81 3.14 ±0.55 3.58 ± 0.51 1408.61 37 2 92 88.23 ±12.37 8.21 ±1.21 9.31 ± 0.52 1408.33 62 1 1 86.46 ±10.81 3.10 ±0.54 3.57 ± 0.49
p4b b 1404.16 2 20 1 47.68 ±22.28 41.40 ±19.30 87.10 ±2.64 1403.68 3 20 12 56.24 ±17.96 51.50 ±17.00 91.50 ±3.38 1403.92 2 20 8 60.23 ±21.54 54.80 ±19.80 91.20 ±2.86
w 1408.33 62 1 1 86.46 ±10.81 3.19 ±0.61 3.66 ± 0.47 1410.49 75 3 93 91.33 ±10.79 12.50 ±1.56 13.80 ± 0.54 1409.62 58 2 93 86.96 ±12.31 9.26 ±1.42 10.60 ± 0.59
p5b b 1404.16 2 20 1 47.68 ±22.28 40.90 ±19.10 86.00 ±2.93 1403.77 4 20 41 79.41 ±14.24 79.20 ±14.50 99.80 ±2.48 1404.03 3 18 6 56.19 ±20.40 45.60 ±16.70 81.10 ±2.26
w 1408.33 62 1 1 86.46 ±10.81 3.07 ±0.67 3.66 ± 0.51 1421.53 94 5 85 92.47 ±11.67 20.80 ±2.60 22.50 ± 0.66 1410.95 75 3 95 90.67 ±10.22 17.90 ±2.04 19.60 ± 0.64
p6b b 1404.16 2 20 1 47.68 ±22.28 41.30 ±19.30 86.80 ±2.67 *1403.65 2 19 10 62.69 ±17.85 54.30 ±15.70 86.60 ±2.54 1403.96 2 20 6 56.55 ±22.16 51.50 ±20.40 91.00 ±3.01
w 1408.33 62 1 1 86.46 ±10.81 3.12 ±0.59 3.63 ± 0.50 1413.47 89 3 94 93.01 ±9.45 13.00 ±1.55 13.90 ± 0.62 1409.32 39 2 57 88.18 ±11.33 9.10 ±1.25 10.30 ± 0.52
p7b b 1404.16 2 20 1 47.68 ±22.28 41.60 ±19.70 87.20 ±2.55 1403.80 3 20 8 54.05 ±21.14 48.90 ±19.20 90.70 ±2.70 1403.91 3 20 8 49.54 ±22.42 45.80 ±21.10 92.50 ±2.67
w 1408.33 62 1 1 86.46 ±10.81 3.04 ±0.63 3.55 ± 0.61 1408.33 62 1 1 86.46 ±10.81 3.07 ±0.60 3.59 ± 0.60 1408.33 62 1 1 86.46 ±10.81 3.11 ±0.61 3.59 ± 0.53
p8b b 1404.16 2 20 1 47.68 ±22.28 41.20 ±19.10 86.30 ±2.53 1403.71 4 19 40 79.96 ±13.07 72.80 ±12.20 91.30 ±2.51 1403.99 2 18 4 60.36 ±19.74 47.80 ±15.90 79.30 ±2.56
w 1408.33 62 1 1 86.46 ±10.81 3.15 ±0.62 3.61 ± 0.53 1436.91 141 19 85 95.97 ±9.01 95.40 ±9.24 99.50 ± 2.13 1411.71 71 12 92 89.91 ±12.97 80.20 ±11.60 89.30 ± 1.49
p9b b 1404.16 2 20 1 47.68 ±22.28 41.30 ±19.60 86.60 ±2.53 1403.78 3 20 9 68.01 ±15.70 62.80 ±14.60 92.30 ±2.81 1404.00 2 20 7 60.38 ±20.88 55.90 ±19.50 92.90 ±3.05
w 1408.33 62 1 1 86.46 ±10.81 3.13 ±0.67 3.60 ± 0.55 1423.25 96 4 89 96.33 ±6.03 17.80 ±1.42 18.50 ± 0.71 1411.03 51 8 99 91.38 ±11.53 57.10 ±7.33 62.50 ± 0.98
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.7: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra250_16 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, Nit = 100.
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 1406.29 4 19 1 66.41 ±16.82 62.20 ±16.20 93.70 ±3.29 1405.83 3 20 72 67.05 ±17.78 87.10 ±23.00 130.00 ±3.68 1405.90 3 19 84 68.69 ±20.76 88.90 ±27.00 130.00 ±3.16
w 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.88 ±0.33 3.92 ± 0.27 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.88 ±0.33 3.90 ± 0.30 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.88 ±0.43 3.92 ± 0.39
p1b b 1404.78 6 20 85 62.69 ±19.94 97.90 ±31.00 156.00 ±3.76 1405.99 3 20 3 70.31 ±17.17 71.50 ±17.80 102.00 ±3.20 1406.03 4 20 5 71.79 ±14.86 75.00 ±16.00 104.00 ±3.18
w 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.73 ±0.49 3.78 ± 0.46 1500.90 249 2 94 99.56 ±2.68 9.73 ±0.60 9.77 ± 0.55 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.88 ±0.33 3.89 ± 0.31
p2b b 1404.29 5 19 83 61.83 ±20.35 93.10 ±30.70 151.00 ±2.72 1405.95 3 20 3 76.24 ±14.91 78.20 ±15.40 103.00 ±2.38 1406.13 4 19 4 74.08 ±17.24 72.10 ±16.80 97.60 ±2.83
w 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.79 ±0.52 3.82 ± 0.48 1506.28 263 2 96 99.51 ±2.09 9.84 ±0.58 9.89 ± 0.56 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.82 ±0.50 3.86 ± 0.45
p3b b 1406.29 4 19 1 66.41 ±16.82 62.90 ±16.70 94.70 ±2.85 1406.14 4 20 2 63.61 ±17.14 64.60 ±17.40 101.00 ±3.07 1406.08 3 20 79 66.16 ±18.16 89.90 ±25.00 136.00 ±3.20
w 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.80 ±0.47 3.84 ± 0.44 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.87 ±0.44 3.90 ± 0.41 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.90 ±0.39 3.91 ± 0.38
p4b b 1406.29 4 19 1 66.41 ±16.82 62.80 ±15.90 94.70 ±3.22 1405.93 2 20 9 74.43 ±14.68 78.40 ±16.00 106.00 ±3.02 1405.96 4 19 77 74.32 ±16.69 97.90 ±22.30 131.00 ±2.82
w 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.73 ±0.49 3.78 ± 0.46 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.86 ±0.42 3.89 ± 0.37 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.80 ±0.47 3.85 ± 0.38
p5b b 1404.94 6 20 95 64.46 ±20.04 108.00 ±33.70 168.00 ±3.47 1406.07 4 20 5 75.07 ±14.67 78.00 ±15.70 104.00 ±2.82 1406.12 3 20 5 69.11 ±17.40 72.10 ±18.30 104.00 ±3.03
w 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.93 ±0.35 3.95 ± 0.33 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.82 ±0.43 3.85 ± 0.41 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.86 ±0.38 3.90 ± 0.33
p6b b 1406.29 4 19 1 66.41 ±16.82 63.60 ±16.40 95.70 ±2.95 1406.03 2 20 4 72.79 ±15.49 75.40 ±16.30 104.00 ±3.11 1405.95 3 20 7 69.91 ±18.03 73.80 ±19.40 106.00 ±3.20
w 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.85 ±0.43 3.87 ± 0.42 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.85 ±0.43 3.89 ± 0.37 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.86 ±0.38 3.90 ± 0.33
p7b b 1406.29 4 19 1 66.41 ±16.82 63.20 ±15.90 95.10 ±3.01 1405.97 3 20 41 67.30 ±18.76 82.40 ±23.20 123.00 ±2.99 1405.92 3 20 70 65.51 ±21.11 91.70 ±29.60 140.00 ±3.83
w 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.84 ±0.42 3.86 ± 0.38 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.93 ±0.29 3.95 ± 0.26 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.89 ±0.40 3.91 ± 0.38
p8b b *1404.19 5 20 90 59.03 ±20.45 97.00 ±33.40 164.00 ±4.17 1406.07 4 20 3 76.37 ±14.09 78.90 ±14.20 103.00 ±2.49 1406.16 4 20 2 68.67 ±18.67 70.50 ±19.50 103.00 ±3.03
w 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.84 ±0.48 3.87 ± 0.46 1500.53 305 4 97 99.47 ±2.71 20.00 ±0.90 20.10 ± 0.72 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.81 ±0.48 3.86 ± 0.40
p9b b 1404.99 7 20 88 65.22 ±19.16 116.00 ±34.00 177.00 ±3.34 1406.09 4 20 4 73.16 ±15.98 75.30 ±16.40 103.00 ±3.40 1406.10 4 20 6 73.02 ±17.27 77.60 ±18.40 106.00 ±3.02
w 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.85 ±0.43 3.90 ± 0.36 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.94 ±0.28 3.97 ± 0.22 1499.30 247 1 1 99.16 ±3.83 3.90 ±0.36 3.91 ± 0.35
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.8: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra300_12 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, Nit = 100.
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 1603.67 3 20 1 51.68 ±21.91 57.60 ±24.70 111.00 ±3.33 1603.45 2 20 8 48.55 ±23.49 55.50 ±26.90 115.00 ±3.50 1603.52 2 20 5 52.58 ±22.94 59.70 ±26.30 114.00 ±4.67
w 1607.53 13 1 1 86.32 ±11.58 4.09 ±0.67 4.76 ± 0.49 1607.53 13 1 1 86.32 ±11.58 4.09 ±0.71 4.75 ± 0.43 1607.53 13 1 1 86.32 ±11.58 4.15 ±0.71 4.79 ± 0.50
p1b b 1603.57 4 19 96 50.92 ±23.79 81.70 ±38.40 160.00 ±3.30 1603.32 3 19 60 74.62 ±15.26 91.00 ±18.70 122.00 ±2.84 1603.64 3 20 7 58.21 ±22.46 68.80 ±26.90 118.00 ±4.22
w 1607.91 6 18 14 46.54 ±23.58 50.90 ±25.80 109.00 ± 3.05 1614.51 65 3 89 90.53 ±12.08 15.00 ±2.09 16.60 ± 0.63 1609.13 48 2 48 86.29 ±12.88 10.40 ±1.55 12.00 ± 0.58
p2b b 1603.51 4 19 85 51.88 ±24.14 83.00 ±39.20 160.00 ±3.19 1603.17 2 19 59 70.35 ±14.90 83.40 ±17.60 119.00 ±2.90 1603.59 3 20 5 55.21 ±20.16 63.80 ±23.50 115.00 ±4.39
w 1607.97 7 18 13 50.01 ±25.75 54.30 ±27.90 109.00 ± 3.12 1631.79 102 14 92 90.12 ±17.08 79.60 ±15.40 88.30 ± 2.40 1609.59 59 3 44 85.38 ±14.87 15.80 ±2.82 18.50 ± 0.64
p3b b 1603.67 3 20 1 51.68 ±21.91 57.40 ±24.40 111.00 ±3.38 1603.62 3 20 34 56.15 ±21.97 70.30 ±27.90 125.00 ±3.60 1603.65 3 20 17 54.19 ±23.18 64.10 ±27.70 118.00 ±4.09
w 1607.53 13 1 1 86.32 ±11.58 4.05 ±0.78 4.71 ± 0.52 1608.10 76 2 93 85.62 ±11.95 9.88 ±1.47 11.60 ± 0.62 1607.53 13 1 1 86.32 ±11.58 4.02 ±0.80 4.67 ± 0.49
p4b b 1603.67 3 20 1 51.68 ±21.91 56.90 ±24.60 110.00 ±3.57 1603.36 2 20 14 59.71 ±18.08 69.90 ±21.50 117.00 ±3.55 1603.58 2 19 7 52.96 ±20.71 57.70 ±22.70 109.00 ±3.09
w 1607.53 13 1 1 86.32 ±11.58 4.18 ±0.78 4.75 ± 0.50 1609.38 63 2 91 89.26 ±11.33 10.10 ±1.31 11.20 ± 0.54 1607.74 62 2 24 81.37 ±16.14 8.55 ±1.75 10.40 ± 0.64
p5b b 1603.53 4 20 91 53.45 ±24.43 93.30 ±42.60 174.00 ±3.66 1603.32 3 20 56 74.99 ±14.75 96.20 ±19.00 128.00 ±2.76 1603.64 3 20 5 53.53 ±22.08 61.80 ±25.70 116.00 ±4.59
w 1607.83 7 20 19 45.72 ±24.86 57.90 ±31.60 126.00 ± 3.48 1614.24 93 2 93 88.75 ±12.28 9.98 ±1.46 11.30 ± 0.51 1609.47 66 2 100 86.62 ±14.31 13.40 ±2.30 15.40 ± 0.56
p6b b 1603.67 3 20 1 51.68 ±21.91 57.40 ±24.60 111.00 ±3.89 1603.38 3 20 99 74.41 ±17.46 106.00 ±25.00 143.00 ±3.45 1603.56 3 20 7 56.13 ±22.45 65.80 ±26.20 117.00 ±4.22
w 1607.53 13 1 1 86.32 ±11.58 4.11 ±0.69 4.76 ± 0.49 1609.83 64 2 83 88.07 ±11.05 9.97 ±1.30 11.30 ± 0.58 1608.29 66 2 62 82.38 ±14.93 10.60 ±2.00 12.80 ± 0.54
p7b b 1603.67 3 20 1 51.68 ±21.91 57.60 ±24.60 111.00 ±3.66 1603.47 2 20 4 51.21 ±20.21 58.00 ±23.00 113.00 ±3.12 1603.57 3 20 24 52.61 ±23.05 67.10 ±29.70 128.00 ±3.17
w 1607.53 13 1 1 86.32 ±11.58 4.08 ±0.73 4.68 ± 0.53 1607.53 13 1 1 86.32 ±11.58 4.12 ±0.75 4.71 ± 0.50 1607.53 13 1 1 86.32 ±11.58 4.11 ±0.80 4.75 ± 0.48
p8b b 1603.67 3 20 1 51.68 ±21.91 57.50 ±24.30 111.00 ±3.65 *1603.15 2 20 40 74.59 ±14.36 90.70 ±17.80 122.00 ±2.90 1603.58 2 20 5 58.66 ±19.10 69.00 ±22.60 118.00 ±5.05
w 1607.53 13 1 1 86.32 ±11.58 4.15 ±0.70 4.83 ± 0.38 1622.05 91 5 76 90.22 ±14.17 24.80 ±4.02 27.40 ± 0.80 1609.66 68 2 52 89.96 ±10.78 11.50 ±1.51 12.80 ± 0.56
p9b b 1603.61 4 20 94 51.16 ±25.04 97.30 ±47.60 191.00 ±2.92 1603.33 3 20 75 77.44 ±14.94 104.00 ±20.50 135.00 ±3.01 1603.60 3 20 2 51.92 ±22.51 58.50 ±25.70 113.00 ±3.57
w 1608.00 8 20 22 51.91 ±22.49 71.00 ±30.80 137.00 ± 2.77 1614.02 61 3 100 90.83 ±11.58 16.00 ±2.05 17.50 ± 0.67 1609.37 52 2 25 88.11 ±11.96 10.30 ±1.49 11.60 ± 0.58
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.9: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra300_16 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, Nit = 100.
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 1606.15 2 20 1 59.46 ±17.84 75.70 ±22.40 127.00 ±3.97 1605.81 3 19 90 70.95 ±18.07 111.00 ±28.30 157.00 ±4.14 1605.90 3 20 85 62.04 ±19.81 104.00 ±34.00 168.00 ±3.81
w 1664.35 179 1 1 99.27 ±2.48 4.98 ±0.37 4.99 ± 0.36 1664.35 179 1 1 99.27 ±2.48 5.05 ±0.52 5.08 ± 0.48 1664.35 179 1 1 99.27 ±2.48 5.03 ±0.41 5.07 ± 0.35
p1b b 1605.35 7 19 92 65.20 ±21.14 119.00 ±38.40 183.00 ±3.80 1605.96 3 20 5 73.71 ±13.56 96.90 ±18.30 131.00 ±3.16 1605.99 2 19 5 70.63 ±18.10 88.10 ±22.80 125.00 ±3.92
w 1664.35 179 1 1 99.27 ±2.48 5.02 ±0.42 5.07 ± 0.41 1685.19 209 2 98 99.80 ±0.99 12.20 ±0.70 12.20 ± 0.67 1668.24 186 2 63 98.69 ±5.21 13.80 ±0.89 14.00 ± 0.50
p2b b *1605.06 5 19 91 61.91 ±17.98 114.00 ±33.50 185.00 ±3.71 1606.03 2 20 2 63.97 ±17.50 83.20 ±23.40 130.00 ±4.10 1606.05 3 20 3 67.28 ±17.37 87.50 ±22.80 130.00 ±4.32
w 1664.35 179 1 1 99.27 ±2.48 4.99 ±0.48 5.05 ± 0.41 1710.52 213 12 67 98.74 ±3.96 81.90 ±3.98 83.00 ± 2.37 1673.36 162 2 37 99.73 ±1.14 12.80 ±0.60 12.80 ± 0.60
p3b b 1606.03 3 20 2 60.76 ±18.39 79.00 ±24.10 130.00 ±3.12 1606.05 3 20 8 63.92 ±18.55 84.20 ±24.30 132.00 ±4.05 1606.04 3 19 2 62.91 ±18.17 76.90 ±22.00 123.00 ±3.79
w 1664.35 179 1 1 99.27 ±2.48 5.03 ±0.41 5.06 ± 0.40 1664.35 179 1 1 99.27 ±2.48 5.04 ±0.53 5.08 ± 0.48 1664.35 179 1 1 99.27 ±2.48 5.07 ±0.47 5.11 ± 0.42
p4b b 1606.15 2 20 1 59.46 ±17.84 75.50 ±22.60 127.00 ±4.07 1605.90 3 20 6 69.70 ±15.61 92.10 ±20.60 132.00 ±4.06 1605.94 2 20 3 66.97 ±18.81 87.20 ±24.70 130.00 ±3.73
w 1664.35 179 1 1 99.27 ±2.48 5.04 ±0.42 5.07 ± 0.38 1670.29 179 2 71 99.30 ±3.21 11.90 ±0.63 11.90 ± 0.52 1664.35 179 1 1 99.27 ±2.48 5.08 ±0.50 5.12 ± 0.47
p5b b 1605.22 5 20 93 65.98 ±19.61 130.00 ±39.20 197.00 ±3.76 1605.98 3 19 4 70.29 ±15.21 87.70 ±19.10 125.00 ±3.37 1606.05 4 18 3 66.36 ±18.48 77.10 ±21.40 116.00 ±3.23
w 1664.35 179 1 1 99.27 ±2.48 5.01 ±0.52 5.05 ± 0.46 1688.02 202 2 98 99.47 ±2.33 12.30 ±0.62 12.40 ± 0.58 1668.71 183 2 100 97.28 ±8.18 16.10 ±1.56 16.50 ± 0.76
p6b b 1606.15 2 20 1 59.46 ±17.84 76.50 ±22.80 129.00 ±3.82 1605.88 3 20 4 69.36 ±15.49 92.00 ±20.60 133.00 ±3.17 1605.95 3 20 5 67.09 ±17.26 89.60 ±23.40 134.00 ±3.62
w 1664.35 179 1 1 99.27 ±2.48 5.10 ±0.50 5.11 ± 0.49 1674.64 158 2 83 99.61 ±2.18 12.30 ±0.67 12.30 ± 0.67 1665.54 176 2 74 99.08 ±3.25 14.30 ±0.70 14.40 ± 0.56
p7b b 1606.15 2 20 1 59.46 ±17.84 76.40 ±22.80 129.00 ±3.17 1605.84 3 19 7 67.39 ±17.36 84.30 ±21.30 125.00 ±3.98 1605.86 2 19 5 64.74 ±18.94 81.00 ±23.80 125.00 ±3.93
w 1664.35 179 1 1 99.27 ±2.48 4.98 ±0.42 5.01 ± 0.41 1664.35 179 1 1 99.27 ±2.48 5.01 ±0.46 5.04 ± 0.47 1664.35 179 1 1 99.27 ±2.48 5.11 ±0.53 5.16 ± 0.48
p8b b 1605.33 4 19 91 60.86 ±20.80 115.00 ±39.40 188.00 ±4.17 1606.01 2 18 2 69.52 ±17.59 80.90 ±20.40 116.00 ±3.69 1606.05 2 20 2 64.94 ±19.73 84.00 ±25.60 129.00 ±4.18
w 1664.35 179 1 1 99.27 ±2.48 5.03 ±0.46 5.05 ± 0.43 1696.36 217 3 83 99.48 ±2.09 18.00 ±0.68 18.10 ± 0.63 1669.48 200 2 60 98.68 ±4.68 14.20 ±0.80 14.40 ± 0.54
p9b b 1605.32 5 20 98 61.50 ±22.25 124.00 ±44.60 201.00 ±6.51 1605.91 2 20 5 71.51 ±15.18 94.50 ±19.90 132.00 ±4.03 1606.07 2 20 3 65.25 ±19.31 86.10 ±26.20 132.00 ±3.37
w 1664.35 179 1 1 99.27 ±2.48 5.09 ±0.53 5.13 ± 0.52 1686.33 201 2 98 99.69 ±1.28 12.40 ±0.62 12.50 ± 0.59 1668.03 181 2 55 99.16 ±2.42 14.70 ±0.63 14.80 ± 0.53
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.10: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra350_12 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, Nit = 100.
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 1807.24 4 20 1 63.67 ±22.61 88.00 ±31.20 139.00 ±4.66 1806.52 4 19 68 69.85 ±17.53 111.00 ±28.30 159.00 ±3.47 1806.77 4 20 40 65.70 ±20.59 106.00 ±33.30 160.00 ±3.54
w 1826.67 87 1 1 95.63 ±7.13 5.72 ±0.62 6.00 ± 0.35 1826.67 87 1 1 95.63 ±7.13 5.80 ±0.60 6.05 ± 0.30 1826.67 87 1 1 95.63 ±7.13 5.72 ±0.68 5.99 ± 0.46
p1b b 1807.24 4 20 1 63.67 ±22.61 88.00 ±31.30 138.00 ±4.53 1806.81 4 20 7 78.58 ±13.34 113.00 ±19.60 143.00 ±4.68 1807.07 5 20 2 60.58 ±21.59 84.30 ±30.40 140.00 ±4.29
w 1826.67 87 1 1 95.63 ±7.13 5.71 ±0.59 6.01 ± 0.36 1883.57 207 3 95 99.57 ±1.84 20.70 ±0.74 20.80 ± 0.69 1870.10 156 13 100 99.25 ±3.28 131.00 ±4.68 132.00 ± 2.04
p2b b 1807.24 4 20 1 63.67 ±22.61 88.60 ±31.90 139.00 ±4.39 1806.97 4 20 2 64.52 ±18.39 90.50 ±26.20 140.00 ±4.34 1807.08 4 20 3 69.57 ±18.19 99.00 ±26.50 142.00 ±4.38
w 1826.67 87 1 1 95.63 ±7.13 5.78 ±0.72 6.01 ± 0.52 1955.88 263 17 80 99.94 ±0.60 133.00 ±3.16 133.00 ± 3.09 1877.09 218 15 76 99.33 ±2.09 146.00 ±4.05 147.00 ± 2.77
p3b b 1807.14 4 20 2 64.72 ±21.38 90.00 ±29.80 139.00 ±4.10 1807.06 4 20 43 69.33 ±17.95 109.00 ±28.40 158.00 ±4.08 1807.14 4 20 4 61.33 ±21.32 86.50 ±30.40 141.00 ±4.58
w 1826.67 87 1 1 95.63 ±7.13 5.84 ±0.72 6.11 ± 0.44 1832.24 166 2 98 96.63 ±6.06 13.70 ±1.16 14.20 ± 0.71 1826.67 87 1 1 95.63 ±7.13 5.79 ±0.59 6.03 ± 0.36
p4b b 1807.24 4 20 1 63.67 ±22.61 87.50 ±31.10 138.00 ±4.18 1806.59 4 20 16 76.88 ±14.46 114.00 ±22.70 148.00 ±4.12 1806.94 4 20 8 66.63 ±18.60 98.20 ±27.90 147.00 ±5.30
w 1826.67 87 1 1 95.63 ±7.13 5.74 ±0.59 6.04 ± 0.34 1853.77 111 3 93 98.75 ±4.63 20.80 ±1.13 21.10 ± 0.66 1832.88 147 2 98 96.01 ±7.01 15.00 ±1.27 15.60 ± 0.56
p5b b 1807.24 4 20 1 63.67 ±22.61 88.00 ±31.40 138.00 ±4.17 1806.84 5 19 7 76.88 ±14.20 104.00 ±19.80 136.00 ±4.64 1807.14 4 20 5 64.99 ±19.53 94.30 ±28.10 145.00 ±4.72
w 1826.67 87 1 1 95.63 ±7.13 5.74 ±0.66 6.00 ± 0.47 1886.41 169 4 99 99.55 ±2.36 28.00 ±1.06 28.10 ± 0.75 1870.17 153 18 100 99.56 ±2.10 193.00 ±4.76 194.00 ± 3.00
p6b b 1807.24 4 20 1 63.67 ±22.61 87.50 ±31.50 137.00 ±5.10 1806.63 3 20 6 73.37 ±17.06 105.00 ±24.80 144.00 ±4.66 1806.89 5 20 7 66.59 ±19.84 97.40 ±29.60 146.00 ±5.09
w 1826.67 87 1 1 95.63 ±7.13 5.74 ±0.58 5.98 ± 0.35 1861.50 160 5 76 99.62 ±1.77 35.70 ±1.06 35.80 ± 0.95 1842.89 123 6 95 97.95 ±5.00 51.70 ±2.77 52.80 ± 1.07
p7b b 1807.24 4 20 1 63.67 ±22.61 88.70 ±31.60 139.00 ±5.30 *1806.50 4 20 7 66.75 ±20.02 96.00 ±28.90 144.00 ±4.48 1806.67 4 20 7 61.10 ±21.08 89.80 ±31.70 147.00 ±5.08
w 1826.67 87 1 1 95.63 ±7.13 5.70 ±0.62 5.94 ± 0.42 1826.67 87 1 1 95.63 ±7.13 5.69 ±0.64 6.00 ± 0.49 1826.67 87 1 1 95.63 ±7.13 5.80 ±0.63 6.03 ± 0.48
p8b b 1807.24 4 20 1 63.67 ±22.61 89.20 ±32.10 140.00 ±4.58 1806.92 4 20 3 74.20 ±16.26 105.00 ±23.10 141.00 ±3.86 1807.14 4 19 4 73.30 ±17.98 98.90 ±24.30 135.00 ±4.58
w 1826.67 87 1 1 95.63 ±7.13 5.75 ±0.57 6.02 ± 0.40 1900.07 246 7 100 99.27 ±3.53 50.10 ±2.01 50.50 ± 1.07 1875.67 192 12 63 99.25 ±2.73 112.00 ±3.73 113.00 ± 2.51
p9b b 1807.24 4 20 1 63.67 ±22.61 88.30 ±31.80 139.00 ±4.74 1806.91 5 19 6 74.50 ±15.55 101.00 ±21.50 136.00 ±3.98 1807.10 4 20 2 67.78 ±21.30 95.20 ±30.70 140.00 ±3.69
w 1826.67 87 1 1 95.63 ±7.13 5.69 ±0.66 5.96 ± 0.42 1886.54 225 6 95 99.60 ±1.79 43.60 ±1.31 43.80 ± 0.96 1868.01 156 18 90 99.51 ±1.87 200.00 ±5.26 201.00 ± 3.44
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.11: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra350_16 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, Nit = 100.
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 1805.84 3 20 1 61.18 ±18.78 97.80 ±30.30 160.00 ±4.25 *1805.53 3 20 97 68.58 ±19.48 137.00 ±39.60 200.00 ±4.89 1805.60 4 20 88 65.55 ±18.87 130.00 ±37.30 199.00 ±5.11
w 1850.14 135 1 1 99.14 ±2.83 6.41 ±0.60 6.46 ± 0.59 1850.14 135 1 1 99.14 ±2.83 6.33 ±0.65 6.38 ± 0.63 1850.14 135 1 1 99.14 ±2.83 6.31 ±0.63 6.36 ± 0.59
p1b b 1805.84 3 20 1 61.18 ±18.78 96.10 ±29.90 158.00 ±4.22 1805.62 3 20 4 72.93 ±15.58 118.00 ±25.70 162.00 ±4.66 1805.80 3 20 6 73.10 ±16.12 120.00 ±26.50 164.00 ±4.42
w 1850.14 135 1 1 99.14 ±2.83 6.30 ±0.59 6.36 ± 0.57 1882.72 197 3 97 99.79 ±1.90 22.70 ±0.92 22.80 ± 0.79 1867.22 167 2 87 99.65 ±1.73 18.20 ±0.73 18.20 ± 0.70
p2b b 1805.84 3 20 1 61.18 ±18.78 95.30 ±28.70 156.00 ±5.91 1805.76 3 18 2 68.90 ±17.57 98.30 ±25.60 142.00 ±4.30 1805.83 3 20 2 61.01 ±15.96 98.80 ±26.70 162.00 ±4.06
w 1850.14 135 1 1 99.14 ±2.83 6.35 ±0.65 6.42 ± 0.59 1918.82 216 17 63 99.93 ±0.70 148.00 ±4.13 148.00 ± 4.04 1871.74 152 2 88 99.68 ±1.83 19.20 ±0.80 19.30 ± 0.72
p3b b 1805.72 2 20 2 65.15 ±18.56 104.00 ±29.20 159.00 ±4.90 1805.71 3 20 22 65.15 ±15.51 110.00 ±26.70 168.00 ±5.30 1805.79 3 20 19 67.96 ±15.42 116.00 ±26.40 170.00 ±4.14
w 1850.14 135 1 1 99.14 ±2.83 6.41 ±0.62 6.44 ± 0.60 1856.71 146 2 100 99.19 ±3.79 15.40 ±0.78 15.50 ± 0.57 1850.14 135 1 1 99.14 ±2.83 6.24 ±0.57 6.30 ± 0.56
p4b b 1805.84 3 20 1 61.18 ±18.78 98.00 ±30.00 160.00 ±3.68 1805.63 3 20 5 71.51 ±16.51 115.00 ±27.40 161.00 ±4.63 1805.74 3 20 4 69.54 ±16.99 113.00 ±28.10 162.00 ±4.62
w 1850.14 135 1 1 99.14 ±2.83 6.33 ±0.57 6.40 ± 0.53 1866.48 153 2 79 99.88 ±0.94 14.70 ±0.52 14.70 ± 0.52 1855.06 175 2 55 98.67 ±4.76 15.10 ±1.02 15.30 ± 0.69
p5b b 1805.84 3 20 1 61.18 ±18.78 99.40 ±30.40 163.00 ±3.62 1805.65 3 18 2 68.43 ±17.03 99.60 ±24.80 145.00 ±3.37 1805.83 3 19 4 65.84 ±16.55 102.00 ±25.80 155.00 ±4.33
w 1850.14 135 1 1 99.14 ±2.83 6.31 ±0.66 6.35 ± 0.61 1879.76 183 2 95 99.17 ±5.12 14.90 ±0.98 15.00 ± 0.65 1866.47 164 11 91 99.30 ±4.41 121.00 ±6.04 122.00 ± 2.79
p6b b 1805.84 3 20 1 61.18 ±18.78 97.80 ±30.30 160.00 ±4.78 1805.67 3 19 4 71.89 ±14.12 111.00 ±22.30 154.00 ±4.74 1805.76 3 17 6 69.04 ±17.39 96.00 ±24.60 139.00 ±4.27
w 1850.14 135 1 1 99.14 ±2.83 6.28 ±0.57 6.33 ± 0.57 1869.15 137 3 80 99.84 ±0.94 22.80 ±0.88 22.80 ± 0.87 1859.94 118 2 78 99.44 ±2.63 17.30 ±0.79 17.40 ± 0.68
p7b b 1805.84 3 20 1 61.18 ±18.78 96.30 ±30.00 157.00 ±4.69 1805.56 3 20 61 63.99 ±19.54 124.00 ±38.50 192.00 ±5.28 1805.63 2 20 32 64.69 ±18.46 116.00 ±32.80 180.00 ±5.01
w 1850.14 135 1 1 99.14 ±2.83 6.33 ±0.53 6.38 ± 0.51 1850.14 135 1 1 99.14 ±2.83 6.27 ±0.53 6.30 ± 0.52 1850.14 135 1 1 99.14 ±2.83 6.33 ±0.60 6.38 ± 0.60
p8b b 1805.84 3 20 1 61.18 ±18.78 98.80 ±29.90 161.00 ±4.14 1805.77 3 20 2 69.35 ±16.82 111.00 ±26.50 161.00 ±4.30 1805.83 3 19 2 65.87 ±17.06 100.00 ±26.10 152.00 ±4.44
w 1850.14 135 1 1 99.14 ±2.83 6.41 ±0.58 6.45 ± 0.57 1895.23 144 3 95 100.00 ±0.00 22.80 ±0.69 22.80 ± 0.69 1867.80 145 3 77 99.73 ±1.09 29.20 ±0.90 29.20 ± 0.80
p9b b 1805.84 3 20 1 61.18 ±18.78 97.90 ±30.60 160.00 ±4.76 1805.61 3 20 3 68.12 ±18.25 110.00 ±29.50 161.00 ±4.71 1805.83 2 19 2 61.07 ±18.53 93.50 ±28.90 153.00 ±4.50
w 1850.14 135 1 1 99.14 ±2.83 6.38 ±0.56 6.45 ± 0.52 1880.40 153 2 98 99.88 ±0.67 15.30 ±0.60 15.30 ± 0.59 1865.26 137 2 69 99.60 ±1.98 18.80 ±0.77 18.80 ± 0.67
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.12: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra400_12 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, Nit = 100.
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 2004.28 3 20 1 60.29 ±20.02 103.00 ±34.00 170.00 ±4.78 2003.95 2 20 42 65.21 ±18.13 123.00 ±34.30 189.00 ±4.66 2004.07 3 19 98 63.37 ±20.91 128.00 ±42.30 202.00 ±3.86
w 2025.39 120 1 1 95.59 ±8.50 7.04 ±0.88 7.40 ± 0.63 2025.39 120 1 1 95.59 ±8.50 7.13 ±0.84 7.41 ± 0.57 2025.39 120 1 1 95.59 ±8.50 7.06 ±0.81 7.37 ± 0.64
p1b b 2004.28 3 20 1 60.29 ±20.02 102.00 ±33.70 169.00 ±4.48 2004.05 2 19 7 73.98 ±15.93 121.00 ±26.70 164.00 ±5.58 2004.18 2 19 5 64.60 ±17.29 106.00 ±28.80 165.00 ±4.39
w 2025.39 120 1 1 95.59 ±8.50 7.14 ±0.79 7.49 ± 0.54 2031.95 140 3 97 96.52 ±6.99 24.20 ±1.88 25.10 ± 0.69 2028.03 113 3 54 94.35 ±9.10 26.10 ±2.50 27.50 ± 0.70
p2b b 2004.28 3 20 1 60.29 ±20.02 102.00 ±34.50 170.00 ±4.38 2004.14 2 20 4 70.60 ±17.18 121.00 ±29.70 171.00 ±5.27 2004.19 3 20 5 65.88 ±18.01 116.00 ±31.60 176.00 ±4.84
w 2028.75 290 16 53 92.11 ±8.94 154.00 ±15.60 168.00 ± 3.57 2067.29 197 19 88 91.87 ±13.90 167.00 ±25.70 181.00 ± 4.01 2027.68 126 3 52 92.42 ±11.32 25.80 ±3.20 28.00 ± 0.81
p3b b 2004.28 3 20 1 60.29 ±20.02 102.00 ±34.50 169.00 ±6.22 2004.23 3 20 11 63.08 ±22.45 109.00 ±38.90 173.00 ±4.07 2004.24 3 18 6 63.48 ±19.77 98.20 ±30.40 155.00 ±4.10
w 2025.39 120 1 1 95.59 ±8.50 7.09 ±0.86 7.39 ± 0.69 2025.39 120 1 1 95.59 ±8.50 7.15 ±0.83 7.53 ± 0.56 2025.39 120 1 1 95.59 ±8.50 7.07 ±0.85 7.39 ± 0.58
p4b b 2004.28 3 20 1 60.29 ±20.02 102.00 ±34.00 170.00 ±5.43 2003.91 3 20 10 66.49 ±17.78 118.00 ±32.80 176.00 ±5.52 2004.11 2 19 11 64.17 ±17.97 107.00 ±30.40 167.00 ±4.33
w 2025.39 120 1 1 95.59 ±8.50 7.07 ±0.92 7.35 ± 0.62 2027.26 93 2 73 96.68 ±6.88 15.80 ±1.30 16.40 ± 0.67 2025.39 120 1 1 95.59 ±8.50 7.07 ±0.75 7.33 ± 0.55
p5b b 2004.28 3 20 1 60.29 ±20.02 103.00 ±34.20 170.00 ±4.77 2004.02 2 19 8 72.64 ±15.98 119.00 ±26.40 164.00 ±5.09 2004.21 3 20 8 68.97 ±18.21 126.00 ±32.90 182.00 ±5.76
w 2025.39 120 1 1 95.59 ±8.50 7.10 ±0.84 7.40 ± 0.57 2032.73 153 2 97 96.49 ±6.71 16.00 ±1.25 16.60 ± 0.63 2027.81 115 3 73 94.58 ±8.59 28.30 ±2.85 29.80 ± 0.86
p6b b 2004.28 3 20 1 60.29 ±20.02 103.00 ±34.40 170.00 ±4.76 *2003.85 3 20 12 74.06 ±16.46 132.00 ±29.60 179.00 ±4.40 2004.06 3 20 5 60.72 ±21.96 106.00 ±38.90 175.00 ±5.84
w 2025.39 120 1 1 95.59 ±8.50 7.14 ±0.79 7.48 ± 0.59 2029.11 123 2 76 94.67 ±9.77 15.50 ±1.73 16.40 ± 0.72 2025.39 120 1 1 95.59 ±8.50 7.04 ±0.91 7.32 ± 0.60
p7b b 2004.28 3 20 1 60.29 ±20.02 102.00 ±34.30 170.00 ±4.57 2004.04 2 20 10 60.51 ±20.22 107.00 ±36.10 176.00 ±5.19 2004.05 2 20 7 62.40 ±18.96 109.00 ±33.20 176.00 ±5.45
w 2025.39 120 1 1 95.59 ±8.50 7.05 ±0.86 7.38 ± 0.63 2025.39 120 1 1 95.59 ±8.50 7.02 ±0.94 7.38 ± 0.63 2025.39 120 1 1 95.59 ±8.50 7.04 ±0.86 7.40 ± 0.60
p8b b 2004.28 3 20 1 60.29 ±20.02 102.00 ±34.10 169.00 ±5.14 2004.05 3 20 5 74.42 ±15.44 129.00 ±27.00 173.00 ±5.14 2004.18 4 20 5 70.79 ±17.95 126.00 ±32.00 178.00 ±6.90
w 2027.44 200 15 52 92.70 ±12.05 147.00 ±19.00 158.00 ± 3.42 2035.54 160 4 81 96.42 ±7.10 32.30 ±2.53 33.50 ± 0.84 2029.40 107 3 52 95.92 ±8.71 27.40 ±2.58 28.50 ± 0.74
p9b b 2004.28 3 20 1 60.29 ±20.02 102.00 ±33.80 170.00 ±4.40 2004.08 3 20 7 71.11 ±15.89 125.00 ±28.50 176.00 ±5.61 2004.14 4 20 6 63.98 ±19.39 114.00 ±35.30 179.00 ±5.96
w 2025.39 120 1 1 95.59 ±8.50 7.04 ±0.77 7.34 ± 0.57 2034.39 152 2 97 96.72 ±6.60 16.30 ±1.25 16.80 ± 0.61 2027.98 139 2 74 95.09 ±8.78 19.80 ±1.97 20.80 ± 0.70
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.13: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra400_16 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, Nit = 100.
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 2006.05 3 20 1 68.77 ±18.17 132.00 ±35.50 192.00 ±5.32 2005.77 3 20 38 72.57 ±15.25 153.00 ±32.30 212.00 ±4.41 *2005.70 3 20 40 69.40 ±16.23 148.00 ±34.20 213.00 ±5.66
w 2085.98 203 1 1 99.49 ±2.50 7.93 ±0.38 7.95 ± 0.36 2085.98 203 1 1 99.49 ±2.50 7.84 ±0.46 7.88 ± 0.41 2085.98 203 1 1 99.49 ±2.50 7.76 ±0.53 7.79 ± 0.50
p1b b 2006.05 3 20 1 68.77 ±18.17 133.00 ±35.80 193.00 ±4.21 2005.94 2 20 2 69.63 ±16.85 135.00 ±33.60 194.00 ±5.17 2006.05 3 20 1 68.77 ±18.17 132.00 ±34.50 192.00 ±4.46
w 2085.98 203 1 1 99.49 ±2.50 7.77 ±0.60 7.82 ± 0.56 2104.11 260 2 91 99.78 ±1.00 17.80 ±0.70 17.80 ± 0.68 2090.87 191 2 38 99.47 ±2.46 18.20 ±0.88 18.30 ± 0.66
p2b b 2006.05 3 20 1 68.77 ±18.17 133.00 ±35.30 192.00 ±4.38 2006.05 3 20 1 68.77 ±18.17 132.00 ±35.30 192.00 ±5.36 2006.05 3 20 1 68.77 ±18.17 133.00 ±35.10 193.00 ±4.82
w 2085.98 203 1 1 99.49 ±2.50 7.80 ±0.55 7.84 ± 0.48 2132.84 305 7 84 98.88 ±4.02 67.90 ±3.16 68.80 ± 1.75 2094.58 228 2 35 99.44 ±2.92 18.40 ±0.97 18.50 ± 0.67
p3b b 2006.04 3 19 2 69.44 ±17.12 127.00 ±32.10 182.00 ±5.23 2005.97 3 20 2 70.10 ±18.65 135.00 ±35.80 192.00 ±5.78 2005.97 3 19 11 68.65 ±18.06 129.00 ±34.40 188.00 ±4.72
w 2085.98 203 1 1 99.49 ±2.50 7.88 ±0.43 7.92 ± 0.42 2085.98 203 1 1 99.49 ±2.50 7.82 ±0.43 7.87 ± 0.39 2085.98 203 1 1 99.49 ±2.50 7.80 ±0.55 7.84 ± 0.44
p4b b 2006.05 3 20 1 68.77 ±18.17 131.00 ±34.80 190.00 ±5.82 2005.87 3 19 9 78.97 ±12.97 148.00 ±24.80 187.00 ±4.14 2005.97 3 19 8 72.46 ±15.08 136.00 ±28.70 188.00 ±5.22
w 2085.98 203 1 1 99.49 ±2.50 7.85 ±0.50 7.88 ± 0.45 2091.26 318 2 75 99.83 ±0.91 17.60 ±0.71 17.60 ± 0.71 2088.02 267 2 66 98.49 ±5.99 18.40 ±1.25 18.70 ± 0.63
p5b b 2006.05 3 20 1 68.77 ±18.17 132.00 ±34.30 192.00 ±4.97 2005.98 3 20 5 77.29 ±14.52 153.00 ±28.90 198.00 ±4.80 2006.03 3 20 3 70.01 ±17.20 136.00 ±34.00 195.00 ±5.48
w 2085.98 203 1 1 99.49 ±2.50 7.71 ±0.50 7.74 ± 0.46 2104.05 269 2 91 99.77 ±0.96 17.80 ±0.60 17.80 ± 0.58 2093.80 225 2 26 98.85 ±3.99 17.50 ±0.91 17.70 ± 0.54
p6b b 2006.05 3 20 1 68.77 ±18.17 132.00 ±36.00 192.00 ±5.12 2005.92 3 19 4 75.58 ±14.28 141.00 ±27.60 186.00 ±5.54 2005.94 3 20 3 69.82 ±15.84 138.00 ±32.10 198.00 ±4.47
w 2085.98 203 1 1 99.49 ±2.50 7.77 ±0.49 7.83 ± 0.43 2094.90 222 2 54 99.71 ±1.54 17.30 ±0.74 17.40 ± 0.66 2093.34 254 2 85 97.54 ±7.00 20.40 ±1.45 20.90 ± 0.58
p7b b 2006.05 3 20 1 68.77 ±18.17 133.00 ±35.90 194.00 ±4.51 2005.75 3 20 12 67.78 ±16.96 136.00 ±34.00 201.00 ±5.09 2005.82 2 20 10 67.48 ±18.28 135.00 ±37.10 200.00 ±4.75
w 2085.98 203 1 1 99.49 ±2.50 7.72 ±0.65 7.74 ± 0.63 2085.98 203 1 1 99.49 ±2.50 7.80 ±0.58 7.85 ± 0.52 2085.98 203 1 1 99.49 ±2.50 7.78 ±0.48 7.83 ± 0.43
p8b b 2005.78 14 15 99 79.65 ±16.07 156.00 ±32.40 196.00 ±6.44 2006.01 3 20 2 71.08 ±16.06 138.00 ±31.80 194.00 ±6.03 2006.05 3 20 1 68.77 ±18.17 133.00 ±34.80 193.00 ±4.58
w 2085.98 203 1 1 99.49 ±2.50 7.85 ±0.57 7.88 ± 0.53 2109.50 329 2 99 99.75 ±1.98 17.80 ±0.68 17.90 ± 0.63 2094.88 280 2 48 98.99 ±3.22 19.30 ±0.85 19.50 ± 0.59
p9b b 2006.05 3 20 1 68.77 ±18.17 133.00 ±35.20 194.00 ±5.50 2005.89 3 20 4 73.54 ±14.47 144.00 ±28.90 196.00 ±5.13 2005.94 4 18 4 74.39 ±15.87 133.00 ±28.60 178.00 ±4.65
w 2085.98 203 1 1 99.49 ±2.50 7.83 ±0.55 7.88 ± 0.49 2105.24 267 2 91 99.70 ±1.59 18.10 ±0.72 18.10 ± 0.67 2094.33 246 2 38 98.99 ±4.03 19.10 ±1.05 19.30 ± 0.62
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.14: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra450_12 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, Nit = 100.
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 2205.07 2 19 1 61.48 ±21.64 118.00 ±42.10 193.00 ±5.00 2204.56 3 19 10 68.35 ±20.53 135.00 ±40.90 197.00 ±5.10 2204.69 3 20 83 64.70 ±20.75 159.00 ±50.60 245.00 ±5.14
w 2235.32 146 1 1 96.15 ±7.70 8.67 ±0.86 9.02 ± 0.42 2235.32 146 1 1 96.15 ±7.70 8.53 ±0.89 8.84 ± 0.54 2235.32 146 1 1 96.15 ±7.70 8.62 ±0.85 8.95 ± 0.46
p1b b 2205.07 2 19 1 61.48 ±21.64 119.00 ±42.10 193.00 ±4.97 2204.64 3 20 5 69.11 ±16.63 143.00 ±34.70 208.00 ±6.36 2204.95 3 18 5 67.51 ±18.88 126.00 ±34.60 187.00 ±5.33
w 2235.32 146 1 1 96.15 ±7.70 8.64 ±0.81 8.95 ± 0.46 2246.23 171 2 96 97.95 ±5.99 19.40 ±1.29 19.80 ± 0.54 2237.64 164 2 55 95.63 ±10.97 20.40 ±2.25 21.30 ± 0.64
p2b b 2205.07 2 19 1 61.48 ±21.64 119.00 ±42.20 193.00 ±4.61 2204.84 3 19 3 71.34 ±17.81 139.00 ±34.90 195.00 ±5.06 2204.93 3 20 5 71.16 ±17.15 148.00 ±35.90 208.00 ±6.63
w 2235.32 146 1 1 96.15 ±7.70 8.56 ±0.84 8.91 ± 0.58 2287.04 189 20 93 94.12 ±10.49 216.00 ±24.90 230.00 ± 5.20 2237.18 166 2 25 95.28 ±10.14 18.90 ±2.17 19.90 ± 0.46
p3b b 2205.02 3 20 9 68.98 ±19.12 143.00 ±39.70 207.00 ±4.99 2204.92 2 20 12 64.06 ±20.01 132.00 ±41.30 206.00 ±4.97 2204.94 3 20 2 61.24 ±17.89 126.00 ±37.30 206.00 ±6.38
w 2235.32 146 1 1 96.15 ±7.70 8.60 ±0.93 8.95 ± 0.54 2235.32 146 1 1 96.15 ±7.70 8.60 ±0.84 8.96 ± 0.42 2235.32 146 1 1 96.15 ±7.70 8.61 ±0.85 8.94 ± 0.42
p4b b 2205.07 2 19 1 61.48 ±21.64 118.00 ±41.90 192.00 ±4.92 2204.50 3 20 9 66.86 ±16.50 138.00 ±34.10 208.00 ±6.03 2204.73 3 20 7 62.95 ±19.66 134.00 ±41.90 213.00 ±6.97
w 2235.32 146 1 1 96.15 ±7.70 8.68 ±0.84 9.00 ± 0.42 2235.32 146 1 1 96.15 ±7.70 8.62 ±0.77 8.98 ± 0.40 2235.32 146 1 1 96.15 ±7.70 8.62 ±0.83 9.01 ± 0.46
p5b b 2205.07 2 19 1 61.48 ±21.64 118.00 ±42.30 192.00 ±4.97 2204.67 3 20 7 72.66 ±16.34 151.00 ±33.70 208.00 ±6.78 2204.91 4 20 4 62.53 ±19.75 129.00 ±42.00 207.00 ±7.92
w 2235.32 146 1 1 96.15 ±7.70 8.60 ±0.91 8.96 ± 0.42 2244.45 165 2 99 97.18 ±6.34 19.20 ±1.45 19.80 ± 0.63 2235.32 146 1 1 96.15 ±7.70 8.59 ±0.86 8.95 ± 0.41
p6b b 2205.07 2 19 1 61.48 ±21.64 118.00 ±40.80 192.00 ±4.69 *2204.48 3 20 7 71.50 ±19.01 149.00 ±39.30 209.00 ±7.01 2204.81 3 20 9 66.57 ±18.97 142.00 ±40.60 214.00 ±5.77
w 2235.32 146 1 1 96.15 ±7.70 8.59 ±0.80 8.94 ± 0.42 2236.65 132 2 94 97.58 ±6.02 19.40 ±1.38 19.90 ± 0.68 2235.32 146 1 1 96.15 ±7.70 8.54 ±0.91 8.91 ± 0.45
p7b b 2205.07 2 19 1 61.48 ±21.64 119.00 ±42.10 193.00 ±4.53 2204.61 3 20 5 68.32 ±19.72 142.00 ±40.70 208.00 ±5.68 2204.74 3 19 6 63.84 ±19.77 125.00 ±39.20 196.00 ±5.02
w 2235.32 146 1 1 96.15 ±7.70 8.63 ±0.77 8.95 ± 0.46 2235.32 146 1 1 96.15 ±7.70 8.63 ±0.86 8.94 ± 0.56 2235.32 146 1 1 96.15 ±7.70 8.63 ±0.93 8.99 ± 0.59
p8b b 2205.07 2 19 1 61.48 ±21.64 118.00 ±41.90 193.00 ±4.50 2204.77 3 19 4 74.91 ±14.24 146.00 ±28.70 195.00 ±5.20 2204.94 3 20 4 67.97 ±17.92 141.00 ±38.20 207.00 ±5.96
w 2235.32 146 1 1 96.15 ±7.70 8.61 ±0.77 8.93 ± 0.47 2249.49 208 7 96 95.75 ±7.68 70.90 ±5.99 74.00 ± 1.68 2236.50 142 3 26 97.11 ±5.71 29.80 ±1.85 30.60 ± 0.90
p9b b 2205.07 2 19 1 61.48 ±21.64 119.00 ±42.80 193.00 ±5.40 2204.71 3 20 5 69.46 ±16.54 144.00 ±34.20 208.00 ±5.61 2204.92 3 19 5 64.88 ±18.44 129.00 ±36.20 199.00 ±5.10
w 2235.32 146 1 1 96.15 ±7.70 8.71 ±0.80 9.03 ± 0.39 2245.05 202 3 98 98.04 ±4.25 29.90 ±1.51 30.50 ± 0.75 2235.41 136 3 54 95.90 ±9.39 33.30 ±3.35 34.70 ± 0.84
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.15: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra450_16 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, Nit = 100.
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 2207.80 3 20 1 77.42 ±14.88 177.00 ±33.80 229.00 ±7.44 2207.23 4 19 97 78.67 ±12.97 204.00 ±34.60 259.00 ±6.02 *2207.18 4 20 92 74.33 ±15.13 200.00 ±41.40 271.00 ±7.94
w 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.35 ±0.64 9.39 ± 0.61 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.39 ±0.58 9.42 ± 0.57 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.40 ±0.58 9.42 ± 0.57
p1b b 2207.80 3 20 1 77.42 ±14.88 179.00 ±34.70 232.00 ±5.09 2207.71 4 18 3 81.45 ±12.58 168.00 ±25.70 206.00 ±5.42 2207.64 3 20 3 79.05 ±13.54 185.00 ±31.80 234.00 ±4.95
w 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.43 ±0.62 9.45 ± 0.61 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.40 ±0.63 9.43 ± 0.62 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.36 ±0.62 9.39 ± 0.61
p2b b 2207.80 3 20 1 77.42 ±14.88 178.00 ±34.30 230.00 ±5.31 2207.68 4 18 2 81.60 ±11.86 169.00 ±24.90 207.00 ±5.48 2207.74 5 20 3 82.26 ±14.49 192.00 ±35.30 234.00 ±6.11
w 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.44 ±0.60 9.47 ± 0.61 2352.14 373 2 83 99.83 ±1.02 21.00 ±0.67 21.00 ± 0.62 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.41 ±0.63 9.43 ± 0.62
p3b b 2207.76 3 20 2 74.75 ±15.80 173.00 ±37.40 230.00 ±6.86 2207.61 4 20 12 79.88 ±12.60 189.00 ±30.70 237.00 ±5.52 2207.50 5 20 8 76.22 ±16.53 178.00 ±38.80 234.00 ±6.06
w 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.30 ±0.66 9.34 ± 0.64 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.36 ±0.59 9.39 ± 0.58 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.47 ±0.64 9.50 ± 0.62
p4b b 2207.80 3 20 1 77.42 ±14.88 177.00 ±34.60 229.00 ±6.49 2207.56 4 20 3 78.77 ±14.14 184.00 ±33.60 233.00 ±6.30 2207.39 5 20 9 80.30 ±13.49 192.00 ±32.10 239.00 ±5.71
w 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.34 ±0.51 9.37 ± 0.50 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.36 ±0.62 9.39 ± 0.63 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.44 ±0.67 9.47 ± 0.66
p5b b 2207.80 3 20 1 77.42 ±14.88 180.00 ±33.90 232.00 ±5.61 2207.66 4 19 3 82.44 ±11.56 179.00 ±25.70 216.00 ±6.54 2207.73 4 19 2 76.87 ±14.29 170.00 ±32.00 221.00 ±5.16
w 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.38 ±0.58 9.41 ± 0.55 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.52 ±0.64 9.55 ± 0.65 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.57 ±0.53 9.59 ± 0.53
p6b b 2207.80 3 20 1 77.42 ±14.88 178.00 ±34.10 230.00 ±6.44 2207.49 3 20 3 81.72 ±12.96 189.00 ±30.00 232.00 ±6.72 2207.51 5 20 10 82.72 ±12.47 200.00 ±30.80 242.00 ±5.82
w 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.44 ±0.64 9.46 ± 0.61 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.47 ±0.52 9.50 ± 0.50 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.45 ±0.65 9.46 ± 0.64
p7b b 2207.80 3 20 1 77.42 ±14.88 179.00 ±35.90 230.00 ±6.77 2207.24 4 20 9 77.50 ±14.27 184.00 ±34.10 238.00 ±5.10 *2207.18 4 20 14 77.39 ±14.40 188.00 ±36.10 243.00 ±6.25
w 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.41 ±0.69 9.43 ± 0.68 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.41 ±0.60 9.44 ± 0.59 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.30 ±0.66 9.32 ± 0.65
p8b b 2207.80 3 20 1 77.42 ±14.88 178.00 ±34.80 229.00 ±7.08 2207.80 3 20 1 77.42 ±14.88 179.00 ±35.90 231.00 ±7.15 2207.68 4 20 2 78.10 ±13.89 181.00 ±33.20 232.00 ±6.07
w 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.36 ±0.61 9.40 ± 0.62 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.46 ±0.62 9.48 ± 0.61 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.43 ±0.53 9.45 ± 0.55
p9b b 2207.80 3 20 1 77.42 ±14.88 180.00 ±35.10 232.00 ±5.08 2207.72 4 20 2 76.63 ±14.47 176.00 ±33.40 230.00 ±6.30 2207.66 4 20 4 78.95 ±13.66 185.00 ±32.70 235.00 ±7.19
w 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.43 ±0.71 9.45 ± 0.68 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.44 ±0.64 9.47 ± 0.62 2349.58 327 1 1 99.69 ±1.47 9.31 ±0.61 9.35 ± 0.61
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.16: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra500_12 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, Nit = 100.
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 2403.81 2 20 1 56.51 ±22.54 134.00 ±54.10 238.00 ±6.32 2403.49 3 19 34 58.43 ±20.49 141.00 ±49.00 241.00 ±6.55 2403.63 2 20 14 58.72 ±22.47 146.00 ±56.00 247.00 ±7.07
w 2412.72 57 1 1 89.11 ±12.13 9.51 ±1.35 10.60 ± 0.57 2412.72 57 1 1 89.11 ±12.13 9.52 ±1.40 10.60 ± 0.61 2412.72 57 1 1 89.11 ±12.13 9.55 ±1.38 10.70 ± 0.60
p1b b 2403.81 2 20 1 56.51 ±22.54 135.00 ±53.90 239.00 ±6.27 2403.48 3 20 80 81.80 ±12.31 216.00 ±33.20 264.00 ±5.47 2403.78 3 19 2 53.81 ±19.14 122.00 ±43.60 227.00 ±5.69
w 2412.72 57 1 1 89.11 ±12.13 9.45 ±1.41 10.60 ± 0.59 2417.65 118 2 54 94.54 ±7.75 21.20 ±1.79 22.30 ± 0.66 2420.90 125 12 86 95.07 ±7.92 173.00 ±14.70 182.00 ± 4.48
p2b b 2403.81 2 20 1 56.51 ±22.54 133.00 ±53.50 236.00 ±5.57 2403.36 4 19 63 81.97 ±11.94 203.00 ±30.60 247.00 ±5.28 2403.77 3 19 5 63.68 ±20.07 148.00 ±46.60 232.00 ±6.26
w 2412.72 57 1 1 89.11 ±12.13 9.40 ±1.37 10.60 ± 0.60 2419.09 89 2 45 94.11 ±8.88 20.90 ±2.06 22.10 ± 0.70 2424.32 91 16 96 95.34 ±9.40 249.00 ±25.10 262.00 ± 4.04
p3b b 2403.77 3 18 2 57.39 ±23.82 124.00 ±51.70 215.00 ±5.63 2403.73 3 20 41 60.42 ±20.43 157.00 ±54.00 259.00 ±4.46 2403.80 2 20 22 61.98 ±17.72 157.00 ±45.50 253.00 ±6.56
w 2412.72 57 1 1 89.11 ±12.13 9.53 ±1.45 10.60 ± 0.56 2412.72 57 1 1 89.11 ±12.13 9.45 ±1.36 10.60 ± 0.59 2412.72 57 1 1 89.11 ±12.13 9.37 ±1.45 10.60 ± 0.57
p4b b 2403.81 2 20 1 56.51 ±22.54 134.00 ±53.40 236.00 ±6.49 2403.47 3 20 13 65.40 ±19.96 161.00 ±49.60 246.00 ±5.86 2403.67 3 18 9 61.21 ±20.43 134.00 ±43.90 220.00 ±5.97
w 2412.72 57 1 1 89.11 ±12.13 9.49 ±1.29 10.70 ± 0.62 2415.64 92 2 95 93.26 ±10.23 21.50 ±2.45 23.00 ± 0.69 2413.55 74 2 54 90.69 ±10.60 21.40 ±2.56 23.50 ± 0.71
p5b b 2403.81 2 20 1 56.51 ±22.54 134.00 ±53.60 237.00 ±6.46 2403.50 3 20 70 78.51 ±13.79 207.00 ±36.90 263.00 ±5.05 2403.72 3 20 3 58.88 ±22.74 145.00 ±55.80 245.00 ±9.38
w 2412.72 57 1 1 89.11 ±12.13 9.52 ±1.31 10.60 ± 0.53 2418.08 93 2 44 93.80 ±8.68 21.00 ±2.05 22.40 ± 0.67 2422.78 106 10 100 93.66 ±9.92 149.00 ±16.00 159.00 ± 3.01
p6b b 2403.81 2 20 1 56.51 ±22.54 135.00 ±54.10 238.00 ±6.43 2403.48 3 20 7 59.45 ±18.58 144.00 ±44.40 243.00 ±5.40 2403.73 3 19 8 62.68 ±19.73 146.00 ±45.60 233.00 ±5.28
w 2412.72 57 1 1 89.11 ±12.13 9.38 ±1.44 10.50 ± 0.56 2416.46 76 2 43 92.65 ±9.66 20.90 ±2.27 22.50 ± 0.70 2415.46 91 2 99 93.52 ±7.84 25.00 ±2.15 26.80 ± 0.72
p7b b 2403.81 2 20 1 56.51 ±22.54 134.00 ±53.10 237.00 ±5.75 2403.51 2 19 8 58.19 ±21.69 134.00 ±49.40 230.00 ±5.36 2403.62 3 20 9 55.88 ±21.11 138.00 ±52.80 247.00 ±7.54
w 2412.72 57 1 1 89.11 ±12.13 9.48 ±1.35 10.50 ± 0.65 2412.72 57 1 1 89.11 ±12.13 9.38 ±1.42 10.50 ± 0.61 2412.72 57 1 1 89.11 ±12.13 9.46 ±1.44 10.60 ± 0.53
p8b b *2402.58 4 20 96 73.42 ±17.92 239.00 ±58.00 326.00 ±5.42 2403.38 3 20 63 79.85 ±14.60 207.00 ±38.20 259.00 ±4.79 2403.81 2 20 1 56.51 ±22.54 135.00 ±54.30 238.00 ±5.96
w 2412.72 57 1 1 89.11 ±12.13 9.53 ±1.36 10.70 ± 0.54 2416.90 123 2 54 93.57 ±8.59 20.90 ±2.04 22.40 ± 0.71 2426.49 133 10 99 94.92 ±9.92 158.00 ±16.70 166.00 ± 2.97
p9b b 2403.81 2 20 1 56.51 ±22.54 134.00 ±54.00 238.00 ±5.97 2403.42 3 20 70 79.10 ±13.87 210.00 ±37.10 265.00 ±5.39 2403.81 2 20 1 56.51 ±22.54 135.00 ±53.90 238.00 ±7.66
w 2412.72 57 1 1 89.11 ±12.13 9.52 ±1.31 10.70 ± 0.53 2418.15 93 2 44 93.53 ±8.33 21.00 ±2.02 22.50 ± 0.83 2421.36 134 4 96 94.26 ±9.11 58.70 ±5.75 62.20 ± 1.05
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.17: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra500_16 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, Nit = 100.
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s T ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 2407.35 4 20 1 72.81 ±15.76 191.00 ±41.70 263.00 ±6.83 *2407.03 3 20 45 79.93 ±12.88 229.00 ±37.90 286.00 ±7.30 2407.14 2 20 11 75.76 ±15.04 206.00 ±41.70 272.00 ±5.80
w 2515.92 211 1 1 99.71 ±2.59 11.10 ±0.72 11.10 ± 0.65 2515.92 211 1 1 99.71 ±2.59 11.10 ±0.52 11.10 ± 0.49 2515.92 211 1 1 99.71 ±2.59 11.20 ±0.58 11.20 ± 0.57
p1b b 2407.35 4 20 1 72.81 ±15.76 194.00 ±42.30 266.00 ±6.58 2407.35 4 20 1 72.81 ±15.76 193.00 ±41.80 265.00 ±6.86 2407.34 4 20 2 76.34 ±16.01 205.00 ±42.00 268.00 ±6.05
w 2515.92 211 1 1 99.71 ±2.59 11.20 ±0.55 11.20 ± 0.52 2540.04 300 2 92 100.00 ±0.00 24.70 ±0.79 24.70 ± 0.79 2544.26 246 4 99 99.99 ±0.10 59.90 ±1.35 59.90 ± 1.35
p2b b 2407.35 4 20 1 72.81 ±15.76 193.00 ±42.30 265.00 ±7.13 2407.35 4 20 1 72.81 ±15.76 193.00 ±42.20 266.00 ±6.62 2407.35 4 20 1 72.81 ±15.76 195.00 ±42.90 268.00 ±6.20
w 2515.92 211 1 1 99.71 ±2.59 11.00 ±0.61 11.10 ± 0.58 2622.07 383 20 88 100.00 ±0.00 287.00 ±6.86 287.00 ± 6.86 2548.77 323 9 79 99.98 ±0.14 148.00 ±3.49 148.00 ± 3.48
p3b b 2407.35 4 20 1 72.81 ±15.76 192.00 ±42.20 264.00 ±7.16 2407.23 4 20 21 76.00 ±14.03 215.00 ±40.60 282.00 ±5.13 2407.32 3 20 2 73.11 ±16.82 195.00 ±45.40 266.00 ±6.79
w 2515.92 211 1 1 99.71 ±2.59 11.10 ±0.61 11.10 ± 0.53 2515.92 211 1 1 99.71 ±2.59 11.10 ±0.66 11.20 ± 0.58 2515.92 211 1 1 99.71 ±2.59 11.10 ±0.57 11.10 ± 0.53
p4b b 2407.35 4 20 1 72.81 ±15.76 191.00 ±41.80 262.00 ±6.34 2407.30 4 20 3 74.32 ±16.09 200.00 ±44.00 269.00 ±7.27 2407.34 4 20 2 76.34 ±16.01 206.00 ±42.40 270.00 ±6.36
w 2515.92 211 1 1 99.71 ±2.59 11.10 ±0.63 11.20 ± 0.54 2531.88 232 2 96 100.00 ±0.00 24.90 ±0.87 24.90 ± 0.87 2523.50 262 2 96 99.91 ±0.66 26.90 ±0.73 26.90 ± 0.71
p5b b 2407.35 4 20 1 72.81 ±15.76 195.00 ±42.80 268.00 ±6.86 2407.28 4 20 2 74.03 ±15.97 198.00 ±43.20 266.00 ±6.45 2407.35 4 20 1 72.81 ±15.76 192.00 ±42.20 264.00 ±6.93
w 2515.92 211 1 1 99.71 ±2.59 11.10 ±0.59 11.10 ± 0.50 2545.07 285 2 92 100.00 ±0.00 24.70 ±0.72 24.70 ± 0.72 2545.44 310 4 94 99.76 ±2.39 63.20 ±2.00 63.40 ± 1.39
p6b b 2407.35 4 20 1 72.81 ±15.76 193.00 ±42.30 265.00 ±6.67 2407.30 4 19 3 78.22 ±12.34 201.00 ±30.50 256.00 ±6.06 2407.35 4 20 1 72.81 ±15.76 193.00 ±41.10 265.00 ±5.69
w 2515.92 211 1 1 99.71 ±2.59 11.10 ±0.66 11.20 ± 0.58 2535.08 252 2 96 100.00 ±0.00 25.10 ±0.81 25.10 ± 0.81 2537.80 279 2 92 99.83 ±1.29 28.30 ±0.85 28.30 ± 0.74
p7b b 2407.35 4 20 1 72.81 ±15.76 193.00 ±41.40 265.00 ±7.19 *2407.03 4 20 10 74.05 ±15.56 201.00 ±41.90 271.00 ±5.44 2407.09 3 20 11 72.27 ±15.10 200.00 ±41.50 277.00 ±6.21
w 2515.92 211 1 1 99.71 ±2.59 11.10 ±0.67 11.10 ± 0.58 2515.92 211 1 1 99.71 ±2.59 11.10 ±0.60 11.10 ± 0.52 2515.92 211 1 1 99.71 ±2.59 11.20 ±0.60 11.20 ± 0.50
p8b b 2407.35 4 20 1 72.81 ±15.76 194.00 ±42.00 265.00 ±6.26 2407.35 4 20 1 72.81 ±15.76 195.00 ±42.00 267.00 ±5.51 2407.35 4 20 1 72.81 ±15.76 193.00 ±40.90 265.00 ±7.66
w 2515.92 211 1 1 99.71 ±2.59 11.10 ±0.60 11.10 ± 0.52 2544.20 274 2 98 99.91 ±0.90 24.70 ±0.82 24.70 ± 0.81 2551.93 277 15 96 100.00 ±0.00 249.00 ±7.60 249.00 ± 7.60
p9b b 2407.35 4 20 1 72.81 ±15.76 197.00 ±42.40 270.00 ±5.78 2407.34 3 19 2 74.28 ±16.23 188.00 ±41.00 253.00 ±5.87 2407.35 4 20 1 72.81 ±15.76 192.00 ±41.70 263.00 ±6.50
w 2515.92 211 1 1 99.71 ±2.59 11.10 ±0.58 11.10 ± 0.55 2543.15 281 2 92 100.00 ±0.00 25.00 ±0.77 25.00 ± 0.77 2543.07 260 6 97 100.00 ±0.00 96.60 ±2.06 96.60 ± 2.06
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.18: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra150_12 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, T = 0.15[s].
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 1004.13 2 6 1 670.68 ±389.43 70.60 ±41.00 1429.48 ±12.10 1003.73 3 3 9 1337.27 ±669.08 77.20 ±38.70 2605.77 ±30.11 1003.86 2 7 6 553.78 ±299.51 73.70 ±39.90 1130.23 ±10.81
w 1005.88 4 18 97 112.89 ±54.35 74.10 ±35.60 229.89 ± 4.04 1004.59 3 19 98 104.01 ±53.95 71.00 ±36.80 220.27 ± 4.01 1004.67 3 19 86 109.92 ±54.44 74.10 ±36.90 223.49 ± 3.66
p1b b 1003.81 5 17 74 153.67 ±50.61 97.30 ±32.10 238.30 ±3.56 1003.32 2 9 50 437.93 ±174.23 91.10 ±36.40 722.47 ±6.81 1003.79 3 11 6 351.53 ±174.22 75.00 ±37.30 703.64 ±6.37
w 1009.64 7 19 14 177.56 ±83.00 79.10 ±36.90 338.21 ± 7.86 1010.48 84 20 100 209.87 ±42.53 122.00 ±24.00 259.22 ± 5.48 1006.54 7 20 91 134.46 ±31.28 114.00 ±26.70 177.18 ± 2.87
p2b b 1003.00 5 19 73 133.10 ±46.15 95.30 ±33.00 210.75 ±3.17 1003.12 2 10 37 426.31 ±176.32 91.00 ±37.50 705.12 ±6.75 1003.71 3 2 4 2114.02 ±1014.73 78.70 ±37.70 4041.40 ±43.41
w 1010.23 8 19 14 199.90 ±89.43 89.30 ±40.10 337.15 ± 6.64 1016.83 86 20 90 245.29 ±37.86 133.00 ±20.40 278.36 ± 6.13 1007.58 128 18 100 144.64 ±30.97 116.00 ±24.80 187.65 ± 2.35
p3b b 1004.01 2 7 2 679.10 ±311.04 84.70 ±38.70 1206.50 ±11.22 1004.03 2 4 3 978.32 ±536.56 70.90 ±38.90 2076.41 ±16.34 1004.06 3 8 4 492.62 ±267.88 72.50 ±39.50 1022.31 ±8.66
w 1005.42 3 20 100 120.01 ±43.68 90.10 ±32.60 201.21 ± 2.85 1004.90 3 20 97 109.28 ±43.88 78.00 ±32.10 208.72 ± 3.41 1004.87 3 11 94 188.11 ±91.81 72.50 ±35.10 391.14 ± 4.13
p4b b 1004.13 2 3 1 1340.95 ±778.84 70.50 ±40.90 2859.26 ±29.35 1003.54 3 5 25 692.04 ±336.43 74.40 ±36.10 1398.37 ±14.08 1003.81 3 8 8 474.46 ±256.30 75.00 ±40.50 952.72 ±8.14
w 1009.81 6 20 98 119.99 ±46.02 93.20 ±35.80 194.25 ± 3.29 1004.42 2 1 99 2794.38 ±1606.20 68.70 ±39.80 6108.24 ± 67.65 1004.88 4 13 98 157.91 ±71.26 76.80 ±34.90 309.64 ± 3.44
p5b b 1004.01 6 17 79 145.31 ±46.76 99.30 ±31.90 220.64 ±3.08 1003.32 2 7 37 532.25 ±227.80 82.70 ±35.50 968.29 ±8.46 1003.84 3 5 6 795.26 ±338.02 76.60 ±32.50 1560.38 ±13.66
w 1009.60 7 20 20 178.63 ±77.55 92.50 ±40.30 291.62 ± 6.38 1011.02 152 20 99 204.83 ±43.83 122.00 ±25.70 252.59 ± 5.71 1007.47 90 18 99 133.39 ±32.98 113.00 ±28.00 178.18 ± 2.06
p6b b 1004.14 2 3 1 1327.96 ±763.33 69.80 ±40.10 2862.88 ±28.71 1003.51 2 7 30 496.91 ±223.05 80.10 ±35.80 934.27 ±7.18 1003.80 3 6 4 615.11 ±356.78 69.80 ±40.70 1326.39 ±13.28
w 1009.69 9 20 94 111.58 ±42.78 96.60 ±37.10 174.76 ± 2.62 1004.42 2 1 97 2794.38 ±1606.20 68.40 ±39.50 6136.27 ± 73.43 1005.52 5 20 95 111.25 ±35.47 96.60 ±30.70 173.81 ± 2.67
p7b b 1004.14 2 2 1 1991.62 ±1145.04 70.00 ±40.30 4277.98 ±47.51 1003.75 3 4 4 976.56 ±546.78 72.50 ±40.70 2019.14 ±18.48 1003.86 2 5 6 767.72 ±407.94 73.90 ±39.40 1560.23 ±14.58
w 1005.26 4 18 98 95.35 ±50.60 71.90 ±38.20 199.59 ± 2.91 1004.87 2 16 100 109.34 ±53.88 72.50 ±35.40 227.57 ± 3.41 1004.92 3 17 96 101.62 ±47.16 72.90 ±33.80 210.02 ± 3.05
p8b b *1002.38 4 20 72 113.77 ±45.45 90.50 ±36.30 189.38 ±3.30 1003.21 2 9 31 436.76 ±201.99 83.40 ±38.80 788.07 ±7.53 1003.79 3 9 3 437.74 ±227.02 73.10 ±38.00 901.12 ±8.62
w 1008.53 8 20 14 204.38 ±68.65 99.70 ±33.80 309.02 ± 7.85 1011.22 76 19 98 241.60 ±47.85 129.00 ±25.20 282.87 ± 6.34 1008.47 55 19 100 122.90 ±29.35 117.00 ±27.90 158.85 ± 2.43
p9b b 1004.14 2 1 1 3981.40 ±2291.61 70.00 ±39.90 8544.42 ±118.97 1003.33 3 11 37 319.45 ±129.45 83.50 ±33.70 575.45 ±6.56 1003.88 3 7 4 581.52 ±295.48 77.50 ±39.40 1127.55 ±10.65
w 1009.87 8 20 16 168.98 ±82.57 87.60 ±42.80 290.74 ± 5.78 1015.31 154 20 98 188.30 ±42.58 119.00 ±26.80 239.17 ± 5.12 1010.92 114 19 99 115.59 ±24.76 121.00 ±25.90 143.86 ± 1.79
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.19: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra150_16 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, T = 0.15[s].
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 1007.24 4 1 1 3920.41 ±2019.98 76.00 ±39.00 7750.36 ±80.48 1006.87 4 5 6 782.27 ±372.91 80.60 ±38.30 1459.49 ±13.69 1006.87 3 4 6 987.61 ±457.06 81.90 ±37.90 1813.23 ±17.92
w 1009.43 4 20 97 100.91 ±45.91 85.40 ±38.80 178.23 ± 4.47 1007.99 3 18 98 110.57 ±44.93 82.40 ±33.70 201.85 ± 4.28 1008.04 4 18 78 118.30 ±49.13 83.30 ±34.60 213.14 ± 4.69
p1b b 1005.60 6 18 77 111.29 ±40.57 89.60 ±32.40 186.46 ±3.95 1006.54 3 6 30 670.73 ±219.93 94.90 ±31.30 1062.70 ±10.16 1006.69 4 4 24 876.11 ±325.26 91.50 ±34.20 1438.81 ±12.53
w 1012.55 8 20 14 135.64 ±75.51 74.10 ±41.20 274.74 ± 9.53 1102.43 388 20 97 212.50 ±25.39 143.00 ±15.50 224.09 ± 7.54 1062.14 201 20 99 142.22 ±12.78 145.00 ±12.00 148.15 ± 3.26
p2b b *1004.86 5 19 77 99.07 ±32.84 86.70 ±28.70 171.67 ±4.17 1006.40 3 5 37 755.69 ±270.61 89.00 ±32.00 1277.33 ±12.19 1006.35 5 3 67 847.08 ±256.34 99.10 ±30.00 1288.50 ±9.66
w 1012.23 6 20 6 129.65 ±79.18 65.00 ±39.70 302.71 ± 11.77 1125.09 294 20 93 225.11 ±21.32 146.00 ±13.20 233.24 ± 7.53 1108.92 256 20 98 145.06 ±5.22 150.00 ±3.32 145.77 ± 3.78
p3b b 1007.24 4 2 1 2001.57 ±1011.74 76.90 ±38.90 3912.91 ±39.79 1007.11 4 6 7 712.92 ±299.46 88.70 ±37.40 1209.02 ±11.62 1007.11 4 6 2 676.31 ±304.82 80.00 ±36.20 1272.72 ±10.62
w 1008.96 4 20 100 108.97 ±35.31 94.00 ±30.60 174.95 ± 4.71 1008.54 4 19 95 128.77 ±31.61 99.80 ±24.60 193.38 ± 4.84 1008.49 3 20 88 114.47 ±35.28 95.00 ±29.60 181.71 ± 4.66
p4b b 1007.24 4 1 1 3920.41 ±2019.98 75.70 ±39.00 7787.11 ±103.25 1006.74 3 6 17 673.49 ±241.35 91.60 ±32.70 1107.44 ±11.16 1006.82 3 4 10 980.12 ±421.02 86.30 ±37.20 1709.86 ±17.64
w 1011.68 8 18 64 120.59 ±57.17 81.50 ±38.60 222.18 ± 5.29 1012.44 114 19 98 176.75 ±32.57 127.00 ±23.00 210.04 ± 5.48 1008.37 4 20 99 128.58 ±25.41 116.00 ±22.70 167.62 ± 3.82
p5b b 1005.82 6 18 73 114.83 ±36.09 95.50 ±30.00 181.20 ±3.82 1006.56 3 5 21 799.83 ±284.53 91.40 ±32.50 1315.89 ±11.75 1006.61 4 5 29 700.83 ±245.66 99.40 ±34.90 1059.86 ±8.50
w 1012.82 6 18 13 148.04 ±84.29 71.90 ±40.60 309.94 ± 10.95 1085.88 332 20 96 208.82 ±20.76 144.00 ±12.60 219.04 ± 6.94 1066.84 202 20 98 137.03 ±8.42 148.00 ±7.62 140.01 ± 3.34
p6b b 1007.24 4 1 1 3920.41 ±2019.98 75.70 ±38.90 7759.55 ±103.02 1006.70 3 5 30 774.09 ±276.39 96.20 ±34.40 1210.08 ±12.11 1006.78 3 6 8 635.77 ±268.48 84.20 ±35.50 1136.54 ±10.89
w 1011.71 7 19 33 135.08 ±62.39 84.80 ±39.40 240.66 ± 6.76 1020.63 92 20 98 171.51 ±28.24 132.00 ±21.60 194.96 ± 5.32 1017.02 147 19 98 142.73 ±20.73 134.00 ±19.60 160.84 ± 3.32
p7b b 1007.23 4 1 1 3986.68 ±2038.43 77.20 ±39.60 7758.00 ±85.80 1006.89 2 4 3 1058.76 ±469.19 85.00 ±37.80 1873.53 ±14.85 1006.91 3 6 6 710.99 ±287.37 90.20 ±36.40 1185.49 ±13.59
w 1008.72 3 20 99 91.14 ±34.82 87.90 ±33.50 156.40 ± 3.45 1008.34 4 19 98 95.93 ±39.51 86.80 ±35.60 166.55 ± 3.75 1008.37 4 15 100 116.94 ±45.16 84.40 ±32.50 209.00 ± 3.30
p8b b 1004.90 5 20 67 100.69 ±34.25 92.90 ±32.00 163.45 ±3.57 1006.42 4 6 25 687.27 ±225.05 94.30 ±31.10 1095.98 ±9.30 1006.51 3 3 65 791.35 ±268.73 94.00 ±32.00 1266.97 ±11.99
w 1012.00 6 20 9 153.06 ±76.73 79.80 ±40.00 287.92 ± 10.89 1122.50 280 20 92 226.78 ±15.53 148.00 ±8.53 231.11 ± 7.31 1114.40 279 20 96 132.91 ±4.98 150.00 ±3.96 133.87 ± 3.20
p9b b 1005.98 7 20 75 93.41 ±25.04 100.00 ±27.00 140.96 ±2.82 1006.61 3 5 30 779.15 ±247.94 96.30 ±30.40 1217.33 ±13.06 1006.81 4 6 4 681.19 ±282.04 85.50 ±35.60 1200.18 ±12.34
w 1012.79 9 20 20 137.58 ±60.65 87.00 ±38.00 238.52 ± 8.13 1092.27 306 20 78 208.55 ±20.84 144.00 ±13.30 219.05 ± 7.51 1088.31 232 20 95 123.41 ±8.07 149.00 ±9.15 125.25 ± 2.77
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.20: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra200_12 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, T = 0.2[s].
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 1203.89 2 1 1 3407.01 ±1948.06 88.40 ±50.50 7727.27 ±82.42 1203.41 3 7 9 480.49 ±265.99 94.00 ±52.10 1024.70 ±8.87 1203.56 3 4 6 922.82 ±487.77 101.00 ±53.40 1837.13 ±12.99
w 1205.24 4 18 87 107.13 ±63.26 86.60 ±51.30 248.06 ± 4.52 1204.13 3 20 98 96.63 ±49.03 89.90 ±45.30 215.37 ± 4.78 1204.23 3 20 81 98.64 ±49.36 88.70 ±44.50 223.67 ± 4.95
p1b b 1202.49 3 20 91 85.62 ±38.17 92.10 ±41.20 185.91 ±3.66 1203.04 2 8 59 398.88 ±170.98 103.00 ±44.10 775.20 ±8.06 1203.61 3 11 5 295.23 ±151.07 91.50 ±46.80 647.13 ±8.27
w 1207.96 9 19 15 132.20 ±84.89 85.20 ±54.90 313.50 ± 8.98 1204.23 44 20 98 170.19 ±49.35 132.00 ±38.20 259.26 ± 6.31 1205.79 8 20 91 152.92 ±26.04 164.00 ±28.10 187.51 ± 3.56
p2b b *1202.27 3 20 91 78.35 ±41.07 86.60 ±45.90 182.04 ±3.40 1202.93 2 8 34 408.10 ±211.58 97.30 ±50.40 841.60 ±7.81 1203.57 2 8 6 416.61 ±226.99 92.70 ±50.40 900.81 ±7.80
w 1207.98 6 20 7 122.53 ±96.30 77.50 ±60.90 318.20 ± 9.55 1205.60 31 20 90 203.98 ±45.81 150.00 ±33.90 273.25 ± 6.48 1206.71 50 20 96 156.38 ±21.36 173.00 ±23.90 181.11 ± 3.30
p3b b 1203.71 3 11 13 329.85 ±162.96 106.00 ±52.00 625.65 ±9.68 1203.74 4 13 7 243.33 ±140.20 90.50 ±52.20 539.50 ±8.59 1203.74 3 8 4 375.31 ±237.64 80.30 ±51.00 937.49 ±6.94
w 1204.88 3 20 99 115.47 ±48.60 110.00 ±46.20 210.85 ± 4.41 1204.34 2 12 93 200.55 ±85.89 104.00 ±45.30 384.53 ± 5.12 1204.47 2 19 84 110.13 ±49.96 95.50 ±43.00 232.52 ± 4.66
p4b b 1203.90 2 2 1 1697.22 ±973.83 87.50 ±50.00 3884.23 ±32.41 1203.27 2 6 57 505.11 ±250.22 100.00 ±49.80 1007.53 ±7.30 1203.60 3 12 7 297.49 ±157.65 103.00 ±54.50 579.69 ±10.43
w 1207.15 6 20 44 111.54 ±62.30 87.50 ±48.70 256.08 ± 5.17 1204.02 2 1 84 2871.53 ±1516.61 92.70 ±49.10 6207.06 ± 64.96 1204.35 2 17 79 154.88 ±58.67 119.00 ±45.60 261.66 ± 4.49
p5b b 1202.51 4 18 97 93.10 ±50.43 95.60 ±51.80 195.12 ±3.05 1203.03 2 7 50 461.47 ±214.01 103.00 ±47.80 899.72 ±6.93 1203.64 3 7 5 468.78 ±271.20 90.10 ±52.10 1042.69 ±8.10
w 1208.22 5 20 13 114.27 ±83.17 75.80 ±55.20 301.77 ± 6.94 1204.16 2 19 89 170.59 ±52.68 125.00 ±38.60 273.38 ± 6.72 1206.18 23 20 95 143.10 ±23.47 165.00 ±26.70 174.08 ± 2.99
p6b b 1203.89 2 1 1 3407.01 ±1948.06 88.20 ±50.40 7734.33 ±75.77 1203.18 2 5 47 552.41 ±296.54 90.10 ±48.40 1230.89 ±8.13 1203.58 3 8 9 443.45 ±223.15 103.00 ±52.20 861.06 ±7.03
w 1207.32 7 20 27 113.18 ±72.88 84.10 ±54.50 270.41 ± 6.74 1204.02 2 1 82 2871.53 ±1516.61 92.50 ±49.00 6221.81 ± 57.56 1204.67 3 20 94 122.50 ±35.63 131.00 ±38.20 187.34 ± 3.41
p7b b 1203.90 2 1 1 3344.81 ±1907.99 86.70 ±49.60 7727.00 ±70.85 1203.46 2 4 7 744.13 ±480.98 82.50 ±53.50 1806.65 ±13.00 1203.64 3 13 4 260.29 ±137.97 96.30 ±51.40 543.83 ±9.62
w 1204.84 3 20 3 156.90 ±90.82 95.00 ±55.20 331.96 ± 8.34 1204.40 2 15 99 115.36 ±62.11 88.70 ±47.90 261.01 ± 3.52 1204.37 4 18 87 103.48 ±55.44 93.70 ±50.50 221.43 ± 4.32
p8b b 1202.41 4 17 90 98.36 ±57.77 91.70 ±54.00 215.36 ±3.39 1202.95 2 12 49 278.45 ±109.43 107.00 ±42.30 522.78 ±7.79 1203.54 3 6 5 533.92 ±314.83 88.30 ±52.10 1212.98 ±9.99
w 1207.20 6 20 7 129.05 ±92.40 81.60 ±58.40 317.73 ± 9.74 1204.88 35 20 79 203.67 ±50.04 149.00 ±36.30 273.60 ± 7.14 1209.22 63 20 98 140.80 ±18.45 175.00 ±23.00 161.96 ± 2.72
p9b b 1202.61 4 18 95 85.69 ±43.40 98.40 ±50.00 174.78 ±2.94 1203.05 2 8 42 419.02 ±179.29 109.00 ±46.50 770.89 ±6.60 1203.64 3 5 3 734.85 ±397.80 98.90 ±53.70 1488.59 ±11.80
w 1208.33 6 19 14 118.74 ±76.26 78.40 ±50.50 303.73 ± 6.89 1204.35 42 19 100 167.21 ±47.27 131.00 ±37.70 254.85 ± 5.94 1207.76 55 20 98 133.86 ±18.78 178.00 ±24.90 151.31 ± 2.68
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.21: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra200_16 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, T = 0.2[s].
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 1206.76 3 1 1 3576.58 ±1823.31 101.00 ±51.30 7121.33 ±67.92 1206.31 3 3 28 1123.29 ±502.07 111.00 ±49.40 2034.37 ±15.37 1206.42 3 3 4 1236.09 ±574.98 108.00 ±50.30 2293.92 ±17.32
w 1208.86 4 20 88 107.70 ±46.17 111.00 ±48.00 193.71 ± 5.31 1207.30 3 20 98 114.71 ±40.65 120.00 ±42.70 191.29 ± 5.37 1207.35 3 19 85 117.35 ±46.49 114.00 ±45.30 205.82 ± 5.84
p1b b 1206.76 3 1 1 3576.58 ±1823.31 101.00 ±51.40 7108.59 ±67.11 1205.91 3 6 34 655.58 ±181.68 131.00 ±36.30 1006.07 ±9.48 1206.35 4 7 11 494.86 ±197.23 111.00 ±44.60 891.92 ±9.28
w 1215.12 166 20 81 141.32 ±24.72 164.00 ±28.10 173.44 ± 4.71 1221.97 282 18 88 218.08 ±34.17 173.00 ±26.70 253.56 ± 6.58 1221.87 200 19 100 145.93 ±25.70 174.00 ±30.70 168.31 ± 3.47
p2b b 1206.21 10 16 98 150.20 ±38.42 147.00 ±37.20 205.94 ±4.78 1205.72 3 7 38 569.99 ±170.95 132.00 ±39.40 865.47 ±9.67 1206.27 3 4 5 945.24 ±396.46 112.00 ±47.10 1690.97 ±12.03
w 1218.36 372 19 54 165.52 ±32.14 160.00 ±31.50 207.79 ± 5.24 1284.06 348 19 100 230.13 ±38.23 177.00 ±28.20 261.05 ± 12.27 1224.83 220 19 100 148.15 ±21.62 178.00 ±25.30 166.82 ± 5.21
p3b b 1206.73 3 2 15 1845.05 ±892.14 114.00 ±55.20 3255.70 ±27.04 1206.70 3 2 2 1837.22 ±863.87 104.00 ±49.10 3541.54 ±30.95 1206.70 3 3 6 1255.25 ±581.24 110.00 ±51.10 2279.88 ±19.76
w 1208.18 4 20 100 125.67 ±38.73 136.00 ±41.30 185.33 ± 5.30 1207.72 4 19 95 132.96 ±40.35 130.00 ±39.80 204.77 ± 5.60 1207.64 4 18 94 124.85 ±44.63 121.00 ±43.30 208.20 ± 5.29
p4b b 1206.76 3 1 1 3576.58 ±1823.31 101.00 ±51.30 7118.83 ±63.87 1206.08 4 7 22 577.39 ±187.35 134.00 ±43.60 865.77 ±10.57 1206.35 4 4 8 987.63 ±398.37 120.00 ±48.40 1647.17 ±13.41
w 1213.12 8 20 87 121.89 ±39.93 132.00 ±42.70 185.23 ± 5.00 1208.66 116 20 94 171.08 ±25.55 165.00 ±24.30 207.63 ± 6.25 1207.40 5 18 80 142.32 ±38.77 133.00 ±36.30 214.44 ± 5.62
p5b b 1206.76 3 1 1 3576.58 ±1823.31 100.00 ±51.30 7128.78 ±68.99 1205.93 2 6 38 677.87 ±183.28 138.00 ±37.60 986.34 ±11.25 1206.41 4 3 10 1174.11 ±494.04 110.00 ±46.50 2133.63 ±16.94
w 1219.38 323 19 95 140.39 ±20.68 171.00 ±24.30 164.95 ± 3.26 1223.34 320 20 87 195.64 ±31.16 172.00 ±26.20 228.35 ± 6.35 1219.31 161 19 93 138.86 ±22.01 168.00 ±25.70 166.48 ± 4.23
p6b b 1206.76 3 1 1 3576.58 ±1823.31 101.00 ±51.30 7126.70 ±62.55 1206.10 2 5 20 760.94 ±275.02 124.00 ±45.00 1227.21 ±9.48 1206.30 4 8 7 453.37 ±197.07 113.00 ±49.40 801.61 ±9.65
w 1214.33 135 20 98 123.73 ±28.69 153.00 ±34.80 163.46 ± 4.19 1208.73 41 19 92 180.47 ±31.20 164.00 ±28.00 220.92 ± 6.23 1209.46 137 20 98 127.52 ±26.22 156.00 ±32.20 164.50 ± 3.99
p7b b 1206.76 3 1 1 3576.58 ±1823.31 101.00 ±51.40 7124.81 ±81.77 1206.39 4 4 7 865.19 ±438.80 104.00 ±52.80 1664.59 ±13.91 1206.38 3 4 7 907.22 ±408.67 110.00 ±49.40 1649.93 ±14.20
w 1208.24 4 14 4 229.09 ±103.74 107.00 ±49.00 427.71 ± 10.93 1207.58 3 20 82 108.71 ±41.60 118.00 ±45.20 184.65 ± 4.86 1207.64 4 19 99 102.26 ±39.88 117.00 ±45.60 175.26 ± 4.16
p8b b *1205.02 9 19 100 118.95 ±29.68 147.00 ±36.70 162.35 ±3.82 1205.74 3 6 29 662.37 ±205.87 129.00 ±39.90 1029.02 ±9.54 1206.29 4 4 5 981.50 ±384.92 117.00 ±46.10 1678.95 ±14.09
w 1213.26 291 19 78 129.93 ±34.86 146.00 ±38.50 178.61 ± 4.89 1264.66 279 19 74 226.75 ±36.09 180.00 ±27.70 253.17 ± 7.94 1232.04 192 20 100 127.91 ±20.40 179.00 ±28.00 143.85 ± 3.12
p9b b 1206.76 3 1 1 3576.58 ±1823.31 101.00 ±51.30 7116.39 ±68.00 1205.98 2 5 49 670.05 ±237.46 120.00 ±42.50 1121.48 ±10.73 1206.45 3 4 9 859.70 ±346.82 110.00 ±44.50 1569.14 ±13.09
w 1220.01 351 20 87 123.39 ±19.39 168.00 ±25.60 147.81 ± 3.63 1228.24 350 19 83 207.61 ±29.54 176.00 ±24.40 236.19 ± 8.25 1221.02 200 20 91 124.34 ±18.22 174.00 ±25.50 143.88 ± 3.57
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.22: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra250_12 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, T = 0.25[s].
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 1403.39 2 1 1 2816.60 ±1747.68 100.00 ±62.40 7034.01 ±58.37 1402.98 2 5 7 590.00 ±338.44 110.00 ±63.10 1345.42 ±8.41 1403.18 2 4 9 747.94 ±483.55 113.00 ±73.00 1656.42 ±11.11
w 1404.55 3 17 94 112.50 ±70.44 109.00 ±68.00 259.03 ± 5.84 1403.53 1 18 99 100.73 ±61.67 104.00 ±63.80 243.79 ± 5.02 1403.69 2 7 95 220.31 ±148.45 81.20 ±55.10 678.84 ± 5.05
p1b b 1403.39 2 1 1 2816.60 ±1747.68 101.00 ±62.50 7029.99 ±58.06 1402.65 2 8 52 314.37 ±174.13 106.00 ±58.30 745.90 ±6.99 1403.18 2 6 4 518.13 ±305.13 115.00 ±67.70 1128.13 ±7.43
w 1407.24 7 19 16 93.02 ±78.36 80.70 ±68.10 291.46 ± 7.17 1403.49 1 19 98 156.94 ±47.46 149.00 ±45.20 264.94 ± 6.01 1404.76 4 20 92 134.01 ±31.05 180.00 ±41.50 186.74 ± 3.34
p2b b 1403.39 2 3 1 968.88 ±597.05 103.00 ±63.70 2346.36 ±13.58 *1402.59 1 11 50 223.72 ±119.45 104.00 ±55.50 536.33 ±8.53 1403.20 2 11 4 237.77 ±145.03 101.00 ±61.40 591.52 ±9.18
w 1407.22 6 20 9 95.45 ±94.23 82.40 ±81.40 289.25 ± 7.31 1404.72 2 20 99 172.46 ±42.17 169.00 ±41.50 257.18 ± 6.58 1404.50 3 20 86 133.87 ±29.38 179.00 ±38.80 188.02 ± 3.90
p3b b 1403.28 2 3 11 879.44 ±583.07 99.30 ±65.90 2219.80 ±14.98 1403.25 2 5 10 569.93 ±347.79 107.00 ±65.40 1331.76 ±8.67 1403.27 2 3 2 929.34 ±590.88 99.80 ±63.60 2329.06 ±12.87
w 1404.08 2 20 95 121.03 ±51.91 140.00 ±60.20 217.22 ± 5.74 1403.78 3 16 98 111.87 ±49.46 101.00 ±45.20 276.52 ± 5.27 1403.81 2 18 89 106.41 ±57.56 110.00 ±59.80 242.65 ± 5.18
p4b b 1403.39 2 1 1 2816.60 ±1747.68 100.00 ±62.40 7024.17 ±61.43 1402.81 2 6 48 440.22 ±224.58 111.00 ±57.10 989.00 ±7.16 1403.20 2 5 4 642.66 ±406.32 118.00 ±75.10 1358.92 ±8.88
w 1406.94 5 20 71 91.23 ±63.85 102.00 ±72.00 225.09 ± 5.00 1403.48 2 20 1 128.02 ±70.61 102.00 ±57.00 314.01 ± 9.32 1403.87 2 18 99 112.79 ±51.12 123.00 ±55.30 230.01 ± 4.13
p5b b 1403.39 2 1 1 2816.60 ±1747.68 101.00 ±62.50 7022.39 ±55.41 1402.61 1 9 50 297.48 ±156.63 115.00 ±59.90 650.64 ±8.14 1403.23 2 4 7 678.46 ±423.22 103.00 ±64.50 1650.38 ±11.04
w 1407.33 6 20 16 94.28 ±73.06 86.20 ±66.90 273.83 ± 6.97 1403.50 2 17 2 136.37 ±86.76 92.40 ±58.70 369.20 ± 9.68 1404.63 3 20 89 128.84 ±31.34 175.00 ±43.20 184.36 ± 2.91
p6b b 1403.40 2 1 1 2753.86 ±1707.74 97.80 ±60.80 7038.21 ±59.17 1402.79 2 9 81 277.41 ±136.76 118.00 ±58.40 589.63 ±6.14 1403.15 2 4 6 681.41 ±439.34 103.00 ±66.40 1658.76 ±12.22
w 1406.95 5 20 45 96.67 ±74.08 103.00 ±79.10 236.15 ± 5.01 1403.48 2 17 1 148.67 ±83.55 101.00 ±55.80 373.02 ± 9.15 1404.23 2 17 96 121.08 ±42.42 134.00 ±46.60 226.11 ± 3.92
p7b b 1403.39 2 1 1 2816.60 ±1747.68 100.00 ±62.20 7030.37 ±62.06 1403.03 2 6 7 484.29 ±287.80 110.00 ±65.10 1106.12 ±8.53 1403.15 2 8 10 336.81 ±217.95 105.00 ±68.40 801.72 ±8.88
w 1404.23 2 17 4 149.68 ±102.08 104.00 ±70.30 361.27 ± 9.57 1403.73 2 20 77 81.61 ±50.56 94.40 ±58.70 216.81 ± 5.36 1403.80 2 20 81 82.09 ±45.20 99.00 ±54.70 207.58 ± 4.48
p8b b 1403.40 2 1 1 2753.86 ±1707.74 98.30 ±61.00 7014.74 ±59.22 *1402.59 2 10 54 268.76 ±141.10 115.00 ±60.70 586.42 ±7.94 1403.20 2 8 3 339.51 ±218.27 101.00 ±64.90 842.55 ±8.13
w 1406.84 5 20 9 87.02 ±77.92 75.30 ±67.10 288.25 ± 7.12 1403.93 2 20 90 175.27 ±47.55 168.00 ±45.50 260.20 ± 6.10 1404.57 3 20 92 125.32 ±26.12 187.00 ±39.20 167.93 ± 3.10
p9b b 1403.39 2 1 2 2816.60 ±1747.68 101.00 ±62.60 6996.62 ±54.96 1402.70 2 6 40 470.30 ±255.51 118.00 ±64.10 997.88 ±7.48 1403.23 2 8 4 374.48 ±224.69 113.00 ±67.70 831.01 ±7.93
w 1407.31 4 19 15 88.84 ±81.39 79.00 ±72.40 283.70 ± 7.74 1403.51 3 20 99 144.07 ±46.20 151.00 ±48.50 238.60 ± 5.27 1404.91 3 20 90 120.11 ±25.21 185.00 ±39.00 163.33 ± 3.38
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.23: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra250_16 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, T = 0.25[s].
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 1405.23 3 2 1 1610.58 ±959.84 123.00 ±73.30 3273.22 ±22.74 1404.82 2 5 8 649.28 ±316.53 132.00 ±64.30 1231.97 ±11.08 1404.90 3 4 9 735.82 ±379.88 120.00 ±62.40 1529.59 ±12.39
w 1406.61 3 18 99 118.08 ±52.53 140.00 ±62.50 211.82 ± 4.83 1405.55 3 18 90 111.90 ±48.40 126.00 ±54.40 222.04 ± 5.98 1405.60 2 20 92 96.88 ±44.37 124.00 ±57.40 196.24 ± 5.63
p1b b 1404.04 4 19 99 88.87 ±35.69 130.00 ±52.60 171.33 ±3.56 1404.49 3 7 50 424.78 ±157.38 137.00 ±51.00 778.50 ±9.06 1404.77 3 4 77 573.25 ±242.08 141.00 ±59.90 1016.81 ±7.42
w 1409.68 8 20 18 137.83 ±52.31 142.00 ±54.10 244.32 ± 7.64 1408.81 149 17 91 186.29 ±42.57 177.00 ±40.00 263.29 ± 8.93 1407.78 177 20 89 128.29 ±23.66 188.00 ±35.70 170.94 ± 4.16
p2b b *1403.61 4 19 98 90.50 ±37.63 136.00 ±57.40 167.00 ±3.07 1404.43 3 8 31 391.00 ±165.92 139.00 ±58.70 706.57 ±9.50 1404.54 3 4 75 572.60 ±213.04 145.00 ±53.90 992.86 ±6.56
w 1409.76 7 20 9 135.90 ±63.29 133.00 ±62.20 257.10 ± 7.94 1422.47 189 19 88 189.85 ±42.08 197.00 ±43.90 241.71 ± 6.96 1408.64 183 20 89 129.19 ±25.81 191.00 ±38.80 169.50 ± 3.71
p3b b 1405.10 3 2 14 1456.23 ±751.14 119.00 ±61.50 3062.49 ±19.77 1405.08 2 4 9 749.64 ±362.80 121.00 ±58.80 1548.00 ±12.83 1405.12 2 3 4 1038.57 ±604.72 122.00 ±71.00 2132.29 ±16.08
w 1406.23 4 20 92 116.30 ±41.75 149.00 ±52.70 196.83 ± 5.79 1405.77 2 16 88 138.25 ±51.94 137.00 ±51.80 252.88 ± 5.59 1405.76 2 20 97 100.01 ±38.75 134.00 ±51.10 188.30 ± 5.38
p4b b 1405.23 3 1 1 3196.51 ±1940.32 123.00 ±74.20 6536.25 ±48.62 1404.64 3 6 64 477.03 ±190.72 139.00 ±55.80 861.02 ±9.11 1404.78 2 5 30 579.75 ±241.93 135.00 ±56.00 1077.28 ±10.64
w 1408.71 5 20 46 127.04 ±47.92 143.00 ±53.60 222.26 ± 7.50 1405.49 3 20 1 134.31 ±69.38 121.00 ±62.00 279.08 ± 9.36 1405.52 3 16 100 137.07 ±45.59 149.00 ±49.90 231.29 ± 6.31
p5b b 1404.05 4 20 98 95.77 ±34.78 150.00 ±55.40 159.89 ±2.70 1404.50 2 9 61 337.87 ±107.37 149.00 ±46.90 565.76 ±11.04 1404.77 2 4 73 569.31 ±223.79 142.00 ±55.90 1001.82 ±9.58
w 1409.90 7 20 17 138.49 ±63.96 140.00 ±64.90 248.48 ± 7.95 1408.30 151 19 87 169.46 ±40.24 182.00 ±43.30 233.57 ± 7.77 1407.83 176 20 99 117.53 ±26.25 184.00 ±40.60 160.60 ± 3.77
p6b b 1405.23 3 2 1 1610.58 ±959.84 123.00 ±73.50 3278.74 ±22.00 1404.62 3 6 32 473.24 ±201.49 129.00 ±55.10 921.76 ±9.36 1404.82 3 3 6 955.46 ±542.74 116.00 ±66.10 2057.75 ±14.39
w 1408.90 5 20 24 138.97 ±55.95 148.00 ±60.30 235.24 ± 6.87 1405.50 3 20 1 133.01 ±67.75 119.00 ±60.10 280.44 ± 9.06 1405.90 21 19 98 124.46 ±34.51 171.00 ±46.70 182.55 ± 4.53
p7b b 1405.23 3 3 1 1091.42 ±628.35 125.00 ±72.30 2178.96 ±13.21 1404.85 2 3 7 936.14 ±508.69 113.00 ±61.50 2074.88 ±14.88 1404.89 2 6 8 488.83 ±251.47 122.00 ±63.20 1002.93 ±11.42
w 1406.27 5 20 4 147.24 ±67.43 131.00 ±59.70 281.31 ± 9.15 1405.75 3 19 95 96.69 ±45.24 128.00 ±59.80 189.92 ± 4.79 1405.74 2 15 97 120.88 ±50.71 128.00 ±54.00 237.35 ± 6.21
p8b b 1403.69 5 20 90 77.62 ±36.00 119.00 ±54.80 163.77 ±4.18 1404.42 3 7 25 469.82 ±173.60 142.00 ±52.60 827.40 ±9.98 1404.68 3 4 77 558.80 ±217.04 148.00 ±57.40 947.63 ±7.04
w 1409.22 6 18 9 162.74 ±70.22 142.00 ±61.90 286.16 ± 9.13 1414.70 228 18 96 196.41 ±39.58 196.00 ±39.70 251.24 ± 6.78 1407.65 145 20 77 129.07 ±26.90 192.00 ±40.30 168.41 ± 4.30
p9b b 1404.24 4 18 85 97.28 ±36.50 142.00 ±53.10 171.91 ±3.73 1404.53 3 5 46 562.49 ±241.14 130.00 ±56.00 1086.22 ±8.79 1404.87 2 4 78 517.64 ±202.63 146.00 ±57.40 887.37 ±6.43
w 1409.96 7 19 17 135.27 ±59.48 134.00 ±59.00 252.25 ± 6.87 1407.86 172 20 93 157.16 ±33.53 185.00 ±38.20 211.88 ± 6.31 1407.41 127 19 91 120.30 ±21.61 192.00 ±34.30 157.27 ± 3.16
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.24: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra300_12 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, T = 0.3[s].
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 1603.05 2 2 1 1308.66 ±925.11 122.00 ±85.90 3230.74 ±18.45 1602.81 2 6 14 404.69 ±244.31 121.00 ±72.90 1005.45 ±7.26 1602.96 2 3 37 817.29 ±455.26 131.00 ±72.90 1879.06 ±11.80
w 1604.22 2 16 91 106.85 ±66.00 116.00 ±71.30 277.47 ± 4.78 1603.23 2 18 82 100.46 ±57.95 119.00 ±68.80 252.83 ± 4.80 1603.36 2 15 88 122.21 ±75.29 124.00 ±76.60 297.12 ± 4.94
p1b b 1603.04 4 17 94 92.07 ±50.76 123.00 ±67.90 226.20 ±4.04 1602.46 1 11 60 198.74 ±116.12 122.00 ±71.20 488.30 ±7.96 1602.95 2 9 5 316.35 ±165.74 142.00 ±74.60 669.07 ±9.02
w 1606.87 5 19 14 102.22 ±78.14 110.00 ±83.80 279.53 ± 6.51 1603.19 2 17 2 138.55 ±88.95 121.00 ±78.30 343.37 ± 6.91 1604.00 3 19 78 127.25 ±42.01 184.00 ±60.20 208.18 ± 3.98
p2b b 1602.93 4 14 92 111.95 ±72.24 123.00 ±79.70 274.22 ±4.05 1602.41 2 13 52 194.77 ±104.16 140.00 ±74.30 416.93 ±7.71 1602.95 2 8 5 335.49 ±183.26 132.00 ±72.10 761.88 ±6.90
w 1606.79 5 20 10 86.65 ±71.66 96.40 ±79.60 269.95 ± 6.65 1603.16 2 18 1 133.73 ±88.56 123.00 ±81.90 325.34 ± 8.15 1603.99 3 20 82 118.77 ±36.68 190.00 ±58.90 188.70 ± 3.89
p3b b 1603.01 2 5 14 559.93 ±318.99 139.00 ±79.10 1212.48 ±8.53 1603.03 2 6 10 452.27 ±303.24 133.00 ±89.10 1023.81 ±6.98 1603.02 2 6 10 469.09 ±273.71 138.00 ±80.40 1021.81 ±8.21
w 1603.77 2 18 98 122.51 ±53.69 155.00 ±67.50 239.33 ± 5.05 1603.42 2 20 80 91.15 ±48.96 119.00 ±64.90 228.78 ± 4.98 1603.49 1 18 79 98.78 ±60.74 120.00 ±74.50 249.06 ± 5.24
p4b b 1603.06 2 1 1 2507.71 ±1802.73 117.00 ±83.90 6455.78 ±46.23 1602.59 1 8 32 326.97 ±194.78 139.00 ±82.20 709.12 ±6.48 1602.91 2 12 7 210.03 ±124.43 131.00 ±77.30 482.71 ±8.53
w 1606.24 4 20 86 103.12 ±60.84 144.00 ±84.90 214.97 ± 4.35 1603.19 2 17 2 138.55 ±88.95 122.00 ±78.60 344.83 ± 7.70 1603.46 2 18 79 112.48 ±54.97 139.00 ±68.00 242.67 ± 5.06
p5b b 1603.06 2 1 1 2507.71 ±1802.73 117.00 ±83.90 6452.05 ±44.47 1602.46 1 7 64 329.37 ±201.25 125.00 ±76.60 789.48 ±6.51 1602.96 2 4 5 652.38 ±367.87 126.00 ±71.40 1552.50 ±10.40
w 1606.86 5 20 14 93.22 ±70.84 105.00 ±79.90 265.67 ± 6.45 1603.18 2 13 2 162.73 ±105.06 107.00 ±69.40 457.06 ± 10.09 1604.07 2 19 83 112.17 ±39.02 172.00 ±59.50 196.94 ± 3.27
p6b b 1603.05 2 3 1 874.72 ±614.32 122.00 ±85.90 2151.47 ±12.60 1602.53 1 7 75 322.64 ±186.05 129.00 ±74.50 750.89 ±6.54 1602.92 3 9 4 298.86 ±179.90 134.00 ±80.80 671.45 ±9.46
w 1606.52 5 20 44 101.71 ±62.63 133.00 ±82.10 230.81 ± 4.17 1603.19 2 19 2 129.93 ±82.19 128.00 ±81.80 306.23 ± 7.50 1603.68 2 15 94 116.26 ±52.99 133.00 ±60.50 262.55 ± 4.08
p7b b 1603.06 2 1 1 2507.71 ±1802.73 117.00 ±83.90 6456.85 ±40.12 1602.83 2 4 5 640.29 ±429.19 123.00 ±82.40 1563.36 ±9.97 1602.91 2 4 7 645.29 ±437.38 126.00 ±85.50 1535.49 ±10.40
w 1603.97 2 16 3 143.80 ±100.19 119.00 ±83.00 362.47 ± 7.63 1603.46 2 15 100 102.31 ±71.95 113.00 ±79.80 271.50 ± 4.64 1603.51 2 19 99 73.11 ±51.15 106.00 ±74.40 206.78 ± 3.71
p8b b 1602.81 3 16 70 118.23 ±70.55 141.00 ±84.40 251.12 ±3.89 *1602.39 1 11 45 236.35 ±119.28 142.00 ±71.20 501.64 ±8.73 1602.93 2 8 5 299.55 ±196.30 119.00 ±77.70 758.42 ±7.64
w 1606.31 5 20 8 100.60 ±65.66 111.00 ±72.20 273.00 ± 6.15 1603.18 2 18 2 125.74 ±84.40 117.00 ±78.60 323.67 ± 7.48 1603.99 2 19 65 128.32 ±40.91 189.00 ±59.70 204.42 ± 3.99
p9b b 1603.05 2 2 1 1308.66 ±925.11 122.00 ±86.00 3229.90 ±18.37 1602.46 2 8 64 277.23 ±169.26 125.00 ±76.00 669.11 ±6.43 1602.94 2 5 7 528.27 ±318.15 132.00 ±79.40 1205.69 ±7.66
w 1606.87 6 20 16 110.77 ±75.35 131.00 ±88.90 255.69 ± 5.56 1603.21 2 15 3 136.12 ±95.30 105.00 ±73.70 389.06 ± 7.78 1604.13 2 20 80 116.14 ±35.02 199.00 ±60.40 175.70 ± 3.09
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.25: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra300_16 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, T = 0.3[s].
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 1605.26 2 1 1 2397.20 ±1551.00 120.00 ±77.30 6025.47 ±41.43 1604.87 2 5 7 564.95 ±269.96 149.00 ±71.10 1142.28 ±11.46 1605.02 2 8 8 332.84 ±165.93 148.00 ±73.70 677.33 ±10.60
w 1606.55 4 14 94 127.13 ±68.21 135.00 ±72.50 283.31 ± 6.58 1605.51 3 18 99 107.01 ±50.38 149.00 ±70.10 216.44 ± 5.29 1605.60 3 20 99 96.80 ±41.68 150.00 ±65.40 194.43 ± 4.47
p1b b 1604.53 5 19 96 97.47 ±38.76 167.00 ±66.80 175.05 ±3.20 1604.54 2 8 55 346.46 ±122.68 167.00 ±59.40 624.14 ±10.66 1605.05 3 4 6 723.19 ±334.35 152.00 ±70.70 1426.86 ±12.65
w 1609.34 6 20 15 109.95 ±65.50 140.00 ±83.40 236.12 ± 6.41 1606.67 107 18 97 171.35 ±39.14 214.00 ±48.10 240.33 ± 6.60 1609.87 116 20 97 136.26 ±25.58 247.00 ±45.80 166.78 ± 3.71
p2b b *1604.31 3 18 92 97.93 ±42.59 163.00 ±70.60 181.41 ±3.79 1604.44 2 8 44 355.37 ±149.82 167.00 ±69.90 640.02 ±11.71 1604.84 3 4 98 516.25 ±196.97 175.00 ±66.80 884.79 ±6.30
w 1609.35 6 20 9 100.62 ±68.19 123.00 ±83.70 246.53 ± 8.13 1619.88 122 20 67 205.89 ±36.66 269.00 ±47.70 230.52 ± 6.55 1611.71 88 19 85 147.44 ±29.06 250.00 ±49.90 177.17 ± 3.97
p3b b 1605.10 3 4 6 729.37 ±378.48 151.00 ±78.50 1453.20 ±10.60 1605.18 2 3 9 960.28 ±527.66 149.00 ±82.00 1934.53 ±12.00 1605.19 3 4 3 683.33 ±404.45 139.00 ±82.10 1476.79 ±12.64
w 1606.08 2 19 99 116.70 ±46.39 171.00 ±67.80 206.41 ± 5.73 1605.76 2 20 89 107.96 ±37.57 163.00 ±56.40 198.73 ± 5.61 1605.77 3 18 80 115.59 ±45.72 157.00 ±61.90 220.76 ± 5.19
p4b b 1605.26 2 1 1 2397.20 ±1551.00 119.00 ±77.10 6032.66 ±40.15 1604.66 3 7 67 390.56 ±164.06 170.00 ±71.30 691.37 ±8.09 1605.02 2 3 10 924.84 ±472.50 147.00 ±75.20 1887.87 ±11.91
w 1608.61 5 20 65 98.03 ±47.75 147.00 ±72.40 201.23 ± 4.47 1605.39 2 13 2 178.40 ±94.65 132.00 ±69.00 409.22 ± 9.53 1605.68 3 18 82 126.93 ±40.22 178.00 ±56.70 214.47 ± 4.99
p5b b 1604.51 3 20 96 84.98 ±33.43 160.00 ±63.80 161.27 ±4.03 1604.57 2 5 41 565.92 ±255.03 161.00 ±72.50 1054.98 ±10.14 1605.01 2 3 12 927.58 ±523.54 151.00 ±85.30 1839.57 ±11.91
w 1609.39 4 20 14 114.64 ±66.87 145.00 ±84.80 238.07 ± 7.99 1606.23 85 19 98 160.78 ±37.86 210.00 ±49.00 230.49 ± 6.11 1611.88 86 20 95 131.17 ±26.42 245.00 ±48.90 161.18 ± 3.60
p6b b 1605.26 2 1 1 2397.20 ±1551.00 119.00 ±77.30 6040.51 ±39.38 1604.63 3 6 36 478.00 ±200.56 167.00 ±70.00 860.92 ±9.12 1605.00 2 7 6 408.42 ±189.35 156.00 ±72.60 786.66 ±11.52
w 1608.83 5 20 32 103.25 ±55.89 141.00 ±76.40 221.23 ± 6.39 1605.47 3 19 87 150.47 ±36.94 206.00 ±50.40 219.10 ± 6.05 1606.04 4 20 91 124.90 ±28.93 211.00 ±47.70 178.61 ± 4.22
p7b b 1605.26 2 1 1 2397.20 ±1551.00 120.00 ±77.40 6025.72 ±42.43 1604.93 2 5 10 525.14 ±274.66 141.00 ±73.30 1118.80 ±12.49 1605.04 3 10 11 251.83 ±126.02 147.00 ±73.10 515.14 ±9.95
w 1606.24 2 17 4 149.69 ±74.91 148.00 ±74.00 302.85 ± 8.14 1605.68 3 20 94 87.77 ±41.98 144.00 ±69.10 184.28 ± 3.99 1605.72 3 19 94 90.02 ±43.30 144.00 ±69.00 188.92 ± 4.00
p8b b 1604.49 4 17 92 101.58 ±46.69 158.00 ±72.80 193.56 ±4.30 1604.45 2 5 46 534.79 ±249.55 152.00 ±71.00 1056.01 ±9.83 1604.98 2 5 5 624.64 ±290.63 165.00 ±77.20 1136.38 ±11.11
w 1609.17 5 20 9 113.33 ±65.90 139.00 ±80.80 245.49 ± 7.30 1610.10 166 20 99 169.34 ±38.53 228.00 ±51.60 222.48 ± 6.03 1617.23 130 20 93 133.71 ±22.76 264.00 ±45.00 152.98 ± 3.33
p9b b 1604.64 4 19 93 89.63 ±35.96 170.00 ±67.80 158.90 ±3.44 1604.55 3 7 53 389.51 ±163.93 165.00 ±68.60 709.93 ±9.66 1605.07 3 4 6 664.48 ±336.33 141.00 ±71.60 1414.33 ±9.25
w 1609.43 6 20 17 99.48 ±60.96 128.00 ±77.90 234.48 ± 6.47 1606.48 112 17 98 170.20 ±37.91 205.00 ±46.70 248.78 ± 6.07 1613.84 77 20 96 129.43 ±20.35 260.00 ±40.00 150.17 ± 3.40
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.26: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra350_12 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, T = 0.35[s].
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 1806.20 3 1 1 2915.18 ±1591.77 171.00 ±93.70 5951.20 ±32.67 1805.20 4 4 9 740.60 ±340.99 181.00 ±83.50 1433.17 ±8.67 1805.53 3 5 8 589.26 ±281.72 181.00 ±86.60 1138.00 ±8.09
w 1808.43 3 14 83 171.80 ±77.12 191.00 ±85.40 316.41 ± 4.91 1806.33 3 17 1 171.96 ±79.65 187.00 ±87.20 321.43 ± 6.42 1806.34 3 13 1 220.15 ±101.27 181.00 ±83.20 426.51 ± 7.87
p1b b 1806.19 3 1 3 2972.35 ±1598.14 176.00 ±94.40 5922.24 ±35.49 1804.39 2 7 61 470.12 ±164.17 220.00 ±76.70 751.14 ±5.38 1805.71 4 6 9 540.68 ±217.68 205.00 ±82.00 925.50 ±7.16
w 1817.35 22 19 48 93.40 ±81.93 139.00 ±122.00 235.27 ± 4.40 1807.41 77 19 97 199.67 ±35.49 285.00 ±50.00 245.72 ± 4.76 1813.46 99 20 98 164.32 ±17.41 321.00 ±33.60 179.90 ± 3.12
p2b b 1806.20 3 1 1 2915.18 ±1591.77 171.00 ±93.80 5952.75 ±30.62 *1804.27 3 10 55 319.17 ±103.20 216.00 ±69.90 518.85 ±6.61 1805.72 3 6 5 540.59 ±226.50 199.00 ±83.80 948.79 ±6.13
w 1818.09 23 19 42 96.44 ±84.66 142.00 ±124.00 238.54 ± 4.52 1834.58 130 20 69 213.80 ±47.69 302.00 ±66.80 248.68 ± 5.71 1815.16 77 20 92 163.74 ±15.70 325.00 ±31.20 177.23 ± 3.17
p3b b 1805.86 4 6 4 576.06 ±220.95 209.00 ±80.00 968.11 ±6.37 1805.82 4 6 13 482.79 ±235.19 180.00 ±87.90 938.79 ±7.38 1805.87 4 6 3 494.01 ±251.61 178.00 ±90.80 972.31 ±6.79
w 1807.21 4 20 99 138.89 ±46.22 235.00 ±77.70 208.03 ± 3.49 1806.53 4 16 90 152.82 ±61.22 196.00 ±79.60 271.28 ± 4.17 1806.73 3 20 95 125.60 ±43.14 208.00 ±71.70 212.05 ± 4.01
p4b b 1806.20 3 1 1 2891.77 ±1595.18 170.00 ±93.70 5961.60 ±35.05 1804.70 3 5 69 623.13 ±222.99 211.00 ±75.90 1033.99 ±7.41 1805.65 3 4 16 800.09 ±321.82 203.00 ±82.10 1378.80 ±7.61
w 1815.55 13 20 98 63.92 ±62.20 111.00 ±108.00 203.24 ± 3.27 1806.35 3 19 1 150.71 ±69.35 185.00 ±85.40 286.66 ± 6.25 1806.74 4 16 98 170.34 ±49.13 233.00 ±67.50 256.32 ± 4.24
p5b b 1806.21 3 1 1 2870.98 ±1567.88 169.00 ±92.30 5956.84 ±28.14 1804.35 3 6 54 561.10 ±201.08 223.00 ±79.90 883.72 ±6.65 1805.74 3 9 7 359.86 ±137.26 208.00 ±79.30 607.68 ±8.96
w 1817.46 22 19 56 89.56 ±78.89 139.00 ±123.00 225.47 ± 3.78 1807.97 157 20 99 193.62 ±25.72 290.00 ±38.00 234.43 ± 4.80 1813.25 58 19 100 165.40 ±18.84 317.00 ±35.50 183.02 ± 3.00
p6b b 1806.20 3 1 1 2903.15 ±1598.43 171.00 ±93.90 5955.17 ±31.07 1804.59 3 5 96 641.41 ±211.82 227.00 ±75.10 987.87 ±6.62 1805.62 5 10 9 307.48 ±116.86 202.00 ±76.20 535.39 ±7.73
w 1816.49 17 20 91 55.75 ±59.98 98.70 ±107.00 198.69 ± 3.58 1806.33 3 18 1 163.22 ±75.19 188.00 ±86.10 304.28 ± 6.13 1807.67 5 20 97 153.72 ±25.05 285.00 ±46.10 189.59 ± 3.58
p7b b 1806.19 3 1 1 2935.97 ±1618.10 173.00 ±95.00 5949.67 ±31.58 1805.26 3 4 7 801.47 ±356.40 197.00 ±87.40 1429.95 ±8.73 1805.54 3 4 7 735.49 ±393.71 181.00 ±97.00 1423.71 ±7.73
w 1807.96 4 20 5 141.53 ±64.36 189.00 ±86.60 263.10 ± 6.00 1806.44 2 19 88 116.02 ±50.44 189.00 ±82.70 215.03 ± 4.01 1806.49 3 19 89 115.33 ±47.53 191.00 ±78.80 211.04 ± 3.67
p8b b 1806.19 3 1 1 2972.35 ±1598.14 175.00 ±94.10 5947.20 ±32.47 1804.30 3 6 53 521.20 ±196.15 205.00 ±77.10 892.80 ±6.78 1805.73 3 2 10 1582.89 ±760.52 198.00 ±94.90 2805.46 ±13.74
w 1815.58 18 20 27 101.01 ±82.57 152.00 ±124.00 232.90 ± 4.63 1811.48 119 20 97 199.43 ±30.28 295.00 ±44.50 237.56 ± 5.26 1818.94 124 20 97 153.71 ±14.09 327.00 ±29.40 165.05 ± 2.70
p9b b 1806.20 3 1 1 2903.15 ±1598.43 171.00 ±94.00 5954.77 ±36.44 1804.44 3 8 56 405.57 ±127.26 223.00 ±70.30 638.13 ±6.07 1805.80 3 4 5 792.34 ±324.76 194.00 ±79.60 1427.41 ±7.56
w 1817.49 22 20 82 88.29 ±60.38 168.00 ±115.00 185.21 ± 3.39 1807.18 103 20 90 186.84 ±31.67 282.00 ±47.50 232.05 ± 4.95 1816.25 77 20 95 153.22 ±12.85 330.00 ±27.00 163.46 ± 2.53
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.27: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra350_16 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, T = 0.35[s].
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 1805.09 2 1 1 2412.99 ±1640.42 151.00 ±103.00 5587.59 ±35.80 1804.66 2 4 33 621.18 ±304.27 174.00 ±85.40 1255.73 ±10.79 1804.87 2 5 21 475.48 ±240.61 166.00 ±83.60 1002.89 ±10.59
w 1806.38 2 17 99 109.49 ±52.05 173.00 ±81.80 222.84 ± 5.02 1805.28 2 18 1 124.60 ±63.40 161.00 ±82.60 272.44 ± 7.05 1805.42 2 17 99 106.69 ±51.49 170.00 ±81.30 221.40 ± 3.94
p1b b 1805.09 2 1 3 2412.99 ±1640.42 153.00 ±104.00 5543.23 ±27.88 1804.34 2 5 44 498.61 ±253.77 176.00 ±89.60 991.79 ±10.30 1804.90 2 2 6 1335.07 ±704.24 173.00 ±91.40 2701.25 ±13.83
w 1809.43 6 20 19 100.78 ±69.10 160.00 ±111.00 220.10 ± 5.66 1807.26 64 20 89 168.99 ±29.08 285.00 ±48.50 208.29 ± 5.38 1811.53 67 20 99 149.26 ±16.90 322.00 ±36.60 162.95 ± 3.33
p2b b 1805.09 2 1 1 2412.99 ±1640.42 151.00 ±103.00 5583.07 ±30.34 *1804.29 2 7 51 380.81 ±148.07 195.00 ±76.00 684.69 ±10.56 1804.93 2 2 6 1150.87 ±629.30 150.00 ±81.90 2692.39 ±11.91
w 1809.36 7 20 12 91.60 ±66.55 139.00 ±100.00 231.70 ± 5.89 1823.62 109 20 92 196.67 ±27.26 319.00 ±43.90 216.79 ± 5.20 1816.72 70 20 98 146.61 ±15.45 328.00 ±35.00 157.43 ± 2.71
p3b b 1804.91 3 3 3 876.12 ±494.27 167.00 ±94.40 1834.93 ±12.10 1804.97 2 3 6 819.95 ±471.32 158.00 ±90.90 1817.25 ±10.98 1804.93 2 3 9 814.93 ±439.81 160.00 ±86.40 1789.87 ±11.95
w 1805.87 3 18 100 118.42 ±45.69 201.00 ±76.80 208.42 ± 3.77 1805.52 2 20 98 113.49 ±34.85 209.00 ±64.40 190.25 ± 3.91 1805.64 1 20 83 105.32 ±35.27 193.00 ±64.70 192.21 ± 4.24
p4b b 1805.09 2 1 1 2412.99 ±1640.42 152.00 ±103.00 5578.23 ±33.58 1804.46 3 4 79 587.42 ±275.86 175.00 ±82.30 1176.47 ±11.01 1804.90 2 2 8 1252.97 ±726.87 163.00 ±94.70 2685.06 ±14.14
w 1809.04 5 20 81 88.14 ±54.88 164.00 ±102.00 188.38 ± 3.66 1805.27 2 18 1 126.98 ±64.26 165.00 ±83.30 273.86 ± 7.48 1805.78 2 20 90 120.94 ±35.57 230.00 ±67.60 185.14 ± 4.14
p5b b 1805.09 2 1 1 2412.99 ±1640.42 152.00 ±103.00 5577.95 ±29.09 1804.35 3 6 59 446.69 ±197.58 197.00 ±87.60 792.73 ±10.40 1804.97 2 6 3 431.25 ±213.36 172.00 ±85.50 876.27 ±12.18
w 1809.53 8 20 19 79.92 ±63.48 127.00 ±102.00 219.14 ± 6.06 1806.94 63 20 94 168.23 ±26.70 279.00 ±45.50 211.50 ± 5.84 1812.71 61 20 96 150.78 ±14.32 326.00 ±29.30 162.80 ± 3.71
p6b b 1805.09 2 1 1 2412.99 ±1640.42 152.00 ±103.00 5580.33 ±29.31 1804.42 3 6 53 432.66 ±176.77 193.00 ±79.00 786.76 ±9.76 1804.88 2 2 6 1283.14 ±715.15 167.00 ±93.50 2685.60 ±13.65
w 1809.12 5 20 41 84.95 ±53.31 143.00 ±89.80 209.24 ± 4.00 1805.27 2 17 1 133.07 ±69.18 160.00 ±83.30 291.24 ± 7.46 1806.30 3 18 100 141.89 ±27.33 263.00 ±49.80 189.56 ± 4.23
p7b b 1805.09 2 1 1 2412.99 ±1640.42 152.00 ±103.00 5580.12 ±28.16 1804.68 2 4 6 575.60 ±314.84 151.00 ±83.10 1333.90 ±12.19 1804.83 2 3 9 838.91 ±434.79 167.00 ±86.80 1760.80 ±12.21
w 1806.03 3 17 4 143.04 ±67.80 178.00 ±83.50 282.70 ± 7.43 1805.43 2 18 80 92.53 ±47.48 154.00 ±78.70 209.53 ± 4.50 1805.49 2 20 97 79.81 ±35.92 157.00 ±71.10 178.80 ± 3.57
p8b b 1805.10 2 1 1 2363.11 ±1620.17 149.00 ±102.00 5572.43 ±30.02 *1804.29 2 9 53 297.72 ±106.59 201.00 ±71.70 520.03 ±8.24 1804.93 2 3 5 862.62 ±445.38 169.00 ±87.40 1789.09 ±10.41
w 1808.78 6 20 10 85.21 ±58.38 131.00 ±89.80 227.82 ± 5.55 1813.77 69 20 88 191.57 ±28.96 309.00 ±46.30 217.90 ± 5.07 1820.53 83 20 100 140.24 ±12.01 334.00 ±29.70 147.67 ± 2.64
p9b b 1805.09 2 1 1 2412.99 ±1640.42 151.00 ±103.00 5579.81 ±32.34 1804.38 2 7 62 375.98 ±138.75 200.00 ±74.30 658.99 ±8.77 1804.93 3 4 4 674.68 ±350.78 177.00 ±92.30 1331.28 ±12.46
w 1809.34 7 20 16 83.65 ±65.28 132.00 ±103.00 223.12 ± 6.30 1807.32 102 20 99 161.82 ±32.23 274.00 ±54.20 207.46 ± 4.25 1818.21 107 20 100 137.95 ±10.74 330.00 ±26.40 147.10 ± 2.86
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.28: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra400_12 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, T = 0.4[s].
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 2003.55 2 1 1 2310.91 ±1378.01 167.00 ±100.00 5518.29 ±26.57 2003.13 2 6 8 438.68 ±243.88 200.00 ±111.00 879.44 ±6.30 2003.27 3 4 9 633.84 ±345.82 192.00 ±105.00 1324.60 ±8.71
w 2004.93 3 16 93 139.91 ±66.86 217.00 ±104.00 258.81 ± 4.22 2003.65 3 15 2 145.98 ±84.03 172.00 ±99.10 340.73 ± 6.06 2003.80 3 20 92 100.65 ±46.68 196.00 ±91.70 205.34 ± 3.15
p1b b 2003.55 2 1 1 2310.91 ±1378.01 168.00 ±100.00 5517.87 ±26.46 2002.68 2 8 63 296.74 ±125.63 195.00 ±82.60 607.93 ±6.37 2003.30 3 3 5 875.63 ±432.45 196.00 ±96.90 1788.44 ±8.12
w 2012.84 54 20 55 167.67 ±34.62 328.00 ±68.30 205.29 ± 3.32 2003.63 3 15 2 151.25 ±87.63 178.00 ±103.00 340.45 ± 5.18 2005.36 21 20 100 133.69 ±32.99 300.00 ±74.20 179.18 ± 2.76
p2b b 2003.55 2 1 1 2310.91 ±1378.01 168.00 ±100.00 5513.00 ±25.36 *2002.62 2 11 51 218.25 ±91.50 198.00 ±83.60 442.12 ±5.20 2003.20 3 7 5 357.31 ±190.19 191.00 ±101.00 748.59 ±6.47
w 2013.56 82 20 49 171.86 ±38.37 327.00 ±72.80 210.80 ± 4.23 2009.57 58 20 87 177.37 ±51.73 311.00 ±90.80 228.43 ± 3.50 2005.71 47 20 74 133.82 ±35.74 290.00 ±78.10 185.23 ± 2.58
p3b b 2003.47 3 2 6 1207.14 ±700.18 178.00 ±103.00 2718.05 ±13.22 2003.45 2 3 10 802.30 ±448.33 180.00 ±101.00 1781.74 ±8.81 2003.46 3 15 16 172.51 ±75.83 212.00 ±92.80 327.85 ±4.98
w 2004.41 3 19 97 127.51 ±44.82 240.00 ±84.10 214.09 ± 3.63 2003.91 3 14 93 145.64 ±65.10 194.00 ±86.80 300.77 ± 4.58 2004.02 2 18 88 114.70 ±52.10 202.00 ±91.10 228.77 ± 3.86
p4b b 2003.55 2 1 1 2310.91 ±1378.01 168.00 ±99.80 5517.74 ±27.46 2002.85 2 5 81 469.46 ±221.21 195.00 ±91.60 964.03 ±5.49 2003.25 3 9 7 296.10 ±144.84 209.00 ±102.00 567.61 ±7.20
w 2009.92 5 19 90 136.76 ±49.51 261.00 ±95.10 210.37 ± 3.42 2003.64 3 15 2 148.46 ±86.03 174.00 ±102.00 340.53 ± 5.61 2003.86 2 20 86 119.16 ±47.15 235.00 ±92.60 203.44 ± 3.10
p5b b 2003.55 2 1 1 2310.91 ±1378.01 168.00 ±100.00 5519.20 ±27.42 2002.69 2 9 91 289.79 ±124.29 223.00 ±96.00 520.32 ±5.14 2003.30 3 8 10 343.78 ±152.71 218.00 ±97.10 631.20 ±5.87
w 2012.76 46 20 54 165.92 ±35.50 326.00 ±68.90 204.44 ± 3.83 2003.70 3 14 2 170.54 ±87.28 187.00 ±95.80 366.36 ± 5.72 2005.36 13 20 90 129.39 ±31.41 292.00 ±71.60 177.75 ± 2.66
p6b b 2003.55 2 1 1 2310.91 ±1378.01 168.00 ±100.00 5518.13 ±24.01 2002.80 2 7 69 314.25 ±134.66 185.00 ±79.30 680.55 ±5.38 2003.27 2 7 8 384.49 ±201.31 209.00 ±110.00 736.29 ±6.80
w 2012.07 8 20 90 127.40 ±45.07 270.00 ±95.50 189.73 ± 2.92 2003.62 2 17 1 135.25 ±68.46 181.00 ±91.80 300.09 ± 5.94 2004.19 3 19 94 122.54 ±35.78 249.00 ±72.30 197.43 ± 3.08
p7b b 2003.55 2 1 1 2310.91 ±1378.01 167.00 ±100.00 5519.63 ±27.15 2003.16 2 5 7 456.48 ±255.03 172.00 ±96.00 1059.45 ±6.52 2003.31 2 6 8 374.17 ±210.13 172.00 ±96.90 870.91 ±6.61
w 2004.65 3 18 3 133.89 ±68.21 193.00 ±97.90 278.72 ± 4.95 2003.86 2 19 79 101.13 ±52.43 189.00 ±98.60 214.40 ± 4.17 2003.91 3 18 99 95.88 ±46.19 180.00 ±87.20 212.91 ± 3.20
p8b b 2003.55 2 1 2 2310.91 ±1378.01 168.00 ±100.00 5507.31 ±27.06 2002.66 3 11 45 229.14 ±88.48 208.00 ±80.60 442.35 ±6.04 2003.18 2 3 5 902.52 ±415.33 203.00 ±93.40 1784.74 ±8.61
w 2011.26 9 20 26 179.76 ±35.63 327.00 ±63.20 220.65 ± 4.38 2003.84 66 18 84 161.46 ±53.90 257.00 ±85.10 252.26 ± 4.27 2005.60 48 20 96 124.02 ±29.97 304.00 ±72.80 163.93 ± 2.52
p9b b 2003.55 2 1 1 2310.91 ±1378.01 167.00 ±100.00 5520.85 ±26.94 2002.69 1 10 77 263.74 ±102.75 227.00 ±88.60 465.00 ±5.36 2003.35 3 10 8 249.93 ±107.84 201.00 ±87.00 499.38 ±5.52
w 2013.56 71 20 52 156.74 ±36.00 321.00 ±72.70 196.35 ± 3.76 2003.66 3 20 2 118.17 ±58.85 188.00 ±93.90 252.62 ± 4.75 2006.16 42 20 93 123.61 ±30.89 301.00 ±74.90 164.86 ± 2.04
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.29: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra400_16 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, T = 0.4[s].
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 2005.20 2 1 1 2403.47 ±1430.05 186.00 ±111.00 5180.02 ±24.58 2004.75 2 5 15 503.12 ±215.84 211.00 ±90.70 957.32 ±10.07 2004.97 3 4 8 647.42 ±321.19 211.00 ±104.00 1229.29 ±11.70
w 2006.70 4 19 93 108.02 ±43.93 223.00 ±91.20 194.67 ± 3.16 2005.38 2 19 75 108.48 ±43.40 211.00 ±85.70 206.34 ± 4.49 2005.53 3 18 86 106.38 ±43.13 206.00 ±84.30 207.38 ± 4.36
p1b b 2005.07 9 20 99 123.37 ±24.64 311.00 ±62.20 159.21 ±2.63 2004.39 3 7 60 371.35 ±146.97 233.00 ±92.70 636.18 ±7.14 2004.96 3 3 7 847.70 ±435.32 205.00 ±105.00 1654.80 ±11.19
w 2012.70 193 20 92 129.17 ±24.08 319.00 ±59.40 162.37 ± 3.02 2006.17 127 15 97 194.74 ±46.91 290.00 ±69.00 269.94 ± 5.51 2012.10 132 19 90 134.88 ±28.61 308.00 ±66.20 175.84 ± 3.58
p2b b 2004.11 7 16 100 143.86 ±37.74 294.00 ±77.00 196.42 ±2.84 2004.33 2 8 67 338.18 ±113.60 246.00 ±82.50 550.95 ±7.62 2004.92 2 3 6 793.02 ±414.02 191.00 ±99.30 1662.44 ±10.44
w 2013.22 163 20 53 146.63 ±27.38 329.00 ±61.00 179.11 ± 3.63 2054.09 218 20 84 184.79 ±35.79 353.00 ±68.30 210.48 ± 4.34 2011.55 162 20 79 135.63 ±24.57 326.00 ±58.20 166.99 ± 3.18
p3b b 2005.08 3 5 2 483.67 ±231.04 193.00 ±92.50 997.98 ±12.27 2005.04 2 3 9 828.81 ±418.45 198.00 ±100.00 1671.81 ±11.10 2005.07 3 4 6 581.58 ±301.99 187.00 ±96.70 1245.69 ±12.24
w 2006.09 2 20 91 114.46 ±35.39 249.00 ±76.60 185.36 ± 3.95 2005.64 3 20 88 110.64 ±37.81 230.00 ±80.40 192.50 ± 4.45 2005.69 3 19 88 104.44 ±47.86 215.00 ±97.90 195.55 ± 3.94
p4b b 2005.20 2 1 1 2403.47 ±1430.05 186.00 ±110.00 5183.64 ±29.79 2004.59 3 4 85 589.79 ±215.52 213.00 ±77.60 1110.32 ±10.29 2004.93 2 4 7 648.21 ±317.70 211.00 ±104.00 1226.78 ±11.74
w 2009.61 6 20 76 115.57 ±43.03 246.00 ±91.40 188.47 ± 4.73 2005.59 34 20 90 155.69 ±26.44 316.00 ±54.80 198.20 ± 4.05 2005.64 3 19 89 123.20 ±36.53 259.00 ±77.00 190.75 ± 3.84
p5b b 2005.20 2 1 1 2403.47 ±1430.05 186.00 ±110.00 5189.01 ±26.29 2004.44 3 7 72 358.51 ±129.20 229.00 ±81.70 627.79 ±6.89 2004.96 2 3 13 873.15 ±389.15 218.00 ±97.30 1606.44 ±9.46
w 2010.65 115 19 78 140.80 ±30.89 317.00 ±68.70 178.24 ± 3.04 2007.13 104 20 91 161.07 ±28.00 321.00 ±54.20 200.92 ± 4.92 2012.95 121 19 94 131.87 ±28.66 313.00 ±67.80 168.90 ± 3.65
p6b b 2005.20 2 1 1 2403.47 ±1430.05 186.00 ±111.00 5183.81 ±24.42 2004.54 2 5 66 503.94 ±200.96 226.00 ±90.10 890.81 ±8.81 2004.90 2 6 9 418.26 ±183.15 213.00 ±92.90 789.62 ±10.05
w 2010.07 7 20 55 122.42 ±42.25 257.00 ±89.50 190.68 ± 4.00 2005.64 18 20 98 154.79 ±26.51 324.00 ±54.40 192.46 ± 4.04 2007.30 106 20 93 124.46 ±31.24 293.00 ±74.10 170.69 ± 2.70
p7b b 2005.20 2 1 1 2403.47 ±1430.05 186.00 ±110.00 5185.06 ±23.18 2004.78 3 5 10 499.16 ±251.99 207.00 ±104.00 965.43 ±10.12 2004.95 2 4 8 588.97 ±313.98 193.00 ±103.00 1223.76 ±10.75
w 2006.36 4 20 4 115.94 ±50.61 206.00 ±89.40 225.14 ± 5.00 2005.58 3 18 83 112.22 ±42.90 220.00 ±83.50 204.18 ± 4.50 2005.60 3 20 75 94.53 ±36.78 204.00 ±79.10 185.84 ± 3.66
p8b b *2003.22 5 20 100 99.98 ±28.94 265.00 ±77.80 152.06 ±2.73 2004.34 3 7 45 406.82 ±142.07 252.00 ±88.30 647.43 ±10.09 2004.92 2 4 6 641.79 ±288.63 210.00 ±94.10 1226.23 ±10.58
w 2009.81 5 20 9 120.26 ±50.04 222.00 ±92.30 216.98 ± 5.59 2014.34 113 19 96 173.83 ±35.50 324.00 ±66.10 215.48 ± 5.17 2012.55 127 20 92 121.58 ±22.05 322.00 ±57.50 151.65 ± 2.72
p9b b 2005.20 2 1 1 2403.47 ±1430.05 186.00 ±111.00 5189.58 ±24.03 2004.38 2 7 68 380.28 ±123.43 246.00 ±79.90 622.22 ±7.44 2004.98 3 4 7 683.75 ±301.65 226.00 ±99.90 1211.11 ±12.81
w 2011.41 222 20 71 132.02 ±26.26 317.00 ±63.60 167.61 ± 2.73 2006.69 63 19 87 156.71 ±33.27 301.00 ±65.30 208.22 ± 4.27 2012.29 94 20 78 135.83 ±22.69 336.00 ±56.60 162.20 ± 2.86
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.30: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra450_12 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, T = 0.45[s].
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 2204.17 2 1 1 2578.42 ±1310.21 226.00 ±115.00 5129.73 ±22.48 2203.66 2 4 33 635.73 ±292.54 241.00 ±111.00 1189.82 ±5.15 2203.90 2 8 4 318.39 ±166.71 231.00 ±120.00 622.01 ±5.38
w 2206.05 4 18 87 118.39 ±52.57 242.00 ±107.00 220.12 ± 2.23 2204.34 2 20 1 125.33 ±55.69 240.00 ±107.00 235.31 ± 3.23 2204.40 3 15 2 162.78 ±77.39 224.00 ±107.00 328.35 ± 3.95
p1b b 2204.17 2 1 1 2578.42 ±1310.21 227.00 ±115.00 5127.13 ±20.95 2203.04 2 8 87 328.64 ±108.77 266.00 ±87.90 557.13 ±4.11 2203.92 3 3 7 874.62 ±390.75 237.00 ±106.00 1658.71 ±10.13
w 2215.48 14 20 53 141.05 ±49.80 319.00 ±113.00 199.74 ± 2.93 2204.34 2 20 1 125.33 ±55.69 241.00 ±106.00 235.13 ± 3.26 2206.36 52 18 99 144.36 ±37.36 332.00 ±86.10 196.30 ± 2.08
p2b b 2204.17 2 1 1 2578.42 ±1310.21 227.00 ±115.00 5126.25 ±20.87 *2203.00 2 12 78 215.73 ±78.46 265.00 ±97.10 367.40 ±3.87 2203.93 2 3 7 884.09 ±410.25 241.00 ±112.00 1655.24 ±7.94
w 2216.37 18 20 40 143.83 ±53.95 319.00 ±119.00 203.42 ± 2.77 2221.28 82 20 97 178.18 ±46.64 382.00 ±99.50 210.85 ± 2.40 2207.17 64 20 73 144.11 ±31.17 350.00 ±75.90 185.96 ± 2.33
p3b b 2204.10 3 3 2 920.58 ±434.65 245.00 ±115.00 1693.89 ±7.67 2204.03 2 4 53 621.04 ±283.73 244.00 ±111.00 1147.97 ±5.73 2204.11 2 13 6 215.26 ±91.37 257.00 ±109.00 377.51 ±5.13
w 2205.15 4 18 100 142.66 ±44.30 299.00 ±92.30 215.11 ± 2.21 2204.56 3 18 94 120.53 ±49.01 248.00 ±101.00 219.19 ± 2.22 2204.61 3 14 59 148.21 ±70.69 215.00 ±102.00 312.20 ± 3.21
p4b b 2204.17 2 1 1 2578.42 ±1310.21 227.00 ±115.00 5126.37 ±20.15 2203.29 2 6 43 417.17 ±178.22 243.00 ±104.00 773.39 ±5.38 2203.89 3 6 9 413.35 ±195.16 228.00 ±108.00 816.72 ±5.92
w 2212.71 8 20 99 90.25 ±51.04 216.00 ±123.00 188.35 ± 2.15 2204.32 2 19 1 130.90 ±59.15 238.00 ±108.00 248.33 ± 3.36 2204.54 3 20 85 114.63 ±41.70 258.00 ±92.90 200.65 ± 2.25
p5b b 2204.17 2 1 1 2578.42 ±1310.21 226.00 ±115.00 5128.98 ±24.45 2203.08 3 10 74 242.85 ±88.22 248.00 ±90.10 441.93 ±4.67 2203.91 3 4 7 621.85 ±311.11 226.00 ±114.00 1238.27 ±8.91
w 2215.82 13 20 52 139.40 ±47.79 323.00 ±111.00 194.86 ± 2.15 2204.33 2 20 1 126.72 ±56.74 242.00 ±108.00 235.76 ± 3.25 2207.11 67 19 96 133.57 ±36.34 330.00 ±89.50 183.28 ± 2.32
p6b b 2204.17 2 1 1 2578.42 ±1310.21 226.00 ±115.00 5127.36 ±26.16 2203.22 2 7 91 349.85 ±134.60 253.00 ±97.00 624.23 ±4.09 2203.85 3 3 7 839.32 ±423.21 228.00 ±115.00 1655.48 ±8.30
w 2214.70 10 20 95 107.41 ±47.15 267.00 ±118.00 181.47 ± 2.16 2204.33 2 18 1 140.45 ±61.08 242.00 ±106.00 261.95 ± 3.09 2204.98 4 18 95 131.90 ±40.06 285.00 ±86.80 209.11 ± 1.83
p7b b 2204.17 2 1 1 2578.42 ±1310.21 226.00 ±115.00 5130.14 ±22.53 2203.69 3 5 8 482.86 ±245.59 223.00 ±113.00 976.84 ±5.81 2203.81 3 6 7 414.60 ±192.32 227.00 ±105.00 821.29 ±6.94
w 2205.60 3 15 4 157.98 ±72.67 229.00 ±105.00 311.67 ± 2.87 2204.50 3 17 70 112.23 ±52.69 217.00 ±102.00 234.18 ± 2.27 2204.60 3 19 96 96.43 ±44.08 215.00 ±97.60 203.11 ± 2.26
p8b b 2204.17 2 1 1 2578.42 ±1310.21 226.00 ±115.00 5130.33 ±20.15 2203.03 2 8 77 297.47 ±120.13 240.00 ±96.00 561.53 ±4.18 2203.86 2 5 8 546.67 ±241.75 251.00 ±111.00 978.55 ±8.68
w 2213.93 14 20 27 145.76 ±45.71 318.00 ±99.70 207.18 ± 2.65 2205.72 70 19 100 160.75 ±44.72 329.00 ±91.80 220.44 ± 2.90 2207.72 96 19 99 133.04 ±29.01 352.00 ±76.40 170.73 ± 1.77
p9b b 2204.17 2 1 1 2578.42 ±1310.21 226.00 ±115.00 5130.43 ±22.86 2203.12 2 10 90 233.48 ±83.91 245.00 ±88.40 430.04 ±3.96 2203.93 3 8 9 339.61 ±148.75 255.00 ±112.00 599.03 ±5.62
w 2216.19 13 20 52 138.02 ±40.69 333.00 ±97.90 187.44 ± 1.95 2204.34 2 20 1 125.40 ±55.72 242.00 ±107.00 234.38 ± 2.73 2206.95 65 19 89 131.08 ±34.17 333.00 ±87.70 177.55 ± 1.86
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.31: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra450_16 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, T = 0.45[s].
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 2206.51 4 1 1 2428.32 ±1109.50 226.00 ±103.00 4830.56 ±19.22 2205.83 3 3 11 966.76 ±362.07 282.00 ±106.00 1545.51 ±8.74 2205.94 4 3 14 857.14 ±366.10 251.00 ±107.00 1539.72 ±11.27
w 2208.79 4 19 85 128.57 ±37.31 304.00 ±87.80 191.03 ± 2.65 2206.69 4 18 1 150.26 ±49.38 285.00 ±92.90 238.44 ± 3.98 2206.66 4 18 1 153.58 ±51.87 274.00 ±93.40 252.63 ± 4.34
p1b b 2206.51 4 1 1 2428.32 ±1109.50 226.00 ±103.00 4829.45 ±23.34 2205.26 3 7 70 376.23 ±113.71 285.00 ±86.40 593.23 ±5.09 2206.03 3 3 11 882.68 ±338.61 259.00 ±99.40 1534.38 ±10.96
w 2221.58 10 20 40 164.01 ±22.64 386.00 ±53.30 192.16 ± 2.04 2210.92 161 20 69 165.52 ±24.93 385.00 ±58.00 194.34 ± 2.85 2210.08 192 17 80 164.09 ±25.68 363.00 ±57.00 204.33 ± 2.54
p2b b 2206.51 4 1 1 2428.32 ±1109.50 226.00 ±103.00 4830.92 ±22.77 *2205.10 3 6 71 453.16 ±144.52 290.00 ±92.40 704.03 ±6.46 2205.97 2 3 11 866.15 ±332.01 256.00 ±98.30 1525.00 ±10.34
w 2223.58 21 20 39 151.38 ±27.16 371.00 ±65.80 184.02 ± 3.50 2245.45 269 18 86 187.74 ±25.34 393.00 ±52.80 215.64 ± 2.97 2210.58 148 18 86 146.43 ±25.57 359.00 ±63.00 184.04 ± 2.46
p3b b 2206.31 4 2 33 1332.31 ±527.97 265.00 ±105.00 2265.88 ±10.24 2206.23 3 4 29 648.80 ±241.02 265.00 ±98.80 1101.95 ±7.69 2206.30 3 2 31 1376.24 ±527.73 274.00 ±105.00 2261.66 ±14.84
w 2207.62 3 20 99 132.87 ±28.06 330.00 ±69.60 181.90 ± 2.11 2207.01 3 20 99 122.46 ±29.42 309.00 ±73.90 179.11 ± 2.12 2206.95 2 19 83 123.20 ±41.84 278.00 ±94.90 200.17 ± 2.94
p4b b 2206.51 4 1 1 2428.32 ±1109.50 227.00 ±103.00 4829.44 ±21.80 2205.48 3 4 61 655.67 ±218.86 276.00 ±91.60 1070.78 ±6.57 2205.96 2 3 25 885.38 ±342.05 267.00 ±103.00 1493.06 ±9.66
w 2217.50 8 20 100 119.55 ±31.54 312.00 ±83.20 173.38 ± 3.84 2207.95 71 18 79 179.05 ±29.00 388.00 ±62.70 208.37 ± 3.06 2206.87 3 19 100 135.21 ±32.06 319.00 ±77.10 190.65 ± 2.85
p5b b 2206.49 4 1 1 2470.68 ±1120.73 231.00 ±105.00 4825.34 ±24.76 2205.27 2 5 74 529.88 ±177.86 283.00 ±94.70 843.52 ±6.20 2206.09 4 5 7 571.70 ±189.07 281.00 ±93.00 917.95 ±8.30
w 2222.56 286 20 100 133.03 ±19.43 385.00 ±56.80 156.12 ± 3.01 2212.38 140 19 85 175.56 ±22.62 396.00 ±50.40 200.49 ± 2.74 2210.81 178 19 96 142.17 ±21.60 377.00 ±57.00 170.48 ± 1.73
p6b b 2206.51 4 1 1 2428.32 ±1109.50 226.00 ±104.00 4833.92 ±20.44 2205.43 2 5 82 508.45 ±165.79 279.00 ±90.80 822.11 ±5.76 2205.90 4 3 10 907.32 ±341.83 267.00 ±100.00 1533.08 ±10.85
w 2220.34 9 20 97 123.94 ±29.50 342.00 ±81.20 163.74 ± 1.93 2208.92 38 20 87 164.96 ±21.52 391.00 ±51.50 190.54 ± 2.61 2208.03 81 20 84 136.52 ±25.95 348.00 ±65.80 177.12 ± 2.68
p7b b 2206.51 4 1 1 2428.32 ±1109.50 227.00 ±104.00 4830.20 ±22.21 2205.89 2 4 9 641.35 ±258.94 254.00 ±103.00 1136.39 ±8.91 2205.94 4 5 11 535.70 ±216.14 264.00 ±107.00 912.50 ±8.19
w 2208.30 4 17 5 158.12 ±54.72 288.00 ±99.40 248.24 ± 3.34 2206.86 4 20 84 108.75 ±34.96 277.00 ±90.10 176.76 ± 2.81 2206.92 3 19 100 114.92 ±38.46 278.00 ±94.40 185.95 ± 2.57
p8b b 2206.51 4 1 1 2428.32 ±1109.50 227.00 ±104.00 4825.58 ±23.02 2205.19 3 8 74 341.13 ±89.34 299.00 ±78.00 514.91 ±4.49 2205.97 3 3 10 903.97 ±356.80 266.00 ±105.00 1528.83 ±9.07
w 2224.28 389 20 88 139.93 ±16.88 405.00 ±47.60 155.99 ± 2.34 2220.57 295 19 74 185.34 ±22.27 410.00 ±48.30 204.35 ± 2.72 2211.94 57 20 96 134.97 ±19.95 392.00 ±58.70 155.36 ± 2.06
p9b b 2206.51 4 1 1 2428.32 ±1109.50 226.00 ±104.00 4835.42 ±21.79 2205.28 3 6 69 434.80 ±134.61 284.00 ±88.60 689.40 ±6.06 2206.06 3 2 12 1435.10 ±518.96 284.00 ±103.00 2271.47 ±12.71
w 2222.59 16 20 44 151.45 ±20.27 384.00 ±50.90 178.06 ± 3.20 2211.14 73 20 74 172.02 ±24.56 402.00 ±56.70 193.14 ± 3.19 2210.91 173 19 80 143.07 ±20.60 377.00 ±54.50 171.39 ± 2.19
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.32: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra500_12 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, T = 0.5[s].
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 2403.26 2 1 1 2016.65 ±1191.67 210.00 ±124.00 4800.91 ±21.35 2402.86 2 8 8 280.44 ±140.37 248.00 ±124.00 565.73 ±5.01 2403.07 2 6 7 339.54 ±184.41 223.00 ±121.00 762.32 ±5.18
w 2404.52 3 20 91 80.90 ±45.24 212.00 ±119.00 191.36 ± 2.70 2403.37 2 17 2 120.17 ±64.32 229.00 ±122.00 262.89 ± 2.94 2403.49 2 15 70 110.24 ±58.43 209.00 ±111.00 264.11 ± 3.43
p1b b 2403.03 5 18 99 111.50 ±41.28 295.00 ±109.00 188.95 ±2.45 2402.53 1 9 82 229.62 ±110.41 244.00 ±117.00 471.52 ±4.75 2403.15 2 3 6 730.07 ±396.05 235.00 ±127.00 1555.90 ±8.82
w 2408.25 6 20 13 81.39 ±60.56 193.00 ±144.00 211.20 ± 2.43 2403.38 2 17 2 117.96 ±63.16 225.00 ±121.00 262.25 ± 3.38 2405.22 8 20 95 135.24 ±22.21 400.00 ±65.70 169.59 ± 2.29
p2b b 2402.35 3 17 100 124.14 ±40.45 323.00 ±105.00 192.79 ±2.79 2402.46 1 12 56 178.83 ±74.59 250.00 ±104.00 357.07 ±4.30 2403.15 2 3 3 676.41 ±405.55 215.00 ±129.00 1573.38 ±7.74
w 2409.41 9 20 13 78.69 ±62.00 188.00 ±148.00 210.27 ± 3.04 2404.44 47 19 87 125.46 ±45.53 291.00 ±106.00 215.97 ± 2.77 2406.00 42 20 99 140.48 ±22.86 430.00 ±69.80 164.01 ± 2.22
p3b b 2403.16 2 5 15 468.18 ±248.51 258.00 ±136.00 910.78 ±5.88 2403.16 2 4 35 502.72 ±299.62 225.00 ±135.00 1115.89 ±6.85 2403.13 2 3 10 722.00 ±422.94 232.00 ±136.00 1554.89 ±7.88
w 2403.94 2 20 89 111.78 ±41.38 295.00 ±109.00 190.60 ± 2.45 2403.61 2 17 92 95.80 ±44.66 211.00 ±99.30 227.01 ± 2.65 2403.70 2 18 94 112.10 ±47.33 268.00 ±112.00 210.02 ± 2.77
p4b b 2403.25 2 1 1 2061.36 ±1212.26 215.00 ±126.00 4801.86 ±25.10 2402.66 2 6 76 332.44 ±160.27 233.00 ±112.00 715.33 ±4.97 2403.09 2 5 9 412.56 ±234.33 226.00 ±128.00 914.51 ±6.17
w 2407.78 5 20 66 91.93 ±53.93 237.00 ±139.00 194.49 ± 2.85 2403.39 2 17 2 116.14 ±61.59 222.00 ±118.00 262.35 ± 3.48 2403.72 2 19 91 105.25 ±40.97 270.00 ±105.00 195.77 ± 2.42
p5b b 2403.24 5 19 100 105.91 ±35.86 305.00 ±104.00 174.39 ±2.01 2402.52 3 7 44 321.34 ±145.87 256.00 ±117.00 629.04 ±5.43 2403.14 2 5 9 385.58 ±214.42 212.00 ±118.00 908.85 ±5.99
w 2408.48 7 20 27 93.28 ±60.26 233.00 ±151.00 200.97 ± 2.52 2403.37 2 19 2 109.75 ±58.36 237.00 ±126.00 233.41 ± 3.68 2405.36 30 20 98 131.76 ±23.89 403.00 ±72.80 164.00 ± 1.84
p6b b 2403.26 2 1 1 2016.65 ±1191.67 210.00 ±124.00 4799.78 ±17.71 2402.61 3 5 93 397.49 ±220.23 235.00 ±130.00 848.47 ±6.64 2403.08 2 10 5 207.71 ±110.07 233.00 ±124.00 447.44 ±4.33
w 2408.02 8 20 40 76.72 ±57.23 193.00 ±144.00 198.25 ± 2.98 2403.32 2 20 2 100.07 ±54.90 225.00 ±124.00 222.36 ± 3.79 2404.08 2 19 86 121.04 ±33.00 321.00 ±87.40 189.18 ± 2.29
p7b b 2403.26 2 1 1 2016.65 ±1191.67 210.00 ±124.00 4797.48 ±15.94 2402.90 2 5 9 407.18 ±234.49 222.00 ±128.00 917.45 ±5.85 2403.05 2 3 8 669.31 ±417.11 216.00 ±135.00 1548.53 ±8.04
w 2404.29 2 13 5 154.60 ±84.46 226.00 ±125.00 340.64 ± 4.14 2403.50 2 15 90 105.53 ±59.56 212.00 ±119.00 249.48 ± 2.56 2403.61 3 14 96 109.46 ±66.87 209.00 ±128.00 263.12 ± 3.74
p8b b *2401.71 2 20 96 109.88 ±35.86 339.00 ±110.00 162.56 ±2.23 2402.43 1 12 67 186.48 ±80.66 264.00 ±113.00 353.82 ±4.59 2403.11 2 2 6 1115.93 ±618.48 238.00 ±132.00 2344.28 ±10.03
w 2408.00 7 19 13 97.77 ±65.48 223.00 ±150.00 220.35 ± 2.88 2403.51 76 20 95 115.96 ±37.74 285.00 ±93.00 203.66 ± 2.81 2406.99 54 20 94 134.64 ±17.00 435.00 ±54.80 155.50 ± 1.93
p9b b 2403.21 4 20 100 105.52 ±32.39 334.00 ±103.00 158.51 ±2.47 2402.53 1 8 69 267.38 ±123.89 252.00 ±117.00 530.45 ±4.44 2403.17 2 4 9 507.56 ±285.03 224.00 ±126.00 1132.82 ±6.14
w 2408.33 8 20 26 83.57 ±55.28 212.00 ±140.00 198.89 ± 2.81 2403.37 2 13 2 146.94 ±88.89 212.00 ±130.00 346.72 ± 4.48 2405.37 10 20 95 128.35 ±18.33 412.00 ±59.00 156.57 ± 2.01
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
Table B.33: Best and worst average solutions found by corresponding BCOs for problem instance Iogra500_16 [Dav06b]. Stopping criterion, T = 0.5[s].
min, f1b max, f
1
b max, f
2
b
pb y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s y ∆y B NC nit ±s t¯ ±s Nit ±s
[10−3] [10−3] [10−3]
p0b b 2406.26 3 1 1 2409.20 ±1139.88 265.00 ±126.00 4543.11 ±17.75 2405.81 3 3 29 813.86 ±329.98 286.00 ±117.00 1422.02 ±9.63 2406.02 3 4 24 640.54 ±241.37 306.00 ±115.00 1047.35 ±7.64
w 2408.25 4 18 93 115.92 ±44.27 299.00 ±114.00 195.09 ± 3.43 2406.58 3 18 75 113.89 ±41.05 284.00 ±103.00 201.36 ± 3.19 2406.74 4 15 91 137.05 ±47.11 294.00 ±100.00 233.96 ± 3.68
p1b b 2406.26 3 1 1 2409.20 ±1139.88 265.00 ±126.00 4542.22 ±21.31 2405.29 3 6 64 439.96 ±148.94 327.00 ±111.00 672.82 ±7.42 2406.16 3 4 6 604.58 ±249.22 281.00 ±117.00 1077.21 ±9.98
w 2413.89 9 20 21 100.89 ±54.63 268.00 ±145.00 188.55 ± 2.87 2418.35 89 19 98 181.31 ±16.42 469.00 ±41.20 193.88 ± 4.03 2465.39 181 20 100 157.70 ±8.81 493.00 ±27.00 160.66 ± 3.74
p2b b 2406.26 3 1 1 2409.20 ±1139.88 265.00 ±125.00 4543.31 ±20.83 *2405.25 2 7 56 399.27 ±110.22 345.00 ±95.40 578.66 ±6.50 2406.15 4 4 7 645.23 ±230.20 302.00 ±108.00 1069.85 ±8.60
w 2416.59 174 19 95 133.82 ±22.20 425.00 ±69.70 158.08 ± 2.33 2541.25 296 20 88 185.14 ±10.10 492.00 ±24.60 188.78 ± 3.35 2477.56 262 20 99 150.88 ±6.32 497.00 ±19.90 152.56 ± 2.00
p3b b 2406.22 3 4 2 600.63 ±254.09 273.00 ±115.00 1101.31 ±8.79 2406.19 3 2 11 1160.05 ±539.00 261.00 ±122.00 2222.37 ±9.21 2406.22 4 4 3 611.00 ±262.22 278.00 ±119.00 1100.35 ±7.80
w 2407.40 3 20 99 121.96 ±32.52 355.00 ±93.70 172.92 ± 2.62 2407.02 4 20 89 117.22 ±28.19 334.00 ±78.90 175.83 ± 2.64 2407.09 3 20 98 115.02 ±26.47 333.00 ±76.30 173.31 ± 2.78
p4b b 2406.26 3 1 1 2409.20 ±1139.88 265.00 ±125.00 4545.74 ±18.40 2405.54 3 4 85 604.75 ±208.56 302.00 ±104.00 1001.05 ±8.04 2406.03 4 2 6 1252.22 ±589.98 282.00 ±133.00 2220.18 ±11.32
w 2412.92 9 20 93 99.00 ±45.39 285.00 ±130.00 174.49 ± 2.69 2409.79 40 20 94 167.77 ±17.72 457.00 ±48.40 184.43 ± 2.88 2407.55 3 19 98 146.24 ±21.05 410.00 ±58.40 178.97 ± 2.96
p5b b 2406.26 3 1 1 2409.20 ±1139.88 265.00 ±126.00 4546.06 ±20.43 2405.35 3 6 71 429.93 ±129.90 322.00 ±97.10 666.75 ±7.25 2406.15 3 3 5 804.15 ±351.99 274.00 ±120.00 1467.43 ±8.64
w 2413.67 10 20 25 97.26 ±51.51 263.00 ±138.00 185.81 ± 2.96 2418.48 83 20 97 172.80 ±20.50 470.00 ±54.10 184.52 ± 3.21 2467.31 188 20 97 151.48 ±6.32 496.00 ±19.00 153.25 ± 2.28
p6b b 2406.26 3 1 1 2409.20 ±1139.88 265.00 ±126.00 4545.08 ±21.58 2405.50 3 5 90 500.78 ±161.57 319.00 ±102.00 786.45 ±7.99 2406.10 4 3 5 834.69 ±337.19 286.00 ±116.00 1461.01 ±10.91
w 2413.38 9 20 57 98.61 ±41.37 276.00 ±116.00 179.28 ± 3.56 2412.28 53 20 100 164.94 ±14.69 466.00 ±41.50 177.72 ± 2.93 2413.57 68 20 96 151.80 ±14.76 460.00 ±44.50 165.75 ± 2.65
p7b b 2406.26 3 1 1 2409.20 ±1139.88 266.00 ±126.00 4537.74 ±19.61 2405.89 3 4 8 579.75 ±258.06 269.00 ±120.00 1078.19 ±9.46 2406.00 3 3 10 794.98 ±357.75 276.00 ±124.00 1444.56 ±11.10
w 2407.88 4 20 7 120.98 ±43.01 305.00 ±108.00 199.05 ± 3.68 2406.74 3 17 94 122.61 ±38.60 308.00 ±97.90 199.52 ± 2.68 2406.81 3 16 80 124.09 ±49.03 288.00 ±112.00 216.11 ± 3.66
p8b b 2406.11 8 15 98 150.68 ±35.26 375.00 ±86.60 201.24 ±2.78 2405.27 3 6 49 438.89 ±134.62 323.00 ±98.80 680.12 ±8.18 2406.13 3 2 6 1151.34 ±506.62 261.00 ±115.00 2211.27 ±9.10
w 2413.18 166 19 87 129.02 ±24.78 405.00 ±78.70 159.77 ± 2.55 2441.56 192 19 94 183.98 ±17.90 469.00 ±44.60 196.63 ± 3.61 2499.37 216 20 99 140.40 ±6.43 497.00 ±20.50 141.86 ± 2.16
p9b b 2406.26 3 1 1 2409.20 ±1139.88 265.00 ±126.00 4545.61 ±17.74 2405.38 3 7 67 378.58 ±102.32 336.00 ±90.40 565.26 ±5.85 2406.18 4 2 9 1249.82 ±500.35 288.00 ±116.00 2172.22 ±8.43
w 2413.88 7 20 22 83.43 ±51.81 226.00 ±141.00 185.27 ± 3.38 2419.38 112 20 99 175.25 ±11.37 482.00 ±30.70 182.51 ± 3.13 2477.83 192 20 94 143.97 ±5.96 497.00 ±20.10 145.50 ± 2.35
1 b = best BCO configuration,
w = worst BCO configuration.
2 Overall best solution; Best within its group (overall second best); Best within its group (overall third best);
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B.3 Bar-chart of instances
Figure B.8: Bar chart for Iogra100
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Figure B.9: Bar chart for Iogra150
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Figure B.10: Bar chart for Iogra200
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Figure B.11: Bar chart for Iogra250
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Figure B.12: Bar chart for Iogra300
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Figure B.13: Bar chart for Iogra350
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Figure B.14: Bar chart for Iogra400
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Figure B.15: Bar chart for Iogra450
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Figure B.16: Bar chart for Iogra500
